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ABSTRACT
The focus of this study is a set of related problems in the
phonology of Passamaquoddy involving stress assignment and
syncope. Both of these processes make a distinction between
"stressable" and "unstressable" vowels. In essence the stress-
able vowels are those which are available to the stress rules,
while the unstressable vowels may be targets of syncope. Stress
is assigned by a right-to-left alternating stress rule and a rule
assigning stress to initial syllables; but the surface stress
patterns of the language are more ccmplex than one would expect
on the basis of these principles alone, since only stressable
vowels participate in stress assignment. Matters are further
complicated by the fact that particular underlying vowels which
are treated as unstressable in some positions come to be treated
as stressable when they occur in other contexts.
Whether a basically unstressable vowel is counted or skipped
over in assigning stress is determined by a disparate set of
conditions. A striking part of this system is a principle which
makes an unstressable vowel stressable if it occupies an even-
numbered position in a series of such vowels, counting from left
to right. Thus stress assignment in Passamaquoddy appears to be
determined by syllable counts carried out both from right to left
and from left to right. Unstressable vowels which do not become
stressable in the course of derivations are subject to syncope in
a diverse set of environments, reflecting the application of fivedistinct rules.
Three theories of the stressable/unstressable distinction
are considered in this work. The first theory uses a dlaoriticfeature ([strong] to distinguish between stressable and
unstressable vowels. The second approach posits an additional
level of metrical structure, in addition to the foot and word
levels generally assumed in metrical accounts of stress
assignment, in order to represent stressable vowels as metrically
more prominent than unstressable vowels. The third account
exploits the descriptive power of theories of phonology which
recognize a distinction between a segmental tier and a CV or
timing tier. The central hypothesis of this CV theory of
stressability is that unstressable vowels are floating segments.
at the point in derivations at which the rules of stress
assignment and syncope are applicable. Adopting this hypothesis
allows us to explain some of the conditions which determine
stressability by relating them to the principles of
syllabification in Passamaquoddy. The CV account also findsempirical support in the facts of stress and syncope in words
which contain underlying vowel sequences.
Other aspects of the phonology of Passamaquoddy which are
treated in some detail include the phonetic distribution of long
and short vowels, a devoicing process which affects initial non-
syllabic sonorants, a morphologically governed system of vowel
mutations known as Initial Change, and a rule deleting final
vowels which triggers adjustments in stress and intonation.
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Introduction
Maliseet-Passamaquoddy Is an Eastern Algonquian language of
Maine and New Brunswick. Maliseet (or Malecite) is spoken in the
area around Houlton, ME, and on six reserves along the St. John
River in New Brunswick. Passamaquoddy is spoken in two
communities in Maine, one at Pleasant Point, on the coast near
Eastport, the other in Indian Township, some thirty miles inland
at the headwaters of the St. Croix River. The two dialects are
mutually intelligible, although there are many minor differences
between them. The present work is primarily concerned with the
phonologlocal structure of Passamaquoddy, although some Maliseet
material, primarily from Woodstock, N.B., is also brought into
the discussion.
The focus of this study is a set of related problems
involving stress assignment and syncope. Both of these processes
make a distinction between what I call "stressable" and
"unstressable" vowels. In essence the stressable vowels are
those which are available to the stress rules (although they are
not necessarily stressed), while the unstressable vowels may be
targets of syncope (provided that certain segmental conditions
are met). The same distinction will also be shown to play a role
in a variety of other areas of the phonology of Passamaquoddy,
including the use of epenthetic vowels, the treatment of
underlying vowel sequences, and certain aspects of the
morphologically conditioned vowel mutations known as Initial
Change. An account of the nature of the stressable/unstressable
distinction and of the system of rules which determine the
distribution of stressable and unstressable vowels is the
principal analytical contribution of this work.
A second objective of this study has simply been to present
a substanital body of data on the phonology of Passamaquoddy in
an analytical framework which reveals the major generalizations
in this domain, so that other scholars will be able to draw on
Passamaquoddy material in their investigations of matters of
theoretical interest. For this reason, I have tried as much as
possible to present the whole picture, or as much of it as I have
been able to see, in areas where there is variation among
speakers or within the speech of particular individuals. An
account which concentrated on "basic patterns" or "regular cases"
would undoubtedly be easier to read, but would run the risk of
giving an inaccurate view of the nature of the phonological
processes of the language.
Many areas of the grammar of Passamaquoddy are undergoing
rapid change, with the result that there are Important
differences among speakers of different age groups. Some of this
variation undoubtedly reflects the decline in the use of the
language among the youngest members of the community, but certain
types of variation are common even in the speech of my oldest
consultants, for whom English was very much a second language.
Of course there are also differences between the Paseamaquoddy of
Pleasant Point and the Passamaquoddy of Indian Township, but I
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suspect that differences among extended family groups in fact
play a larger role than geography in dialect variation.
1.1 Analytical problems and proposals
It is easy to show that the basic principles of stress
assignment in Passamaquoddy are a right-to-left alternating
stress rule and a rule assigning stress to word-initial
syllables. The surface stress patterns of many words are much
more complicated, however, than we would expect on the basis of
these principles alone, since only stressable vowels participate
in the process of stress assignment. Matters are further
complicated by the fact that particular underlying vowels which
are treated as unstressable in some positions come to be treated
as stressable when they appear in other contexts.
Whether or not a basically unstressable vowel should be
counted or skipped over in assigning stress is determined by a
disparate set of conditions. A striking part of this system is a
principle which makes a basically unstressable vowel stressable
if it occupies an even-numbered position in a series of such
vowels, counting from left to right. Thus stress assignment in
Passamaquoddy appears to be determined by syllable counts carried
out both from right to left and from left to right.
Basically unstressable vowels which do not become stressable
in the course of derivations are subject to syncope in a diverse
class of environments. Five distinct, but formally similar rules
of deletion appear to be involved. Most of the unstressable
vowels which are retained in surface forms are sohwas, but I will
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argue that underlyingly unstressable occurrences of /1/, /a/, and
/o/, as well as /1/, are subject to two of the rules of syncope.
Three theories of the stressable/unstressable distinction
will be considered in this work. The first of these accounts
uses a diacritic feature [strong] to distinguish between
stressable and unstressable vowels. The second approach posits
an additional level of metrical structure, in addition to the
foot level and word level generally assumed in metrical accounts
of stress assignment, in order to represent stressable vowels as
metrically more prominent than unstressable vowels. The third
proposal exploits the descriptive power of theories of phonology
which recognize a distinction between a segmental tier and a CV
or timing tier in phonological representations. The central
hypothesis in this account is that unstressable vowels are
floating segments -- elements of the segmental tier which are not
associated with positions on the timing tier -- at the point in
derivations at which the rules of stress assignment and syncope
are applicable.
The diacritic theory of stressability is intended as a
formalization and extension of the approach which a number of
Algonqulanists have taken in working on similar problems. Both
the account of stress and syncope in Delaware in Goddard (1969)
and the analysis of syncope in ,4aliseet in Sherwood (1983b) make
cruclal use of a distinction between "weak" and "strong" vowels
which Is partly lexically determined and partly determined by
rule.
Although a decoriptively accarate account of the
Passamaquoddy data can be presented in a framework of this kind,
the use of a diacritic feature to distinguish between stressable
and unstressable vowels implies that the distinction has no
phonological basis. This seems highly unlikely, since rule after
rule in the phonology of Passamaquoddy refers to the
stressable/unstressable distinction.
The metrical theory of stressability is based on a proposal
that Nancy Chinchor and I first put forward in 1978, which has
since been developed in work by Stowell (1979) and Halle and
Vergnaud (1984). Both the original work to which I contributed
and the subsequent elaborations of this appraoch have dealt only
with a relatively small range of facts concerning the
distribution of stresoable and unstressable vowels, essentially
limited to the role of a left-to-right syllable count in
determining this distinction.
If this were, indeed, the only principle at work in
determining when underlyingly unstressable vowels should be
counted in stress assignment, then we would undoubtedly want to
adopt a metrical account of stressability. This type of syllable
counting is, after all, precisely the sort of phenomenon for
which metrical theory is best suited. Moreover, there can be
little doubt that the stressable/unstressable distinction
reflects a distinction between stressed and unstressed vowels at
some stage in the history of the language. 1  But a variety of
other conditions are also involved in the phonological assignment
of stressable status, notably a condition which requires
underlyingly unstressable vowels to be treated as stressable
after certain consonant cluaters. These additional constraints
can be incorporated into a metrical account of stressability, but
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only at the cost of a heavy reliance on accent assignment rules
which stipulate, but do not explain, the facts.
I will argue that a more explanatory account of stress and
syncope in Passamaquoddy is available if we make use of the power
of a theory like the CV phonology of Clements and Keyser (1983)
which allows us to distinguish between segments and timing slots.
Once we recognize unstressable vowels as underlying floating
segments, several of the constraints on the distribution of
stressable and unstressable vowels, including the principle of
alternating strong and weak positions, can be directly related to
the principles of syllabification which govern the class of
possible consonant clusters in Passamaquoddy. This approach is
modeled on the account which Michelson (1986) has offered for a
formally similar problem in the analysis of stress assignment in
Mohawk.
For the most part, the arguments that I will present are
based on the relative explanatory power of the metrical and CV
accounts of streesability. I know of only one area in the
phonology of Passamaquoddy where these two approaches lead to
clearly different empirical results. Without ad hoc additional
stipulations, a metrical theory leads to incorrect predictions
about stress assignment and syncope in certain forms which
contain underlying vowel sequences. The same facts follow
without additional stipulations from the basic assumptions of the
CV approach.
1.2 Souroes
The principal source of the Passamaquoddy data discussed in
this work is my own field notes, collected at Indian Township and
at Pleasant Point during several periods of work in Maine: six
weeks in June and July, 1976; a week In January, 1977; about
fourteen months from the end of May, 1977 to early August, 1978;
another four weeks in July, 1979; and several short trips since.
I have also made extensive use of the material collected by Laura
Knecht at Indian Township during June and July, 1975.
The Passamaquoddy speakers with whom I have worked most
closely at Indian Township are Anna Harnois, Philomene Dana, and
Simon Gabriel, while my principal consultant at Pleasant Point
has been David Francis, Sr. I will occasionally give the
initials of one of these speakers when citing forms in the
context of discussions of individual variation.2
Other speakers who have helped me in my study of the
Passamaquoddy language include Albert Dana, Charles Dana, Coleen
Dana, Vickey Dana, Lorraine Gabriel, Peter Gabriel, Albert
Harnots, Audrey Harnois, Estelle Neptune, Joseph Nicholas, Wayne
Newell, George Sockabasin, Mary Ellen Socobasin, Aloysius Sopiel,
and Beverly Soplel.
Most of the Maliseet data which is cited in this study was
provided by Peter Lewis Paul of Woodstock, N.B. Other Maliseet
speakers who have contributed to my understanding of their
language include Veronica Atwin of Kingeolear, N.B., and Maxine
Tomah, originally from Tobique, N.B., but for several years a
resident of Indian Township, ME.
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Early sources which have been especially useful in my study
of Passamaquoddy include Joseph Barratt's Key to the Indian
Language of New England... (1850), Abby Langdon Alger's "A
Collection of Words and Phrases taken from the Passamaquoddy
Tongue" (1885), and several of the works of John Dyneley Prince,
notably "The Passamaquoddy Wampum Records" (1897), "A
Passamaquoddy Tobacco Famine" (1917), and Passamaquodda Texts
(1921).3 Other sources are mentioned in the text where they are
relevant and are listed in the bibliography.
The modern period of linguistic work on Maliseet and
Passamaquoddy begins with Karl Teeter's "Preliminary Report on
Malecite-Passamaquoddy" (1967) and "The Main Features of
Malecite-Passamaquoddy Grammar" (1971). Ives Goddard's
"Preliminary Informal Statement of Malecite Prosodics" (1970)
suggested an accentual notation for Maliseet-Passamaquoddy from
which the system of accent marking that I have used is adapted.
Two unpublished papers by Janet Warne, "A Historical Phonology of
Malecite" (1977a) and "The Genetic Relationship of Abenaki,
Penobscot, and Malecite" (1977b) have provided valuable
information of the history of the language. Important
contributions to our understanding of the phonetics of vowel
length have been made by LsazlC Svabo, notably in his
Indianisches Wtrterbuch (1981). A reasonably complete picture of
verbal inflection is now available from the Passamaquoddy-
Maliseet Verb Paradigma of Robert M. Leavitt and David Francis,
Sr., (1983, 1984) and David Sherwood's Maliseet-Passamaquoddy
Verb Morphology (1983b, 1986). The teaching manual NihtawewestI
Know How to Speak (Leavitt et. al. 1986) contains a great deal of
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useful information on noun and verb inflection and many other
aspects of the grammar of Maliseet-Passamaquoddy. Leavitt and
Francis (1984) is an edited version of my Preliminary
Passamaquoddy Dictionary of 1979.
The Wabnaki Bilingual Education Program at Indian Township
and its successor, The Passamaquoddy-Maliseet Bilingual Education
Program, which now serves the Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians as
well as the Passamaquoddy communities of Pleasant Point and
Indian Township, have published a large number of texts over thb
last fifteen years, including re-edited versions of many of the
traditional narratives in Prince's Passamaquoddy Texts. (A
partial listing of this material is given in Teeter (1978).) I
have made extensive use of these publications in my informant
work.
1.3 Plan of the work
From a morphological point of view, Passamaquoddy is in most
respects a typical Algonquian language. Readers who are
acquainted with Bloomfield's classic grammars of Menomini (1962)
and Ejstern Ojibwa (1958) or with Goddard's study of Delaware
verbal morphology (1979b) will find themselves on familiar
ground. For readers who are less familiar with Algonquian
languages, a brief sketch of Passamaquoddy morphology is given in
Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 provides a description of the phonetics of
Passamaquoddy, with some remarks on Maliseet. Much of the
chapter is devoted to an analysis of the distribution of short
and long vowels in the two dialects. Vowel length is conditioned
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in part by stress, but length and stress do not always occur in
the same locations. An understanding of the relationship between
these two types of prominence is therefore a prerequisite for any
analysis of accentuation.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are the core of this work. Chapter 4
provides a descriptive account of the distribution of stressable
and unstressable vowels and compares three formal treatments of
this distribution in the frameworks sketched briefly above. The
rules of stress assignment and stress subordination which apply
to the output of the rules determining stressability are also
formulated in this chapter. Chapter 5 motivates and formalizes
the five rules of syncope which affect underlying /3/, along with
a variety of other phonological processes in the language which
modify the output of the syncope rules in various ways. Chapter
6 extends the analysis of Chapter 5 to alternations which involve
occurrences of i, a, and o which cannot be derived from /a/ in a
synchronic analysis of Passamaquoddy.
A full account of the phonology of the Passamaquoddy
inflectional system would require a discussion of the
idiosyncratic properties of a large number of morphemes and is
clearly beyond the scope of this work. Chapter 7 presents an
analysis of two of the more regular processes in this domain,
both of which insert epenthetio vowels before certain suffixes.
The rule for the use of epenthetic /1/ is of particular interest
with respect to the centrnl theme of this work, since it
introduces unstressable vowels. Given the CV theory of
stressability which is proposed and defended in Chapters 4-6,
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this rule can be seen as a process which inserts material only on
the segmental tier, thus creating floating vowels.
Chapter 8 provides an analysis of several rules which
interact in words whose underlying forms contain vowel sequences.
I argue here that diacritic and metrical theories of the
stressable/unstressable distinction lead to incorrect predictions
about patterns of stress and syncope in one class of forms of
this type, but that the observed patterns are to be expected if
we adopt the CV approach suggested in Chapter 4.
The morphologically conditioned vowel mutations known as
Initial Change are an important source of information about
underlying forms, since mutation affects underlying vowels which
may be deleted in syncope. Chapter 9 presents an analysis of
these mutations and demonstrates in particular that one part of
this system distinguishes between underlying stressable and
unstressble vowels.
Not only stress, but certain aspects of word intonation are
distinctive In Passamaquoddy. For the most part, the
intonational contrasts of the language appear to have been the
historical result a process by which final vowels were lost in
many words. Many of the intonational contrasts found in the
contemporary language correlate with the application of a
synchronic rule of Final Vowel Deletion. This rule and its
accentual effects are briefly discussed in Chapter 10. Because
there is much that remains mysterious in this area of
Passamaquoddy phonology, the analysis presented in this chapter
is necessarily quite tentative.
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1.4 A note on the writing system
Readers who are familiar with standard Passamaquoddy
orthography may wonder how the writing system used here is
related to that system. The relationship is in fact quite close:
a few simply substitutions will convert any form given in this
work into its usual Passamaquoddy spelling. These substitutions
are explained in the following paragraphs.
An h before a consonant at the beginning of a word should be
replaced by an apostrophe. The [h] sound may occasionally be
heard in this position when the word is pronounced together with
a preceding word which ends with a vowel, but h in such cases
more often represents an effect on the following sound than a
sound in its own right.
The letter o should be replaced everywhere by u. The symbol
mo (schwa) should be replaced by o everywhere except where it is
follwed by w, where it should also be replaced by u.
The combination kw should be replaced by a, except at the
beginning of a word where k is the second person prefix. Here
there is a difference between a simple "kw" sound and a sequence
of k and w.
The letter k should simply be dropped at the beginning of a
word where it is followed by k or kw. The extra k in these forms
is written only as a mark of the slightly tenser (more clearly
voiceless) pronunciation of initial k or a in paradigmatIc forms
which take the second person prefix k before other consonants.
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-- Notesn --
1. Given the widespread occurrence in Algonquian languages
of phonological phenomena which refelct a left-to-right syllable
count, this stage might even have been Proto-Algonqulan. The
vowel length alternations of Menomini (Goddard, Hockett, and
Teeter 1972; Miner 1981) offer a particularly interesting
parallel.
2. Simon Gabriel, born in 1903, is the oldest speaker with
whom I have worked. His early years were spent at St. Mary's,
outside Prederlotion, N.B., and certain characteristics of his
speech probably reflect this Maliseet background.
3. Prince's major analytical work, "The Morphology of the
Passamaquoddy Language of Maine" (1914) contains much that is of
interest but includes many forms which resemble nothing that I
have encountered in the language.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Morphology
The parts of speech in Passamaquoddy are noun, verb, and
particle. Both nouns and verbs are highly inflected, largely by
suffixation. Verb forms with as many as seven inflectional
suffixes are not uncommon.1 Particles are uninflected (although
some have diminutive forms).
The discussion in this chapter is intended only to give the
reader an acquaintance with the basic morphological categories of
the language and some idea of the structure of stems. The
terminology is that of Bloomfield (1946, 1958, 1962), with
certain modifications and additions as suggested in Goddard
(1969). For aspects of Algonquian morphology not covered in the
following remarks, the reader should consult these sources or
Sherwood's study of the Maliseet verb (1983b).
The segmentations and glosses of Passamaquoddy forms
provided in this work should be considered provisional except
where they are specifically discussed in the text. The glosses
are meant only to be suggestive. Thus, for example, the reader
should not assume that the stem /pask-;n-/ 'break with the hand'
consists of a verbal element and an instrumental suffix simply
because I have glossed /pask-/ as 'break' and /-pn-/ as 'by
hand.' I am not aware of any evidence which would favor such an
me 14
analysis over one in which /pask-/ is taken to mean 'broken' and
/-an-/ to mean 'act on with the hand' -- or one in which "verbal
meaning" is simply a property of the stem as a whole.
Not all forms are segmented as fully as possible. Moreover,
there are' many cases in which it is difficult to justify
historically plausible morphological analyses on synchronic
grounds. I have tried for the most part to be conservative in
dividing words into morphemes, indicating morpheme boundaries
only where I am aware of some synchronic justification for the
analysis. Some plausible analyses are ignored, however, where
further segmentation would simply obscure the phonological point
under discusslon.
As a rule, I gloss grammatical morphemes in capital letters
and non-grammatical morphemes in small letters, but there are
many cases in which this distinction is made arbitrarily.
Derivational suffixes are often glossed only by the gender-
selection class of the stems which they derive, as discussed
below, even where some abstract meaning might be attributed to
them on the basis of a careful analysis of lexical semantics.
Glosses are given in parentheses for morphemes which are present
in the underlying form of a word but which are not represented in
the surface form by any segmental material. Periods are written
between words in glosses when more than one word is used to gloss
a single morpheme. A list of the abbreviations used in this work
is given at the end of this chapter.
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2.1 Grammatical gender
With certain exceptions, to be noted below, every
Passamaquoddy noun is assigned to one of two grammatical genders,
conventionally termed animate and inanimate. Gender is reflected
both in the inflection of nouns and in verbal agreement. The
(proximate) plural forms of animate nouns end in -sk -k ~ -ik
while the plural forms of inanimate nouns end in -l ~ - 1. ~ -il.
In European languages with grammatical gender, it is not
uncommon for synonyms or near synonyms to be assigned to
different gender classes, e.g. German die Frau 'the woman'
(feminine) but das Weib 'the woman' (neuter). This situation is
almost never found in Passamaquoddy. In fact the gender of nouns
is entirely predictable within certain semantically defined
domains. One semantically based principle assigns all nouns
which refer to living, self-moving beings of any kind to the
animate gender (hence the name of this class):e 1 'doe' (pl.
ellik), essee 'clam' (pl. essak). Another makes all nouns animate
which refer to objects which are conventionally used to hold
liquids: emkwan 'spoon' (pl. emkwanak), pohtay 'bottle' (pl.
- %
pohtayak; from French bouteille); compare inanaimate mitsot
'fork' (pl. miteotlyil), paksis 'box,' (pl. paksaisl; from
English box). Nouns which refer to playing cards are also
anima~e: tlepise 'club' (pl. tlepsls k; from French trefle),
psohon 'heart' (pl. psohonak); compare inanimate psohon 'heart
(organ)' (pl. psohonal). Other rules of this type undoubtedly
exist (mostly assigning nouns to the animate gender). One might,
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in fact, take each noun and its near synonyms to define a
semantic field with an associated gender rule.2
Despite the regularity of gender assignment in some domains,
gender is arbitrary in other parts of the vocabulary (apart from
the restriction on the gender of synonyms). Thus Ialakinhikn
- -
'drill bit' is inanimate (pl. lelakihikanal), but klttakan 'file
(for working wood or metal)' is animate (pl. kittakanak); saht
'blueberry' is inanimate ( pl. sahti l), but pskihkwimins
e
'strawberry' is animate (pl. pskihkwiminsek). In cases like
these in which gender is arbitrary we find individual and dialect
variation. Thus cihkihikan 'broom' is animate (pl. cihkthikanak)
for most Passamaquoddy speakers, but inanimate (pl. cihkihikonal)
for some; tvmtoe 'tomato' is an inanimate noun in Indian
Township (pl. tvmetosJl), but an animate noun at Pleasant Point
(pl. t~metosak). Occasionally a single speaker will use both
animate and inanimate forms of the same noun. Thus one speaker
(D.P) reports that nekason 'sleeping mat' may be either animate
or inanimate (pl. nekseon k or nekasonal). It seems clear, then,
that the animate/inanimate distinction is truly one of
grammatical gender, despite the fact that gender has varioue
semantic correlates.
The suffix /-eya-/ forms nouns which be either animate or
inanimate, according to the referent: pileyak 'new things (an.),'
pileyal 'new things (in.).' Nouns of this type are frequently
used in apposition with other nouns, where they function much
like adjectives.
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2.2 Gender selection
Verbs in Passamaquoddy, as in other Algonqulan languages,
impose restrictions on the grammatical gender of one of their
arguments, For intransitive verbs, the restricted argument is
the subject. For transitive verbs, it is the (primary) object.
A class of basically intransitive stems may be used with a
nominal complement but nonetheless impose gender restrictions on
their subjects.
Subjects of Animate Intransitive (AI) verbs must be
grammatically animate. Subjects of Inanimate Intransitive (II)
verbs must be grammatically inanimate. Thus the animate noun
epeskomaken 'ball' (pl. epeskamakonak) may appear as the subject
of 1/pi-/ AI 'sit, be located,' as shown in (la), but not as the
subject of /lte-/ II 'be located.' On the other hand, the
inanimate noun towihpot 'table' (pl. towihpotiyil) may appear as
the subject of /ate-/, as shown in (Ib), but not as the subject
of /Opi-/.
(1) a. epeskama-kan apo pskihkwt-hko-k.
play.ball-NOM sit-(3 ) blade. of. grass-PL-.LOC
'The ball is on the grass.'
b. towi-hp-ot wikewam-ak ate.
through-eat-instrument house-LOC located-(3)
'The table is in the house.'
The correaponding classes of transitive verbs are the
Transialtive Animate (TA) verbs, which take only grammatically
animate objects, and the !ransitive Inanimate (TI) verbs, which
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take only grammatically inanimate objects. The examples in (2)
are typical. The TA stem /nemi-y-/ 'see' is used with animate
objects, such as k_ 'log' (pl. kowiyik). The TI stem
/nami-ht-o-/ 'see' is used with inanimate objects, such as mip
'leaf' (pl. mipiyil.
(2) a. nvmi-y-a kowi-hi.
(3)see-TA-DIR--(33. OBV) log-33. OBV
'He sees the logs.'
b. nami-ht-o-n- 1 mipi-hil.
(3)-see-TI-TI-3IN-33IN leaf-33IN
'He sees the leaves.'
Since Passasmaquoddy makes extensive use of "null anaphora,"
neither subjects nor objects need be phonetically overt. In fact
le 0
verbs like wal-skisk-at (good-day-II-(3)) 'it is a good day' and
ckow-4pan (hither-dawn-(3)) 'dawn is coming' never occur with
overt subjects. Such verbs may nonetheless be classed as
Inanimate Intransitive verbs on the basis of their infiection. 3
AI and II stems typically come in pairs. (The exceptions
are the II stems without overt subjects, which have no AI
counterparts.) In some cases, the relationship between
corresponding AI and II verbs is simply suppletlve. This is
true, for example, of the stems /api-/ and /ate-/ in (1). More
frequently, the stems differ only in their "finals," stem-final
morphological units which are single morphemes in the simplest
cases but may also be morphologically complex. The stems shown
in (3) differ only in Their last morpheme: the final in (3a) is
/-ksl-/ AI, while that in (3b) is /-at-/ II. Although these two
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suffixes typically form stative verbs, they are essentially
formal elements with no concrete meaning. Other finals have more
semantic import, as we will see below.
(3) a. namehe salawe-hpok-so.
fish salt-taste-AI-(3)
'The fish tastes salty.'
b. piks-ey salawe-hpok-at.
pig-meat salt-taste-II-(3)
'The pork tastes salty.'
In eome cases, the suffix /-(Q)wi-/ is added to an AI stem to
form the corresponding II stem:
(4) a. malihki-kan-e skitap.
etrong-nature(?)-AI-(3) man
'The man is strong.'
b. mal Ihki-kan-e-w1-w plye.
strong-nature(?)-AI-II-3 beer
'The beer is strong.'
A few finals derive both AI and II stems, so that paired stems of
these two classes are not always distinct. Thus mehkw-eyi-t
(red-AI/II-3AN) 'he who is red' and mehkw-eyi-k (red-AI/II-3IN)
'that which is red' are both based on the stem /mihkw-eyi-/.
Both weckow-ya-t (hither-go-3AN) 'he is coming toward here' and
weckow-ya-k (hither-go-3IN) 'it is coming toward here' are based
on the stem /wackewi-ya-/.
TA and TI stems also typically come in pairs which differ
only in their finals. The TA stem in (5a) is formed with the
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final /-ahp-/ 'taste, eat,' while the TI stem in (5b) is formed
with the synonymous final /-aht-am-/ instead. As in the case of
AI and II finals, these finals are distinguished only by the
restrictions which they place on the grammatical gender of one
argument of the verbs which they derive. Even though winas
'stomach' can be used to refer to tripe, it cannot replace
winasey 'tripe' in (5b), since winws is an animate noun while
winasey is inanimate.
- -
(5) a. n-wik-ahp-a winas.
1-1 ike-taste-DIR stomach
'I like (the taste of) tripe.'
b. n-wik-aht-am-an winas-ey.
1-I ike-taste-TI-3 IN stomach-meat
'I like (the taste of) tripe.'
c. *n-wik-aht-am-an winas.
Many TI finals are morphologically complex, ending in one of
the "thematic elements" /-o-/ ~ /-aw-/ or /-am-/. (The first of
these is illustrated in (2b), the second in (5b).) From a
historical point of view, these morphemes can probably be
analyzed as inanimate object markers. Since they now occur only
with particular finals, however, and since inanimate objects are
indicated elsewhere in the inflectlon of Passamaquoddy verbs, it
seems better from a synchronic point of view to treat these
elements as derivational suffixes. It is not always clear in
particular cases whether they should be segmented as separate
morphemes. For the most part, I have ignored /-o-/ in glossing
examples and indicated the presence of /-)m-/ only where there
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seems to be some synchronic evidence in favor of recognizing its
continuing independence.
Double Object or TA+O verbs are used with two nominal
complements. (Some in fact permit three.) Of these, one must be
animate and Is reflected in inflection in all paradigms. This is
the primary object of the verb. A secondary object is reflected
in inflection in some paradigms. It may be of either gender, but
is always third person. Two typical examples are shown in (6).
(6) a. k-mil-i-n-1k (nil) laemoss-Sk.
2-give-1. OBJ-PEG-53PROX me dog-33PROX
'You (sg.) give me dogs.'
b. n-kisi kika-h-a-n-al piyel hpison-al.
1-past heal-TA-DIR-PEG-331N Peter medicine-33IN
'I healed Peter with medicines.'
In (6a), the primary object of kmilinak 'you (sg.) give them
(an.) to me' is nil 'me,' the logical goal. The secondary object
is alamosstk 'dogs,' the logical theme or patient. Both objects
are reflected in verbal inflection in this case, the primary
object by the suffix -Ie- 1.OBJ, the secondary object by the
suffix -ak 33PROX. The primary object of nkisi kikahanal 'I
healed him with them (in.)' in (6b) is piyel 'Peter,' the logical
patient, while the secondary object is hpisonbl 'medicines,' the
logical instrument. (The secondary objects of verbs of this type
are what we might call "thematic instruments' -- instruments
which reach and affect the patient.) Here the primary object
controls the choice of the suffix -a-, while the secondary object
is indexed in the verb by the suffix -jj 33IN. (I will return to
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these inflectional affixes below.) Several other classes of
double object verbs can be distinguished on the basis of the
thematic roles of their complements. In one common type, for
example, the primary object is the possessor of the secondary
object. In a periphrastic causative construction, the primary
object is the "causee" and the secondary object is a clause.
One final class of verbs have the gender-selection
properties of AI verbs, and for the most part are based on AI
stems, but nonetheless take a nominal complement which is not
marked for locative case and which is reflected in verbal
inflection like the secondary object of a TA+O verb. These are
the Transitivized AI or AI+O verbs. Their complements typically
bear thematic roles which are expressed in English by means of
prepositions. Like the secondary objects of TA+O verbs, these
complements may be of either gender but must be third person.
The examples in (7) show /tehsahkw-api-/ 'sit on' used first as
an AI stem, then as an AI+O stem, with an animate complement in
(7b) and an inanimate complement in (7c).
(7) a. tehsakw-.po sips-is skinohe-is-Il w-wte-k.
on.top-salt bird-DIM boy-DIM-3.OBV 3-belly-LOC
'The bird is sitting on the boy's belly.'
b. n-te(akw-,pi-ne-nno-k apal-hlk.
I-on.top-sit-PEG-1 1-33PROX tree-33PROX
'We (du. exc.) are sitting on the trees.'
c. n-tehsakw-api-ne- nno-l panapsk-ol
1-on.top-sit-PEG-11-'33IN rock-331N
'We (du. exc.) are sitting on the rooks.'
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There are no TI+O or II+0 verbs which parallel the TA+O and
AI+O forms shown above. Thus, for example, there is no
alternative to (8) In which /tehsahkw-ahte-/ 'be located on top'
is used with a non-locative complement in place of mani-hik
'money (loc.).'
(8) wik-hl-ke-w-ey tehsakw-te mani-hik.
write-TA-AI-DA-NP on.top-located-(3) money-LOC
'The pencil Is lying on the money.'
2.3 The structure of atems
A relatively small number of Passamaquoddy verb stems are
synchronically unanalyzable. So, for example, /ete-/ II 'be
located,' shown in (1), contains no independently occurring
morphological elements. The stem /namihkwasi-/ " /mlnihkwasi-/
AI 'be born' may be historically a lexical passive of /nsmi-y-/
TA 'see,' but neither the meaning of the AI stem nor its variable
form supports a synchronic analysis along these lines.
Analyzable verb stems, which are by far in the majority,
consist of a sequence of an initial, optionally a medial or
sequence of medials, and a final:
(9) Structure of verb stems:
Initial-(Medial) -Final-
The semantics of initiale is extremely heterogeneous. Medials
often have concrete meanings and frequently resemble nouns or
noun finals (the latter are discussed below). Finals determine
the transetivity and gender-selection class of the stem and may
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add concrete elements of meaning as well, although many finals
have abstract meanings or are simply formal elements with no
clear semantic import.
The examples In (10)-(12) show pairs of verbs whose stems
are formed with the same initials and finals. The first stem in
each pair is made without a medial, while the second includes
one. Note that the semantic contribution of the initial and
final need not be the same in the two types of stems.
(10) a. wil-Ipo
good-sit-(3)
'he sits nicely, comfortably; he is well off'
b. wl-a)we-po
good-hal r-sit-(3)
'his hair is nicely fixed'
(11) a. mil-acihte-t-ol
vari ous-col or- 3-K33 IN
'they (in.) are of various colors'
b. mil-cuk-wcihte
various-messy-color-(3 )
'it is multi-colored'
(12) a. h-paak-3n-a-l
3-break-by.hand-DIR-3. OB V
'he breaks the other with his hand'
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b. h-pask-Scak-an-a-l
3 -break-messy-by.hand-DIR-3 . OBV
'he breaks the other (something squishy)
with his hand'
The examples in (13) illustrate the use of sequences of medials.
In each case, the medial elements are underlined.4
(13) a. ape-alwk-aso
small-hole-AI-(3)
'it (an.) has a small hole in it'
b. ci pk-alak-fton-e
loud-hole-mouth-AI-(3)
'he is a loud-mouth'
a. h-paak-atone-hta-h-a-1
3-break-mouth-strike-TA-DIR-3 . OBV
'he hits the other, cutting the other's lip'
d. mbkase-w-al'aki -kwe-hta-h-a-l
(3)-dead.coal-DA-hole-face-strike-TA-DIR-3. OBW
'he gives the other a black eye'
Initials and finals may consist of a single morpheme, or
they may be morphologically complex. An initial which consists
of a single bound morpheme Is a root. Thus w~l- 'good,' mil-
'various,' pask- 'break,' aps- 'small,' and clplk- 'loud,' shown
in (10)-(13), are roots. (The initial in (13d), makase-w-
'black,' is not a root, since it is derived from the noun mlkas
'dead coal,' stem /mlhase-/, by the addition of the derivational
affix /-w-/.)
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Many complex initials and finals are derived from stems.
The stem of the verb in (14a) appears as a complex initial in
(14b). The stem of the verb in (15a) appears as an initial in
(15b), and the stem of the verb in (15b) in turn appears as an
initial in ('15c).
(14) a. nisi-katan
two-year- (3)
'it is two years'
-f
b. nisi-katin-e
two-year-AI-(3)
'he is two years old'
(15) a. wicohke-m-a-l
(3)-hel p-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he helps the other'
b. wicohke-m-si-kw
hel p-TA-REFLEX-22
'help (du.) yourselves!'
c. wicohke-m-si-katan
hel p-TA-REFLEX-year
'the time comes when someone who has never
been willing to do things for himself finally
does 8so'
Examples (16) and (17) show a similar relationship between verb
stems and complex finals. The stem of the verb in (16a) appears
as a final in (16b). The stem of the verb in (17a) is used as a
final in (17b).
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(16) a. lohk-e (/alohk-e-w/)
work-AI-(3)
'he works'
b. wapal-elohk-e
improper-work-Al-(3)
'he does wrong, acts improperly'
(17) a. amik-atakko (/amihk-atakwkwi-w/)
up-jump- (3)
'he jumps up'
b. kis-amik-atakko
past-up-jump-(3)
'he jumped up'
The structure of noun stems is generally simpler than that
of verb stems. Many noun stems are unanalyzable: thp 'alder'
(underlying /tohpi-/), a'kem 'snowshoe,' pkasan 'shoe' (possessed
maksan-al ((3)-shoe-3.OBV) 'his shoe'). Others can be segmented
like verb stems into an initial and a final. The root /mihkw-/
'red' is combined with a final /-aksan/ 'shoe' in pkw-aksan 'red
shoe.' 5  The stems /tohpi-/ and /akom-/ are initials and
/-aht·kw/ 'stick' and /-ahkw/ 'wood' are finals in tohpiy-ahtakw
'alder pole' and akam-ahkw 'white ash' (literally "enowshoe
wood"). (Compare the medial /-ahkw-/ 'wood, stick' in kin-ahkwi-
sa maw-e (large-wood-horn-AI-(3)) 'he has big antlers.')
Like verbal initials and finale, initials and finals in noun
stems may be simple or complex. The TA stem /tam-ah-/ 'cut in
two' is combined with the noun final /-kan/, a general
nominalizer, in tim-hi-kan 'axe.' The stem of tam-hi-k0n can in
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turn be used as an initial, as in twm-hl-kan-ahtakw 'axe handle.'
The stem of akam-ahkw appears as a complex final in kahk-akam-
ahkw 'brittle white ash.'
Not all complex noun stems can be analyzed as a sequence of
an initial and a final. Even though they are inflected forms,
verbal participles may be treated as noun stems in inflection for
possession. Thus the participle noci tkw-mn-ke-t (occupation
arrest-by.hand-AI-3AN) 'he who arrests as an occupation' =
'policeman' may be inflected as a possessed noun, giving noci
tkw-)nke-t-am-al 'his policeman,' with the possessive suffix -am
and the obviative singular suffix -al. Many nouns which appear
to be former participles are not synchronically related to any
verb but nonetheless continue to be inflected like verb forms
with analyzable suffixes. For example, Chpit 'woman' has
obviative forms with -li-, otherwise an agreement suffix of
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verbs, even though there is no verb stem */ehpi-/: ehpi-li-c-il
'woman (obv.),' ehpi-11-o-ihi 'women (obv.).' (The verbal suffix
/-t/ 3AN is regularly palatalised to /-c-/ before the participle
endings which begin with /i/. See 6.6.2 for discussion.)
Both verb stems and noun stems may be preceded by loosely
joined modifiers known as preverbs and prenouns, many of which
are related to verbal and nominal initials. These modifiers are
treated as a unit with the word which they modify in inflection
and in Initial Change, but may be separated from the modified
word by other material within a clause. This usage is
particularly common with certain preverbs, such as /ali/ 'thus,
there' (Changed form /ell/: 'li n-kwass kati sakima-wi-t (thus 1-
son future governor-AI-3AN) 'because my son was going to be
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(tribal) governor.' A noun together with any preceding prenouns
is a noun complex; a verb together with any modifying preverbs is
a verb complex.
2.4 The inflection of nouns
Passamaquoddy nouns are inflected for gender, number,
obviation, absentativity, and locative case. Possessed nouns are
also inflected for the person and number of the possessor. A few
nouns have special vocative forms and nouns which are used as
vocatives are pronounced with a distinctive intonation pattern.
Gender is animate or inanimate, as discussed in section 1.
Number in nouns is singular or plural. (A dual/plural
distinction is made in AI verbs through the use of explicitly
plural stems: non-singular AI forms based on stems which are not
inherently plural in meaning are normally understood as duals.)
The categories of obviation and absentativity require special
comment.
If there is only one third person noun or pronoun (expressed
or implicit) within a context, this third person is proximate.
When there is more than one third person within certain close
contexts, one must be selected as proximate; all others are
obviative. Thus in (18a) the subject of the verb, pilskwehsls
'girl,' is proximate, so the object, skinohaisal 'boy,' is
obviative, as shown by the use of the obviative singular suffix
-jj. In (18b) the subject, mihtakwsal 'his father,' is obviative
and the object, wasis 'child,' is proximate.
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(18) a. pilskwehs-ls h-kisi tak.- m-a-l sklnohs-is-al.
girl-DIM 3-past hit-TA-DIR-3.OBV boy-DIM-,3.OBV
'The girl hit the boy.'
b. mihtakws-31 h-tak-a m-,ko-l was-isa
(3)-father-3.OBV 3-hit-TA-1I2V-3.0BV child-DIM
'The child's father hit him.'
Within a single context of obviation, all nouns or pronouns which
are coreferent with a proximate third person will also be
proximate.
The third person which is selected as proximate is
apparently the discourse topic or in some other sense. relatively
prominent, while obviative third persons have a secondary status
in the discourse; but the precise nature of the distinction or
distinctions expressed by means of obviation remains poorly
understood. Since an obviative expression is formally secondary
to some other third person in a context, I will frquently use
forms of "the other" to indicate obviatives in glosses.
The contexts within which obviation is figured are
determined by both grammatical and discourse factors, which are
again for the most part poorly understood. Only one proximate
third person is allowed within a clause, except in the case of
conjoined third persons, where all of the conjuncts may be
proximate, the conjunction as a whole functioning as a unit in
the system of obviation. Individual clauses within a complex
sentence are sometimes treated as separate obviation domains. On
the other hand, a sequence of sentences in discourse is sometimes
treated as a single domain, so that all of the third persons
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within a single sentence In discourse may be obviative.
(Carrying over obviation across sentence boundaries in this way
appears to be relatively uncommon, however.) A special
grammatical provision makes any noun obviative if it has a third
person possessor, regardless of the relative discourse status of
the two expressions. (Nouns which are grammatically obviative
but not obviative by virtue of their status in discourse are
sometimes treated like proximate nouns in verb agreement.)
Obviation is morphologically expressed in noun inflection
only for animate nouns, although a few little used verb forms
indicate obviation for inanimate subjects: ska panapsk-ol
- -
pc-ihto-h-ol i -h-kw (not rock-33IN accidentally-strike-TA-OBV-
NEG-3NEG) 'if the rocks (obv.) do not strike him (prox.),' with
the suffix -oli- indicating that the subject of the verb is
obviative.
Absentative inflection is used to indicate several types of
distance or absence. Nouns which refer to living beings may be
used in an absentative form to indicate that the referent of the
noun has died: atohk 'dcer,' atohk (deer-(3AN.ABS)) 'deer
(dead)'; n-ltap (1-friend) 'my fried,' n-itapi (1-
friend-(3AN.ABS)) 'my late friend.' Any noun may be used in an
absentative form to indicate that the referent was recently
present but is now absent:
(19) tama niht3l htama-w-eya-kal?
where those(in.) smoke-DA-NP-33IN.ABS
'Where are those (boxes of) tobacco
(that were here before)?'
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Nouns may also be used in absentative forms to indicate that
ownership has ceased: n-mihkwataklQn (I-knife) 'my knife,'
n-mlthkwatakan (1-knife-31N.ABS) 'the knife that I used to own';
h-temis-al (3-dog-3.0BV) 'his dog,' h-temis-kal (3-dog-3.OBV.ABS)
'the dog that he used to own.'
Gender, number, obviation, and absentativity are marked
together in noun inflection by means of the following suffixes,
shown here in their underlying forms. (The underlying form /-a/
for the obviative plural suffix is speculative. Abstract final
vowels -- perhaps empty V-slots -- are postulated for two of the
absentative singular suffixes to account for the phonological
treatment of stem-final vowels before these endings.)
(20) Suffixes marking nominal categories
Non-absentative Absentative
Animate
Prox. sg. /-/ /-(w)V/
Obv. sg. /-kal/
Prox. pl. /-ak/
/-akk/ 7 /-kakk/
Obv. pl. I-I
Inanimate
Sg. /- /-(w)V/
P1. /-l/ /-kol/
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The /w/ of the absentative endings with the form /-(w)V/ is used
after /a/ (and sometimes after /e/): htsma-w-eya-w (smoke-DA-
NF-3IN.ABS) 'tobacco (abs.).' The suffixes /-al/, /-;k/, /-kel/,
/-Okk/, and /-kfkk/ have the variants /-11/, /-ik/, /-ikal/,
/-ikk/, and /-ikakk/, respectively, in participles and nouns
historically derived from participles: ehpi-c-ikk 'women (abs.,
prox. or obv.).' (A good deal of other variation, particularly
in absentative forms, is ignored in this discussion.)
The paradigms given in (21) and (22) illustrate the surface
forms of the suffixes in (20) in combination with the stems
/apfsi-/ A 'tree' and /psial-/ I 'stick.' 6
(21) / p si-/ A 'tree'
prox. sg. apaps
obv. sg. epasiyll apasihil
prox. abs. sg. p;asi
obv. abs. ag. apasikal
prox. pl. p pslyik aplsihik
obv. pl. 9pesi
abs. pl. *psalkk
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(22) /apasi-/ I 'stick'
/ %
sg. DpOs
abs. sg. opast
pl. 31apasiyil 7 a 33hil
abs. pl. pasikil
Possessed nouns are inflected for the person and number of
the possessor. Inherently possessed or dependent nouns occur
only with such inflection (except that a few dependent nouns
occur uninflected as vocatives: kwiss 'son, young man (voc.),'
tos 'daughter, young woman (voc.)'). The person of the possessor
is marked by one of three personal prefixes: if the possessor
includes the second person, the prefix /k(t)-/ is used; if the
possessor includes the first person but not the second, the
prefix /n(t)-/is used; if the possessor is third person, the
prefix /w(t)-/ is used. The forms of the prefixes without /t/
are used before (underlying) non-syllabics, the forms with /t/
before vowels, except in dependent nouns, where the forms without
/t/ are used before vowels as well: n-kat 'my leg,' nt-akam 'my
snowshoe,' n-ltap 'my friend.' The /w/ of the third person
prefix is deleted before non-syllablic sonorants and realized as
h before obstruents in most environments. (See 5.3 for
discussion.) The person of the possessor Is marked again by
suffixes which indicate plural possessors: if the possessor is
plural and includes the first person, the suffix is /-nno-/ (/-n/
in final position); if the possessor is plural and does not
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include the first person, the suffix is /-wa/: n-itape-nno-k 'our
(exc.) friends,' k-itape-wa-k 'your (pl.) friends.' The suffix
/-nno-/ has an alternate form /-new-/ (also /-n/ in final
position) which is normally used with certain dependent nouns but
otherwise appears to be archaic. The fact that second person is
marked in preference to first in prefixation but not in
suffixation results in a distinction between inclusive and
exclusive first person plural possessors: k-itape-nno-k 'our
(inc.) friends.' Both /-nno-/ 7 /-new-/ and /-wa/ are preceded
by an epenthetic /V/ after a non-syllabic, presumably through the
application of the rule of epenthesis discussed in 7.1.
Part of the possessed paradigm of the dependent noun /-tos/
'daughter' is shown in (23). Note that the suffixes which
indicate person and number of the possessor form an inner layer
of inflection, which is followed by a second layer of suffixes,
those which mark the nominal categories of the possessed noun
itself. Not shown here are the obviative forms for first and
second person possessors, which would be used in a context which
includes another third person nomifal.
(23) /-tos/ A (dependent) 'daughter'
Sg. 1 n-toe 11 n-tos-an
2 k-tos 12 k-toe-an
3 h-t0os-al 22 h-tos-awa
33 h-tos-awa-1
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PI. 1 n-tos-ak
2 k-tos-43k
3 h-tos
Abe. Sg. 1 n-tos
2 k-tos
3 h-tos-kal
Abs. Pl. 1 n-tos-kakk
/ N
2 k-tos-kakk
3 h-tos-kakk
11 n-tos-)now-lk
12 k-tos-anow-ak
22 k-tos-mwa-k
33 h-tos-mwa
11 n-tos-ano
12 k-tos-• no
-0 ,
22 k-tos-waaw
33 h-tos-awa-kal
-0 ,
11 n-tos-ano-kk
12 k-tos-ano-kk
22 k-tos-awa-kk
33 h-tos-awa-kk
Possessed forms of some nouns are based on a possessed theme
rather than directly on the stem. This theme is derived from the
stem by the addition of a possessive suffix /-m/ or /-om/
(glossed "POSS"): ht-.pesi-m-al (3-tree-POSS-3.OBV) 'his tree.'
With some nouns the use of a possessive suffix is optional:
ht- oten ~ htotene-m 'his town,' stem /otene-/. Dependent nouns
do not usually take a possessive suffix.
The suffix /-k/ (/-ik/ for nouns derived from participles)
makes locative forms of nouns: e pesi-k 'tree, stick (loc.),
n-ik-;no-k (1-house-l1-LOC) 'our (exc.) house (loo.).' The
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spatial notion implied by the use of the locative suffix is quite
general. More precise specification is often provided by the use
of a particle: kwihlw sopek-ok (nearby sea-LOC) 'near the sea.'
The locative suffix and the outer-layer suffixes which mark
the grammatical categories of the base noun are mutually
exclusive. Thus locative nouns are not marked for gender,
obviation, or absentativity: ht-ýpasi-m-awa-k (3-tree-POSS-33-
LOC) 'their tree (oc.),' of. ht-ap si-m-awa-l (3-tree-
POSS-33-3.0BV) 'their tree,' with the obviative singular suffix
I-I/*. Plural number is indicated for locative nouns by the use
of a suffix /-hko-/: apasi-hko-k 'trees, sticks (loc.).' The
material which precedes this suffix is treated like the base for
the addition of a derivational affix, adding /i/ if it ends in a
non-syllabic, /wi/ if it ends in a vowel other than /i/:
pskihkwf-hko-k '(blades of) grass (oc.),' pohtayawi-hko-k
'bottles (lo.)' (stems /pskihkw-/, /pohtaya-/). 7
Possessed forms of nouns are sometimes made with repetition
of the suffix which marks person and number of the possessor:
w-ik-swa ' w-ik-vwa-wa (3-house-33-33) 'their house.'8  When the
first person plural suffix is repeated in a formation of this
type, the first occurrence of the suffix is a variant of /-naw-/,
the second a variant of /-nno-/: k-ik-pn-;n (2-house-li-1l) 'our
(inc.) house,' k-ik-;n-)nno-l (2-house-11-11-331N) 'our (inc.)
houses.' Locative forms derived from such multiply marked
possessives are sometimes interpreted as plural: k-ik-an-anno-k
(2-house-11-11-LOC) 'our (inc.) houses (loc.).' Plural locative
forms of this type have the plural locative element /-hko-/
between occurrences of the person/number markers. Such forms
generally have a distributive sense:
(24) a. skinohs-is-ak apate-pa-w-ak
boy-DIM-33PROX lean-sit-3-33PROX
ht-opts I -m-kwawi -hko-wa-k.
3 -tree-POSS-33 -PL-33 -LOC
'The boys (du.) are sitting and leaning against
their trees, each against his own tree.'
b. maciy-al3kittly-apasi -ne k-mik-anowi-hko-nno-k.
start-intensive-pl.walk-l 1 2-house-11-PL-1 1-LOC
'Let's get the hell out of here, each of us going
to his own house!'
A few nouns have special vocative forms: n-ohkam-i (1-
grandmother-VOC) 'my grandmother!' (cf. n-ohlcamass (1-
grandmother) 'my grandmother'), was-I s-tok (child-DIM-VOC.PL)
'children!' (cf. was-is-Ok (child-DIM-33PROX) 'children'). Both
these nouns and others which do not have special vocative forms
are pronounced with a distinctive pattern of stress and
intonation when used as vocatives: e;hpit 'woman!' (cf. ehpit
'woman').
2.5 The inflection of verbs
With the exception of a few defective verbs, every verb in
Passamaquoddy is inflected in some fifty paradigms. On the basis
of formal similarities and, to some extent, shared syntactic
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distributions, these paradigms are grouped into three orders:
Independent, Conjunct, and Imperative. The Independent and
Conjunct Orders are each divided into several modes. Within each
mode, several tense/aspect distinctions are made. (The principal
distinctions are between an unmarked tense, a preterite, and a
dubitative or non-personal-knowedge form. Future tense is
indicated by means or a particle Dc or ohc, which may be suffixed
to any word as -hc, -o after non-syllabics. There is also a
conditional particle j with a suffixed form -(h)p.) Each
tense/aspect paradigm in turn has distinct sets of positive and
negative endings. Positive and negative endings are also
distinct in the Imperative Order, but there is only a single mode
in which no tense or aspect distinctions are made. Imperative
forms are considerably more heterogeneous than those of the other
orders. Negative imperative and "hortatory" or third-person
imperative forms resemble forms of the Conjunct Order.
2.5.1 Passamaquoddy verb modes
Independent and Conjunct forms have different syntactic
distributions. As a first approximation, we may say that
Independent forms are used in main clauses and Conjunct forms in
subordinate clauses. Thus the first verb in (25a) is a Conjunct
form, the second and Independent form. But in (25b), where two
main clauses are conjoined, both verbs are Independent forms.
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(25) a. EtVl-alohk-e-t-pan, wal-apeso-hpan.
ongoing-work-AI-3AN-PRET good-pald-(3 )-PRET
'When he was working, he was well paid.'
b. tal-lohk-e-hpln naka ol
ongoing-work-AI-(3)-PRET and (3)-good
pkwa-hto-n man.
earn-TI-SUBORD money
'He was working and making good money.'
Independent forms are used in certain types of subordinate
clauses, however, and Conjunct forms are sometimes found in main
clauses. Complements of verbs of wanting, for example, use
Independent verb forms, as shown in (26), and the Conjunct may
replace the Independent in (27a), apparently with a difference in
sense:
(26) n-pawa-t-fm-ow-a-n nt-apkwehsim-ohta-ko-n
1 -want-TI-TI-TA-DIR-PEG 1-rest.head-TA-INV-SUBORD
naka h-kowi-n.
and 3-sleep-SUBORD
'I want him to lay his head down on me and go to
sleep.'
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(27) a. ckow-ye piyel.
hither-go-(3) Peter
'Peter is coming toward here.'
(He is on his way, but could be any distance away.)
b. weckow-ya-t plyel.
hi ther-go-3 AN Peter
'Peter is coming toward here.'
(e.g. coming down the road -- you can see him)
Both the Independent Order and the Conjunct Order are
divided into modes which again have somewhat different syntactic
distributions. The Independent Order includes an Indicative Mode
and three Subordinative Modes. (The latter are formally similar
and might be classified as three submodes of a sungle mode.) The
Conjunct Order includes three modes whose forms are made with
Initial Change, a modification of the first vowel of the verb
complex, and one Unchanged mode. The Changed modes are the
Changed Indicative, the Changed Subjunctive, and the Participle.
The Unchanged mode is the Unchanged Subjunctive. 9
The Independent Indicative is the principal mode used i.n
independent main clauses or main clauses which begin a discourse.
Clauses which state propositions which are taken to follow
temporally or logically on some other statement typically have
verbs which are inflected in the primary Subordinative mode (the
Subordinative I). In a sequence of conjoined clauses, the first
typically contains an Independent Indicative form, the others a
Subordinative I form:
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(28) a. cilk-ensk-Iso naka h-kin-apsk-asi-n.
short-body-AI-(3) and 3-large-round-AI-SUBORD
'He is short and fat.'
= b. kin-apsk-aso naka h-cilk-ensk-asi-n.
large-round-AI-(3) and 3-short-body-AI-SUBORD
'He is fat and short.' 1 0
Both verbs in the conjoined subordinate clauses in (26) are
Subordinative I forms. This mode is also used in purpose clauses
and in complement clauses in causative constructions, while the
Independent Indicative is used in subordinate clauses with the
preverb hsami 'because.' Both the Indicative and the
Subordinative I occur in questions with tama 'where, somewhere.'
Questions with tayowe 'when, sometime' us the Indicative, while
questions with tan 'how' require the Subordinative I.
The Subordinative II may be used in main clauses in place of
the Indicative, but appears to have a different aspectual sense.
The same aspectual meaning may be expressed in third person forms
by the use of absentative inflection, which in this usage does
not imply an absentative reading for the nominal indexed by the
absentative agreement marker. The verb in (29a) is an
Independent Indicative form formally inflected for a proximate
animate absentative singular subject (suffix -a); (29b) is
essentially equivalent in meaning but has a verb inflected in the
Subordinative II.
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(29) a. nekam te-hp tk-ahsamo-w-a
he EMPH-COND cold-swim-3-3AN. ABS
skat toci tk-eyi-nohk heamakwan.
not extreme cold-II-3IN.NEG water
'He would have gone swimming if the water had not
been so cold.'
b. nekam te-hp h-tahk-ahsami-ne
he EMPH-COND 3-cold-swim-SUBORD-(ASPECT)
skat toci tk-eyi-nohk hsamakwan.
not extreme cold-II-31IN.NEG water
'He would have gone swimming if the water had not
been so cold.'
The endings of the Subordinative II resemble absentative
object forms of the TI and AI+O paradigms and may reflect a
reanalysis of such forms which led to the creation of a new
aspectual paradigm. Note, for example, the final w of the verb
in (30b) which is lacking in the Subordinative I form in (30a)
and is reminiscent of the w which is added to noun stems ending
in /a/ in absentative singular forms. (Subordinative I forms may
be used as futures and as polite commands. The latter usage is
reflected in (30a).) I will assume here that the last morpheme
of the Subordinative II endings is an abstract aspectual suffix
which triggers allomorphy in certain preceding morphological
elements. This suffix is also presumably responsible for the
grave accent on the final syllable of these forms, another
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respect in which they resemble absentatives. (See 3.5 for a
discussion of the accentual contrasts of Passamaquoddy.)
(30) a. kilawaw k-tahk-ahsami-ni-ya
you( pl. ) 2-cold-swim-SUBORD-22
kweni nilon otene-kasi-yek.
length we(exc.) town-AI-11
'You (du.) go swimming while we (du. exc.) go
shopping in town.,'
b. kilawaw ap k-tahk-ahslmi-ni-yaw
you(pl.) COND 2-COLD-SWIM-SUBORD-22-(ASPECT)
skat kamiwtn-onohk.
not rain-3 IN.NEG
'You (du.) would have gone swimming if it had
not rained.'
The Subordinative III appears to be used primarily with the
particle tane(hk) 'ever since,' but seems to be interchangeable
with the Subordinative II in this use. All Subordinative III
forms end with a suffix -hk:
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(31) a. k-tahk-ahs.mi-ni-yaw
tane-hk
k-tahk-ahsami-ni-ya-hk
how-ASPECT 2-cold-swim-SUBORD-22-ASPECT
ansa kt-w.li-no-l.-pa namehs-ak.
like 2-thus-look-2.OBJ-22 fish-33PROX
'Ever since you (du.) first went swimming, you
have looked like fish to me.'
The system of vowel mutations which distinguishes the three
Changed modes of the Conjunct Order from the Unchanged
Subjunctive is discussed in detail in Chapter 9, where a few
additional examples of the use of these modes are also given.
Here we may simply note that the Changed Indicative and Changed
Subjunctive are both frequently used in subordinate clauses which
translate into Englsih as "when," "while," or "as" clauses. The
Subjunctive forms appear to end in an abstract vocalic element.
I will argue in 10.3 that this suffix consists only of an empty
V-slot. Changed Subjunctives appear to have a perfective
meaning, while Changed Indicatives are imperfective. I therefore
gloss the abstract final suffix of the Subjunctives as "PERP."
The examples in (32) show first a Changed Indicative form of
/blbmi-ya-/ 'go away,' then a corresponding Changed Subjunctive
(that is, perfective) form:
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(32) a. ma te numily-okoLw-an elami-ya-yek.
not EMPH (1)-see-TA-INV-1 1 away-go-I1
'He did not see us (exc.) as we (du. exc.) left.'
b. ma te naml-y-oko w- n thlemi-ya-yek.
not EMPH (1 )-seee-TA-INV-NEG- 1 away-go-11 -(PERF)
'He did not see us (exo.) when we (du. exo.) left.'
Participles are used in relative structures and in content
questions with forms of wen 'someone, who' and kekw 'something,
what.' The latter are probably best analyzed as equational
structures containing a headless relative clause. A set of
participle suffixes marks the nominal categories of the semantic
head of the relative clause, animate, obviative, and singular in
(33a,b).
(33) a. atohk n-tatat nehpa-h-a-c-il
deer 1-father kill-TA-DIR-3AN-3.OBV
% -
klmac kin-kil.
very large-size-(3)
'The deer that my father killed is very big.'
b. neksm tehsakwdo pem-akw-api-li-c-il
he on.top-sit-(3) along-wood-sit-0BV-3AN-3.OBV
stahkw n-ok.
tree-LOC
He is sialtting on a tree which is lying on the
ground.'
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Participles are also sometimes used in main clauses in place
of Changed Indicative forms in sentences like (27b) - above.
Conversely, Changed Indicative forms (that is, forms lacking
participle suffixes) are sometimes used in place of participles
in relative clauses and questions.
Unchanged Subjunctive forms, like Changed Subjunctive
(perfective) forms, are made with a final abstract suffix, which
I gloss as "SUBJ." They are used in various types of conditional
("if") clauses:
(34) ma te-hp nami-y-oko
not EMPH-COND (1)-see-TA-INV-(NEG)
a•ami-ya-,yan sitm-ak.
away-go-i-(SUBJ) shore-LOC
'He would not see me if I went down to the shore.'
The single mode of the Imperative Order consists of a
heterogeneous set of forms which are used in various kinds of
direct and indirect commands:
.9r
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(35) a. wicohke-m-s
help-TA-REFLEX
'help yourself!'
b. mosa mil-a-hk-ekw
don' t give-DIR-NEG-22
'don't (pl.) give it to him!'
c. mos-oc
cut-halr-UNSPEC/3(3)
'have him get his hair cut!'
2.5.2 General characteristics of inflection in the various
modes
The inflection of verbs in the Independent Order resembles
that of possessed nouns, although there are a number of
differences as well, notably the fact that Apan/ 11 and /-pa/ 22
are used in place of /-n/ " /-nno-/ 11 and /-wa/ 22 at various
points in the Indicative paradigms and that /-wa/ as a third
person plural marker is restricted to proximates. A suffix /-w/
indexes third person subjects in AI and II Indicative forms, but
occurs on the surface in word-final position on ly after i. (For
some discussion of the phonology of third person forms with /-w/,
see 4.6 and 8.1.3.) The personal prefixes are used, sometimes as
subject markers, sometimes as object markers: if either the
subject or the primary object (if any) of a verb includes the
second person, the prefix /k(t)-/ is used; if either the subject
or the primary object includes the first person but not the
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second, the prefix /n(t)-/ is used; the prefix /w(t)-/ is used in
some forms which involve only third persons, but the use of this
prefix varies with the gender-selection and transitivity class of
the verb. (No prefix is used in II inflection in any mode. The
third person prefix is not used in the Independent Indicative of
AI verbs and is optional, although preferred, In AI+O Independent
Indicative forms. The third person prefix is never used in
unspecified subject forms, whether transitive or intransitive.)
As in noun inflection, the prefix allomorphs with /t/ are used
before vowels, the allomorphs without /t/ before non-syllabics.
The three Subordinative modes use endings which include a
mode marker /-n/ or /-ne/. In the Independent Indicative, a
homophonous element is used in TA inflection as an inanimate
subject marker and in TI inflection as an inanimate object
marker. Another element with the same form appears in
Independlent forms which are inflected in agreement with a
secondary object (AI+O and TA+O verbs). Here the suffix appears
to be purely a structural element or "peg" morpheme with no
specific meaning. Examples of /-n/ ~ /-ne/ in various formations
are given in (36). (An epenthetic /8/ is added before /-ne/
(36d), where it follows a non-syllabic.) In Subordinative forms
with inanimate subjects or objects or with inflection for a
secondary object, where one might expect two occurrences of /-n/
~ /-ne/, only one is found. Examples (25b) and (26) contain
Subordinative forms of this type.
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(36) a. nilon n-kessa- hapan naka nt-api-ne-n.
we(exc.) 1-in-go-l11 and 1-slt-SUBORD-11
'We (du. exc.) came in and sat down.'
b. wisak-ihp3so, an n-kc i c -y-a-n
very-hot-(3) then I-know-TA-DIR-SUBORD
eli keinohka-t.
thus sick-3AN
'He had a fever, and so I knew he was sick.'
c. hpison memhowiw wicohke-m-ko-n.
medicine extremely (3)-help-TA-INV-3IN
'The medicine helped him a lot.'
d. ma te nami-hto-w-ane-wi-pin-il
not EMPH (1)-see-TI-NEG-3IN-NEG-PRET-33IN
tkec kahk nami-hto-n-.l.
now EMPH (1 )-see-TI-3IN-33IN
'I didn't see them (in.) then, but now I do.'
e. k-ot-owhem-i-ne-naw-ýk nanaw-4k psowis- k.
2-3-pet-AIl-PEG-11-33PROX five-33PROX oat-33PROX
'We (du. exe.) have five cats as pets.'
f. nt-ih-m-a-ko-n-Ul nt-apkw-ask-ih-ikan-al.
1-have-TI-TA-INV-PEG-33IN 1-open-lock(?)-TA-NOM-33IN
'He has my keys.'
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The combination of /-ne/ with the agreement suffix /-wa(w)/ 22 or
33PROX is realized as surface -niya(w). See 8.1.3. for
discussion.
The morphology of the Conjunct and Imperative Orders is
quite different from that of the Independent modes. No prefixes
are used, and apart from the partlciple suffixes the endings of
these orders bear little resemblance to the suffixes used in noun
inflection. The agreement markers which are used in Conjunct
inflection are more diverse and less regularly distributed than
those of the Independent Order, and a number of those used with
TA verbs are portmanteau morphemes which index both the subject
and the object of the verb.
Many of the Imperative forms which make reference to a third
person subject resemble the corresponding forms of the Conjunct
Order, but a final /t/ or /k/ in the Conjunct forms is typically
replaced by /c/ in Imperatives:
(37) a. weckow-ya-hti-t n-itap.
hither-go-33PROX-3AN 1 -friend
'My fried is coming here with someone (a member of
his family).'ll
b ib. ckow-ya-hti-c
hi the r-come-33 PROX-3
'have them (du.) come here!'
Third person Imperative forms also share syntactic properties
with Conjunct forms, since they may appear in subordinate clauses
which are complements to verbs of commanding:
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(38) yah-a-n naci-pto-c mani-m.
tell-DIR-2 go-carry-3 (3)-money-POSS
'Tell (sg.) him to go get his money!'
2.5.% Aspecte of TA and TA+O Inflection
Since both subjects and objects are reflected in verb
inflection, the most complex verbal paradigms in Passmaquoddy are
those of teh TA and TA+O verbs. One of the characteristic
features of these paradigms is the use of a set of suffixes known
as theme signs which occupy the innermost suffix position,
immediately following the stem. The use of the theme signs is
partially governed by the relationship between the subject and
the (primary) object of the verb in terms of a hierarchy which
involves person, gender, and obviation: first and second persons
outrank third, animates outrank inanimates, and proximate
animates outrank obviative animates. If the subject outranks the
object on this hierarchy, the form Is direct. If the object
outranks the subject, the form is inverse. (If both the subject
and the object are animate obviatives, the form may be either
direct or inverse.)
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(39) Hierarchy of persons, gender, and obviation
DIRECT --?
PROX. AN. OBV. AN. INAN.
2
C-- INVERSE
The terms "direct" and "inverse" are appropriate for these
categories, since the roles of the personal prefixes, the
.gender/number suffixes, and an outer layer of suffixes marking
the grammatical properties of third person participants are
reversed in the two sets: the morphemes which agree with the
subject in direct forms agree with the object in inverse forms,
and vice versa.
In the Independent Order, direct forms are made with a
suffix /-a/, while inverse forms instead take /-ko-/ ~ /-kw/.
The inverse marker is preceded by an epenthetic /a/ or /o0/ under
conditions discussed in Chapter 7. Forms with unspecified
subject and.third person object resemble direct forms, since they
are also made with a suffix /-a/, but the two /-a/ suffixes are
treated differently in the assignment of word intonation. (A
distinctive low pitch is associated with the /-a/ of unspecified
subject forms in final syllables when no other pitch assignment
rule takes precedence.) Forms with unspecified subject and first
or second person object resemble inverse forms, taking a suffix
/-ke/ which is preceded by epenthetic /8/ or /o/ on the same
pattern as /-ko-/. Bloomfield refers to unspecified subject
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forms as "passives," and I will adhere to this terminology in
glossing the theme sign /-a/ of unspecified subject forms as
"3PASS" and the theme sign /-ke/ as "PASS." The English passive
also provides a convenient translation for unspecified subject
forms in many cases. These glosses are not intended, however, to
imply any conclusions about the syntactic analysis of unspecified
subject forms.
Examples of the use of these theme signs are given in (40).
Note that the second person prefix /k-/ indexes the subject of
the direct form (40a) but the object of the inverse form (40c),
while the first person prefix /n-/ indexes the object of the
unspecified subject form (40d). The person/number markers
/-nno-/ 11 and /-wa/ 22 also index the subject in (40a) but the
object in (40c) and (40d). The proximate plural suffix /- k/, on
the other hand, agrees with the object in (40a) but the subject
in (40c). In TA+O forms like (40d), the outermost suffix is an
agreement marker for the secondary object, here /- 1/ 33IN. (The
reduction of /-ak/ and /-31/ to -k and -1 in forms like those
shown here is discussed in 8.1.3.)
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(40) a.. k-ntmi-y-_a-nno-k
2-see-TA-DIR- 11-33 PROX
'we (inc.) see them'
b. nami-y-a
see-TA-3PASS
'he is seen'
c. ma te k-nami-y-wok-wi-wa-k
not EMPH? 2-see-TA-INV-NEG-22-33PROX
'they do not see you (pl.)'
04-4e
d. n-mil-ke-ne-nno-]
1 -give-PEG-1 1-33 IN
'they (unspec.) give them (in.) to us (exc.)'
Forms with first person subjects and second person objects
and forms with second person subjects and first person objects
differ in structure from both direct and inverse forms. The
prefix is /k(t)-/ for forms of both types. When the object is
first person, the theme sign /-I/ is used. When the object is
second person, the theme sign is /-1/ (with variants /-ý1/ and
/-ol/ as a result of epenthesis.) I gloss /-i/ as a first person
object marker and /-1/ as a second person object marker, rather
than taking these morphemes to index both subject and object in
some fashion, since these or related morphemes are used in some
Conjunct and Imperative forms with third person subjects.
Examples of Independent forms with these theme signs are given in
(41).
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(41) a. ma te k-nimi-y-i-h-pan
not EMPH 2-see-TA-1 .OBJ-NEG-11
'you (sg. or pl.) do not see us (exc.)'
b. ma te k-nami-y-ol-oh-pa
not EMPH 2-see-TA-2.0BJ-NEG-22
'I did not see you (pl.)'
There are no TA forms which express reflexive or reciprocal
action. Instead, AI derivatives of the appropriate TA stem are
used, formed with the finals /-si-/ REFLEX and /-ti-/ RECIP.
Some discussion of reflexive and reciprocal forms will be found
in 6.6.1 and 7.2.
The direct theme sign /-a/, the inverse marker /-ko-/, and
the "passive" suffix /-ke/ are used in the Conjunct and
Imperative Orders as well as in the Independent Order, but with
somewhat different distributions. There is a good deal of
variation in the form of the endings for the more marked
combinations of subjects and objects. Conjunct forms with /-a/,
/-ko-/, and /-ke/ are given in (42), Imperative examples in (43).
(Example (43b) was provided by a Maliseet speaker. Since
Imperative forms with third person subjects are particularly
variable, this form may well diverge from typical Passamaquoddy
usage.)
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(42) a. nemi-y-a-t
see-TA-DIR-3AN-(PERF)
'when he saw the other'
b. skat... pc-ihto-h-oko-li-hti-h-kw
not aocidentally-strike-TA-OBV-33PROX-
NEG-3 NEG- ( SUBJ )
'if the other does not accidentally hit them'
c. ska l-ap-am-3ke-w-an
not thus-look-TA-PASS-NEG-1-(SUBJ)
'if I am not looked at'
(43) a. mil-a-n
give-DIR-2
'give (ag.) it to him/them!'
b. ewep-mn-fgko- towi-hp-ot.
up-by.hand( ?)-INV-3 through-eat-instrument
'Have the table hold you up.'
c. nat-akehim-ke-ne
go-teach-PASS-i 1
'let's go to school!'
(literally "let's go be taught")
The direct theme sign is not used before vowel-initial
suffixes of the Conjunot Order, but does appear before non-
syllabica in related forms. Thus /-a/ is not used in (44a)
where it would be followed immediately by the second person
singular TA suffix /-at/, but we do find /-a/ in (44b), where the
negative morpheme /-w-/ precedes /-at/.
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(44) a. nemi-y-at
see-TA-2/3 (3)-(PERF)
'when you (sg.) saw him/them'
b. wecl skat tohki-m-a-w-at
from not awake-TA-DIR-NEG-2/3(3)
'so that you (ag.) do not wake him/them up'
Conjunct forms for unspecified subject and third person object
are made with a suffix /-ot/ before which no theme sign is used.
The corresponding Imperative forms have /-oc/.
/ '
(45) a. el-ap-am-ot
thus-look-TA-UNSPEC/3 (3)
'he who is looked at'
b. yah-a-n naci mil-oc mani-m.
tell-DIR-2 go give-UNSPEC/3 (3) (3)-money-POSS
'Tell (sg. )him to go anD be given his money.'
The theme signs /-i/ 1.OBJ and /-1/ 2.0BJ are used as in
Conjunct and Imperative forms where both subject and object are
first or second person, but certain forms with third person
subjects are also made with these suffixes. The use of these
theme signs corresponds to their use in the Independent Order in
the examples in (46), but diverges from the pattern of the
Independent in (47). (The form of the theme sign in (47b) is
also divergent; it is not clear that the suffix complex in this
example is synchronically analyzable.)
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(46) a. mil-u-
give-I. OBJ-2
'give (sg.) him, it, them to me!'
b. kisi-ht-o-l
past-TI-TA-2 .OBJ-(1)
'that which I made for you (eg.)'
(47) a. el-ap-am-i-hti-t
thus-look-TA-l . OBJ-33PROX-3
'the way they look at me'
b. 3l-akim-ali-c
thus-i nstruct-2 . OBJ-3
'have him tell you (sg.) (what to do)!'
Many of the inverse forms of the Conjunct and Imperative
Orders are made without a theme sign and instead take
synchronically unanalyzable suffixes which indicate both the
subject and the object of the verb. The suffix for obviative
subject and proximate object, for example, is /-(i)ht/ ir, the
Conjunct Order, /-(i)hc/ in Imperatives.
(48) a. kisi tak-am-iht
past hit-TA-3 (3)OBV/3 (3)PROX
'the other(s) whom he/they hit'
b. psk-a-hc mihtakws- 1.
find-TA-3(3)PROX/3(3)OBV (3)-father-3.0BV
'Have his father find him'
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Some discussion of the inflectional suffixes of the Cnjunct
order and their phonologioal properties will be found in 7.2,
8.1.2, and 10.3.
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ABBREVIATIONS
A, an.
ABS, abs.
AI
AI+0O
AUG
COND
DA
DIM, dim.
DIR
du.
DUBIT, dubit.
EMPHi
exo .
PUT
I, in.
II
i no.
INV
LOC, loc.
NF
NOM
OBJ
OBV, obv.
PART
PASS
animate
absentat ive
Animate Intransitive
traneitivized AI
augment (empty morph)
conditional
derivational affix
diminutive
direct
dual
dubitative
emphatic partiole
exclusive
future
inanimate
Inanimate Intransitive
Inclusive
inverse
locative
noun final
nominal i zer
object
obviative
particle
passive (i.e., unspeoifled
subject)
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PEG
PERP
PL, pl.
PRET
PROX, prox.
RECIP
REFLEX
SUBJ
SUBORD
TA
TA+O
the other(s)
TI
UNSPEC
1
peg (empty) morpheme
perfective
plural (= non-dual plural in
AI and II verbs)
possessive
preterite
proximate
reciprocal
reflexive
Subjunctive
Subordinative
Transitive Animate
double object verb
obviative eg./pl.
Transitive Inanimate
unspecified subject
first person; first person
singular
second person; second person
singular
third person; third person
s i ngul ar
first person plural; flrst
person plural exclusive
first person plural
inoclusive
second person plural
2
11
12
22
33 third person plural
3
unspecified subject form
with third person
object
2/3 etc. second person subject with
third person object
(and similarly for
other combinations)
-- Notes --
1. Sherwood (1983b) postulates eleven suffix positions for
verbs, but several of these are filled by "morpheme partials"
with dubious synchronic status.
2. Most of these observations about gender assignment are
due to Robert M. Leavitt.
3. We might in fact postulate phonetically null inanimate
subjects for such verbs. In some Algonquian languages (notably
in Cree), verbs of this type may be used with inflection for an
obuiative subject. Since the conditions which govern obviative
inflection in these cases appear to parallel those which
determine when overt obviative subjects are possibli , we can
presumably account for the distribution of obviative forms of
these verbs by postulating null subjects for them which
particlpate in the system of obviation just like overt noun
phrases. I have not encountered such examples in Passamaquoddy,
however, where obviation is only rarely indicated for inanimate
subjects in verbal inflection.
4. In Bloomfield's terminology, the element -hta- in
(13c,d), underlying /-ihte-/, might be classified as a "pre-
final," that is as part of a complex final, rather than as a
medial, since it is used only with a few finals and is not
related to any noun or noun-forming suffix.
5. The underlying forms of ,raks n- and -aksan may be
/makas n/ and /-aksan/i. See the discussion of these elements at
the end of 6.2.
6. In the meaning 'tree,' pps has been replaced by stahkwan
at Pleasant Point. At Indian Township, stahkwan is 'fir.'
7. Nouns which refer to semantically animate beings do not
have singular locative forms, but nonetheless have plural
locatives: *skitape-k is out, but we do find skitapewf-hko-k
'among men.'
8. Verb forms with similar repetition of agreement markers
ar,• also attested, but the facts are not clear.
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3PASS
9. Sherwood (1983b: 135-136) also reports an Unchanged
Indicative Mode in Maliseet, but I have found no clear examples
of the use of such a mode in Passamaquoddy.
10. Apparently it is possible, although less natural, to use
Independent Indicative forms in both clasues in cases of this
kind, but the resulting sentence would be making two independent
assertions rather than providing a single description: "He's
short and he's fat" rather than "He's short and fat."
11. The use of a dual form with a singular noun as subject
apparently implies that the subject is accompanied by another
individual who is closely connected with him.
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Chapter 3
Phonetics and Orthography
This chapter introduces the surface phonemes of
Passamaquoddy and describes their distribution. If the analyses
offered in the remainder of this work are correct, then the
underlying or systematic phonemic inventory of the language is
essentially the same as this surface inventory, except that
certain marginal distinctions of length (in vowels) and voicing
(in consonants) are introduoed in the course of derivations.
Because the same rules introduce distinctive length in some
vowels and non-distinctive length in others, no point in the
derivation of the surface forms of Passamaquoddy words has the
properties of the classical phonemic level.
Section 1 presents the phonemes of Passamaquoddy and their
major allophones. For the most part, the phonemic analysis which
I propose agrees with those which have been assumed in other
recent work on Maliseet and Passamaquoddy, but two areas of
controversy require special attention.
In his early work on Maliseet, Teeter (1967, 1971) proposed
an analysis of preaspirated stops as unit phonemes and did not
distinguish between preaspirated consonants and geminate
clusters. Similar analyses have been adopted by Warne (1977a,b)
and Saabo (1981). The contrast between preaspirated and geminate
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consonants was demonstrated for Maliseet in Teeter and LeSourd
(1983). Similar evidence for Passamaquoddy is presented in
section 2. An analysis of preaspirated consonants as clusters
with prior member h is also motivated in this section.
The question of vowel length is taken up in section 3.
Seabo (1972a, 1972b, 1979, 1981) has presented an extensive body
of data on the distribution of short and long vowels in Maliseet,
which he regards as phonemically distinct. The long vowels of
Paseamaquoddy are not as salient as those of Maliseet, since they
are generally not as long, but their distribution appears to be
similar in most respects.
Teeter and LeSourd (1983) argued that vowel length is
entirely predictable from context, once accentual differences and
the distinction between preaspirated and geminate consonants are
taken into account. Sherwood (1983b:63) has since noted,
however, that thure is a restricted contrast between [u v ] and
[u V'] which was not accounted for in our study. 1
This contrast is found only before w in open penultimate
syllables which are stressed or followed by a stressed final
syllable. Since /3/ always remains short in these environments-,
while other vowels are usually lengthened here, Sherwood proposed
that the phonemic distinction in these cases is one of vowel
quality rather than length: he writes a and o for [u v ] and [u"']
before w. He also accounts for the fact that [i] does not
undergo lengthening before x by analyzing [i] as I in this
environment,
I will argue on phonological grounds that these proposals of
Sherwood's cannot be maintained. I conclude instead that
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Mal iseet-Passamaquoddy [u v ] and [uvo] before w are in fact o and
o., contrasting only in length, and that [i) before x is i. The
observed restrictions on lengthening in ow and if reflect a
formulation of the lengthening rules which makes them
inapplicable in certain structures in which an element of the
segmental tier is linked to more than one position on the CV or
timing tier. The same constraint on lengthening may also result
in marginal contrasts between short and long vowels before hV.
The remainder of this chapter describes the surface
distribution of the phonemes (section 4) and introduces the
accentual system of Passamaquoddy (section 5).
3.1 Phonemes and allophones
The phonemeic inventory of Passamaquoddy includes five
syllabic elements and twelve non-syllabics:
(1) Syllabic phonemes
i o
e a
(2) Non-syllabic phonemes
p t c k kw
s h
m n
w y
Two additional non-syllables, and r, have a marginal status.
Still other phonemes, syllabic and non-syllabic, would probably
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have to be recognized in a full account of borrowings. A
morphological condition which governs voicing in obstruents after
word-initial n is discussed below and in 5.3.3. The restricted
length contrasts in vowels which were noted above are treated
separately in section 3 of this chapter.
Several examples of vowel contrasts are giver in (3). The
major non-syllabic phonemes are shcwn in initial position in (4).
(3) ahpit 'he keeps on sitting' 2
ehpit 'woman'
ihpit 'where he usually sits'
yat 'that (an., distant)'
yet 'that (in., distant)'
yot 'this (in.), here'
mattahat 'if he beats the other'
mattihit 'if he beats me'
mattohot 'if he is beaten'
mattahat 'if you (sag.) beat him'
mesl9nmanpan 'when I got it'
mesanamanp n 'when you (ag.) got it'
wet 'intestinal worm'
wat 'this (an.); his belly'
nit 'that (in.), there, then'
nit 'that(an.); my belly'
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(4) paht 'blood clot'
tap 'bow (weapon)'
cals 'grasshopper'
kat 'leg (including the foot)'
kwakweass 'fox'
saht 'blueberry'
haw 'O.K., go ahead'
mahkwan 'maple syrup, maple sugar'
nakakw 'young woman'
lap 'look (sg.) there!'
wawin 'egg'
yakw 'he, they say; it is said'
i is a high, front, unrounded vowel, varying between [i] and
[IJ. It has its highest and tensest realizations before Z, is
often quite lax before clusoters other than hC or the combinations
yy and w, and is often somewhat centralized before w.
e is a non-high front unrounded vowel. In most environments
it is a lax mid vowel [ti, but it is [e] before X and is usually
[It] before hC other than hy, hh. (Because vowels are generally
long before hC, this low allophone appears only long.) Before 1
and m and when lengthened at the end of a word, e is often
intermediate in height between [C] and [~a.].
a is a central vowel, unrounded except before w, and varies
in height from mid to high, frequently approaching [A] word-
initially and before hC (which is essentially always hkw after
3). Before w, * is often rounded to [uV]. It is often quite
short (except perhaps before hC), and under conditions which have
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not been fully determined it may be omitted altogether. In
Chapter 4 I draw a distinction between "stressable" and
"unstresesable" vowels: the former are available to the rules of
stress assignment (although they do not necessarily receive
stress), while the latter are invisible to the stress rules and
thus do not figure into the syllable counts which determine
stress placement. In 4.5 I suggest that phonetic reduction or
deletion is characteristic of unstressable B and is a function of
syllable timing, which is mediated by the metrical grid. As a
rule, I transcribe 43 wherever there is a potential for the
pronunciation of this vowel. In certain environments, however,
notably after hC or ss and between non-syllabic sonorants,
unstressable 0 is omitted more often than not, except in slow or
deliberate speech. 3 Tautosyllabic sequences of 0_ and a sonorant
and certain sequences of the form a-sonorant-. are typically
realized as a syllabic version of the sonorant.
o is a non-low back round vowel. It is generally
intermediate in height between [o] and [u], but is probably best
interpreted as a phonologically high vowel, since various
occurrences of o are the result of the assimilation of /!/ to /w/
or of the contraction of /w / (see 3.3.3 below and 5.3.4). o is
relatively tense before w and before hC; but it is generally
fairly high before w, while variants as low as [o] are sometimes
heard before hC, especially from older speakers. Before clusters
other than hC or the combinations ww and wy it is frequently a
lax [u].
o and a do not appear to contrast before w, although we will
see in section 3 that the distinction between o and o" in this
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environment frequently reflects an underlying distinction between
/e/ and /o/. While unstressable . varies between [iv] and
[uV]before w, the phonetic reflexes of stressable /3/ are fairly
consistently rounded in this context. Thus there appears to be
no phonetic basis for a distinction between stressable e and o
before w, and I have chosen to transcribe all occurrences of
stressable [uv ] as o. In section 3 I offer a phonological
justification for this decision.
a is usually a low back vowel, but it varies considerably in
height. Relatively low variants are generally heard before hC,
but in other environments variants approaching [^] are common.
After labials a is a weakly rounded [a]. It is quite lax in all
environments .
For the most part, the non-syllabic phonemes have the points
of articulation which the orthography suggests, except that c is
an alveopalatal affricate (i.e. 6). The coronal consonants t, n,
and 1, are alveolar, but a is an apico-dental spirant. The velar
stops k and kw have the same primary point of articulation, but
kw is pronounced with a labial release. h is a glottal fricative
or a voiceless glide in most positions., but is sometimes
phonetically realized only through its effects on adjacent
segments, as discussed below.
c and kw are shown to be unit phonemes by the fact that they
have tense, lax, voiced, and aspirated allophones on the same
pattern as other single obstruents, as we will see below. They
appear in clusters in essentially the same positions as t and k
(examples in section 4) and pattern like single segments with
respect to the conditions which determine the distribution of
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stressable and unstressable vowels. We find long vowels before c
and kw under appropriate accentual conditions, whereas only short
vowels appear before clusters other than hC: nmicin (nmi*'in] 'I
eat it,' mikw9l [mi'gwl] 'he is a crybaby,' but mitso [mItsuv]
'he eats.'
The unit phoneme kw is distinct from a sequence of k plus w:
the k of k-wik (2-dwell) 'you (ag.) dwell' is tense, while the kw
of kwin 'really' is lax. Little ambiguity is introduced,
however, if we do not distinguish between the sequence and the
segment in our orthography, since the sequence kw occurs only
word-initially where the second person prefix k- is added before
w. Thus for typographical convenience I write the unit phoneme
kw without raised w.
The aspiration of 2, t, k, and kw in preconsonantal and
word-final position and the spirantization of Ik and kw between
vowels which Sherwood (1983b:58-59) has noted in Tobique Maliseet
are not found in Passamaquoddy or in Woodstock Maliseet.
All of the nan-syllabic segments except h are long between a
vowel and another non-syllabic, and word-final s is long after a
non-syllabic. Otherwise the non-syllabics are short, except that
geminate clusters are realized as long versions of the
corresponding single segments. This length is phonetica'sy
realized in the stop component of geminate or preconsonantal c or
kw.
The obstruent phonemes are ' 4, c, I,, _kw, and s. Geminate
obstruents are tense, and single obstruents are tense before
another non-syllabic and following h, s, or any of the non-
syllabic sonorants. a is also tense after any non-syllabic
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segmert. Elsewhere the obstruents are usually lax, and p, t, k,
and kw are partially or fully voiced between vowels for most
speakers. (Some speakers voice c and a intervocalically as
well.) The lab1L1 component of kw is voiceless before a
voiceless segmen+ r a pause, but voiced before a voiced segment.
After the n of the first person prefix n(t)-, any single
obstruent (including c and kw) is fully voiced for all speakers:
n-cals- m [nyal'sm] (1-grasehopper-POSS) 'my grasshopper.' (The
initial ob'truent of a cluster in this environment is completely
xniceless or only partially voiced; n-sp-ap [nspfvb] (1-above-
sit) 'I sit up high.') Since the n of the prefix is frequently
omitted, except in careful : eech, the voicing which it triggers
is often its only phonetic reflex. Obstruents are voiceless
after word-initial n from other sources, so that voicing has a
marginally distinctive statue in these consonants, although it is
not indicated in the orthography used here. See 5.5.3 for
examples of contrastive voicing and a discuesion of the phonology
of the first person prefix.
h is pronounced with glottal friction when it precedes a
vowel, but th4s friction is frequently omitted where h follows a
vowel before another ton-syllabic. In this position, h is often
realized as a voiceless continuation of the preceding vowel, but
it may instead be reflected by the pronunciation of this vowel
with crerky voice or only by the relatively greater length which
is characteristic of vowels before hC.
Word-initial clusters of h and an obstruent have special
phonetic properties. (Initial clusters of h and a sonorant do
not occur.) Etterance-initially, h is realized as aspiration of
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a following p, t•, , Ik, or kw, but is reflected only by the
phonetic tenseness of a following a. When h in word-initial hC
is syllabified with a preceding vowel, it has the usual range of
phonetic realizations for h in VhC, but leftward syllabification
of h across a word boundary appears to be optional. When it is
not carried out, h has the same phonetic realization here as in
utterance-initial hC. When h in word-initial hC follows a word
ending in a non-syllabic, it can apparently either be deleted
(the usual treatment of underlying /h/ in clusters of the form
/ChC/ which arise in the course of derivations; see 6.4.1) or be
realized again as aspiration or tenseness of the following
consonant. The phonology of word-initial hC is considered in
detail in 5.3.
Word-initial clusters of the form Ch are uncommon. In n-
hesis (1-older.brother) 'my older brother,' where n is the first
person prefix, h is pronounced with glottal friction. In khaken
'door,' h is realized as a strong aspiration of the preceding k,
distinct from the relatively weak aspiration of of k heard in the
utterance-initial pronunciation of h-kahakln (3-door) 'his door.~t
In the few attested clusters of the form CCh, _h is sometimes
phonetically realized as aspiration of the preceding consonant,
sometimes as [hJ. See 4.5.5 for an analysis of this variation in
terms of differences in eyllabsfication.
m and in appear to be much the same in Passamaquoddy as in
English, 4 but 1 is ,elarized in all positions and Passamaquoddy _w
is less rounded than English !.
Some speakers usually have a velar nasal 3 where others have
n before k or kw within a morpheme (always after e or a in native
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words), but all speakers have n before a velar consonant across a
morpheme boundary: apelk-e (pay-AI-(3)) 'he pays,' sankew- po
(calm-eit-(3)) 'he sits still,' akw-atkoho (further(?)-jump-(3))
'he jumps from place to place'; but moselen-k 'Moose Island
(loc.),' an-kSmik-e (open-land-II-(3)) 'there is a clearing.'
The sequence ai is often realized only as a nasalized a: akwac
[Ikw4vy] 'sometimes.' Even speakers who consistently have k in
other morphemes have nk in -anko 'teen': hs-anko 'thirteen,' nan-
anko 'fifteen.' On the other hand, all speakers use in
borrowings from English: si 4k-3k (sink-LOC) 'in the sink,' k-k•ti
mihtiv-% wi-pa? 'are you (du.) going to have a meeting?'
French and English r have been replaced by 1 in older
borrowings: tehkaleps 'pancake' (from des cr4pes), palcisal
'pants' (from britches), lelotawt 'railroad' (from railroad plus
awt 'road, path'). This replacement is still commonly made as
borrowing from English continues (alrn"acis 'orange (fruit)'), but
English r is often retained in nonce borrowings (parahs 'brush')
and some forms with r have undoubtedly become established words
(eikaretesk' cigarettes'). One "slang" coinage containing r was
current at Indian Township when I was i:orking there in 1978-:
kinatirl [gndirl) 'no.'
3.2 Plain, preasepirated, and long consonants
Phonetically plain, preaspirated, and long obstruents
contrast both in Maliseet and in Passamaquoddy. Plain,
preaspirated, and long sonorant consonants also contrast in
Passamaquoddy and in some Maliseet dialects, but the preaspirated
sonorants have merged with the long sonorants in the Maliseet of
Woodstock, N.B. For the sequences _., y., and ww, see section 4.
Teeter (1967, 1971) suggested that preaspirated obstruents
should be analyzed as single segments and set up a series of
phonemes to accommodate them, which he regaried as distinguished
from the plain obstruents principally by the feature of
tenseness. He analysed phonetically long obstruents as non-
contrastive variants of the tense obstruents and did not
distinguish between length and preaspiration in sonorant
consonants since he was working primarily with Woodstock
material .
Warne (1977a,b) and Szab6 (1981) take essentially the same
position as Teeter (1971) with respect to length and
preaspiration. Sherwood (1983b), on the other hand, assumes that
preaspirated consonants are clusters with prior member h and that
long consonants are geminate clusters. I will argue here that
the latter position is correct.
The contrast of plain, preaspirated, and long obstruents was
reported for Maliseet in Teeter and LeSourd (1983). Passama-
quoddy examples are given in (5).
(5) ma'cejo 'he starts to sit up (said of children)'
macejpo 'he starts to eat'
ewego 'he sits up, he is located at a height'
skitahkwem 'outer wood'
pihtakame 'it is a long lake'
kittaken 'file (for working wood or metal)'4m
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wioiyemal 'he goes around with the other'
pihclyetol 'they (In.) go far'
wiccickeplyll 'bandages'
pospekihkek 'when the grass was wet'
- %
ntotenehk 'I go shopping in town'
wtlakwekk 'they (du.) are already in bed'
pikwanewatpe 'he has bushy hair'
wihkwvnal 'he takes hold of the other'
wikwkwat 'the tide goes out'
ntasitemal 'he answers the other'
4# /htahsihpilal 'he gives the other medicine'
assihkawe 'he meets someone'
Passamaquoddy also distinguishes between plain,
preaspirated, and long sonorant consonants, although hn occurs
only in a few stems. Examples are given in (6).
(6) maweman 'he calls the others together
(Subordinative)'
etSllhtehman 'when I was hitting it'
temmat 'when he bit the other in two'
ma te wehkaro 'no one uses it anymore'
manahnok 'Grand Manan Island (loc.)'
knicannokk'our (Inc.) children (abs.)'
mac an 'it etarts to rair'
maoehlal 'he moves the other'
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ellatak 'the way he breathes'
The comparisons in (7) and (8) reveal the merger of hm, hn,
and hl with mm J!' and 11 in Woodstock Maliseet.5
(7) a. Pass. htammal: W.Mal. Vwtmmal
'he bites the other in two'
b. Pass. nicannok: W.Mal. nicannok
'our (exo.) children'
c. Pass. kmillln: W.Mal. kmill.n
'I give it to you (sg.)'
(8) a. Pass. hkiesnohman: W.Mal. wkisanomman
'he bought it'
b. Pass. nahnakin: W.Mal. nannakin
'it is light in weight'
c. Pass. hp4asehlal: W.Mal. wpassellal
'he skins the other'
Many of the preaspirated consonants of Maliseet-
Passamaquoddy reflect Proto-Algonqulan clusters, while others
have resulted from syncope in pre-Maliseet-Passamaquoddy *hVC
(Warne 1977a). For example, PA *a'skikwa 'seal' (Siebert
1967:19) gives Passamaquoddy ahkikw, while PA *a?lapya 'net'
(Siebert 1967:19) gives Passamaquoddy a Eh, il which h is Lhe
expected reflex of *?1. Thus the hypothesis thac preaspirated
obetruents are unit phonemes in Maliseet-Passamaquoddy requires
us to suppose that there has been a reanalyseis of earlier hC
clusters as single segments. There are several reasons to
believe that no such reanalysis has taken place.
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First, clusters of h and an obstruent are expected on
distributional grounds. We will see in section 4 that two-place
clusters in which the second segment is an obstruent are quite
free in Maliseet-Passamaquoddy. If we analyze preaspirated
obstruents as single segments, we will have to postulate an
otherwise unmotivated constraint to rule out h-obstruent
cl sters.
Second, the phonetic tenseness of preaspirated obstruents is
what we expect of obstruents in clusters in which the first
member is a continuant. For example, although k is lax (and
voiced) in nseekiwn (nzrVgi.wivn] 'my urine,' it is tense in
skivin (skivw4in] 'urine,' where it follows s as a result of
syncope. Thus it is not necessary to set up a separate series of
tense obstruents in order to account for the distribution of
phonetically tense and lax segments.
Finally, it is clear that most occurrences of hm are
synchronically derived by syncope: compare Passamaquoddy ikatlham
'he yawns,' iktehmok 'they (du.) yawr.' (For an analysis of
syncope between /h/ and /m/, see 5.6.) Thus hm, at least, is
clearly a phonological cluster. Presumably it ut also a phonemic
cluster. But the phonetics of preaspiration are much the same
for hm as for other preaspirated consonants. Thus it seems best
to regard all of the preaspirated consonants ao clusters.
(Sherwood derives a variety of preaspirated oonsonants in
addition to hm from underlying /hVC/, but it Is difficult to
motivate synchronic syncope in most such cases. See 4.6 for
discussion of one class of examples which bear on this question.)
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We will seýe in Chapter 4 that most clusters of the form hC
pattern like single segments within the system of conditions that
determines the distribution of stressable and unstressable
vowels, although hl patterns like a cluster in this respect. In
4.5.4, however, I suggest an explanation for this fact in terms
of the principles which govern syllabification. If this account
is accepted, then the conditions which determine stressability do
not provide evidence for an analysis of preaspirated consonants
as unit phonemes.
The analysis of long consonants as geminate clusters is
easily motivated, since they frequently arise at morphems
boundaries where two plain consonants are brought into sequence:
compare ewep-po (up-asit-(3)) 'he sits up, he is located at a
height' with ewep-te (up-located-(3)) 'it is located at a
height,' met-temo (finish-cry-(3)) 'he stops crying' with
tal-atemo (ongoing-cry-(3)) 'he is crying,' h-kis-s-a-l (3-past-
- I
cut-DIR-3.0BV) 'he cut the other' with kis-atemo (past-cry-(3))
'he cried.' A detailed discussion of the phonology of geminate
consonants is given in 5.7.
3.3 Vowel length
Since the phonemic status of vowel length in Maliseet has
been a subject of controversy, I will consider the distribution
of short and long vowels in both Maliseet and Passamaquoddy in
some detail in this section. I will argue that vowel length is
phonologically predictable in both dialects, but that a condition
on the rules by which long vowels are derived results in the
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introduction of certain restricted length contrasts in surface
forms.
Short and long vowels are distributed along similar lines in
the two dialects, although there are a few significant points on
which they differ. Sherwood's description of the phonetics of
Tobique Maliseet suggests that this variety of the language may
differ somewhat from those with which I am more familiar with
respect to length in both vowels and consonants. The fact that
Karl Teeter and I have found substantial agreement on vowel
length between Woodstock Maliseet and the dialect reported by
Szabo suggests, however, that the account of the distribution of
vowel length given here should hold for a wide range of Maliseet
speakers.
To facilitate discussion of the determinants of vowel
length, I will distinguish between short and long vowels
throughout this section by marking the long vowels with a raised
dot. Elsewhere in this work, vowel length is generally indicated
only to distinguish o and o* before w, where they contrast.
3.3.1 Vowel length in Mallseet
All of the Maliseet vowels except f occur both short and
long. 6 While there is a good deal of variation in the phonetic
length of vowels in all contexts, it is clear that short vowels
are the norm in some environments and long vowels in others.
In the speech of my principal Maliseet consultant, Peter
Lewis Paul of Woodstock, N.B., long vowels are frequently
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rearticoulated and long i and o may be interrupted by a voiced h-
-
like glide: nwisake'l sm (nwizsaglm] 'I laughed hard,' ci'kan
[LYign] [3iRYig n] 'apple,' aponal [abuuvnl)] 7 [abuv'wuvnl]
o o
'beds.' Similar pronunciations are probably the motivation for
the alternate spellings which Szabo lists for wik 'his house'
and htol1 'his boat': for the former he gives both "wiyik" and
"wiik," for the latter both "'towol" and "'tool" (1981:250, 230).
Haas (1936) noted rearticulation of long vowels in both Penobscot
and Passamaquoddy in the speech of Andrew Dana of Indian Island,
ME. I have not encountered this type of pronunciation in
contemporary Passamaquoddy, however.
If we assume that the short vowels are basic, we can account
for the distribution of the long variants of i, e, o, and a by
postulating rules which lengthen these vowels in several specific
contexts, most of them involving accent. (Any attempt to account
for the distribution of short and long vowels by means of
shortening rules instead of lengthening rules would clearly be
much more cumbersome, since there is no simple way to state the
complement of the class of environments in which long vowels are
found.)
First, i, e, o, and a are lengthened before any cluster of
the form hO (an environment from which g is generally excluded).
Sherwood (1983b:64) suggests that lengthening in this environment
it limited to stressed vowels in Tobique Maliseet, but I hear
long vowels before hC In all positions in Woodstock: 7
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(9) sakamaehk 'where the chief is'
e*hpit 'woman'
pi*htinaa hkwem 'arm'
weno*hcawatawe he speaks English'
k0akwe•hso'he 'old woman'
skat wi*hkwe.hto*hti1 hkw 'if they do not
pick it up'
Before other clusters, including geminates, we find only short
vowels:
(10) ni'hkanatpa 'head (of an organization)'
macephal 'he takes the other away'
kttaoma notakwsiw 'he is not heard from'
(11) saksmakk 'chiefs (abs.)'
ettli ksakassit 'where he is going across'
panekwesso 'he comes down'
For Peter Paul, e is occasionally E] rather than [w.*]
before hs: takwehs, 'twin,' mahtakwehs 'rabbit,' ma'htakwehsawal
'rabbit (obv.).' But Szabo (1981:217, 109) gives "takweehs" and
"maahtakweehs," suggesting that his consultants have long e
before hs in these words.
The geminate sonorants of Woodstock are preceded by short
vowels even when they correspond to hC in other dialects:
wcanellal 'he stops the other (motion),' wkismnomman 'he bought
it,' nannaik n 'it is light in weight'; cf. Passamaquoddy
-r/tI
hone'hlal, hkisino'hm n, na'hna*k n. Szabo generally reports
short vowels before "hi" but long vowels before "hm" in such
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oases: "'canehlal" 'he stops him,' "rmanoohman" 'he buys it'
(1981:43, 124). Perhaps, then, hi has merged with 11 for Szabo's
consultants, but hm and mm have remained distinct. (I have found
no examples of "hn" in Szabo's work.)
Vowels other than O are also typically lengthened in open
penultimate syllables if either of two accentual conditions is
met: (I) the penultimate syllable is itself stressed, (ii) the
word-final syllable is stressed. Stressed penultimate syllables
may be either high-pitched or low-pitched (indicated with the
acute accent or the grave accent, respuctively). In all cases
relevant to (ii), the word-final syllable bears the grave accent.
(Such syllables are low-pitched when followed by further material
but pronounced with rising intonation before a pause. See
section 5 for further discussion.) Three types of words are
systematic exceptions to both generalizations.
Case (i) is illustrated by the forms in (12). Compare take
'he hits,' where 3 remains short in a stressed open penult.
(12) n8ata me 'he goes fishing'
t!llaetam 'he is breathing'
leoyo 'it happens thus'
e.hpi'cik 'women'
saokam 'chief, tribal governor'
wisaho*la 'he is taken by boat hurriedly'
nmilhama* pn 'we (du. inc.) do various things (at an
event)'
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Case (ii) is illustrated in (13). These forms may be compared
with *to*hk 'deer' and nekamaw 'they (an.),' where j again
remains short.
(13) kata'ma nataemew 'he does not go fishing'
lo*hke*win 'worker'
mowi' new 'bearskin'
kosami ma*nim 'you (sg.) have too much money'
Forms like skiltap 'man,' ski'cin 'Indian,' and sa'ki'ht 'look
(sg.) at it!' fall under both generalizations, since both the
penult and the ultima are stressed in these words.
The systematic exceptions to (i) and (ii) involve vowels
before glides: i before x, o before w, and the first vowel in
certain sequences of the form VhV. In the first case,
lengthening is consistently blocked, so that long I does not
occur before Z:
f(14) pamiye 'he travels (by water)'
*lamiye 'he goes away'
wtiyal 'he tells the other'
wtiya 'he tells the others'
Many occurrences of o before w also fail to undergo lengthening,
but others do lengthen, resulting in the marginal contrast
between o and o' in this environment which was noted above:
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(15) meskowat 'he who finds the other'
apatkawatowak 'they (du.) return'
pocekwassimeowa 'he (abs.) has drowned himself'
but: mo'win 'bear'
The first vowel in VhV is generally exempt from lengthening if it
is the same as the second, but lengthening proceeds regularly if
the two vowels are different:
(16) ksehe 'he enters'
nkvsaoha 'I enter'
yahan 'tell (sg.) him!'
but: maceghim 'he swims away'
Note also a'ha 'yes,' apparently an exceptional form.
I will return to these conditions in 3.3.3, where I will
argue that most of the restrictions on lengthening can be
explained if the lengthening rules are forriulated so that they
are not applicable in the kind of multiply linked structures
which result from assimilation by feature spreading.
Lengthening in penultimate syllables is frequently neglected
in certain common words wit.. special grammatical functions,
especially when they are used in connected discourse rather than
cited in isolation: k~tagma ktama 'not,' na*ka naka 'and';
of. nauka 'that (an., abs.),' in which the first a seems to be
more consistently long.
Where the vowel of a stressed open penult remains short, a
vowel other than _ is lengthened in an immediately preceding open
syllable:
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(17) pe' olye'he arrives'
plneokwiye 'it falls down'
-f
peci natsakiyal 'he comes to see the other'
pimawsowi* nowak 'people'
mac*oehe 'he leaves'
oci ma*cahan 'he goea away (Subordinative)'
Some Maliseet speakers appear to have a more general lengthening
rule, so that they have long vowels in open antepenultimate
syllables in a broader range of cases in which the penult is
stressed.
There seems to be some hesitation or uncertainty about
penultimate lengthening before hV in those cases where it is
permitted, but apparently antepenultimate lengthening is carried
out regularly in such cases when penultimate lengthening is
blocked: nmace* hm . nma'ceh;m 'I swim away.'
The vowel of a monosyllabic word is lengthened if it bears
the acute accent and is followed by at most one consonant: wi*k
'his house,' hkwa t 'his foot,' ;to*l 'his canoe'; compare wen
'someone, who,' man 'money,' wtol 'his canoe (abs.).' I have no
example of a Maliseet monosyllable where the vowel bears the
acute accent and is followed by a cluster other than hC, but
Szabo' (1981:254) gives "witkw" 'eyebrow' with short 1; of.
Passamaquoddy witkw 'eyebrow, his eyebrow.' I know of no
monosyllabic words with the vowel _ where this vowel bears the
acute accent.
Word-final vowelsa are occasionally lengthened, especially
before a pause: ksate' 'it (weather) is hot,' naka' 'and...'
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It should also be noted that if and ow are phonetically [i.] and
[uv.] before h, w, or x: ntowa [ndi'ws] 'I have him.' The
sequence j_ is distinguished from lengthened I before w by the
higher and tenser pronunciation of the former.
Perhaps other environments in which lengthening is more or
less likely could be identified, but those given here appear to
account for the vast majority of the long vowels noted in Szabo's
works. Some of those which remain may be the result of emphatic
lengthening or may simply reflect the variability of phonetic
length. It is also possible that his recordings sometimes
reflect his sensitivity to finer distinctions of length than
those which I have considered here. A probable example of the
latter type is provided by the forms which Szabo (1981:105, 32)
lists as "lapotihiike" 'he looks through a telescope, binoculars,
etc.' and "alapootihilke" 'he looks around with binoculars.' The
stress rules developed in Chapter 4, which appear for the most
part to be appropriate for Maliseet as well as for Passamaquoddy,
will produce the stress patterns for these words shown in (18).
(18) a. 2 3 1
1 a p o t i h i k e
b. 2 2 1
a I apoti h i' k e
On the basis of the generalizations about vowel length given
above, we will predict long vowels only in the penultimate
syllables of these forms. Since it seems likely, however, that
greater stress is generally accompanied by greater phonetic
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length in open syllables in all positions, it seems reasonable to
suppose that the distinction which Szabo makes between "'o" and
"oo" in these examples reflects a difference in length between o
bearing tertiary stress in (18a) and o bearing secondary stress
in (18b).
3.3.2 Vovel length in Paeasmaquoddy
Vowels are lengthened in Passamaquoddy in several of the
same environments as in Maliseet, but not in all of them.
Moreover, the long vowels of Passamaquoddy are generally not as
long as those of Maliseet, so that vowel length is less salient
overall in the Passamaquoddy dialect.
Lengthening of I, e, o, and a before hC is illustrated in
(19). While the sequence hkw occurs in several verb endings, I
am not certain of the length of _ in these cases.
(19) e*hpit 'woman'
- r
hpi*htina 'hkwe*mr l 'his arms'
ktskwe•hso" hs 'old woman'
-
nkisi*hpip'hpn 'I ate'
wico'hke4mal 'he helps the other'
As in Maliseet, vowels other than j are lengthened in an
open penultimate syllable if (i) this syllable is itself stressed
or (ii) the word-final syllable is stressed. Despite a number of
accentual differences between the dialects, it is still the case
in Passamaquoddy that penultimate syllables which undergo
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lengthening by (i) may bear either the acute or the grave accent,
while the word-final syllable always bears the grave accent in
words which undergo penultimate lengthening by (ii).
The two generalizations are illustrated in (20) and (21).
Schwa remains short in take 'he hits,' ato.hk 'deer,' and nekamaw
'they,' as in Maliseet.
(20) nata'me 'he goes fishing'
a--
eleoyik 'the way it happened'
nte*hpiotem 'my woman, my wife'
natake'hk ima 'he goes to school'
ntlkwakwiptina'pan 'we (du. exc.) have dirty hands'
(21) ma ape nata'me~V 'he will not go fishing again'
noma'nim 'I have money'
manilmiw 'he has money'
Once again, words like ski*tap 'man' and ski*cin 'Indian' fall
under both generalizations, as does sa*k Im 'chief, tribal
governor' as well, since both syllables of this word are stressed
in Passamaquoddy, rather than just the first as in Maliseet.
As before, we find systematic exceptions to penultimate
lengthening involving i before z, o before w, and the first vowel
in VhV when it is the same as the second. A marginal contrast
between o and o* before w results from the fact that some
occurrences of o do undergo lengthening in this environment.
(22) alamiye 'he goes away'
ktOwttwitaye 'he wants to fly'
htiyal 'he tells the other'
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(23) sikte'hpayoltowak 'they (pl.) are very
frightened'
f Apskowa 'he is found'
pamaweowin 'person'
0 N
but: mo'win 'bear'
(24) keehe 'he enters'
kne*hpihi 'you (eg,) kill me'
yahan 'tell (sg.) him'
but: "ei*hak 'when he watered it'
A few words have irregular reduced forms which may reflect
sporadic exceptions to lengthening like those noted above for
Maliseet: naka 'and' is frequently [ngal, while mosa 'don't!' is
almost always heard as [jza] in the common expression temano mosa
gpj 'just a minute' (literally "later don't first").
The antepenultimate lengthening which is characteristic of
Maliseet forms like peeciye 'he arrives' apparently does not take
place in Passamaquoddy: I hear no special length in the
underlined positions in the words in (25).
(25) peciye 'he arrives'
macahan 'he leaves (Subordinative)'
natsakiyal 'he goes and sees the other'
akicinoiak 'Indians'
The lengthening which is typical of Maliseet monosyllables
which bear the acute accent is also lacking in Passamaquoddy.
Thus we have short vowels in wik 'his house' and kat 'leg
(including the foot),' as well as in wen 'someone, who' and man
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'money.' There does not appear to be any difference in vowel
length which corresponds to the difference in accent in pairs
like ntol 'my canoe' and ntol 'my canoe (abs.).'
On the other hand, word-final vowels are frequently rather
long in Passamaquoddy: qte6tte. 'it (abs.) was there,' ma. te
'not' (the latter with the mild emphatic te, which is usually
treated as an enclitic after another particle). As before, the
sequences fl and ow are phonetically [i*] and [u . ] before a non-
syllabic: htlywal [t hiw4l] 'he has the other,' kowwa [guV*wi]'he
(abs.) is asleep,' ckowye [kut@ yC] 'he comes toward here.'
Vowels are frequently lengthened for emphasis in positions in
which length would not otherwise be found, especially in initial
syllables: e*laplmit 'he looked at me.'
3.3.3 Vowel length and assimilation
Three classes of systematic exceptions to lengthening in
penultimate syllables were identified above: I is never
lengthened before X; many occurrences of o before w do not
undergo lengthening, although some do; and the first vowel in VhV
is not usually subject to lengthening if it matches the second.
These exceptions to lengthening appear to reflect a formulation
of the lengthening rules which makes them inapplicable in certain
structures in which a single element of the segmental tier is
associated with more than one position in the CV skeleton. It
may ultimately be possible to provide an explanation for the
restrictions in question in terms of a universal constraint on
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rule application in multiply linked structures along the lines of
those proposed by Hayes (1984, 1986a,b) and by Schein and
Steriade (1986) in recent work on the blocking effects of
geminates. Neither of these proposals appears to have quite the
right properties, however, to account for the facts of
lengthening in Maliseet-Passamaquoddy.
Since I have more complete data for Passamaquoddy than for
Maliseet, I will discuss only Passamaquoddy examples in this
section. It seems likely, however, that the arguments given here
could be duplicated straightforwardly with Maliseet material.
(Many of the crucial examples may be found in Szabo (1981).)
The occurrences of ow in which lengthening is permitted are
those which are derived from underlying /ow/. Thus, for example,
the /o/ of the TI final /-hto-/ is subject to penultimate
lengthening before the negative suffix /-w-/, and the /o/ of the
inverse theme sign /-ako-/ undergoes lengthening before the
agreement marker /-wa-/ 33PROX. The examples in (26) and (27)
first show these morphemes separately and then in the
combinations which permit lengthening in /ow/.
(26) a. nami'-hto-n
(3)-see-TI-3IN
'he sees it'
b. ma te ht-owehka*-w-3n
not EMPH 3-use-NEG-3IN
'he does not use it'
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c. ma to nmi*'-hto'-w-a n
not EMPH (3)-see-TI-NEG-3IN
'he does not see it'
(27) a. n-sikte*-hpawal-ako-n
I -to .death-fr ighten-INV-33 PROX-3 .OBV
'it really frightens me'
- -
b. ht-iy-a'-wa-l
3-tel 1 -DIR-33 PROX-3 . OB V
'they tell the other'
c. h-sikte*-hpwall-,ko'*-wa-
3-to.death-frighten-INV-33PROX-3. OBV
'the other really frightens them'
We may also assume that ow 7 o*w represents underlying /ow/ in
mowini-hil (bear-3.OBV) 'bear (obv.)' and mo'win 'bear,' since
apart from the length alternation this sequence is invariant.
Within the framework of CV phonology, then, we can represent
those occurrecnes of ow in which lengthening is applicable as
shown in (28), where o and w are represented as distinct elements
of the segmental tier. (I assume, in fact, that o and w have
identical representations on the segmental tier, although I will
generally maintain an orthographic distinction between them in CV
representations simply to make it easier to relate these
representations to transcriptions of the corresponding forms. I
return to this matter immediately below.)
(28) V C
I I
o w
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Those occurrences of ow in which lengthening is not
applicable are derived by rules of assimilation from either of
two phonological sources: /aw/ and /oh/. (We will see in 4.6
that some occurrences of /aw/ are derived from /iw/ by the
morphologically governed rule of I-Mutation.) If we analyze
assimilation as a process of "feature spreading" by which an
element of the segmental tier comes to be associated with more
than one position on the CV tier, then ow from either of these
sources will be represented in surface forms as shown in (29).
(Here it is not possible to maintain an orthographic distinction
between o and w.)
(29) V C
V
0
To distinguish the right cases for lengthening, then, it is
sufficient to formulate the lengthening rules so that they are
applicable to structures like (28) where each element of the
segmental tier is independently linked to the CV tier, but not in
multiply linked structures like (29). 8
The failure of lengthening where ow is derived from /lw/ can
be seen in appropriate forms of the TA verbs /mask-)w-/ 'find'
and /nesat-aw-/ 'understand,' which have surface stems psk-ow-
and nest-ow-, as shown in (30). The rules of syncope and
devoicing which give sk- and nast- for /mask-/ and /nasat-/ in
these examples will be discussed in Chapter 5. What is relevant
in the present context is the fact that o remains short in all of
these examples in environments in which penultimate lengthening
is usually applicable.
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(30) a. psk-ow-a
fi nd-TA-3PASS
'he is found'
b. ma te psk-ow-a-w
not EMPH find-TA-3PASS-NEG
'he is not found'
c. nzat-ow-a-1
(3)-understand-TA-DIR--3.OBV
'he understands the other'
The motivation for setting up underlying /iw/ for the TA
final which shows up as -ow- in (30) comes from the fact that the
same element surfaces as -_w- in forms like (31), and more
generally from the fact that the vowel of this final patterns
like /3/ with respect to the conditions which determine when the
presence of /3/ is taken into account by the rules of stress
assignment.
(31) not-w-a-l
(3 )-whear-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he hears the other'
The underlying identity of -ow- and - w- is shown by the fact
that all of the TA stems in (30) and (31) correspond to TI stems
in /-dm-/, and by the fact that they are all subject to a rule
which replaces stem-final /-)w-/ with /a/ before certain suffixes
(see 7.2 for discusasion).
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(32) a. psk-am-an
find-TI-I -(SUBJ)
'if I find it'
b. nast-am-an
(3)-understand-TI-3IN
'he understands it'
c. not-am-4n
(3)-hear-TI-3IN
'he hears it'
(33) a. psk-a*-hc
flnd-.TA-3 (3 )OBV/3PROX
'have the other(s) find him!'
b. nast-a-kw
(1 )-understand-TA-INV
'he understands me'
c. no*t-a-kw
(1 )-hear-TA-INV
'he hears me'
The surface distribution of -ow- and - w- is dictated by the
rules which determine when /8/ counts for stress placement, which
will be formulated in Chapter 4. Stressable /0/ is typically
represented by [uv] before w, suggesting that it becomes o in
this position. Unstressable /;/ is only optionally rounded
before w, so I will assume that it remainsa _ in this environment.
(Since there are no surface occurrences of unstressable o,
however, it would be possible to write o everywhere for the
surface realization of /S/ before w.)
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If we suppose that o is phonologically a high vowel, then o
and w differ only in syllabicity, not in terms of distinctive
features. The change of / w/ to /ow/ can thus be represented as
a process by which the features of /!/ are deleted and the
features of /w/ come to spread onto the V position left empty by
this deletion, creating a multiply linked structure. Using the
notational conventions suggested above, this change can be
represented as follows. 9
(34) Schwa Rounding
V C V C
I I %%%I
) w o
Now in Chapter 4 I will argue that stressable schwas are
schwas which are associated with V-slots at the point in
derivations when stress is assigned, while unstressable schwas
are floating vowels at this point. Unstressable schwas which are
not subject to syncope are supplied with V-slots late in
derivations by the rule of Schwa Support. Thus if Schwa Rounding
is ordered prior to Schwa Support It will have the effect of
changing just those schwas which are stressable into o before w.
Because surface ow in nestowal 'he understands the other' is
derived from /lw/ by Schwa Rounding, this word has the surface
form shown in (35), in which the segment o is linked to two
positions on the CV tier. Compare the representation of
n mihto6wan 'he does not see it' prior to the application of the
lengthening rules, which is given in (36). Here ow is a sequence
on the segmental tier as well as on the CV tier.
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(35) c v c c v c v c( III V II
n s t o a 1
(36) C VCV C V C v VC
I I I I I I I I I I
n m i h to w ) n
It is clear, then, that penultimate lengthening will be blocked
as required in nastowal, but will nonetheless be applicable in
nami'hto ' wan, if the lengthening rules are not applicable in
multiply linked structures.
Of course, if no occurrences of [uv] except those derived
from /2/ failed to undergo lengthening before w, then this
analysis of the restrictions on lengthening would be beside the
point: we could simply analyze [uv] and [uv,] as phonemic a_ and
o, since 8 does not undergo penultimate lengthening in any case.
This is essentially the position adopted by Sherwood (1983b).
As it happens, though, o also fails to undergo lengthening
in ow which is derived from /oh/. This is why o is short in
(37a) and (38a). The underlying stems of these verbs are /mano-
h-/ TA 'buy' and /nasoto-h-/ TA 'mention,' as a comparison with
the (b) forms reveals. The derivational pattern seen in these
examples is one in which TA stems in /-h-/ are matched by TI
stems in /-h-)m-/: compare (39a,b). (For the deletion of /8/ in
/ham/, see 5.6.) Examples (37c) and (38c) show that the TA stems
for 'buy' and 'mention' do not end in underlying /~w/, since they
do not undergo the rule which changes this sequence to /a/.
(Instead, an epenthetic /)/ is addded befopre /-kw/, the wold-
final allomorph of the inverse theme sign, as discussed in 7.2.)
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(37) a. m~no-w-a-l
(3)-buy-TA-DIR-3.0OBV
'he buys the other'
b. mano -h-m-an
(3 )-buy-TI-TI-3 IN
'he buys it'
of. c. n-kies-no-w-3kw
I -past-buy-TA-INV
'he bought me'
(38) a. nasto-w-a-1
(3)-mention-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he mentions the other'
/ 4e
b. nsasto*-h-m-3n
(3)-mention-TI-TI-3IN
'he mentions it'
/ -
c. nlsto-w-2kw
(1)-mention-TA-INV
'he mentions me'
(39) a. h-pit-ta-h-a-l
3-accidentally-strike-TA-DIR-3.OB3V
'he hits the other accidentally'
b. h-pat-tee-h-m-an
3-accidentally-strike-TI-TI-3 IN
'he hits it accidentally'
Since there is no motivation for a rule which would change
/o/ to /3/ in the derivations of manowal 'he buys the other' and
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nistowal 'he mentions the other,' it seems clear that these words
must have surface representations with ow. Note, however, that
n*stowal 'he mentions the other' is phonetically identical with
nastowal 'he understands the other.' Thus it seems reasonable to
assume that [wtw] is surface ow in the latter as well.
The rule which gives ow for /oh/ in (37) and (38) can again
be formulated as a process of assimilation by feature spreading,
and might be stated as follows.
(40) H-Assimilation
V C V V C V
o h o
Sherwood (1983b.35-36) reports that this process applies only
before vowels other than /o/ for his Maliseet consultants, and I
suspect that the same restriction holds for some Passamaquoddy
speakers. Others, however, have apparently generalized the rule
so that it applies before any vowel: ;weci kis-ano-w-ok (from
past-buy-TA-1/3(3)) 'why I bought it/them (an.)' (A.H.).
Given the rule of H-Assimilation as formulated in (40), the
surface representation of n stowal 'he mentions the other' will
be that shown in (41), identical with the surface representation
of n stowal 'he understands the other,' given as (35) above.
(41) C V CC V C VC
ii1 Ie iV I
niato al
Prohibiting lengthening in multiply linked structures will again
produce the right results.
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The failure of lengthening in fl can also be brought under
this generalization, but apparently only at the cost of
postulating a rule for which there is no independent
justification. What is needed is a rule which will turn all
occurrences of i_ into multiply linked structures, removing all
such sequences from the domain of the lengthening rules.
Sherwood's account of H-Assimilation in Maliseet provides a
basis for supposing that some occurrences of ji in that dialect
are represented as multiply linked structures, since his rule not
only changes /h/ to /w/ after /o/ but also turns /h/ into /y/
after /i/ (before vowels other than /i/). This analysis seems
plausible for Maliseet, and there are some alternations which
attest the former application of a similarly general rule in
Passamaquoddy, but there are counterexamples in the contemporary
language which suggest that the rule changing /h/ to /y/ has now
been morphologized.
An alternation between /h/ and /y/ is found in the abstract
TA final /-h-/ ~ /-y-/ and in the AI and II final /-ha-/ ~ /-ya-/
'go,' as shown in (42)-(44).
(42) a. nipa-h-a-l
(3)-at.night-TA-DIR-3. OB V
'he makes the other at night'
/ /
cf. b. nipa*-hto-n
(3)-at.night-TI-3IN
'he makes it at night'
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(43) a. h-kisl-y-a-l
3-past-TA-DIR-3.0BV
'he made the other'
of. b. h-kisi'-hto-n
3-past-TI-3IN
'he made it'
(44) a. k-kessa-ha$-pa
2-in-go-22
'you (du.) enter'
b. kt-)31i-ya*-pa
'you (du.) go there'
Underlying /ihV/ is maintained on the surface, however, in forms
like npm-aktml*-hem (along-.snowshoe-AI-(3)) 'he goes along on
snowshoes.' (Compare Woodstock Maliseet pam-ak) mi-yam 'he goes
/9 '
along on snowshoes' and pam-akami-mm-ok 'they (du.) go along on
snowshoes,' both presumably reflecting a stem /p3m-aktmi-ham-/.)
In (45) and (46), /h/ undergoes assimilation to /o/ but surfaces
unchanged after /i/ under entirely parallel conditions. (Here
compare Woodstock apci pam-akemi-yj-k 'while he goes along on
snowshoes.')
(45) a. meno*-h-m-an
buy-TI-TI-1-(PERF)
'when I bought it'
-
b. meno-w-a-k
buy-TI-TI-3AN-(PERF )
'when he bought it'
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(46) a. Csi.-h-m-an
give-drink--I-TI-TI--(PERF)
'when I watered it'
- Nb. esi*-h-O-k
give .drink-TI-TI-3AN-(PERF)
'when he watered it'
Since the change of /h/ to /y/ after /I/ appears to be an
idiosyncratic property of certain morphemes in contemporary
Passamaquoddy, I will assume that alternations like those in
/-h-/ ~ /-y-/ and /-ha--/ /-ya-/ are stated as rules of
allomorphy and do not reflect a phonological process of
assimilation. It is not obvious that such a1iomorphy rules would
generate multiply linked structures, and I will not explore this
possibility here.
In any case, the failure of penultimate lengthening in ji is
not tied to the application of particular rules, as is the
comparable blocking of lengthening in ow. Lengthening does not
affect i before y even in non-derived environments, whereas basic
morpheme-internal ow may undergo lengthening: compare ti*htlyas
'bluejay' with mo'win 'bear.' Sherwood encodes this restriction
by phonemicizing all occurrences of [I] before y in Tobique
Maliseet as @, a move which is possible because _ and I do not
contrast in this environment. In order to maintain this
position, however, he must postulate a rule which changes
underlying /I/ to /8/ before /y/ (1983b:38): In a word like pecoi-
y (arrive-go-(3)) 'he arrives,' which Sherwood transcribes as
"pecsye," the second vowel must be underlying /i/ both Lecause it
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causes palatalization of the preceding /t/ in /pet-/ 'arrive'
(see 6.6) and because it is followed by /-ya-/ rather than- /-ha-/
'go' (see 8.1.3 for the change of /-ya-/ to /-ye-/ in this form).
Since Passamaquoddy (and Woodstock Maliseet) i has its highest
and tensest realizations before g, Sherwood's proposed
phonemicization would require us to derive [i] from /i/ via a
simply in order to account for the failure of lengthening in
0.10
A more direct approach, and one which allows u to
phonemicize all occurrences of [i] as I, is to suppose that a
general rule ordered prior to lengthening converts any sequence
of I and y into a structure in which a single element of the
segmental tier is linked to two successive timing slots. Since i
and Z, like o and w, differ only in syllabicity and not in terms
of features, this operation amounts to conflating two successive
occurrences of the features of I into one:
(47) V C V C
II --r -
i y i
Cur hypothesis that penultimate lengthening is not applicable in
multiply linked structures will now cover i_ as well as the
appropriate cases of ow.
The restriction on lengthening in VhV can also be ha"41ed by
constraining the application of lengthening in multiply linked
structures, and in this case no special stipulation is required.
In 5.5 we will see that there is extensive evidence for a rule by
which a non-high vowel is asslmilated to a following vowel across
/h/. This rule takes /n-ka)se-ha/ to n-kesea-ha (1-in-go) 'I
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enter,' but leaves the seqiuence /iha/ unchanged in esi*-h-a-k
(give.drink-TI-TI-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he watered it.' (For
underlying /e/ in /ks1se-/ 'in,' of. h-kvsse*-hl-a-l (3-in-TA-
DIR-3.OBV) 'he lets the other in.') Assimilation in this case
may be viewed as the spreading of the non-laryngeal features of
the second vowel in /VhV/ onto both the preceding /h/ and the V
before it. The output in this case will again be a multiply
linked structure, although one of a different form from that
postulated above for ow and ij, since three timing positions are
involved here and the laryngeal features of h remain distinct
from those of the adjacent vowels.
The VhV sequences which result from assimilation have
special phonetic properties. The first vowel in such a sequence
is usually quite short and is often weakly articulated. In fact,
it seems that stress is often phonetically realized on the second
vowel in the sequence even when it is phonologically assigned to
the first. Thus a word like nkassaha is frequently heard with
stress on the first and third syllables, rather than on the first
and second as the accentual notation employed here might suggest.
Nonetheless, the pitch contours of such words are consistent with
accent assignment as marked. I will therefore assume that
phonetic stress patterns which diverge from the expected
alignment of stress and pitch in these cases are the result of a
low-level rule of stress displacement.
However this may be, it is clear that the first V in VhV
does not undergo penultimate lengthening when it has assimilated
to the second. Lengthening takes place before hV, however, where
assimilation is not applicable, as in esie-h- -k 'when he watered
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it.' (Por another type of case in which assimilation does not
take place in VhV, see 8.4.2.)
For the cases at hand, we will again obtain the right
results by supposing that penultimate lengthening is not
applicable in multiply linked structures. Note, however, that
this proposal would allow lengthening of the first V in VhV where
the two vowels are the same "by accident," rather than as the
result of assimilation. This situation may, in fact, be
/ N
instantiated by Maliseet a*ha 'yes' (and perhaps by some
pronunciations of Passamaquoddy aha, although the variable
phonetics of this expression make it difficult to be certain of
vowel length here). A long vowel is expected in the first
syllable of this word if both a's are underlying and assimilation
is blocked for some reason here. (But compare aha.hs 'horse,'
where non-derived aha has a short, weakly articulated first a in
both dialects, as expected.) In principle, then, a fully
explicit orthography might have to provide for the indication of
vowel length before hV as well as for the marginal contrast
between o and o* before w.
Let us suppose, now, that a constraint on lengthening in
multiply linked structures is the right way to account for the
failure of lengthening in i4, ow, and VhV. Two questions then
remain: why should there be such a constraint, and how should it
be formally implemented?
The proposed restriction is tantalizlngly similar to the
constraints which Hayes (1984, 1986a,b) and Schein and Steriade
(1986) have proposed to account for the well known fact that
geminate structures often resist the application of phonological
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rules (Kenstowicz and Pyle 1973). If the Passamaquoddy case
could be brought under the kind of universal principle that these
authors have discussed, then it might be possible to provide a
real explanation for the facts that we have been considering.
Unfdrtunately, however, it appears that neither of the proposals
which they have put forward is adequate in the present case.
The lengthening of vowels in open penultimate syllables in
Passamaquoddy might plausibly be stated in two rules as follows.
(For present purposes, we may write an asterisk over a syllable
to indicate that it is stressed.)
(48) a. V V V *
X X 4r
b. V V V *
-- # ]
X X
A condition to the effect that X a must be imposed in some
manner on both rules.
The solution to the problem of geminate blocking which Hayes
has proposed is the linking constraint: Association lines in
structural descriptions are interpreted as exhaustive (Hayes
1984). This constraint will correctly prevent the application of
either of the rules of (48) in the multiply linked structures
proposed above for 1~ and ow, and will also correctly rule out
lengthening before hV where assimilation has taken place. In
each of these cases, the segmental material of the potential
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target vowel is linked to more positions on the CV tier than are
specified in the structural descriptions of the rules.
The problem with this approach is that the Linking
Constraint will also block the application of (48a,b) to the
second vowel in a sequence of the form VhV to which assimilation
has applied. Since it is the features of this vowel which spread
leftward in the assimilation process, this segment will also be
multiply linked in the output of assimilation. But penultimate
lengthening is applicable to the second V in VhV: n-klssa-ha*-pan
(1-in-go-11) 'we (du. exc.) enter,' wicoohke-taha*-m-a-1 ((3)-
help-think-TA-DIR-3.OBV) 'he thinks of helping the other.'
The constraint proposed by Schein and Steriade is quite
different in nature from that suggested by Hayes, although it
covers many of the same cases. The details of their proposal
need not concern us here. The point which is relevant in the
present context is that their Uniform Applicability Condition is
explicitly stated so that it is relevant only to rules which
change the content of some node in phonological representations
(i.e. some feature, segment, etc.) and not to rules which simply
alter the "temporal span" of some node (1986:727-728). Since the
penultimate lengthening rules (48a,b) are precisely rules of the
latter type, Schein and Steriade's constraint cannot help us to
explain the observed blocking effects.
It appears, then, that the approaches which are currently
available fail to provide an explanation for the constraints on
lengthening in multiply linked structures that we find in
Passamaquoddy. It is not difficult, however, to encode these
restrictions in language-specific rules. Perhaps the most
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straightforward way to do this is to formulate the penultimate
lengthening rules as shown in (49), so that they require a
sequence of distinct segments in the relevant structures.
(49) Penultimate Lengthening
a. V V V C
II
b. V V V C *
:---> I\ /X X Y
Conditions: X, Y are segments and X is nott.
These rules will not be applicable in multiply linked i_ and ow
precisely because these structures do not contain distinct I and
Z or distinct o and w to be analyzed as X and Y. The first V in
multiply linked VhV is also ineligible for lengthening by either
rule because it is not associated with a segment distinct from
that linked to h. The second V in VhV, on the other hand, is
linked to a segment which is distinct from that associated with
the following C, so both (49a) and (49b) will be applicable in
this position. Clearly, then, it is possible to give a
descriptively adequate account of penultimate lengthening along
these lines, although an explanation of the conditions under
which lengthening takes place remains elusive.
'3.4 Dietribational restrictionB
Several restrictions on the surface distribution of the
phonemes of Passamaquoddy are stated in this section. Additional
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regularities of this kind could undoubtedly be discovered. The
generalizations which are stated here are primarily those which
are relevant to later discussions.
All of the phonemes except ) and h occur initially,
medially, and finally in the word. Schwa occurs initially and
medially but never ends a word. While h is common medially, it
occurs initially before a vowel only in a few words (e.g., haw
'O.K., go ahead,' hck 'body,' hesis 'older brother') and is never
found word-finally. Initial hC is common, but h is phonetically
[h] in such clusters only when it is syllabified with the final
vowel of a preceding word, as discussed in section 1.
No vowel sequences occur within words at the level
represented in transcriptions, but irV and owV are sometimes
pronounced with no phonetic glide (frequently so in Maliseet).
Some speakers optionally insert h between identical vowels at a
word boundary: ma (h)apc 'not again' (P.D.), tama (h)al
'somewhere or other' (A.H.). Some of these speakers apparently
have a more general rule: k-katohp-a hapan? (2-want.to.eat-DIR
bread) 'Do you (sg.) want some bread?' (P.D.); of. apan 'bread'
(all speakers). A phonetic glottal stop is also heard betwee-n
vowels at a word boundary in careful speech, and is common before
utterance-initial vowels as well.
The sequences wo and fi do not occur word-initially for most
speakers, although some elderly speakers apparently have yih-i-n
for the more common ih-i-n (tell-1.0BJ-2) 'tell (sg.) me!'
(Compare yah-a-n (tell-DIR-2) 'tell (sg.) him/them!') The
sequences ow, ow, and if are excluded word-finally for all
speakers, and o x does not occur in any position (although owy is
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phonetically [uV.y]). The sequence ow does not occur before
obstruents, since /ow/ surfaces as oh in this environment:
compare ckow-apan (hither-dawn-(3)) 'it is dawn,' ckoh-pe-he
(hither-liquid-go-(3)) 'the tide is coming in.'
All speakers have ihi in certain words: ksi-kfhin (intense-
sharp-(3)) 'it is sharp,' nt-ihi-n (1-have-3IN) 'I have it,' ma
/ 1
te ihi-w (not EMPH be.located-(3)-NEG) 'he, it is not there.'
Some speakers also have ihl, optionally or obligatorily, where
others have iyi: w-itapi- il w-itail-hil (3-friend-3.OBV) 'his
a / / f
friend,' ma te ihi-wi-yik ma te ihi-wi-hik (not EMPH
be.located-(3)-NEG-33PROX) 'they (du.) are not there.' The i
which follows Z h in these examples is derived from /8/ by a
morphologically governed rule which is triggered by a preceding
/y/, showing that Z is basic in this alternation; compare
2tohk-3l 'deer (obv. sg.),' 1tohk-4k 'deer (prox. pl.).' This
rule, too, is optional for a few speakers, who therefore allow#0O11w-itapi-yal for 'his friend.' In 8.1 we will see that many of
the alternating Y's are Inserted by a rule of epenthetis.
Sequences of two obstruents are subject to few restrictions
amd may occur initially, medially, or finally. The examples in
(50) show something of the range of clusters of this type. A
more complete survey of the attested two-member clusters of the
language is given in Sherwood (1983b:71-79).
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(50) a. ptSham 'he hooks a fish'
tpitahaso 'he thinks'
cpahkatam 'he is married'
-
pc•ssalewey 'the last one'
ktakwhaimohe 'old man'
tkeyo 'he, it is cold'
kwsaweyo 'it sticks out'
skwehkikws 'female animal'
'/ O
b. lamiptin 'palm (of Lhe hand)'
age 'the water level changes'
eckockw 'pumpkin'
nemiyekcik 'they (an.) whom we (exc.) saw'
niktak 'those (an.)'
atkikwe 'he has wrinkles on his face'
ekwtakwso 'he stops making noise (e.g.talking)'
clpiyatkwis 'cross (dim.)'
kiste 'it is finished'
c. aps 'again'
nitkw 'my eyebrow'
poktewick 'liquor'
wikf 'brown ash'
clhkanakwc 'turtle'
nmihtakws 'my father'
pilaskw 'paper'
wast 'snow'
mits 'eat (sg.)!'
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There are special restrictions on the occurrence and
phonetic realization of initial clusters of a sonorant and an
obstruent as a result of the application of Initial Devoicing.
These are discussed in some detail in 5.3. Medial and final
clusters of this type are relatively free, however. The examples
in (51) show various non-syllabic sonorants before £ and k.
(51) a. tlp~yo 'he is scared'
la•_ekw 'underwater'-!
sinisiye 'he turns blue'
pkatewniw 'there is mist over the water'
npsseaSa 'I am full (from drinking)'
imiyey• 'holy water'
b. walkil 'he is nice and big'
amke 'he plays a game, jruns for political officoe'
kinkasane 'he has big shoes'
wecowawkaman'he nears it'
apsakIlk 'when he was small'
natakehkimk 'go (sg.) to school!'
kemiwk 'when it rained'
Clusters of y and an obstruent do not occur in native words but
/ I -
are sometimes heard in recent borrowings: ht-apareyt-am-ow-y-a-1
(3-operate-TI-AI-TA-DIR-3.OBV) 'he operates on the other
(surgically).' (Compare the older borrowing nospehpal
'newspaper,' in which English yj has been replaced by hE.)
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Initial and medial clusters of the form hC have been
discussed in preceding sections. Final clusters of h- and. a
sonorant are generally excluded. See 4.5.4 for discussion.
Initial Ch occurs only in a few words: khakan 'door,' nhak
'my body.' Medial Ch is well attested, however:
(52) sa•hotin 'injections are being administered'
hpathlman 'he hooks it'
sakhiye 'he comes into view'
nekwhom 'he coughs'
hcishal 'he scrapes the other'
alham 'he swims around'
- -
tamhikln 'axe'
minhaman 'hw skims it off'
htawhike 'he is a good shot'
Most non-geminate clusters ending in a sonorant are
excluded, except where they arise initially through the use of
one of the personal prefixes /n-/, /k-/, and /w-/. (See 5.3, 5.4
for examples.) The sequences lyw, owy, and owh also occur, but
fi and ow are usually realized as long vowels in such
combinatione.12 Occasionally there is a schwa-like transition
between w and h: sowhewik [zu4htewlg] ~ [zudwohc"wig] 'pack
sled.'
All of the non-syllabics except h occur in geminate clusters
for all speakers, and some have hh optionally or obligatorily
before i. The same speakers have hg in place of • before other
vowels, but in these cases is always an option. (The speakers
who use variants with h here are those who have ihi for iyi, as
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noted above, and the speakers for whom hh is obligatory before i
are those for whom ihi is obligatory for iyi. Some speakers
occasionally have fh rather than hh before I. The rules which
govern the use of these variants have not been worked out in
detail.) Examples of geminate consonants were given in 3.2. The
geminate glidea and their major variants are illustrated in (53).
(53) htawwikhike 'he knows how to write'
4* / Oe
peci ik 7 pecihhik 'they (du.) arrive'
maceyik macehhik 'they (du.) leave'
talaye ¶ talahe 'he is playing'
mace/ a maceh a 'he (abs.) has left'
True geminates occur only medially and finally, with
geminate sonorants restricted to medial position. When the first
person prefix /n-/ is added to a stem beginning with /n/,
resulting /nn/ is simplified to n: compare non-am ((1)-know-TI)
'I know a lot,' n3n-am (know-TI-(3)) 'he knows a lot.' When the
second person prefix /k-/ is added to a stem beginning with /k/
or /kw/, the result is as short consonant, even after a vowel-
final word; but this segment seems to be somewhat more tense than
a simple initial k or kw before a vowel. I therefore write
initial kk and kkw in such cases: k-kisis 'your (sg.) aunt,' k-
kwatalan 'your (sg.) throat.'
Clusters of three non-syllabics are usually of the form CsC,
with k or kw as the final C in almost all cases. 13 They may
occur initially, medially, or finally. Most of the attested
types are illustrated in (54).
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(54) a. pskihkw 'blade of grass'
pskwacis 'war club'
/
kspison 'belt'
kskamihike 'he takes a shortcut'
kskwapehsan 'it rains and snows at the same time'
b. nipskat3we 'he curses'
sis21apj.kwjehtikln 'frying pan'
kakskos 'cedar'
ntekskwin 'I sneeze (Subordinative)'
nekwskikwessass 'woodcock'
nimskehe 'he drops by to visit'
amskwacehkan ' doll '
malskwfsital 'beans'
siwskowaso 'he is tired of waiting'
-p
c. panapskw 'rock'
nakskw 'young woman'
nisinsk 'twelve'
skalonskw 'butllet lead'
ksiwsk 'hemlock'
Clusters of the form CCh are attested in a handful of stems:
h-peak-h-a-1 (3-shoot-TA-DIR-3. OBV) 'he shoots the other,'
sonkhahso 'he (a dog) rolls around in the dirt' (analysis
unknown), kakawl nkhapo-hpan (nearly(?) blind-(3)-PRET) 'we was
more nearly blind.' An additional item of this type and a single
example of a four-place cluster were given by one speaker (A.H.)
for whom the AI plural final -hati- appears to have undergone
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analogical extension into phonological contexts where it is
/ •-n (-wet-messy-l quid-
otherwise excluded: n-poc-cak-p-hiti-p n ( -wet-messy-Iiquid-
PL-11) 'we (pl. exc.) get all wet,' somskw-h'ta-w-jk (spit-
PL-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) spit.' (See 4.6 for some discussion of
the plural finals and their usual distributions.)
The cluster sks is attested in t2l-ask-s-awe (ongoing-
grass(?)-cut-AI-(3)) 'he is cutting grass' and l-ask-s-awa-kan
(thus-grass(?)-cut-AI-NOM) 'scythe,' but some speakers instead
have ka in these words: talaksawe, laksawakan (A.H.). For some
speakers, reanalysis of the output of syncope in certain stems
has lead to the creation of novel initial clusters in prefixed
forms: n-sp- p (1-above-sit) 'I sit up high,' for older nt-
asp-2p; n-cpahkatam (1-married) 'I am married,' for older n-
cnpkatam (all forms A.H.). These initial clusters are usually
eliminated, however, by dropping the prefix consonant.
3.5 Accent
Both the location of the stressed syllables in a word and
the pitch or pitch contour associated with stressed syllables in
certain positions in the word are distinctive in Passamaquoddy-.
In addition, unstressed final syllables, which are usually
pronounced on a relatively high pitch in utterance-final
position, are distinctively low-pitched in a small class of verb
forms.
The accentual notation which I use here is adapted from one
'which Ives Goddard (1970) proposed for Maliseet, although my use
of this notation differs considerably from his. (A comparison of
the two systems is given in Chapter 10.) The acute accent (/)
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indicates a relatively high-pitched stressed syllable. The grave
accent (N) indicates a relatively low-pitched stressed syllable,
except that word-final syllables which bear this accent are
pronounced with a rising intonation before a pause. The
circumflex accent (') indicates a distinctively low-pitched final
unstressed syllable.
The examples in (55)-(67) illustrate the types of accentual
contrasts which are found in the language. To make it easier to
see how the intonation pattern of the word can be determined from
the notation, I have provided a schematic diagram of the pitch
contour of each form. (There is some dialect variation in the
details of these pitch contours, as discussed below.)
(55) a. --
tak-e
hit-AI-(3)
'he hits'
b. ..... r--
tike
'now'
(56) a. __
kat
'leg (including the foot)'
b. y
kat
'eel'
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(57) a. --w .
not- m
(1)-hear-TI
' I hear'
b. --w
n- ot)m
1-smoke
'I smoke'
(58) a. -
n- tol
1 -canoe
'my canoe'
b.
n-tol
l-canoe-(3. IN. ABS)
'my canoe (abs.)'
(59) a._--
Iapo
sit-(3)
'he sits'
1/
)po
si t-(3 )-(33 .0B V)
'the others (du.) sit'
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b.
(60) a.
n-mihtakws
1 -father
'my father.'
b.
n-mlhtakws
1-father- (3. AN. ABS)
'my father (abs.)'
(61) a. 1
was-is
child-DIM
'child'
b.
was-is
child-DIM-(33 .OBV)
'children (obv.)'
was-is
child-DIM
'child (voc.)'
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(62) a.
mil-a-n
(3)-give-DIR-PEG
'he gives it to the other'
mil-a-n
give-DIR-2
'give (eg.) it to him!'
(63) a. -_ o -
ma ape nat-ame-w
not again (1)-go-fish-NEG
'I will not go fishing again'
ma C nat-ame-w
not again go-fish-(3)-NEG
'he will not go fishing again'
(64) a. -L
n-kisi-hpi-hpan
1 -past-eat-PRET
'I ate'
n-kisi-hpi-h-pan 7 n-kisi-hpi-h-pan
I-can-eat-NEG-11
'we (du. exo.) cannot eat'
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(65) a.
elami-ya-1 i-t
away-go-OBV-3AN
'when the other goes away'
be 
"Ile|
el'ml-ya-l i-t
away-go-OBV-3AN-,(PERF)
'when the other went away'
(66) a. -WOW ...
nat-akehkli m-ke-n
(1)-teach-PASS-SUBORD
'I go to school (Subordinative)'
("I go somewhere to be taught")
b-.
nat-2kehki m-ke-n
go-teach-PASS-2
'go (sg.) to school!'
("go somewhere to be taught!")
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(67) a.
nat-)kehkim-a
(1)-go-teach-DIR
'I go somewhere to teach him'
nat--kehkim- a
(3 )-go-teach-DIR-.(33. OBV)
'he goes somewhere to teach the others'
nat-mkehkim-a
go-teach-3 PASS
'he goes to school'
("he goes somewhere to be taught")
Cases in which lexical items are distinguished by accent, as
in (55)-(57), are relatively rare. More frequently, accentual
differences distinguish particular inflected forms of a single
lexical item, as in (58)-(67). The items in (55) are the only
words that I have found which are distinguished solely by the
position of the acute accent. Typically, accentual contrasts
involve a difference between the pitch of stressed syllables or
differences in both the location and pitch of stressed syllables.
Except in vocatives like (61c), which have a special intonation
pattern, the grave accent occurs only on the rightmost stressed
syllable of a word. The circumflex accent occurs only on the
final syllables of certain third person "passive" forms of the
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Independent Order (those which are made with the suffix -a 3PASS
where this morpheme is subject to no accentual modifications).
Unstressed initial syllables are usually pronounced on a
fairly high pitch, as are unstressed syllables which follow the
last stressed syllable of the word, apart from those final
syllables which bear the circumflex accent. Thus words like Span
'bread' and it3mok 'they (du.) say' are pronounced with nearly
level intonation, as are both items in (55) above. Unstressed
syllables between stressed syllables which bear the acute accent
are relatively low-pitched, so that the syllables of a word like
wicohketahamal 'he thinks of helping the other' are alternatively
relatively high and relatively low, except that there is only a
slight drop in pitch onto the final syllable of this word.
Passamaquoddy speakers fall into two groups with respect to
the treatment they accord unstressed syllables between a syllable
bearing the acute accent and one bearing the grave accent in
words like natakehkimken 'go (sg.) to school!,' elamiyalit 'when
/ N
the other went away,' and natalohkiya 'he (abs.) has gone to
work.' My consultants from Indian Township have high pitch on
these syllables, while those from Pleasant Point have low pitch
here. (The schematic pitch contours shown in (63)-(65) represent
the speech of the Indian Township group, while those in (66)-(67)
are typical of forms that I have recorded at Pleasant Point.)
Since my consultants come from a relatively small number of
families, however, it is possible that differences between
extended family groups rather than geographical dialects are
reflected in this split.
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Maliseet dialects generally appear to make accentual
distinctions among the same lexical items and grammatical
categories as Passamaquoddy, although the particular phonetic
contrasts are not always the same in the two branches of the
language. Sherwood (1983b:63-68) has suggested that stress and
pitch are not contrastive for some Maliseet speakers from the
Tobique reserve, although Tobique speakers whom I have heard seem
to use essentially the same patterns of stress and intonation as
speakers from Woodstock and Kingsclear, N.B., or from the
vicinity of Houlton, ME, all areas where accent is clearly
distinctive. The status of accentual contrasts in Maliseet
clearly merits a thorough study.
The phonetic correlates of accent are somewhat different in
Maliseet and Passamaquoddy. A few comparative remarks may
therefore be helpful for interpreting the Woodstock material
which is cited at various points in this work.
While a Passamaquoddy monosyllable like wik 'his house'
which bears the acute accent is pronounced on a high pitch with
level intonation (and a short vowel), the same word in Woodstock
Maliseet is pronounced with a sharply falling intonation (and a
long vowel). Monosyllables which bear the grave accent are
pronounced in the same fashion in the two dialects, however: on a
low pitch, with level intonation before further material but with
rising intonation before a pause (and with a short vowel in
either case).
In a disyllabcle word like skitap 'man' in Passamaquoddy, the
first syllable is level and high and there is a sharp drop onto
the second syllable, which again has a rising intonation before a
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pause. In Woodstock Maliseet, on the other hand, skitap is
pronounced with a sharply falling intonation on the- first
syllable. (In both dialects, the first syllable of this word has
a long vowel.) The Passamaquoddy word sakom 'chief' has the same
N-stress and Intonation as Passamaquoddy skitap. In Woodstock
Maliseet sakam, however, the first syllable starts on a low pitch
and is pronounced with a rising intonation, while the second is
unstressed and moderately high.
In Woodstock Maliseet etalihtemman 'when I was hitting it,'
the two syllables which bear the acute accent are relatively high
in pitch, while the syllable between them is relatively low. The
unstressed penultimate syllable is pronounced with a falling
intonation, while the stressed final syllable has a rising
intonation. Schematically:
(68)
e ta lih tem man
Compare nicannok 'our (exo.) children,' with rising intonation on
the penultimate syllable:
(69)
ni can nok
One characteristic feature which distinguishes Maliseet
intonation patterns from those of Passamaquoddy results from a
general rule of Antepenultimate Lowering: high pitch is replaced
by low pitch on an antepenultimate stressed syllable, provided
that it is the last stressed syllable in the word. Thus we have
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Woodstock Maliseet itamok 'they (du.) say,' imlyewikawam 'church'
for Passamaquoddy itamok, imiyewikoawam. There are some traces of
a comparable process in the phonology of Passamaquoddy, perhaps
now morphologically governed. I have occasionally recorded forms
with low pitch on an antepenultimate stressed syllable where the
usual intonation pattterns of the language would call for high
pitch: nt-owhem-ano-k (1-pet-11-33PROX) 'our (exc.) pets,' k-mil-
I-3ni-ya (2-give-2.0BJ-PEG-22) 'I give it to you (pl.).'
Woodstock Maliseet forms which correspond to Passamaquoddy
passives with final low-pitched unstressed syllables are
pronounced with low pitch on the last stressed syllable of the
word instead, and are therefore written Jith the grave accent
rather than the circumflex: Passamaquoddy peci-ph-a, Woodstock
Maliseet pacl-ph-a (arrive-carry-3PASS) 'he arrives by vehicle'
(literally "he arrives by being carried").
Goddard (1970:1-2) hypothesized that writing one accent per
word would usually be sufficient to distinguish among the
contrasting prosodic patterns of Maliseet, although he noted that
it might sometimes be necessary to mark additional accents in
words in which certain "short-vowel syllables" (syllables with
the vowels "a " and "A ," both transcribed here as a) receive
irregular treatment in accent assignment. The cases in question
involve schwas which are always stressable regardless of their
phonological context. In Chapter 4 we will see that such
"inherently stressable" schwas are in fact quite common. Thus a
minimal accentual notation will indeed require marking more than
one accent in a substantial number of words.
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I have not attempted to reduce accent marking to a minimum
in this work, however. Since it is precisely the rules by which
accent may be predicted which will concern us in much of what
follows, the use of a minimal notation would inevitably, leave the
reader to carry out complicated calculations in many cases in
order to determine the data which are under discussion. Thus it
has seemed better for expository purposes to mark accent as fully
as possible. In future work on Maliseet and Passamaquoddy,
however, it will undoubtedly be desirable to develop a more
economical system for transcribing accent.
Phrase and sentence level stress and intonation are largely
ignored in this work. I should point out, however, that a
distinctive sentence-final high pitch occurs in questions of all
types, where it causes a general raising of the pitch of the last
stressed syllable and any following unstressed syllables in the
sentence.
-- Notes --
1. Sherwood reports [U] and [U ] before w, the relevant
environment, but I hear tenser vowels in thls position in
Passamaquoddy and in Woodstock Maliseet than this notation
suggests. I also hear high, tense [i] before in Passamaguoddy
and Woodstock Maliseet, while Sherwood (1983b:6) reports LI] in
this context.
2, ah4it and (hpit are irregular (7) contractions of
aht- pl keep.on-sTt-~3AN) 'he keeps on sitting (Conjunct)'
and fhtalE-api -t (usually-s i t-3AN) 'where he usually sits, '
respectively.
3. The decision to write 9_ in these cases might well be
questioned, since there are undoubtedly words in which I have
tranacribed ) where I have never actually heard this vowel.
Thepe seems 'To be no sharp line, however, between words like
matahkamikbk 'Peter Dana Point,' which I have heard with phonetic
W2 n hFi m only in singing, and others like pjfg 'basket,
whose ecoond j is usually retained except in rap d speech.
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4. Note, however, that the cluster which results when 3_ is
phonetically omitted in initial p m is realized as an m initiated
by a sudden lowering of the velum.
5. Initial h in Passamaquoddy forms like (7a) is derived
from /w/ by Initial Devoicing (see 5.3.5). This rule is optional
in the speech of Peter Lewis Paul, who provided the Maliseet
forms. The accentual differences between the Maliseet and
Passamaquoddy examples given here appear to reflect the
application of the Maliseet Antepenultimate Lowering rule
(discussed in section 5 below) at a stage in derivations prior to
the application of the rules of syncope which give rise to the
geminate sonorants in most of these examples. This proposal is
developed in further detail in LeSourd (1982).
6. Possibly a undergoes lengthening in ?hC in the Conjunct
negative endings where such sequences occur. See 6.5 for ahC in
Passamaquoddy.
7. Phonologically, [VhC] might be taken to represent
[VhmC], if we suppose that h is lengthened before another non-
syllabic as other non-syllabfcs are. As it stands the statement
of lengthening given in section 1 makes h an exception in this
regard.
8. Note that we must suppose that morpheme-internal ow is
not subject to a restriction like the Obligatory Contour
Principle of McCarthy (1986), since the long vowel of md.wln
'bear' shows that ow is not necessarily a multiply-linked
structure within a morpheme.
9. If /a/ is represented as a root node without any
associated features, then no deletion operation will be required
to set the stage for feature spreading. If, on the other hand,
/a/ is underlyingly fully specified, then it seems likely that
only the features that distinguish this vowel from /o/ are
deleted and that only these feature of /o/ spread. The output of
assimilation will then be a multiply linked structure of a more
complex type than that shown in (29). These observations do not
affect the point of the argument in the text, however.
10. Sherwood apparently also intends his phonemicization of
[Iy] as 'y to account for the fact that i before y is sometimes
treated like (underlyingly unstressable) jby the rules of stress
assignment. We will see in Chapter 8, however, that the
treatment of i before y is not uniform in this respect. Thus
Sherwood's proposed rule changing /i/ to /Z/ before /y/ makes
incorrect predictions about stress placement.
11. The suffixes -akw (a word-final allomorph of the Inverse
theme sign) and -at (second person singular on third person,
Co9jpnct) are exemp from fronting after /y/ for,1ll speakers:
n ymj-yjkw ((1)-see-TA-INV) 'he sees me,' nem-y-.at (see-
TA-2/3(3)) 'he whom you (sg.) see.'
12. The sequence ym occurs in Changed forms of the verb
/ih-m-a w-/ TA+O 'have X of Y's': ey-m-a-ht (have-TI-
TA-3(3)OBV/3PROX-(PERF)) 'when the other had .. nssomethln f his.'
r eplaces 4 in Changed fo ms of ht-fly-w-a-1 (3-have-TA-
TR-3.OBV) 'heThas the other' 4y-w-a-t haveA-IR-3AN-(PERF)
'when he had the other,' ey-a-ht (have-TA-3(3)OBV/3PROX-(PERF)
'when the other had him.' (See- 9.3 for some discussion of these
verbs.)
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13. I have encountered one example of a three-place cluster
with final member t: oikanakwstek 'it (skin) is hard' (Mikcic,
pp. 15, 26). The analysjs .of this form is not known to me. .It
appears to be a pun on cihk"nakwc 'turtle. '
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Chapter 4
Stress Assignment
Within a large class of cases, the stress patterns of
Passamaquoddy words can be predicted on the basis of two simple
principles, which may be stated as a rule assigning stress to
word-initial syllables and a right-to-left alternating stress
rul e:
(1) Initial Stress Rule (ISR)
Stress the first syllable of a word.
(2) Alternating Stress Rule (ASR)
Stress the even-numbered syllables of a word,
counting from right to left.
These rules can in fact be collapsed into a single statement if
we adopt a theory of stress which recognizes the foot as -a
constituent of metrical structure. Even without this reduction,
however, the stress system represented by (1) and (2) is a simple
and natural one.
Despite the fact that (1) and (2) are easily motivated, the
surface stress patterns of the language are much more complex
than we would expect on the basis of these principles alone.
Sometimes a word-initial syllable remains unstressed and the
second syllable of the word is stressed instead. Sometimes one
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or even two extra syllables must be skipped over in assigning
alternating stress. A close examination of these cases reveals a
regular but quite disparate set of conditions which determine
when a particular syllable will be counted in assigning stress
and and when it will be skipped over or left "out of the count."
The central purpose of this chapter is to identify these
conditions and to explore three hypotheses about the nature of
the system from which they follow. As we will see in following
chapters, the principles of this system not only play a central
role in the process of stress assignment in Passamaquoddy, but in
fact serve to organize much of the phonology of the language.
One potentially misleading point of terminology should be
made clear at the outset. I will refer to vowels which are
"visible" to the stress rules, either in the sense that they are
available for stress assignment or in the sense that their
presence is taken into account in figuring stress placement, as
stressable vowels. Those vowels which are "invisible" to the
stress rules -- whose presence is simply ignored in assigning
stress -- I term unstressable vowels. The reader should bear in
mind that stressable vowels, in this sense, are not necessarily
stressed. (We will see, however, that certain assumptions about
the nature of the stressable/unstressable distinction might lead
us to say that all stressable vowels bear some degree of stress.)
In surface forms, unstressable vowels are usually a,
although some occurrences of I before y are also skipped over in
stress assignment. As we will see, however, the unstressable
vowels which appear in surface forms are a subset of the segments
which must be classed as "underlyingly unstressable." In this
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chapter, we will be concerned primarily with unstressable /8/.
In later chapters, I will argue that some underlying occurrences
of /i/, /a/, and /o/ are unstressable as well. Many underlyingly
unstressable vowels become available 4* the stress rules ("become
stressable") as the result of phonological operations. Others
are subject to syncope. (Unstressable vowels are also sometimes
introduced by rule.)
The /8/ of the stem /kalol-/ TA 'argue with' may serve as an
example. This segment is ignored when stress is assigned in the
reciprocal form k1alol-to-w-ak (argue-RECIP-3-33PROX) 'they (du.)
argue with each other,' so that stress is assigned to the second
syllable of this word by the ISR. We will account for this fact
by postulating an underlying form for /kalol-/ in which this /a/
is an unstressable vowel. No rules are applicable in the
derivation of kalol-to-w-ak which change the status of this
segment, so it remains invisible when stress is assigned. The
situation is different in the related form h-kalol-ti-ni-ya (3-
argue-RECIP-PEG-33PROX) 'he argues with the other.' Here the /a/
of /kSlol-/ follows an underlying cluster which triggers a
phonological rule that makes underlyingly unstressable vowel's
stressable. This /T/ is therefore visible when the stress rules
are applied, so the first syllable of h-kalol-ti-ni-ya receives
stress. Note, however, that the I of the "peg" or filler
morpheme -ni- is unstressable here. (We will see in Chapter 8
that this vowel is a stressable /e/ in underlying forms but
becomes an unstressable /1/ through another phonological
process.) Because this I is not accessible to the stress rules,
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stress is assigned to the antepenultimate syllable of h-kalol-ti-
ni-ya by the Alternating Stress Rule.
Now it is important to note that unstressable vowels are not
in general epenthetic (although we will see in Chapter 7 that
some of them are). We find unstressable a in j (sit-(3)) 'he
site' and takl 'now,' for example, but these schwas must be
present in underlying forms: any number of words start with 2,
and tk is a common initial cluster, so no general rule can be
responsible for inserting these segments. The unstressable
vowels that we find within stems must be present in underlying
forms if we are to account for the distrbution of connective /i/,
the epenthetic vowel which breaks up underlying clusters at stem-
internal boundaries. (The rule which inserts connective /i/ is
discussed in 6.6.1.) Note also that unstressable a alternates
with stressable a in the derivatives of /kalol-/ which were cited
just above. Clearly, then, we are not dealing here with a
situation in which stress is assigned before the insertion of a
class of epenthetic vowels, which therefore never "count" for
stress placement. (In Chapter 5 we will look at cases in which a
alternates with zero under conditions which involve the
stressable/unstressable distinction. We will see in 5.1,
however, that these alternations reflect the application of a
class of deletion rules, not a complementary process of
epenthesis.) Our theory of "stressability" must accommodate the
fact that the same underlying segment may count in stress
placement in some words but not in others.
Three accounts of the distribution of stressable and
unstressable vowels will be developed in this chapter. All three
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are based on the assumption that generalizations (1) and (2)
should be stated within some type of metrical theory of- stress
assignment. (The choice of a particular variant of metrical
theory will not in fact play a crucial role in the discussion.)
They differ only in the mechanisms which they posit in order to
account for stressability. In effect, we will be trying to
decide among competing theories of the system of rules which
construct the representations which then serve as inputs to (1)
and (2).
The first of these accounts uses a diacritic feature
[strong] to distinguish between stressable and unstressable
vowels. This treatment is intended as a formalization of the
descriptive practice of a number of Algonquianists who have
worked on similar problems in various languages, notably Ives
Goddard (working on Delaware) and David Sherwood (working on
Maliseet).
In the second analysis, the metrical theory which accounts
for (1) and (2) is augmented by positing an additional level of
metrical structure which states the stressable/unstressable
distinction in terms of relative metrical prominence. This
hypothesis represents a tradition of work within the metrical
framework which goes back to hypotheses that Nancy Chinchor and I
first put forward in 1978.
The third proposal exploits the power of CV phonology, which
allows us to distinguish between floating segments and segments
which are linked to positions on the CV or timing tier. (Once
again, mos6 details of the theoretical framework are not crucial.
Any theory of the timing tier which permits us to have floating
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segments would probably work as well.) Here the central
hypothesis is that unstressable vowels are vocalic segments which
are not associated with slots on the CV tier at the point in
derivations at which the stress rules apply: they are invisible
to the stress rules because stress is assigned either directly to
elements of the timing tier or to syllables, which are organized
in terms of elements of the timing tier. Stressable vowels are
segments which are linked to V-slots at this stage. The leading
ideas of this approach are derived from the work of Michelson
(1986) on stress in Mohawk.
All three of these models can handle the basic facts of
stress assignment. I will argue, however, that the three
proposals are not equivalent in explanatory power. It is
relatively easy to show that the theory which uses a diacritic
feature to state the distribution of stressable and unstressable
vowel cannot be right. The complex manipulations of the feature
[strong] which turn out to be required on this account should
undoubtedly be ruled out by any theory of grammar which places
substantive restrictions on the kinds of phonological patterning
which can be called regular. It is more difficult to choose
between the metrical and CV theories of stressability. I
believe, however, that a consideration of the role of
syllabification in the conditions which determine stressability
favors the CV approach.
B3cause comparing the explanatory force of the metrical and
CV theories of the stressable/unstressable distinction does not
provide as clear a basis as we would like for choosing one over
the other, we would prefer to find a way to distinguish between
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them on empirical grounds. In Chapter 8 I will demonstrate that
there is in fact empirical evidence which favors the CV-theory
over both the diacritic and metrical accounts. The evidence in
question comes from words whose underlying forms contain
sequences of a stressable vowel and an unstressable vowel. This
evidence can only be interpreted, however, after we have seen how
we would want to handle syncope within the different frameworks.
This issue is taken up in Chpaters 5 and 6.
The discussion in this chapter is limited to forms in which
all stressed syllables are high-pitched. In Chapter 10 we will
see that the stress patterns of words containing low-pitched
stressed syllables are phonological transforms of stress patterns
like those discussed here.
The present chapter is organized as follows. Section 1
presents evidence that (1) and (2) do in fact state important
generalizations about stress assignment in Passamaquoddy and then
provides a formalization of these generalizations, together with
the machinery which accounts for stress subordination in pre-
pausal forms. Section 2 states the facts about the distribution
of stressable and unstressable vowels which any theory of
Passamaquoddy stress must account for. Sections 3, 4, and 5
develop the three alternative analyses of the stressable/
unstressable distinction which I will consider in this study.
Section 6 is concerned with I-Mutation, a morphologically
governed rule which derives unstressable /I/ from stressable /1/
before /w/. A rule of Stress Shift which accounts for the
pattern of stress subordination found in non-final forms is
formulated in section 7.
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4.1 Stress assignment and stress subordination
Applied together, the Initial Stress Rule and the
Alternating Stress Rule produce stress patterns like those shown
in (3).
(3) a. wicohke-m-a-l
(3)-help-TA-DIR-3 .OB
'he helps the other'
b. wio ohke-kemo
help-AI-(3)
'he helps out'
c. wi cohke-taha-m- a-i
(3)-hel p-thi nk-TA-DIR-3 OBV
'he thinks of helping the other'
The role of a right-to-left syllable count in stress
assignment is clear from examples like (4)-(6), in which the
stress of non-initial syllables varies with the addition of
suffixes.
(4) a. was-is
child-DIM
'child'
b. was-is- k
chi d-DIM-33 PROX
'children'
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(5) a. topkwan
'dirt, soil'
b. topkwan-amkw
dirt-particulate
'dirt, soil'
(6) a. pem-skot-e-k
along-field-II-3 IN
'field'
("where a field is located through a length")
b. pem-skot-e-k-i 1
along-fleld-II-3IN-33IN
'fields'
Adding syllables at the beginning of a word does not induce
comparable stress shifts. Stress remains on the penultimate
syllable wee in (7a-c) regardless of the number of syllables
which precede it.
/ f(7) 'a. l-ewesto
thus-speak- (3 )
'he speaks'
b. wik-ewesto
11 ke-speak-(3)
'he likes to talk'
c. sehtay-ewesto
backwards-speak- ( )
'he speaks while walking backwards' 1
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The basic principles of stress assignment represented by the
Initial Stress Rule and the Final Stress Rule could probably be
formulated equally readily in terms of metrical trees, metrical
grids, or a combination of the two. Metrical accounts of
stressability have generally assumed that metrical structure is
organized into constituents. I will therefore adopt a tree-based
framework in discussing proposals of this type in 4.4. On the
other hand, if the distinction between stressable and
unstressable vowels is better expressed in non-metrical terms, as
I argue in 4.5, then the theory of stressability will not in
itself provide evidence either for or against constituent
structure in metrical representations.
The grid-based stress theory of Selkirk (1984) appears to
offer certain advantages for the analysis of stress and stress-
related phenomena in Passamaquoddy. I suggest in 4.5.1 that the
properties of the grid as a representation of timing
relationships provide the basis for an explanatory account of the
phonetic reduction of unstressable a_. The rule of Stress. Shift
discussed in 4.7 is easily stated as an operation on gri'ds, but a
statement of the rule in terms of trees would require us to
postulate more structure for word trees than otherwise appears to
be motivated. I will therefore tentatively adopt Selkirk's
framework here, although I will also try to note points in the
analysis where it might be useful to allow reference to metrical
constituent structure.
Following the procedures which Selkirk has suggested, the
first step in constructing the metrical grid for a word is to
align each of its syllables with a grid position or "demibeat."
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Consider, for example, the word tehsahkw-apas-olti-ne (on.top-
pl.walk-PL-11) 'let's (pl.) walk around on top.' In (8), each
syllable of this word has been aligned with a demibeat, indicated
by an "x."
(8) x x x x x x x
a" q a- a " a r4AAA ,NAANAA
C V C C V C C V C V C V C C V C V
I I I I I A I I I I I II
tehsahkwapasol tine
The ISR and the ASR are restated in (9) and (10) as rules
which align particular demibeats in a word with "beats,"
positions in the metrical grid above the demibeat level.
(9) Initial Stress Rule
Align the first demibeat of a word with a beat.
(10) Alternating Stress Rule
Align-every other demibeat in a word with a beat,
starting with the penultimate demibeat and working
leftward.
Applying these two operations to the representaticn shown in (8),
we derive (11).
(11) x x x x
X K X X X X X
r rr " " r cr
/\ /T\ A/\ \A A /
C V C V 7C VCVCVC VCC VCV
I (I I I I I 1 111
teheahkwapaeol t Ine
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This gives us the right distribution of stressed and unstressed
syllables for this word.
Note that (9) and (10) can be combined into a single
statement if we introduce the notion of the metrical foot into
our analysis: we need only construe the ASR as a rule which
assigns binary-branching feet from right to left in a word as far
as possible, then designates any remaining word-initial syllable
as a foot in itself. If the left-hand (or only) syllable in each
foot is stressed, we obtain the same stress pattern for
teheahkwapasoltine as that shown in (11). Since it is not clear
to me that there is any other work for the foot to do in
Passamaquoddy, however, I will not pursue this matter here. Our
principal concern will be with the system of rules which
construct the input to stress assignment. For this purpose, it
is not necessary to determine the status of the foot in metrical
theory.
Now the stresses assigned by (9) and (10) are not all
realized with equal strength. Primary stress occurs on the
rightmost stressed syllable of a word in pre-pausal position.
This fact is stated as the Main Stress Rule (12). (A rule o-f
Stress Shift, formulated in 4.7, is applicable in non-final
forms.)
(12) Main Stress Rule
Align the rightmost beat in a word with a beat
on the next higher metrical level.
The result of applying (12) to (11) is (13)
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(13) x
x x x x
x x x x X x x4 r r r <r Or a"r cr
C V C C VC CC V ) C V 7C CVI ( I (l Il I I I  I.  I (
tehsahkwapaso l tine
The structure in (13) contains a stress clash: the first two
beats in the word are equally strong and are not separated by a
grid position on the next lower metrical level. This clash is
often, but not obligatorily, eliminated by giving the first of
the clashing beats greater prominence than the second. 2  It is
not really clear whether this effect is achieved by increasing
the strength of the first beat or by reducing that of the second.
I will assume here that the first of these options is taken.
The required grid adjustment is stated in (14), a rule which
aligns the first of two clashing beats with a third-level grid
position. By convention, in Selkirk's system, a rule like (14)
is not permitted to eliminate the relative prominence of a beat
which was promoted to the third level by a rule like our Main
Stress Rule (12). The latter is automatically aligned with -a
beat on the fourth level upon the promotion of another beat to
the third level. If we adopt this convention for Passamaquoddy,
then the effect of applying (14) to (13) will be (15). This
result is empirically correct: the rightmost stress in the
utterance-final pronunciation of th4tashkwapoltine is the
strongest, regardless of the relative prominence of the friet two
syllables of the word.
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(14) Clash Avoidance (optional)
If two beats of equal prominence are adjacent in
the grid, align the first with a beat on the next
higher metrical level.
(15) x
x x
x x x x
x x x x x x x
4( ( r r -r rANAN, AA N A A
C VC C VC C VC VC VC C VC V
I I I I A I I III I11 (1 1
t e h s a hk w a paso I t i n e
Generally speaking, the greater the stress a syllable bears,
the higher the pitch at which is is pronounced (restricting or
attention, of course, to high-pitched stressed syllables). The
penultimate syllable of tehsahkwapasoltine is the highest in
pitch in the pre-pausal prnounciation of this word, while the
initial syllable is typically the next highest, followed by the
other stressed syllables. Thus the usual intonation contour of
this form is consistent with the stress pattern represented in
(15). 3
There is also an overall trend toward higher pitch from left
to right within the word among the stressed syllables whose
relative prominence is not promoted by Clash Avoidance. Each
stressed syllable is pronounced at a higher pitch than the last
in a typical pre-pausal pronunciation of a word like m;kesew-
alaki-kwe/hta-h-a-l ((3)-black-hole-face-strike-TA-DIR-3 .0BV) 'he
gives the other a black eye.' Following a suggestion by A.
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Prince (1983:72), I will assume that the generally increasing
pitch of the secondarily stressed syllables in a form like this
is a reflection of intonational principles alone and does not
indicate increasing metrical prominence. Thus only stresses
promoted to greater prominence by the Main Stress Rule and Clash
Avoidiance are distinguished from other stresses in the metrical
sturctures assumed here.
Finally, I should note that the domain of stress is
sometimes larger than the word. In particular, a preverb or
prenoun may form a single stress domain with the word it
modifies, provided that the two are adjacent, although these
collocations are presumably phrasal, since they can usually be
interrupted by other words in a clause.4 The final stress of the
preverb kisi 'past, finished' and the prenouns ktamaki 'poor,
unfortunate' and sok91-is-i 'candy' in (16) is unexpected if any
of these elements forms a stress domain by itself, but this
pattern is predicted in each case if the modifier and the
following word are stressed as a single unit.
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/ /-
(16) a. n-kisi not-3m-an-I1
1-past hear-TI-3IN-33IN
'I heard them (in.)'
b. ktamaki skitapi-hil
poor man-3.OBV
'the poor man (obv.)'
c. sokel-is-i ap to-h-on
sugar-DIM-PN lean-TA-NOM
'candy cane'
A combination of this kind may be treated like a single word
for the purpose of stress assignment even when other phonological
processes treat the modified noun or verb as a word in itself.
The examples in (17) are a case in point. Initial Devoicing, a
rule which will be discussed in 5.3, has the effect of changing
word-initial n to h before a voiceless consonant, but does not
affect medial n. Yet n alternates with h in these forms, despite
the fact that the preverb noci 'as an occupation or regular
activity' forms a single stress domain here with the following
verb.
(17) noc ntop-t-ahsi-t
/ /
noci htop-t-ahsi-t
occupation catch-TA-AT-3AN
'catcher (in baseball)'
Thus the rules and conventions which have been formulated above
as governing the stress patterns of words should probably be
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recast in terms of stress phrases. For expository convenience,
however, I will continue to speak of the stress rules as applying
to words except where the distinction between words and phrases
is directly relevant.
4.2 When /a/ counts for strees placement
Departures from the stress patterns that we expect on the
basis of (1) and (2) are found in words in which there are one or
more "unstressable vowels," usually /a/, whose presence is simply
ignored in assigning stress. It is often possible to determine
on the basis of general principles whether a given occurrence of
/8/ will be included in figuring syllable counts for stress
placement. In certain morphemes, however, particular occurrences
of /*/ are always counted as stressable. These schwas are
treated just like the majority of non-schwa vowels in stress
assignment: they figure into the syllable counts which determine
stress placement regardless of the phonological contexts in which
they occur. I will refer to vowels like these which are
stressable in all environments as "inherently stressable."
Schwa is always treated as stressable if it occurs in any of
the following environments:
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(18) a. It is the last vowel of a word
b. it follows a cluster of non-syllabics other than
/hC/ (with some exceptions involving geminates)
c. it follows /hl/
d. it stands between /s/ and /hs/
e. it is the first /0/ in a word-initial sequence of
the form /(C)s [+sonorant] a/ in which the
second /a/ is unstreseable
f. it is in an even-numbered position, counting from
left to right, in a maximal series of /C,S/
sequences in which no /9/ falls under conditions
(a)-(e) or is inherently stressable.
These conditions are explored in detail in the following pages.
4.2.1 Basic conditions for stresesabillty
The first clause of (18) is illustrated in (19)-(21). The
examples in (19) and (20) show how the stress of the non-initial
syllables of a word changes with the addition of a suffi-x
containing /V/. In (21) a similar shift in stress takes place
when the suffix /-t/ 3AN is replaced by /-mak/ UNSPECIFIED
SUBJECT. In each case, the /1/ of the suffix is a stressable
vowel in the sense that its presence affects the way in which the
stress rules apply. Of course none of these schwas is itself in
a position to receive stress by either the ISR or the ASR.
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(19) a. tohsan
'shed'
b. tohsan-3k
shed-LOC
'shed (loc.)'
4e
(20) a. pihtin-ahkwem
hand-stick
'arm (excluding the hand)'
b. h-pihtin-ahkwem- 81
3-hand-st i ck-33 IN
'his arms'
(21) a. el-eapi-t
thus-l ook-3 AN
'the way he looks (at something)'
b. el-api-m3k
thus-l ook-UNSPEC
'when they (unspecified) look there'
A /0/ which is stressable because it is the last vowel of a
word will be treated as unstressable when a suffix containing a
vowel is added. Schwa counts for stress placement, for example,
in the last syllable of tli-kan (ongoing-grow-(3)) 'it is
growing'; but the corresponding vowel is skipped over in stress
/ /
assignment in t;li-kan-ol (ongoing-grow-(3)-33IN) 'they (in.) are
growing.'
The underlined schwas in (22) do not occupy any of the
environments in (18), and all are skipped over by the Alternating
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Stress Rule. In (a)-(c) the result is primary stress on the
antepenultimate syllable of the word. In (d), secondary stress
is retracted one syllable further than we would expect on the
basis of a simple alternating pattern.
(22) a. sok-;lan
pour-rain-(3)
'it pours (rain)'
b. wi cohke-t-4m-an
(3 )-help-TI-TI-3 IN
'he helps it'
c. pet-ek-Ipo
arrive-sheetlike-sit-(3)
'it (an., e.g. cloth) copmes to be located here'
d. kis-amik-3Dtkko
past-up- jump- (3)
'he jumped up'
In (23), the corresponding schwas follow clusters of non-
syllabics which are not of the form /hC/. Here these schwas are
taken into account in assigning stress, so that we have main
stress on the penult in (a)-(c) and secondary stress on the
second syllable before the primary stress in (d).
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(23) a. pisk-alan
dark-rain-(3)
'it rains so hard that it is dark or hard to see'
/ /
b. mtsk-3m-an
(3)-find-TI-3IN
'he finds it'
c. sp-jpo
above-sit-(3 )
'he sits up high'
d. amalh-atakko
fancy-jump-(3)
Geminate clusters usually pattern with other clusters in
their effects on stresability, so that a following /9/ is counted
in assigning stress:
(24) a. can-essun-ol
stop-move-(3 )-33IN
'they (in.) stop'
b. tekk-3pi-t
as.far-sit-3AN
'as far away as he sits'
c. h-kspp-_tone-n-a-1
3-close-mouth-by.hand-DIR-3. OBV
'he holds the other's mouth shut'
We will see below, however, that unatressable /1/ is regularly
permitted after /ss/ derived from underlying /hs/. There also
appear to be some cases in which /0/ is treated as unstressable
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after underlying geminate consonants. Since the clearest
examples of this kind involve effects on syncope, the relevant
exaamples are discussed in 5.2.12 and 6.4.4.
After clusters of /h/ and an obstruent, /8/ may remain
unstressable. The underlined schwas in (25) are ignored when
stress is assigned by the ASR.
(25) a. cehcjlekws
'gland'
b. tehkneps
'monkey'
e 0
c. ht- tohk-am- 1
3-deer-POSS
'his deer'
d. kini-hpan-e
large-potato-II-(3)
'it is a big potato'
e. maski-ht;w-e
stink-whiskers-AI-(3)
'he has smelly whiskers'
f. atpahkwavnikehsaw-ak
i nchworm-33 PROX
'inchworms '
After /hl/, on the other hand, /I/ is always treated as
stressable. Thus we have penultimate stress in (26), where the
underlined schwas may not be skipped over in counting syllables.
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(26) a. pam-ehlakwe
along-float-(3)
'it floats along'
/ Ib. ac-ehl-aso
change-TA-REFLEX- (3)
'he changes himself'
The /2/ of the reflexive suffix /-asi-/ is basically
unstressable: compare kal-so 'he hides himself,' from /kal-asi-w/
(hlde-REFLEX-3), in which this vowel is subject to syncope. In
Chapter 7 I will argue that this / / is epenthetic and that
epenthetic schwas in general are basically unstressable. There
are no examples of /a/ (underlying or epenthetic) after
underlying /hm/, /hn/, or /hy/, which are all quite rare. (These
clusters and /hl/ are the only combinations of /h/ and a non-
syllabic sonoroant which occur in underlying forms.)
Schwa is always stressable when it stands between /s/ and
/hs/. This principle has a rather restricted range of
application, however, since the only relevant examples involve
epenthetic / / before the diminutive suffix /-hs-/ (or the
homophonous pejorative suffix). Underlying /hs/ becomes ss after
/2/ by a rule which will be formalized in 4.2.2, so /sahs/
surfaces as saeas in all forms to which (18d) is relevant.
The diminutive suffix appears on the surface in its basic
form after vowels other than a, as shown in (27) and (28). Non-
diminutive forms with the locative suffix /-k/ are given for
comparison.
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(27) a. pohtaya-k
bottle-LOC
'bottle (loc.)'
b. pohtaya-hs-is
bottle-DIN-DIM
'bottle (dim.)'
(28) a. papskate-k
stove-LOC
'stove (loc.)'
Of4fb. papskate-he-is
stove-DIM-DIM
'stove (dim.)'
In productively formed nominal diminutives like those in
(27) and (28), both the general diminutive suffix /-hs-/, which
also occurs in verb forms, and the nonimal diminutive suffix
/-ls/ are added to the stem. When the same morphemic material is
added to a stem which ends in a consonant other than /s/, an
epenthetic _ appears before the suffix /-hs-/ just in case this 3
is in a position where it must be stressable. Thus we find a
between stem and suffix in (29b), with es in the suffix for
underlying /hs/. Where epenthetic /0/ remains unstressable, it
is subject to syncope, /h/ is lost beteen consonants, and /hs/
surfaces as s, as shown in (30b).
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(29) a. khaken
'door'
b. khakln-ass-as
door-DIM-DIM
'door (dim.)'
(30) a. emkwan
'spoon'
b. emkwan-s-is
spoon-DIM-DIM
'spoon (dim.)'
The underlined j in (29b) is stressable by case (f) of (18), as
we will see below.
In diminutive forms of stems ending in /s/, epenthetic /3/
is always stressable before /-hs-/ and is therefore not subject
to syncope. Note the penultimate stress of (31b).
(31) a. sk nis
'bone'
b. sklnis-Sss-is
bone-DIM-DIM
'bone (dim.)'
Schwa sla also streasable in all examples of surface sass In
which se is not in alternation with hs: athosassaw-al
(snake-3.OBV) 'snake (obv.).' Si.ce this generalization is not
involved in any alternations, however, it is possible to analyze
* as inherently stressable in these cases. While there are no
examples of syncope between /8/ and /se/, we will see in Chapter
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5 that /;/ is sometimes subject to syncope between /s/ and a
single /s/, so /8/ is not necessarily stressable in the-latter
environment.
4.2.2 H-Deletion I and I-Baoking
The change of /hs/ to /as/ after /8/ can be analyzed as a
process of compensatory lengthening. We need only suppose that
the segmental material of /h/ is deleted between /P/ and /s/,
leaving behind an empty position on the CV tier. I call the rule
in question H-Deletion I, since it is only one of several rules
deleting /h/ which will be formulated in the course of this
study.
(32) H-Deletion I
h -- /a__ s
If this rule affects only the segmental tier, then it will make
the first of the two changes shown in (33). In 5.7.6 I will
demonstrate that there is independent motivation for a rule which
links an empty C-slot with segmental material associated with a
C-slot on its right. This rule will complete the change from
/hs/ to /s8/.
(33) v C v c C VC C
If I --r I I _. ! V)hs e s s)
H-Deletion I is triggered not only by epenthetio /9/ but
also by the output of a rule which backs /i/ to /1/ before /hs/:
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(34) I-Backing
i --)) / .__. he
will illustrate this process with examples in which a
consonant-final root adds connective /i/ before one of the finals
/-hsin-/ 'lie, come to rest' and /-hsami-/ 'drink.'
These finals appear with surface hs after roots ending in
/a!/ or /e/:
(35) a. kwsaka-hsin
across-lie-(3)
'he lies across something'
b. sikte,-hsin
to.death-lie-(3)
'he dies in a fall or crash'
(36) a. nakka-hsamin
(3)-all-drink-PEG
'he drinks all of it'
-- F
b. mace-hsamo
start-drink-(3)
'he starts drinking'
The roots /al-/ 'around' and /pam-/ 'along' surface in their
basic, oonsonant-final forms before vowel-initial finals:
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(37) a. al-asoke
around-wade- (3)
'he wades around'
b. pam-asoke
along-wade-(3)
'he wades along'
Before consonant-initial finals like /-ph-/ 'carry,' they add
connective /i/.
(38) a. ht-ali-ph-a-l
3-around-carry-DIR-3.OBV
'he carries the other around'
b. h-pami-ph-a-l
3-along-carry-DIR-3 . OBV
'he carries the other along'
cf. c. mace-ph-a-1
(3)-start-caarry-DIR-3. OOBV
'he takes the other away'
Roots which end in /t/, like /nat-/ 'come, go' and /meht-/ 'stop,
finish,' also add /i/ before a consonant; and this /1/ triggers
palatalization of the root-final /t/: 5
(39) a. nat-Plohke
go-work-(3)
'he goes somewhere and works'
Sf
b. naci-ph-a-l
(3)-go-carry-DIR-3-. OBV
'he goes somewhere and gets the other'
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(40) a. meht-4lohke
fi ni sh--%ork-(3)
'he stops working'
b. mehci-kfltn
finish-year-(3)
'the year ends'
When /al-/, /pam-/, /nat-/, or /mneht-/ is combined with /-hsin-/
or /-hsami-/, connective /i/ is inserted, but /ihs/ surfaces as
(41) a. al3-ssin
around-1ie-(3 )
'he lies around'
b. pom-assin
al ong-lie-(3 )
'he is lying down'
-/,
c. nacl-ssin
go- i e- (3)
'he goes somewhere and lies down'
d. meho3-ss*mo
finish-drink-(3)
'he stops drinking'
The fact that root-final /t/ shows up as c in (41c) and (41d)
confirms that connective /i/ is the source of the following , in
these examples. The change of /i/ to /i/ is accounted for by I-
Backing. H-Deletion I is responsible for the realization of
/ahs/ asj._s.
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Schwas derived by I-Backing are always stressable, whether
or not they fall into one of the categories listed in (18). The
role of these vowels In stress assignment is presumably to be
attributed to the fact that all occurrences of /i/ which undergo
I-Backing are stressable.
4.2.3 Word-initial /(C) Z [+eonorant] /
We come now to clause (e) of (18), which requires the first
/8/ in word-initial /(C)a [+sonorant] a/ to be counted for stress
placement when the second /a/ in this conf igurati on is
unstressable. The effects of this provision can be seen in (42),
where 3 in the first syllable of each word is stressed and _ in
the second syllable has been skipped over in counting syllables
for the assignment of alternating stress.
(42) a. alamoss
'dog'
b. a2lnahkw
'iron'
c. manlkwan
'ra nbow'
d. n9lmtk
'upriver'
Compare manlhkw 'island,' where p Is unstressable in a word-
initial syllable but the next vowel of the word is stressable.
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The same point can be made by considering the treatment
which roots like /kgl-/ 'hold fast,' /wal-/ 'good,' and-/pam-/
'along' receive in stress assignment. The schwas of these roots
are underlyingly unstressable. Thus, for example, the j of kam-
remains unstressed in Epm-awso (along-live-(3)) 'he is alive' or
pam(-ph-t (along-carry-3PASS) 'he is carried along.' Schwa is
available for stress assignment in these roots, however, when the
following morpheme begins with an unstreseable /a/:
(43) a. ka1-•co
hold-cold-(3)
'he freezes'
b. ktl-)tan
hold-cold-(3)
'it freezes'
(44) a. wal-apo
good-esit-(3)
'he sits nicely, comfortably; he is well off'
b. wI-=we
good-hai r-(3)
'he has nice hair, fur'
(45) a. pam-8ka
along-dance-(3)
'he dances'
b. pam-skohbke
along-float-(3)
'he floats along (in a current)'
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A root which begins with a sequence which meets the
requirements of (18e) will always be stressed on its Initi.al
syllable:
(46) a. alam-apasa-w-ak
away-pl. walk-3-33 PROX
'they (pl.) walk away'
b. al9mi-tow ye
away-fly-(3)
'he flies away'
I 4
(47) a. Dlakw-ewesto
direction-speak-(3)
'he speaks in that direction; he walks in that
direction while speaking'
b. ••akwi-tiwiye
direction-fly-(3)
'he flies in that direction'
When the second /4/ in word-initial /(C)'[+sonorant]S/ is
inherently stressable, (18e) is not applicable and the first /0/
in the sequence is free to be unstressable. Thus the word
2lakwatewakan 'article of clcthing,' in which the second // is
ordinarily unstressable, has a by-form lkwtewakan, in which the
second /3/ is inherently stressable. The result of this
idiosyncrasy is that the first and third schw as in this
alternate form remain unstressable and are subject to syncope.
(Compare the possessed forms ht-p kw$ tewak@n-3l and
ht-;alkwtewakan-9l 'his clothee,' which show that both alternates
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of the stem begin with underlying /3/.) The first /a/ of words
like pama-ssin 'he is lying down' (from /p mi-hsin-w/-along-
lie-3) and canh-ssamo 'he stops drinking' (from /cani-hsami-w/
stop-drink-3) likewise remain unstressable, since the second /D/
in each of these words is derived by I-Backing and is therefore
inherently stressable.
The first /I/ in word-initial /(C)0 C2/ is also free to be
unstressable when the second C in the configuration is an
obstruent. In such cases, however, unstressable /I/ is regularly
subject to syncope: underlying /katakw-ýni-w/ (over-Al-(3))
/ / 1
yields ktakw-ano 'he stays over (in a place)' (cf. n-katkw-an 'I
stay over').
An apparent counterexample to principle (18e) as it is
stated is the objectless TI form nin-tm (know-TI-(3)) 'he knows a
lot.' Since the / / of the TI formative /-am-/ is the last vowel
here in underlying /nan-wm-w/, it is stressable by (18a). We
might then expect the /!/ of /nan-/ 'know' to be unstressable,
giving us *nn-.3m. Unfortunately, however, there are no other
forms in which /npn-/ might be expected to surface with
unstressable 3. There is accordingly nothing to bar us from
setting up inherently stressable /7/ in this morpheme, which
would allow us to derive the observed stress pattern for non-4m
without reference to princilple (18e). Thus it is not in fact
clear that the stress pattern of nrn-4m bears on the correct
formulation of (18e). I know of no other forms in which there is
a potential interaction between (18a) and (18e).
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4.2.4 Alternating stressability
When no other condition which determines stressability takes
precedence, stressable and unstressable schwas are distributed in
an alternating pattern: counting from left to right, odd-numbered
schwas are unstressable and even-numbered schwas are stressable
in a series if /Ca/ sequences which is chosen to be as long as
possible without including any /a/ which falls under (18a-e) or
is inherently stressable.
In (48), each of the underlined schwas occurs in a one-vowel
span which satisfies these conditions. Since each of these
schwas is in an odd-numbered position in this span (the first of
one), it is skipped over in stress assignment and the forms
receive antepenultimate stress.
a
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(48) a. h-pehk-4n-a-1
3-completely-by. hand-DIR-3. OB V
'he takes all of it (an.); he takes everything
from the other'
b. kia-Dlan
past-rain-(3)
'it rained'
c. sitam-sk
shore-LOCG
'shore (loc.)'
d. epahsi-k3tan
half-year-(3)
'it is half a year'
e. apock-alo-po
upside.down-sit-(3)
'he is upside down'
There is only one /a/ in (48a,b). Since this vowel is not in a
word-final syllable, follows a single consonant, and does not
stand between /s/ and /hs/, it is free to be unstresseable. In
(48c) there are two schwas, but the second is the last vowel of
the word, so it falls under (18a) and is stressable regardless of
its status with respect to alternating stressability. The
situation in (48d) is similar. In (48e) there are again two
schwas, but here the first is excluded from consideration under
the principle of alternating stressability because it follows the
cluster /ck/.
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The underlined schwas in (49) are also free to be
unstressable, those in (a) and (b) because they follow a single
consonant, those in (c) and (d) because they follow a cluster of
/h/ and an obstruent. In the first of these examples, secondary
stress occurs on the second syllable preceding the primary stress
because the underlined schwas are ignored by the ASR. In (49d),
secondary stress is retracted over tio extra syllables by
skipping two unstressable schwas in the syllable count.
(49) a. nis-ek-api-i-t
two-sheetlike-sit-AI-3AN
'ghost'
("that which is two layers of cloth"?)
/
b. nakkahs•w-ehto-n
(3)-extinguish-TI-31N
'he puts it (light, fire) out'
c. meht-an-aski-ye
finish-by.hand(?)-event(?)-go-(3)
'it is all over'
d. akanot ma-kan
tell .story-NOM
'story'
In a series of two schwas, neither of which is obligatorily
stressable on other grounds, the first is unstressable and the
second is stressable. Thus the second of the underlined schwas
receives stress in each of the following examples, and the first
of the underlined schwas in (50c) is not counted by the ASR in
assigning secondary stress.
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(50) a. kinaw-aso
particular-AI-(3)
'he is a certain one'
b. h-pehk-an-am-a n
3-completely-by.hand-TI-3IN
'he takes it all'
c. tetam-ask-owi-katan-e
equal-event(?)-II-year-AI-(3)
'his birthday falls on the day of the week
on which he was born'
The examples in (51) show that /I/ is not inherently
stressable in /jlohk-/ 'work, do' and /akehki-/ 'teach,' since
the underlined vowels in these examples are ignored in assigning
alternating stress.
(51) a. nis-3lohk-am-a-l
(3 )-two-work-TA-DIR-3 . OBV
'he works with the other'
b. nat-ýkehki-m-a-l
(3)-go-teach-TA-DIR-33.OBV
'he goes somewhere and teaches the other'
The /3/ of each of these morphemes counts as stressable, however,
when it is the second of two schwas that fall under (18f):
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(52) a. etl-a3lohk-e-o-ik
ongoi ng-work-A I-3AN-33PROX
'they (du.) who are working'
f / /
b. thtfl-ikehki-m-ot
usual ly-teach-TA-3 PASS
'where he goes to school'
Of course whether or not a stressable /1/ actually receives
stress depends on its position in the right-to-left syllable
count. In (53a,b) the second underlined a is in a stressable
position within its series of schwas, but it is not stressed
because it is in an odd-numbered syllable, counting from the end
of the word.
(53) a. etVl-a4lohk-e-t
ongoing-work-AI-3AN
'he who is working'
b. ht al -kehki-ti-mak
usual y-teach-RECIP-UNSPEC
'where school is held'
In a series of three schwas that satisfies the conditions
for alternating streseability, the first and third are
unstresaable and the second is streassable. Thus the second of
the underlined schwas receives stress by the ASR in (54a) and the
three underlined schwas in (54b) have the value of one syllable
for alternating stress assignment.
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(54). a. kinjw-!sj-w--wk
part i cul ar-A i-3 -33 PROX
'they (du.) are certain ones'
b. asaw-a cak-ahte
O ahsaw-j•ok-ahte
oblique-messy-be .1 ocated- (3)
'it is flopped over to one side'
While the variation between s and hs in (54b) has no effect
on the position of stress, the cluster sk in (55a-c) makes the
following 2 etreesable in each of these forms. This 0_ is
excluded from the series within which ?lternating streosability
holds, so that stressability is determined by even and odd
position among the underlined schwas.
(55) a. h-pask-an-am-9an
3-break- by. hand-TI-3 IN
'he breaks it with his hand'
b. k-pask-9 cjk-jn-a
2-break-messy-by.hand-DIR
'you (eg.) break n0 m, it (an., squishy)
wit., your hand'
c. h-pask-)c0k-•_n-jm- n
S3-break-messy-by. hand-TI-3IN
'he breaks it (squishy) with his hand'
These examples may be compared with (48a) and (50b), where the
/2/ of /-an-/ 'by hand' is treated as unstressable.
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The examples in (56) are similar to those in (55), except
that here the first of a series of schwas must be excluded from
participating in alternating stressability not because it follows
a cluster but because it is the first /3/ in word-initial
/(C)E[+sonorant]e/ and is therefore stressable by (18e). The
alternating pattern of stressability holds among the underlined
schwas in (56a,b).
(56) a. al kwvtewakln-al
clothing-33 IN
'articles of clothing'
I f I
b. tehpo... kweni al-an-m- aw-a-t
only at.that.point thus-by.hand-TI-TA-DIR-3AN
'he just handed it to the other (e.g. without
being asked)'
Two forms in which alternating stressability can be observed
in a series if four schwas are given in (57). There are
relatively few examples like these in which all of the vowels
surface in a long series of schwas within which alternating
stressability holds. More frequently, one or more of the
unstressable schwas is subject to syncope.
(57) a. asjw-jok-jpo
oblique-messy-sit-(3)
'it (an.) is flopped over to one side'
b. ht-,tl-l-t-am-zn-)l
3-ongoing-eat-TI-3 I N-33IN
'he is eating them (in.)'
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The first of these examples is straightforward, but (57b)
requires some commentary. The third person prefix, underlyingly
/w-/ ~ /wt-/, is subject to Initial Devoicing. This rule has the
effect of converting word-initlal /wt/ to /ht/ in (57b). While
word-internal /hC/ is equivalent to a single consonant in its
effects on stressability, the clusters which surface as hC as the
result of the application of Initial Devoicing pattern with non-
laryngeal clusters in this respect, so that a following /i/ is
treated as stressable. Thus the first /Z/ of hti~raatamanal is
stressable by virtue of the preceding cluster and is excluded
from the series of schwas within which alternating stressabiltiy
is figured.
Utterance-initial /w/ is always devoiced before a voiceless
consonant, but Initial Devoicing is not always applied where /w/
at the beginning of a word can be sylllabifted with a preceding
vowel:
wt-api-n.
(58) kse-he ndka
ht-api-n.
in-go-(3) and 3-sit-SUBORD
'He comes ili and sits down.'
As (58) illustrates, /a/ is streseable after the third person
prefix whether or not Initial Devoicing is applied.
The /w/ of the prefix is not subject to Initial Devolcing
before a non-eyllabic sonorant, but in this environment a second
rule is applicable which may delete this /w/ altogether. Like
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Initial Devoicing, this rule is not always applied where /w/ may
be syllabified with a preceding vowel:
w-nan-3w-a-wi-yll.
(59) ma te
nln-$w-a-wi-yi1.
not EMPH 3-know-TA-DIR-NEG-3. OBV
'He does not know the other.'
Here again the /w/ of the prefix forms a cluster with the initial
segment of the stem after which /3/ must be treated as
stressable, whether or not this segment is retained on the
surface. Thus the /a/ of /m;s-/ 'get' is stressed in both (60a)
and (60b) and is not included with the underlined schwas in
figuring alternating stressability in either casc. (The /a/ of
this morpheme cannot be inherently stressable, however, since it
is subject to syncope in forms like make ms-an-am-an ((3)-much
get-by.hand-TI-3IN) 'he gets a lot of it.')
(60) a. meoimi te w-mzs-an-am-an.
always EMPH 3get-by.hand-TI-3IN
'He always gets it.'
b. m s-an-am-an
(3)-get-by.hand-TI-3 IN
'he gets it'
Both Initial Devoicing and the rule which deletes /w/ in (59) and
(60) are discussed in detail in 5.3.
Now the patterns of alternating streesability which we just
surveyed are highly reminiscent of patterns of alternating
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stress. It seems more than likely that the distribution of
stressable and unstreesable vowels in Passamaquoddy reflects the
stress rules of an earlier stage in the history of the language,
and that the current Initial Stress Rule and Alternating Stress
Rule represent a process of stress assignment which has been
imposed on the output of this earlier system. The choice between
the metrical and CV theories of the streseable/distinction which
will be our central concern in much of the rest of this work is
essentially a matter of deciding how much of this historical
course of events continues to be reflected in the procedures for
the construction of metrical structures which form part of the
synchronic grammar of Passamaquoddy. In particular, does the
persistence of alternating patterns of stressability indicate
that a process which assigns metrical structure from left to
right continues to operate in the contemporary language, in
addition to the right-to-left process represented by the
Alternating Stress Rule?
It may also be appropriate here to raise a second question
concerning the relationship between the historical origins of the
conditions on streesability and their implementation in a
synchronic analysis. I noted above that unstressable schwas are
regularly subject to syncope in certain environments. The
deletion of the /h/ of /m)ae-/ 'get' in mrke ms-sn-rm-)n 'he gets
a lot of it' is a typical example. The /O/ of /-an-/ 'by hand'
is stressable in this form because it is the second /~/ in
underlying /mos-Sn-;m-/. But note that this vowel also follows
the cluster /ms/ in the output of syncope. We might wonder,
then, whether we could reduce the apparent effects of clusters on
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stressability to the effects of alternating streessbility by
deriving all of the clusters after which /0/ must be treated -as
stressable from underlying sequences of the form /CDC/. (Such a
reduction is in fact assumed by Sherwood (1983b:32), who does not
recognize any autonomous claster effects.)
It seems entirely possible that the synchronlic principles
which make /i/ stressable after clusters have their historical
origins in the derivation of clusters through vowel deletion.
Consider, for example, the word eap3nsja.fl (raccoon-3 .OBV)
'raccoon (obv.).' Here we find a stressable _ aft,•r the cluster
e_. But &n in this word reflects earlier *s"p: compare Penobscot
e spanss8 'raccoon' (3iebert 1967:21). Before *_ was lost in
this word, there would have been no need to appeal to cluster
effects to account for the distribution of stressable and
-f
unstressable vowels in the ancestor of espansl1.
In contemporary Passamaquoddy, however, the cluster sj never
alternates with saj in any form of espans 'raccoon.' Many other
morphemes also contain non-alternating clusters after which /I/
is always treated as stressable. Morphemes of this kind which
may be found in the examples cited above include pisk- 'dark,.'
-mask- 'find,' sp- 'above,' and amalh- 'fancy' in (23), tekk- 'as
far,' and k;pp- 'close' in (24), the TA final -ehl- in (26), and
pask- 'break' in (55). All of these morphemes may be followed by
occurrences of /1/ which are demonstrably not inherently
stressable, so that their effects on streseability result in
clear surface alternations. Evidence will be presented in 5.4
which demonstrates that there are many cases in which derivations
of clusters with comparable effects on stressability are not only
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unmotivated but actually inconsistent with the conditions which
otherwise govern syncope in the contemporary language.
4.2.5 Inherently etreeeable /s/
The distribution of stressable and unstressable /9/ is not
fully predictable. Certain occurrences of /3/ are inherently
stressable: thoy are available to the stress rules even in
environments in which other schwas would be invisible. The first
/3/ of ap2i-k 'tree, stick (loc.),' for example, is stressable,
although a similarly situated /3/ in p3sanot 'basket' (underlying
/apeeanote/) is unstressable and subject to syncope. (Compare
/
ht-upasinot (3-basket) 'his basket.') By contrast, there appear
toe be virtually no cases of irregularly unstressable /3/, /3/
which is not evailable to the stress rules even though it occurs
in an enviro-Ament in which this vowel is otherwise treated as
stressable.
Inherently stressable /3/ 18 quite common in intial
syllables, as in the following examples:
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(61) a. tak-e
hit-AI-(3)
'he hits'
b. kw c*2m-ak
outdoors-LOC
'outdoors'
c. kbtvwi-twiye
want-fly-(3)
'he wants to fly'
d. mate-hte-hsin
be.heard-strike-lie-(3)
'he Is heard to fall with a crash'
e. m*tape-hte
downhill-be.located-(3)
'it is situated facing downhill'
f. mikwsew-alohki-ye
black-cl oud-go-(3)
'there are black clouds'
Schwa is unstressable in comparable environments in other words.
For example, the a of take 'now' is unstressable, so that this
word receives final stress rather than the penultimate stress
that we find in tak-e 'he hits.' Unstressable /8/ is usually
subject to syncope before obstruents, however, so that forms like
these in which there is a surface contrast between streesable and
unatreesable _ before an obetruent under identical segmental
conditions are quite rare. (The I of take 'now' is a synchronic
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exception to syncope.) See 5.2.6 for further discussion of this
point.
Inherently stressable /a/ is found in non-initial syllables
in the examples given in (62). (Both sawas are inherently
stressable in the forms in (62b).)
(62) a. ahsesawan
. ahsosawan
'hat'
b. namihkwaso
m~ i hkw8so
be.born-(3 )
'he is born'
The first /*/ of /-hpanasi-/ 'fight' is optionally treated as
inherently stressable, with the result that we may have either
penultimate stress or antepenultimate stress in (63).
(Alternating stressability makes the second /3/ of /-hpan si-/
stressable in the second of these forms.)
(63) mace-hpnr so
mace-hpinlso
start-fight-(3)
'he starts to fight'
Like other stressaable schwas, inherently stressable achwas
are not necessaryily stressed: the underlined vowel in (64)
enters into the syllable count which determines how stress is
assigned, but does not itself receive stress.
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(64) e/tocl namihkwasi-t-pan
extreme be .born-3AN-PRET
'when he was born'
Like echwas which are stressable under clauses (a)-(e) of (18),
inherently stressable schwas are excluded from consideration in
determining alternating streessability. The third'_ of tak-am-mso
(hit-TA-REFLEX-(3)) 'he hits himself' is stressable rather than
the second because the 3 of tak- 'hit' is inherently stressable.
For the most part, if /i/ is inherently stressable in one
occurrence of a morpheme, it is inherently stressable in all of
its occurrences. Thus the /2/ of /tak-/ is inherently stressable
not only in t k-e 'he hits' and tak-Lm-aso 'he hits himself' but
also in tak-pt-_m (hit-TI-TI--(3)) 'he hits, he bats (in
baseball)' and in nodl tak-nbi-ke-t (occupation hit-TIAI-A-3AN)
'boxer.' Not surprisingly, there are some irregularities. The
first /a/ of /;pasi-/ 'warm' appears to be inherently stressable
and the second unstressable in p1so (warm-(3)) 'he has a fever,'
but the first / / of this morpheme is unstressable and the second
(predictably) stresesable in wal-apaso (good-warm-(3)) 'he is nice
and warm.' Schwa in inherently stressable in the initial
syllables of katak-ik (other-33PROX) 'others (an.)' and kptak-il
(other-33IN) 'others (in.),' but not in the first syllable of
1kat1k 'othar (an. or in.).'
There are certain regularities in the distribution of
inherently stresseeable /3/. Unpredictably streasable /b/ is
common before obstruents, for example, but rare before sonorants.
Schwa is always stressable in forms like Cptan '(a woman's) coat'
where it precedes an underlying cluster other than /sC/ or a
geminate. No alternations are based on this generalization,
however, so it seems best to analyze all such occurrences of /9/
as underlyingly stressable.
Wq might also choose to analyze /I/ as inherently stressable
when its position within a morpheme guarantees that it will
always fall under one of the generalizations of (18). The /1/ of
/apockcl-/ 'upside down,' for example, will always be treated as
stressable, since it follows the cluster /ck/. (Of course this
/*/ can be unstressed as it is in apockil-esso (upside.down-
move-(3)) 'he fails over.') The morphology of Paesamaquoddy
provides no circumstances under which the second /I/ of /-kattn-/
'year' is not either the last vowel of a word (epahsi-katan
(half-year-(3)) 'it is half a year') or in a position to be
stressable by alternating stressability (nisi-katan-e (two-year-
AI-(3)) 'he is two years old'). There would seem to be no
empirical consequences to the claim that vowels like these are
underlyingly unstressable and become stressable through the
application of one or another rule.
Pervasive and continuing processes of paradigm leveling
seem, in fact, to involve taking more and more occurrences of /a/
to be inherently stressable. Consider, for example, the root
/)tal-/ 'ongoing,' whose first ta/ is stressable after a personal
prefix (ht-4tall-na-n (ongoing-die-SUBORD) 'he is dying
(Subordlnative)') but unstreasable and subject to syncope in
unprefixed forms (t3li-ne (ongoing-die-(3)) 'he is dying').
Recutting of the prefixed forms has led to the creation of a new
root /tatal-/ whose shape Is invariant in the prefixing modes.
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The first /3/ of this root is inherently stressable: tatali-ne
(ongoing-die-(3)) 'he is dying,' tatal-atemo (ongoing-cry-(3-))
'he is crying.'
4.3 Stressability as a diacritic feature
In his discussion of Delaware morphophonemics, Goddard
distinguishes between "weak" and "strong" vowels as follows:
Every vowel is labeled as either weak (WK) or strong
(ST). Automatically VST are long vowels and vowels
before consonant clusters... In a sequence of one or
more syllables each of which contains a short vowel
followed by a C or a combination Cw, the odd numbered
vowels are VWK and the even numbered VST. Irregularly
some short vowels are VST even though in a weakening
environment... (1969:21)
He then states the basic principle which determines the location
of (primary) stress in the following terms:
The last nonultimate VST is stressed (or a final-
syllable VST if it is the only )ne in the word)...
(1969:21)
The distinction between weak and strong vowels figures in his
formulation of various other morphophonemic processes as well,
including several rules of syncope.
The stressable/unstressable distinction of Passamaquoddy and
the strong/weak distinction of Delaware are clearly based on
similar principles. In both languages, particular vowels are
unpredictably strong. A principle of alternating strength holds
in a similar range of cases. Not all of the details of the two
systems match, however. For example, in Passamaquoddy /1/ is not
obligatorily stressable before al1 types of clusters. (In
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Chapter 6 we will see that underlyingly unstressable /i/, /a/,
and /o/ are found 'only before certain consonant clusters.-)-
Sherwood (1983:32-35) has proposed an analysis of Maliseet
syncope in which he distinguishes two underlying "short" vowels,
/a/ and /3/, and four underlying "long" vowels, /1/, /e/, /o/,
and /a/. "Weak" and "strong" occurrences of /a/ and /)/ are
determined by a version of the principle of alternating
streesability.
While his inventory of underlying segments allows Sherwood
to set up underlying representations which are similar to those
which Goddard has proposed for Delaware, both his morphophoneme
/X/ and the the distinction between short and long vowels which
he employs are wholely abstract in Maliseet. Short /X/ always
either undergoes syncope or merges with /a/ or /a/ in surface
forms. There is no correlation between underlying length and the
highly restricted surface length distinctions of the language. 7
Because he does not recognize any of the determinants of
stressability apart from a principle of weak and strong
positions, Sherwood's proposal is in any case not sufficiently
articulated to permit an account of the full range of facts of
stress.
The purpose of the present section is to develop a formal
account of the stressable/unstressable distinction along the
lines which Goddard has suggested that is at once sufficiently
concrete to be plausible and sufficiently detailed to permit
comparison with the proposals which are developed In the
following two sections. I will consider more of the particulars
of Sherwood's analysis of syncope in Chapters 5 and 6.
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As a point of departure for the discussion which follows, I
will take it as given that the underlying vowels of Passamaquoddy
are /i e o a 3/ and that vowel length is not distinctive in
underlying representations. The idea that vowels are labeled as
weak or strong can then formalized by introducing a diacritic
feature [strong].8
We may assume for present purposes that underlying /i e o a/
are always specified as [+stong] in lexical entries, perhaps by aA
lexical redundancy rule. (The underlying occurrences of
unstressable /i o a/ which will be introduced in Chapters 6 and 8
may be viewed as exceptions to this lexical redundancy rule.)
Underlying /h/ may be lexically specified either as [+strong] or
as [-strong]. Schwas which are underlyingly [+strong] are
inherently stressable. Schwas which are underlyingly [-strong]
may surface as unstressable vowels, may undergo syncope, or may
become [+strong] in the course of phonological derivations.
On these assumptions, all of the vowels in a word like
pohtya k 'bottle (loc.),' plhtn- ahkwem 'arm,' or tehsahkw-apas-
olti-ne 'let's (pl.) walk around on top' will be [+strong]. The
schwas in words like manihkw 'island,' sok-)'an 'it pours
(rain),' and nis-ek-;pi-si-t 'ghost' will be [-strong], while the
inherently streesable schwas of words like namihkwaso 'he is
born' will be [+strong]. For these cases, all that we need to do
to insure that stress assignment proceeds correctly is to write
our stress rules so that they look only at [+strong] vowels:
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(65) Stress rules (diacritic version)
i) ISR: Stress the first [+strong] vowel in a
word.
ii) ASR: Stress every other [+strong] vowel in
word, beginning with the penultimate
[+strong] vowel and working from right
to left.
To incorporate these rules into a grid-based account of stress
like that presented in section 1, we can interpret (i) and (ii)
as rules for aligning particular demibeats with beats on the
second metrical level.
To make this approach work in general, however, it is
necessary to postulate phonological rules which will change the
strength specification of any underlyingly [-strong] vowel to
[+st ong] in the environments listed in (18), since all of the
generalizations given there correspond to observable alternations
in the behavior of particular morphemes with respect to stress
assignment. Thus, for example, the [-strong] specification of
the /I/ of /-slan-/ 'rain' (which is required by sok-0lan 'it
le
pourse' and kis-wlan 'it rained') must be changed to [+strong]
when this vowel follows a consonant cluster if we are to account
for the penultimate stress of piek-alan 'it rains so hard that it
is dark or hard to see' or etot-apsk-ola-k 'It rains very big
drops.'
The need for a rule changing [-strong] to [+strong] is not
as apparent in the case of (18a) as it is for (18b-f), since it
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is not immediately obvious that a /a/ in the last syllable of a
word must be made stressable prior to stress assignment.
/ /
Consider, for example, the word kisi-kan (finish-grow-(3)) 'it is
full-grown, mature.' The /*/ of the II final /-kan-/ 'be or
become of a kind or nature, grow' must be underlyingly [-strong],
since it is skipped ovber by stress assignment in forms like
till-kan-ol (ongoing-grow-(3)-33IN) 'they (in.) are growing.' As
far as the assignment of thF rightmost stress in a word is
concerned, however, we will achieve the correct results in stress
placement regardless of the status of final syllables if we adopt
a formulation of our stress rule like the one quoted above from
Goddard's description of Delaware: the last nonultimate [+strong]
vowel is stressed or a final-syllable [+strong] vowel if it is
the only one in a word. On this account, the rightmost stress
* /
will fall on the second syllable of kisi-kan whether or not the
/a/ of /-kin-/ is made [+strong].
When we take the distribution of secondary stress into
account, however, it is clear that stress in fact falls on every
other stressable vowel from the end of the word. A formulation
of stress assignment in Passamaquoddy in terms of the last
nonultimate strong vowel simply shifts reference to the final
syllable of the word from the conditions on the values of the
feature [atrong] into the statement of the stress rule itself.
Thus the ASR receives a simpler statement if we postulate a rule
which makes a [-strong] vowel [+etrong] if it is the last vowel
of a word:
(66) V --- > [+strong] / ___ Co #
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We will see in Chapter 5 that the facts of syncope confirm the
need for some operation with the effect of (66): while syncope.is
permitted in positions where /3/ may remain unstressable, /3/ is
regularly exempt from syncope where it is the last vowel of a
word.
The full set of rules which will be needed to make
underlyingly weak /i/ strong in cases (a)-(f) of (18) is given in
(67).
(67) V -- ( [+strong]/
a. C #
b. C CI
[-laryngeal]
c. h I
d. a hs
e. # (C) [+sonorant] [-strong]
f. [-strong] C - (left-to-right iterative)
Case (a), as we have seen, will make the /3/ of /-kan-/ 'grow'
/ I
[+etrong] in kisi-kin 'it is full grown.' Case (b) will make
/ /9
underlyingly [-strong] /I/ [+etrong] in piek-ilan 'it rains so
hard etc.' Case (c) will make epenthetic /Ia/ [+strong] in ac-
ehl-3so 'he changes himself' and case (d) will likewise make
epenthetlc /9/ [+strong] in skanis-)es-ls 'bone (dim.).' Case
(e) accounts for stressable /'/ in the first syllable of p0m-aka
'he dances' and other words which begin with
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/(C)A [+sonorant]2/. Finally, (f) accounts for cases in which
[-strong] /I/ becomes [+strong] through alternati-ng
stressability, as does the /I/ of /Opi-/ 'sit' in as0w-Scjk-4po
'it (an.) is flopped over to one side.'
At least (67b) and (67e) must be applied before the first
applications of (67f), since /#/ following a cluster other than
/hC/ and the first /a/ in word-initial /(C) [+sonorant]!/ must
be excluded from any series of schwas within which alternating
stressability is to be calculated: the first /a/ in pask-;cak-ýn-
a-I 'he breaks the other (squishy) with his hand' or
la kw tewaken 'article of clothing' does not figure into
alternating streseability. The order of application of (67a) and
(67f) does not matter, however. Whichever rule applies first can/
be allowed to make the last /~/ stressable in forms like sitam-pk
'shore (loc.).'
Clearly it is possible to describe the facts set forth in
section 2 in terms of a theory which uses a diacritic feature to
distinguish between vowels which are available to the stress
rules and vowels which are not. Nonetheless, this account has a
number of properties which make it clearly unsatisfactory.
First of all there is simply the fact that this approach
makes use of a diacritic feature. Any account which would
instead refer to some independently motivated phonological
property which all stressable or all unstressable vowels have in
common would clearly be preferable, particularly if it could be
shown that the behavior of this class of vowels in stress
assignment follows from this phonological property.
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Second, we have been led to assign a value of the feature
[strong) to every vowel in every word in the language- Any
attempt to restrict the expressive power of grammars by
articulating a theory of the evaluation metric should surely
attach a high cost to the use of diacritic features. Otherwise
there are essentially no limits to the types of phonological
patterning which can be called regular. On these grounds, the
solution to the problem of the Passamaquoddy stress system that I
have sketched in this section should be very costly indeed.
Next, we note that six different phonological rules change
the value of the feature [strong) in the various phonological
contexts listed in (67). Perhaps by using alpha variables or
angled brackets we could collapse (67b) and (67c), the rule for
clusters other than /hC/ and the special rule for /hl/.
Presumably with enough angled brackets we could collapse one or
another of the other possible pairs of rules. The fact remains,
however, that we are manipulating an arbitrary feature in a
diverse set of contexts. In two cases, (67e) and (67f), the
feature (strong] is also used to specify the environment of a
rule. Once we permit ourselves to manipulate diacritics in terms
of diacritics, we have pretty much abandoned any attempt at
limiting the class of phonological systems.
Finally, the form of the individual rules in (67) must be
regarded as arbitrary as long as their structural change consists
only in altering the value of a diacritic feature. Why should
/9/ count in stress placement because it is the last vowel of a
word? Why should /8/ be stressable after two consonants, rather
than only after three? Why is /1/ always stressable after /hl/
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but not after /hk/? Not every aspect of the phonology of a
language necessarily has a basis in phonologlcal substance, but
an analysis of the stressable/unstresaable distinction as a
diacritic property necessarily rules out in advance any
possibility of finding a phonological explanation for the
observed distribution of streseable and unstressable vowels.
4.4 A metrical theory of stressability
Two characteristics of the principle of alternating
stressability make a metrical analysis of at least this part of
the distribution of stressable and unstressable /3/ look
promising: the principle clearly reflects a process in which some
procedure is repeated while the word is scanned from left to
right, and this procedure appears to involve gathering up vowels
in pairs. Both iterative application and syllable-counting are
common features of metrical rules. As part of a general program
to restrict the expressive power of grammars, we will undoubtedly
want to restrict the class of rules which may share these
properties. Thus a demonstration that stressability in
Passamaquoddy is best analyzed as a metrical property would
certainly be welcome.
Nancy Chinchor and I worked out a preliminary metrical
analysis of alternating stressability in 1978. Stowell (1979)
then reworked our account and developed it further within a
general theory of stress rules. More recently, Halle and
Vergnaud (1984) have adapted Stowell's proposals within a
different framework for the analysis of stress.
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None of these accounts recognizes any of the determinants of
stressability except the principle of alternating streesable and
unstressable schwas, since the other generalizations in this
domain had not yet come to my attention in 1979. Moreover, all
of them make certain assumptions about the underlying forms of
Passamaquoddy words which I now believe must be abandoned. For
example, Stowell (1979:61) writes 3 for unstressable I in the
second syllable of matiyakwasakenike 'he is heard walking in
brush,' reflecting our hypothesis about the source of this vowel;
but it now appears neither necessary nor desirable to derive
unstressable I from /9/. (See Chapter 8 for discussion.) The
assumption that the personal prefixes n-, k-, and w- are
underlying /ns-/, /k)-/, and /wa-/ is crucial to his account; but
it now seems clear that there are no schwas in the underlying
forms of these morphemes. (See 5.4.)
In this section I will develop a metrical theory of the
stressable/unstressable distinction which covers the same range
of facts as the diacritic account set out in the preceding
section and is consistent with what is now known about other
aspects of .Passamaquoddy phonology. I will argue, however, that
this approach ultimately fails to provide the insight which it at
first appears to offer.
4.4.1 Three layers of metrical structure
Metrical theories of stress assignment have generally
postulated two essential "layers" of tree structure or two
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corresponding steps in the establishment of metrical grids: a
first round of structure assignment establishes the location of
stress in a word, while a second round determines stress
subordination. The metrical account of stressability works not
be designating some vowels as accessible to the stress rules and
others as inaccessible, but by postulating an additional round of
structure assignment which precedes the other two. It is
convenient to discuss this process in terms of the establishment
of constituents in metrical structure, rather than attempting a
purely grid-based analysis, since both Stowell's proposals and
those of Halle and Vernaud assume such structure.
The constituents of the first layer of metrical structure,
which I will call "subfeet," will consist either of one syllable
or of two (or of one or two vowels, respectively, if we construct
our representations over vowel projections).9 The right-hand (or
only) element in each subfoot is designated as the "head" of that
subfoot. If we assign subfeet correctly, we can achieve the
effects of the strtessable/unstressable distinction by having the
rules which construct the second level of metrical structure look
only at the heads of subfeet -- or, equivalently, by having the
rules of the second level look only at subfeet and interpreting
prominence assigned to a subfoot as prominence of its head.
Suppose, for example, that the syllables of the word
akanotamakbn 'story' are organized into subfeet as follows. (The
head of each metrical constituent is indicated by a vertical
line.)
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(68) 1
a ka no tv ma kan
If we now assign metrical prominence to the second and fourth
subfeet, counting from the end of the word, we will establish the
syllables a and ma as the most prominent syllables in the word.
For present purposes, we can represent this second layer of
metrical structure in terms of feet:
(69) N
a k; no ta ma k9n
The relative prominence of feet can then be identified by means
of a word-level tree, the third layer of metrical structure.
(70)
I A K1 1
a k1 no t9 ma kI n
For the syllables a and ma, the resul ts that we obtain by
counting subfeet are the same as those which we achieved before
by counting syllables from the end of the word, skipping over the
syllables 3 and 3 in the count because they contain
unstressable schwas. Prominence is assigned to the second and
sixth syllables in the word in either case.
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More levels of metrical prominence are assigned by this
method, however, than we have recognized in our earli-er
descriptions. Four levels of prominence are represented in a
structure like (70). The most prominent syllable in this case is
ma: the constituent containing this syllable is the head at each
metrical level and it is the head of its subfoot. The next most
prominent syllable in a: the subfoot which contains this syllable
is the head of its foot, and a is the head of this subfoot.
Finally, all syllables which are heads of subfeet (all syllables
with stressable vowels) are more prominent than syllables which
are non-heads (syllables with unstressable vowels). If we
interpret all degrees of metrical prominence as degrees of
stress, we will say that all stressable vowels bear some degree
of stress, while unstressable vowels are unstressed.
This conclusion is not in Itself implausible. Unstressable
vowels which are not eliminated by phonological syncope are often
subject to phonetic reduction or even deletion -- a process which
we might call "phonetic syncope." Given a theory i n which all
and only uastressable vowels are stressless, we can correctly
delimit the domain of phonetic syncope by restricting the process
to unstressed vowels. See 4.5.1, however, for an an alternative
analysis of phonetic syncope in terms of syllable timing.
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4.4.2 The representation of stresseeable and unstreasable
vowels
To function correctly, the rule which assigns subfeet in
structures like (70) must be able to distinguish between /a/ and
the other Passamaquoddy vowels. Stowell, like Sherwood, proposes
that the relevant distinction is one of length: /9/ is short,
while /i e o a/ are long. Apart from the fact that i, e. o, and
a, can phonetically be either long or short (and that the shorter
allophones appear to be basic), this proposal provides us with no
natural way to represent inherently stressable /3/. Certainly
inherently stressable schwas are not phonetically distinct from
schwas which are stressable by virtue of their positions in
alternating patterns of stressability, which Stowell takes to be
short.
Halle and Vergnaud choose instead to distinguish /i e o a/
and inherently stressable /j/ from /a/ which is not inherently
stressable by means of "the diacritic mark accent," which
"identifies the effective boundary of the domain; i.e., the left
boundary in the case of left-headed constituents and the right
boundary in the case of right-headed constituents..."
(1984:[38]). Syllables with one of the vowels /1 e o a/ and
syllables with inherently stressable /3/ are accented in the
lexicon. (As before, certain occurrences of /i o a/ must be
exempted from this provision.) Subfoot construction will respect
these "previously given boundaries," by convention (p.138]).
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Halle and Vergnaud explicitly mark vowels in the lexicon as
heads of subfeet, rather than making essentially diacritic-use -of
length distinctions. Since this approach seems preferable on
methodological grounds, I will adopt it here. I return below to
the question of the relative merits of accents, in the sense of
Halle and Vergnaud, and of the diacritic feature (strong].
4.4.3 Subfoot Formation and Foot Formation
The metrical rule which accounts for alternating
stressability may now be stated as follows:
(71) Subfoot Formation
Construct maximally binary right-headed subfeet
from left to right over the syllables in a word.
With Halle and Vergnaud, I assume that subfoot construction
respects the boundaries imposed by lexical accents, so that
accented syllables may only appear as heads of subfeet.
In the case of our example ak3not2makon, lexical accents are
distrubuted as indicated by asterisks in (72).
(72)
a kI no tV ma kIan
Since the accented syllable a must be the head of a subfoot, the
first subfoot assigned here by (71) may not branch. The second
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syllable k~3 is not accented, however, so it need not be "the head
of the second subfoot of the word, which is therefore branching.
Similarly, the syllable t a is not accented, so it too is grouped
with the following syllable in a subfoot. While the syllable kan
Is not accented, it cannot be paired with a following syllable
because it is the last syllable of the word. It therefore forms
a subfoot by itself, of which it is by definition the head.
Thus the procedure given in (71) will suffice to construct
the subfoot structure previously assumed for the word
,9 /
ak3not2makan. We have already seen that the correct relative
prominence of the subfeet in (72) can be established on the basis
of a right-to-left count. Let us formalize this process as a
rule constructing metrical feet:
(73) Foot Formation
Construct maximally binary left-headed feet
from right to left over the heads of the subfeet
in a word.
It is easy to see that this rule will group the subfeet in (72)
into two binary feet, as shown in (69). Following Halle and
Vergnaud, I will assume that an unbounded right-headed word tree
is constructed over the heads of feet. This procedure will
complete the derivation of (70). (Their framework employs grids
as well as trees. I will accordingly assuume that Clash
Avoidance and Stress Shift are stated in grid terms, and not
discuss them further in this section.)
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In a word like pohtayak 'bottle (loc.),' which contains an
odd number of subfeet, the first subfoot will constitute-a foot
of its own under (73):
(74)
poh ta yak
Thus we correctly continue to attribute the metrical prominence
of the head of a foot to the first stressed vowel of every word,
duplicating the effect of the Initial Stress Rule in the grid-
based account of stress given in section 1.
4.4.4 Alternating stresaability
We are now in a position to see how Subfoot Formation can
account for the phenomenon of alternating stressability.
Consider first the word kin)w-OsJ-w-pk (particular-AI-3-33PROX)
'thtey (du.) are certain ones.' The first syllable of this word
is accented, as shown in (75). (In 8.1.3 I will suggest that the
/)/ of the suffix /-4k/ 33PROX is also inherently stressable, but
this fact has no consequences for the present discussion, as we
will see directly.)
(75) *
ki ni w sa wi k
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Subfoot Formation will set off the accented syllable ki as a
subfoot by itself, then pair the other syllables of this word
into right-headed subfeet as shown:
(76) 2
ki n) w? si wt k
Foot Formation and the construction of a word tree convert (76)
into (77), correctly designating we as the syllable bearing
primary stress and ki as the next most prominent syllable in the
word.
(77)
ki na w) sI w2k
Foot Formation "sees" the schwas of the syllables wy and wak
because these syllables are heads of subfeet constructed
according to (71). The schwas of the syllables na and a
are "ignored" by the rule of Foot Formation because they are not
heads of subfeet. Thus Subfoot Formation makes the first and
third schwas in kinawasawak unstressable while making the second
and fourth schwas stressable.
The fourth /3/ of kingwaaswpk does not fall under the
principle of alternating stressability as this was formulated in
(18f). Because it is the last vowel in the word, it will be
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stressable regardless of its even or odd position in a series of
schwas, as stated in (18a). By postulating the rule of Subfoot
Formation as the mechanism underlying (18f), however, we make it
unnecessary to include (18a) as a separate stipulation. A word-
final syllable with the vowel /w/ will either be on the right
branch of a binary subfoot, as in kinawseawfk above or in
sitam-ak (shore-LOC) 'shore (loc.),' or it will be left over
after all of the syllables to its left have been gathered into
subfeet and will therefore constitute a non-branching subfoot by
itself, as in sit)m 'shore' or h-pehk-an-ým-an (3-completely-
by.hand-TI-31IN) 'he takes it all.'
(78) a.
si t) mak
b. I
si t2m
w peh kIa na ma n
We see, then, that a metrical theory of the stressable/
unstressable distinction allows us to account for the two
generalizations (18a) and (18f) with a single statement, thus
offering a potential explanation for the special treatment of /3/
in word-final syllables. In the CV theory of stressability which
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will be developed below, alterna+t ing stressability is instead
brought under the same generalization as cluster effects, and
(18a) requires a separate stipulation.
4.4.5 Inherently stressable /a/
The fact that inherently stressable /8/ is excluded from
patterns of alternating stressability also follows without any
additional stipulation from the statement of Subfoot Formation in
(71), given the device of accent marking. The initial syllables
of kwc9cam-4k (outdoors-LOC) 'outdoors (loc.)' and tak-,m-aso
(hit-TA-REFLEX-AI-(3)) 'he hits himself' are lexically accented.
The treatment of these words in metrical structure assignment
therefore parallels that of sitIm-ak and h-pehk-pn-Pm-In. (At
the point in the derivation when metrical structure is assigned,
tak-am-aso is represented as / tak-am-2as -w/, from underlying
/tak-am-4si-w/. For the change of /i/ to /i/ before the third
person suffix /-w/ and the effects of this change on stress
assignment, see 4.6.) Subfoot Formation assigns metrical
structure in kwacamak and t3k3mpso as follows.
(79) a.
kw2 cO mak
b. / I
ta ki ml s9 w
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Thus the first and third schwas are stressable in each form,
rather than the second, as we would expect if alternating
stressability held throughout the entire series of schwas in each
case. (The fourth /3/ of /takamasew/ Is stressable, of course,
because the last syllable of this word is a subfoot by itself.)
A more complex example is furnished by the form
mes-3n- m-4n-pan 'when you (sg.) got it,' which is derived by
syncope from /mes-an-ým-an-apan/ (get-by.hand-TI-2-PRET). The
/3/ of the second person singular suffix /-an/ is inherently
stressable. Representing this fact by means of accent marking
gives us (80a) as the underlying representation of this word. 10
Subfoot Formation converts (80a) into (80b).
(80) a. * *
me sa na ma n? pan
b.
me sa n'w m2 nt pan
Here we see that the specifiction of a lexical accent interrupts
the assignment of alternating stressability, which is taken up
again to the right of the accented syllable. The assignment of
foot structure and a word tree derives (81) from (80b), correctly
/ /
designating the first and fourth syllables of mesantmanpan as
those which bear the heaviest stress.
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(81)
me aS na mf na p n
4. .6 Accent assignment rules
We see, then, that the metrical theory of stressability
offers a possible explanation for the special treatment of /2/ in
word-final syllables and can easily accommodate the fact that
inherently stressable /3/ is excluded from consideration in
determining alternating stressability. This approach fares no
better than the diacritic theory of section 3, however, in
handling the generalizations given in (18b-e). There are a
variety of conditions in addition to the final-syllable condition
and alternating streesability which determine when /9/ must be
treated as stressable. Not only inherently stressable /1/ but
/3/ which is stressable by any of these conditions must be
excluded from any sequence within which alternating stressability
holds.
Consider, for example, the word h-pask-pn-;m-7n (3-break-
by.hand-TI-SIN) 'he breaks it with his hand.' We know that the
/0/ of /-3n-/ 'by hand' is not inherently streesable, since it is
a /
unstressable in words like h-pehk-jnlm-an (3-completely-by.hand-
TI-3IN) 'he takes it all.' The / / of /-~)n-/ is stressable in
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paskknmanE because it follows the cluster /sk/ of /pask-/
'break,' an instance of (18b). Since we have made no provision
for this generalization in our metrical theory, Subfoot Formation
will proceed in hpask3naman just as it does in hpehktnomqn. Foot
Formation and the assignment of a word tree will yield the
metrical structure shown in (82), representing incorrect
*hpaskan3m n.
(82)
w pas k2 n) m.n
There are two ways in which we might seek to correct this
defect in our metrical theory. We can postulate still another
round of metrical structure assignment, one which precedes
Subfoot Formation, or we can postulate rules of accent marking.
If we take the first approach, what we will need is a rule
'--4
which will set up the syllable k2 in hpaskanpmrn as a subfoot by
itself before the application of Subfoot Formation. This will
give us (83a) as the input to Subfoot Formation and (83b) as its
output, since this rule respects "previously given boundaries."
The metrical structure (83 c) which will then resul t is
appropriate to the stress pattern of hpaskanaman.
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(83) a.
w pas k n m n
b.
w pas kI nO) mn
c I
w pas kl na m n
The alternative is to postulate a rule which supplies an
accent for the syllable ka but does not actually build metrical
structure. It is easy to show that this move will have the same
effect as the procedure outlined in (83). The accent of our
accent assignment rule will be (84a). Since accents define right
boundaries of subfeet, the output of the application of Subfoot
Formation to (84a) is (84b), equivalent to (83b).
(84) a. * *
w pas k3 n) m~n
b.
w pas k) nI man
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Since there are more possible ways to build metrical
structure than there are to assign accents, the first of these
approaches involves considerably more arbitrariness than the
second. We might ask, for instance, why we should build a non-
branching subfoot over the syllable which contains a /a/
following a cluster. Why not, say, a left-headed binary subfoot,
a branching structure with this syllable as its head? (Such an
alternative would, among other things, make the final syllable
unstressable in mask-am-an ((3)-find-TI-3IN) 'he finds it,'
thereby incorrectly throwing primary stress back to the
antepenult in this form.) By restricting ourselves to modifying
accent marking, we limit the possible types of subfeet to those
which can be constructed by Subfoot Formation. Accent marking
therefore seems like the better choice for a mechanism to use in
extending the metrical theory of stressability to accommodate
(18b-e).
A possible formulation of the accent assignment rule needed
to express the effect of (18b) is given in (85). (Here I assume
that assigning accent to a vowel is equivalent to assigning
accent to the syllable which contains that vowel. We will not
need such a convention if we choose to construct metrical
structure over vowel projections.)
(85) v -- v / c c
[-laryngeal]
We will have occasion below to consider whether this rule might
better be formulated in terms of syllable structure.
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We will also need accent assignment rules corresponding to
(18c-e). Schwa must be accented after /hl/, or we will.derive-
*ac-ehl-3so (or perhaps *ac-el-aso) in place of ac-ehl-pso
(change-TA-REFPLEX-(3)) 'he changes himself.' Schwa must be
accented between /s/ and /he/, or we will derive *sQklnie-ase-ls
(or *sklnis-a-is) rather than skanis-ess-is (bone-DIM-DIM) 'bone
(dim.).' Finally, the first /a/ in word-initial
/(C)A [+sonorant]8/ must be accented, or we will derive *pqm-4ka
instead of pam-aka (along-dance-(3)) 'he dances.' The required
accent rules are given in (86).
(86) a. V -- V / h 1
b. V -- V / a hs
c. V -- V / # (C) [+sonorant] V
In (860), I use the notation "V" to indicate an unaccented vowel.
The last of these rules is particularly interesting from the
point of view of a metrical framework. Since two unaccented
vowels are involved here, it might seem appropriate to build a
left-headed binary subfoot over the syllables involved rather
than simply to accent the first. Alternatively, we might say
that what is really going on in these cases is that the first
right-headed subfoot constructed in the words which fall under
(18e) is subject to a reversal in parity, becoming a left-headed
subfoot through a sort of segmentally conditioned stress shift
rule:
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S1
>a 7 -
-- a7
pS m ka
i.e. pamlka ---4
I
p ma ka
pvmika
Both of these proposals make incorrect predictions, however, in
cases where a longer series of schwas is involved. For example,
if the first two syllables of the word 31-)n-wpm-=w-a-t (thus-
by.hand-TI-TA-DIR-3AN) 'he hands it to the other' are grouped
into a left-headed subfoot, we will build the following tree.
The stress pattern of the word is then incorrectly derived as
*)alnamowat (with o for /¶/ in stressable position before /w/).
(88)
I nmwat
)l91 r* m 2 wat
What we want instead is the tree shown in (89). This is the
result we obtain by accenting the first /*/ in this word, thus
obliging Subfoot Formation to build a non-branching subfoot in
this location.
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(87)
(89)
IrNN
Z li na m2 wat
By restricting ourselves to using accent marking to handle the
generalization given in (18e), we again correctly limit the class
of metrical structures that can be constructed.
4.4.7 Strengths and weaknesses of the metrical analysis
The rules which have been proposed in this section to model
the stressable/unstressable distinction in metrical terms are
summarized in (90), following the format of the descriptive
statement (18).
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(90) a. /h/ in final syllables: falls under (f)
b. V --- V/ C C
[-laryngeal]
c. V -- V / h I
d. V -- V __ hs
e. V --- > V / # (C) [+sonorant] V
f. Subfoot Formation (71)
This system of rules has two principal advantages over the
corresponding set of rules ((67) above) required in the diacritic
theory of section 3. First, it permits us to eliminate one rule,
since the special treatment of /3/ in final syllables,
generalization (18a), is now simply a case of the rule which is
motivated by (18f), alternating stressability. Second, it
permits us to rationalize the iterative character of the rule for
alternating stressability, and the apparent syllable-counting
which this rule involves, by referring these properties to
general principles of the metrical framework. This framework
also permits us to avoid explicit reference to diacritic
properties of the representations which are inputs to the
assignment of alternating stressability, since the role of
accents in regulating the application of Subfoot Formation
follows from general conventions and need not be stated in the
rule itself.
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The accent is, moreover, arguably superior to the feature
[strong] as a diacritic device. There is no reason, in
principle, why [strong] could not be a feature of consonants as
well as of vowels, permitting an even greater variety of rules
determining the distribution of stressable vowels. For example,
we might imagine a rule of "assimilation" which would make a
"weak" vowel "strong" just in case it precedes a "strong"
consonant. Since an accent is not a diacritic feature, but
rather a device specific to metrical theory, it can in principle
be assigned only to syllables (or to vowels, the "heads" of
syllables).
Our metrical theory nonetheless continues to make extensive
use of a diacritic device, at least if accents are regarded as a
way of encoding directions for the later assignment of metrical
structure. Note, however, that we might instead take accents to
be boundaries of metrical constituents, provided that we are
willing to accept the idea that such consitutents can have, say,
a right boundary but no left boundary (for part of a derivation).
On this view, accents might be regarded as structural features of
phonological representations, on a par with segements or
syllables, and not as diacritics at all.
Yet this proposal would commit us to manipulating
constituent boundaries in novel ways which essentially
recapitulate the complex adjustments in the values of the feature
[strong] for which we criticized the diacritic theory above.
Under such an interpretation, the four accent assignment rules
given in (90) would represent processes which assign right
boundaries of subfeet without actually constructing the subfeet
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themselves. Moreover, (90e), the rule for initial
/(C)' [+sonorant]) /, must still assign an accent in the
environment of an unaccented vowel. This rule must therefore
explicitly refer to the absence of a constituent boundary.
Nor does the metrical theory offer any greater insight than
the diacritic approach into the nature of the environments which
trigger accent assignment. Why should /*/' be accented after
clusters other than /hC/? Why after /hl/ if not after other /hC/
clusters? Why is /9/ accented by (90e) in the environment of an
unaccented /a/ which is then incorporated into a different
metrical constituent?
Since (90b) has the effect of accenting the vowel of a
syllable which follows a closed syllable, we might hope to gain
some insight into this process by formulating the rule in these
terms (although it would seem more natural for a metrical system
to result in stress on a closed syllable rather than stress on
one which follows). But (90b) must in any case be applicable
where / / follows a word-initial cluster, where a restatement of
this type would not be possible. This is true for all speakers
in words like (w)-mas-an-am-?n (3-get-by.hand-TI-3IN) 'he gets
it,' where the use of a personal prefix produces an initial
cluster. Many speakers also have word-initial clusters as a
result of reanalysis of initials which formerly began with a
syllable containing a syncopating vowel. (An example is /sp-/
'above,' earlier /asp-/ with syncopating /a/. Speakers who have
maintained the older underlying form have nt-asp-aP (1-above-sielt)
'I ,sit up high,' while speakers who also or instead use the
reanalyzed initial allow n-sp-ap in the same meaning. But
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speakers of both groups have sp-apo (above-sit-(3)) 'he sits up
high,' with a stressable surface vowel for the underlyingly
unstressable /8/ of /api-/ 'sit.')
A more general criticism can also be lodged against the
metrical theory of stressability: this analysis essentially
requires us to stipulate the outcome of subfoot formation in the
unmarked cases, while treating the marked cases as the norm.
It is clearly the unmarked case for a Passamaquoddy vowel
simply to be be stressable: most occurrences of /i/, /a/, and /o/
are inherently stressable, as are some occurrences of /2/.
Paradigm leveling and other types of reanalysis frequently
involve the establishment of new occurrences of inherently
stressable vowels. But our rule which establishes subfeet
mentions no specific vowels; and indeed it must not, since this
rule must be able to treat underlyingly unstressable /i/, /a/,
and /o/ like 'underlyingly unstressable /3/ if we are to account
for the cases of syncopating I, a, and o which will be discussed
in Chapter 6.
Our formal statement of subfoot formation thus makes an
implicit claim that alternating stressability is the normal
situation for Passamaquoddy vowels: without some additional
provision, we would incorrectly produce alternating patterns of
stressability throughout all Passamaquoddy words. We avoid this
consequence by introducing lexical accents (and accent assignment
rules). But it is precisely the role of lexical accents to
stipulate the boundaries of metrical constituents. Thus to
insure the proper assigment of metri'3al structure by Subfoot
Formation we must stipulate for the majority of vowels In
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underlying representations in Passamaquoddy that this rule does
not apply to them in the expected way. The marked cases --
underlyingly unstressable vowels -- are handled without any
special stipulations.
This is clearly an undesirable result. The device of accent
marking makes it possible to handle cases of marked or
exceptional structure assignment within otherwise general systems
of metrical rules. To use accent marking to handle unmarked
cases of structure assignment is thus to faill to recognize their
unmarked status. Presumably, in fact, the evaluation metric
should attach a high cost to the use of accents, just as it will
to the use of diacritic features. In any case, a theory in which
unstressable vowels have a marked status should certainly be
preferred over one in which we must stipulate for every
inherently stressable vowel that it does not receive the
treatment of an unstressable vowel. The CV theory of
stressability which is developed in the following section treats
underlyingly unstressable vowels as marked.
4.5 A CV theory of stressability
Michelson (1986) has shown that the stress rule of Mohawk
skips over certain vowels because they are not associated with
slots on the CV or timing tier at the point in derivations when
stress is assigned. In this section I will develop a theory of
the stressable/unstressable distinction in Passamaquoddy which is
based on a similar proposal: stressable vowels are segments which
are linked to V-slots in the structures to which the stress rules
are applicable, while unstressable vowels are floating
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[-consonantal] segments at this point in derivations. Because
stressable and unstrescable vowels are structurally distinct in.
this analysis, no diacritic device is needed to distinguish them.
Since the stress rules assign prominence to syllables (or to
vowels, if we formulate them in terms of vowel projections), the
invislbility of unstressable vowels follows from the nature of
the representations that we have given them: segments which are
not associated with timing slots have no representation on the CV
tier and are therefore not accessible to rules of syllabification
or stress assignment, since these rules are defined, directly or
indirectly, over elements of the timing tier.
V-slots are introduced for certain underlying floating
segments, making them stressable, under conditions which are
partially determined by syllabification: the inserted V-slots
typically make it possible to syllabify underlying C positions
which could not otherwise be incorporated into a syllable. Thus
the formal distinction between floating segments and segments
which are linked to V-slots gives us a way to relate the
conditions which determine stressability in Passamaquoddy to the
principles which define the class of well-formed syllables of the
language and does not merely constitute a diacritic use of
phonological structure.
I will assume that all segments in the underlying
representati.ons of Passamaquoddy words except underlyingly
unstreesable vowels are linked to timing slots. It is certainly
the unmarked case in languages in general for all of the segments
in a word to be associated with slots on the timing tier. Let us
therefore suppose that the slots associated with underlyingly
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stressable vowels come "for free," while the evaluation metric
will always assign an extra "cost" for each floating vowel in .an
underlying representation.11
For the most part, an underlying distinction between
segments which may be marginal elements in syllables and segments
which function as syllabic nuclei is sufficient to assure that
the rules which I will propose will apply correctly. The CV
phonology of Clements and Keyser (1983) accordingly provides a
convenient framework for our analysis, since their theory of the
timing tier postulates elements of just these two types
(represented as C's and V's respectively). Although there are a
few exceptional cases in which it is necessary to stipulate the
syllabification of certain C-slots in underlying forms, I know of
no rule in the phonology of Passamaquoddy which must be stated in
terms of the constituent structure of syllables. For this
reason, I will also follow Clements and Keyser in postulating a
"flat" or non-hi erarchi cal structure for the syllable in
Passamaquoddy, although nothing in the proposed analysis depends
upon this assumption.
The status of most underlying segments as C's or V's is
predictable from their feature composition, but the distribution
of high vowels and glides is not predictable in underlying forms.
Obetruents and sonorant consonants are always linked to C-slots
in underlying forms, although syllabic i, m, and n occur in
phonetic representations. There are no /e/, /a/, or /3/ glides
at any level of representation, so all such segments (except for
unstressable /a/ and /3/) are linked to V-slots. I assume that ,
regularities of this kind, like the fact that all segments have
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slots in the unmarked case, can be stated by means of redundancy
rules over underlying representations which are fully specified.
in the relevant respects. Segments with the features of /i/ and
/u/ may be associated with either C's or V's in underlying forms.
In particular, underlying /w/ may function as an unsyllabified C-
slot in triggering rules of V-slot epenthesis.
Five rules which insert V-slots on the timing tier will be
proposed in this chapter. All are "phoneme driven" in the sense
that they insert slots only in positions where there are floating
segments. Four are ordered before the stress rules and therefore
serve to derive stressable vowels from underlyingly unstressable
vowels.12 It is these rules which account for the
generalizations of (18) in the CV theory of stressability. One
is ordered after stress assignment and serves to provide slots
for those underlying floating vowels which are not subject to
syncope and therefore appear as unstressable vowels in surface
forms.
I will argue below that this CV theory provides a more
explanatory account of the distribution of stressable and
unstressable vowels than either of the alternative accounts of
the last two sections. Nevertheless, the proposed reanalysis
requires us to abandon two attractive features of the metrical
theory. The rule of V-Epenthesls, which accounts for alternating
stressability in the CV theory, must apply iteratively. If this
is the right way to represent the left-to-right dependencies
which the data clearly reflect, then iterative application cannot
be restricted to metrical rules. The special treatment of /3/ in
word-final syllables, which can be neatly derived from
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alternating stressability under the assumptions of the metrical
framework, requires a separate rule of epenthesis in '-the *CV
theory.
On the other hand, the effect of counting off schwas by
pairs can be derived, in the CV analysis, from the interaction of
epenthesis and syllabification. Thus the CV theory of
stressability does not require us to attribute the power of
syllable counting to non-metrical rules. Moreover, if the CV
theory is accepted, then there is no need to postulate three-
tiered metrical structures in order to account for the facts of
stress assignment in Passamaquoddy. Eliminating such three-
tiered systems in general would permit an important reduction in
the expressive power of metrilc theory.
4.5.1 Unstreseable /a/
In the grid based stress theory developed in section 1, the
stress pattern of a word like pohtaya-k 'bottle (loc.)' is
derived as shown in (90). First we align each syllable of the
word with a demibeat, or grid position on the lowest metrical
level. Then the first demibeat in the word is aligned with a
beat on the second metrical level by the Initial Stress Rule and
the penultimate demibeat in the word is aligned with a beat by
the Alternating Stress Rule. Finally the right-hand beat is
aligned with a third-level grid position by the Main Stress Rule.
-'-.
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(91) a. x x x
C VCC VC VC
I I I I I I 1
pohtayak
b. x x
• x
C VC C VC VCI I I I I  I
po h t ayak
c. x
X X
X X X
C VCC VC VC
11I I I I I'
p o h t ayak
If we apply the same procedure to the word sok-alan (pour-
rain-(3)) ' it pours (rain)' in terms of its surface
syllabification, we will incorrectly derive *sok-"lan, since
there is nothing to distinguish this word from pohtayak:
(92) x
x x
C VC VC VCI I I 1 I1
*s o k 1 an
Suppose, however, that there is no V-slot associated with the /a/
of sok-dlan at thL point in the derivation of this word when the
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stress rules apply. Since rules of syllabification organize a
word in terms of its CV structure, sok-alan will be a bisyllabic-
word at this point:
CVC CVC
Ill 1III
sokl an
Our procedure for constructing a metrical grid looks only at a
sequence of syllables, not at the segemental structure of a word.
We will accordingly treat sokalan like any other bisyllabic word
in assigning stress. Stress and ultimately main stress will be
assigned to the first syllable of the word: its /Ia is invisible
to stress assignment.
(94) x
X
x x
c yV C V
I l i I
sok 2 1 an
At least in deliberate speech, the k of sokalan forms the
onset of a syllable of which the following t is the nucleus. To
derive this result, we need a rule which is ordered after stress
assignment and which provides a V-slot for the floating /l/ in
(94). If we circle an element to indicate that it is not
associated with any unit of the CV tier, we can write this rule
as follows:
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(95) Schwa Support
V
a
If /k/ is subject to resyllabification after the application of
Schwa Support, then (95) will convert (94) to (96).13
(96) x
X
X X
A AN
CVCVCVC
I I I I 1I
sok lI a n
This is the right result: we now have stress on the first
syllable of a trisyllabic word with no stress on the second
syllable.
One problem remains, however. The syllable k_: of (96) is
not aligned with a grid position. In Selkirk's framework, the
metrical grid Is the mechanism which accounts for syllable
timing. But we do not want to say that no, time is alloted for
the pronunciation of the second syllable of sokalan: it has not
been deleted. A similar problem arises with the initial syllable
in a word like pvmi-ph-a (along-carry-3PASS) 'he is carried
along.' Since this syllable containe an unstressable vowel, it
too will remain without a grid position if unstressable vowels
are floating segments at the point in derivations when syllables
are aligned with demlbeats.
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I
Now of course we could simply adopt a convention which would
supply additional grid positions for syllables which arise late
in derivations. A more interesting solution is possible,
however, one which invokes the status of unstressable vowels in
metrical grids to account for their special phonetic properties.
Let us suppose that a syllable which is not itself aligned
with a demibeat is allotted part of the timing interval assigned
to an adjacent syllable, according to the following principle:
(97) Shared Timing Principle
A syllable which is not aligned with a demibeat
is assigned a share of the time allotment of the
preceding syllable, if there is one, otherwise of
the following syllable.
If we follow this procedure, the syllable k3) of sokalan will
share a timing interval with the syllable so, which precedes it.
ASince no syllable precedes •j in pamipha, this syllable will
share a timing interval with the syllable mip, which follows it.
Given this principle, and reasonable assumptions about what
it might mean to share a timing interval, we can make certain
predictions about the phonetic realization of unstressable _). In
particular, it seems natural to suppose that the actual phonetic
length of an unstreseable )_ will vary with the phonetic length of
the syllable whose timing interval it must share. After a
phonetically long syllable, an unstressable S should be
relatively short; but a phonetically short syllable should be
followed by a relatively fully pronounced 3. This prediction
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appears to be borne out by the facts, at least in its broad
outlines. In a word like psehpan-4k 'onions,' for example, .in-
which e is phonetically a long vowel [ a'] because of the
following hC, the _ of the next syllable is generally quite short
and frequently omitted altogether. After the relatively short a
of kafm-qk 'snowshoes,' however, unstressable a is comparatively
long and would not ordinarily be deleted except at a high rate of
speech. Thus the Shared Timing Principle provides a plausible
basis for an explanatory account of the phonetic properties of
unstressable surface 3. Note, too, that this account in no way
depends on an assumption that stressable schwas are distinguished
from unstressable schwas in phonetic representations by bearing
minimal stress.
4.5.2 V-Epenthesis
Consider next the word pisk-alan (dark-rain-(3)) 'it rains
so hard that it is dark or hard to see.' Since this final
contains the same final /-slan-/ 'rain' as sok-alan, we may
assume that its underlying form is (98). (I will ignore the
third person suffix here and below where its presence has no
effect on stress placement.)
(98) CVCC C V C
pisk a9 l1 an
Suppose, now, that pisk- lan is initially syllabified as shown in
(99), as a bisyllabic word in which one C remains unsyllabified.
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(99) T ("
C VCC CVC
l iIftI I
p i s k 1 a n
If everything now precedes as in the derivation of sok-3lan, we
will again end up with stress only on the initial syllable of the
word, an incorrect result in this case.
Suppose, however, that (99) is subject to rule (100), which
associates an epenthetic V-slot with a floating vowel which
follows an unsyllabified C-slot (noted C').
(100) V-Epenthesis
V C'
a x
Here X is a variable over arbitrary feature matrices. This
variable is required in order to state the relative positions of
the C' and the floating /3/ which trigger the rule, since the
elements of one tier are not ordered with respect to those of
another except in terms of relationships established by
association lines. I have formulated V-Epenthesls so that It
will insert a V-slot only where there is a floating /a/, because
there are a variety of reasons (as we will see below) to
postulate extrasyllabic consonants which are not folowed by
floating vowels and which do not triggger the rule.
V-Epenthesis will add a V-slot where an extrasyllabic C is
followed by a floating vowel, making it possible to associate
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this C with a syllable node. The result in the present case is
(101).
(101) r or d
C VC C VC VC
I I 1 I1 II
p i s k ila n
If V-Epenthesis applies before stress assignment, then the
derivation of pisk-)lan will proceed like that of an ordinary
trisyllablec word, with results as follows. Stress is correctly
assigned to the first two syllables of the word, and main stress
to the second.
(102) x
x X
x x x
C VC0C VC VC
I I Il 1 II
p is k l an
If the 'initial syllabification of pisk-Olan given in (99)
can be justified on the basis of general principles, then V.-
Epenthesis will account for the fact that underlyingly
unstressable /3/ becomes stressable after the cluster /sk/ in
/pisk-/ 'dark.'
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4.5.3 Syllabification
Clusters of two non-syllabics are farily free in
Passamaquoddy, even initially and finally in a word: ptahma 'he
hooks a fish,' tpeltom 'he owns,' nitkw 'my eyebrow,' nekwt
'one.' Clusters of three non-syllabics, on the other hand, are
virtually always of the form CsC, although these too may occurI-
initially, medially, or finally: pskwcis 'war club,' kepison
'belt,' nekwskikwessss 'woodcock,' mocimskihkwol 'poison ivy
(pl.),' ksiwsk 'hemlock,' panapskw 'stone.' Clusters of more
than three non-syllabics are generally excluded. (See 3.4 for
further examples, some additional restrictions, and a handful of
~poradic exceptions to these generalizations. One regular class
of exceptions is discussed below.)
Now if sequences like -tkw or wsk can end a syllable and
sequences like pt or jakj can begin one, then we might expect to
find medial clusters like tkwpt or wskpt or even wskpskw: these
would simply consist of a possible syllable-final sequence
followed by a possible onset. But of course no such clusters are
possible. Clearly, then, some provision is required which
permits more non-syllabic segments to begin a word than can
ordinarily begin a syllable and permits more non-syllabic
segments to end a more than can ordinarily end a syllable.
We can achieve the required effect as follows. Suppose
first of all that a single unsyllabified C is permitted at either
margin a a word, but not medially. This restriction can be
expressed as the filter (103). (At this point we are concerned
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only with distributional facts. A static template; rather than a
filter, might seem appropriate for these cases. I will suggest.
in 4.6, however, that a constraint like (103) may also be
function to rule out certain derivations.)
(103) Unsyllabified Consonant Filter (UCF)
* X C' Y unless X or Y is null.
Word
The UCP will mark as deviant any word in which a C position
remains unsyllabified, unless it is marginal in the word. (I
will assume that this filter applies only late in derive.cions: we
will see below that it is useful to postulate underlying and
intermediate puonological representations for many words which
contain unsyllabified C-slots.)
C positions are permitted where they can be syllabified by
one of the following rules:
(104) a.
,--- /\
C V C V
b r
S -- m ,
V C V C
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(105) a.
AA
I IC C V ---w c c gb !
v Cc -- v c c
5 8
The first rwo rules will incorporate any non-syllabic segment
into a syllable if it immediately precedes or immediately follows
a vowel. The second two rules will incorporate an additional /s/
at the beginning or end of any syllable which can be formed by
applying one or both of the first two.
I will assume that (a) takes precedence over (b) in the
rules of either set: to this extent, onsets are maximized. Thus
VCV will be syllabified V.CV and VCsCV as VC.sCV. I will further
assume, however, that VsCV is syllabified as Vs.CV, that is that
(104b) takes precedence over (105a). The syllable boundaries
that we will set up in this way are consistent with the fact that
/ /
s is phonetically long in a word like epeskame 'he plays ball,'
a- fbut not, for example, in papasktek 'stove (loc.).' (Here the
second £ is long instead.) It appears that the rule which
determines phonetic length of the consonants in these cases
lengthens a syllable-final non-syllabic segment before another
non-syllabio.
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Initially in a word, the constraints imposed by the
syllabification rules (104)-(105) and the UCF will permit. a.
single extrasyllabic segment followed by a syllable-initial
cluster sC. Thus the longest Initial clusters are of the form
CsC. Medially, we could in principle have Cs followed by sC, for
a maximum of CesC. But single consonants and geminates are not
distinct in clusters, so this case, too, reduces to CsC. (In
practice, then, (105b) is applicable only in the last syllable of
a word, since a in medial Gs0 will always be syllabified by
(105a).) Word-finally we can have syllable-final Cs plus an
additional extrasyllabic C: again CsC. Thus (103 )-(105)
correctly constrain the class of possible clusters of non-
syllabics in Passamaquoddy.
A process of reduction which affects certain initial
clusters provides additional evidence that some words begin with
an extrasyllabic segment. Word-initial k is frequently omitted
before another consonant, especially by younger speakers: kpahmon
pahmon 'shut (eg.) it!'; ktahktmikw tahklmikw 'land';
kskacakekn skacakekan 'it is wide.' Other consonants are also
sometimes omitted under comparable circumstances, although
/ \ n an
perhaps not as often: ptewali n tewalan 'person with
supernatural powers.' The frequent omission of the personal
prefixes n- and k- before a consonant might plausibly be
attributed to the same cause. Initial a is not subject to this
type of deletion, however. We do not, for example, hear *kanis
for skllnis 'bone.' If we formulate the rule in question so that
it deletes initial C', this distinction will follow
automatically: k, p, n, etc. will be candidates for deletion
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because they remain unsyllabified word-initially before another
non-syllabic, but s will not, since s can be syllabified before a
C at the beginning of a word by (105a).
4.5.4 V-Epentheels and syllabification
Let us return to our example pisk-4lan 'it rains so hard
etc.' If we again ignore the third person suffix, the underlying
form of this word in as shown in (106): all of the segments
except the underlyingly unstressable /3/ of /-alan-/ are
associated with slots on the CV tier.
(106) 0CV 0? 0 VC
p i s k 1 a n
The application of (104a) converts (106) to (107a), and (104b)
gives (107b). The rules of (105) are not applicable.
(107) a. A A
CVoC C C VC
IIII IlIp i s kjl a n
The resulting structure is the same as the one that we posited in
4.5.2 as the input to V-Epenthesls. Applying this rule, we
derive (108). (With Clements and Keyser, I assume that the
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introduction of a V position introduces a syllable node, by
convention.)
(108) " O CN! I /I
p ei a k 1 an
As we noted before, we must now assume that syllabification can
take place after the application of V-Epenthesis. In particular,
(104a) applies to (108) to give (109).
(109) A AN
C VC C VC VCI I !I I I iI
pi sk 1 an
The resulting trisyllabic word is now submitted to the stress
rules, giving piskilan. We see, then, that the syllabification
rules of (104), which were motivated solely on distributional
grounds, provide a principled basis for postulating V-Epenthesis
as a way of stating the fact that underlyingly unstressable /a/
becomes stressable after /sk/.
We can handle the effects of a variety of other types of
clusters in the same way. For example, in tekk-cpi-t (as.far-
sit-3AN) 'as far away as he sits,' the underlyingly unstressable
/8/ of /9pi-/ 'sit' will become stressable through the
application of V-Epenthesis. The underlying form of this word is
given in (110a). Syllabification rules (104a) and (104b) will
turn this structure into (110b): the second C-slot associated
with the geminate /k/ of /tekk-/ cannot be syllabified.
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(110) a. C V C C C V CI I I I I
t e k ) p i t
b. /1
C VCC C VYC
II NI Ill
Here again V-Epenthesis is applicable and turns tekkipit into a
trisyllabic word in the input to stress assignment, thus
accounting for its stress patttern:
(111) r Q -
A\i AA
c Ivc I c \c
t e k a p i t
Clusters of the form /hC/, however, do not have the effect
on stressability that we would expect on this account in those
cases in which C is an obstruent. Consider, for example, the
word 4pehk-an-a-] 'he takes all of it (an.),' from /w-pehk-Vn-a-l/
(3-completely-by.hand-DIR-3.0BV). Given the representation in
(112a), the rules of syllabification that we have postulated up
to this point will yield (112b).
(112) a. C C V C C C V C
III11 III
wpehk h na 1
C C V C C VC
I I I I I ll
w p e hk n a 1
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But if (112b) is the input to V-Epenthesis, then the stress rules
will see apply to this word in the form shown In (113).
(113)
C C VC C VCVC
wpehk )n al
The result, after Initial Devoicing, will be the incorrectly
stressed form *hpehlknal.
This derivation goes astray because the /k/ of /pehk-/ is
left unsyllabified in (112b). If this consonant were syllabified
as shown in (114), V-Epenthesis would not be applicable.
(114) (7r
C C VC CtC
I 1I 11 ( 1 9
wpe hkanal
The result of applying the ISR and the ASR to (114) is (115a).
If this structure then undergoes Schwa Support and (104a) is
allowed to reapply, the result will be (115b). This is an
appropriate representation for hpehkanal in the input to Initial
Devolcing.
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(115) a. x
xX
x x
CC VC C C VC
I I I I I I I
wp e hkt? n a I
b. x
x
x x
C C VC C VCg
I I I II I' I iI
w p e hk n a 1
It is clear, then, that the fact the. 'I/ remains unstressable
after clusters of /h/ and an obstruent can be accounted for by
postulating a rule which will permit syllable-final /hC/
clusters:
(116) r "
v C C ---7 v c c
I I
1 I
h h
Is there any independent evidence for such a rule?
The first point to note is that word-final clusters of h and
an obstruent are quite common: t lehp 'playing card,' kiel
tfklmiht 'he whom the other hit,' pskahc 'have the other find
/ %, / 1.
him,' atohk 'deer,' eka etal•lohkewthkw 'we (du. inc.) who are
not working,' kisohe 'sun, moon, month.' We see, then, that
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there is a large class of forms which can plausibly be
interpreted as exemplifying just the kind of syllable-final
clusters that (116) would admit into the Passamaquoddy canon.
Of course, adopting (116) would also open up the possibility
of various medial clusters of the form hCC or even hCsC: these
would be made up of syllable-final hC followed by syllable-
initial C or sC. There are two points to consider here. First,
such clusters are for the most part excluded on independent
grounds. Second, one class of clusters of this type is regularly
permitted by some speakers.
For all speakers, /h/ is deleted before clusters by a rule
which I call H-Deletion III, which will be discussed in detail in
5.8.1. For example, underlying /peh•awahsawehsak-il/
(flower-33IN) becomes /pehsewahsaeshsk-il / by syncope, but
surfaces as pehsawahsawesk-il 'flowers' as the result of the
application of H-Deletion III.
For many speakers, H-Deletion III eliminates all potential
sequences of the form hCC. Some speakers, however, apparently
have an optional rule which reduces certain occurrences of VhV to
(hV) and is ordered after H-Deletion III. (This rule too will be
considered in more detail in 5.8.1.) Clusters of the form hCh
which result from this reduction are retained on the surface:
speakers in this group have tohpihil tohphil 'alders,' sahtihil
~ sahthil 'blueberries.'
Now the second h in clusters of this type is phonetically
[h]. These regularly derived hCh clusters contrast in this
respect with the CCh clusters that we find in a handful of
exceptional items like sonkhahso 'he (a dog) rolls around in the
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dirt,' where the non-canonical cluster nkh is phonetically [nkh].
We can account for the differing phonetics of post-consonantal-h
in these two classes of cases -- and at the same time explain how
items of both types escape the Unsyllabified Consonant Filter --
if we suppose that hCh in the output of the reduction of VhV is
syllabified hC.h, while CCh in exceptional forms like sonkhahso
is syllabified C.Ch. In the first case, we will have syllable
initial h, which is ordinarily realized as phonetic [h]. In the
second case, we will have syllable-initial Ch, a plausible source
for an aspirated consonant. We may assume that a form like
sonkhahso is listed in the lexicon with idiosyncratic
syllabification: it is precisely the fact that there is no
general rule which will permit full syllabification of medial
/nkh/ which is responsible for the exceptional character of this
Oe-
form. The syllabification of words like tohphil and sahthil
which, in this way, will allow us to accommodate the phonetics of
h in these cases, is that provided by the proposed
syllabification rule (116). Thus the phonetics of these forms
thus provides additional evidence for a rule with the effect of
(116).
As we seen, the introduction of (116) will allow us to
derive the stress patterns of words like hpehk nal without
complicating the statement of V-Epenthesis. Forms in which
underlyingly unstressable a// follows /hl/ now become a problem,
I- /
however. Given (116) as stated,the word ac-ehl-aso (change-TA-
REPLEX-(3)) 'he changes himself' will be syllabified as follows
in the input to stress assignment:
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(117) a a"
VC VC C CV
IIt 1 I l
a ce h a a so
// //
The result will be *acehlaso or acelso, depending upon whether or
not syncope takes place. Neither form is acceptable./ '
To derive the right stress pattern for acehl2eo, what we
need instead is the syllabification shown in (118).
(118) r a a-/AN A
VC VC C C VI I I I 1 1 1
a c e hit2 s o
If /1/ remains unsyllabified here, it will trigger V-Epenthesis,
giving (119a). The stress rules will then yield (119b), acehlaso
as required.
(119) a. (f 0" g-
V C VC C VC VI I I I I  I I
acehlt so
b. x
x x
CV VCC VCV
11 1 1 1 1 1
acehl so
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The syllabification shown in (118) will result if we modify rule
(116) so that it will only incorporate an obstruenta-into. a
syllable which ends in /h/:
(120) ar"
A /
v c c --- > V 0 0
I I I I
h [-son] h [-son]
Of course, if we make this change we will not only exclude /hl/
from syllable-final position, but bar other clusters of /h/ and a
sonorant from this position. We might therefore expect to find
cases in which underlyingly mnstressable /1/ becomes stressable
after /hm/, /hn/, or /hy/, since the second member of any of
these clusters should trigger V-Epenthesis. As it happens,
however, no relevant cases arise, since these clusters are all
very rare in underlying forms. (Although hm is common in surface
forms, almost all occurrences of this cluster are derived by
syncope from underlying/him/, as we will see in 5.6.1.)
The evidence of surface segmental distributions is also
consistent with the proposed revision of (116). I have
encountered no cases of hCh in which C is a sonorant. The word
that I know of which ends in an h-sonorant cluster is nehm, a by-
form of nem 'turkey.' (Underlying /h/ is regularly deleted when
it comes to stand before word-final /m/ in the course of a
derivation. See 5.6.2 for discussion.) Restricting (116) to
obstruents thus insures that the rule will only construct
syllables of types which are regularly fouLid in surface forms.
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Given the syllabification rules (104) and (120), we can
explain why clusters of /h/ and an obstruent pattern like-single-
segments with respect to the conditions which determine
stressability, and why /hl/ is singled out for special treatment.
When /C/ in /hC/ is an obstruent, both segments can be
syllabified with a preceding vowel. Thus neither C-slot remains
unsyllabified and neither triggers V-Epenthesis. When /C/ in
/hC/ is a sonorant, however, only /h/ may be syllabified with a
preceding vowel. Because an unstressable vowel is not associated
with a V-slot, a sonorant consonant in an /hC/ cluster remains
unsyllabified before it, V-Epenthesis is applicable, and the
floating vowel receives a V-slot, becoming stressable. Only /hl/
receives this treatment because only /hl/ is ever followed by an
unstressable vowel in underlying forms. This is an important
result, since the special status vi /hC/ clusters and the
apparently anomolous position of /hl/ were left unexplained under
the metrical account of stressability developed in the last
section.
Despite this success, we have not yet accounted for the full
range of cluster effects. Certain cases involving /s/ remain
problematic. If the two special rules for the syllabification of
/s/, (105a) and (105b) above, are allowed to apply at the same
point in derivations as our other rules of syllabification, we
will incorrectly predict that /I/ should be able to remain
unstressable after /Cs/ clusters.
Consider, for example, the word aps-Ikil (small-size-(3))
'he is samll.' The /ps/ of aps- is presumably an underlying
cluster, since it does not alternate with any other sequence.
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The /)/ of /-gkil-/ must be underlyingly unstresasble, since it
undergoes syncope in forms like kin-kll (large-slze-(3))-'he -is
big.' Thus the underlying form of aps'kil will be (121),
ignoring the suffix /-w/ as before.
(121) V C C C V C
III (II
apsa )k 1 
Now let us suppose for the moment that the only syllabification
rules are those of (104): a syllable may contain one initial
and/or one final consonant. The representation in (121) will
then be syllabified as (122).
(122)
VCC CVC
I II I I
aps s ki 1
If this structure is the input to V-Epenthesis, the result will
be (123a). Stress assignment and stress subordination will then
give (123b): apa3kil, just like pohtayak.
(123) a.
VCY C VC VC
I 9 Il
ape s i 1 1
b.
x x
a-a- cr
apsbki 1
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Things seem to go wrong, however, as soon as we take the
rules of (105) into account. Given (124a), the output -of the
rules for CVC syllables, both (105a) and (105b) are potentially
applicable. If we applyjr (105a), we will derive (124b). If we
apply (105b) instead, we obtain (124c).
(124) a.
apsski 1
VC C C C
III Iii
apsa ki1I
b. or
apaskiII I I I I 1a p s k i I
In either case, no C-slot remains unsyllabified to trigger V-
Epentheeis. Since unstressable /3/ regularly undergoes syncope
in /-Ikil-/ 'be a size,' both derivations yield incorrect
*apkil .
But there is an easy way to avoid this dilemma: delay the
application of the rules which provide for the syllables with
the shapes /sCV/ and /VCs/ until after the application of V-
Epenthesis. This will leave of /s/ unsyllabified at the point in
derivations when V-Epenthesis is applicable unless it (1 )
immediately precedes or immediately follows a (stressable) vowel,
where (104a,b) will incorporate it into a syllable, or (2)
follows a /Vh/ sequence, where it will be syllabified by (120)
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instead. Ordering (105a,b) after V-Epenthesis thus predicts that
all clusters of /s/ and another nonsyllabic, with the exception.
of /hs/, should pattern with non-laryngeal clusters like /ck/ in
their effects on underlyingly unstressable /8/. This is just the
right result.
The syllabification rules of (104), which create basic CVC
syllebles, and rule (120), which sanctions syllable-final h-
obstruent clusters, must be allowed to precede V-Epenthesis. Yet
we have already seen that at least (104a) must also be applicable
after V-Epenthesis, since it must incorporate the C-slot which
triggers epenthesis into the syllable which is intro,•uced with
the inserted V-slot. The special rules for /s/, on the other
hand, must not be applied before V-Epenthesis. To account
for these ordering relationships, i propose that the
syllabification rules of Passamaquoddy are in fact divided into
two sets as follows, and that the rules of the two sets are
different in character. The rules of the first set, which I call
"basic syllabification," apply throughout derivations whenever
their structural descriptions are met. Those of the second set
are applicable only late in derivations, after the application o-f
all rules inserting epenthetic V (and perhaps apply only once).
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(125) Basic Syllabification
a. r r
I-- /\
v c v c
V c c --M7 v c c
I I I I
I I I !
h [-son] h [-son]
(126) Adjunctions of /s/
a. a-""
A /7\
c c v -- r c c v
I I
I I
b. d
v c c--; v c c
I I
i I
As before, (a) takes precedence over the other rules in either
set and the rules in (125) take precedence over those in (126).U
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The consequences of this system of assumptions will become clear
when we look at the role of V-Epenthesis in alternati.ng
stressability in 4.5.6.
4.5.5 FInal Syllable Epenthesia
The 4" of sitim 'shore' must be underlyingly unstressable,
sinze we find unstreseable a in sitam-ak 'shore (loc.).' Thus
the hypothesis that unstressable /p/ is floating /a/ requires us
to postulate (127) as the underlying form of the former.
(127) c
C VC C
I I I I
s 1 tm m
Since the C-elot associated with /t/ in (127) is syllabified, V-
Epenthesis is not applicable here. Thus there is nothing in the
CV theory of stressability as we have developed it to this point
which will account for generalization (18a): /8/ is always
stressable when it is the last vowel of a word. To express this
generalization, we must postulate an additional rule, which I
call Final Syllable Epenthesis: 14
(128) Final Syllable Epenthesis
V C
c -- I/ _ I #
Sx
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Here again the use of the variable X is required to state the
relative positions of floating /3/ and the following C. .In
Chapter 6 I will argue that (128) should be generalized to apply
to floating vowels other that /8/. The generalized rule must be
able to apply before final clusters of the form /hC/, but there
do not appear to be any cases in which a floating /a/ which
triggers the rule is followed by more and a single non-syllabic
element.
Final Syllable Epenthesis will convert (127) to (129), given
the assumption that the basic syllabification rules are
applicable throughout derivations.
(129) '
CVC VC
IIIIIs i t 2 m
In just the same way, Final Syllable Epenthesis will convert
(130a) to (130b) in the derivation of tohean-ak 'shed (loo.).'
(130) a. AN A
C VC C VC C
1 I I I I I
t o h s a n0 k
t o h s a n) k
Since the syllable which it creates always figures into the
"count" which determines stress placement, Final Syllable
Epenthesis, like V-Epenthesis, must precede stress assignment.
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Which of these two epenthesis rules should be considered to
be applicable is indeterminate in certain cases. Given the
representation of sitam-'k 'shore (loc.)' shown in (131a), either
rule will give (131b).
(131) a. C"
CVC C C
hI! I I
s i t m k
b" r
CVC C VC
III II1
s i t* m k
For expository convenience, I will assume that Final Syllable
Epenthesis precedes V-Epenthesis, so that (131b) is derived by
the former. The derivation is completed by the application of
the stress rules, followed by Schwa Support and
resyllabification, giving (132).
(132) x
X
X X
C VC VC VCa1111a11
s i t a mI k
Final Syllable Epenthesis always has the effect of making an
unsyllabifiable consonant syllabifiable, but the rule need not be
stated to make specific reference to C'. The rule cannot be
reformulated, however, to make to apply without regard to the
presence of a floating vowel,. An epenthetic V-slot is not
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inserted, for example, in the derivation of n-itkw (1-eyebrow)
'my eyebrow,' despite the fact that the final consonant of this.
word cannot be incorporated into a syllable by the basic
syllabification rules.
(133) "
CVa CI I I /
nit k w
4.5.6 Alternating stressability
If we consistently represent underlyingly unstressable /a/
as a floating vowel, then the underlying representations of many
words will contain sequences of unsyllabifiable C-eslots,
sometimes quite long ones. The underlying form of asaw-mcsk- po
(oblique-messy-sit-(3)) 'it (an.) is flopped over to one side' is
/as w-4ctk-)pi-w/. Underlying /i/ becomes unstressable /9/ by
the rule of I-Mutation, which will be motivated in 4.6. In the
output of this rule, asawacck po is represented as follows.
A
vc c c c c c
II I I I I I
as wv oPI) p9w
Only one C-slot is syllabifled in this representation, although
the application of Final Syllable Epenthesis will convert (134)
into a structure in which two more C-slots can be syllabified, as
shown in (135).
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(135) Gr
V C C CVC
I iI I li l
a ss w) c ka p a w
Three C-slots remain unsyllabified In this
representation and are thus potential triggers of V-Epenthesis.
In principle, there are a variety of ways in which this rule
might be applied. Let us suppose, however, that the rule applies
first as far to the left in the word as possible. The result
will be (136a). But we have proposed that the basic
sylolabification rules apply throughout derivations whenever
their structural descriptions are met. Thus (136a) will
immediately be syllabified as shown in (136b).
(136) a.
vc c c c c ve
I I I I I I I I
a a 08 wIc # k I p 0 w
oV C V C VO
I I~1I
a so wv c kI p w
Although the C' associated with the /w/ of /asaw-/ was the
trigger of this application of V-Epenthesis, both this C' and
that associated with the /c/ of /-toak-/ are syllabified in the
output of the rule.
Suppose, now, that V-Epenthesis is allowed to apply again --
in other words, that the rule applies iteratively, from left to
right. The C associated with the /c/ of /-ack-/ is no longer
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unsyllabified, so.it is no longer a possible trigger; but the C
associated with the /k/ of this morpheme remains unsyllabilfied.in-
(136b), so it will trigger the rule. After another round of
syllabification, we obtain (137).
(137) (
SC C C C VOCVOvc c c cv cp cI I I I I I I I I Ia s a w a o aVk 1 p2a w
No C position remains unsyllabified in this structure, so V-
Epenthesis will not apply again.
If (137) is the input to stress assignment, the following
metrical grid will result.
(138) x
x x
x x x x
A
VC CVC CVCVC
Ias Ill ItI IIa s Iw2 c a3 k p w
With the application of Schwa Support and the syllabification
rules, we then derive (139).
(139) x
X X
x X x x
IA AA /N
V VCVC V C CVC
UJa 8 v o k w pl k w
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Word-final / w/ surfaces as o, and the result is asjwckip o,
stressed as required.
This derivation suggests how iterative application of V-
Epenthesis can be used to account for alternating streseability.
A series of unstressable schwas is a series of floating vowels.
Because these vowels lack V-slots, the consonants which come
between them cannot be syllabified. But each application of V-
Epenthesis permits the syllabification of two of these
consonants. Allowing the basic syllabification rules to reapply
throughout derivations has the effect that each application of V-
Epenthesis eliminates the next following C' as a potential
trigger of the rule:
(140) C C C C
underlying ... f I I
I xa z x~a I xa
V-Epenthesis, C C C C
first I
application: * x1)  xt• 2 X3 x 3
V-Epenthesles, C V C C V C
second ... I I I I I
application: ) x a xZ) x 3 x~
The result is that every other floating /?/ reoeives a V-slot:
alternating stressability.
Now this analysis of alternating stressability requires us
to postulate. the directional, iterative application of V-
Epenthesls, a non-metrical rule. Notice, however, that there is
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no need in this analysis to establish an explicit' pairing of
schwas, or even to mention more than one /3/ in the rule which.
creates alternating patterns of stressability. The effect of
counting off schwas by pairs is achieved indirectly, by linking C
positions to syllable nodes two at a time. This linking is not
accomplished by V-Epenthesis, however, but by the basic
syllabification rules.
Becasue V-Epenthesis is the mechanism of alternating
stressability in this account, no additional provisions are
required to introduce the effects of various types of consonant
clusters in determining where alternation begins. In this
connection, we may compare the derivations of h-pehk-an-am- n 'he
takes it all' and h-pask-an-am-an 'he breaks it with his hand.'
The syllabified underlying form of hpehkanaman is shown in
(141a). The application of Final Syllable Epenthesis gives
(141b).
(141) a.
C C V C C C C C
I I 11 ( I
wpehk n'I m I n
b. AN
C C VC C
1III' ? I
wpeh k n m ) n
One potential trigger of V-Epenthesls remains, the /n/ of /-an-/
'by hand.' The output of the rule, after syllabification, is
(142).
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(142) a a
cc vcc c vcvc
II I Il I
wp e hk2n Vman
Here the /3/ of /-Sn-/ remains unstressable, while that of the TI
element /-vm-/ is stressable, as the principle of alternating
stressability demands. Stress is assigned to the penultimate and
initial syllables in (142) correctly giving us hpehkanaman.
The syllabified underlying form of hpaskamn)mn is (143a).
Again Final Syllable Epenthesis is applicable. Its output is
syllabified as shown in (143b).
(143) a. /F
C C VC C C C C
It I I II I I
w p a s ka na m) n
be c cC CVC C C V C
11 1 (I I I
wpask) naman
This time there are two potential triggers of V-Epenthesis. The
one on the left is the C associated with the /k/ of /pask-./
'break.' The output of V-Epenthesis and syllabification is
(144).
(144) /
c c v cc vc c v c
111111 (11
wp as kin) mi n
Since the /n/ of /-an-/ is now syllabified, it is no longer
available to trigger epentheels. The /a/ of /-2m-/ therefore
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remains unstressable here. The result is what we described in
4.2. by saying that the /a/ of /-?n-/ is taken "out of the- count"
in determining alternating stressability because it follows the
cluster /sk/ of /pask-/. The /3/ of /-am-/ is then left in
"first position" position in a series of schwas within which
alternating stressability holds. From the perspective of the CV
theory of stressability, a /V/ is in an odd-numbered position in
such a series if the preceding C-slot is not a trigger of V-
Epenthesis. Because the /9/ of /-am-/ remains a floating vowel
when stress is assigned, it is "skipped over" by the ASR, which
assigns stress to the syllable/k n/ as the penultimate syllable
in (144). The result, correctly, is hpaskanam~n.
4.5.7 Extrametricality
The preceding discussion has raised the possibility of
reducing alternating stressability and the effects of clusters on
stressability to a single principle, V-Epenthesis. As we have
seen, the proposed rule has the right consequences where
potential triggers are medial in a word. Cases involving word-
initial consonant clusters present a problem, however.
The first syllable of pami-ph-t (along-carry-3PASS) 'he is
carried along' is unstressed. By hypothesis, the /9/ of /ppm-/
must be a floating vowel at the point in the derivation of this
word when stress is assigned. The first /0/ of underlying
/mas-pn-4m-/ is subject to syncope in pa-sn-bm,•n (get-by.hand-
TI-2-(SUBJ)) 'if you (eg.) get it.' Thus this /1/, too, must
remain unstressable. In both words, a word-initial unsyllabified
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consonant is followed by a floating /~/ but fails to trigger V-
Epenthesis.
/ A
The syllabified underlying representation of 2•mip•a is
shown in (145). Compare the underlying representation of h-pam_ -
ph-a-l (3-along-oarry-DIR-3.OBV) 'he carries the other along' in
(146). Here the /p/ of /prm-/ must be assumed to trigger V-
Epenthesis, giving (146b), since the first syllable of this word
is stressed.
(145) AN
C CVC C V
I J/IIIIp4u i pha
(146) a. 1 A
C C C VC C VCII I)II III
wpl miphal
b.
CC VCC
wp ) m i p h a I
An unsyllabified /p/ in a word-initial cluster must also be take-n
to trigger V-Epenthesis in the derivation of s§.Žpo (high-
sit-(3)) 'he asit up high' for those speakers who have reanalyzed
/asp-/ 'up high' sa /ap-/. For these speakers, the output of
Final Syllable Epenthesia in the derivation of sp-Apo is (147a).
V-Epenthesis derives (147b).
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(147) a.
CC CVC
H / 11%1b. r
ap C pvCv
Why should unsyllabified /p/ trigger V-Epenthesis here and in
(146), but not in (145)?
What distinguishes the unsyllabified /p/ of (145) is simply
the fact that it is initial in the word: unstreesable /a/ becomes
stressable after a word-initial cluster but not after a single
word-initial C. In the terms of the CV theory of stressability,
this means that word-initial C' must be excluded as a trigger of
V-Epenthesis.
We can certainly obtain this result by complicating our
statement of V-Epenthesis. Using angled brackets, we could
formulate the rule as in (148).
(148) V
--- O'
a a b
Condition: a implies b.
But of course such a formulation simply stipulates a property of
the epenthesie process which we would prefer to explain. A more
promising appraoch makes use of the concept of extrametricality.
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Following Liberman and Prince (1977), Hayes (1980, 1982),
Harris (1983), and Selkirk (1984), I assume that a -single-
constituent (aegment, syllable, etc.) may be designated as
extrametrical within a particular domain if it occurs at the left
or right margin of that domain. For Passamaquoddy, let us
suppose that word-initial extrasyllabic C's are uniformly
designated as extrametrioal, (I will indicate extrametricality
by means of parentheses.)
(149) Extrametricality
C' C'I -- ( • ) #
X x
In the case of pmipha and hptmiphal, the results are as follows.
(150) a. r"S 0 A, v
p(0 m i pha
b.C C C vC C V C
w p) m I p ha 1
By convention, an extrametrical constituent can neither
block nor trigger any phonological rule. Thus the /p/ of /pam-/
is excluded as a trigger of V-Epenthesis in (150a). The /2/
which following this segment remains a floating vowel when stress
is assigned. Eventually this /q/ receives a V-slot by Schwa
Support, 'since it is not subject to synoope. Word-intial /p/
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will be syllabified with this /q/ at the phrase level, since /p/
is extrametrical only on the word domain.
In (150b), it is the prefix consonant which is designated as
extrametrical. Because the /p/ of /pgm-/ is not initia] in this
word, it remains accessible to phonological rules. In
particular, it is available to trigger V-Epenthesis.
Consider, now, the underlying representation of toli-twiye
(ongoing-fly-(3)) 'he is flying,' shown in (151). (I am again
ignoring the suffix /-w/, which in this case is responsible for
triggering a morphologically governed rule which changes the /a/
of underlying /-t wiya-/ 'fly' to /e/.)
(151)
C C VC C VC V
I Ill I IIl
't 1 1 t I w y e
Since the C-slot associated with the /t/ of /ftal-/ is word-
initial on the CV tier, we might expect this element to be
designated as extrametrical here. The constituent which consists
of this C-slot asnd the associated segment is not marginal on all
tiers, however, since it is preceded by a floating /a/ on the
segmental tier. The requirement that extrametrical constituents
be peripheral thus makes it impossible to formulate (149) in such
a way that it would assign extrametricality in this case. This
is a desirable result, since we must assume that V-Epenthesls
converts (151) to (152) in order to account for the observed
stress pattern of ttlitiwiye. (Initial /i/ remains unstressable
in this word and is subject to syncope.)
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(152) ( r
VCVC CCVC V
I1 I I 1 I 1
t i 1 I t Iw ye
Now it is a striking fact that eliminating word-initial C'
as a trigger of V-Epenthesis allows a consonant to remain
unsyllabified just where an unsyllabified C-slot 18 permitted in
surface forms by the Unsyllabified Consonant Filter, repeated
here as (153).
(153) Unsyllabified Consonant Filter
* # X C' Y #
unless X or Y is null.
Furthermore, if word-initial C' is extrametrical, then this
statement of the UCF is more complicated than it needs "o be. No
provision for word-initial unsyllabifiedCis required in the
statement of the filter: as a rule which is applicable on the
word domain, the filter will not in any case be sensitive to the
presence of initial C'. In fact, if we could designate all
occurrences of word-final C' as extrametrical as well, then we
could simply restate the UCF as (154).
(154) Unsyllabified Consonant Pilter (revised)
* # ... C' ... #
The special status of peripheral C' with respect to V-Epenthesis
awd the UCP would be reduced to extrametricality in both cases.
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It is not clear, however, that assuming final-consonant
extrametricality is consistent with other aspects of
Passamaquoddy phonology. The rule which inserts epenthetic /8/
on the segmental tier (Chapter 7) must have access to word-final
C' in certain suffixes. Moreover, final C which cannot be
iyllabified by the rules that we have been operating with arise
in the course of derivations through the application of Final
Vowel Deletion (Chapter 10). In view of these problems, it seems
better not to suppose that word-final C' is designated as
extrametrical.
There is, however, another way in which we can reduce the
UCF to (154). Suppose that a word-final C which remains
unsyllabified after the application of other word-level rules is
subject to a late rule which incorporates it into the last
syllable of the word.15 Thsi rule would have the same effect as
final-consonant extrametricality as far as the UCF is concerned:
it would eliminate word-final C' in the structures subject to the
filter. Such a rule would also make it possible to give a
simpler account of the reduction of word-initial clusters which
was noted in 4.5.3. Instead of stating a rule which deletas
word-initial C', we can simply say that C' is subject to deletion
wherever it occurs (presumably at the phrase level, where word-
initial C' will no longer be extrametrical).
I will tentatively adopt this proposal here. Thus I will
assume that the UCF may be stated as in (154), even though we do
not have a rule which will designate word-final C' as
extrametrical. I will assume that word-initial C' is
extrametrical, however, so that no change in the statement of V-
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Epenthesis is required in order to account for the fact that
single word-initial consonants do not trigger the rule.
4.5.8 8-HS Epentheels
Neither V-Epenthesis nor Final Syllable Epenthesis will
insure that /!/ is always stressable between /s/ and /hs/. This
fact requires an independent stipulation in any of the frameworks
that we have been considering. This stipulation can be stated in
CV terms as a third rule inserting V:
(155) S-HS Epenthsis
V@ -.- I / _ h s
I assume that S-HS Epenthesis should be formulated as a rule
which "supports" certain occurrences of /;/ because this rule,
like our other proposed rules of V-slot epenthesis, only inserts
V in positions in which a floating /3/ can be motivated on other
grounds. (In any case, we will see in 6.4 that S-HS Epenthesis
must not be applicable where /s/ and /hs/ are separated by a
floating /a/.) All of the schwas for which S-HS Epenthesis
provides slots are epenthetic. See Chapter 7 for the argument
that epenthetic schwas are inserted on the segmental tier prior
to the insertion of slots on the CV tier for some of them.
S-HS Epenthesls will convert (156a) to (156b) in the
derivation of snias-Dasslis (bone-DIM-DIM) 'bone (dim.).'
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(156) a. (
CC VC V C C C V C
I I I I I II
s k I n a sa h e 1 s
b. B "
C C VC VC VC C VC
I1I ( I I I I I I I
sak D n i a h e 1 a
The resulting structure is appropriate to serve as the input to
stress assignment. H-Deletion I and the leftward spreading of
/s/ onto the C position which this 4eletion leaves vacant will
then complete the derivation of skicnis-ass-is.
4.5.9 Schwa in word-initial /(C)a [+sonorant] 3/
Only one of the generalizations of (18) remains to be stated
in CV terms: the fact that the first /!/ in word-initial
/(C)L[+sonorant]'3/ is always stressable if the second / / is
not. Both of the previous formulations of this generalization
that we have attempted have had to mention the two vowels in this
environment explicitly. Moreover, one required us to write a
diacritic in a diacritically specified environment, while the
second involved a comparable manipulation of accents, raising the
question of how the power admitted into linguistic description by
the use of such devices can be constralned. The CV theory of
stressability can handle this case with a rule which mentions
only one vowel and makes no reference to diaoritic features or to
accents. I call this rule Initial Syllable Epenthesis.
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When both schwas in word-initial /(C)3 [+sonorant]a / are
unstressable, neither the first C in this sequence (if any) nor.
the non-syllabic sonorant which stands between the two schwas is
syllabifiable. The underlying form of p2m-fka (along-dance-(3))
illustrates this point:
(157)K
cF c cV
P) mt ka
Since the initial C' of a word like this will be designated as
extrametrical, we can simply ignore it in formulating Initial
Syllable Epenthesis. We can pick out the class of cases in which
a sonorant stands between unstressable vowels by specifying that
this segment is unsyllabified:
(158) Initial Syllable Epenthesis
V C'
S[i-sonorant]
Initial Syllable Epentheseis will derive (159a) from (157).
Stress assignment, Schwa Support, and phrase-level
syllabification will then give (159b) from (159a).
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(159) a. rI I I I Ip a m ka
b. x
X
x X
C VC VC V
p 3 maka
Initial Syllable Epenthesis is not applicable in a word in
which the second /&/ in initial /(C))L[+sonorant] / is
stressable, because the non-syllabic sonorant in the sequence
will be syllabified in any such form. Consider, for example, the
word 12kwtewakan 'article of clothing,' the variant form of
l1ckwitewakin in which the second // in uunderlying
/919kwltewakgn/ is inherently stressable. Because this
stressable /1/ is associated with a V-slot, /1/ is syllabified in
this word in the input to Initial Syllable Epenthesis:
(160) A A r a/T4o} N AA /N\CV C COVCVCVC
I I 1 I I I I II
lkw te wakn
Since there is no unsyllabified C-slot in this representation,
Initial Syllable Epenthesis is simply not applicable. No
explicit mention of the statue of the second /9/ of the word is
needed to produce this result. Both floating schwas in (160) are
ultimately subject to syncope.
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As we noted in 4.2.4, the first /!/ in word-initial
/(C)0 [+sonorant]? / must be excluded from a series of-schwas
within which alternating stressability is figured. This fact can
be accounted for by ordering Initial Syllable Epenthesis before
V-Epenthesis. Given this ordering, the derivation of
l-an-4m-)w-a-t (thus-by.hand-TI-TA-DIR-3AN) 'he hands it to the
other' proceeds as follows. The syllabified underlying form is
(161a). Initial Syllable Epenthesis gives (161b). V-Epenthesis
derives (161c). Stress assignment and Schwa Support then yield
(161d), the correct surface representation for this word.
(161) a.
C C C C VC
( I f
I l na m3 watb. 0' C
VC C C CVC
1 I I I I
) 1 an ml w a t
d. x
x xA
VCVCV VC VOC
1 n m w a t
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Initial Syllable Epenthesis sets up the input representations for
V-Epenthesis in this account just as accent assignment setsa .up
the input to Subfoot Formation in the metrical theory of 4.4.
4.5.10 Inherently streeeable /f/
Inherently stressable / c/ an also be accommodated within
the CV theory without the use of diacritics or accents: an
inherently stressable /j/ is simply a /9/ which is associated
with a V-slot in underlying representations. The root /kataw-/
'want' provides an example, since the first /;/ of this morpheme
is always treated as stressable. On the assumption that this
segment is underlyingly associated with a V-slot, the syllabified
underlying form of katwi-twliye (want-fly-(3)) 'he wants to fly'
will be as shown in (162).
(162) 6- r "A ii (ACVC C VC C Y CV
I 1II I 11 II
kata w i t wwi ye
Neither V-Epenthesis nor any of the other rules inserting
epenthetic V is applicable here, so (162) is the input to stress
assignment, giving (163a). Schwa Support and resyllabiflication
then give (163b), the correct surface representation for
katwwi twiye.
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(163) a. x
x x
x x x x
C VC C VC C
I I 1 1 1 I15i
k) ttoawi t w i y e
b. x
x x
X x X X
A AAACV c VC  VC V
I I I 1 I I
k7 tt wit2w i ye
The fact that inherently stressable schwas are excluded from
sequences within which alternating stressability holds follows
immediately if these vowels are associated with V-slots in
underlying representations. Consider, for example, the word
k3taw- Ian (want-rain-(3)) 'it is going to rain,' where the
3derlyi ngly unstressable /i/ of /-alan-/ 'rain' becomes
stressable because it is the second /b/ after the inherently
stressable /1/ of /kataw-/. Given the underlying representation
shown in (164a), the /w/ of /kataw-/ will serve as a trigger from
V-Epenthesis, which gives (164b). The /-/ of /-X1lan-/ thus makes
a syllable which is available for stress assignment here, just as
it does in pisk-alan 'it rains so hard that it is dark or hard to
see.'
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AK
C VO
111ka~t;
b. /
Ci!I II
k)t)
(164) a.
4.5.11 Strengths and weaknesses of the CV theory
The rules which I have proposed above to account for the
generalizations of (18) within the CV theory of stressability are
summarized in (165).
(165) a. /U/ is stressable when it is the last vowel of
a word by Final Syllable Epenthesis:
V C
a, #
9 x
b. /a/ is stressable after clusters other than /hC/
by V-Epenthesis:
V C'
(left-to-right iterative)
-- x /If
a x
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I I I Iw1 an
o VCy y(111 I
wvlan
400 gu
c. /8/ after /hl/: also stressable by V-Epenthesis
d. /I/ is streessable between /8/ and /hs/
by S-HS Epenthesis:
V
-- y / s __ he
e. The first / / in word-initial /(C)8 [+sonorant] /
is stressable (when the second is not) by
InitiaJ Syllable Epenthesis:
V C'
S [+sonorant]
f. alternating stressability: follows the interactionA
of V-Epenthesis and the basic syllabification
ruleb
The diacritic theory requires six rules and the metrical theory
five to do what is here accomplished by four. In this sense, the
CV theory permits a esimpler statement of the conditions governing
stressability than either of the alternative accounts that we
have considered.
The rules of (165) are not the only devices that we have
invoked in the SV theory of stressability, however. We have also
made extensive use of a system of syllabification rules, proposed
a rule which makes word-initial C' extrametrioal, and postulated
the rule of Sohwa Support to insure that unstressable schwas
wfioh remain in surface forms after tne application of the
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syncope rules are linked to positions on the CV tier. The
syllabification rules are for the most part independently
motivated by distributional considerations (although the division
of these rules into two sets with different ordering properties
is not). The extrametricality of word-initial C' may have
independent justification in the simplification of the
Unsyllabified Consonant Filter to which it contributes. The rule
of Schwa Support is only required, however, because we have
hypothesized that unstresseable schwas lack V-slots in underlying
representations. It is not obvious, therefore, that the CV
theory is preferable to the metrical theory on the grounds of
simplicity alone.
Moreover these two approaches lead us to different
conclusions about what groupings of the descriptive statements in
(18) can be subsumed under broader generalizations. From the
point of view of the metrical theory, the fact that /3/ is
stressable in word-final syllables follows automatically from the
procedure by which alternating stressability is assigned, the
rule of Subfoot Formation. In the CV theory, alternating
stressability instead falls together with the effects of various
clusters: both sets of phenomena follow from the fact that V-
Epentheesis inserts a V-slot after an unsyllablfied consonant.
Cluster effect require special accent assignment rules in the
merical theory; the status of /2/ in final syllables requires a
special rule in the CV account. Since these theories make
different claims about what should be counted as a
generalization, it is important to see whether there are
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considerations other than overall simplicity which can be used to
decide between them.
One important consideration which favors the CV theory over
either of its competitors is the fact that it allows us to
distinguish between stressable and unstressable vowels without
introducing any device solely for this purpose. CV phonology
postulates a system of dsitinct tiers, including a timing tier
and a segmental tier. The possibility that elements of the
segmental tier may not always be matched by elements of the
timing tier is implicit in the claim that these tiers are
autonomous. By exploiting this possibility, we not only provide
a structural basis for the distinction between stressable and
unstressable vowels, but give unstressable vowels a
representation from which their treatment in stress assignment
follows automatically. If stress is assigned on the basis of
vowel projections, then unstressable vowels will not be stressed
because they will not be projected. If stress is instead
assigned to syllables, unstressable vowels will still remain
invisible, since rules of syllabification organize the elements
of the timing tier.
Of course there is also an intrinsic difference between
accented and unaccented vowels which insures that they will
receive different treatment in the assigning metrical structure.
Yet the claim that the stressable/unstreesaable distinction
reflects a process of metrical structure assignment is seriously
undermined by the fact that the majority of vowels in most words
must be marked -- either lexically or by rule -- to prevent them
from undergoing Subfoot Formation "regularly."
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In any account of stressability, we are going to have to
make some set of stipulations in underlying forms to distinguish
between inherently stressable vowels and underlyingly
unstressable vowels. In the metrical theory, we make his
distinction by marking all inherently stressable vowels with
accents. But this seems inappropriate, as we noted in 4.4.7,
since it requires us to stipulate the behavior of those vowels
whose treatment in stress assignment should clearly be viewed as
the unmarked case. In the CV theory, it is precisely the marked
cases -- underlyingly unstreesable vowels -- whose status must be
stipulated. Since the unmarked situation is one in which every
segment is associated with a timing slot, we do not need to make
any special stipulations to account for the status of inherently
stressable vowels. Rather, it is the underlyingly unstressable
vowels whose marked status must be stipulated in underlying
forms.
Note, too, that this approach will allow us to view paradigm
leveling as a process which reduces the number of stipulated
properties of underlying forms. An underlying form which
contains an inherently stressable vowel is less marked than a
corresponding representation with an underlyingly unstressable
vowel, if we adopt the CV analysis of stressability. We
therefore predict, correctly, that linguistic change will result
in the elimination of alternations in stresasability. On the
metrical account, this type of change is puzzling, since It
involves multiplying the stipulated properties of underlying
segments.
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Finally, the substance of the rules needed in the CV
framework makes it posseble to explain some of the
generalizations in (18) In ways which are not available in the
other models. Accent assignment lets us state the classes of
clusters after which /V/ becomes stressable, but these statements
remain essentially arbitrary. In the CV account, the status of
/I/ after non-laryngeal clusters and the seemingly anomolous
treatment of /9/ after /hl/ follow from basic principles of
syllabification which are clearly reflected in the surface
distributions of various types of non-sylabics. The fact that
two unstressable vowels are required to trigger the special
treatment of the first /q/ in word-initial /(C)a9[+sonorant]g /
must simply be stipulated in the diacritic and metrical accounts
of stressability, but need not be explicitly stated in the rule
of the CV theory which accounts for this clats of cases. Thus
the CV theory provides greater insight into the nature of the
conditions on stressability than we obtain from either a diacrtic
or a metrical approach.
4.6 I-Mutation
Many stems ending in /1/ are subject to a rule which
replaces /1/ with /3/ before certain suffixes beginning with /w/.
It is not in general possible to predict whether a particular
combination of a stem and a suffix will undergo this replacement.
Not all suffixes beginning with /w/ trigger the change and some
stems undergo the replacement before some trigger suffixes but
not others.16 In this section I want to look briefly at cases in
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which "I-Mutation" is triggered by the third person Buffix /-w/
of the AI and II Independent Indicative paradigms.
We will see below that the /1/ which results from I-Mutation
may be either stressable or unstressable, following the same
rules in this regard as underlyingly unstressable /3/. This
situation is easily accommodated if we assume that I-Mutation
replaces stressable /I/ with unstressable /9/ prior to the
application of the rules which determine the distribution of
stressable and unstressable /1/ in the input to the stress rules.
(Compare I-Backing, rule (34) of section 4.2.2, which derives
stressable /t/ from /i/.) In CV terms, the rule may be stated as
follows:
(166) I-Mutation
v C
/ ___+ (morphologically governed)
Schwa which is derived in this way will be subject to the same
rules of V-eslot epenthesis as basic unstressable /1/.
If I-Mutation is given a phonological statement like (166),
then both the triggers and the targets of the rule must be
diacritically specified. It would probably be preferable for
this reason to state I-Mutation as a redundancy relation among
lexical items in a word-based model of the Paesamaquoddy lexicon.
It is convenient, however, to dioscuss forms containing the suffix
/-w/ in terms of a rule which changes stressable /i/ to
unstressable /V/ In the course of phonologicoal derivations, and I
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will continue to treat I-Mutation as a phonological rule for
expository purposes.
Whether a particular stem undergoes I-Mutation before /-w/
depends on its final morpheme. Thus stems ending in the AI and
II final /-eyi-/ are regularly subject to mutation: pihc-eya-w-8l
(long-II-3-33IN) 'they (in.) are long,' p.kw-.ey-w-1 (red-
II-5-331IN) 'they (in.) are red'; of. mehkw-eyi-k (red-II-3IN)
'that (in.) which is red.' On the other hand, the AI final /-1i-/
which forms verbs of possession usually does not undergo
mutation: ht- owhem- t -w (3-pet-AI-3) 'he has a pet,' mani-m-f-w-ak
((3)-money-POSS-Ai-3-33PROX) 'they (du.) have money.'
As we saw in Chapter 3, 3 and o are, for the most part, not
distinct before w. Following the convention established in 3.3,
I write )_ consistently for unstressable vowels before w which
vary phonetically from ([] to [u]. In stressable positions,
where the more rounded variants are the norm, I write o instead.
Thus the surface segment whIch represents the output of I-
Mutation is interpreted as o in Vpo -w,-k (sit-3-33PROX) 'they
(du.) sit' but as . in apate-pa-w- k (lean-sit-3-33PROX) 'they
(du.) sit leaning against something'; cf. kt-api-pa 'you (du..)
sit,' ht-apate-pi-n 'ha sits leaning against it.'
Word-final /pw/ resulting from I-Mutation is realized simply
as o: 2 (ait-(3)) 'he site,' ap4te-po (lean-sit-(3)) 'he sits
leaning against something.' This situation is plausibly
interpreted as a result of the change of /1/ to /0/ before /w/
(since /5/ is always stressable in a word-final syllable),
followed by the deletion of word-final /w/ after /o/ (since
surface ow does not occur at the end of a word). The rule
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responsible for this deletion can probably be identified with
that which gives i for word-final /iy/, as in the derivation .of.
nt-Eow (1-thus-(go)) 'I go there' (from /nt-)li-ya/ via /nt-mli -
y/ by Final Vowel Deletion); cf. nt-Slf-ya-w (1-thus-go-NEG) 'I
do not go there.'
The factors which determine whether the /a/ derived by I-
Mutat·ion surfaces as a streseable vowel are the same as those
which determine whether underlying unstressable /2/ comes to be
counted as stressable. The /2/ from stem-final /i/ is
unstressable after a stressable vowel and a single consonant in
l-akot;4-w-k (thus-related-3-33PROX) 'they (du.) are related'
(cf. kt-1lakoti-pn 'we (du, inc.) are related'); but /3/ in the
output of I-Mutation is stressable, surfacing as o, after the
cluster /It/ in ap-.lto-w-)k (slt-pl-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) sit'
(cf. kt-ap-olti-pa 'you (pl.) sit'). Schwa from I-Matation
surfaces as o in an even-numbered position governed by
alternating stressability in skici-kap ' wo-w-4k (surface-
stand-3-.33PROX) 'they (du.) stand on the surface' and kal/l-to-
w-Mk (argue-RECIP-3-33PROX) 'they (du.) argue with each other'
(earlier /kOlol-It'b-w-)k/). (For stem-final /1/ in these forms-,
compare n-oskioi-kapvwi-p n 'we (du. exc.) stand on the surface'
and h-ktlol-ti-ni-ya-l 'he argues with the other.') Schwa from
I-Mutation surfaces as unstreesable )_ in an odd-numbered position
governed by alternating streseability in kseeu m-Sta-w-ak (like-
RECIP-3-33PROX) 'they (du.) like each other,' from /kselem-ati-
w-)k/. Word-final 43w/ resulting from I-Mutation consistently
figures into the syl.?able counts which determine stress
placement, as we would expect.
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In 5.7 we will see that unstressable /a/ is subject to
syncope between identical non-syllabics. By this test, too, //
in the output of I-Mutation must be an unstressable vowel: the
stem-final /i/ of n-kowi-pbn 'we (du. exc.) sleep' is replaced by
/)/ and ultimately deleted in kow-w-ak 'they (du.) sleep' and
kow-w-a 'he (abs.) has gone to sleep.'
Irregularly, the AI plural finals -hti-, -ahti-, and -ohti-
have stressable o before the third person suffix, even though
unstressable _ is expected after ht: ht. ma-hto-w-Ik 'they (pl.)
smoke' (singular htama, htame from stem /watlma-/), sehk-ahto-
w-vk 'they (pl.) stand' (singular sehke from stem /sehke-/), ;p-
oht,-w-,k 'they (pl.) sit' (singular •ppo from stem /;pi-/).
These finals have i in non-mutating environments, as shown by k-
ot.ma-hti-pa 'you (pl.) smoke,' kt-•p-ohti-pa 'you (pl.) sit.'
The historical explanation for these anomolous cases of
mutation is clear: hti in the plural finals continues earlier
*hetl. In fact -hoti- remains as a plural final, one of the
regular options for stems ending in /e/, which drop this vowel
when -hwti- is added: pashakwe 'he collects wood for crafts,'
plural pashakw-h)tw-qk. If the distribution of the various
plural finals continued to be phonologically predictable, we
would undoubtedly want to derive hti from /hati/ In a synchronic
analysis of these elements. (This is in fact the approach that
Sherwood takes (1983b:21-22, 167).) But the original
distribution of these morphemes has been obscured by a wealth of
new formations. Indeed the forms htpma-hto-w-3k 'they (pl.)
smoke' and sehk-ahto-w-)k 'they (pl.) stand' are innovations
which now coexist with the historically expected forms htam-hat -
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w-ak and sekl-hatw-pvk. The verb ame 'he fishes' has not only
the synchronically regular plurals am-hatt3-w-sk and am-ahto-w-7.k,
but also (for some speakers) the irregular plural am-ohto-w-$k.
Other Irregular or analogical forms abound. Thus it seems
better, from a synchronic point of view, to treat -hti-, -ahti-,
and -ohti- as nonderived forms with irregular treatment in I-
Mutation. (The allomorphs under I-Mutation should probably be
analyzed as /-htl-/, /-aht3-/, and /-ohta-/ with inherently
stressable /3/. We would expect long o* from underlying /o/
before /w/, rather than short o as observed. See 3.3 for a
discussion of vowel length In this environment.)
Most Al stems in /e/ form plurals in both -ahti- and -hgti-,
dropping the /e/ in either case. But stems in /CCe/ other than
/hCe/ usually lack plurals in -hftl-. This restriction on the
distribution of -hiti- is reminiscent of the cluster effect in
the distribution of stressable /4/and undoubtedly reflects the
historical role of syncope in this plural formation.
Synchronically, however, it is not necessary to complicate the
analysis of stems in -h1ti- to rule out CCh clusters. This
restriction follows independently from the Unsyllabified
Consonant Filter, since clusters of the form CCh cannot be
properly syllabified. The fact that some speakers find a few
forms which violate chis restriction to be marginally acceptable
ouggests that this is the right approach. One consultant (A.H.)
gives poc-cjk-pj-h-tw-vk (wet-messy-liquid-PL-3-33PROX) 'they
(pl.) are soaking wet' and somskw-h•at-w-ak (apit-PL-3-33PROX)
'they (pl.) spit' (both with ([h for h, not aspiration of the
preceding top) as variants of po-ck htwk and somkw-preceding stop) as variants of po-olk-,p-aht6ý-w-ak and somskw-
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ahto-w-?k (singulars poc-cak-pe, somskwe). These appear to be
cases in which analogical pressure overrides the UC-. I-do not-
know of any comparable irregularities in clusters which are
clearly derived by syncope.
4.7 Strees Shift
When a word is final in an utterance, its rightmost stressed
syllable is its most prominent syllable. (In the metrical theory
of 4.3, in which all stressable vowels are taken to be stressed,
we would say that the rightmost foot is the most prominent.)
When a word or longer jtress phrase is followed by other material
in connected speech, however, the penultimate stressed syllable
(penultimate foot) is the most prominent. The syllable which
bears the greatest stress in the utterance-final form is
relatively weakly stressed in the non-final form and does not
correspond to a local high (or low) in the intonation contour.
It might, in fact, be argued that this syllable is destressed in
the non-final form, although I will assume here that some degree
of stress is retained in these cases.
A few examples may help to clarify the situation. Since the
word order of Passamaquoddy sentences is relatively free, the
paired expressions which follow are essentially equivalent. I
have indicated the location of primary stress in each word by
doubling the appropriate accent mark.
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(167) a. ;lam-apas-vw-fk was-is-8k.
away-pl.walk-3-33PROX child-DIM-33PROX
'The children (pl.) walk away.'
/ //
= b. was-is-)k 3lam-apaes)-w-3k.
(168) a. aiami-tawiye cihpl akln.
away-fly-(3) eagle
'The eagle flew away.'
= b. cihpalakan plmi-tfwiye.
There are only two stresses in each of the words in (167) and
(168). By considering longer words, however, we can see that
main stress is only retracted as far as the penultimate stressed
syllable, even when there are otehr stressed syllables to the
left:
(169) a. tehsahkw-apas-olti-ne.
on.top-pl.walk-PL-1 1
'Let's (pl.) walk around on top.'
b. tehsahkw-apas-olt-fne temano/
on.top-pl .walk-PL-1 1 later
'Let's (pl.) walk around on top later,'
In an appropriate stress phrase, main stress may be retracted
across a word boundary:
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('l -t f/
(170) a. aknotama-lan-al n-kisi not-am-2n-al
tell .story-NOM-33IN 1-past hear-TI-3IN-33IN-
'I heard stories.'
= b. n-kisi not-3m-In-V1 akrnotama-k2n-a~.
Stress retraction may be formalized in terms of grid
alignments as follows:
(171) Stress Shift
X X
Y z ---> Y zX X X
where [...] is a stress phrase and Z $ 4.
This rule should be interpreted so that it applies in any non-
final stress phrase in which there are two grid-adjacent beats,
the first of which is one level lower than the second. The rule
will then convert the metrical grid for cihprlakl n shown in
(172a) to that shown in (172b).17
(172) a. x
X X
x x X
c I h p 1 a k) n
b. x
X X
x x
o I hp I ak n
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If we allow Stress Shift to follow Clash Avoidance (14),
then we will incorrectly permit retraction to the -initial
syllable in a word like teheahkwapasoltine:
(173) x
X x
x x x x
x x x x x x x
x x
,tehaahkwapaaoI t i ne
I will therefore assume that Stress Shift precedes Clash
Avoidance. Main Stress will then only be retracted to the
penultimate stressed syllable in this word, as shown in (174).
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(174) Main Stress Rule
X X
x x
tehsahkwapasol tine
Stress Shift:
x x
x x
x
X
x x x x
tehsahkwapaeol t ne
Clash Avoidance:
X X
x xx x
x
K
x x x x
tehsahkwapasol tine
This appears to be a correct result.
-- Notes --
1. Apparently a nonce form, not an established word of the
l anguage.
2. This adjustment Is probably not truly optional. I
suspect, in fact, that it depends in some way on the phonetic
length of the two stressed syllables in question and whether or
not they are separated by a syllable containing an unstressable
vowel. For this reason, a treatment of this process in terms of
rhythmic intervals, rather than clashing stresses (of. Hayes and
Puppel (1985)) should probably not be excluded.
3. The final unstressed syllable of this word is also
pronounced at a relatively high pitch in utterance-final
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X
X
'C
X X X X
position. See 3.5 for some discussion of the general features of
word-level intonation in Passamaquoddy.
4. This treatment is not always possible, however; sometimes
a preverb or prenoun must be treated as a separate stress domain
even when it is adjacent to the word it modifies. Sometimes
either treatment is possible. The conditions which govern this
choice remain undetermined.
5. For more on palatalization, see 6.6.2.
6. I know of one possible example of a morpheme which
contains an irregular /a/ of this kind. The AI and II final
/-ape-/ 'liquid' apparently begins with /8/, since gonnective /i/
is never inserted before this morpheme: we have 4t-pe (change-
liquid-(3)) 'the water level changes,' for examplenot *aci- .
(We also find surface .,.1n t e historically related morphemes
like /-)pi/ 'liquid': kami w n- i -k (rain-liquid-LOC) 'rainwater(loc.).') This putative underlying must be assumed to
undergo syncope in all environments, however, since it never
appears on the surface, even where it is otherwise obligatory to
treat /)/ as stressable. For example: while /p/ would regularly
undergo syncope in underlying /at-ape-w/, we would expect /;/ to
surface after /sakh-/ 'into view,' where it would regularly be
stressable. Indeed I have recorded Maliseet sakh-ipe 'water is
showing through, coming through,' with -jOe- as expected. From
Passamaquoddy speakers, however, I have recorded only -%e- after
,sakh-/, with loss of /h/ between consonants: s4k-pe 'water is
coming into view; it projects into view out of wa~er'; sak-pl-t-
ol 'they (in.) project into view out of water.'
-- Forms containing /-Spe-/ are irregular in another way as
well: a /,/ in the syllable which precedes /-ape-/ is always
treated as stressable, whether or not it is in a position in
which this treatment would otherwise be expected. Thus, for
example, the secon4 /3/ of /colak-/ 'squeeze' is treated as
stressable in colik-pe (squeeze-liquid-(3)) 'it is oozing,
leaking,' although the second /a/ in word-initial
/(C)a[+sonorant])/ is regularly treated as unstressable. (The
second' // of /cl13k-/ must be underlyingly unstressable, since
the /2/ of /-an/ ,'by,hand' is stressable by alternating
stressability in h-cal3k-an-a-l (3-squeeze-by.hand-DIR-3.OBV) 'he
squeezes the other (something soft).')
7. In Sherwood's analysis, there is no distinctive length in
surface forms in Maliseet, since he writes a and o for what I
analyze as o and o' before w. (See 3.3 for drscussio'n.) While a
is always p-honetflly ashort, Sherwood derives some occurrences
of surface 1 from /1/ and some occurrences of surface a from / /.
These vowels, like i from /i/ and a from /a/, can be pEonetically
either long or asort. (For -discussion of these aspects
Sherwood's analysis, see 5.2.13 and 6.5.)
8. Goddard, Hockett, and Teeter (1972) and Miner (1981) have
analyzed vowel length alternations in Menomini which depend on a
left-to-right syllable count -- and which may well be cognate
with the strong/weak alternations of the Eastern Algonqulan
languages -- by means of a rule which assigns a diacritic feature
[tonicJ.
9. Halle and Vergnaud use the term "feet" for metrical
constituents of the lowest metrical level (my "subfeet") and call
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the constituents of the second level "cola." I have chosen to
reserve the term "foot" for constituents of the second level
because these correspond to what we would presumably want to call-
"feet" in an analysis of Passamaquoddy stress which posited
metrical constituent structure but did not treat the stressable/
unstressable distinction metrically.
10. The initial /3/ of /-apan/ is in fact epenthetic rather
than underlying, but nothing turns on this point here.
11. In a detailed proposal of this kind, we would probably
want to assign different costs for underlying floating vowels in
different contexts. This would give us a way to state, for
example, that inherently stressable /a/ is common before
obstruents but uncommon before sonorants. We could also assign
greater cost to underlyingly unstreseable /i, a, o/ than to
underlyingly unstressable /a/. For discussion of a model of the
lexicon in which it might be possible to state such
generalizations, see Bochner (1988).
12. An additional rule of this type is motivated in 5.7.4.
13. It would probably be more accurate to say that the k of
sokalan becomes ambisyllabic after the application of Schwa
Support. In sufficiently rapid speech for thea of this word to
be deleted altogether, this k presumably remains part of the
sylable sok.
14.The symbol "#" is used in the statement of this rule
simply as a convenient way to indicate the edge of a word domain.
My use of the symbols "#" and "+" in various rules and
representations in this work is not intended to imply any claims
about the status of boundaries in phonological representations.
15. This rule should presumably be restricted to obstruents.
With the exception of the hm of exceptional nehm 'turkey' there
are no cases of word-final clusters in which The last segment is
a sonorant.
16. The negative suffix /-w(i)-/ never triggers mutation: ma
te ap(-wl 'he does not sit.' The stem /wisi-/ 'be namerT
undergoes mutation both before the third person suffix /-w/ and
before the nominalizer /-wan/: •f-wiso 'he is named thus,' k-
wfsa-w n 'your (sg.)name.' On the other hand, the stem /pikti-7
'break yind' undergoes mutatio before /-w/ but not before /-
wan/: pkto 'he breaks wind,' pikti-wan 'anus.'
17. Note that Stress Shift, as I have formulated it here, 'is
not a "rhythm rule" in the sense of Hayes and Puppel (1985),
since it is applicable in any stress phrase which is not final in
an utterance, regardless of metrical context. It is not In fact
clear, however, that the rule is equally applicable in all non-
final environments. It would not be surprieing if there are
further conditions which govern the applicability of this
process.
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Chapter 5
Syncope of /*/
The role of the streesable/unstressable distinction in the
phonology of Passamaquoddy is not limited to stress assignment.
Vowel/zero alternations in a large number of morphemes are also
governed by conditions which involve streesability. We will see,
for example, that the medial -j jlý- 'messy' appears with an
initial a in h-paske-acak-n-a-l (3-break-messy-by.hand-DIR-3.OBV)
'he breaks the other (something squishy) with his hand' because
this vowel is in a stressable position, following the cluster sk.
In mil-cak-;c'hte (various-messy-color-(3)) 'it is multi-
colored,' where the conditions which govern stressability would
permit the initial b of -c2.k- to remain unstressable, we find
-cOk- instead.
Alternations like that seen in -pcak- are found in a diverse
set of environments in Passamaquoddy and appear to reflect the
application of five different rules. I will use the term
"syncope" to refer to any of the rules of the language which
produce vowel/zero alternations and are conditioned by
stressability, with the exception of Vowel Elision, a rule
deleting the second of two adjacent vowels if it is unstressable,
which will receive separate treatment In Chapter 8.
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Most of the vowels which alternate with zero in syncope
either appear as 3 when they surface or can straightforwardly .be
derived from underlying /3/. The present chapter is primarily
concerned with these. In Chapter 6 I will argue that certain
occurrences of syncopating I, a, and o are not derived from /3/,
but instead reflect underlyingly unstressable /i/, /a/, and /o/.
Schwa/zero alternations for which stressability is a
conditioning factor are found in the following environments:
(1) a. before obstruents
b. before /h/
c. between /h/ and /m/
d. between identical non-syllabics
e. at the beginning of a word
The rules which produce these alternations are discussed below,
as are several other phonological processes of Passamaquoddy
which are reflected in the surface forms of words which have
undergone syncope.
I argue in this chapter that the vowel/zero alternations
found in the environments in (1) require us to postulate five
distinct rules which delete unstressable /3/. We will see in
Chapter 6 that there is reason to believe that the rules for
environments (a) and (b) should be generalized so that they are
also applicable to unstressable vowels other than /D/. In
section 7 of this chapter I suggest that one of the rules which
is involved in the derivation of geminate structures from
sequences of identical non-syllabics can be generalized to
account for syncope in environment (d).
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Now without some way of representing stressability as a
property of individual segments, the alternations of (la-e) would
be very puzzling indeed, since we would then be obliged to repeat
the complex set of conditions under which underlyingly
unstressable /3/ comes to count for stress placement in eaoh of
five deletion rules. On the other hand, any theory which gives
us a way to distinguish between stressable and unstressable
vowels will allow us to formulate the rules of syncope without
this undesirable repetition. Thus any of the accounts of
stressability which we considered in the preceding chapter will
permit us to give a reasonably straightforward analysis of
syncope.
These alternative theories of syncope are not equivalent in
explanatory force, however. First, it is easy to see that an
analysis which is based on a diacritic theory of the stressable/
unstressable distinction is unsatisfactory. Why should five
deletion rules, as well as the process of stress assignment, be
sensitive to the value of a diacritic feature like [strong]?
Either a metrical or a CV theory of stressability is clearly
preferable to such a diacritic approach. In a metrical theory.,
we can state the rules of syncope so that they delete unstressed
vowels. Within the CV framework, we will instead make floating
vowels the targets of deletion. In either case, potential
targets of syncope can be identified on a structural basis.
I will argue in 5.2, however, that the CV theory of
stressability is preferable to a metrical account for the
analysis of syncope because it postulates an intimate connection
between the conditions for stressability and the basic
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syllabification rules of Passamaquoddy. The significance of this
connection is revealed by the fact that syncope takes place only-
where the output of deletion is consistent with independent
conditions on surface syllabification.
In'4.5 we saw that an unsyllabifted C-slot is permitted at
the beginning of a word in Passamaquoddy (and possibly also at
the end), but that medial segments must be syllabified in surface
forms. The syllabification rules, together with the rule which
deletes /h/ before clusters, have the result that triconsonantal
clusters are generally of the form CsC, while longer sequences of
non-syllabics are regularly excluded. Correspondingly, there are
forms like kpacale (hoarse-(3)) 'he Is hoarse' in which syncope
takes place after an initial consonant and leaves that consonant
unsyllabifiable (cf. n-kap-pcal (1-hoarse) 'I am hoarse'), but
syncope never results in an unsyllabifiable medial consonant.
The longest clusters produced by syncope (after h-deletion and
certain adjustments to geminates) are triconsonantal clusters of
the permitted type CsC. We noted, for example, that the initial
3 of -3ý3k- is not subject to syncope in h-pask-3cak- n-a-l.
Because this I is retained on the surface, the impermissible
cluster skc does not arise in the derivation of this form.
It is not the case, however, that syncope is permitted
wherever its output does conform to the requirements of surface
syllabification. Syncope is blocked, for example, in a word like
aps-tklhkwan (small-size-(3)) 'it is small,' where the initial S
of /-akihkwan-/ II 'be a size' is stressable because it follows
the cluster in /ape-/ 'small.' (Compare kin-kihkwln (large-
size-(3)) 'it is big.') BuG' there is nothing wrong with the
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sequence pak in itself. In fact words containing p k are common:
apskapo 'he opens his eyes,' kinapskaso 'he is fat,' sakatty--
'iske lt is a flat rock,' pskahc 'have the other find him.' Nor
would the cluster mk be in any way anomolous if the first /9/ of
/-)kihkwjn-/ were deleted in nartm-=kihkwwn (fairly.big-size-(3))
'it is fairly big.' In fact, syncope produces just this cluster
in hsam-kihkwan (too-size-(3)) 'it is too big,' where the
presence of a full vowel instead of / / in the syllable preceding
/-=kihkwan-/ allows the underlying initial /6/ of this final to
remain unstressable. Thus the observed restrictions on syncope
cannot be recast in terms of output conditions. To explain the
fact that clusters in the output of syncope conform to the same
restrictions as those in non-alternating forms, we need a theory
of syncope which relates stressability to syllabification. The
CV analysis of stressability provides the basis for such an
account.
A problem for the CV approach arises in connection with the
analysis of deletion in environment (le). I argued in 4.5.7 that
word-initial unsyllabified C's are extrametrical and thus
invisible to word-level rules. But the rule which deletes
unstressable /S/ at the beginning of a word is blocked by an
initial C. Thus on the CV account this rule must be permitted to
analyze initial segments which should be unsyllablfiable and
hence extrametrical. This problem can be resolved, however, by
assigning the syncope rule in question to the phrase level, since
initial C' is extrametrical only on the word domain. Two
possible variants of this solution are considered in 5.9.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 presents
several arguments that syncope results from the application -of
deletion rules rather than a complementary process of epenthesis.
Section 2 provides a detailed analysis of pre-obstruent syncope
and compares the explanatory value of our three competing models
of the stressable/unstreasable distinction in this domain.
Section 3 discusses Initial Devoicing and several other rules
which account for the reductioh of word-initial sonorants in
clusters which result from the application of syncope or from the
addition of one of the personal prefixes to C-initial stems.
Section 4 sets out to determine the underlying forms of these
prefixes and provides a critique of the idea that most or all
surface sequences of non-syllabics in Passamaquoddy can be
derived by syncope. Section 5 introduces the zcoond syncope
rule, which deletes unstressable /a/ before /h/. Section 6 deals
with syncope between /h/ and /m/. The phonology of geminate
clusters is discussed in section 7, which argues that syncope
between identical non-syllabics Is the result of a more general
process which is involved in geminate formation. Section 8
analyzes two rules which delete /h/, one which is applicable to
the output of syncope and one which is applicable only in certain
words which are exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope. The
deletion of word-initial unstresseeable /8/ is discussed in section
9.
5.1 Arguments for deletion
The first point that we need to consider in analyzing
syncope in Passamaquopdy is whether the alternations in question
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reflect epenthesis or deletion. I will sketch five arguments in
this section which favor a 'deletion analyails of syncope.-
Ultimately, of course, we will see that syncope is not a unitary
process. Not all of the arguments given here can in fact be made
for each of the rules of syncope. The more detailed discussions
of the various syncope rules which follow in later sections will
make it clear, however, that one or more of these arguments can
be made in each case.
In Chapter 7 we will see that some of the segments which
undergo syncope are in fact derived by an earlier process of
epenthesis. Thus vowel/zero alternations in certain forms
actually reflect both epenthesis and deletion. Within the CV
analysis of syncope for which I will be arguing, there is another
sense as well in which epenthesis is involved in syncope, since
in this analysis the role of the stressable/unstresoable
distinction in syncope is derived from the interaction of
segmental deletion processes with the rules of V-slot epenthesis
which were formulated in Chapter 4. Nonetheless, it remains the
case that five deletion rules are required to account for the
alternations that we find in the environments in (1).
The first argument for deletion that I will consider here is
based on the fact that the quality of a vowel which alternates
with zero in syncope cannot always be predicted from its
phonological context. Consider, for example, the underlined I of
(2a) and the underlined a of (3a). Both vowels are subject to
synoope, as a comparison with the (b) forms indicates. Yet the
two vowels occur in the same plhonological environment, between se
and hk.goompm
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(2) a. ps-ihka-k
wear(?)-by.body-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he wears it'
b. h-pas-kom-an
3-wear (?)-by.body-3IN
'he wears it'
(3) a. psahk-eyo
sorry-AI-(3)
'he is sorry about something'
b. mask-eyi-n
(3)-sorry-AI-PEG
'he is sorry about it'
Of course, the syncopating I of (2a) is morpheme-initial while
the syncopating a of (3a) is morpheme-internal; but we will see
in Chapter 6 that alternating vowels of both types can occur in
either position. Since there does not appear to be any
phonological basis for predicting whether I or a will show up in
the alternating morphemes in (2) and (3), the vowel which
actually occurs must be lexicaily specified in some way. One way
to do this is to set up underlying forms which contain the
unpredictable vowels: /pas-lhkam-/ 'wear,' /masahk-eyi-/ 'be
sorry.' We can then derive both'the (a) and the (b) forms in (2)
and (3) if we can write rules which will delete the appropriate
vowels in each case. I will argue in Chapter 6 that this is in
fact the right approach to the analysis of these forms. (The
loss of /h/ between consonants in (2b) and (3b) and the
alternation of m with £ in (3) result from independent rules.)
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Syncopating j is never found on the surface before hC. On
the other hand, both syncopating a and syncopating a occur-before
sC. Here again, the quality of a vowel which is subject to
syncope cannot be predicted from phonological context. For
example, both the alternating 8 of -PmSsk- 'find' and the
alternating a of -askot- 'field' .may occur between m and sk:
(4) a. mask-im-an
(3 )-find-TI-3IN
'he finds it'
b. psk-3m-an
find-TI-1-(SUBJ)
'if I find it'
(5) a. natam-askot-e
fairly.big-field-II-(3)
'it is a fairly big field'
b. kin-skot-e
large-field-II-(3)
'it is a big field'
Setting up underlying /mesk-/ 'find' and /-askot-/ 'field' gives
us a way to specify the unpredictable vowels of these morphemes.
But of course this solution requires us to postulate a rule to
delete /4/ and /a/ in (4b) and (5b).
A second argument for deletion comes from the fact that the
positions in which alternating vowels are found are not always
predictable. In this connection, consider the examples in (6)
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and (7). Here a 3 appears at the beginnitig of the root in
prefixed forms, but not in unprefixed forms.
f -(6) a. ht-!saki-y-a-1
3- look-TA-DIR-3 .0OBY
'he looks at the other'
b. saki-y-a-n
I ook-TA-D IR-2
'look (sg.) at him!'
(7) a. ht-asi-h-m-ow-a-l
3-give.drink-T I-TI-TA-.DIR-3. OBV
'he gives the other something to drink'
b. s i-h-m-ow-a-t
give.drink-TI-TI-TA-D IR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he gives the other something to drink'
Now there can be no general rule which inserts 3 after A prefix
and before /s/, since most roots that begin with s do not add a
in such cases. The roots sakal- 'hard, firm' and sikte- 'to
death, extremely' are typical in this respect. Neither adds a
after the third person prefix in (8) or (9). (Note also that the
prefix appears in its pre-vocalic form with t in (6) and (7), but
lacks this t in (8) and (9).)
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(8) a. sakal-eyo
hard-AI-(3)
'it (an.) is hard'
-
b. h-sak9l-Pn-?m-an
3-hard-by.hand-TI-3 IN
'he holds it tight'
(9) a. aikte-hpayo
to.death-scared-(3)
'he is very scared'
b. h-sikte-hpawal-a-1
3-to .death-scare-DIR-3.OBV
'he scares the other to death'
The 3 which follows the prefix in (6a) and (7a) is an
unpredictable property of the roots in these forms. Again it
seems appropriate to attribute this 3 to underlying forms:
/2saki-y-/ 'look at,' /esi-h-qm-aw-/ 'give (someone) something to
drink.' But such an analysis presupposes a rule of deletion
which will remove word-initial /a/ in (6b) and (7b). We will
take another look at the question of predictable and
unpredictable sites of alternation in 5.4 in connection with the
question of the status of underlying consonant clusters.
The distribution of connective /1/ provides the basis for a
third argument in favor of a deletion analysis of syncope. We
noted in 4.2.2 that roots which end in a non-syllabic add /i/
before an element which begins with a non-syllabic. (A more
detailed discussion will be found in 6.6.) But connective /i/ is
not used before morphemes in which an initial vowel is subject to
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syncope. If we suppose that syncope involves the deletion of an
underlying vowel, we can account for this fact.
Consider, for example, the forms in (10).
(10) a. pjm-skot-e
along-field-(3)
'there is a field'
b. wal-kil
good-esize-(3)
'he is nice and bigL
Since both pam- and wfl- end in consonants, we would expect these
roots to add /i/ before the apparently consonant-initial material
which follows them in (10). The absence of connective /i/ in
these forms is therefore surprising. But a comparison with (11)
shows that the medial -skot- 'field' and the final -kil- 'be a
size' have the vowel-initial alternants -askot- and - kil-. (For
the former, compare also the examples in (5).)
(11) a. aps-askot-e
small-field-II-(3)
'it is a small field'
b. aps-)kil
small-size-(3)
'he is small'
If we assume that -skot- and -kil- are underlyingly vowel-initial
in (10) as well, and that the distribution of connective /1/ is
determined by these underlying representations, then the absence
of connective /1/ in (10) is explained. But this explanation
- 00-Z
requires us to suppose that a rule of deletion applies in the
derivations of the forms in (10).
We reach the same conclusion if we consider the use of
connective /i/ in derivatives of /)saki-y-/ and /si-h-am-aw-/ in
which these stems are used as complex finals, as shown in (12).
(12) a. na't-sakf-y-a-l
(3 )-go-1 ook-TA-DIR-3 . OB V
'he goes somewhere and sees the other'
b. h-kis-si-h-m-ow-a-l
3-past-give. drink-TI-TI-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he gave the other something to drink'
Postulating underlying /a/ in /)saki-/ 'look at' and /3si-/ 'give
drink' accounts for the fact that connective /I/ is not used
before these elements after /nat-/ 'come, go' or /kis-/ 'past,'
so that we find nat- and kis- in (12) rather than naci- and
kisi-, the usual preconsonantal forun of these roots. It is an
important point as well that this argument from the distribution
of connective /1/ points t'o underlying vowels in the same
locations as the argument from unpredictable surface a which was
given above. The convergence of distinct criteria for underlying
forms in cases like these gives us reason to believe that the
alternations which we have grouped together as syncope are still
integrated into a coherent system in the grammar of Passamaquoddy
and have not been reduced to a set of independent allomorphic
relationships. (See the introduction to 6.4 for discussion of
the kinds of alternations that we find where speakers have
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apparently abandoned phonological analyses of syncope for
particular morphemes.)
A fourth argument for the deletion analysis comes from
Initial Change, the system of vowel mutations which characterizes
certain Conjunct verb paradigms. The most frequent expression of
Change is the shift of /9/ to /e/ in the first syllable of a verb
or preverb, as shown in (13). (For further discussion, see
Chapter 9, especially 9.1.)
(13) a. h-pal-ta-h-a-l
3-miss-strike-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he misses the other (with a blow)'
b. pel-ta-h-a-t
miss-strike-TA-DIR-3AN-( PER)
'when he missed the other'
It is not always possible to predict the Changed form of a
root by inspecting the Unchanged surface form. For example, the
verb in (14a) is formed on the root tal- 'ongoing.' By analogy
with the root pal- 'mises' of (13a), we might expect to find
Changed forms with *tel-_ , corresponding to pel- in (13b). The
form which actually occurs, however, is etal-:
(14) a. tali-ne
ongoing-die-(3)
'he is dying'
b. etalli-ne-t
ongoing-die-3AN
-7f
'where he is dying'
- 2Q98
But notice that etal- is what we would expect as the Changed form
of a root ;tal-. Or, to put 'the matter differently, .we can.
predict the Changed form of t1l- if we assume that the underlying
form of this root is /atal-/ and the the surface form tal-
results from the deletion of underlying /a/ in word-initial
position.
We saw above that /a/ is dropped at the beginning of a word
but retained after the third person prefix in /asaki-y-/ 'look
at' and /asi-h-am-aw-/ 'give (someone) something to drink.' If
we set up underlying /)tal-/ 'ongoing' to account for the Changed
form et3l-, we will therefore expect to find -4tal- in prefixed
forms. This prediction is correct:
(15) nit te wt-ptpli-na-n.
there EMPH 3-ongoing-die-SUBORD
'He is dying right there.'
Here again we see that different criteria for the choice of
an underlying form lead to the' same conclusion: evidence from
Initial Change and from vowel alternations under prefixation
generally converges on an underlying representation from which
all of the inflected forms of a verb may be derived. There are a
few roots whose prefixed, unprefixed, and Changed forms require
partially distinct underlying representations, but the vast
majority are regular. Thus the schwas of the roots /pas-/
'wear(?)' and /mtsahk-/ 'sorry,' which we set up in underlying
repr~sentations on the strength of the fact that they occur in
surface forms like h-p e-ksm- n 'he wears it' and msek-eyi-n 'he
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is sorry about it,' are confirmed by Changed forms like those in
(16) in which e occurs in their place.
(16) a. pes-k0-k
wear(?)-by.body-3AN-(PERF)
'when he wore it'
b. mesk-eyi-t
sorry-AI-3 AN-(PERF)
'when he was sorry about it'
In (17), Initial Change gives e for the initial schwas of /#saki-
y-/ and ~ si-h-am-lw-/, which we attributed to the underlying
forms of these stems to account for their shape after prefixes
and for the fact that roots ending in non-syllabice do not add
connective /i/ before them.
(17) a. esaki-y-a-t
look-TA-DIR-3AN-( PERP)
'when he looked at the other'
b. es i-h-m-ow-a-t
give.drink-TI-TI-T A-DIR-3AN
'when he gives the other a drink'
This convergence of criteria for the choice of underlying
forms generally holds even where some of the forms of a paradigm
show variation. So, for example, the root kwakw- 'dirty,' shown
in its word-initial form in (18a), appears in prefixed forms both
as-kwakw- and as-"pkwakw-, as shown in (18b). The first of these
prefixed alternants suggests underlying /kwakw-/, while the
second instead suggests /skwakw-/. Now if both underlying forms
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are possible, then we should find both kwakw- and ekwakw- in
Changed forms. And indeed we do, as illustrated in (18c).-
(18) a. kwakwi-ptin-e
dirty-hand-AI-(3)
'he has dirty hands'
b. n-kwakwi-ptin-a-pan
~nt-jkwakwi-pti n-a-p,
1-dirty-hand-AI-1I
'we (du. exo.) have dirty hands'
- / N
c. kwakwi-ptin-a-t
ekwakwi-ptin-a-t
di rty-hand-AI-3 AN-( PERF)
'when he had dirty hands'
The form of the three surface shapes of the root 'dirty,' the
distribution of these surface alternants, and the fact that
variation is found only at certain points in paradigms can all be
explained by postulating two alternative underlying forms for
this morpheme, provided that we adopt a deletion analysis of
syncope.
The last argument for deletion that I will offer here is
based on syncopating vowels with idiosyncratic properties. In
5.2.7 we will see that a number of morphemes contain schwas which
must be marked as exceptions to case (la) of syncope, syncope
before obstruents. Some of the same vowels must be marked as
exceptions to cease (le), synoope in word-initial position, as we
will see in 5.9. The /1/ of /-pi-/ 'sit' is an exception of both
types: this vowel is retained on the surface, contrary to the
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usual patterns of syncope, in j* (sit-(3)) 'he sits' and in
saqkew-)po (calm-sit-(3)) 'he sits still.' (Compare sa"kew-..-
(calm-sit) 'sit (eg.) still!,' with irregular retention of the
/3/ of / pi-I 'sit,' and imiye-w-p (pray-DA-liquid) 'holy water,'
with regular pre-obstruent syncope in /-;pi/ 'liquid.') Case
(Id) of syncope, on the other hand, is exceptionless:
unstressable /)/ is consistently deleted between identical non-
syllabics. Thus /api-/ 'slit' surfaces without its initial /9/ in
ewep-po (up-sit-(3)) 'he sits up.' Now in 5.2.7 we will see that
particular vowels must be marked as exceptions to syncope rules:
exceptionality cannot be a property of morphemes as a whole,
since a single morpheme may contain one /3/ which participates
regularly in vowel/zero alternations and another which is
exceptional. But at least syncope between identical non-
syllabics must therefore involve a process of deletion. Since
/3/ must be present in the underlying form of a morpheme like
/)pi-/ 'sit' to be marked as exceptional, the geminate consonant
that we find in a form like ewep-po must be derived from an
underlying sequence in which identical non-syllabics are
separated by an intervening /3/.
5.2 Deletion of /2/ before obstruents
The most frequently encountered schwa/zero alternations in
Passamaquoddy are those produced by the deletion of unstressable
/a/ before obstruents. I will examine these alternations in
some detail in this section with an eye to bringing out the
issues which bear on the choice of a theory of stressability. A
simple statement of the deletion rule in question can in fact be
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given under any of the accounts of stressability which were
developed in Chapter 4. I will argue, however, that -the .CV
analysis provides a better basis for an explanation of the nature
of pre-obstruent syncope than either of that alternatives that we
have considered.
Of course, our theory of stressability must also accommodate
several other types of syncope. For the most part, though, the
other syncope rules of the language present the same analytical
problems as the rule of pre-obstruent syncope. In presenting
formal analyses of these processes in the sections which follow,
I will generally assume that the CV model of stressability is
right, rather than trying to develop parallel accounts in each
case. Possible alternatives will be discussed only where the
choice of an analytical framework appears to make a difference
for the empirical import or the explanatory force of the
resulting analysis.
Schwa/zero alternations before obstruents are particularly
common in initial syllables. Several typical examples follow.
(19) a. n-wpt-hi-k
1 -hook-TA-A I
'I hook fish'
b. Z-ihi-ke
hook-TA-AI-(3)
'he hooks fish'
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(20) a. h-twpi-taha-t-am- n
3-heed(? )-think-TI-TI-3ýIN
'he thinks about it'
I-
b. tpi-taha-t-am
bsed(?)-think-TI-TI-(3)
'he thinks'
(21) a. n-kgpaocl
1-hoarse
'I am hoarse'
b. acale
hoarse- (3)
'he is hoarse'
(22) a. n-kls-ehl1-kw
1 -intense-TA-INV
'he hurts me'
b. ks-ehl-a-t
intense-TA-DIR-3AN-( SUBJ)
'If he hurts the other'
(23) a. n-kaskamihik
1-take .shortcut
'I take a shortcut'
b. kskamihike
take.ahortcut-(3)
'he takes a shortcut'
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(24) a. h-plkkika-l-a-1
3-grab-TA-DIT-3 . OBV
'he grabs the other'
b. eklka-l-a-t
grab-TA-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he grabs the other'
There are also a number of morphemes in which /3/ Is deleted
before an obstruent in a medial syllable. Examples of the
resulting alternations are given in (25)-(27). The alternating
schwas are underlined.
(25) a. aps-_akhkw n
small-s i z e-(3)
'it is small'
b. kin-kihkwln
large-si ze-(3)
'it is big'
(26) a. mask-jsit-e
smelly-foot-AI- (3)
'his feet stink'
b. kwakw-sit-e
dirty-foot-AI-(3)
'he has dirty feet'
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/ l(27) a. h-kwltakQn
3-throat
'his throat'
b. pill)wi-kwtakan-e
different-throat-Al- (3)
'his voice is changing (said of teenagers)'
For the most part, I does not alternate with zero before
sonorants in environments otherwise comparable to those in which
pre-obstruent syncope takes place. In (28) and (29), for
example, 2_ is retained before 1 and m in initial syllables in
both prefixed and unprefixed forms. (Compare (19) and (20) above
for deletion after a single consonant before t and 2.) The
examples in (30) and (31) show the loss of /1/ before obstruents
after /kis-/ 'past' and /pet-/ 'arrive,' then the retention of
/t/ before sonorants after these initials.
(28) a. h-kalol-ti-ni-ya-l
3-argue-RECIP-PEG-33PROX-3. OBV
'he argues with the other'
b. k lol-to-w-ak
argue-RECIP-3-33 PROX
'they (du.) argue with each other'
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O /(29) a. h-p3mi-ph-a-l
3-along-carry-DIR-33. OBV
'he carries the other along'
b. pami-ph-a
along-car ry-3 PASS
'he is carried along'
(30) a. h-kis-si-h-m-ow-a-l (/w-kis-8_si-h--m-aw-a-al/)
3-past-give .drink-TI-TI-wTA-IDR-3 . OBV
'he gave the other something to drink'
b. h-klis-anoh-m-9n
3 -pas t-buy-TI -3 IN
'he bought it'
c. n-ki s-;wehka-n
I -past-use-3IN
'I used it'
(31) a. pe/t-kil (/pet-akil-vw/)
arrive-size-(3)
'he reaches a size (in growth)'
b. pet-jn-am
arrive-by.hand(?)-TI-(3)
'he gets there'
In 5.7 we will see that /•a/ is subject to syncope between
identical sonorants as well as between like obstruents. We will
also see in 5.9 that word-initial / / may undergo syncope before
either a sonorant or an obstruent. I will argue, however, that
the rules which account for these cases of syncope are distinct
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from the process which produces the alternations that we find in
examples like (19)-(27). The latter rule deletes /I/ only-before-
an obstruent consonant.
Now what is most striking about pre-obstruent syncope is
that it is subject to conditions which parallel those under which
schwa may be skipped over by the stress rules. Six environmente
in which schwa is always counted as stressable were identified in
4.2. These are repreated here in (32).
(32) Schwa is always stressable if
a. It is the last vowel of a word
b. It follows a cluster of non-syllabics
other than /hC/
c. it follows /hl/
d. It stands between /s/ and /hs/
e. it is the first /I/ in a word-initial sequence
of the form /(C) [+sonorant] / in which the
second /a/ is unstressable
f. it is in an even-numbered position, counting from
left to right, in a maximal series of /C R/
sequences in which no /I/ falls under (a)-(e)
or is inherently stressable
As we will see below, pre-obstruent syncope is applicable only to
schwas which are not inherently stressable and which are not in
one of the environments in (32). In other words, /3/ is deleted
before obstruents only if it would not be counted in figuring
stress placement if it were retained on the surface.
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This tight relationship between syncope and the conditions
for stressability is demonstrated in detail in subsections 1-6.-
Subsection 7 introduces a class of exceptions to pre-obstruent
syncope which will figure prominently in several later
discussions. Subsections 8-11 set out an analysis of pre-
obstruent syncope within the framework of the CV theory of the
stressable/unstressable distinction. Apparent case of syncope
after geminate clusters which present a potential problem for
this analysis are discussed in subsection 12. The CV analysis of
pre-obstruent syncope is compared with alternative accounts
within the diacritic and metrical frameworks in subsections 13
and 14.
5.2.1 Schva in final syllables
In 4.2.1 we saw that a ) which is not counted by the stress
rules when it occurs in a medial syllable .ie always treated as
stressable when it occurs in a word-final syllable. Thus we have
penultinmate stress in tl•l-kin (ongoing-grow-(3)) 'it is
growing,' showing that the /2/ of /-ken-/ has been taken into
account in assigning stress to this form, even though the
corresponding vowel is skipped over by the Alternating Stress
Rule when stress is assigned in the derivation of tsli-kpn-ol
(ongoing-grow-(3)-33IN) 'they (in.) are growing.'
The same pattern of weak and strong positions shows up in
syncope: a /3/ which may be deleted in medial position is always
retained on the surface when it is the last vowel in the
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underlying form of a word. This special treatment of final
syllables results in alternations like those shown in (33-)-(36).
In (33)-(35) the last vowel of a stem is retained where no suffix
follows but is subject to syncope when a suffix containing a
vowel is added. A similar alternation in a suffix is shown in
(36).
(33) a. *tohk-at•_
deer-head
'deer's head'
b. ;tolk-af-3l
deer-head-33 IN
'deer's heads'
(34) a. nicaj@kw
(1)-father' s.brother
'my father's brother'
b. nicalk-ol
(3)-father' a.brother-3 .OBV
'his father's brother'
(35) a. sslek
'face, eye'
b. selsk-ol
eye-33 IN
'faces, eyes'
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(36) a. keti nipaw-olti-mýk
future marry-PL-UNSPEC
'where there is going to be a marriage'
b. keti nip3w-olti-mk- pan
future marry-PL-UNSPEC-PRET
'where there was going to be a marriage'
In (33)-(36), /S/ is obligatorily retained before a word-
final consonant. It is not the case, however, that syncope is
always blocked before a surface word-final consonant. In (37a),
for example, /3/ is deleted in the noun final /-dpi/ 'liquid'
even though the following consonant surfaces in word-final
position. The /a/ of the reflexive suffix /-3si-/ is deleted in
(38a), where the following /s/ is word-final in the surface form.
The full forms of these morphemes are shown in the (b) examples.
(The /)/ of /-esi-/ is probably epenthetic. See 7.2 for
discussion.)
(37) a. Imiye-w-#
pray-DA-l iquid
'holy water'
b. kamiwin-pi-k
S1in-liqui d-LOC
'raln water (loo.)'
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(38) a. k lol-s
a, gue-REFLEX
'argue (seg.) with yourself!'
b. naci kas-pa-hl-aLi-n
(1)-go wash-liquid( ? )-TA-REFLEX-SUBORD
'I will go somewhere and wash myself (Subord.)'
The (a) examples in (37) and (38) are distinguished from
those in (33)-(36) by the underlying presence of a word-final
vowel: imiye-w-p is derived from /imiya-w-api/, kglol-s from
/kalol-asl/. In both cases, this underlying vowel is subject to
Final Vowel Deletion. I will return to the question of the
interaction of syncope and Final Vowel Deletion in Chapter 10.
For present purposes, however, it is enough to note that the
constraint which blocks schwa-defetion in word-final syllables in
I A /
examples like ttohk-atap and nical3kw will not be violated by
syncope in forms like (miye-w-p and k1lol-s if it is stated in
terms of a stage in derivations prior to the application of Final
Vowel Deletion.
5.2.2 Cluster effects
After most types of consonant clusters, pre-obstruent
syncope is blocked. We can see this effect in the examples in
(39)-(42), which illustrate schwa/zero alternations in the finals
/-)kil-/ AI 'be a size' and /-atamim-/ TA 'hire' and the medials
/-acak-/ 'messy' and /-aton(e)-/ 'mouth.' Each of these
morphemes retains its initial /O/ in case (a), where it follows a
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sequence of non-syllablecs, but loses this vowel in the other
examples, where the preceding morpheme ends in a single non--
syllabic. The roots /aps-/ 'small,' /sakh-/ 'into view,' and
/pask-/ 'break' all contain non-alternating clusters which are
presumably present as such in underlying repreentations. (See
5.4 for arguments against an alternative analysis which would
derive such clusters through syncope.)
(39) a. apse-kil
small-size-((3)
'he is small'
b. kin-kil
large-size-(3)
'he is big'
c. el-kil-ak
thus-size-3 AN
'how big he is'
(40) a. h-sakh-ptwmim-a-1
3-into.view-hire-DIR- 3.OBV
'he appears, calls on the phone, etc. and hires
the other'
b. ht-ap-tmlim-a-1
3-go-hi re-DIR-3. OB V
'he goes somewhere and hires the other
(and returns)'
c. nat-tlmim-a-l
(3)-go-hi re-DIR-3. OB V
'he goes (or comes) and hires the other'
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(41) a. h-pask-acak-an-a-l
3-break-messy-by. hand-DIR-3. OBV
'he breaks the other (something squishy)
with his hand'
b. mil-c3k-acihte
various-messy-color-(3)
'it is multi-colored'
c. mac-caki-ptine-hl-a-l
(3)-messy-hand-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he gets the other's hand(s) dirty'
(42) a. h-pask-3tone-hta-h-a-1
3-break-mouth-strike-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he hits the other, cutting the other's lip'
b. kin-ton-e
large-mouth-A-(3 )
'he has a big mouth'
After clusters of /h/ and an obstruent, pre-obstruent
syncope is permitted, just as it is after a single non-syllabic.
The /hCC/ clusters which result from syncope do not surface-,
however, since /h/ is deleted before a sequence of non-syllabics.
(The rule which deletes /h/ in this environment will be
formalized in 5.8.1.)
In (43a) and (44a), /3/ surfaces in final /hCSC/ because it
is the last vowel of a word. With the addition of suffixes in
(43b) and (44b), this constraint on syncope no longer comes into
play, and /a/ is delete, after /hC/. The resulting /hCC/
clusters are then reduced to surface CC.
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(43) a. passiyantehsak
'window'
b. h-p~assiyanteek-om
3-window-POSS
'his window'
(44) a. cipiyahtPkw
cross
b. ciplyatkw-is
cross-DIM
'cross (dim.)'
The examples in (45) show first the root /meht-/ 'finish'
and the final /-fka/ 'dance,' then their combination, in which
underlying /ht k/ is reduced to tk by syncope and h-deletion.
Those in (46) provide similar evidence for syncope and h-deletion
where /epahs-/ 'half' is combined with /-as-/ 'by cutting edge.'
The medial /-ahkw-/ 'wood,' the abstract AI final /-asi-/, and
their combination, with kwe for underlying /hkw s/, are shown in
(47).
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(45) a. meht-ewesto
finish-speak-(3)
'he finishes speaking'
b. skicinaw-_ka
Indian-dance-(3)
'he does an Indian dance'
c. met-dka
finish-dance-(3)
'he finsihes dancing'
(46) a. ht-ephsi-ksam-au
A
3-hal f-saw-3 IN
'he saws it in half'
b. pt-i2-oso
accidentally-cut-REFLEX-(3)
'he cuts himself accidentally'
c. ht-epas-s-a-l
3-hal f-cut-DIR-3. OB V
'he cuts the other in half'
(47) a. piht-ahkw-It
long-wood-II- (3)
'it (stick-like) is long'
b. piht-ensk-_aso
long-body-AI- (3)
'he is tall'
c. piht-akw-so
long-wood-AI-(3)
'it (an., stick-like) is long'
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Once again we see that the restrictions on syncope parallel
the conditions under which /a/ must be counted in -strQss-
placement: /:/ following h-obstruent clusters is distinguished
from /a3/ following other clusters in both cases. This
parallelism is continued by the fact that /9/ does not undergo
syncope after /hl/, just as / / after /hl/ is always "visible" to
the stress rules. Compare (48a), with syncope in the inverse
theme sign /-ýko-/ after plain /1/, and (48b), where the /a/ of
/-4ko-/ is retained after /hl/. (Here again the /09/ which
'indergoes syncope has its source in epenthesis; see 7.2 for
details.)
(48) a. k-mil-ko-ne-nno-l
2-give-INV-PEG-11-3. OBV
'he gives the other to us (inc.)'
b. meskw... kt-okweci 1-ehl-pko-mw- n
not.yet 2-try thus-TA-INV-NEG-SUBORD
'he has not yet tried to treat you (sg.) thus'
Similar treatment of the /i/ of the reflexive final /-asi-/ after
/1/ and /hl/ is shown in (38) above.
5.2.3 Alternating stressability
If it is only unstressable J// which is subject to syncope,
then we should find alternating patterns of deletion which are
complementary to the alternating patterns of streseability whloh
were described in 4.2.4. That is, if even-numbered schwas in a
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series are stressable, then the odd-numbered schwas in the series
should be deletable (provided that the other conditions for
syncope are met). Such alternating patterns of syncope are in
fact well attested.
Consider, for example, the following forms of the stem
/kotakw-8ni-/ 'stay over, spend the night (as at someone's
house),' in which the root /katakw-/ 'over' is combined with an
AI final otherwise unknown tb me.1 (The example is due
originally to Teeter (1971:195).)
(49) a. n-kztkw-)n
i-over-AI
'I stay over'
b. n-kisi ktakw-an
1-past over-AI
'I stayed over'
c. ktakw-gno
over-AI-(3)
'he stays over'
-0 -
d. ketkw-ani-t
over-A I-3 AN
'he who stays over'
In (49a), the first /a/ of underlying /katakw-ani/ is stressable
because it follows the cluster /nk/ which is created by the
addition of the first person prefix. Both the second and the
third schwas of the stem follow a single consonant, and neither
is inherently stressable, so both are included in a span within
which alternating stressability holds. Thus the first of these
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schwas is unstressable and the second is stressable. As
expected, the stressable first /1/ of /katakw-/ is retained .on-
the surface, while the unstressable second /9/ of this root is
subject to pre-obstruent syncope.
In (49b) and (49c), all three schwas in /kftakw-ý;ni-/ are
included in a single span for alternating stressability, since
none of them follows a cluster. The first and third schwas
therefore remain unstressable here, while the second becomes
stressable. (The /9/ of /-ani-/f surfaces as a stressed vowel in
(49b) as a result of accentual adjustments triggered by the
application of Final Vowel Deletion. More on this in Chapter
10.) Since the status of the two schwas of /kat'kw-/ is reversed
in these examples with respect to the pattern in (49a), the first
vowel of the root is deleted here rather than the second.
The first /a/ of /kOtSkw-/ has been replaced by the
stressable vowel /e/ in (49d) as a result of Initial Change.
Since the second vowel of the root is unstressable in the Changed
stem /ket~kw-3ni-/, this vowel is subject to syncope here just as
it is in (49a).
The forms in (50) show a comparable pattern of alternations
under prefixation in the root /pltakw-/ 'round.' The combination
of /atg1-/ 'ongoing action' with the final /-jsakwe-/ 'check
traps' produces a series of four underlying schwas within which
the patterns of alternating stressability work themselves out,
with results for syncope as shown in (51). The underlying form
of the stem is given first in each set of examples.
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(50) a. /p takwi-lce-/
b. ptakwi-1lc
round-hand
'fist'
c. h-patkwi-lc
3-round-hand
'his fist'
(51) a. /attl-,sakwe-/
b. t3l-sakwe
ongoing-check.traps-(3)
'he is checking traps'
/ 1
c. nt-Otal-askwe-pan
1-ongoing-check.traps-11
'we (du. exo.) are checking traps'
d. et1l-3skwe-t
ongo i ng-c heck. t raps-3 AN
'he is checking traps (Conjunct)'
Examples (49)-(51) Illustrate the role of alternating
stressability in schwa/zero alternations within paradigms-.
Comparable effects can be traced in derivationally related forms.
In (52)-(54) the final /-akihkwaln-/ II 'be a size' and the
medials /-asit(e)-/ 'foot' and /-)ton(e)-/ 'mouth' drop their
initial schwas after a syllable containing a full vowel but
retain them where the vowel of the preceding syllable is an
unstreseable /3/, as we expect on the basis of alternating
streseability.
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(52) a. tot-kihkwan
extreme-ssize-(3)
'it is big to such an extent'2
I /
b. natjm-jkithkwan
fairly.big-size-(3)
'it is fairly big'
(53) a. lam-sit-a-wwn
inside-foot-AI-NOM
'sole of the foot'
b. panjw-asit-e
open(? )-foot-AI-(3)
'his feet point out when he walks'
(54) a. kec-ton-a-t
edge-mouth-AI-3 AN
'the edge of his mouth'
b. m3c-alk-jton-e
bad-hol e-mouth-Al- (3.)
'he has a dirty mouth (uses bad language)'
(In the last of these examples, we might expect the /3/ of
/-alak-/ 'hole' to undergo syncope, since it is unstressable and
precedes an obstruent. This morpheme is one of several
exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope which will be discussed in
5.2.7.)
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5.2.4 Word-initial /(C)) [+sonorant] a/
We saw in 4.2.3 that the first a// in word-initial
/(C) a [+sonorant]I / is ordinarily treated as stressable.
Alternating stressability then begins with the second /a/ in this
configuration, which is therefore typically unstressable. Given
our hypothesis that it is unstressable /a/ which is subject to
syncope, we expect to find that the second /'/ in initial
/(C)1 [+sonorant]8 / is regularly deleted before an obstruent.
This prediction is correct.
The pattern of syncope in question is illustrated in (55b,c)
and in (56b), where the initial schwas of /-akil-/ AI and
/-3kihkwan-/ II 'be a size' are underlyingly the second vowels in
appropriate word-initial sequences. The (a) forms are given for
comparison.
(55) a. aps-Oakil
small-size-(3)
'he is small'
b. wal-kil (/wal- kil-w/)
good-si ze-(3)
'he is nice and big'
c. S1-kil (/t1-akil-w/)
thus-size- (3)
'he is big by so much'
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(56) a. aps-3kihkwan
small-slze.-(3)
'it is small'
b. gl-kihkwan (/ 2 Ža1kihkwan-w/)
thus-size-(3)
'it is big by so much'
Pre-obstruent syncope is permitted under comparable
conditions when the final /-aka-/ 'dance' follows the root /pam-/,
'along,' but in this case syncope is optional, an idiosyncratic
property of this combination of morphemes: pam-aka pam-ka
(along-dance-(3)) 'he dances.'
5.2.5 Schwa between /8/ and /he/
Since /hs/ surfaces as ss after /a/, we might expect some
occurrences of 4// between underlying /s/ and /hs/ to be subject
to pre-obstruent syncope. Alternatively, some occurrences of /a/
in this environment might be expected to undergo the rule of
syncope before /h/ which will be discussed in 5.5. In fact,
however, /I/ never undergoes syncope between /s/ and /hs/, just
as /J/ is always accessible to the stress rules in this context.
Alternations to which this generalization is relevant are found
only in diminutaive and pejorative formations, however, where
epenthetic /0/ is inserted before suffixes of the form /-hs-/.
This epenthetic /7/ is deleted in forms like (57b), where it
follows a single non-syllabic other than /s/. In (58b) and
(59b), on the other hand, /i/ is maintained before the diminutive
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suffix /-he-/ because the stem ends in is/. Similarly,
epenthetic / / is always maintained between occurrences .of-
/-hs-/, as in the second diminutive shown in (60b).
(57) a. kat
'leg (including the foot)'
b. kit-s-is
leg-DIM-DIM
'leg (dim.)'
(58) a. kawis
'burdock (plant or seedpod)'
b. kawis-8ss-is
burdock-DIM-DIM
'bv'rdock (dim.)'
(59) a. was-is
child-DIM
'child'
b. was-ss-ais
chi 1 d-DIM-DIM
'child (dim.)'
(60) a. pil-eya-hs-is
new-NF-DIM-DIM
'new baby'
b. pil-eya-hs-•ss-ia
new-NF-DIM-D IM-DIM
'new baby (dim.)'
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See also examples (27)-(31) of .4.2.1 and the accompanying
discussion.
5.2.6 Inherently streesable /a/
Section 4.2.5 introduced a number of forms which contain
inherently stressable schwas. These vowels are available to the
stress rules even though schwas in comparable environments in
other words are Invisible to the rules of stress assignment.
Inherently stressable schwas also fall to undergo deletion where
other schwas are subject to pre-obstruent syncope.
Consider, for example, the items in (61), repeated from (61)
of Chapter 4. The underlined schwas are inherently stressable.
In each case, the underlined vowel meets all of the segmental
conditions for deletion: it follows a single non-syllabic,
precedes an obstruent, etc. Yet none of these vowels undergoes
syncope'. Compare the forms marked (a) in (62)-(64), where the
underlined clusters are derived by syncope of /9/ in environments
which parallel those in (61a-e). (The forms marked (b) in
(62 )-(64) show that /9/ surfaces in the roots of the
corresponding (a) examples when the conditions for syncope are
not met.)
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(61) a. kw•_cm-qk
outdoors-LOC
'outdoors'
b. ketawi-tawiye
want-fly-(3)
'he wants to fly'
a. mjte-hte-hsin
be.heard-strike-lie-(3)
'he is heard to fall with a crash'
d. m9tape-hte
downhill-located-(3)
'it is situated facing downhill'
e. mkalsew-alohki-ye
black-cloud-go-(3)
'there are black clouds'
(62) a. kwsaka-hsin (/kwasaka-hsin-w/)
across-lie-(3)
'he lies across something'
b. h-kws,;ka-hsi n-an
3-across-1ie-PEG
'he lies across it'
(63) a. kt'_mak-eyo (/k4tamak-eyi-w/)
poor-AI-(3 )
'he is poor'
b. n-kgtpmak-ey
1-poor-AI
'I am poor'
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/ N(64) a. k-man-a-t (/mak- an-a-t-V/)
choose-by. hand-DIR-3AN- ( SUBJ)
'if he picks out the other'
b. mik-.4n-a-l
(3 )-choose-by. hand-DIR-3. OBV
'he picks out the other'
Of course, given our characterization of syncope as a
process which deletes unstressable /9/, these facts are hardly
surprising. The underlined schwas In (61) are stressable, so
they are not potential targets of deletion regardless of their
segmental environments.
5.2.7 x•ceptions to pre-obstruent syncope
Inherently stressable schwas like those in (61) are not
exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope, since syncope affects only
unstressable vowels. True exceptions to this rule do exist,
however. In fact, they are farily common.
Consider, for example, the medial /-alak-/ 'hole.' The /i/
of this morpheme is clearly ignored in assigning stress to the
forms in (65), since two syllables separate the last two stresses
in both of these examples. Moreover, the /8/ of /-;ton-/ 'mouth'
is not subject to syncope in (65b) precisely because it follows a
syllable containing an unatressable vowel, the /a/ of /-alak-/.
Although the /9/ of this medial meets all of the conditions for
pre-obstruent syncope, it is never deleted.
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(65) a. kin-al2ki-kw-e
large-hole-face-AI-(3)
'he has big eyes'
b. mac-alak-9ton-e
bad-hole-mouth-AI-(3)
'he has a dirty mouth (uses bad language)'
The medial /-;cak-/ 'messy' ,contains one /1/ which undergoes
syncope regularly and one which is an exception to deletion:
(66) a. man-cfki-ptine-ph-a-l
(3 )-off-messy-hand-carry-DIR-3 . OB V
'he knocks something out of the other's hand'
b. asaw-4ck-ahte-t-ol
oblique-messy-be .1 ocated-3-33IN
'they (in.) are flopped over to one side'
In (66a) the first /'2/ of /-2c*k-/ is unstressable and is
therefore deleted by pre-obstruent syncope. The second /I/ of
this medial is stressable here, so its retention is regular. In
(66b), however, the first /?/ of /-;cak-/ is stressable, so the
second /9/ is unstressable. This status is confirmed by the fact
that we again find two syllables between stresses. The second
/'/ of /-cak-/ is not deleted in this form, however: here we
have an exception to pre-obstruent syncope.
The root /kwesaka-/ 'across' provides a parallel example of
regular and irrogular treatment of two schwas in the same
morpheme, as we can see from the forms given in (62) above.
Example (62a) shows that the first /O/ of /kwnaska-/ undergoes
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pre-obstruent syncope regularly, giving us kweska- in this form.
In (62b) however, the second /9/ of /kwasaka-/ is retained-on the.
surface before an obstruent, even though this vowel is clearly
skipped over in counting syllables for alternating stress
assignment.
Since one /3/ in a morpheme may be an exception
independently of others, it is clear that exceptionality cannot
be treated as a property of a morpheme as a whole. We are thus
led to attribute to individual segments the property of being an
exception to a particular phonological rule.
Under the usual assumptions of generative phonology, this
conclusion requires us to make use of some sort of diacritic
device such as a rule exception feature. For concreteness, I
will assume that particular occurrences of /8/ in underlying
forms are marked with a diacritic feature which blocks their
deletion by pre-obstruent syncope. (In principle, I suppose, we
might instead mark particular obstruents as exceptional non-
triggers of syncope. This alternative should probably be
rejected, however, since it would make it possible to mark
individual obstruent-initial suffixes so that a preceding
epenthetic /a/ would be treated as an exception to syncope. As
we will see in Chapter 7, the treatment of epenthetic /;/ in
syncope appears to be quite regular.)
Exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope are by no means rare. A
number of examples with exceptional schwas were cited in Chapter
4, simply because the constraints on the distribution of
unstressable /A/ are most easily observed where syncope does not
take place. The forms in (67) are typical. Both of the
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underlined schwas are ignored in assigning alternating stress,
yet neither is deleted.
(67) a. nisi-katan-e
two-year-Al-(3)
'he is two years old'
b. ~akwi-tawi-ye
directlon-fly-(3)
'he flies in that direction'
Note also the exceptionally retained schwas in atohk 'deer,' and
tlke 'now,' where 2 must be unstressable since it remains
unstressed in an initial syllable, and in manpkwan 'rainbow,'
where the first is stressable and the second unstressable, as
expected in word-initial /(C) [(+sonorant] ?/.
In a class of examples which will figure in several
discussions in following sections, a morpheme-initial /9/
irregularly fails to undergo deletion. This group includes
several finals and several stems which may do service as finals:
/-.oassl-/ AI and /-w'cihte-/ II 'be a color,' /-Btemi-/ AI 'cry,'
/-a;t*kwkw1-/ AI 'jump,' /eakehkim-/ TA 'teach,' /akelah-/ T-A
'encourage to stay,' ,akisi-/ AI 'read,' /9kim-/ TA 'read, count,
instruct,' and /Opi-/ 'slt.' Examples showing the retention of
unstreseable /p/ in these formatives are given in (68).
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(68) a. wal-amcsso
good-color-(3)
'he is of a good color'
b. Vl-2cihte
good-color-(3)
'it is of a good color'
c. weskew-jtemi-t
easily-cry-3AN
'he who is always crying'
d. amik-a takko
up-jump- (3)
'he jumps up'
e. nat-akehk m-ke-kw
go-teach-PASS-22
'go (pl.) to school!'
f, h-kis-3keloh-oko-l
3-past-encourage.to.stay-INV-3.OBV
'the other encouraged him to stay'
g. nihtaw-mkis
(1)-know.how-read
'I know how to read'
h. al-ikim-)li-c
thus-inatruct-2. OBJ-3
'have him tell you (sg.) (what to do)!'
i. ol-pi -ya-ni-ya
(3)-good-sit-PL-SUBORD-33PROX
'they (pl.) sit comfortably (Subordinative)'
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For the most part, a particular /a/ either undergoes pre-
obstruent syncope in all occurrences of a given morpheme or ia a-
consistent exception to this rule. In a few morphemes, however,
the treatment of /P/ is variable. One case of this type was
noted in 5.2.4, where we observed that the /a/ of /-aka-/ 'dance'
is an optional exception to syncope in the stem /pam-aka-/. In
other stems, the /I/ of this final undergoes syncope regularly,
so that we have, for example, met-ka (finish-dance-(3)) 'he
finishes dancing,' but not *met-maka. See note 1 for comparable
examples of idiosyncratic treatment of /t/ in /-okil-/ AI and
/-klhkwan-/ II 'be a size.'
The /9/ of the medial /-akiak-/ 'day' is usually treated as
an exception to pre-obstruent syncope, but sporadically undergoes
deletion, as we see in the following examples:
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(69) a. wal-akisk- t
good-day-II-(3 )
'it is a good day'
b. tan il-flisk-at?
how thus-day-II-(3)
'How is the weather?'
c. pem-kisk-ah-k
along-day-II-3IN
'today'
("as the day goes along")
# /
d. met-..ktsk-jjt
met-kisk-)t
fi nish-day-II
'the day comes to an end'
Finally, /*/ appears to be consistently an optional
exception to pre-obstruent syncope in /-as-/ TA and /-489-m-/ TI
'by cutting edge':
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(70) a.
b.
C.
~
t-j.-oso
/ Vtaa -- oso
ongoi ng-cut-REFLEX-(3)
'he is cutting himself (deliberately)'
ht-mw)1 -7_s- m-3- n
ht-al-s-am- n
3-thus-cut-TI-3 IN
'he cuts it (with a knife)'
h-tam---a rm-n 
h-tpm-s-am- n
3-in. two-cut-T I-3IN
'he cuts it into two pieces'
5.2.8 Schwa Deletion I
If we adopt the CV theory of the stressable/unstressable
distinction, then the rule of pre-obstruent syncope may be
formalized as shown in (71). I will call this rule Schwa
Deletion I, since four other rules of a similar form will be
proposed in following sections of this chapter.
(71) Schwa Deletion I
@ -- #. _ [-sonorant]
To see how we can use this rule to account for the vowel/
zero alternations that we find before obstruents, consider the
derivations of h-esakh-atmlim-a-l (3-into.view-hire-DIR-3.OBV) 'he
appears, calls on the phone, etc. and hires the other' and ht-ap-
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tamim-a-l (3-go-hire-DIR-3.0BV) 'he goes somewhere and hires the
other (and returns).' In the first example, the initial./a/ .of.
/-Ctamim-/ 'hire' is retained on the surface after a consonant
cluster. In the second, the corresponding vowel follows a single
consonant and is subject to syncope. The difference between
these forms parallels that between pisk-olan (dark-rain-(3)) 'it
rains so hard that it is dark or hard to see,' where the /g/ of
/-blan-/ 'rain' is available for stress placement, and sok-alan
(pour-rain-(3)) 'it pours,' where this vowel is "invisible."
This difference can be explained in the same way in both cases:
V-Epenthesis is triggered by an unsyllabified second consonant in
a cluster, but not by a syllabified post-vocalic consonant.
Suppose that we represent both schwas in /-atpmim-/ as
underlying floating vowels. The syllabified underlying form of
hsakhitamimal will then be as shown in (72). (I ignore here the
reduction of /-01/ 3.OBV to /-1/ after /a/. For discussion of
this process, see 8.1.3.)
(72)
C C VC C C CV 0VCI 1 1 a 1 I g g
wsak h t) m mal
The leftmost unsyllablfied C in (72) which is followed by a
floating /1/ is the C associated with the /h/ of /sakh-/. This
C' triggers V-Epenthesis, which inserts a V-slot after it,
linking the inserted slot with the initial /a/ of /-atamim-/.
Since the basic syllabification rules reapply throughout
derivations, the result of applying V-Epenthesis to (72) is (73).
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(73) ccT
CCVCCV C Vf V
I IIII I 1 11I
waU kh tt m inr ali
If (73) is now the input to Schwa Deletion I, no deletion
will take place: the only floating /2/ which remains in (73) is
the second vowel of /-atamim-/, which does not precede an
obstruent. Since this vowel does not occur in a position in
which it is subject to syncope, it is retained as an unstressable
This is just the result that we need in order to derive
secondary stress three syllables to the left of primary stress in
hsakhatfmimal. Applying the Alternating Stress Rule and the Main
Stress Rule to (73), we derive the metrical grid shown in (74a).
Schwa Support and resyllabification then give us (74b).
(74) a. x
X X X X
cc v) c c c c
b. x
xx
ffI1I ( 1 1 111
wsa kh0t m mi al
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The initial /w/ of this form might be pronounced as such by an
elderly Passamaquoddy speaker when the word follows a vowel, but.
most younger speakers will convert /w/ to h here.
If we make the same assumptions in setting up the underlying
form of htaptimimal, we will have the following representation
(after initial syllabification):
(75) C Q/t A /ACCVC C C V VC
I I I i I I 1 1 11
wt ap tm i ma 1l
Here the leftmost C which is a potential trigger of V-Epenthesis
is the one which is associated with the /t/ of /-atmim-/. V-
Epenthesis adds a V-slot after this C, giving (76).
(76) 1 ' r
A AA /A,
C C V C CV C V C V Cif I( I I ( If I I
w t a p t a m i m a 1
Again one /a/ remains unstressable, but this time it is the
first /2/ of /-atamim-/. Since this / / does precede an
obstruent, Schwa Deletion I is now applicable. Application of
this rule derives (77) from (76).
(77) < O
¶ 4 0 0 / X $ VC I C
vtapt a m I ma I
From this representation, the derivation of the surfac. form of
htapt mimal is straightforward.
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These two derivations illustrate the strategy that I will be
pursuing in trying to account for the role of stressability .in
schwa/zero alternations: if we assume that the rules of syncope
are operations which delete floating /a/, thin ordering these
rules after the rules of V-slot epenthesis proposed in Chapter 4
will allow us to predict correctly that /8/ will be deleted only
where it would not be counted in assigning stress if it were
retained on the surface.
5.2.9 Schwa deletion and V-slot epenthesie
The derivations of hsakhltmimal and htaptlmimal given above
suggest why certain clusters have the effect of preventing the
deletion of a following /I/ before an obstruent: the last segment
of the clusters in question remains unsyllabified in underlying
forms and triggers V-Epenthesis, so that the following /i/ Is no
longer a floating vowel at the point in derivations when Schwa
Deletion I is applicable. To account for the full range of
conditions on pre-obstruent syncope, however, we must look
further at the effects of V-Epenthesis and then consider the
interaction of Schwa Deletion I with the other V-slot insertion
rules of Chapter 4, Initial Syllable Epenthesis, Final Syllable
Epenthesis, and S-H8S Epenthesis.
First, consider the fact that syncope is permitted after
clusters of /h/ and an obstruent, even though it is blocked after
other sequences of non-syllabico. This special treatment of h-
obstruent clusters follows directly from the fact that both
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members of such clusters can be syllabified with a preceding
vowel.
The basic syllabification rules which were motivated in
4.5.3 and 4.5.4 are repeated here as (78).
(78) a.
I ---'!
C V C V
b.
',---2 /
V C V C
0Cr
V c c --j v c c
I I I I
h [-son] h [-son]
Given these rules, underlying /meht-*ka-w/ (finish-danoce-3) will
be syllabified as shown in (79): the /3/ of /- ka-/ is
underlyingly unstressable, so both /h/ and /t/ in /meht-/ are
syllabified with the /e/ which precedes them.
(79) (r  T,
C VCQ CQ
meht Skaw
Since no C-slot remains unsyllabified here, V-Epentheaeis is
inapplicable. Schwa Deletion I eliminates the floating /9/ of
/-bka-/, giving /mehtkaw/. The deletion of /h/ before /CC/ and
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the deletion of the third person suffix in final position then
/
give met-ka 'he finishes dancing.'
The situation is different where a floating /3/ follows
/hl/, as it does in (80a), the underlying representation
(following the insertion of epenthetic /l/) of the second word in
the verb complex kt-akweci l-ehl-lko*-w- n (2-try thus-TA-INV-
NEG-SUBORD) 'he does not try to treat you (sg.) thus.' Final
Syllable Epenthesis converts (80a) into (80b).
(80) a. -
CVCC C VC C
1 e h 1 2 ktc wP n
C V C C1 1 I (I ((I
1 e h 1 3k ow n
Since /1/ is a sonorant, syllabification rule (78c) is not
applicable here, and the /1/ of /-ehl-/ remains unassociated with
a syllable node. This segment is therefore available to trigger
V-Epenthesis, which turns (80b) into (81).
(81)r
C VC C VC VO VC
I II ff( 1 f I 1
Slehl k o wa n
Once again V-Epenthesise bleeds Schwa Deletion I: the 1)/ of the
inverse theme /-pko-/ is no longer a floating vowel in (81), so
it is not subject to syncope. The initial floating •/ in this
representation is not in a position to undergo Schwa Deletion I,
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but it fails to surface because it is subject to another syncope
rule, which will be discussed in 5.9. The surface form .1-.
ehl-;ko'-w-o n also reflects the application of Penultimate
Lengthening (3.3.3), which is applicable here because the /o/ of
/-4ko-/ is not derived from /I/ by assimilation to the following
V-Epenthesis accounts for the role of alternating
stressability in pre-obstruent syncope as well as for the
restrictions imposed by clusters. We can see the relevant
effects by comparing the derivations of kin-kihkwpn (large-
size-(3)) 'it is big' and ndtam-akihkwan (fairly.big-size-(3))
'it is fairly big.' More complex examples involving alternating
stressability will be discussed in the following subsection.
In kin-kihkwan, the first /9/ of /-klihkwan-/ 'be a size' is
subject to syncope, since it follows a stressable vowel and a
9, "
single consonant. The corresponding vowel in nat3m-akihkwan is
retained on the surface because it is in a stressable position by
alternating stressability. The syllabified underlying form of
kin-kihkwan is (82a). By hypothesis, the syncopating initial /0/
of /-akihkW~n-/ is an underlying floating vowel. Final Syllable
Epenthesis converts (82a) to (82b), but no further rules of
V-slot insertion are applicable here, so the first /k / of
/-Ikihkwan-/ remains a floating vowel. Sohwa Deletion I deletes
this segment because it precedes an obstruent, and we are left
with (82c).
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"r
CVCC VC C C
CVC CVC C VC
i I I I I A / I
k i n3klhk wan
r. 6 r lr
C VC C V C VC
III iI I A I Ik in k i h k w8 n
After the application of Final Syllable Epenthesis,
natfm-=kihkwan is represented as shown in (83a). In this case,
one C remains unsyllabified -- the C associated with the /m/ of
/natam-/. This C' triggers V-Epenthesis just as if it were the
unsyllabified second C in a cluster: as far as the applicability
of V-Epenthesis is concerned, a /CaC/ sequence in which /a/ is a
floating vowel is equivalent to a consonant cluster. The output
of V-Epenthesis is (83b).
(83) a. r rr
ci c c C VC
C VC C VC; O C VC1 a I  (I Ia A (I
n a t m3m k 1 hk wO n
Now the initial /:/ of /-,kihkw'n-/ is associated with a V-slot,
so it is not subject to Schwa Deletion I. The /i/ of /natlpm-/
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remains a floating vowel, but here Schwa Deletion I is
inapplicable, since the following segment is a sonorant.- This-
vowel is retained on the surface but is skipped over in figuring
alternating stress, with the result that two surface syllables
separate the stressed vowels of natam-mIklhkwpn.
Patterns of syncope in word-initial /(C)7 [+sonorant]d /
depart from what we would expect on the basis of alternating
stressability alone, just as patterns of, stress placement do.
The reason, of course, is that Initial Syllable 3penthesis
eliminates certain potential triggers of V-Epenthesis in such
sequences. This is the case, for example, in the derivation of
l-klihkwan (thus-size-(3)) 'it is big by so much.' The output of
Final Syllable Epenthesis in the derivation of this word is
(84a). Initial Syllable Epenthesis inserts a V-slot before the
unsyllabified /1/ that we find here. Since this /1/ can now be
syllabified with the preceding /a/, as shown in (84b), it is no
longer available to trigger V-Epenthesis. The result is that the
initial /'l/ of /-1kihkwan-/ remains unassociated with the CV tier
and is eliminated by Schwa Deletion I, giving (84c).
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(84) a.
C CVC C VC)I' ICi 'IiSk i hk wan
b.
V C VC C VC
all k 1 hk w n
V C V C YeV C
)lk i hk w n
Note that ordering Initial Syllable Epenthesis before
V-Epenthesis is crucial if this derivation is to proceed
correctly: allowing V-Epenthesis to apply first would make the
/1/ of /)1-/ a trigger of this rule, which would give the initial
/I/ of /-akihkwan-/ a V-slot and prevent it from undergoing
syncope. Early application of Final Syllable Epenthesis, on the
other hand, is assumed here only for expository convenience. We
would obtain the same results in all of the examples that we have
looked at if we assumed that Final Syllable Epenthesis follows
Initial Syllable Epenthesis or V-Epenthesis.
Final Syllable Epenthesis must, however, be ordered before
Schwa Deletion I. It is the application of Final Syllable
Epenthesias which prevents the deletion of /3/ before word-final
- /
obstruents in forms like ptohk-atap (deer-head) 'deer's head' and
cipiyahtakw 'cross.' In suffixed forms of these words, where
Final Syllable Epenthesis is not applicable, the corresponding
segments are subject to syncope.
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The derivations of cipiyaht kw and the diminutive form
c(piyatkw-is are shown in (85) and (86).
(85) a. C cAA /A\
C V V C V C c CII ( I I / A
cipiyahtak w
c VCC C VC C V C
1 1 !!1 I!A
c i p i y a h tc k w
c(86) a. v 6 Ž Vc
C VC VC 0 C C VC
fI If I I ' A I1
cipiyaht k wis
c.CVCoCVa C C VC
C VC VC VC C VC
f ) I I I I
cipiyatk wis
The syllabified underlying form of cipiyahtakw is (85a). Final
Syllable Epenthesis converts this structure to (85b), where no
/I/ remains unassociated with the CV tier and Schlwa Deletion I is
therefore inapplicable. With the addition of the diminutive
suffix /-is/ In (86a), the floating /I/ of /cipiyahtwkw/ Is no
longer a trigger of Final Syllable Epenthesis. Since no other
rule of V-alot epenthesis is applicable here either, this /p/
remains a floating vowel and undergoes Schwa Deletion I, so that
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we obtain (86b). The deletion of /h/ before /CC/ and the
application of the stress rules give us the surface form-
cipiyatkwis.
We noted in 5.2.1 that / i/ s subject to syncope before a
surface word-final obstruent in forms which are derived through
Final Vowel Deletion, so that underlying /imiya-w-api/, for
example, gives surface fmiyew-w-p (pray-DA-liquid) 'holy water.'
Such forms require us to state the constraint which syncope in
I /
words like cipiyahtakw over representations at a stage in
derivations prior to the loss of final vowels. In the present
framework, we can accomplish this end simply by ordering Final
Syllable Epenthesis before Final Vowel Deletion. The underlying
form of fmiye-w-p (following the morphologically governed
mutation of the final vowel of /imiya-/ 'pray') is (87).
(8 7 )( d d
VC VCOVC CV
IIIIll II
imi ye wi p i
If this structure is the input to Final Syllable Epenthesis, no
V-slot will be inserted, since the floating /e/ of /-api.
'liquid' does not precede a word-final consonant here. We thus
correctly predict that this /0/ will undergo Schwa Deletion I.
Given the hypothesis that the syncope rules of
Passamaquodddy are rules which delete floating /~/, postulating
the rule of S-HS Epenthesis will guarantee that /a/ will not be
subject to syncope between /s/ and /hs/, so long as syncope
follows V-slot epenthesis. After epenthetic /0/ is inserted
before the diminutive suffix /-hs-/, the representation of
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was- es-is 'child (dim.)' is (88a). S-HS Epenthesis converts
this structure into that shown in (88b).
(88) a . O"
C V C C
I I I (I II
was has is
b. C a" rA /N/N
C VC VC C VC
Even though /2hs/ ultimately surfaces as tss in this form, Schwa
Deletion I can never apply here, since no floating /!/ remains
after the application of S-HS Epenthesis.
Note finally that inherently stressable schwas are not
potential targets of Schwa Deletion I, since they are associated
with V-slots in underlying forms. In the underlying
representation of kjtawi-twwlye (want-fly-(3)) 'he wants to fly,'
for example, the first /a/ of /kataw-/ 'want' is linked to a
V-slot:
(89) r 4c a r41N A /A/N
C VC C VC C VCV
f1I ( i I I I I
Schwa Deletion I is accordingly not applicabule to this segment.
The two floating schwas in (89) are followed by sonorants, so
they do not undergo syncope either. Two unstressable schwas are
retained on the surface, with the result that three syllables
separate the stressed vowels of k2ttwltwiye.e
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We see, then, that it is not necessary to incorporate any of
the conditions which determine stressability into our -formal
statement of pre-obstruent syncope. The application of Schwa
Deletion I can be appropriately restricted simply by ordering
this rule after the rules of V-slot epenthesis proposed in
Chapter 4. Two other ordering relationships are also crucial if
Schwa Deletion I is to account for the full range of cases of
pre-obstruent syncope: Initial Syllable Epenthesis must precede
V-Epenthesis and Final Syllable Epenthesis must precede Final
Vowel Deletion. The rules which interact to produce the
phenomenon of pre-obstruent syncope and the ordering
relationships which must be imposed on them in the account given
here are summarized in (90).
(90) Final Syllable Epenthesis
Initial Syllable Epenthesis
V-Epenthesis
S-HS Epenthesis
Schwa Deletion I
Final Vowel Deletion
While the rules of V-slot epenthesis must precede both the
stress rules and Schwa Deletion I, the relative order of stress
assignment and syncope cannot be determined. Since the segments
deleted by Schwa Deletion I are floating vowels, they will be
invislble to the stress rules even if they are not deleted until
after stress is assigned.
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5.2.10 Extrametrioality
An adequate account of pre-obstruent synoope in terms of the
CV theory fo stressability requires the same assumptions about
extrametricality as the theory of stress presented in Chapter 4.
In particular, wurd-initial unsyllabified C's must be designated
as extrametrical, since they must be excluded as triggers of
V-Epenthes is.
The need for this appeal to extrametricality can be seen
most clearly where patterns of syncope change with the shifts in
alternating stressability which result from prefixation. The
derivations of ktukw-ýno (over-AI-(3)) 'he stays over' and
n-katkw-wn (1-over-AI) 'I stay over' may serve as examples. The
crucial difference between these forms is the site of syncope in
underlying /kzt'kw-/ 'over.'
Following the application of Final Syllable Epenthesis, the
representation of ktakwano is (91a). If the initial
unsyllabified C in this representation is available to trigger
V-Epenthesis, the first application of this rule will give (91b)
and the second will yield (91c). Schwa Deletion I will then
delete the second /*/ of /kat3kw-/, since this segment remains
unassociated with the CV tier, and we will derive the incorrect
form *kitkwano.
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Cr(91) a.
C C C C VC
) t k w9n2w
b. C
C VC C C V
I I I I I I
k o ta k wa nva w
C VC C V C V C
d. v v
C VC C V
III /1 II I
kl tk w3nn w
If, instead, the initial C' in /kptakw-Bn;-w/ is designated as
extrametrical, as shown in (92a), then the leftmost C which can
trigger V-Epenthesis is the C which is linked to the /t/ of
/kattkw-/. V-Epenthesis will therefore convert (92a) into (92b).
Schwa Deletion I will now delete the first /,/ of /ketakw-/,
giving (92c).
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(92) a.
c Cc c C Vc
II I I I I
c cV c C vc
I I I^/% 1 1
k t2 k wV n3 w
o cy a cyc
Stress assignment, Schwa Support, and the realization of final
/Ow/ as o will then correctly derive surface kt*kwano.
Since only an element which is peripheral in the relevant
domain may be extrametrical, the initial /k/ of /kstakw-/ cannot
be excluded as a t-igger of V-Epenthesis when it follows one of
the personal prefixes. In (93a), the /n/ of the first person
prefix is extrametrical instead. The first application of
V-Epenthesis will therefore convert this structure into (93b). A
second application of the rule will then derive (93c).
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(93) a.
C C C C CV
I I I 1I I
n ka t0 k w9 n i
\A
C CVC C CV
I I I A I I
n k9 t Vk w n i
Cr -r r
C C VC C VC VI I A  IIn k tak wI n 1
Here the second /3/ of /kPtakw-/ remains a floating vowel, so it
is deleted by Schwa Deletion I. The word-final /I/ of (93c) is
eliminated by Final Vowel Deletion, and we are left with
nkatkwan, as required.
We see, then, that the patterns of syncope that we find in
word-initial syllables are readily accommodated within the
framework of the CV theory or stressability, but only if we
mairtain the assumption that initial C' is extrametrical.
5.2.11 The syllabification of /s/
We noted in 4.5.3 that two rules in addition to the basic
syllabification rules of (78) are needed to account for the
distribution of s in clusters. These are repeated here as (94).
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(94) a.
8 I
8 8
b.
v c C -- m v Cc,
I I
In 4.5.4 I argued that these rules for the syllabification of /s/
must be applicable only late in derivations, after the rules of
V-slot epenthesis which determine the distribution of stressable
and unstressable /4/, if we -are to account for the stress
patterns of words like aps-akil (small-size-(3)) 'he is small.'
Once again the theory of syncope requires the same assumptions as
the theory of stress.
Consider, for example, the wotd n-saki-wan (1-urinate-NOM)
'my urine.' The unpossessed form ski-wýn 'urine' shows that the
first /D/ of the stem /slki-wan/ is subject to syncope. 3  Thus
the underlying form of n-ski-wan must be (95a). Applying the
basic syllabificoation rules gives us (95b). If rule (94a) is
applicable to this structure, we will derive (95c): the C-slots
associated with the /i/ and /k/ of /slki-/ are adjacent on the CV
tier, and this is all that (94a) requires.
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(95) a. C C C V 0 C
II I1I I
n a k i wa n
b. 6
CC C VC C
II I I I
n sa k i w) n
CC CYC C
I I I I I I
n sa k 1 wa n
Final Syllable Epenthesi8 will convert (95c) to (96a), but no
other rule of V-eslot epenthesis is applicable here: the /s/ of
/stki-/ is not a possible trigger of V-Epenthesis, even though it
s1 followed by a floating vowel, since it is already associated
with a syllable node. Schwa Deletion I will therefore derive
(96b) from (96a). The result is the ungrammatical form *nskiwan.
(96) a. C r
..XN /t\
CC C VCVC
II I II I I
n s Ik I w) n
The derivation will not go astray in this way, of course, if
the formation of complex onsets is delayed until after the
application of the V-slot epenthesis rules. Given this
assumption, the result of resyllabifioation in the output of
Final Syllable Epentheels is (97a). Since the /s/ of /slki-/
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remains unsyllabified here, it' triggers V-Epenthesis, giving
(97b). No floating /f/ remains in this representation, so Schwa
Deletion I is inapplicable, and we correctly derive nsakiwan.
(97) a. t\ /
C C C VC VC
I I ( I I I
nsa kiwan
A A
CC VC VC VC
SI I I I II t
n s k i w n
It is not sufficient, however, to delay only the formation
of complex onsets. Both of the rules of (94) must be prevented
from applying before V-Epenthesis. We can see this by looking at
the derivation of tal-s3kwe (ongoing-check.traps-(3)) 'he is
checking traps.' The stem of this verb must be /at1-as*skwe-/,
since we find prefixed forms like nt-atal-askwe-p n (1-ongoing-
check.traps-11) 'we (du. exc.) are checking traps.' Thus the
underlying form of tfl-sakwe (ignoring the third person suffix)
is (98).
(98) c c c c v
)t)• 1 s2 9k we
If (94a) as well as the basic syllabification rules may apply in
initial syllabification, the result will be (99a). V-Epenthesis
will then derive (99b). (Recall that the /t/ of /ptal-/ cannot
be extrametrical because it is not marginal on all tiers.)
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(99) a.r
C C C C V
;t21 sI k we
b. C "
CVC C C V
lt)128 s)k we
No C-slot remains unsyllabi fied, so V-Epenthesis is not
applciable again. Three schwas remain unassociated with the CV
tier and are therefore subject to Schwa Deletion I. Thus we
derive *talskwe, not talsakwe as required.
Suppose, now, that (94a) does not apply in initial
syllabification, or at any point in derivations prior to the
application of V-Epenthesis. The initial syllabification of
tals)kwe will then be as shown in (100a). The application of V-
Epenthesis and the basic syllabification rules to this structure
gives (100b). If (94b) is allowed to apply at this point in the
derivation, the result will be (100c).
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U1
(100) a.
C C C C V
b.
)t a l) s' k we
CVC C C V
It I sII k w e
Here again no C-slot remains unsyllabified to trigger a second
application of V-Epenthesis. We again derive the ungrammatical
form *tl skwe.
If the application of both (94a) and (94b) is delayed until
after all applications of V-Epenthesis, the derivation of
tlseakwe will proceed correctly. Initial syllabification gives
(101a). V-Epentheeis now applies twice. It is triggered first
as before by the /t/ of /)t l-/, then by the /s/ of /-isakwe-/,
since this segment remains unsyJ.labified after reapplication of
the basic syllabification rules in the wake of the fi•rst
appl oation of V-Epenthes is:
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(101) a.
C C C C V
at i 1a a • k w e
b. r
°' A ^
CVC CV C g
t3 l aI s k we
Only the first and third schwas in the resulting representation
remain unassociated with V-slots, It is therefore just these two
segments which are deleted by Schwa Deletion I, just as we expect
on the basis of the principle of alternating stressasbility. We
are left with surface talstkwe, as desired.
The proposed distinction between "basic syllabification
rules" and the rules which are specific to /s/ solves the problem
/f 
raised by forms like nsakiwan and tl1sakwe by keeping /s/
unsyllabified where it is followed by a floating /p/ until
V-Epentheetis can supply a slot for the floating vowel. Other
solutions to the problem might also be proposed.
For example, we might impose a condition like (102) on rules
of syllabification, therefore directly excluding unwanted
applications of the rules in (94).
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(102) If two adjacent slots in the CV tier are
incorporated into the same syllable, then
the segments associated with them must also
be adjacent.
A proposal of this kind is open to a variety of objections,
however. First, it claims generality for the problem at hand,
while in fact only the syllabification of /s/ is involved. More
seriously, it undermines the proposed explanation for the role of
/!/ in stress placement, which is based on the idea that floating
/3/ is invisible to the rules of syllabification. Finally, we
will se in 8.4.5 that certain applicatione of the basic
syllabificatlon rules must violate (102). I will therefore
continue to assume that the syllabification rules of
Passamaquoddy are divided into two sets with sharply different
ordering properties.
Note finally that the delayed syllabification of some
occurrences of /s/ requires us to maintain the "phoneme-driven"
formulation of V-Epenthesis proposed in Chapter 4, which is
repeated here as (103a). We cannot insert V-slots without
reference to the location of floating schwas, as an alternative
rule like (103b) would do, without making incorrect predictions
about the derivations of items like kasison 'belt' and kin-
apsk-iso (large-round-Al-(3)) 'he is fat.'
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(103) a. V C'
l x
b. -- V/ C'
Possessed forms like h-kaspleon (3-belt) 'his belt' show
that kepison is derived by syncope from /ksepison/, where /1/ is
an underlying floating vowel. 4  Given the assumption that the
syllabification rules which are specific to /s/ apply only late
in derivations, the syllabified underlying form of ksp4son must
be (104a). Initial unsyllabified /k/ in this structure will be
marked as extrametrical, so it will not trigger V-Epenthesis
regardless of how the rule is formulated. Given (103b) as the
statementof V-Epenthesls, however, the C associated with the
following /s/ will trigger V-Epenthesis, since it has not yet
been syllabified. The result is (104b). Schwa Deletion I will
delete the 4// before this /s/, so that we will ultimately obtain
(104C). This is incorrect: kspison is a two-syllable word.
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(104) a.
c cc vvc oc
ka S p 1 s on
b. AA 0 t
C C CO 0\
I I I I11
k)s pison
c. e @ " *A /A
C C V C V C VC
I I I I I I I
ks p ison
The situation is even worse in the case of kin-apsk-aso 'he
is fat.' The last element of the stem in this word is the common
AI final /-e81-/. Numerous other words containing this final
show that its initial /i/ may undergo syncope: kin-takw-so
(large-sound-AI-(3)) 'he talks big.' Thus the syllabified
underlying form of kinapskaso must be (105a), ignoring the suffix
phonology. The leftmost extrasyllabic C in (105a) is the C
associated with the /s/ of /-apsk-/, which remains unsyllabified
by hypothesis. If V-Epenthesis is formulated as in (103b), this
C' will trigger it, giving (105b). Schwa Deletion I will then
turn (105b) into (105c).
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(105) a. d d "A A\L A
C V VC C C C V( I I I I Ik I napa k 3 so
C VVC  V C
1 igI g 1 II
kinaps kI so
0. •, ,- -
I I I I I Ik i nape k sok i n a p s k sao
Now we have deleted the first vowel of /-asi-/ when we nasd to
retain it, while introducing a syllable without a vowel.
The derivations of kepison and kinapsk so have both %ome to
grief In the same way: we have allowed V-Epenthesis to introduce
a V-slot where there is no floating vowel to be linked with it.
By adopting the formulation of V-Epenthesis proposed in 4.5.2,
which requires a floating /a/ in the triggering environment, we
avoid this problem. Given rule (103a), the underlying form of
kseison contains no trigger of V-Epenthesis. Schwa Deletion I
correctly derives (106b) from (106a). The late syllabification
of /s/ then gives (106c), in which only initial /k/ remains
unsyllabified.
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(106) a.
c c vc vc
I1 1111I
ka a p I son
b. € 0'A A
CCCVCVC
I I I I I I
kepisonk s p i c o n
1c. d" i
I I I ! ! I I
kepison
The derivation of kinapskaso proceeds as shown in (107). Only
tne /k/ of /-apsk-/ triggers V-Epenthesis. This application of
the rule provides a slot for the /3/ of /-asi-/, which is
accordingly retained on the surface. Again the derivation is
completed by the late application of syllabification rule (94a).
(107) a. T AC
c VC VC oC c V
!iii I I I I
k I n a p s k1 s o
A/INA A
I ! I I I I I l
k i nap a kd s o
c. r a <
C VC VC C C VC V
I a I l l I 1/ 1
kii napskaso
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The phoneme-driven version of V-Epenthesis receives some
independent support from forms in which syncope takes- place-
before geminates, although it possible that an adequate account
of the blocking effect of geminates might prevent the application
of V-Epenthesis here in any case. Comparing pkihkan 'fishhook'
with the possessed form mikkihkan ((3)-fishhook) 'his fishhook,'
we can see that the former is derived by syncope from underlying
/mtkkihkan/. (The change of /m/ to p is a regular reflex of
Initial Devoicing.) Thus the underlying representation of
pklhkan, after Final Syllable Epenthesis, is (108).
(108) 4C C C V CC/ 0
I \V,1' I III
ma k i hkl n
Now initial unsyllabified /m/ is extrametrical here, so it will
not trigger V-Epenthesis under either formulation. But if
V-Epenthesis is stated as in (103b), and no independent principle
prevents its applicetion in geminate structures, then it will
insert a V-slot after the first C associated with the geminate
/k/ in (108), clearly an undesirable consequence:
(109) o. 4A /A%, \
C CVC V 0
m) k 1 hk n
Our original statement of V-Epenthesis encounters no such
difficulties: the C' in question is not followed by a floating
/1/, so the rule is not applicable. The one floating /3/ in
(108) is eliminated by Schwa Deletion I, since it precedes an
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obstruent, with the result shown in (110a). Initial Devoicing
gives 2 for /m/. The following geminate may be assumed .to-
undergo a shortening process, since geminates are not distinct
from single segments after a non-syllabic. (See 5.3.2 for some
discuesion of degemination in this environment.) The output of
these operations is (110b).
(110) a.
cc cvccvc
m k i hk n
/f / t \
b.
CC V CCVC
DI II' II
p k i hkt n
Many other examples attest to the generality of syncope before
geminates: kepp-t2-k 'when it was frozen' (wlth Initial Change),
but kj-atjn 'it is frozen' (stem /kapp-atan-/ close-froeze);
n-pkwkm-om 'my ie,' but pkwam 'ice' 'stem /pakwkwam/;
r-kssa-ha-pn.... 'we (du. exo.) go in,' but kse-he 'he goes in'
(stem /kaasse-a-/ in-go).
4.2.12 Synoope after geminates?
The syllabification rules which I have proposed for
Paesamaquoddy make no distinction between geminate and non-
geminate olusters. They do, however, include a special provision
which permits syllable-final clusters of /h/ and an obstruent.
Since V-EpentheA~e ib triggered by uneyllabified C-elots, we are
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led to predict that /o/ will always be treated as stressable
where it follows an underlying geminate, including /88/, but that-
unstressable /3/ should be permitted after as which is derived
from /hs/.
The reason is that the second C-slot associated with an
underlying geminate cannot be syllabified with a preceding vowel
and is therefore available to trigger V-Epenthesis, whereas both
C-positions associated with underlying /hs/ can be syllabified
with a preceding vowel, and /es/ derived from /hs/ can inherit
this syllabification.
Thus we find penultimate stress in cn-esso-w-ak (stop-
move-3-33 PROX) 'they (du.) stop, ' even though I-Mutation
presumably derives a floating /;/ from the final /1/ of /-essi-/
'move' in this form, as shown in (111).
(i!!) r"
C C VC C C VC
cl ne wa k
The unsyllabified second C of the geminate /s/ in this
representation triggers V-Epenthesis, making 'the penultimate
vowel of canessowak available to receive stress:
(112) AN A i
C CVC VC
I i1i \V/CJC
c ne s )w3 k.
Stressable /?/ before /w/ is then realized as o.
We find antepenultlmate stress in on9-eslmo (stop-
drink-(3)) 'he stops drinking,' because se in this form
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represents /he/ in underlying /cani-.hsmi-w/. The output of
I-Mutation and Final Syllable Epenthesis in the derivation .of.
this word is syllabified as shown in (113a). Now we have been
operating with syllabifioation rules, not with well-formedness
conditions on syllable structure. Thus there is nothing in the
proposed analysis which will prevent the syllabification of /ihs/
in (113a) from being carried over after this sequence is
converted to /3ss/, as shown in (113b).
(113) a. AN
1 II I Ii
o I n i haa m w
b. H N
C CVC C VC
c a n 1 a ) m w
We therefore predict, correctly, that the penultimate /a/ in
ongseesmo will remain unstreseable, since V-Epentheeis will not
be applicable at any point in the derivation of this form.
Given the relationship between stressability and syncope
which has been demonstrated above, we expect that /a/ will always
be maintained into surface forms after geminates, except in cases
where /ss/ is derived from /hs/. For the most part, this is the
case. Thus, for example, the underlyingly unstressable /9/ of
/-4stt(e)-/ 'foot' is retained after underlying /ss/ in
kes- site-n-s (wash-foot-by.hand-RPILEX) 'wash (sg.) your feet!'
Nonetheless, there are a few problematic iteme in which synoope
does appear to take place after underlying geminates. The
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clearest examples of this type involve the deletion of '
underlyingly unstressable /i/. Discussilon of these cases*must -be -
postponed until 6.4.4. Here I summarize the facts concerning two
possible examples of the deletion of /a/ after geminates. In
both of these oases, alternative analyses which do not invovle
exceptional syncope appear plausible.
A comparison of h- .ppi-htune-n-a-l (3-close-nose-by.hand-
DIR-3.OBV) 'he holds the other's nose shut' and h-klp-tone-n-a-t
(3-olose-mouth-by.hand-DIR-3.OBV) 'he covers the other's mouth
with his hand' suggests that the /V/ of /!-ton(e)-/ 'mouth' is
deleted after /pp/ in the latter. (Since any non-syllabic is
long as the first member of a cluster, we will have phonetic [p.]
in this form regardless of the underlying length of this
segment.) But in fact it seems that /kqpp-/ 'close' has an
alternate underlying form /k3p-/, so this analysis is not
certain. For example, if we insert the medial /-alakittiye-/,
indicating anger or intensity, into h-kasp-ton-n-a-l, we may have
e!ither h-k-pp-alakittiye-tone-tone-a-l or h-ktp-ak, t t iye-tone-
n-a-I, the former with p2, the latter with 9.5 Givern underlying
- - /
/k8p-/, we can derive h-klpp-tone-n-a-1 without postulatin-g
syncope after /pp/. Indeed, the existence of an alternate
(although apparently less common) form h-klpp-gtone-n-a-l, in
which the /w/ of /-)ton(e)-/ is stressab'le and does not undergo
syncope, would appear to confirm this approaoh.6
The plural of eeksataesslik 'oucumber' is eskitanask-il,
apparently refelcting the deletion of /9/ between /ss/ and /k/.
Now the use of the participlen suffix /-il/ 331IN with this noun,
rather than the usual nominal suffix /-al/, shows that it is a
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verbal form in origin. Presumably it reflects an earlier
diminutive participle with the underlying form */esk;-t-aPi-
hs-an-k/ (raw(?)-eat-II-DIM-3IN), meaning something like *'that
(dim) which is eaten raw.' Of course if we could derive ase from
/ihs/ in a synchronic analysis of eskqtasseek, then syncope in
suffixed forms of this wo;-d would not be problematic: the
representation of 4sktassakil in the input to V-Epenthesis would
be something like (114), so syncope would be expected here.
(114) r rA A A A
VCC Yu C VC
l I I I I I 1 ! ! !
e a ka t ae I h s k i 1
No verb *esk-..;t-aso or *sk-et-aso is attested in the contemporary
language, however, and in any case the meaning of eskatasessak
has drifted quite far from any ordinary verbal notion. Thus it
seems quite arbitrary to postulate /ihs/ in the underlying form
of this noun. Given these difficulties, it may be best simply to
analyse /esektaeask-/ as an irregular non-final allomorph of the
stem /eskatasesslk/, so that the' two are not in fact related by
syncope. One elderly consultant (S.G.) uses a singluar form
dektaegask which appears to reflect the kind of generalization of
one stem alternate at the expense of another that we might expect
on the basis of the allomorphy solution. However this may be, it
seems clear that the apparent case of syncope after underlying
/ss/ that we find in eekatas•skil does not provide a serious
counterexample to the analysis of synoope proposed above.
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5.2.13 The diaoritlo alternative
I noted in the introduction to this chapter that a
reasonably straightforward account of syncope can be given in any
framework which provides us with a way to distinguish between
stressable and unstressable vowels. In the diacritic theory of
stressability which was developed in 4.3, this distinction is
modeled by introducing a diacritic feature [strong] and a set of
rules which adjust its values In particular contexts. These
rules are analogous to the rules of V-slot insertion in the CV
model, and they will ahlow us to identify the same set of vowels
as unstressable in all of the examples that we have considered up
to this point. (Some differences in the predictions of the two
theories will be discussed in Chapter 8.) Under the assumptions
of the diacritic theory of stressability, then, the analogue of
Schwa Deletion I can be stated as rule (115).
(115) --- > /___ [-sonorant]
[-strong]
Now (115) is no more complicated that Schwa Deletion I.
Nonetheless, an account which incorporates a rule of this type
seems fundamentally inadequate. The use of a dtacritic feature
to distinguish two classes of segments implies that there is no
phonologlcal basis for the distinction. It must therefore be
regarded as highly surprising if several different phonological
processes make the same distinction. But we have already seen
that stress assignment must distinguish between stressable and
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unstreseable /3/. All five of the syncope rules which are
motivated in this chapter must also be sensitive to this-
difference. A rule deleting /h/ will be discussed in 5.8.2 which
requires an unstressable /)/ in its environment. The vowel
elision rule formulated in 8.2 deletes an unstressable vowel.
Unstreseable vowels receive special treatment in Initial Change,
as we will see in 9.2. Clearly the distinction between
stressable and unstre(eable vowels cannot be phonologioally
arbitrary.
The theory of syncope which Sherwood (1983b:32-35) has
proposed for Maliseet is couched in terms of a diacritic
distinction between strong and weak vowels and is therefore open
to the same criticisms as a theory based on the account of
stressability given in section 4.3 of this work. Sherwood in
fact proposes eight rules which delete weak vowels in various
environments. (I count as two rules one pair which he collapses
by means of braces but which share no part of their
environments.) Two of these rules could undoubtedly be
liminated if his account of epenthesis is modified, since
neither produces any surface alternations and both serve only to
eliminate putative epenthetic vowels in the environment of
particular morphemes. The remaining system would still be quite
complicated, however. For example, the rule which accounts for
most of the cases of pre-obstruent syncope in Sherwood's analysis
ts stated as followe:
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(116)#
WK ..) 1 C Cobs V
SV(h)
(obs = obstruent)
The complexity of this formulation is due to the fact that
it directly stipulater that syncope is permitted after a single
non-syllabic or a cluster of the form /hC/, but not after other
clusters, and that /3/ is not subject to syncope when it is the
last underlying vowel in a word. (No provision is made for the
special status of /hl/ because Sherwood derives all occurrences
of hl from /h)l/, despite the fact that hi never alternates with
htl on the surface.) These constraints must be incorporated into
the formal statement of pre-obstruent syncope in Sherwood's
system because he recognizes only a version of the principle of
alternating stressability as a determinant of the distribution of
strong and weak vowels. (The same conditions must be repeated in
some of his other syncope rules.)
Sherwood's statement of alternating stressability is given
in (117).
(117) In a sequence of syllables each containing the
short vowels /a/ or /~/, vowels in odd-numbered
syllables are weak and subject to syncope.
Syllable counting begins over after each long
vowel. (1983:32)
This formulation assumes an underlying system of four "long"
vowels /1, e, o, a/ and two "short" vowels /3/ and /%/, where /a/
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is an abstract morphophoneme which underlies all occurrences of a
which alternate in syncope and some occurrences of b which .do-
not.
There are two basic problems with this proposed vowel
system. First, the underlying distribution of long and short
vowels which it presupposes is not related in any way to the
phonetic distribution of long and short vowels in either Maliseet
or Passeamaquoddy. (In fact, all underlying length distinctions
will presumably have to be eliminated before phonetic length is
determined, since long vowels in both dialects reflect the
application of lengthening rules, not shortening rules, as we saw
in 3.3.) Second, all occurrences of /b/ are subject to
neutralization rules: /a/ always merges with/a/before /hC/ and
with /D/ elsewhere.
The use of an abstract underlying segment may be justified
in cases in which more than one rule makes the same abstract
distinction. Sherwood apparently assumes that his use of /a/ can
be justified on these grounds, although he does not explicitly
make such an argument. (To a large extent, his analysis
recapitulates the history of the language. For some remarks on
of the history of the Passamaquoddy vowel system in this
connection, see 6.5.)
Deriving some occurrences of ) from /8/ appears at first to
have this kind of justification in Sherwood's system. His rule
which accounts for syncope before obstruents, rule (116) above,
deletes /I/ but not /i/. By deriving some occurrences of surface
j from /f/, he is able to account for forms in which unstressable
3 is retained before obstruents without introduong the exception
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features that I postulated in 5.7: any occurrences of D which
appear to be exceptions to syncope are simply derived from-/ /.. 7
Now (116) does not account for cases where initial /3/
alternates with zero, whch are instead handled by (118), a
diacritic vec'.ion of the rule deleting initial unstressable
vowels which I will formulate within the CV framework in 5.9.
Note that this rule also deletes /3/ but not /a/.
(118) aWK --- > / # C
Since certain morpheme-intial schwas can appear either initially
or medially in a word, some schwas are potential targets of both
(116) and (118), in different forms. If apparent exceptions to
one rule are also apparent exceptions to the other, within this
class of cases, then this fact can be explained by deriving the
non-alternating schwas from /`/. We would then appear to have
justification for postulating abstract /a/, since two rules would
make the same distinction between two kinds of surface schwas,8
As it turns out, however, some occurrences of /9/ are
exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope but not to syncope in word-
initial position.9 Thus, for example, the a of )kehkim- 'teach-'
is retained medially in forms like nat-w)kehkim-ea (go-teach-3PASS)
'he goes to school,' but is dropped at the beginning of a word,
as in kehkim-a (teach-APASS) 'he is taught.' (I return to this
matter in 5.9.) This fact seems to me to show quite conclusively
that the class of segments which are exceptions to pre-obstruent
synoope, unlike the class of unstressable vowels, Is
phonologically arbitrary. I therefore reject Sherwood's proposal
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to derive non-alternating _ from /w/. His use of /a/ as the
source of syncopating a will be discussed in 6.5.
5.2.14 The metrical alternative
An account of syncope in Passamaquoddy which is based on a
metrical theory of stressability like that developed in 4.4 is
not open to the same kind of criticism as an account which uses a
diacritic feature (strong], since it can provide a principled
basis for a distinction between stressable and unstreseable
vowels: all stressable vowels, in this theory, occupy more
prominent position in metrical structures than unstressable
vowels. If all degrees of metrical prominence ace interpreted as
degrees of stress, we can say that only stressless vowels are
subject to syncope -- surely a natural condition to place on
deletion rules.
Despite the apparent naturalness of the syncope rules
themselves in this account, an important property of the system
of syncope as a whole remains unexplained. The lowest level of
metrical structure in the theory of 4.4 is constructed by the
rule of Subfoot Pormation, whose application is governed by the
distribution of accents, some of the lexical, some assigned by
rule. Because the rule which assigns accents to vowels which
follow clusters other than /hC/ has no intrinsic connection with
the rules of syllabification -- or any other aspect of the
phonology of Passamaquoddy -- it is essentially an accident in
this analysis that vowels which follow these clusters always bear
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some degree of stress and are therefore prevented from undergoing
syncope. We have already seen, in the introduction 'to this
chapter, that the rules of syllabification do not function in any
meaningful sense as a system of output conditions on syncope.
Thus we have no explanation, within the metrical theory, for the
fact that the conditions on syncope have the effect of preventing
the derivation of any surface sequences which would violate the
constraints on surface syllabification imposed by the
Unsyllabified Consonant Filter, rule (154) of Chapter 4.
The observed relationship between the principles which
govern syllabification and the conditions on syncope follows
directly from the assumptions of the CV theory. Only
unstressable /1/ is subject to syncope. But underlyingly
unstressable /1/ becomes stressable where the rules of V-slot
epenthesls are applicable. The rule of V-Epenthesis is directly
conditioned by syllabification: it inserts a V-slot to support a
floating vowel just in case a preceding non-syllabic is
unsyllabifiable without this slot. The result is that syncope is
never permitted where deletion would leave a non-syllabic in a
position where it could not be incorporated into a syllable. The
only exceptions, both for V-Epenthesis and for the Unsyllabified
Consonant Filter, involve word-initial non-syllabics. The
explanation is the same in both cases: word-initial C' is
extrametrical.
The conditions on syncope are more restrictive than the
conditions on surface syllabification: some schwas are retained,
even though the surrounding non-syllabics would be syllabifiable
if they were deleted. This effect has two sources. First, some
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occurrences of /8/ which could in princiole be incorporated into
syllable-initial or syllable-final clusters nonetheless -trigger-
V-Epenthesis, because the rules which syllabify /s/ in clusters
apply only late in derivations. This is why syncope does not
take place in the derivation of a word like ape-)kil (emall-
size-(3)) 'he is small,' even though there would be nothing
anomolous about surface psk if the derivation led to *apt-kil
instead. Second, a /Ca C/ sequence, where /3/ is a floating
vowel, is equivalent to a cluster in triggering V-Epenthesis.
Thus pre-obstruent syncope is blocked in a form like natim-Pkil
(fairly.big-slze-(3)) 'he is fairly big,' even though there would
be nothing anomolous about surface mk if syncope were permitted
to derive *natim-kil.
The CV theory of stressability allows us to understand how
syncope and syllabification are .related, while the metrical
account provides no insight into this connection. The CV theory
is therefore to be preferred for its greater explanatory force.
We would have more confidence in this decision, however, if It
could be shown that there are alo empirical grounds for
preferring the CV alternative. An argument of this kind is
offered in Chapter 8.
5.3 Devololug of initial sonoranta
A variety of rules which affect word-initial non-syllabio
sonorants are discussed in this section. An understanding of
these processes is important for the larger issue of
stressability primarily because the alternations which they
produce obscure the effects of syncope in many words. Three of
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these rules also provide evidence which bears on the correctness
of the analysis of syllabification in Passamaquoddy whi-ch was
offered in Chapter 4, since they are best formulated so that
their targets are unsyllabified C's.
The most important of the rules that I will consider here is
a process of Initial Devoicing. Underlying /m/, /n/, and /w/ are
subject to devoicing before an obstruent at the beginning of a
word. Since the other non-syllabic sonorants of the langauge do
not occur in this position, devoicing can be formualted as a
general rule affecting non-syllabic sonorants. The frequency
with which this rule is applied varies greatly according to the
identity of the target segment, the details of the segmental
environment, and the age of the speaker.
The voiceless sonorants derived by this process usually
undergo further modification: voiceless /m/ is replaced by p;
voiceless /n/ and /w/ become h, which then has a variety of
phonetic realizations according to context. Voiceless m may
still be heard from elderly speakers, however, and voiceless w is
apparently also still possible for some Passamaquoddy speakers.
(It is well attested in Maliseet.)
In the speech of my oldest consultants, the /w/ of the third
person prefix optionally triggers the rounding of a followirng /k/
to /kw/. ThIs rule is no longer applied by middle-aged and
youiger speakers and has presumably been dropped from the
grammars of speakers of the youngest generations, although a few
scattered forms which are used by all speakers reflect the
application of a general rule affecting word-initial /wk/ at an
earlier stage in the history of the language.
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The /w/ of the third person prefix is lost altogether in
certain environments. Initial /w-wa/ regularly surfaces as. o.
through the application of two rules, one by which /wa/ contracts
to /o/ after a word-initial non-eyllabic and another by which
initial /w/ is deleted before /o/. Initial /w/ is also
frequently deleted before a non-syllabic sonorant.
Because the treatment of word-initial non-syllabic sonorants
varies so much according to the age of the speaker, it is not
always easy to see what the grammatical systems of the different
age groups have in common. Some discussion of the antecedents of
the contemporary Passamaquoddy situation, as reflected in
nineteenth and early twentieth century recordings, are discussed
in the last part of this section. It seems likely that many of
the alternations in questl"on have become morphologized for the
youngest Passamaquoddy speakers, but not enough data is available
from young speakers to establish any conclusions in this area
with certainty.
5.3.1 Devoiclng of /m/
Since /m/, /n/, and /w/ are the only non-syllabic sonorants
which occur word-initially in clusters, it is not necessary to
mention these segments explicitly in our statement of Initial
Devoicing. It is also unnecessary to mention explicitly that
triggers of devoioing are always obstruents, since the only
voiceless segments which occur in underlying forms are
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obstruents. Initial Devoicing can therefore be given a
preliminary formulation as follows.
(119) Initial Devoloing (preliminary)
C- C
' -- -voloed] /i# ,
[-sonorant] [-voiced]
For all but the youngest speakers, devoioing is optional in at
least some contexts. In general, older speakers are more likely
to retain m, n, and w, while younger speakers are more likely to
apply devoicing. Application of the rule is most likely for all
speakers where a potential target is initial in an utterance or
follows a non-syllabic, while retention of a word-initial voiced
sonorant in the environment for devoioing is most likely after a
word ending in a vowel. I will suggest below that these effects
on the applicability of the rule are readily explained if we
revise (119) so that targets of the rule are required to be
unsyllabified rather than word-initial. This restatement will
make crucial use of the restrictions on the distribution of
unsyllabified segments in derived forms in Passamaquoddy which
were proposed in Chapter 4.
Voiceless m in the output of Initial Devoicing is sometimes
retained in phonetic forms by speakers in their sixties or older.
More often, however, these speakers replace /m/ with £. For
younger speakers, this adjustment is obligatory. The rule which
changes /m/ to £ may be stated as follows.
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(120) [+labiall --- [-naeal]
-voiced
I assume that a [+stop, -naeal] segment, as /m/ will become
through the application of (120), is automatically marked
[-sonorant] by convention. Thus /m/ becomes 2 by (120).
Phonetic voiceless w is now only rarely heard in
Passamaquoddy, and voiceless /n/ is consistently eliminated by
all speakers. Both are replaced by h in surface forms. This
change can plausibly be viewed as the deletion of all but the
laryngeal features of either segment, but I will not attempt a
formalization of this idea here.
Rules (119) and (120), taken together, produce alternations
like those in (121).
(121) a. mkw-eyo
pkw-eyo
red-AI/II-(3 )
'he, it is red'
b. msahk-eyo
" peahk-eyo
sorry-AI-(3 )
'he is sorry about something'
Only the oldest speakers (roughly, those over 60) uase the rnm-
initial alternants of such words when pronouncing them in
isolation. Devoicing is apparently not obligatory for these
speakers, even in cases of this kind, but it is primarily in such
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isolated pronunciations that I have heard partially or fully
devoiced (m] from these speakers.
For speakers in the age group from about 30 to 60,
alternante with initial voiced m are possible when there is a
preceding word which ends in a vowel. Such forms are common in
this environment in the speech of those over 60. Thus forms like
those in (122) are possible for speakers over 30, who would not
generally use the _m-initial alternants in (121), and are more
likely than the latter forms even for speakers in the oldest age
group.
(122) a. eli mkw-eyi-k
thus red-II-'3IN
'the way it is red'
b. lksi msahk-eyo
past sorry-AI-(3)
'he was sorry about something'
Retention of stem-initial m is perhaps most likely whe- the
preceding word in a preverb or prenoun, as in (122). But
devoicing is possible in this position, just as it is at the
beginning of a noun or verb complex. In (123), /m/ is devoiced
after the preverb kisi 'past,' but retained after -)t;li 'ongoing
action.' The two examples were provided by the same speaker
(D.F.).
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(123) a. kisi pk-3n-ot-sipon-ik
past choose-by. hand-UNSPEC/3 (3 )-DUBIT-33PROL
'they (an.) who had been picked out, chosen'
b. ht-at9li mk-4n-a-l
3-ongoing choose-by.hand-DIR-3.OBV
'he is picking the other out'
The position following a preverb or prenoun is sharply distinct
in this respect from word-internal position. There is no
devoicing in word-internal clusters:
(124) a. amke
play-(3)
'he plays a game, runs for political office'
b. hsam-klhkw2n
too-eize- (3)
it is too big'
c. nacl-simsa-ne
go-collect.firewood.by.boat- 11
'let's go out in the canoe and collect firewood'
The particle psi, psiw 'all, every' is sometimes pronounced
msi, msiw by the oldest speakers. 9  Younger speakers seem always
to use to the forms with 2, except in the common phrase nit te
mslw 'that's all,' which I have heard with m even from one
speaker who is now in his early twenties. This exception aside,
the replacement of /m/ by 2 in the environment for devoicing
appears to be obligatory for speakers younger than abut 30.
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All of the clusters in which Initial Devoicing is applicable
are historically derived from CVC or CVhC sequences, and most are-
synchronically derived through syncope. The deleted vowel may be
/a/, /i/, or /3/. Examples involving syncope of /a/ and /i/ will
be discussed in 6.1. and 6.2. Examples involving the deletion of
/2/ after /m/ are given in (125)-(128).
(125) a. m=k-;n-a-l
(3)-choose-by. hand-DIR-3. OBV
'he picks the other out'
- \b. pk-mn-a-t
choose-by.hand-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he picks the other out'
c. mek-)n-a-t
choose-by. hand-DIR-3AN-(PERP)
'when he picked the other out'
(126) a. n-mes-=n-mke-ne-hk
I-get-by. hand-PASS-SUBORD-ASPECT
'ever since I got caught'
b. n-kisl ps-an-ke-ne-hk
l-past get-by.hand-PASS-SUBORD-ASPECT
'ever since I got caught'
/ 1
c. mes-an-fki-yan
get-by.hand-PASS-1-(PERP)
'when I got caught'
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(127) a. mintkwapi-m
(3 )-bag-POSS
'his bag'
b. ptlkwap
'bag'
It is clear from paradigms in which £ does not alternate
with m that /m/ must be underlying where the two segments do
alternate. Examples like (128) exclude any general rule which
would change /p/ to m in unsyncopated forms.
(128) a. h-pskwa-hto-n
3-earn-TI-3 IN
'he earns it'
b. oli pkwa-hto-n man
(3)-good earn-TI-3IN money
'he earns good money'
Some occurrences of £ in the output of Initial Devoicing
have apparently been reanalyzed as underlying /p/ by some
speakers. Thus some speakers have forms like (129) for
'fishhook' and its derivatives, while others have (130).
(129) a. mkihkan
~ pkihkn
'fishhook'
b. mgkkihk n
(3)-flshhook
'his fishhook'
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(130) a. pkihkan
'fishhook'
b. h-pjkkihkln
3-fl shhook
'his fishhook'
5.3.2 Devoloing of /n/
Devoicing of word-initial /n/ shows age-grading similar to
that for the devoicing of /m/: retention of n where devoicing is
possible is most common among the oldest speakers; devoicing
appears to be obligatory for speakers under thirty. However, it
appears that retention of n before an obstruent is possible in
utterance-initial position for speakers in the middle age
category who would not ordinarily prnounce m in this position.
At the beginning of an utterance, voiced n is optionally
retained before an obstruent by speakers in their thirties or
older. In the alternative pronunciations, where devoicing has
applied, underlying /n/ is reflected by tenseness and aspiration
of a following stop and by tenseness of a following s, without
aspiration. These phonetically tense obstruents are distinct
from utterance-initial plain stops and s, which are voiceless but
lax before a vowel. Thus the tense initial coneonants of the
second alternants in (131) contrast with the lax initial segments
of the corresponding forms in (132).
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(131) a. npison
[ph]Ison
'medicine'
b. nklmas-te
"l[kh]smas-te
easy-be. 1ocated- (3)
'it is easy to get at'
/0/
c. nsawat-) m
S[s]awat-)2m
careful -TI-(3)
'he is careful'
(132) a. [b]is-akmni-ke
into-brush(?)-AI-(3)
'he walks into high grass, brush, etc.'
b. [g]3miwin
rain-(3)
'it rains'
c. [z]awe wtame
often smoke-(3)
'he smokes often'
After a word which ends in a vowel, retention of voiced n
before an obstruent is again optional for speakers over 30.
There are two phonetic treatments, however, where devoicing has
taken place. Underlying /n/ may be reflected in these cases by
tensing/aspiration of the following obstruent, just as in
utterance-initial position; but phonetic [h] (typlcally a
voiceless continuation of the preceding vowel) is also be heard
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in place of /n/ in this context. The obstruents which follow [h]
in cases of this kind are tense but unaspirated, just like-
obstruents which follow /h/ in word-internal position:
(133) npison.
ma te
[hp]ison.
not EMPH medicine
'There is no medicine.'
(134) wall nsawat-~m
I
~ w11 [hs]awat-am
good careful-TI-(3)
'he is very careful'
Note that the sequence /ihs/ is not replaced by ass in (134).
Thus we must either restrict H-Deletion I (section 4.2.2) to
word-internal environments or order it before the rule which
derives [h] from devoiced /n/.
Since phonetic tenseness is characteristic of obstruents in
hC clusters, it seems appropriate to suppose that the tense
obstruents which result from devoicing in initial /nC/ are
represented as clusters of the form hC at the point in
derivatione which is reflected in our transcriptions. The fact
that phonetic [h] is a possible reflex of /n/ in examples like
(133) and (134) offers confirmation for this analysis, which I
have therefore adopted in transcribing initial tense obstruents
in this work.
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This hypothesis requires us to suppose that phonetic rules
convert initial h-stop clusters into aspirated stops and-delete.
initial h before a under appropriate conditions. We might
suppose that the effect of aspiration results from the metathesis
of h with the following consonant, since initial stop-h clusters
are also realized as aspirated stops: khak3n [khaeg+n] 'door'
(underlying /kjhaktn/; see 5.5). At least for some speakers,
however, initial Ch is typically realized with heavier aspiration
than initial hC, so I have chosen to maintain an orthographic
distinction between these two classes of clusters in all
environments.
Presumably there Is phonetic overlap between Initial h-stop
and stop-h clusters for all speakers. The verb Lkh]apo 'he is
blind' has two sets of forms, used by different speakers,
probably as a result of this phonetic ambiguity:
(135) a. nikhap
(1)-blind
'I am blind'
b. nekhapi-t
bl ind-3AN-( PERF)
'when he was blind'
c. kakawi nkhapo-hpln
nearly(?) blind-(3)-PRET
'he was more nearly blind'
d. [kh]apo = khapo
bllnd-(3)
'he is blind'
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(136) a. nihkap
(1)-blind
'I am blind'
b. nehkapi-t
blind-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was blind'
hi/c. [kh]apo = hkapo
blind-((3)
'he is blind'
The forms in (135) presumably reflect underlying /nikhapi-/
'blin4,' while those in (136) reflect /nikkapi-/. Both forms of
the root contain syncopating /I/. In the case of (135d), we may
suppose that initial /h/ is lost before /CC/ in the cluster /hkh/
which results from devoicing. In (136c), /h/ is deleted between
two consonants in the cluster /nhk/ which results from syncope.
Word initial /nk/ becomes hk.* Both kh and hk may be realized as
aspirated stops. We expect some difference in the degree of
aspiration of this segment according to the analysis of the stem
adopted by a particular speaker, but this effect cannot be
confirmed at present.
When /n/ is devoiced in initial /nC/ after a word which ends
in a non-syllabic segment, the resulting /h/ may be lost without
a trace. This result is expected, since /h/ is consistently
deleted word-internally in clusters of the form /ChC/ which arise
in the course of derivations (see 6.4.1 for discussion). It also
appears to be possible, however, for /h/ to be reflected by
tenseness/aspiration of the following obstruent in these cases,
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just as it is in initial position; although it may be that this
type of pronunciation is excluded when the two words involved are-
truly pronounced in a connected fashion. Many of the phonetic
details of forms which have undergone devoicing remain to be
clearly established.
There is no trace of /h/ from underlying /n/ where a
consonant cluster follows, as in (137). The following segment (s
in almost all cases) will be tense in any event, since any
obstruent is tense before another obstruent within a word.
(137) (n)skawe-wi-ntow-ak;n
perform.greeting. ceremony-DA-sing-NOM
'ceremonial greeting song'
Note the retention of n in the word-internal nt cluster. As in
the case of /m/, devolcing of /n/ takes place only in word-
initial clusters.
In almost all cases, the clusters in which n may be replaced
by h appear to be synchronically derived through syncope. An
example involving the deletion of /I/ was given in (135)-(136).
Other cases of this kind will be discussed in 6.1. (I do not
know of any words in which the deleted vowel is /a/.) More
frequently, the deleted vowel is /3/, as shown in (138)-(142).
The underlying form of the stem is given first for each set of
examples.
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(138) a. /nopison/
'medicine'
b. napison
(3)-medicine
'his medicine'
c. skiclnhw- npison
Indian-PN medicine
'Indian medicine'
d. hpison
'medicine'
(139) a. /ntpakat-Sw-/
'lie to'
b. ntpakat-ow-a-l
(3 )-i ie-TA-DIR-3 . OBV
'he lies to the other'
c. eli kisi npakat-a-sk
thus past lie-TA-3(3)/2-(PERF)
'the way he lied to you (eg.)'
d. hpakot-,w-a-t
li e-TA,-DIR-3 AN-( SUBJ)
'if he lies to the other'
e. nepakat-Sw-a-t
11 e-TA-DIR-3AN-(PERP)
'when he lied to the other'
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(140) a. /nakamas-)pi-/
'be (physically) accessible'
b. n)kamas-pli-n
(3)-easy--sit-SUBORD
'he is accessible (Subordinative)'
c. hkamas-'po
easy-sit-(3 )
'he is accessible'
d. nekamas-api-t
easy-sit-3AN-(PERPF)
'when he was accessible'
(141) a. /nakwat-ol-am-/
'travel alone by canoe; have one point
(in the traditional dice game)'
b. k-nakwt-wol-m
2-one-canoe-AI
'you (ag.) canoe alone, have one point'
c. hkwat-ol-)m
one-canoe-Al-(3)
'he canoes alone, has one point'
d. nekwt-ol-a-k
one-canoe-A 1-3 AN
'he who canoes alone, has one point'
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(142) a. /nass-ol-am-/
'have three points (in the traditional dice game)'
. A
b. nass-ol-am
(1)-three-canoe
'I have three points'
c. ns-ol-am
Shse-ol-Im
three-canoe-AI-(3)
'he has three points'
d. ness-ol-)-k
three-canor-AI-3 AN
'he who has three points'
In all of the examples that I have found in which /n/
becomes h before /s/, the /s/ is either geminate, as in (142), or
the first member of a cluster, as in (137). (Forms like
nossawat-.m-an ((3)-careful-TI-3IN) 'he is careful with it, about
it' show that ns ~ he is derived from /nass/ in (131c) and
(134).) Since s is tense in clusters in any case, it might be
argued that the tenseness of initial [s] from /ns/ is due to its
position in an underlying cluster, rather than to the phonetic
effects of h, as I have suggested above.
It should be noted, however, that an underlying geminate
stop has the same phonetic realization as an underlying single
stop in utterance-initial position after a site where /n/ has
undergone devoicing. In either case, the remaining segment is
short, tense, and aspirated. Thus the phonetic segment which
results from syncope, devoicing, and the replacement of /n/ by h
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in /nakkek-/ 'all day' in (143b) is indistiguishable from the
phonetic segment which results from the application of the same-
rules in underlying /nskumas-/ 'easy' in (140b). Both are [kh].
/
(143) a. nakkek-)lohk
(1)-all. day-work-(AI)
'I work all day'
b. hkek-alohk-e
all .day-work-AI-(3)
'he works all day'
c. nekkek-)l o hk-e-t
all .day-work-AI-3AN
'he who works all day'
Now it is quite generally the case that a geminate consonant
is shortened after another consonant. For example, the
underlined 2 in (144a) is short (and lax), even though it is
derived from an underlying geminate, as a comparison with (144b)
reveals.
(144) a. k2 -asSka-h-m-on
close- lock-TI-TI-2
'lock (sg.) it!'
b. h-kepp-aspka-h-m- n
3-close-l ock-TI-TI-3 IN
'he locks it'
It seems reasonable to attribute the shortening of /kk/ in (143b)
to the same process. But /as/ is also shortened after another
consonant (although a is tense in this position). Thus the /sa/
of /kesse-/ 'in' is shortened in (145\b), where it follows /k/ in
the output of syncope.
(145) a. h-k'sse-hl-a-l
3-i n-TA-DIR-3. OB V
'he lets the other in'
b. kse-hl-a-t
I n-TA-D IR-3 AN-(SUBJ)
'if he lets the other in'
Thus the phonetic tenseness of utterance-initial [es] from /ns/
cannot be attributed to its derivation from underlying /ss/, but
must result from the presence of another preceding consonant at
the point in derivatons at which the phonetic rule which
determines the phonetic tenseness of s in clusters applies. This
consonant could either be the underlying /n/ itself or the h
which is derived from it. Since h seems like the most likely
trigger for the aspiration of stops after sites of devoicing, I
assume that it is also h which accounts for the tensing that we
find in the corresponding cases with s.
5.%,* Phonetics of the first person prefix
A class of apparent exceptions to the devolcing of initial
/n/ results from the application of a voicing rule which is
triggered only by the /n/ of the frist person prefix n(t)-.
These seeming exceptions are easily accommodated by ordering the
special voicing rule for the prefix before Initial Devoicing.
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This result is surprising, however, since apart from the first
person forms in question voicing is not distinctive .in.
Passamaquoddy.
After the /n/ of /n(t)-/ FIRST PERSON (the only prefix which
contains this segment), any obstruent is voiced before a vowel.
Some examples are given in (146). Note that the /t/ of /nt-/,
the pre-vocalic form of the prefix, is always in a position to
undergo voicing. This /t/ is therefore always phonetically [d],
as in (146f).
(146) a. n-[b]ohtaya-m
1-bottle-POSS
'my bottle'
b. n- [ d ]k-am-a
1 -hi t-TA-DIR
'I hit him'
c. n- [],als-am
1 -grasshopper-POSS
'my grasshopper'
d. n-[glappcal
1-hoarse
'I am hoarse'
e. n-[z]iw
1-relative
'my relative; my buddy'
f. n[d ]-akam
1 -snowshoe
'my snowshoe'
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Obstruents other than s and c are voiced between vowels by
most Passamaquoddy speakers, but the voicing induced by the first.
person prefix is noticeably stronger, affects s and c as well as
the other obstruents, and is found in the speech of all members
of the community. Except in careful speech, the n of the prefix
is often dropped, especially by youngeer speakers, leaving the
voicing which it triggers as the only mark of its presence: [ziw]
'my buddy.' The position following the /n/ of the prefix is the
only environment in Passamaquoddy in which voicing is not
predictable on the basis of segmental conditions alone. In all
other clusters in which a non-syllabic sonorant is followed by an
obstruent, the obstruent is voiceless and tense. (The same
complex of facts is described for Maliseet by Teeter (1973:196).
Since the voicing rule which it triggers eliminates the
conditions for devoicing, the /n/ of the prefix is never
devoiced. Neither [h] nor any of the phonetic effects which I
have attributed to h are heard in forms with the first person
prefix.10
We can easily account for the fact that the /n/ of n(t)- is
not subject to devoicing by ordering the voicing rule which this
prefix triggers before Initial Devoicing. This leaves us with a
simple picture of Initial Devoicing, but adds another dimension
to the pecularity of the voicing process illustrated in (146).
This rule not only represents an intrusion of morphological
conditioning into the system of rules which determine the
distribution of an otherwise non-distinctive feature, but also
appears to be a rule of phonetic character which must be ordered
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among the phonological rules of the language, those which produce
alternations between phonemes.
5.3.4 Devoicing of /W/
Voiceless w in the output of Initial Devoicing may be
maintained in surface forms even in utterance-initial position in
the variety of Maliseet described in Teeter (1973:196), but this
segment virtually always undergoes further reduction in the
speech of my Passamaquoddy consultants. In fact I have recorded
phonetic [w] only once, although the speaker (A.H.), a woman now
in her forties, repeated the form upon request, again pronouncing
[w] with no hesitation:
(147) n-kisi [w]tam-hati-p n
1-past smoke-PL-1 1
'we (pl.) smoked'
Apart from this example, I have recorded only h as the result of
the devoicing of /w/, with phonetic reflexes like those of h from
Even among the oldest Passamaquoddy speakers that I have
worked with, the devoicing of /w/ is obligatory in utterance-
initial position. After a vowel, w alternates with h before an
obstruent for speakers over 30.
'"'7
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(148) a. mecimi te wtame
always EMPH smoke-(3)
'he always smokes'
= b. mecimi te htime
The alternants with w are only common in the speech of those over
60, and speakers younger than 30 apparently never use them.
Again there is some indication, from pairs of examples like the
following, that retention of the voiced segment is most likely at
the boundary between a preverb or prenoun and the word that it
modifies (both examples from D.F., a man in his sixties).
(149) a. ma nt-ahcSwi wtma-w.
not 1-must smoke-NEG
'I do not need to smoke.'
b. nt-sahctwi ma htlma-w.
1-must not smoke-NEG
'I must not smoke.'
As expected, devoicing does not take place in word-internal /wk/:
(150) sakama-w-ka-n
chi ef-DA-dance-UNSPEC
'a governor's ball is held'
At the beginning of an utterance or after a pause, and
optionally in other positions, h from /w/ is reflected only by
tenseness and aspiration of a following stop and by tenseness of
a followIng s.
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(151) [thh]me
smoke-)(3)
'he smokes'
(152) a. h-ktl welski-y-a-l
3-future suffer-TA-DIR-3.OBV
'he makes the other suffer;
he punishes the other'
b. [a]iki-y-a-t
suffer-TA-DIR-3 AN-( SUBJ)
'if he makes the other suffer;
if he punishes the other'
As in comparable cases where /n/ undergoes devocing, there is no
phonetic reflex of devoiced /w/ before a cluster, and at least
optionally no reflex after a word ending in a nonsyllabic
(although utterance-initial treatment of the second word in cases
of the latter type may also be possible).
Again the environments in which devoicing takes place are
the historical result of vowel deletion. Reanalysis has clearly
taken place in some initials, but there are still a number of
morphemes which alternate in ways which we can explain by setting
up underlying /w C/. (I know of no cases in which /a/ or /i/ is
deleted after a word-initial /w/.) This sequence general does
not occur in any surface alternant, however. After the personal
prefixes, where /I/ is protected from syncope, /w?/ is usually
contracted to o. In Changed Conjunct forms of verbs, initial
/wt/ is replaced by /we/.
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The result is an alternation, in verbs, of w or h in
unprefixed, Unchanged forms with o in prefixed fotims and we .n-
Changed forms. The o which results from contraction surfaces in
initial position in third person forms as the result of a rule
which deletes initial /w/ before /o/. Several stems which
alternate according to this pattern are shown in (153)-(156). I
give first the underlying form of the stem, then forms showing
deletion, contraction, and Change.
(153) a. /watama-/
'smoke'
b. kisi wtame
past smoke-(3)
'he smoked'
c. n-ot m
I-smoke
'I smoke'
d. wetnma-t
smoke-3 AN
'he who smokes'
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(154) a. /wasiki-y-/
'cause to suffer; punish'
b. nespi weiki-y-oc-ik
additionally suffer-TA-3PASS-33PROX
'they who were inadvertently made to suffer'
c. osik -y-a-l
(3)-suffer-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he makes the other suffer;
he punishes the other'
d. wesikl-y-a-t
suffer-TA-DIR-3AN-(PERF)
'when he punished the other'
(155) a. /wecipilkwe-/
'have epilepsy'
b. hcipilkwe
epileptic-(3)
'he has epilepsy'
- N
c. n-mooipilkw
1-epilectic
'I have upilepsy'
d. wecipilkwe-t
epileptic-3AN
'he who has epilepsy'
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(156) a. /wnt-aes-am-/
'cut a piece from'
- 1
b. ht-as-a-k
3-from-cut-T I-3 AN
'if he cuts a piece from it'
P .4
c. ot-a-am-4n
(3)-from-cut-TI-3IN
'he cuts a piece from it'
d. wet-s-a-k
from-cut-TI-3AN
'he is cutting a piece from it;
where he cut it off'
Before a consonant cluster, the alternation is usually one of
zero with o and we:
(157) a. /waskaw-eyi-/
'spend time (In a place)'
b. skow-eyo
spend.time-AI-(3)
'he often spends time there'
c. n-oskow-ey
1-spend.time-AI
'I often spend time there'
d. weskow-eyi-t
spend .ti me-AI-3 AN-(PERP )
'when he used to spend time there'
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In nouns we find an alternation oetween _w, h, or zero in
unpreffxed forms and o in prefixed forms:
(158) a./watapak~n/
'vehicle'
b. htapaken
'car, sled, etc.'
c. n-otapak n
1-vehicle
'my car, sled, etc.'
(159) a. /waskitape-/
'man'
b. skitap
'man'
c. oskitape-m-awa-1
(3 )-man-POSS-33 PROX-3 .OB V
'their man'
Especially in cases where a consonant cluster follows a
devoicing site, where underlying /we/ is not phonetically
recoverable, these alternations are not always consistently
maintained. Thus one may hear kci wskicin 'old Indian' (with kci
'big, great') but eskicinsw-l-yek (Indian-AI-11l) 'we (du. exo.)
who are Indians,' both derivatives of skioin 'Indian.' The first
of these forms suggests an underlying stem beginning with /wI/,
while the second points instead to underlying initial /a/. Some
discussion of the attested patterns of variation will be found in
6.2 and in 9.4.
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Although the personal prefixes usually take the forms /nt-/,
/kt-/, and /wt-/ before vowels, they appear without /t/.before.
surfac' o in forms like the (c) examples in (153)-(159). The
reason, of course, is that o in these forms is derived from
underlying /w)/. The contraction rule which converts /wl/ to o
in cases of this kind may be stated as follows, provided that it
is ordered after V-Epenthesas, so that underlying floating schwas
will have received V-slots in the initial syllables of prefixed
forms by the time the rule is applied.
(160) Contraction
C C V C V
w• o
Given this formulation of Contraction, the rule will only be
applicable to /wa/ in word-initial syllables. There are a
variety of word-internal contractions which resemble the process
exemplified in (153)-(159), but I will not attempt to pin down
the relationships among these alternations here.
The third person prefix /w/ is deleted before /o/ in the
output of Contraction. This operation may be formally stated as
(161). (If /kw/ is analyzed as a sequence of /k/ and /w/ on the
segmental tier, the only [+round] non-syllabic in Passamaquoddy
is /w/ and the only [+round] vowel is /o/.)
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(161) WO-Reduction
C
[+round] [+round]
Although /w/ is the third person prefix in all forms which
undergo this reduction, (161) can be stated as a general rule,
since no Passamaquoddy words begin with wo.
The independence of WO-Reduction and Contraction is
confirmed by the inflection of depsndent nouns. In nouns of this
type, which occur only in possessed forms, the personal prefixes
appear without /t/ before vowel-initial stems. The forms in
(162) are typical.
(162) a. n-ikalwss
1-mother
'my mother'
b. k-ik~awse
2-mother
'your (sg.) mother'
c. w-ilkcwses-81
3-mother-3 . OBV
'his mother'
When the noun stem begins with /o/, as in (163) and (164), the
/w/ of the third person prefix is deleted:
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V
(163) a. n-ohkamass
1 -grandmother
'my grandmother'
b. ohkgmpss-1l
(3)-grandmotherr-3. OBV
'his grandmother'
(164) a. n-ohsim-is
1-younger.sibl ing-DIM
'my younger sibling'
b. ohsim- s-31
(3 )-younger. s i bl ing-DIM-3. OBV
'his younger sibling'
Since o does not alternate in the paradigms of these nouns, and
since the absence of /t/ in the prefixes follows here from
independent considerations, there is no reason to derive o in
these case from underlying /w /.
Both Contraction and WO-Reduction are applicable in
paradigms in which the environment for devoicing does not arise.
Both rule apply, for example, in the derivation of (165b), where
the third person prefix is addded before the AI+O stem
/w3lamsft-)m-/ 'believe.' But /a/ is not deleted before the
sonorant /1/ in (165a), so that underlying /wal/ appears as such
on the surface in this form.
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(165) a. wblamsat-ý-k
bel ieve-AI-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he believes'
b. olamset-im-an
(3 )-bel i eve-AI-PEG
'he believes in it'
c. welamslt-,-k
bel i eve-A I-3 AN
'he who believes'
While WO-Reduction is obligatory, Contraction is often
optional, especially when a sonorant consonant follows:
(166) a.
b.ow
ol i-nam-an
wil i-nam-3 n
(3 )-good-see-3IN
'he likes the way it looks'
on-tem-a-l
wvn-tem-a-1
(3)-distract-strike-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he bothers the other (while the other is
talking)'
Examples of optional contraction where an obstruent follows are
less common. The uncontracted form in (167b) is unusual in that
it provides direct attestation of the /waC/ sequence which
underlies a cluster in which /w/ undergoes Initial Devoicing.
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(167) a. htahakan
paddle
b. othak n
~ wthak n
(3 )-paddle
'his paddle'
The underlying form of the stem in these examples is probably
/wvtahakln/, with loss of the first /e/ in unprefixed forms and
loss of the second in prefixed forms, as dictated by alternating
stressability. (See 5.5 for syncope before /h/.)
5,•,5 Phonetics of the third person prefix
In section 4.2.4 I noted that the /w/ of the third person
prefix /w(t)-/ is sometimes retained on the surface before a non-
syllabic where there is a preceding word which ends in a vowel.
Several examples of the retention of /w/ in verb forms were given
there. To these may be added the following cases of surface w in
noun inflection:
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(168) a. kis-te wt-Dpqsanot.
finish-be. ocated-(3) 3-basket
'His basket is finished.'
b. htaw-atkow-e w-tol.
know.how-wave-II-(3) -canoe
'His canoe rides the waves well.'
c. nft ehpit peskow-)l te w-nican-9l.
that woman one-3.OBV EMPH 3-chil d-3. OBV
'That woman has only one child.'
Where the /w/ of the third person prefix is followed by an
obstruent, it has the same range of phonetic realizations as /w/
before obstruents in other morphemes, with much the same
variation according to the age of the speaker. The examples in
(169) and (170) show [w] in alternation with [D] and aspiration
of a following obstruent in forms with this prefix.
(169) a. ma te [w]t-api -htsm-ow- n
not EMPH 3-sit-TI-NEG-3 i n
'he does not live in it'
b. Cth]-4ppl-htem-an
3-s i t-TI-3 IN
'he lives in it'
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(170) a. ...onak-essi-n, na [h]t-al-ewesto-n.
(3)-rise-move-SUBORD in.turn 3-thus-speak-SUBORD.
'...he rises, and in his turn speaks.'
b. ...onak-essi-n, [t h -al-ewesto-n...
(3)-rise-move-SUBORD 3-thus-speak-SUBORD
'...he rises, speaks...'
The prefix /w-/ may also be added to stems which begin with
a non-syllabic sonorant. Initial Devoiclng is not applicable in
this environment, so no phonetic reflexes of /h/ are heard in
cases of this kind. Instead the prefix is usually simply
deleted. For the oldest speakers, this deletion, like the
devoicing of /w/ before obstruents, is optional after a word
which ends in a vowel, as in (171), but obligatory after a non-
syllabic or after a pause.
(171) mecimi te (w)-mrs-an-am- n
always EMPH 3-get-by.hand-TI-31N
'he always gets it'
Speakers In the intermediate age group, however, seem to find it
much less acceptable to retain /w/ before a non-syllabic sonorant
than before an obstruent.
Since Initial Devolcing will not account for the deletion of
initial /w/ in forms like mas-4n-qm-3n 'he gets it,' another rule
Is required for these cases. A preliminary formulation is given
in (172). Although it is not necessary to mention the third
person prefix explicitly in this rule, there is in fact no other
source for clusters of /w/ and a non-syllabic sonorant.
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(172) W-Deletion (preliminary)
C
W
C
[+sonorant]
I will suggest below that this rule, like Initial Devoicing,
should be reformulated so that its target is un unsyllabified C.
Teeter has noted a special treatment of /k/ after the third
person prefix in Maliseet, "giving as a phonetic result a
slightly aspirated labiovelar quite distinct frota that of a stem
beginning with [the unit phoneme] kw" (1973:196). I have
occasionally heard similar pronunciations from some of my
Passamaquoddy consultants. A few examples are given in
(173)-(176), together with forms which show the same stems with
basic stem-initial k.
(173) a. nit te w-kisacil-n
then EMPH 3-ready-SUBORD
'then he is ready'
s -
b. h-kwisaci-n
3-ready-SUBORD
'he is ready (Subordinative)'
(174) a. tan h-ke hs-lohk-a-n?
how 3-X.much-work-AI-SUBORD
'How much did he work?'
= b. tan h-kwehs-)lohk-a-n?
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(175) a. h-1kasm-an-wm-4n
3 -push-by. hand-T I-m3 IN
'he pushes it'
= b. h-kwasam-(n-am-an
(176) a. h-klspison
3-be t
'his belt'
= b. h-kw'spl'son
Teeter suggested that the lablovelars that we find in
comparable Maliseet examples might be derived via metathesis of
/wk/ to /kw/. But the aspiration of the resulting phonetic
segments which he reports, and which is also typical of the
Passamaquoddy forms, suggests instead that /w/ remains in initial
position in these cases, where it undergoes devoicing, ultimately
becoming h. This is my reason for transcribing initial h in all
of the examples in (173)-(176). That this conclusion is correct
is confirmed by the fact that w may appear on the surface to the
left of a stem-initial labiovelar which is derived from
underlying /k/, provided that the context is one in which the
devoicing of /w/ is not obligatory:
(177) a. ma te w-kwisi-hto'-w-)n
not EMPH 3-past-TI-NEG-3IN
'he did not make It'
cf. b. ma te n-kisi-hto'-w-an
not EMPH 1-past-TI-NEG-3IN
'I did not make it'
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Of course, if no metathesis rule is involved the derivation
of the labiovelars in examples like (173)-(177), then there must.
be a rounding rule instead. We can give this process a
preliminary formulation as shown in (178). Once again the rule
must be restricted in some manner so that it is applicable only
to initial /wk/, since medial /wk/ Is not affected in forms like
sak ma-w-ka (chief-DA-dance-(3)) 'he does a (tribal) governor's
dance.'
(178) K-Rounding (preliminary)
C C C
I\ / # I
k k w w
We might seek to explicate this process in terms of autosegmental
spreading of the feature [round], but I will not pursue this
question here. This rule, like Initial Devoicing and W-Deletion,
will be reformulated below in terms of syllabification.
K-Rounding shows even steeper age grading than Initial
Devoicing and W-Deletion. Only a few of my oldest consultants
(P.D., S.G., D.F.) appear to use forms showing the effects of K-
Rounding in spontaneous speech. My principal consultant in the
intermediate age group (A.H.) finds forms of this kind quite
acceptable but describes them as "old language." I have not
heard her use them in ordinary conversation. One of my younger
consultants was surprised to hear that some speakers used third
person forms with kw for k and commented that she had never heard
them, (Her statement is especially interesting, since this young
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woman was then living within a few hundred yards of the speakers
from whom I heard the most examples of this type.) The rapid
decline in the frequency of application of K-Rounding which these
comments suggest may be connected with the fact that even those
speakers who use the rounded forms most often seem to avoid them
in careful speech.
Despite the marginal status of K-Rounding in contemporary
Passamaquoddy, it is clear that this rule was once frequently
applied. Two stem allomorphies which are found in the speech of
all age groups clearly result from reanalysis of earlier surface
forms derived by K-Rounding.
The stem of the noun kat 'leg (including the foot)' shows up
with k in possessed forms for non-third person possessors, but
forms with third person possessors are usuallly made on a stem
/-kwat/, even by speakers who never otherwise use kw for k after,
the third person prefix:
(179) a. n-kat-U1
1-leg-33IN
'my legs'
b. h-kwat
3-leg
'his legs'
c. h-kwati-hkoLwa-k
3-] eg-PL-33-LOC
'on their legs'
The shapes in which the stem of the verb 'be angry' shows up
in prefixed and Changed forms suggest an underlying form
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/wahkayi-/, but unprefixed forms are alsways made on a stem
/hkwayi-/, again apparently by all speakers.
(180) a. n-•hkay
1-angry
'I am angry'
b. wehkayi-t
angry-3 AN- (PERF)
'when he was angry'
c. hkwayo
angry-(3 )
'he is angry'
In the case of this verb, the earlier use of unprefixed
forms with initial wk is attested. J.D. Prince (1921) published
edited versions of texts which had been written out about 1911 by
Lewis Mitchell of Pleasant Point, ME, in an orthography of his
own devising. For the most part, Prince did not reproduce
Mitchell's original spelling, choosing instead to rewrite the
texts in his own' orthography. While many forms are undoubtedly
clearer as a result of Prince's efforts, certain errors and
obscurities appear to have been introduced as a result of his
assumptions about initial sonorants. I will return to this
matter below. Despite these problems, however, two forms of the
verb 'be angry' seem to point clearly to wk where one now hears
only kw: 1
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(181) a. "w'kayoltowuk"
= wkay-olto-w- k
angry-PL-3-33 PROX
'they (pl.) are angry' (p. 58)
b. "tan etutci w'kaylt"
= tan etocl wkayi-t
how at.that.point angry-.3AN
'when he is angry' (p. 72)
The application of K-Rounding and Initial Devoicing to these
forms from Prince would give forms of the type found in the
contemporary language. Thus it seems reasonable to suppose that
the current unprefixed stem /hkwayi-/ results from the reanalysis
of an original surface alternant of the stem as an underlying
stem allomorph. The allomorphic relationship between /hkwayi-/
and the other stems of this verb has been maintained while the
frequency of application of K-Rounding has undergone a steep
decline. The possessed stem /-kwat/ 'leg' presumably has a
similar history, starting out as a surface variant of -kat after
the third person prefix.
It may be worth noting that 'be angry' would have been a
particularly likely candidate for reanalysis. The underlying
form /wnhkayi-/ might appear to have been easily justified in the
early years of this century. But in fact I know of no other stem
for which a clear case can be made for setting up an underlying
form containing /?hC/. (Such sequences are excluded in surface
forms except in a few suffixes.) Moreover, /wahkayi-/ would
apparently have been the only stem in which syncope produced a
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word-initial cluster which was subject to K-Rounding. In the
contemporary language, /w/ is the third person prefix--in all-
occurrences of word-initial /wk/ which are potential inputs to
this rule. The elimination of the unprefixed forms of hkwayo as
cases of K-Rounding thus produced a state of affairs in which the
rule was triggered only by a single morpheme. Or, to put the
matter the other way around, taking K-Rounding to be a rule which
was specifically applicable to the third person prefix may have
entailed the reanalysis of /wahkayi-/.
5.3.6 The role of syllabification
We have now identified three rules for which a word-initial
non-syllabic sonorant before another non-syllabic serves either
as a target or as a trigger: Initial Devoicing, W-Deletion, and
K-Rounding. The first two of these rules are applied more or
less often (by middle-aged and older speakers) depending on a
variety of environmental factors: application of the rules is
favored in uttarance-initial position and after a word ending in
a non-syllabic, and non-application is most likely after a word
ending in a vowel. This complex of facts has a straightforward
explanation if the rules are reformulated in terms of syllable
structure.
I argued in and 4.5.4 that the output of the word-level
phonological rules of Passamaquoddy is subject to a requirement
of full syllabification, the Unsyllabified Consonant Filter.
Through the device of extrametricality, exceptions are permitted
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in just one environment: word-initial position. This special
status of initial position is the key to the explanation-that I.
will propose for the shared properties of Initial Devocing,
W-Deletion, and K-Rounding.
Let us first consider some representative words beginning
with /w/ as they appear in the input to Initial Devoicing,
W-Deletion, and K-Rounding: /wtame/ > ht'me 'he smokes,'
/wmasintman/ > mvesnam n 'he gets it,' and /wkisacin/ > hkwisacin
'he is ready (Subordinative).' Let us further restrict our
attention for the moment to cases in which one of these words
begins an utterance or follows a pause. Under these
circumstances, the initial /w/ of each of these words must be
unsyllabified, since the only complex onsets createded by the
Passamaquoddy syllabification rules are clusters of the form sC.
Our three examples will therefore be represented as shown in
(182).
(182) a. ~ "AA
C C VC V
I I I I
w t) me
b. r C U
CC VC VC yc VC
I 1 1 I I
wml s) n ma n
C C VC VC VC
SI II o I 1
w kI s a c i n
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Suppose, then,. that we reformulate the rules that we have
been considering so that they refer not to word-initial nQn-
syllabic sonorants, but instead to extrasyllabic sonorants. The
suggested restatements are given in (183).
(183) a. Initial Devoicing
C' C
I -- * [-voiced] / _
[+sonorant] [-voiced]
b. W-Deletion
C' C
w [+scnorant]
c. K-Rounding
C C C'
---> /\ I'
k k w w
Rules (183a-c) will correctly pick out initial /w/ in each of the
words in (182), since the appropriate segment is extrasyllabic in
each case. In fact, (183a-c) will be precisely equivalent to
their prototypes which specify word-initial non-syllabic
sonorants, provided that they are ordered after all of the word-
level rules of the language, given that unsyllabified segments
occur only in initial position in the output of the word-level
rules. But Initial Devocing, W-Deletion, and K-Rounding must be
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phrase-level rules in any case: regardless of how we formalize
them, these rules affect only segments which are unsyllabifiable-
at the word level and will therefore be designated as
extrametrical and invilslble to word-level rules.
Let us consider specifically the rule of Initial Devolcing,
restricting our attention for the moment to speakers in the
middle and upper age categories. (I will return to the problems
presented by the speech of the youngest group below.) We noted
above that /w/ is consistently devoiced in utterance-initial
position or where it follows a non-syllabic. This fact suggests
that Initial Devoicing is an obligatory rule. But if the rule is
obligatory, how can we account for the fact that voiced /w/ is
optionally retained after a vowel-final word? Once we
reformulate devoicing as in (183a), we can give a simple
explanation for this fact. We need only suppose that a /w/ which
has not been incorporated into a syllable may be syllabified with
a preceding vowel across a word boundary. Once a word-intial /w/
is syllabified in this way, it will no longer be a possible
target of Initial Devoicing, since the rule is applicable only to
unsyllabified segments.
As an example, consider the phrase meoiml te wtame mecimi
te htome 'he al ways smokes.' The suggested process of
eyllabifcoation would have the following effect:
(184) · 7 r o
... C V C y c y -- ... C V C C V yC V
II I1f1 II 1 1 1 1
t w t)m e t e w t3 me
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If this operation is carried out before the application of
Initial Devoicing, /wtame/ will no longer contain .an.
unsyllabified /w/ to undergo this rule.
Moreover, we have already postulated a rule to which this
change in syllabification can be attributed. Rule (185), the
second of the "basic syllabification rules" of 4.5.4, syllabifies
a C-slot with an immediately preceding V. I will refer to this
process as Leftward Syllabification. If this rule is permitted
to apply across word boundaries as well as within words, it will
automatically carry out the change shown in (184).
(185) Leftward Syllabification
(part of basic syllabification)
V C V C
Since we have assumed that the rule which forms onsets of CVC
syllables takes precedence over (185), the latter will, in fact,
only be applicable to a word-initial C-slot which precedes
another non-syllabic.12
Now we have assumed that the basic syllabification rules are
obligatory in word-internal contexts and that they may be applied
at any point in derivations at which their structural
descriptions are met. Extending these assumptions to phrase-
level applications of Leftward Syllabification, however, leads to
incorrect predictions about the contexts in which Initial
Devoicing is applicable. By permitting the syllabification of
/w/ across word boundaries in cases like (184), we correctly
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predict that the application of Initial Devoicing may be avoided
here. But if Leftward Syllabification is obligatory i-n this-
context, it will always bleed devoicing in cases of this kind.
If syllabification may take place at any point in derivations,
then we will not be able to escape from this problem by invoking
rule ordering. Thus we are left with no way to derive mecimi te
httme, the alternate form of mecimi te wtme in which /w/ is
devoiced and changed to h.
Suppose, then, that we adopt the following convention
concerning the application of rules of syllabification:
(186) The application of rules of syllabification is
obligatory within a word, but optional
across a word boundary.
This convention has several consequences for the interaction of
Leftward Syllabification with Initial Devoicing, all of which
appear to be correct.
First, the application of Leftward Syllabification before
Initial Devoicing makes it possible to retain voiced /w/ after a
vowel, as we have already noted. But if Leftward Syllabification
is optional in phrasal contexts, then the change in
syllabification shown in (184) need not be carried out. When
this change is not made, word-initial /w/ will remain
unsyllabified in a phrase like /memcimi te wtame/. Initial
Devoicing will then be applicable, and /w/ will be changed to h.
Thus we correctly predict the optionality of the devoicing of /w/
in post-vocalic contexts. But if Leftward Syllabification may be
applied at any point in a derivation, then it will also be
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applicable to the output of Initial Devoicing. Thus Leftward
Syllabification may make the change shown in (187) instead .of-
that shown in (184).
(187) A A PN A
... C V C C V -- ... c V C c c
I I I I I ! I I I l II
t e h t ) m e t e h t a m e
The resulting structure contains a syllable-final h. Thus we
expect that the class of phonetic realizations permitted for VhC
where h results from Initial Devoicing will include those
permitted for VhC in word-internal contexts (a voiceless
continuation of the vowel, glottalization superimposed on this
vowel, etc.). This again appears to be correct.13 However,
since Leftward Syllabification will again be optional here, the
change in syllabification shown In (187) need not be made. Thus
we predict that it should also be possible to give word-initial
hC the same kind of phonetic treatment after a vowel it
obligatorily receives in utterance-initial position. This
prediction, too, appears to be correct: word-initial .h can
apparently be realized in any context only by tensing of a
following a, tensing and aspiration of a following p, t, a, k, or
The interaction of Initial Devoicing with Leftward
Syllabification accounts well for the surface reflexes of initial
iw/ before obstruents, and for their distribution, on the
assumption that Initial Devoicing is obligatory but Leftward
Syllabification optional (in the relevant domains). Indeed, the
fact that the retention of /w/ is relatively favored after a
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preverb or prenoun can plausibly be attributed to a greater
willingness to apply Leftward Syllabification across a word-
boundary in these syntactically close collocations.
The situation is more complicated, however, when we take
cases involving initial /m/ or /n/ into account. We can easily
explain why the devoicing of /m/ and /n/ is optional after a
vowel-final word. This effect follows directly from the
proposals that we have made for /w/. But for Passamaquoddy
speakers in the oldest age group, both /m/ and /n/ may be
retained, without devoicing, even in utterance-initial position.
Speakers in the middle age category do not retain voiced /m/ in
this position, but may retain voiced /n/. Yet we have assumed
that Initial Devoicing is an obligatory rule.
Here again, however, a simple explanation is available, once
we consider the role of syllabification in devoicing. For when
voiced /m/ or /n/ is retained at the beginning of an utterance,
the phonetic realization of either of these segments is a
syllabic nasal. But a syllabic nasal is, of course, not an
unsyllabified segment. If Initial Devoicing is applicable only
to unsyllabified segments, then all that we need to do to prevent
the devoicing of utterance-initial /m/ or /n/ is to order Initial
Devoicing after the rule which makes these segments syllabic.
Within the framework of CV phonology, a syllabic segment is
one which is associated with a V-slot. Thus the utterance-
/ /
initial alternants of mkweyo 'he, it is red' and npison
'medicine' with eyllabic initial m and 4 must be represented as
shown in (188a). To derive these representations from those
shown in (188b), which result from syncope, we need a rule which
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changes a C position to a V position. The required rule is
saated in (189). (Recall that a rule which introduces a. V.
position on the CV tier automatically introduces a syllable node
as well, by convention.)
(188) a.r T C. QT r
V C VC V VC VC VC
I /^ I II II (I I I
mk weyo npison
b. 6r r r
C C VC V C C VC VC
I ^  I, I I I Il I I I
m k we yo npison
(189) Syllabic Nasal Formation (oldest age group)
C, -- > V /
[+nasal]
This general rule of Syllabic Nasal Formation will produce
the right results for the oldest speakers, provided that it is
optional and precedes Initial Devoicing. Where the rule is
applied, its output will be a syllabic m or n which will not
undergo devoicing. Where the rule is not applied, /m/ and /n/
obligatorily undergo devoicing. For elderly speakers, the rule
which changes voiceless /m/ to £ is optional, so these speakers
will occasionally have [m] in surface phonetic representations.
Even for these speakers, however, voiceless /n/ is always
replaced by h.
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For speakers in the middle age category, rule (189) is too
general. These speakers, only /n/ may be exempted from Initial-
Devoicing in utterance-initial position. For these speakers,
then, we can postulate a more specific rule of Sylabic Nasal
Formation:
(190) Syllabic Nasal Formation (middle age group)
C-ev/
Note that Syllabic Nasal Formation, in either formulation,
will derive a syllabic nasal from the /n/ of the first person
prefix, as well as from /n/ before an obstruent. This is, in
fact, a correct result. Speakers in the middle and upper age
groups frequently pronounce the n of the first person prefix as a
syllabic segment in those styles of speech In which this consoant
is not eliminated through the kind of reduction of initial
clusters which was discussed in 4.5.3 and 4.5.4. Since the
youngest speakers tend to apply this type of cluster reduction
much of the time, it is not clear whether a rule like (190) can
be motivated on the basis of the speech of this group. In any
case, no such rule appears to be applied by the youngest speakers
in positions in which it would bleed Initial Devoicing.
We can now see that It is possible to account for the
variation among Passamaquoddy speakers in the details of the
application of Initial Devoicing without building any of the
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relevant constraints into to rule itself. The oldest speakers,
as we have seen, permit both Leftward Syllabfication. -and. a-
general rule of Syllabic Nasal Formation to precede Initial
Devoicing, therefore preventing certain applications of the
devoicing rule. Speakers in the middle age category also allow
Leftward Syllabification to precede Initial Devoicing, but they
apparently prefer to apply these rules in the opposite order,
since they are more likely than their elders to apply devoicing
where Leftward Syllabification is applicable. These speakers
apparently also emyloy a more restricted rule of Syllabic Nasal
Formation, with the result that they permit n but not m to escape
devoicing in utterance-initial position.
Although the rule system that I have proposed permits a
simple account for the seemingly quite complex facts involving
the devoicing of word-initail sonorants, it does not seem
particularly natural. We noted in 5.3.3 that the voicing rule
which is triggered by the /n/ of the first person prefix must
precede Initial Devoicing, even though it determines the value of
an otherwise -non-diastinctive feature. Non-distinctive
differences in syllabification are adjusted by Syllabic Nasa.l
Formation, yet this rule too must apparently precede Initial
Devoicing, even though the latter determines alternations between
phonemically distinct segments like m and 2. On the other hand,
the fact that the treatment of initial non-syllable sonorants has
clearly been undergoing rapid change suggests that the
phonological situation represented by the oldest contemporary
speakers of Passamaquoddy is indeed marked. I will return to the
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question of the historical development of this system in the
following subsection.
The yotingest Passamaquoddy speakers apparently apply
Initial Devoicing as frequently as possible, no longer permitting
any rules to bleed the devoicing process. (The phrase nit te
ms w 'that is all,' in which voiced m has aparently been retained
by at least one young speaker, might be regarded as a phonetic
idiom, with lexically specified syllabification.) These speakers
may have abandoned Syllabic Nasal Formation altogether. It seems
likely, however, that some version of Leftward Syllabiflcation is
still in use among speakers of this group. For example, k
appears to have the phonetic length associated with syllable-
final position in expressions like t ama kt-3li? (somewhere 2-
thus-(go)) 'Where are you (sg.) going?' for speakers of all ages.
Perhaps, then, these speakers have turned the preference for
early application of Initial Devoicing that we noted among
speakers of the middle age group into an absolute requirement, so
that Leftward Syllabification is not allowed by these young
speakers to apply freely at any point in derivations in the
phrase-level phonology. It is also possible, however, that some
or all of the alternations produced by Initial Devoicing have
been reinterpreted as non-phonological allomorplIsy by the youngest
speakers.
Let us return now to the two other rules discussed above
which involve word-initial extrasyllabic consonants: W-Deletion
and K-Rounding. For the oldest speakers, W-Deletion shows the
same seeming optionality after a vowel-final word as Initial
Devoicing does. If we apply the same explanation in both cases,
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we will say that W-Deletion is obligatory but that optional
Leftward Syllabification may either precede or follow W-Deletion.
for these speakers. For speakers in the middle age group,
however, there seems to be an even stronger preference for the
application of W-Deletion before Leftward Syllabification than
there is for relatively early application of Initial Devoicing.
Perhaps this preference for the application of W-Deletion is
related in some fashion to the fact that the only clusters of w
and a sonorant consonant at the level represented in our
transcriptions are those in which W-Deletion is applicable.
However this may be, Leftward Syllabification never bleeds
W-Deletion for speakers in the youngest age category, just as it
never bleeds Initial Devoicing for these speakers.
The forms which motivate K-Rounding are heard only from the
oldest speakers. The effects of this rule appear to be optional
in all environments. The simplest way to account for this
situation is to assume that K-Rounding itself is optional.
Leftward Syllabification, of course, will bleed K-Rounding, but
this situation presents no problem if syllabification across word
boundaries is optional. Speakers in the intermediate age group
appear to have passive knowledge of K-Rounding, but do not
usaully use forms derived by this rule. The rule has simply been
dropped from the grammar by the youngest speakers.
The rule system that I have proposed for the word-initial
phonological effects that we have looked at may be summarized as
follows. In addition to the rule of Leftward Syllabification,
which applies optionally across word boundaries and has special
ordering properties, we have seen evidence for the following
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phonological rules, with some variation in obligatoriness or the
details of the formal statements of a few of them according .to-
the age of the speaker:
(191) a. Contraction (160)
b. WO-Reduction (161)
c. voicing after the /n/ of /n(t)-/ FIRST PERSON
(not formalized)
d. Syllabic Nasal Formation (189) or (190)
e. Initial Devoicing (183a)
f. W-Deletion (183b)
g. K-Rounding (183c)
h. m -- 4 p (120)
o
i. n, w -- ) h (not formalized)
0 0
For all speakers, Contraction must precede WO-Reduction,
since Contraction creates /wo/ sequences which undergo reduction..
Contraction must also precede Syllabic Nasal Formation, in either
formulation, since the first person prefix n- is never pronounced
as a syllabic nasal before o derived by Contraction. Contraction
is sporadically optional (especially for young speakers), while
WO-Reduction is obligatory.
For all speakers, the voicing rule triggered by the first
person prefix must precede Intitial Devoicing, since the prefix
is never devoiced. For the speakers who have it (all but the
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youngest) Syllabic Nasal Pormation also precedes and bleeds
Initial Devoicing, although only /n/ becomes syllabic .in the.
speech of the intermediate age group.
For speakers over 60, Leftward Syllabification may either
precede or follow Initial Devoicing and W-Deletion. Speakers in
the 30-60 age group favor the application of Initial Devoicing
before Leftward Syllabification and strongly favor the
application of W-Deletion before Leftward Syllabification. For
speakers younger than about 30, it appears that both Initial
Devoicing and W-Deletion must consistently be applied before
Leftward Syllabification. Despite the complex age-graded
differences in the frequency of application of Initial Devoicing
and W-Deletion in different environments, both rule. can be given
the same formal statement as obligatory processes for all
speakers.
For the oldest speakers, K-Rounding is an optional rule
which may be applied when /w/ in initial /wk/ does not undergo
Leftward Syllabification. Speakers in the intermediate age group
know the rule, but generally do not apply it. The rounding rule
has been dropped from the grammar by the youngest speakers,
although isolated irregularites in certain stems reflecting the
former widespread application of the rule remain In use among all
speakers.
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5.3.7 Looking back and looking ahead
Prior to the change of devoiced m to j and of devoiced n and
w to h, Initial Devoicing must have been a phonetic rule in the
strict sense. The age-graded variation in the surface
distribution of devoicing that I have described above appears to
reflect a gradual shift in the point of application of the
devoicing rule from later to earlier points in phonological
derivations. Projecting this trend backward, we can imagine a
time in the history of Passamaquoddy when Initial Devoicing
always followed the application of Leftward Syllabification.
Non-syllabic sonorants would then have undergone devoicing just
when they could not be syllabified at the phrase level.
A number of nineteenth-century recordings of Passamaquoddy
suggest, however, that the precursor of Syllabic Nasal Formation
was not only more frequently applied than the contemporary rule
but was also more general: it apparently derived o from /w/ as
well as deriving syllabic nasals. Then as now the only
extrasyllabic sonorants that could arise in phonologica-1
derivations were /m/, /n/, and /w/. For the nineteenth-century
language, then, we can formulate a general rule of Syllabic
Sonorant Formation:
(192) Syllabic Sonorant Formation (no longer in use)
cl -- v/
[+sonorant]
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This rule evidently preceded and bled Initial Devoicing.
A word list compiled in 1854 by Henry Prince contains. a-
number of items which are of particular interest in this
connection. 1 4  Prince noted that w was voiceless in "Whs-kee-
tap'" wekitap 'man' (contemporary skitap), commenting explicitly
that "the first syl. is whispered" (1854, no. 4). Forms like
"Oo-sku'-nis" oskinis 'bone' (no. 47; contemporary ska/nis) and
"Go-ta-ha'-gun" ot'h(1kan 'paddle' (no. 82; contemporary htahakln)
show the vocalization of /w/, preventing the application of
Initial Devoicing. For 'claw' (no. 218), he gives both "Oo-kAt'"
and "Sheep-sis qat-see-z." The former must be okat 'his leg,'
with vocalization of the third person prefix /w-/, while the
latter must be sipsis kwatsis or the like, 'a bird's little leg,'
showing K-Rounding and the subsequent devoicing and loss of the
prefix. It is tempting to regard these last examples as evidence
that Syllabic Sonorant Formation bled K-Rounding as well as
Initial Devoicing in 1854, but of course we cannot exclude the
possibility that forms went unrecorded in which both K-Rounding
and the vocalization of /w/ took place. 15
The dialect spoken by Lewis Mitchell, whose life spanned the
turn of the century, apparently preserved the optional rule of
Syllabic Sonorant Formation in its general form. Thus some
occurrences of initial "o" in Mitchell's texts represented /w/
while others represented /o/. In cases of the first kind,
replacing o by _w would have given an alternate form of the same
word. This fact apparently misled J.D. Prince into rewriting as
"w'" some occurrences of "o" which represented the result of
applying Contraction and WO-Reduction to underlying /w-wi/. The
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effects of this decision can be seen by comparing the text of his
1897 edition of "The Passamaquoddy Wampum Record" with that .of-
the version which he included with Mitchell's later work in his
1921 text collection. The earlier version apparently adhered more
closely to Mitchell's spelling. The following examples are
chosen from a single page of each text (Prince 1897:486,
1921:10).
interpretation contemporary
I aa ow l Ia I 1 g a a --- an--- m m -- q " I a I"M- I•- I I
a. w'skittapyik
'men (prox.)'
b. oskittapi
'men (obv.)'
c. oskittapem
w' ski tapyik
oakitapi
oaki tap' m
tapyik
wskitaplyik
oski tapi
oakitapem
I//
skitaplyik
/ \
skitapi
oskitapem
'his men (obv.)'
d. omaweman omaweman
/o/
omaweman
'he calls the others together (Subordinative)'
e. omoosketunia w'musketunya omoskehtoniya moskehtoniya
'they take it/them (in.) out (Subordinative)'
f. oskmaknesum w'skmaknes'm osomakanass m osamaka nsse2 m
'his warriors (obv.)'
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1897 1921
Sawan/maweman
Here (a) appears to show surface w without vocalization,
while (b), (d), (e) reflect the vocalization of /w/ and'(c) and.
(f) reflect Contraction and WO-Reduction. J.D. Prince's analysis
of (e) was correct, but his analysis of (f) was wrong, leading to
an incorrect revision in his 1921 text. (It is clear that the
revision was not based on hearing the word again, since the "k"
which must represent a miseeading of some vowel letter remains
unchanged.) Similar errors were introduced in the spelling of
words like ohsimis!al 'his younger sibling,' with o from
underlying /wo/, which Prince (1921:72) gives as "w'stmis'l" 'his
younger brother' (see note 10).
In nineteenth and early twentieth-century Passamaquoddy,
r
evey word which was potentially subject to Initial Devoicing must
A
have had three alternate forms, one the result of applying
Syllabic Sonorant Formation, one derived by Leftward
Syllabification without devoicing, and one in which Initial
Devoicing was applied. Initial Devoicing would also have been
involved in numerous paradigmatic alternations.
With the restriction and eventual elimination of Syllabic
Sonorant Formation and the shift in the point in derivations at
which Initial Devoiclng is applied, so that it usually precedes
Leftward Syllabification, there has been a change in the kind of
evidence for Initial Devoicing which is available either to the
linguist or to the language learner. The only evidence for this
rule in the speech of the youngest Passamaquoddy speakers comes
from paradigmatic alternations.
But several types of paradigm leveling have also been taking
place during the last century, and at an increasing rate. I
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noted above in 5.3.1 that some speakers have reanalyzed
underlying /m/ as /p/ in stems where m and £ had' been .in.
paradigmatic alternation. We also saw evidence in 5.3.3 that the
three forms assumed by the stem of hkwayo 'he is angry' are no
longer treated as phonolgically related by any speakers. Other
cases involve more extreme reanalyses. For example, some
speakers (e.g. A.H.) have taken surface forms like hpakat-aw-a-t
(lie-TA-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)) 'if he lies to the other,' reflecting the
application of Initial Devoicing to underlying /napakat-aw-/, as
the basis for a new alternative underlying stem /hpakat-aw/. The
result is prefixed and Changed forms made on an invariant stem:
hpak*t-ow-a-l alongside n~pakit-ow-a-1 ((3)-lie-TA-DIR-3 .OBV) 'he
lies to the other,' hpfak*t-ow-a-t alongside nepakt -ow-a-t (lie-
TA-DIR-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he lied to the other.' The same speaker
accepts mehkweyo and makwkweyo as alternatives to pkweyo 'he, it
is red,' forms which reflect the Changed stem and a version of
the prefixed stem of this verb in unhistcrical contexts. (These
forms are rejected by my older consultants.) Novel forms like
these are undoubtedly most frequently used by the youngest
speakers, but are not limited to them.
Such radical reanalyses are hardly surprising, since the
changes which have affected the output of Initial Devoicing have
made the rule highly opaque. As such reanalyses proliferate, it
seems inevitable that Initial Devoicing will we lost as a
phonological rule, leaving behind scattered sets of allomorphic
relationships. This point may already have been reached by some
of the youngest speakers. The status of underlying /w;C/ in
forms which undergo Initial Devoicing seems especially shaky,
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since this sequence generally does not appear as such in any
surface alternant of a stem. The underlying form of the third.
person prefix /w(t)-/ is also quite difficult to motivate on the
basis of the forms which are found in the speech of the youngest
age group. I will take up the question of the underlying forms
of the prefixes in the folowing section.
5.4 Underlying and derived clusters
It is one of the principal claims of the CV theory of
stressability that the effect of alternating stressability
results from the application of the same rule which accounts for
the effects of clusters on underlyingly unstressable vowels,
namely V-Epentheels. For this claim to have any meaning, of
course, it must be the case that underlying forms do in fact
contain sequences of non-syllabics which affect the status of a
following /I/. If we could show instead that all surface CC
sequences after which underlyingly unstressable/d/ becomes
stressable are derived by syncope from underlying /C C/, there
would be no need to recognize any "cluster effects" on
stressability. This is essentially the position taken hy
Sherwood (1983b:32) in his analysis of syncope in Maliseet. If
this view of the conditions which determine stressability could
be maintained, there would be little to motivate an account of
the phonology of Passamaquoddy which attempts to relate the
distribution of stressable and unstressaable vowels to the
principles which govern syllabification.
Four arguments are presented below which demonstrate that
cluster effects on stresseability are real and cannot be explained'
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by deriving the clusters in question from underlying /COC/. Given
the reality of such cluster effects, it becomes unnecessary .to-
postulate underlying forms for the personal prefixes n(t)-,
k(t)-, and w(t)- ~ h(t)- which contain underlying schwas. In
fact the best synchronic account of the phonology of these
prefixes will derive them from underlying /n(t)-/, /k(t)-/, and
/w(t)-/.16
5.4.1 Arguments for underlylang clusters
In 4.2.4 we saw that an underlyingly unstressable /9/
becomes stressable when it follows a morpheme which ends on the
surface in a sequence of non-syllabics, provided that the first
segment in the cluster is not h. The morphemes which produce
this effect include ones like pisk- 'dark,' amalh- 'fancy,' and
pask- 'break' which always appear in the same shape in surface
forms. For example, the / / of /-an-/ 'by hand' is treated as
stressable in h-pask-ln-nm-an (3-break-by.hand-TI-3IN) 'he breaks
it with his hand,' even though this vowel must be underlyingly
unstressable, since the next following /1/ is stressable by
alternating stressabil ty in h-pehk-1 n-4 m-In (3-completely-
by.hand-TI-3IN) 'he takes it all.'
Additional examples involving synoope were given in 5.2.2.,
where we saw that synoopating /3/ is retained on the surface when
it follows ape- 'small,' aakh- 'into view,' or pask- 'break' --
again morphemes which are invariant in shape. Thus the initial
/9/ of /-ekil-/ 'be a size' is retained on the surface in
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aps-"kil (small-size-(3)) 'he is small' but eliminated by Schwa
Deletion I in kin-kil (large-size-(3)) 'he is big.'
The special status of hi, as opposed to clusters of h and an
obstruent, is also reflected both in stress assignment and in
syncope. Thus the /8/ of the reflexive final /-isi-/ is retained
on the surface and stressed after hl in ac-ehl-3so (change-TA-
REFLEX-(3)) 'he changes himself'; but this vowel must be
underlyingly unstressable, since it undergoes synoope in forms
like kal-so (hide-REFLEX-(3)) 'he hides.'
Now we can certainly account for the effects of elements
like pask- and ape- on the status of a following /P/ if we
postulate underlying forms for these morphemes in ihich their
surface clusters are represented by underlying /C0C/. Suppose,
for example, that the underlying form of aps- is /apss-/, with
unstressable /3/. Then the underlying form of aps-;kil is
/apas-wkil-w/. But now the /a/ of /- kil-/ will be stressable by
alternating stressabiltiy, since it is in second position in a
series of schwas which will fall under this principle in any of
the accounts that we have considered.
The problem with this approach is that there is no
independent motivation for the underlying form /apas-/. Because
the a of aps- is inherently streesable, the /9/ of putative
underlying /apes-/ will always undergo syncope. And indeed the
root aps- is invariant in form. In the case of morphemes
containing hIl, the situation is even worse. While alternations
between pfs and ps are common in Passamaquoddy, there are no
surface alternations between ha] and hi. To reduce the effects
of hi on a following /8/ to alternating stressability, then, we
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must derive all relevant occurreones of hl by syncope, even
though syncope between,/h/ and /I/ never results in any surface-
al ternati ons.
Consider next the ways in which syncope may take place in
underlying /CvCSC/. Depending on the larger context, either the
first or the second /0/ in such a sequence may be deleted -- but
not both. For example, the first /9/ in underlying /lsbkw/ is
deleted in the derivation of ttl-sakwe 'he is checking traps'
from /2tl-wsakwe-w/ (ongoing-check.traps-3). The second /a/ in
/ils9kw/ is deleted in the derivation of etal-askwe-t 'he is
checking traps (Conjunct)' from /etal-asiakwe-t/ (ongoing-
check.traps-3AN). But no form like *tfal-skwe or *etal-skwe-t is
possible, since the derivation of such a form would require the
deletion of both schwas in underlying /lsagkw/. The reason, of
course, is that alternating stressability guarantees that the
second /0/ in /C2C0C/ will always be stressable if the first is
not.17
We see, then, that triconsonantal clusters cannot be derived
by syncope from /CoC)C/. Yet such clusters are in fact quite
common, many of them do not alternate, and they have the same
effect as clusters of two consonants on the status of a following
/ /. We have seen, for example, that the underlyingly
unstressable /0/ /-alan-/ 'rain' becomes stressable after the
non-alternating cluster psk of -apsk- 'round' in etot-apsk-ala-k
(extreme-round-rain-3IN) 'it is raining very big drops.' The
same effect can be seen in kin-apek-aseo (large-round-AI-(3)) 'he
is fat,' where the underlying unstressable /1/ of the AI final
/-wsi-/ does not undergo synoope because it becomes stressable
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after /-apsk-/. (Clearly, of course, -apsk- cannot be derived
from /-apsak-/. It is precisely the fact that there .are .no.
clusters like /pe/ after which /8/ may remain unstressable that
we are trying to explain.)
Since unstressable /I/ regularly becomes stressable when it
is the last underlying vowel of a word, word-final CC cannot be
derived from /C0C/ in words which do not end in an underlying
final vowel. For example, final ck in poktewick 'liquor' cannot
represent underlying /cak/, since this word is no.t pronounced
with the final rising intonation which is characteristic of words
which have undergone Final Vowel Deletion. But underlyingly
unstressable /Z/ becomes stressable after this cluster in forms
like h-poktewick-)m-awa (3-4iquor-POSS-33PROX) 'their liquor.'
(Compare ht-ttohk-wm-wl 3-deer-POSS-3.OBV) 'his deer,' where the
/S/ of the possessive suffix /-fm-/ remains unstressable.)
There are also medial clusters which affect stressability
but cannot be derived from /C C/ because they do not alternate as
the conditions on syncope would require. To see this, consider
first the forms of /nssat-am-/ TI 'understand' given in (193).
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(193) a. ntst-3m-an
(3 )-understand-TI-3 IN
'he understands it'
b. hslt- -k
understand-TI-3 IN-(8UBJ)
'if he understands it'
c. nest-a-k
understand-TI-3AN-(PERF)
'when he understood it'
Here we have another case in which either the first or the second
/2/ in underlying /C•0CC/ may undergo syncope. In (193a), the
first /a/ of the stem is stressable because the third person
prefix is used. The second /'/ of the stem therefore remains
unstreseable and undergoes syncope. In the unprefixed form
(193b), the first /'3/ of the stem is unstressable instead, so it
is deleted. Initial Devoicing gives hs for /ns/ in the output of
syncope. The second /1/ of the stem is retained, since it is
stressable by alternating stressability. In (193c), the first
/0/ of the stem is replaced by the stressable vowel /e/ as a
result of Initial Change, so it is again the second vowel of the
stem which is deleted.
The pattern of alternations that we see in (193) contrasts
with that shown in (194). Here the non-alternating sequence sk
appears in place of st ~ set.
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(194) a. mask-m~m-n
(3)-find-TI-3IN
'he finds it'
b. psk-a-k
find-TI-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he finds it'
c. mesk-a-k
find-TI-3AN-(PERP)
'when he found it'
If the stem of mask-3m-9n were underlying /maesk-am-/, we would
expect to find *psk-.4-k for (194b), since the morphological
structure of this form is exactly parallel to that of (193b).
/ f
The fact that we do not shows clearly that the stem of m!ak-am-an
must instead be /mtsk-2m-/, with underlying /sk/. But note that
the /)/ of the TI element /-am/ is treated as stressable here,
even though this vowel is underlyingly unstressable, as forms
like h-paek-an-3m-mn 'he breaks it with his hand' attest. This
treatment of the /9/ of /-,m-/ can only be due to the preceding
cluster /sk/.
5.4.2 The underlying forms of the prefixes
I have frequently noted in preceding sections that /0/ is
always treated as stressable in the first syllable o0 a stem
after one of the personal prefixes. The question that I would
now like to address is whether this fact should be attributed to
alternating stressability or to cluster effects. That is, are
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the prefixes underlyingly /na(t)-/, /ka(t)-/, and /wa(t)-/ or
/n(t)-/, /k(t)-/ and /w(t)-/? I will argue here that the.latter.
position is correct.
A third analysis is possible, since there is evidence for a
rule of epenthesis in Passamaquoddy which inserts /8/ between
non-syllabics at morpheme boundaries: we could suppose that the
underlying forms of the prefixes do not contain /1/, but that the
initial non-syllabic in a prefix triggers epenthesis. (This is
in fact the analysis adopted by Sherwood (1983b:34).) I will not
discuss this proposal in detail, since it appears to be open to
the same objections as an account which posits underlying /0/ in
the prefixes. We will see in Chapter 7 that epenthesis must in
any case be formulated as a morphologically governed rule. The
restriction of epenthesis to contexts created by suffixation
therefore seems unremarkable.
The effects of the prefixes on the location of stressable
and unstressable positions are reflected by stress assignment in
the forms in (195) and by syncope in those in (196).
(195) a. *po
sit-(3)
'he sits'
b. kt-apl-n
2-s t-SUBORD
'you (sg.) sit (Subordinative)'
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(196) a. kpacale
hoarse- (3)
'he is hoarse'
b. n-ksepcal
1-whoarse
'I am hoarse'
Either hypothesis concerning the underlying forms of the
prefixes is consistent with this data. If kt- is underlying
/ktt-/ in (195b), then the /0/ of /2pi-/ is stressable in this
form because it is the second /9/ in underlying /krt-tpi-n/. If
kt- is underlying /kt-/ instead, then the /2/ of / pi-/ is
stressable in this case because it follows a cluster in
underlying /kt-api-n/. Similarly, if n- is underlying /n -/ in
(196b), then the first /I3/ of /kip9cale-/ is stressable here
because it is the second /P/ in underlying /n3-kapacale/. If, on
the other hand, n- is underlying /n-/, then the first /P/ of
/kfp9cale-/ is stresssable in (196b) because it follows a cluster
in underlying /n-kipacale/. In both (195b) and (196b),
underlying /0/ in the prefix would be followed by an obstruent,
so it would be deleted by Schwa Deletion I.
Not all of the data from prefixed forms is similarly
neutral, however. To begin with, the prefixes surface without 3
not only in environments where Schwa Deletion I is applicable,
but everywhere. In particular, the surface forms n-, k-, and w-
7 $ are found before non-syllabic sonorants, but this is not an
envlroment in which any independently motivated rule of syncope
is applicable. Examples are given on (197).
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(197) a. n-mthtakws
1-father
'my father'
b. k-wicohke-m-a
2-hel p-TA-DIR
'you (ag.) help him'
c. ma te (w)-nen-)w-a-wl-yll
not EMPH 3-know-TA-DIR-NEG-3. OBV
'he does not know the other'
That these words begin with true clusters, not phonetic
clusters which result from the phoneticdeletion of unitreesable
W9, is confirmed by the fact that the k of the second person
prefix is phonetically tense in forms like (197b). Word-initial
k is lax before a vowel, but tense before a non-eyllabic.
Occasionally one hears a phonetic 9 between the first person
prefix and a following m when a form like (197a) or a comparable
verb form like n-mas-an-am-an-al (1-get-by.hand-TI-31N-33IN) 'I
get them (in.)' is given a particularly explicit pronunciation.
It seems best, however, to handle such cases by means of a late
rule which inserts phonetic schwa, since I have also recorded
(nam] with syllabic [n] in such cases. Syllabic [n] in these
forms presumably reflects the application of Syllabic Nasal
Formation, which is not otherwise applicable in word-initial nam,
whether or not the ) is treated as strssable.
To derive forms like those In (197), given /nt(t)-/,
/k;(t)-/, and /we(t)-/ as the underlying forms of the prefixes,
we will have to postulate a ruls which deletes /l/ in these
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morphemes before sonorants as well as obstruents -- and which
applies nowhere else. (Sherwood (1983b:34) proposes just.such a.
rule for Maliseet.) In fact we must insure that this rule
deletes /a/ in all occurrences of the prefixes.
To do this, we will have to mark the prefixes as exceptions
to the rule which makes the first /8/ stressable in word-intitial
/(C)2 [+sonorant]l /, Initial Syllable Epenthesls in the CV
theory, even though this rule is otherwise completely
exceptionless. Regular application of Initial Syllable
Epenthesis or its equivalent to underlying /na-mas-an-am-ml/A
would give *n3msanamln•l, not the form nmesen8manVl 'I get them
(in.)' that we actually find. Similarly, we would expect
/ O
*wansltman for nastgman 'he understands it' and *wamsakman for
-
-
mesksmtn 'he finds it.' Again this problem is entirely an
artefact of the decision to analyze the prefixes as underlying
/n,s(t)-/, /k2(t)-/ and /w4(t)-/.
To sum up: We do not need schwas in the prefixes to account
for their effects on stressability. We can only set up
underlying /2/ in these morphemes at the cost of adding an extra
rule of syncope and exempting the prefixes from an otherwise
exceptionless generalization. Moreover, these special provisions
effectively secure treatment for the prefixes as if no underlying
/9/ were present. On these grounds, it clearly seems preferable
to derive the prefixes from underlying /n(t)-/, /k(t)-/ and
While these arguments appear to me to be quite strong, there
is a further set of facts which might be cited in support of the
claim that the underlying form of the third person prefix is
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/w (t)-/. The data in question concern the inflection of verbs
whose stems contain the third person preffx.
Two types of denominal verbs are formed from possessed
themes of nouns, partially inflected forms which consist of a
personal prefix, the noun stem, and the possessive suffix (if the
noun in question is one witih which this suffix is used). In one
formation, the AI final /-i-/ is suffixed to the noun theme to
derive a verb of possession. In the second type, the AI final /-
ne-/ ('die' when used in primary derivation) is suffixed to
body-part terms to form verbs with the sense 'have an ache in or
a medical problem associated with (the body part named in the
stem). 18
Some examples of the two types are given in (198) and (199).
Note that no prefix is supplied in any of these forms by the
verbal morphology, since the third person prefix is not used with
AI verbs in the Independent Indicative mode. The prefixes appear
without /t/ before vowels in forms like (199a,b) because these
verbs are based on dependent nouns.
(198) a. nican-i-w
(3 )-child-AI-3
'he has a child'
b. mani-m- 1-w
(3)-money-POSS-3
'he has money'
c. ht -owhem--w
3-pet-AI-3
'he has a pet'
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(199) a. w-1piti-ne
3-tooth-ache- (3 )
'he has a toothache'
b. w-)nlyakani-ne
3-head-ache-(3)
'he has a headache'
co h-calq k9sse-wi-ne
3-ear-DA-ache-(3)
'he has an earache'
Compare the possessed nouns in (200).
(200) a. nican-#l
(3 )-chil d-3. OBV
'his child'
b. mani-m
(3 )-money-POSS
'his money'
c. ht-owhem-ea
3-pet-3 . OBV
'his pet'
d, w-ipi t
3-tooth
'his tooth'
e. w-~3niyakQ n
3-head
'his head'
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f. h-cal•kass
3-ear
'his ear'
In the case of the verbs of possession, derivation is
typically from the third person possessed theme. The third
person prefix is usually not overt, of course, in cases like
(198a,b), where it is followed by a non-syllabic sonorant.
Speakers who permit Leftward Syllabification to bleed W-Deletion
may pronounce the w of the prefix in such forms, however, in an
appropriate environment:
(201) hsami w-nican-i-w
too 3-child-AI-3
'he has too many children'
First and second person forms of the prefixing modes are
made by adding the appropriate prefix before the third person
prefix in the stem. The second occurrence of the prefix then
takes the forms -o(t)-, as shown in (202a,b). In (202c), 'have a
pet' is inflected as a transitivized AI (AI+O) verb. Although
the third person prefix is not used with AI Independent
Indicative forms, it typically does appear in AI+0 forms of this
mode with third person subjects. Thus the underlying form of
(2020) contains two occurrences of this prefix. The combination
of the two prefixes surfaces as ot-, as a result of the
application of Contraction and WO-Reduction.
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(202) a. n-o-nican
1-53-child-(AI)
'I have a child'
/ 0 09
b. k-o-mani-m-i-pa
2-3-money-POSS-A -22
'you (du.) have money'
c. ot-owhem-i-n-g1l
(3 )-h3-pet-AI-PEG-3 . OBV
'he has the other as a pet'
In the favored pattern of inflection for body-part verbs,
the third person prefix in the stem is replaced by the first or
second person prefix where a prefix is called for by the verbal
morphology: 19
(203) a. n-itpiti-n
1 -tooth-ache
'I have a toothache'
b. k-aniyakl ni-ne-pa
2-head-ache-22
'you (du.) have headaches'
Inflection of body-part verbs on the pattern of verbs of
possession gives marginal results. Thus (204a) is preferred to
(204b).
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(204) a. n-calaksase-wi-n
1-ear-ache-DA-ache
'I have an earache'
b. ?n-o-calZkabse-wi-n
1 -3-ear-DA-ache
'I have an earache'
Both verbs of possession and body-part verbs have Changed
forms in which the third person prefix in the stem takes the form
we-, except that the prefix does not become we- where it is
immediately followed by the initial vowel of a dependent noun
stem. If the first vowel of the stem is a_, however, it may be
replaced by e in Changed forms. Examples are given in (205) and
(206).
(205) a. we-nican-i-t
3 -chil d-AI-3 AN
'he who has a child'
b. skat we-manl-m-l-hti-h-kw
not 3-money-POSS-AI-33PROX-NEG-3-(PERP)
'when they (du.) do not have money'
c. wet-owhem-i-t
3-pet-A -3 AN
'he who has a pet'
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(206) a. neke w-•piti-ni-yin
then 3-tooth-ache-2-(PERF)
'when you (ag.) had a toothache'
b. w-eniyake ni-ni -yan
3-head-ache-1 -(PERF)
'when I had a headache'
c. we-cal)k kasse-wl-nI -yan
3-ear-DA-ache- 1-(PERF)
'when I had an earache'
The overt expression of Initial Change is optional in body-part
verbs, so the forms in (207) are equivalent to those in (206b,c).
We will see in 9.1 that blocking or optionality of the expression
of Change is characteristic of a variety of types of denominal
verbs.
(207) a. w-)rtiyakani-ni-yan
3-head-ache-I -(PERF)
'when I had a headache'
b. h-cal3k~sse-wi-ni-yan
3 -ear-DA-ache-1I ( PERP)
'when I had an earache'
Both in verbs of possession and in body-part verbs, the
third person prefix which forms part of the verb stem shows a
surface alternation of w- (or one of its phonologcial transforms)
with -o- and we-. This pattern of alternation is the same as the
pattern whioh is characteristic of stems beginning with /wa/ in
underlying forms, as we saw in 5.3.4. (Compare, for example, the
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paradigm of /wjt-s-am,-/ 'out a piece from' given above in (156),
where /wat-/ 'from' appears as ht- alternating with -ot- and-
wet-.) Thus the observed alternations in the form of the third-
person prefix can be acccounted for by independently needed rules
"if the prefix has the underlying shape /ws(t)-/.
The upshot of this discussion is that different criteria for
the choice of an underlying form for the third person prefix lead
us to different conclusions. I would like to suggest, however,
that the evidence from denominal verbs is not in fact as strong
as it at first might appear.
We have already seen evidence (in 5.3.5) that the
alternation of initial h with -o- and we- in the stem of the verb
hkwayo 'he is angry' is no longer phonologically determined.
Other examples of patterns of alternation which resemble those of
stems in initial /w?/ but which now appear to represent
morphologically governed allomorphy will be discussed in 9.1. A
morphological account of the forms in which the third person
prefix appears in verbs of possession and in body part verbs
would therefore not be unprecedented.
The full range of variants of the prefix in verbs of these
types cannot be handled in purely phonological terms in any case.
Where the base of the verb is a dependent noun in which the
prefixes appear without /t/ before a vowel, prefixed and Changed
forms of the verb are typically formed as if the third person
prefix were doubled, giving underlying /waw-/, as shown in
(208).20 Yet we clearly do not want to set up /waw/ as the
underlying form of the prefix in any other context.
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(208) a. n-ow-ikawass
i -3-mother-( AI)
'I have a mother'
b. wew-ikaw)ss-i-t
3-mother-A I-3
'he who has a mother'
In any event, this special treatment of verbs based on dependent
nouns is not consistently maintained. Thus we find both n-ow-
ipit and n-w-ipit (1-3-tooth-(AI)) 'I have teeth.' The Changed
form of the prefix varies between wew- and ew-, so that
ew-ikDwvss-i-t 'he who has a mother' occurs as a alternative to
(208b).
Clearly not all of the variants of the third person prefix
that appear in denominal verbs can be derived from a single
underlying form. We have already seen that setting up underlying
/wS(t)-/ for the third person prefix requires us to complicate
our analysis of syncope by adding an additional deletion rule and
marking the prefixes as exceptions to the usual treatmetnt of
initial /(C)3 [+sonorant]3 /. It therefore seems better to
attribute the alternations which affect the shape of the third
person prefix in denominal verbs to non-phonological allomorphy
and derive the three prefixes in other contexts from underlying
/n(t)-/, /k(t)-/, and /w(t)-/.
If the allomorphy approach is correct, it has a number of
implications for our understanding of some of the rapid chnages
which have been taking place in Passamaquoddy. If -o(t)- and
eý-t)- are not phonologically derived from the same underlying
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form as the other surface variants of the third person prefix,
then they offer only indirect evidence at best for underlying /w/.
in this morpheme. For the youngest speakers, w shows up in the
surface form of the prefix only in dependent nouns where it is
followed by a vowel other than o. In other contexts, these
speakers have only h or zero" for this /w/ (and in fact it is
doubtful that this h is ever phonetically realized as [h] for
these speakers). It would hardly be surprising if young speakers
have come to interpret all of the alternations found in the third
person prefix as allomorphic. Setting up a zero allomorph for
the third person prefix would have far-reaching consequences,
however, for the phonolgy of stem alternations, since it would
remove the phonological basis for a distinction between prefixed
and unprefixed forms in many cases. The fact that there is
evidence of widespread leveling of stem alternations and
redistribution of stem alternants might well be taken to indicate
that such a reanalysis has taken place.
5.5 Deletion of / / before /hV/
Syncope takes place before /h/ in Passamaquoddy as well as
before obstruents. Alternating vowels are found both before /hV/
and before /hC/, but alternations in these two environments are
rather different in character. The segments which are lost
before /hV/ appear to be best analyzed as underlying /8/; while
underlying /i/, /a/, and /o/, but not /9/, undergo syncope before
/hC/. Vowel/zero alternations are also carried out much more
consistently before /hV/ than before /hC/. The cases in which
deletion takes place before /hV/ are discussed in this section.
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An analysis of deletion before /hC/ is given in Chapter 6. We
can provide a simple account of syncope in both environments if-
we posit a general rule which deletes unstressable vowels before
/h/. As we will see in Chpater 6, however, there is little
reason to choose a unified analysis of syncope before /h/ over an
alternative which would treat deletion before /hC/ as an
extension of the process of pre-obstruent syncope.
Underlying /thC/ occurs only in a few suffixes, and all such
sequences contain inherently stressable /a/ (at least if the
analysis of syncope before /hC/ given in Chapter 6 is accepted).
Syncope before /hV/ can therefore be stated as a rule which
deletes floating /a/ before /h/:
(209) Schwa Deletion II
ah
By ordering this rule, like Schwa Deletion I, after the rules of
V-slot epenthesis, we can restrict deletion before /h/ to
unstressable /9/.
This formulation of Schwa Deletion II presupposes that the
vowels which alternate with zero before /hV/ are represented as
/?/ in underlying forms. The choice of /2/ as the underlying
segment in these cases is consistent with the available data, but
must be regarded as essentially arbitrary. Both syncopating and
non-syncopating /e/, /a/, and /#/ are subject to a rule which
assimilates the first vowel in a /VhV/ sequence to the second.
Thus the underlying quality of syncopating vowels before /hV/
o7
cannot be directly determined. There is indirect evidence,
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however, which favors the choice of underlying / / for the vowel
which undergoes syncope before /h/ in a class of stems in which.
underlying /Vh)m/ is subject to syncope between /h/ and /m/ as
well as to Schwa Deletion II. Since underlying /9/ can be
motivat3d for these cases, I will assume that other syncopating
vowels before /hV/ also have this source. If Schwa Deletion II
is generalized as suggested in Chapter 6, however, it will in
fact turn out that the choice of an underlying representation for
these syncopating vowels has no empirical consequences: the
generalized rule will delete any floating vowel, regardless of
its quality.
The first subsection below presents the alternations which
motivate Schwa Deletion I, the second suggests a formal treatment
of vowel assimilation across /h/, and the third states the
argument for the choice of /2/ as the segment which undergoes
syncope before /hV/. The rule which deletes unstreseable /a/
between /h/ and /m/ is fomalized in the following section.
5.i5.1 Schwa Deletion II
The environment for syncope before /hV/ apparently arises
only in about a dozen morphemes, but for the most part the rule
is applied consistently where it is applicable. Three nouns in
which a vowel alternates with zero before /hV/ are illustrated in
(210)-(212). In each case I give first the hypothesized
underlying form of the stem.
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(210) a. /kfhakan/
'door'
b. h-kahak2n
3-door
'his door'
c. khakan
'door'
(211) a. /watShakln/
' paddle'
b. htahakan
'paddle'
c. othalkcn
(3 )-paddle
'his paddle'
(212) a. /maeshon/
'heart'
b. psoihon
'heart'
c. mashon
(3 )-hearot
'his heart'
Comparable alternations in the medial /-ahikw-/ 'bark' and the TA
and TI final /-2h-/ are shown in (213)-(215).
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(213) a. nat-en-lhikw-e
go-by.hand-bark-AI-(3)
'he goes and gets birchbark'
b. mtn-hikw-e
off-bark-AI-(3)
'he peels off bark'
(214) a. pt-ihi-ke
hook-TA-AI-(3)
'he catches fish'
b. n-pat-hit-k
1-hook-TA-AI
'I catch fish'
(215) a. wiphon-fh-aeo
feather-TI-II-(3)
'it has a feather or feathers on it'
b. matewekG n-ah-aso
flag-TI-II-(3)
'it has a flag on it'
In most morphemes which show such alternations, deletion is
obltgatory where it is permitted, but there are E few case3 in
which syncope before /hV/ appears to be optional. For example,
some speakere optionally retain an unstressable vowel before /hV/
in i-oketsh-/ 'encourage to stay': ht-pkel(a)h-a-l 'he encourages
the other to stay.'
It is easy to see that the vowel/zero alternations in
(210)-(215) have the character of syncope. In (210), the first
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vowel of the stem is retained after a personal prefix, but
dropped in an unprefixed form. In the other examples, the.
deletion or retention of the alternating vowels is determined by
alternating stressability.
The examples in (216) and (217) show that cluster effects
and the constraint on stresability in word-initial
/(C)a(+sonorant] q/ play the same role in syncope before /hV/ as
they do in pre-obstruent syncope. In (216), the initial vowel of
/-ýhol-/ TA 'ferry, transport by boat' is retained after the
final cluster of /seakh-/ 'into view' but dropped after the single
final consonant of /al-/ 'around.' In (217), the :nitial vowel
of /-)ham-/ 'swim' retained after /sakh-/ but dropped after /sl-/
'thus, there' just as it is after /al-/.
(216) a. h-sekh-ohol-a-1l
3- i nto .v i ew-fer ry-D IR-3 . OBV
'he ferries the other into view'
b. ht-al-hol-a-l
3-around-ferry-D IR-3.0 OBV
'he guides the other around
(i.e. takes the other around by boat
on a fishing trip)'
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(217) a. saskh-ham
Sinto.view-swim-(3)
'he swims into view'
b. al-him
around-swimm-(3 )
'he swims around'
c. al-h am
thuse-eswim-(3)
'he swims to that place'
The role of stressability in syncope before /hV/ follows
from the same considerations as the parallel constraints on
syncope before obstruents. Consider, for example, the final
/-4ham-/ 'swim.' We will see in 5.6 that the second /l/ of this
morpheme is inherently stressable. Thus the syllabified
underlying form of al-him (ignoring the third person suffix) is
(218). No rule of V-slot epenthesis is applicable here, so the
initial floating /q/ of the final remains unstressable and is
deleted by Schwa Deletion II.
(218) 6C '
VC C VC
II (I) I
The underlying form of sakh-Iham, on the other hand, contains an
unsyllabifiable consonant, as shown in (219a). This C-slot
triggers V-Epenthesis, which inserts a slot for the first /2/ of
/-tham-/, deriving (219b). Schwa Deletion II is not applicable
in the resulting structure, so /#/ is retained in this form.
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(219) a. d T
vvC Y) 1 1 III
a ik h) h m
b.
C v 0 VC v
I I t I I I I
sakh ham
The syllabified underlying form of al-ham is (220a). In this
case, Initial Syllable Epenthesie Is triggered by the
unsyllabified /1/ of /1l-/, bleeding V-Epenthesls, since no C-
slot remains unsyllabified in (220b). The initial /g/ of
/-4hUm-/ thus remains without out a slot and is deleted by Schwa
Deletion II.
(220) a. 4
C C CV
I I I
~1I hi m
b. A
VI CI l
Since word-final /h/ does not occur in Passamaquoddy, either on
the surface or in underlying forms, there are no derivations in
which Pinal Syllable Epenthesiea bleeds Schwa Deletion II. The
remaining rule of V-slot epentheeie from Charter 4, S-HS
epenthesli is also irrelevant for the olass of examples that we
have been oonsidering.
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Given the marked character of floating vowels, we expect to
find many morphemes in which syncope does not take place.befQre.
/hV/. Such morphemes are, indeed, quite common:
(221) a. ahaheaw-ak
horse-33PROX
'horses'
b. koheoti-k
aeleep-instrument-LOC
'bed (loc.)'
c. tpi-taha.-t-aso
heed(?)-think-TI-II-(3)
'it is thought about'
These stable vowels generally appear to be stressable, as we
would expect, although the first of two like vowels in VhV is
typically quite short and weakly articulated, and may be
phonetically destressed (see 33.3. for discussion).
5.5.2 VHV Asstailation
Both stable and synoopating vowels are subject to
assimilation to a following vowel across /h/. The examples in
(222) show the effects of assimilation in the stem /yVh-/, the
allomorph of /-dy-/ TA 'tell' which is used in unprefixed forms.
The vowel of /yVh-/ is inherently streesable, but its underlying
quality is indeterminate. (The initial /y/ of /yVh-/ is dropped
by most speakers when the stem vowel becomes /i/.)
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(222) a. yah-a-n
tell-DIR-2
'tell (ag.) him/them!'
b. yeh-ek
tell-11-(PERF)
'when we (exo.) told him/them'
e. ih-i-n
tell-I OBJ-2
'tell (eg.) me!'
/ \d. yoh-osk
tel l- (3 )/2
'he who tells you (sg.)'
I %
e. yvh-o*kw
tell-12-(PERP)
'when we (inc.) told him/them'
In (223) we see the same pattern of assimilation in the stem
/pjt-lh-/ 'hook (a fish).' In this case, however, the vowel
before /h/ Is underlyingly unstressable and is subject to syncope
when it is in a position where it remains unstressable, ts a
comparison with the forms in (224) reveals.
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(2235) a. pt-g'h-a-t
hook-TA-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he hooks the other'
/ 1b. pt-eh-ek
hook-TA- 11-(SUBJ)
'if we (exc.) hook him'
-
o. pt-ih-i-hin
hook-TA-1. OBJ-2-(SUBJ)
'lf you (sg.) hook me'
d. pt-oh-oc
hook-TA-i /3 (3)-(SUBJ)
'if I hook him/them'
e. pt-;_h-at
hook-TA-2/3 (3 )-(3UBJ)
'if you (eg.) hook him/them'
(224) a. h-pat-h-a-•
3-hook-TA-D IR-3. OB v
'he hooks the other'
b. pet-h-a-t
hook-TA-DIR-3 AN- (PERF)
'when he hooked the other'
For stable vowels before /h/ there is sometimes evidence
from related forms which suggests what the underlying vowel must
be. In all case that I have encountered in which the;ve is
evidence of this kind, the underlying vowel is /a/ or /e/. The
root 'kill' and the medial 'strike' are typical examples. The
underlying final vowels of these morphemes cannot be determined
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on the basis of TA forms like those in (225) and (226), since
these vowels are always subject to assimilation in 'the TA-
paradigms. But TI forms like those in (227) point to /nehpa-/ as
the underlying form of the root 'kill' and /-ihte-/ as the
underlying form of the medial 'strike.'
(225) a. k-nehpsa-h-a-l
2-kill -TA-DIR-3 .OBV
'you (sg.) kill him'
b. k-nehpi-h-i
2-kill-TA-1 .OBJ
'you (seg.) kill me'
c. k-nehpo-h-ol
2-k ll-TA-2. OBJ
'I kill you (sg.)'
(226) a. skat... pc-ihta-h-a-h-kw
not accidentally-strike-DIR-NEG-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he does not accidentally hit the other(s)'
b. skat... pc-ihti-h-inemahkw
not accidentally-TA-3(3)/11orl2NEG-(SUBJ)
'if he/it/they does/do not accidentally strike
us (exo. or Inc.)'
o. skat... pc-thto-h-oko-l1-hti-h-kw
not accidental ly-TA-INV-OBV-33PROX-
NEG-3 AN-( SUBJ)
'if it/they (in. obv.) does/do not accidentally
hit them (prox. an.)'
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(227) a. nehp•a-hto-n
(3 )-kill-TI-3IN
'he kills it (e.g. a plant)'
b. ht-atil-ihte-h-m-an
3-ongo ing-strike-TI-TTI-3IN
'he is hitting it'
Although there are few relevant examples, /I/ apparently does not
undergo assimilation before /hV/, since underlying /ihV/ remains
undisturbed in forms like pjm-ajami-h3m (along-snowshoe-AI-(3))
'he goes along on snowshoes' and esi-h-3-k (give.drink-TI-
TI-3AN-.(PERF)) 'when he watered it.' There are no clear examples
in which /o/ is in a position to undergo assimilation, since /h/
is regularly replaced by /w/ after /o/, as discussed in 3.3.3.
The simplest way to prevent /1/ from undergoing assimilation
in /VhV/ is to to require targets of assimilation to be [-high].
But an assimilation rule which is formulated in these terms will
be applicable to /t/ as well as to /a/ and /e/, since /9/ is
presumably also [-high]. Thus it is plausible that /0/ is the
phonological source of the vowels which alternate with zero
before /hV/.
The choice of a formal statement for the rule assimilation
takes place in /VhV/ depends on how we decide to represent /h/.
Phonetically, the output of assimilation is a span of three
segments which share the same specifications for all of the non-
laryngeal features. If only laryngeal features are specified for
/h/ in underlying forms, and if these features are represented on
a separate tier, then assimilation in this case can be
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interpreted as a process by which the non-laryngeal features
associated with the second V-slot in /VhV/ spread leftward, .so-
that they come to be associated with three timing slots. We can
then state the rule of VHV Assimilation as follows:
(228) VHV Assimilation
h h
I I
V C V -- > V C V
'S
[-high] X C X
As we saw in 3.3.3, we can account for the fact that the first V
in VhV is not subject to Penultimate Lengthening if we assume
that the output of VHV Assimilation is a multiply linked
structure. Thus there is support for a formulation of this
process like that given in (228) from the phonetic properties of
the output of assimilation.
5.5.3 Syncope before /hV/ is schwa-deletion
A few verb stems contain underlying sequences of the form
/Vhsm/ which may undergo either the rule for syncope before /hV/
which we have been looking at in this section or the rule for
synoope between /h/ and /m/ which is diseoussed in the following
section. An example is /pat-3h-mm-/ 'hook a fish,' which is
formally a TI stem but may also be inflected as an AI verb. The
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interesting point about stems of this type is that the V in
/Vham/ surfaces as a when the following /;/ is deleted:
(229) a. pt-oth-am
hook-TI-TI-(3)
'he hooks a fish'
b. pt-ah-m-ok
hook-TI-TI-'(3 )-33PROX
'they (du.) hook fish'
- \
Compare pet-h-a-k (hook-TI-TI-3AN-(PERF) 'when he hooked a fish,'
where the vowel bef-re /h/ in this stem undergoes syncope
instead.
From a historical point of view, a occurs in these forms
simply because Proto-Eastern Algonquian *a is retained as a
before hC in Passamaquoddy, rather than becoming _ as it does in
other environments. (See 6.3 for some discussion of the history
of the Passamaquoddy vowel system.) A synchronic analysis which
recapitulates the history of the forms in question will therefore
set up underlying /-ah-/, with underlyingly unstressable /a/, for
-oh- " -ah- ~ -h-.
Although Schwa Deletion I, as formulated in (209), will not
delete underlying /a/, there is nothing to prevent us from
formulating a rule which will delete unstressable /a/ as well as
(or instead of) unstreesable /9/. As I noted at the beginning of
this section, a generalization of Schwa Deletion I with precisely
this effect will be proposed on other grounds in Chapter 6.
There is indirect evidence, however, which favors an
alternative synchronic analysis which take /-ah-a~-/ to the the
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underlying form of the alternating sequence in (229). Surface
forms with -ah-m-, in this analysis, reflect the application of a.
rule which lowers /0/ to /a/ before /hm/:
(230) 2 --- > a hm
Such a rule would in fact be exceptionless, since 2 does not
occur before hm in surface forms. (The few Conjunct negative
affixes in which ShC is attested all have hkw. See (226b) above
for an example.)
The evidence in question comes from verb stems in which an
alternation between ahjm and ehm is apparently being replaced by
one between 2ham and ahm. Some examples are given in (231) and
(232).
(231) a.
b.
(232) a.
b.
9W
ikltthm
yawn-1(3)
'he yawns'
ikatehm-ok
Ikatahm-ok
yawn-(3)-33PROX
'they (du.) yawn'
amskwahse-ol)n-a ha m
first-day-II-(3)
'it is the first day of the month'
amskwahs-oka n-ehm-ohpan
m lskwahs-oke n- ahm-ohpan
firet-day-II-(3 )-PRET
'it was the first day of the month'
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Presumably the forms with e reflect underlying /ikateham-/ and
/amskwahs-oktn-eham-/, with assimilation across /h/ in (231a) and.
(232a) and syncope between /h/ and /m/ in the (b) examples. But
how should we analyze the alternants with a?
At least for the stem in (231), it appears that forms with
e represent the older type, while forms with a are innovations.
Karl Teeter and I have recorded Ikatemmok 'they (du.) yawn' for
Woodstock Maliseet, with the change of *hm to mm which is
characteristic of this dialect. (Woodstock still has ikatZhpm
'he yawns.') Since Woodstock forms of this type are apparently
not subject to the variation that we find in Passamaquoddy,
Woodstock iketemmok points to /ikateham-/ as the or.ginal shape
of the stem in (231).
Why should ahm be spreading at the expense of ehm, rather
than the other way around? One way to make sense of this change
is to suppose that it involves reanalysis of underlying /eham/ as
/)htm/. This kind of reanalysis will result if the simplest type
of third person singular form of the Independent Indicative mode
is used as a basis for establishing the underlying form of the
stem of a verb like fkatehwm, since it is precisely in this form
that the surface sequence jh2m appears. If speakers have
analyzed the alternation between h1am and ahm as a consequence of
the lowering rule (230), then reanalyzing /eham/ as /hOlm/ will
automatically result in the extension of forms with ahm at the
expense of forms with ehm.
We see, then, that the variation between ahm and ehm that we
find in contemporary Passamaquoddy lends support to the
hypothesis that ahm is synchronically derived from /sham/. This
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conclusion gives us a reason to postulate underlying /3/ for some
of the' vowels which undergo syncope before /hV/. If these caaes
may serve as a guide, we will derive all of the vowels which
undergo syncope in this environment from underlying /a/.
5.6 Deletion of /)/ between /h/ and /m/
A third rule deleting /9/ is required to account for the
fact that /1/ alternates with zero between /h/ and /m/. Deletion
is again limited to unstressable /9/, a restriction which we can
express as before by formulating Schwa Deletion III so that it
applies only to unassociated schwas. Virtually all occurrences
of surface hm are synchronically derived by this rule.
Where we expect hm to surface in word-final position as a
result of the application of Final Vowel Deletion, we instead
find only m. I therefore postulate a rule which follows Final
Vowel Deletion and deletes /h/ before word-final /m/.
5.6.1 Schwa Deletion III
The rule which deletes unstressable / /between /h/ and /m/
may be stated as follows.
(233) Sohwa Deletion III
@ ---3 $ / h ___ [+sonorant]
The sound change which this rule reflects introduced the clusters
hil and hn as well as hm, but only hm continues to alternate in
the contemporary language.
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One type of alternation which results from the application
of Schwa Deletion III may be seen in the following examples,
which were briefly discussed above in 5.5.3.
(234) a.
b.
(235) a.
b.
~
ikita ham
yawn- (3)
'he yawns'
i* tehm-ok
ikotahm-ok
yawn-(3 )-33PROX
'they (du.) yawn'
amskwahs-oken- hhm
first-day-II-(3)
'it is the first day of the month'
amskwa h s-ok n- hm- o h p n
amskwahs-ok~n-ahm-ohpa n
first-day-II-(3)-PRET
'it was the first day of the month'
The variation between e and a in the (b) examples in (234) and
(235) I have attributed to variation in the underlying form of
the stems: 'yawn' is underlyingly either /ikateham-/ or
/ikltfh2m-/; 'be the first day of the month' is either /amskwahs-
okln-eh)m-/ or /amskwahse-okin-Pham-/. Schwa is lowered to /a/
before /hm/ in the output of Schwa Deletion III. Either
underlying stem can be the source of the (a) forms, since non-
high vowels are assimilated to a following vowel across /h/ by
VHV Assimilation.
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In (234a) and (235a), we see that /?/ is not deleted by
Schwa Deletion III when it Is the last underlying vowel of. a-
word. We can account for this restriction on Schwa Deletion III
just as we accounted for the corresponding restriction on Sohwa
Deletion I: by ordering Schwa Deletion III after Final Syllable
Epenthesise. When ikatabhm is based on the stem /ikfteham-/, it
has the syllabified underlying form shown in (236a). The
deletion of the third-person suffix turns (236a) into (236b).
Final Syllable Epenthesls then converts this structure into
(2360).
(236) a. r rV C C VC O
ikat e h mw
A AIi I hi 1
VC C VC VCI I I I I I-
Ik) te h m
SInce the /7/ between /h/ and /m/ in this form is now associated
with a V-slot, Sohwa Deletion III is not applioable. If Schwa
Deletion I applied regularly in this word, we would derive
surface *iktahim. The first /7/ of /ik)tehsm-/ /ikbtjham-/ is
an exception to this rule, however, so it is not subject to
synoope, and Schwa Support derives (237a) from (236c). The
application of VHV Assimilation gives (237b).
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(237) a. V5 a T
be ve e eVCV CVO VCVCV  V C C
I I ( ( II Ii k3 t t ham
Consider now the derivation of ik/tahm-ok 'they (du.) yawn.'
This form is based on the stem alternant /ikatlh)m-/. A
plausible representation of the syllabified underlying form of
this word is that shown in (238). (The /0/ of /-wk/ 33PROX is
inherently stressable. The second /8/ of the stem could be
analyzed as inherently stressable as well, since the fact that
the last 'rowel before it is unstressable guarantees that it will
always be treated as stressable.)
(238)
VC C C C C VC
II I I I I I
I kat h I m w) k
The leftmost unsyllabified C in this representation is the one
associated with the /t/ of the stem. This C' triggers
V-Epenthesis, with results as shown in (239).
(239) / 0 C
VC C VC C C VC
I Il l I i
I k t h mw b k
At some point in the derivation of this word, the sequence /wa/
in the ending /-w-.k/ contracts to /o/. After this contraction,
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the final /m/ of the stem is syllabifiable. Nothing turns on the
ordering of this contraction, however. Since /m/ is not followed-
by a floating /)/ in (239), V-Epenthesis is not applicable to
this representation, even though it contains an unsyllabified C.
Schwa Deletion I does not apply to the first /S/ in (239) because
this vowel is marked as exceptional. Schwa Deletion III is
applicable, however. Its output is (240).
(240) 6 C
Va C C VO
1 1 I I I
I k2 t 2hmwa k
Schwa Support and the contraction of /wa/ to /o/ convert (240) to
(241a). The lowering of /9/ to /a/ before /hm/ then gives
(241b). (The order of thesa last steps is again not crucial.)
(241) a. 6 "IA A\
VCVC VC C VC
I I I I I I I II
i k) ta hmok
V C V C V CC V CI I I I I ill
ikIt ahmok
V-Epenthesis may also bleed Schwa Deletion III. A look at
the paradigm of the stem /pet-th-)m-/ TI 'hook (as a fish)' will
illustrate the ways in which these rules interact. The examples
in (242) show how this stem appears in prefixed, unprefixed, and
Changed forms.
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(242) a. h-pPt-h-3m-4n
3-hook-T I-T I-3 IN
'he hooks it'
b. pt-ah-m-an
hook-TI-TI-I -(SUBJ)
'if I hook it'
a. pet-h-Im-an
hook-TI-TI- -(PERF)
'when I hooked it'
In the underlying form of (242a), which is shown in (243a),
no segments can be syllabified, since all of the vowels are
"invisible." Final Syllable Epenthesis provides a V-slot for the
last /I/ of the word, however, so syllabification begins as shown
in (243b).
(243) a. C C C C C C
w p 8 t * hi ma n
b. r
CC C C OVO
I I I I I 
wp) ti h I m n
The leftmost C' in (243b) which is eligible to trigger
V-Epenthesite is the one associated with the initial /p/ of the
stem. Epenthesis is followed by another application of the basic
syllabification rules, with results as shown in (244a). Since
the C associated with the /h/ of /-ah-/ remains unsyllabified in
the latter structure, V-Epenthesis applies again, deriving
(244b).
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(244) a. (4
C C/C C C V C
w patsa h 1 2 n
C C V0 V CVC
wp"t 3 hJ m n
This second application of V-Epenthsis provides a slot for the
/I/ in underlying /ham/, so Schwa Deletion III is not applicable
here. The underlying /a/ of /-ah-/ remains unstressable,
however, and is eliminated by Schwa Deletion II:
(245)
C C VC C C
II ( I! I ! a
wpl t h m' n
Word-initial /wp/ ordinarily surfaces as h_ as a result of the
the application of Initial Devoicing.
Both (242b) and (242c) are pronounced with the final rising
intonation which is characteristic of words which have undergone
Pinal Vowel Deletion. In Chapter 10 I will argue that forms like
these end with modal suffixes which consist only of an empty
V-slot, the subjunctive and perfective suffixes. (For a
discussion of the perfective/imperfective distinction in
Paesamaquoddy, see the beginning of Chapter 9.) On this
assumption, the syllabified underlying form of (242b) is (246).
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(246)TrC C C V
p t')h29 man
The word-initial unsyllabified /p/ of (246) is extrametrical.
Thus the leftmost potential trigger of V-Epenthesis is the second
C' in the word. The application of this rule gives (247)
(248) r
C C VC C VC V
I II 1 I
pat h m a n
Since /h/ can now be incorporated into a syllable, V-Epenthesis
does not apply again. Two floating schwas remain. The first
precedes /t/, an obstruent. It is therefore deleted by Schwa
Deletion I. The second stands between /h/ and /m/. Here Schwa
Deletion III is applicable. The output of these two rules is
(249a). Schwa is now lowered to /a/ before /hm/, giving (249b).
Word-final empty V must also be deleted, since the /n/ of /-an/
surfaces as the final consonant of the preceding syllable, as
shown in (249c).
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(249) a. or d
CC VCC V V
I I 1 I II I
pt ahman
°. ,g, 6
CC V0 C VOI 1 11 1 1 1
pt ahman
Initial Change gives /pet-/ for /pat-/ in (242c). Like
other occurrences of /e/, /e/ derived by Initial Change is
stressable. Thus the syllablfied underlying form of (242c) is
(250).
(250) r 0"A\ A
CVC C CV V
I 1l
pe ta haman
Since the /t/ of /pet-/ is syllabifiable, it does not trigger
V-Epenthesis. The /h/ of /-3h-/ remains unsyllabified, however,
so it triggeres this rule instead, converting (250) into (251a).
The /I/ between /h/ and /m/ is now associated with a V-slot.
Schwa Deletion III is therefore inapplicable. Schwa Deletion II
applies, however, deleting /1/ before /h/ as shown in (251b).
With the loss of word-final empty V, we derive (251e), as
required.
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(25'1) a. 0"
AN
CVCI ii
pet
AAA
C VC VC V
)haman
CVCCV
p et h3
c. v
CVC
pet
e-r\
C V
I I
h
(Uv(aN
I11I
man
0"
CVC
1 an
ma~~n
The interaction of V-Epenthesis with Schwa Deletion I, II,
and III also accounts for the vowel/zero alternations in the
paradigm of hkaph man 'he shuts it,' but variation In the
underlying shape of /kpp-/ ~ /klpp-/ 'close' (as discussed in
5.2.12) results in doublets for prefixed and Changed forms:
(252) a. h-kwp-h-am-an
~ h-k pp-ah-m-9 n
3-close-TI-.TI-3 IN
'he shuts it'
b. kp-alh-m-on
close-TI-TI-2
'shut (sag.) it!'
c. kep-h- -k
~ kepp-a h-_-k
close-T I-T I-3 AN-(PERF)
'when he shut It'
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The first alternant in (252a) has the underlying form shown
in (253a.) Final Syllable Epenthesis and two applications .of.
V-Epenthesis derive (253b). Schwa Deletion II then yields
(253c).
(253) a. C C C C C
7 1 1 1 1 
wk pa h m Van
b.
I I I II) Ij
wka p) h man
c. CC CQ C V C
wkiO p h ma n
In the underlying form of hk ppahm n, the /p/ of 'close' is
associated with two C-slots instead of one:
(254) CC C C C C C
wki) p h man
Final Syllable Epenthesis applies as before, yielding (255a). V-
Epenthesis again applies twice, but in this case the second
application of the rule assocf.ates a V-slot with the /9/ which
Immediately follows /kApp-/. A floating /a/ therefore remains
between /h/ and /m/ in (2550) and is deleted by Schwa Deletion
III.
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(255) a. 6-
CC C C C CVC
I ( I I I ,
w ki p h)mm n
b. (
I II \/ 1I I 1.
wki p a h? mI n
c.
CC V C CYC C C
II \/ I II1
w k p a h)m)n
d.-
C C V C V C C V CS1 1 \/ III ( I
wk3 p ah ma n
Initial Devoicing and the lowering of /2/ to /a before /hm/
derive hktppahman from (255d).
/1
In unprefixed forms like kpahmon 'shut (sg.) it!' the
distinction between /kap-/ and /kapp-/ is lost, since both are
reduced to surface _-. The alternative underlying forms are
shown in (256).
(256) a.
C C C CVC
1 i t I ! l
ka pl ha mon
b.
F ov I 0 it
ik p ih imon
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The first C in these forms is not a possible trigger of V-
Epenthesis, since it is extrametrical. The second C of (256b).is.
not a possible trigger either, since it is not followed by a
floating /0/. Thus the second C of (256a) but the third C of
(256b) trigger V-Epenthesis, with results as shown in (257).
(257) a.
C VC C VC
k2 pa ha mon
b. a"
C C CV C VCI V I I I
kV p hb mon
Schwa Deletion I removes the first /!/ in each form and Schwa
Deletion III removews the third:
(258) a. .Ak
1 ( I I II
k pa hmon
b.
CCCC VCO
k p ahmon
Since /pp/ is reduced to /p/ after another non-syllabic and /p/
becomes /a/ before /hm/, both forms surface a kpahmon. (The
grave accent of the final syllable of this word is a lexical
property of the imperative singular suffix /-(o)n/.)
Initial Change replaces the unstressable /I/ of /kep(p)-/
with stressable /e/ in kephok . kepphk 'when he shut it.'
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Schwa is deleted after plain /p/ but retained after /pp/,
4'" /
following the same pattern as in hkaphamtn " hkfppah,~lan.. Stem-.
final /m/ is deleted before /-k/ 3AN by the morphologically
governed :'ule of Nasal Deletion. (Regular application of Schwa
Deletion I would result in the loss of the last /Z/ in keppahik,
but the /A/ of the TI element /-am-! is usually treated as an
exception to this rule.)
One apparent exception to Schwa Deletion III can be
accounted for by analyzing the /9/ in question as inherently
stressable. The final /-0ham-/ AI 'swim' is shown in its full
form in (259a). The loss of the first /0/ of this morpheme in
(259b) is regular, since an unstressable vowel Is deleted after a
stressable vowel, as we will se in 8.2. The second /a/ of
/-.ham-/ should also be deleted in this form, however, if it is
an underlying floating vowel, since we would expect Schwa
Deletion III to be applicable here. Unexpectedly, this /9/ is
retained on the surface -- and stressed. I therefore propose
(260) as the underlying representation of /-=hIm-/.
(259) a. sakh-Phlm
into.view-swim-(3)
'he swims into view'
b. mace-hom-ane
start-swim-I1
'let's (du.) swim away'
(260) C V C
I Ii
a h m
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The treatment of /-bham-/ shown in (259b) is apparently the
result of a Passamaquoddy innovation: Woodstock Malisaet has.
mace-mm-ok (start-swim-(3)-33PROX) 'they (du. ) swim away,
presumably reflecting earlier *mace-hm.-ok with loss of the second
/l/ of /-ah9m-/ by Schwa Deletion III.
If the analyses given above are accepted, then neither the
variable pattern of syncope in hk3phamPn t hkpppahman 'he shuts
it' nor the retention of /)/ between /h/ and /m/ in macehomane
'let's (du.) swim away' involves an exception to Schwa Deletion
III. In fact this rule seems to be completely general.
Virtually all occurrences of hm in Passamaquoddy appear to
be synchronically derived from /ham/. One elderly consultant
(S.G.) has non-alternating hm in nehm 'turkey,' which should
probably be analyzed as underlying /nehmi-/ (of. nehmiyk
'turkeys,' nehmimal 'his turkey'); but other speakers have m in
this word (nem 'turkey,' nemlyik 'turkeys'). Some speakers have
muhmum, muhmumi for 'grandfather,' probably in origin baby-talk
forms of muhsumi 'grandfather (voc.).'
It should also be pbinted out that some derived occurrences
of hm are are not in paradigmatic alternation with hvm. For
example, the hm of ht-at1-ihte-h-m-)n (3-ongoing-strike-TI-
TI-MIN) 'he is hitting it' alternates with h_ in forms like et1l-
iht0-h-)-k (ongoing-strike-TI-TI-3AN) 'he is hitting it
(Conjunct),' but every form of this verb is subject either to
Schwa Deletion III or to Nasal Deletion, preventing /hem/ from
surfacing as such. The underlying stem /m:noh-3m-/ TI 'buy' can
be justified on the basis of minoh-m-mn ((3)-buy-TI-3IN) 'he buys
it' and menow-a-k (buy-TI-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he bought it,' given
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the rul e
/hem/ wil
In E
position
cases of
basis of
for ik]tel
meaning;
seems to
also ht-i
other'a'
had that
have-3 IN)
it.' If
then the
TI elemen
5.6.2 H-
Excel
/h/ is de
final pose
Deletion:
f H-Assimilation proposed in 3.3.3, but here again
iever surface without undergoing some modification.
word like napiskwahma 'he trips,' hm is not in a
alternate with any sequence containing 8_. In some
Uis type, underlying /ham/ can be recovered on the
derivationally related form, but apparently not here:
I1 lktahma 'he yawns' there is ikptShlm, in the same
r ptahma 'he hooks a fish' there is ptfham; but there
no *napiskwphlm corresponding to napikwahma. Note
m-ow-a-n (3-have-TI-TA-DIR-PEG) 'he has that of the
d ey-m-ow- -t (have-TI-TA-1.0BJ-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he
mine,' TA+O forms corresponding to TI ht-ihi-n (3-
he has it' and efi-t (have-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he had
.e suggested segmentations of the former are correct,
em of htihmowan is underlying /-ih-4m-4w-/, with the
/- m-/; but the phonology of these forms is obscure.
,letion II
in nehm 'turkey' (a by-form of nem, as noted above),
ted before /m/ whenever /hm/ comes to stand in word-
ion as a result of the application of Final Vowel
(261 I-Deletion II
I"---" / __m#
"17
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The application of this rule is attested only in two categories
of verb forms, first person singular Changed Conjunct forms of AI-
and TI verbs and first and second person singular Independent
Indicative forms of AI verbs. Environments for the application
of the rule should also arise in singular imperative forms of AI
verbs, but I have no relevant examples.
The Conjunct first person singular suffix is underlying
/-an-/ before another suffix but /-a/ in word-final position.
The perfective morpheme /-V/ counts as a suffix for this choice,
so Conjucnt perfective and imperfective forms are distinguished
not only by the underlying presence or absence of an abstract
final vowel but also by the allomorph of /-an-/ which they
require. Since the vowel of the word-final allomorph /-a/ is
always subject to Final Vowel Deletion, its underlying form is
quite abstract as well.
I will return to this complex of phenomena in Chapter 10.
For present purposes it is enough to note that first person
Conjunct imperfective forms have zero where the corresponding
perfective forms have an: imperfective elaml-ya.-y (away-go-i))
'as I left' corresponds. to perfective elymi-ya-yan (away-
go-1-(PERP)) 'when I left' (the y of -g ~ -yan- is epenthetic).
The first person singular suffix also surfaces without an in
final position in participles: participle el-ap-iim-2ki (thua-
look-TA-PASS-i) 'the way I am looked at' corresponds to
perfective el-ap-;m-Aki-yan (thus-look-TA-PASS-i-(PERF)) 'when I
was looked at.'
Consider, then, the verb ht-asi-h-m- n (3-give.drink-TI-
TI-3IN) 'he waters it.' By comparing this form with ese-h4--k
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(give.drlnk-TI-TI-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he watered it,' we can see
that hm arises here by syncope in underlying /ham/. Where the.
first person suffix /-a/ is reduced to zero by Final Vowel
Deletion, /h/ is deleted in resulting word-final /hm/:
(262) a. esi-h-m-an
give.drinkr-TII-TI- -(PERP)
'when I watered it (perfective)'
b. kis-si-m
past-give,drink-(TI)-TI-(1)
'when I watered it (imperfective)'
c. nil Dc n'it esi-m
I PUT that(in.) give.drink-(TI)-TI-(1)
'I am the one who will water it'
Note that H-Deletion II applies in the derivations of (262b,c)
because Final Syllable Epenthesis is not applicable in a
structure like (263), the syllabified underlying representation
of esim.
(263) j\
VCVC C V
e a i h* ma
Further examples of the application of H-Deletion II in
first person singular Conjunct forms are given in (264)-(266).
The first two pairs of examples show the alternation between hm
and m in TI forms; the third pair shows the same alternation in
AI derivatives of /pvt-)h-am-/ 'hook a fish.'
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(264) a. e4tal-ihte-h-m-an
ongoing-strike-I-TI-TI--(PERF)
'when I was hitting it'
b. etal-ihte-m
ongoing-strike-(TI)-TI-(1)
'I am hitting it'
(265) a. h-kis-)noh-mm-n
3-past-buy-TI-3IN
'he bought it'
b. kis-ano-m
past-buy-TI-(I)
'when I bought it (imperfective)'
(266) a. well pt-ah-m-an
good hook-TI-TI-. 1-(PERF)
'when I caught a lot of fish'
b. etall wll pt-a-mrn
ongoing good hook-(TI)-TI-(1)
'where I had been hooking fish well'
The environment for the application of H-Deletion II also
arises in unsuffixed forms of AI verbs, since here too final
vowels are subject to deletion. The examples in (267) show hm in
alternation with m in an AI Independent Indicative paradigm:
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(267) a. napiskwam
(1)-trip
'I trip'
b. k-napiskwam
2-trip
'you (eg.) trip'
/ /
c. k-napt skwahma-m n
2-trip- 1I
'we (du. inc) trip'
Because the singular imperatives of most AI verbs are also
suffixless, similar alternations are expected in imperative
paradigms.
5.7 Sohwa leletion ad geninate formation
Unstressable /3/ is deleted between identical non-syllabics,
whether they are sonorants or obstruents, requiring us to
postulate a fourth syncope rule, which I will call Schwa Deletion
IV. Since Schwa Deletion I regularly deletes unstressable /a/
before obstruents, it is to be expected that this rule will
sometimes generate sequences of identical consonants; but schwas
which are exceptions to Schwa Deletion I consistently undergo
Schwa Deletion IV, showing that the latter rule is not limited to
deleting /)/ between sonorants. Geminates arising through either
deletion process are pronounced as long versions of the
corresponding single consonants or glides and are
indistinguishable from underlying geminates. Length is
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phonetically realized in the stop component of the complex
segments c and kw.
A natural approach to this complex of phenomena would be to
suppose that both Schwa Deletion I and Schwa Deletion IV may give
rise to sequences of identical non-syllabics, which are then
subject to a rule of geminate formation. Geminate formation will
produce a multiply linked structure for derived geminates
identical with that which may be assumed as the base form of
underlying geminates.
Two shared peculiarities of geminate formation and Schwa'
Deletion IV suggest, however, that this initially attractive
analysis is incorrect. Both processes treat a sequence of /t/
and /c/ as equivalent to a sequence of /c/ and /c/, but
distinguish these from /c/ followed by /t/. Yet both processes
treat /k/ and /kw/ as equivalent, so that no corresponding
asymmetry shows up in the treatment of these segments.
I will argue below that geminate formation takes place in
two steps. When two identical non-syllablics are adjacent, the
segmental material of the first is deleted, leaving behind an
empty C position. This empty C-slot is then linked with
segmental material associated with the C-slot to its right.
Schwa Deletion IV, when correctly formulated, can be collapsed
with the deletion portion of geminate formation, allowing us to
write a single rule for both purposes, which I call Geminate
Deletion.
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5.7.1 Deletion of /0/ between sonorants
The deletion of unstressable /3/ between two occurrences of
/1/, /m/, or /n/ is illustrated in (268) and (269). The finals
/-Slamsan-/ 'wind,' /-Vlan-/ 'rain,' /-am-/ 'by mouth,' and
/-an-/ 'by hand' are shown in (268) in environments in which they
retain their initial schwas. In (269), where these schwas come
to stand between identical consonants, they are deleted.
(268) a. mfn-al4amasn
off-wind- (3)
'the wind blows something off'
Op
b. kis-plan
past-rain-(3)
'it rained'
c. ht-taý-a-m-a-l
3-ongoing-by.mouth-DIR-3. OBV
'he is eating the other'
d. h-tw m-Vn-am-Qn
3-in.two-by.hand-TI-31N
'he breaks it in two by hand'
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(269) a. t -l/iamsan
ongoing-wwind-(3)
'the wind is blowing'
b. wal-lamsen
good-wind- (3)
'there is a nice breeze, a wind from
a good direction, etc.'
c. tel-lan
ongoing-rain-(3)
'it is pouring (rain)'
d. h-twtm-m-a-I
3-in.two-by.mouth-DIR-3. OBV
'he bites the other in two'
e. m9n-n-rdm- n
(3)-off-by.hand-TI-3 IN
'he peels it off'
The deletion of unstressable /I/ in /w4w/ is shown in
(270)-(272). (A similar contraction of /yiy/ to yy will be
discussed in 8.3.1.) I first give examples of the roots /maw-/
'together in a group' and /nihtaw-/ 'know how, be good at' in
(270). (Syncope of /i/ and Initial Devoicing reduce /nihtaw-/ to
htaw- in unprefixed forms.) The medial /-aw(e)-/ 'hair, fur' and
the finals /-;wehke-/ 'use' and /-4wikhike-/ 'write, draw,
photograph, etc.' are shown in (271). (Both finals are derived
/ N/from stems; cf. wehke-n (use-2) 'use (sg.) it!' and wik-hi-ke
(write-TA-AI-(3)) 'he writes, draws, etc.') The examples in
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(272) show the loss of /f/ in /-aw(e)-/, /-;wehke-/, and
/-awihkhike-/ after /w/.
(270) a. maw-an-a
(3 )-group-by. hand-DIR-(33 .OB V)
'he gathers the others'
b. htaw-=lohke
know. how-work-(3)
'he is good at doing (some kind of) work'
(271) a. wf1-awe-n-a-i
(3)-good-hair-by, hand-DIR-3.OBV
'he fixes (arranges, sets, etc.) the other's hair'
b. n-kis-iwehka-n
1 -past-use-3IN
'I used it'
c. tV1-_wikhike
ongoing--write-(3)
'he is writing'
(272) a. maw-we-n-a-1
(3)-group-hair-by.hand-DIR-3.0B V
'he ties back the other's hair'
b. maw-wehka-n
group-use-UNSPEC
'it is being used (by a group)'
c. htaw-wikhike
know.how-write-(3 )
'he knows how to write'
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Since Schwa Deletion IV affects only unstressable /l/,
shifts in the pattern of alternating stressability induced -by-
prefixation or Initial Change can make a /'/ a target of the rule
in one occurrence of a morpheme and a non-target in another. The
/9/ following /atal-/ 'ongoing' is deleted in (273a) and (274a)
because it is the third /l/ in a span within which alternating
streseiability holds. The addition of a prefix in the (b)
examples takes the first /9/ out of the count, as does Initial
Change in the (c) cases. The /9/ following /at~l-/, now
stressable because it is in second place, is retained in the
surface in these forms.
(273) a. til-latam
ongoing-breathe- (3)
'he is breathing'
b. nt-t azl-azlat9m
1-ongoing-breathe
'I am breathing'
p /
c. eto l latw-k
ongoi ng-breathe-3 AN
'he who is breathing'
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(274) a. til-lohke
ongoing-work-(3)
'he is working'
b. kt-atal-2lohke-pwn
2-ongoing-work-1 1
'we (du. inc.) are working'
c. et31-_plohke-t
ongoi ng-work-3 AN
'he who is working'
We can easily restrict Schwa Deletion IV to unstressable /c/
by formulating this rule, like the other rules of syncope
proposed above, as an operation deleting floating /s/. A
preliminary formal statement is given in (275).
(275) Schwa Deletion IV (preliminary)
C C
Q -- 3~I:
X Y
Condition: X = Y.
The interaction of (275) with Initial Syllable Epenthesis,
V-Epenthesis, and Final Syllable Epenthesis will then account for
the way the conditions on stressability determine where syncope
takes place between identical non-syllbics.
The role of Initial Syllable Epenthesis and V-Epenthesis may
be seen by looking at a series of derivatives of /-alohke-/
'work, do': mil-lohke 'he does various things, causes various
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kinds of trouble' (with /mil-/ 'various'), al-lohke 'he does
thus' (with / I31-/ 'thus'), tgl-lohke 'he is working'- (wi.th-
/vt@1-/ 'ongoing'), and wapal-alohke 'he does wrong' (with
/2wap 1-/' 'improper').
The syllabified underlying form of millohke is (276),
ignoring the third person suffix as usual.
(276) " "
C V C V C V
m 1 1~ 1 o hk e
No rule of V-slot epenthesis is applicable here. The floating
/9/ of /-,lohke-/ thus remains unassociated with a V position and
is deleted by Schwa Deletion IV.
The syllabified underlying form of ollohke is (277).
(277) or
C OVCCV
I ! I l
a 1 1 o h k e
The /1/ of /1-/ cannot be extrametrical here, since it follows a
floating /3/. As a sonorant in a word-initial sequence of the
form /(C)3[+sonorant]?/, this segment triggers Initial Syllable
Epenthesis, giving (278).
(278) C c
Va C VCCV
I ( I If r
a 1l' 1 o hk e
Again the /9/ of /-Olohke-/ remains unassociated with a V-slot
and is subjecl to deletion.
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In the underlying form of tjllohke, the leftmost C wnich
cannot be syllabified is that associated with the /t/ of /)ta1-/,
as shown in (279a). Initial Syllable Epenthesis is not
applicable, but V-Epenthesis is. The resulting structure is
(279b).
(279) a, A
C C C VC CV
I I IIll ( 1It) 1 Ia 1 o h k e
b. "
I I I I I (il
3tt 1* 1 oh k e
The first /a/ of /;ta1-/ is now subject to Schwa Deletion I,
while the /"/ of /- lohke-/ is again deleted by Schwa Deletion
IV. / /
The syllabified underlying form of wapal'olohke is (280a).
Once again V-Epenthesis is applicable, but this time it is the
/2/ of /-,lohke-/ which recieves a V-slot, as shown in (280b).
(280) a. C a -A
II ( II (
C VC C C V C V
Sw ape i 1' 1 onhk e
Neither of the unassociated schwas in (280b) is subject to Schwa
Deletion I, since both are followed by sonorants. The initial
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/P/ of /eawapal-/ Is deleted by the rule for word-intial syncope,
which will be formulated in 5.9. The /8/ of /-alohke-/-is not-
deleted by Schwa Deletion IV this time, since it is now
associated with a V-slot. Schwa Support gives (281), as
required.
(281) ( r crA /A A A
CV C V C V C C V
1 1 11 ( I I I I I
wap 31 1ohke
The derivations of et3lAlatjk and eta121ohket are parallel
to that of wapaltlohke, except for the loss of initial / / in the
latter. The derivations of nt't12l1at• m and ktatapilohkep;n, on
the other hand, involve two applications of V-Epenthesis. The
syllabified underlying form of ntatpl2l1at2m is (282a). Final
Syllable Epenthesis derives (282b).
(282) a. AN
C C C C OVO Ci I I I I I I
nt t t ? 1 b t at a m
b. r" o'
C C C C C VC V C
SI I I I!! I
n t t l •l a t m
The /n/ of the prefix /nt-/ is not a possible trigger of
V-Epenthesels, both because it is extrametrical and because it is
not followed by a floating /a/. The /t/ of the prefix is
therefore the leftmost eligible C' in (282b). V-Epenthesis
aesociates a V-slot with the /0/ which follows this /t/, giving
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(283a). The /t/ of /Sat1-/ can be syllabified once a V-slot is
inserted for the preceding /8/, but the /1/ of this morpheme-
remains unsyllabified and triggers a second application of
V-Epentheeis. In the resulting structure, the first /2/ of
/-tlatam-/ is associated with a V-slot, as shown in (283b). No
longer a floating vowel, this /a/ escapes Schwa Deletion IV. The
application of Schwa Support converts (283b) to (283c).
(283) a. C<
CC C C VOC Y CI I I I llIv
n t3 t 1 8 a t m
b. 6r
.A A/IN
C V C VC VC V(C
n t ? t S 1 8 1 at a m
S(1 t11 TIC(C
The interaction of Schwa Deletion IV with Fi.n'al Syllable
Epenthesis may be traced in the derivations of w-i•al (3-tongue.)
'his tongue' and the corresponding locative form w-ill-ak. The
syllabified underlying form of wiltl, given in (284a), is
converted to (284b) by Final Syllable Epenthesis, preventing the
deletion of /a/ in this form by Schwa Deletion IV.
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(284) a.
CVC C 
II I Iw 1 C I
wi la8 1
b. C 4
C V V C
I I IllII
wi aI
With the addition of a suffix in willak, the fa/ of /-lal/ no
longer undergoes Final Syllable Epenthesis and Schwa Deletion IV
is free to apply.
5.7.2 Deletion of /f/ between obstruents
In many cases in which syncope results in a geminate
consonant, the deletion can as plausibly be attributed to Schwa
Deletion I as it can to Schwa Deletion IV. We have seen, for
example, that the initial //a of /-gtemim-/ 'hire,' which
surfaces after /sakh-/ 'into view' in h-sakh-?atuim-a-I 'he
appears, calls on the phone, etc. and hires the other,' is
deleted by Schwa Deletion I after /ap-/ 'go and return' in ht-ap-
tamim-a-l 'he goes somewhere and hires the other (and returns).'
Thus there is no reason not to assume that Schwa Deletion I is
responsible for the loss of /@/ after /nat-/ 'come, go' and
/pet-/ 'arrive' in nat-tamfm-al 'he goes somewhere and hires the
other' and h-pet-tam m-a-l 'he comes and hires the other.'
Evidence that Schwa Deletin IV must be allowed to delete /P/
between obstruents as well as between sonorants comes from
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exceptions to Schwa Deletion I. As I noted in 5.2.7, the
morphemtn /api-/ 'sit, be located,' /-atemi-/ 'cry,' and
/-?ttkwkwi-/ 'jump' do not usually lose their Initial schwas to
syncope. All three retain /9/, for example, after /ehkw-/ 'stop'
in (285). (The /h/ of /ehkw-/ is deleted in these forms by a
rule which will be discussed in 5.8.2.)
(285) a. elkw-po
stop-sit-(3 )
'he stops sitting, stops being able to sit up'
b. ekw-a t emo
stop-cry-(3 )
'he stops crying'
c. ekw-atakko
stop-Jump- (3)
'he stops jumping'
These morphemes do undergo syncope, however, when the result is a
geminate consonant:
(286) a. cop-po
cowap-po
into.water-sit-(3)
'he sits partway into the water'
b. ewep-po
up-sit-(3)
'he sits up, he is located at a height'
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(287) a. met-temo
finish-cry-(3)
'he stops crying'
b. pet-temo
arrive-cry-(3)
'he comes crying'
- I
c. wit-temo
with-cry-(3)
'he cries with someone'
(288) pasit-tfkko
over-jump-Q(3)
'he jumps over'
As before, only stressable /a/ may be deleted. Thus the
possibility of deletion varies with prefixation and .nitial
Change in the AI+O stem /wat-;temi-/ 'cry about':
(289) a. ht-Itemi-n- 1
from-cry-PEG-33 IN
'he cries about them (in.)'
b. ot-teml-n- 1
(3)-from-cry-PEG-33IN
'he cries about them (in.)'
c. wet-temi-t
from-cry-3 AN
'he is crying about it (Conjunct)'
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The underlying form of (289a) is (290a). The extrametrical
initial /w/ of this word does not trigger V-Epenthesis,-but the.
following /t/ does, giving (290b).
(290) a. r r
c c cvco C Cd1 V oVt IC
I I 1I 1 I I I
wi t t e mi n 9 1
b. rr rrC
C C v V C Vc
Schwa Deletion I eliminates the /D/ of /wat-/ and the resulting
cluster /wt/ is realized as ht as a result of Initial Devoicing.
The /f/ of /-atemi-/ is protected from syncope by the V-slot
supplied for it by V-Epenthesis.
In (291a), the third person prefix is used. (Use of the
prefix is optional but preferred for Independent Indicative forms
of AI+O verbs with third person subjects.) Because the /w/ of
/wet-/ is not initial in this structure, it is not designated as
extrametrical here. It therefore triggers V-Epenthesis, which
turns (291a) into (291b).
. AA )A. .
CC C C VC VCo
II I 1 1 11 II
w w) t t e min n l
b. A A A
CCVC C VC V CY
wtem nbl
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The /a/ of /-atemi-/ is not associated with a V-slot, since the
/t/ of /wat-/ is syllabified in (291b). Although this / / is an-
exception to Schwa Deletion I, it is not an exception to Schwa
Deletion IV, and is therefore deleted. Word-initial /wwD/ gives
/wo/ by Contraction, ultimately surfacing as o through WO-
Reduction. The result is otteminal.
Deletion also takes place in wettemit, because Initial
Change replaces the /9/ of /wat-/ with the stressable vowel /e/:
(292) 6
CVC C VCVC
I I I c I I
w e tb t em i t
The derivations mettemo and the other examples in'(286)-(288) are
parallel to that of wettemit, except for the effects of I-Muation
in underlying final /iw/.
5.7.3 Deletion in the environment of complex segments
Up to this point in our analysis of syncope, we have been
able to ignore the internal structure of the complex segments /c/
and /kw/. This structure becomes significant, however, when we
oonsider the way in which Sci:wa Deletion IV applies in the
environment of these segments.
Schwa Deletion IV must be able to analyze /c/ as a unit,
because schwas which are exceptions to Schwa Deletion I are
nonetheless deleted between two occurrences of /c/. The intial
schwas of /-;c•ssi-/ AI and /-acihte-/ II 'be a color' are
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exceptions of the appropriate type. Neither is subject to.Schwa
Deletion I in (293), for example, although both are unstressable.
here:
(293) a. al-3c0sso
thus-color-(3)
'he is colored thus'
b. mil-acihte-t-ol
various-color-3-m33IN
'they (in.) are of various colors'
The /Z/ of the root /m?'c-/ 'bad' is inherently stressable, as
derivatives like mZc-Qw-e (bad-hair-AI-(3)) 'he has messy hair'
and m9c1-hpok-at (bad-taste-II-(3)) 'it tastes bad' atttest.
Thus the initial schwas of /-bOcssi-/ and /-acihte-/ will remain
unstressable in all forms of /mac-gacssi-/ and /m9c-4cihte-/ 'be
a bad color.' As we see in (294), these schwas are subject to
deletion. Since Schwa Deletion I is not applicable in these
morphemes, Schwa Deletion IV must be responsible for these cases
of syncope.
(294) a. mac-_seso
bad-color-(3)
'he is a bad color'
b. mac-clhte
bad-color-(3)
'it is a bad color'
Sohwa Deletion IV must also be able to analyze /c/ as a
sequence, because it deletes unstressable /I/ between /t/ and
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/c/. The roots /at-/ 'change' and /tot-/ 'to, at an extreme' end
in /t/ in their basic forms, as we see in (295).
(295) a. at-ote
change-move- (3)
'he moves (changes residence)'
b. tot-$po
extreme-sit-(3)
'he sits a long way off, he is far along'
When either of these roots is followed by /-3acssi-/ or
/-?cihte-/, /1/ is deleted in the resulting sequence /tc/. This
deletion can only be due to Schwa Deletion IV.
(296) a. ac-casso
change-color- (3)
'he changes color, he blushes'
b. toc-o8sso
extreme-color- (3)
'he is dark'
(297) a. ac-cihte-t-ol
change- col or-3 -33 IN
'they (in.) change color'
b. toc-cihte
extreme-color- (3)
'it is dark'
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The cluster which results from syncope in these forms is written
cc because it is phonetically identical with cc from /cac/. In-
both cases, cc is a single affricate with a long stop component.
The preliminary statement of Schwa Deletion IV which was
given as (275) is repeated here as (298).
(298) Schwa Deletion IV (preliminary)
C C
X Y
Condition: X = Y.
Given this formulation of Schwa Deletion IV and an analysis of
/c/ as a sequence on the segmental tier, the deletion of /)/ in
(296) and (297) is predicted. Underlying toccihte, for example,
we have (299). The Identity condition of (298) is met by the
segments labeled X and Y.
(299) r cr
CV C C VCCVI NI I ,, I I I I
tot t sih te
X Y
Of course the stop component of /c/ is not phonetically identical
with t. It is, instead, homorganic with the fricative component
of tile affricate. There ie nothing to prevent us from setting up
/t/ as the first component of /c/ in phonological%Wj %Mv
representations, however, and then accounting for the retracted
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articulation of this stop in phonetic forms by a low-level rule
of assimilation. In this way, the treatment of /toc/ sequences
by Schwa Deletion IV is easily assimilated to the other cases of
deletion which have been discussed above.
The analysis of /c/ as a sequence on the segmental tier
leads to a further prediction about deletion in the environment
of /c/. Since /s/ is not flanked by identical segments in (300),
we predict that Schwa Deletion IV will not apply in the sequence
/cat/.
(300) C C
t sa t
This prediction is borne out by derivatives of /mac-/ 'bad' made
with the finals /-atemi-/ 'cry' and /-2takwkwi-/ 'jump,' whose
initial schwas have already been noted as exceptions to Schwa
Deletion I. Schwa Deletion IV does not apply in (301) and
underlying /c t/ is retained on the surface.
(301) a. mc-stemo
bad-cry-(3)
'he (e.g. an actor) cries badly'
/ /
b. mc-)takko
bad-jump-(3)
'he jumps badly'
These forms should be compared with kec-ton-a-t 'in the corner of
his mouth,' from /keo-fton-a-t/ (edge-mouth-AI-3AN), where Sohwa
Deletion I applies regularly between /c/ and /t/.
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Analyzing /c/ as a sequence on the segmental tier makes it
possible to explain why Schwa Deletioh IV is applicable in /t.c/-
but not in /cat/. But why is deletion possible in /coc/? Given
the sequential analysis of /c/, /9/ is not flanked by identical
elements of the segmental tier in (302).
(302) C
t S t
We can accommodate deletion in this structure without giving
up our account of deletion between /t/ and /c/ if we interpret
"X" and "Y" in the statement of Schwa Deletion IV as variables
over strings rather than variables over single segments.
Deletion is then possible in (303) because the floating /)/ of
/-4cihte-/ is flanked by identical strings of segments as
indicated.
(303) < (r r
C V C C VC C V
II ^/\ /1\11
m 3 t t i h t e
X Y
A revised statement of Schwa Deletion IV is given in (304).
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(304) Schwa Deletion IV (first revision)
C C
X Y
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments
and X = Y.
In the intended interpretation, the notation (305a) represents
any of the structures in (305b), where xl, x2 , x3 , etc. are
single segments (elements of the segmental tier).
(305) a. C
I
x
b. C C C
X , X X X X X
The restriction to non-null X and Y prevents the rule from
deleting /I/ between arbitrary C's. Requiring all of the
segments is a string analyzed as X or Y to be associated with a
single C prevents the rule from applying in a word like kie-akiso
(can-read-(3)) 'he can read,' where an unstressable /?/ stands
between identical strings of segments each of which is associated
with more than one position on the CV tier.
While this revised statement of Schwa Deletion IV handles
deletion in the environment of /c/, it is not adequate to account
for all of the cases of deletion involving /kw/. If /kw/ has an
internal structure comparable to that of /c/, we expect on the
basis of (304) that deletion will take place between /k/ and /kw/
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and between /kw/ and /kw/, but not between /kw/ and /k/. A
possible case of deletion between /k/ and /kw/ will be discusaed-
below. There seem to be no examples which allow us to test
whether deletion is possible between /kw/ and /kw/. But two
morphemes which begin with /ak/ are consistent exceptions to
Schwa Deletion I, making it possible to test the prediction that
Schwa Deletion IV will be blocked in /kwak/. The prediction is
wrong in both cases.
The examples in (306) show that the initial schwas of
/-4kehkim-/ TA 'teach' and /-akisi-/ AI 'read' are not subject to
deletion by Schwa Deletion I. (See also the discussion of these
morphemes in 5.2.7. The final /m/ of /-akehkim-/ is dropped
before the reciprocal suffix in the impersonal construction
illustrated in (306a) and (307a).) Yet the forms in (307) show
that these schwas are subject to syncope after ./ehkw-/ 'stop'
(again reduced to ekw-). Clearly, then, Schwa Deletion IV is
applicable to /!/ between /kw/ and /k/. The cluster which
results from deletion in such cases is phonetically realized as a
long [k] with a labial release, which I interpret as'a geminate
kw.
(306) a. met-2kehki-ti-n
fi nish-teach-RECIP-UNSPEC
'school is over'
b. met-akiso
finish-read-(3)
'he finishes reading'
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(307) a. ekw-kwehkl-ti-n
stop-teach-REC IP-UNSPEC
'school is out'
b. ekw-kwiso
stop-read-(3 )
'he stops reading'
There are several ways in which we might try to accommodate
these facts without further complicating our statement of Schwa
Deletion IV. For example, we might analyze /kw/, at a suitably
abstract level, as a /k/ on the segmental tier which is linked to
an autosegmentally represented occurrence of [+round]. Then the
sequence /kw k/ would simply be /k k/ on the segmental tier, and
the application of Schwa Deletion IV in this sequence would be
predicted:
(308) [+round]
C C
I I
k k
Alternatively, we might suppose that /kwak/ is changed to /kwakw/
or to /kakw/ prior to the application of Schwa Deletion IV. In
either event, the problematic applications of Schwa Deletion IV
would reduce to cases of an expected type. I will argue below
that the most viable of these proposals is the last: the
metathesels of the /w/ component of /kw/ with a following /k/.
Disoussion of these alternatives is best postponed, however,
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until we take up the question of the proper formalization of
geminate formation.
5.7,4 An additional rule of V-slot epentheele
A further problem for the analysis of syncope between
identical non-syllabics can be accounted for without complicating
our statement of Schwa Deletion IV, but at the cost of
postulating an additional rule of V-slot epenthesis.
In 5.2.1, I noted that Schwa Deletion I regularly applies
before a consonant which surfaces in word-final position as a
result of the application of Final Vowel Deletion. Deletion
takes place, for example, in imiye-w-p(pray-DA-liquid) 'holy
water,' from /imiya-w-4pi/, because the floating /9/ of /-mpi/
'liquid' does not precede a word-final consonant at the point in
the derivation when Final Syllable Epenthesis is applicable.
This analysis of Schwa Deletion I requires that Final Syllable
Epenthesis be ordered before Final Vowel Deletion.
Schwa Deletion IV appears to be optional or disfavored
before a consonant which is left in word-final position by Final
Vowel Deletion. The relevant environment arises only in a few
morphemes, but one of these is /api-/ 'sit, be located.' The
examples in (309) show that the /1/ of this morpheme is an
exception to Schwa Deletion I in forms that undergo Final Vowel
Deletion, just as it is elsewhere.
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(309) a. n-met-ap
1 -finish-sit
'I stop sitting up'
b. n-tehsakw-ap
1-on.top-sit
'I sit on top'
/ N
c. kt-ekw-a p
2-stop-sit
'you (eg.) stop sitting up'
When /)pi-/ follows an initial ending in /p/, we expect Schwa
Deletion IV to apply. In unsuffixed forms, however, syncope is
optional or disfavored:
(310) a. n-cowap-ap
~ ?n-cowap-p
1-into.water-sit
'I sit partway into the water'
b. k-cowap-3 p
2-into.water-sit
'you (ag.) sit partway into the water'
(311) a. ewep- 4 p
up-sit
'sit (sg.) up, sit at a height!'
b. kt-ewep-4 p
*kt-ewep-p
2-up-sit
'you (sg.) sit up, sit at a height'
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In comparable suffixed forms, where Final Vowel Deletion is not
applicable, Schwa Deletion IV is obligatory and exceptionless:.
cowap-po, *cowap-tpo 'he site partway into the water.'
It is easy to accommodate deletion by Schwa Deletion IV in
forms like ncowapp, just as it is to accommodate deletion by
Schwa Deletion I in imiyewp: Final Syllable Epenthesis precedes
Final Vowel Deletion, therefore Final Syllable Epenthesis does
not supply a V-slot for /l/ in word-final /;pi/. What remains to
be explained is why Schwa Deletion IV is blocked or disfavored in
(310)-(311).
One way to accomplish this end is to postulate an additional
rule of V-slot epenthesis which follows Final Vowel Deletion.
The rule that we need, which I will call Geminate Epenthesis, is
an analogue of Final Syllable Epenthesis, but will supply a
V-slot for a /?/ before a word-final C only if that / / is
flanked by identical segments:
(312) Geminate Epenthesis
V C C
--- I/I ,i
xa Y
Condition: X = Y.
Alternatives to this statement are possible. In particular, it
is not clear that the rule must mention the presence of the
floating vowel for which it suppllee a V-slot. Notice, however,
that the rule as formulated is not applicable in words ending in
an underlying geminate consonant, whether or not such clusters
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are -represented as underlying multiply linked structures. This
is a correct result: underlying final geminates remain uhchanged-
in words like tett 'in that direction,' mowine-kk (bear-33ABS)
'bears (abs.),' and kt-ewep-wtakwkw (2-up-jump) 'you (sg.) jump
up.' Geminate Epenthesis must be optional to account for
variation like that in (310), but apparently application of the
rule is favored.
Since Schwa Deletion IV must follow Geminate Epenthesis, it
must also follow Final Vowel Deletion. Schwa Deletion I, on the
other hand, need not follow either Geminate Epenthesis or Final
Vowel Deletion. Of course both Schwa Deletion I and Schwa
Deletion IV must follow the rules of V-slot epenthesis that were
proposed in Chapter 4.
All of the forms of the verb 'vomit' can be derived from a
stem /sekakwi-/, provided that we assign this stem the CV
structure shown in (313) and provided that both Schwa Deletion IV
and Geminate Epenthesis are applicable to /a/ between /k/ and
/kw/. (We must clso assume that the second /?/ of /s k kwi-/ is
an exception to Schwa Deletion I.) Several forms from the
paradigm of this verb are given in (314).
(313) C VC C V
sef kak wi
(3 14) n-sakkw n-sskwkw 'I vomit'
k-eskkw " k-sskwkw 'you (sg.) vomit'
sakko 'he vomits'
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n-sakwkwl-pan 'we (du. exc.) vomit'
sekwkwi-yan 'when I vomited'
S\ / \
If Geminate Epenthesis is to apply in n-sjkakw and k-sakhkw,
however, we will have to suppose that this rule can analyze the
structure in (315) as shown and that the presence of an extra /w/
on the segmental tier does not prevent the second C in this
structure from counting as word-final.
(315) "C : .' c" #
. .' * o k .t w
It is also possible, however, that /sak9kwi-/ has simply been
reanalyzed as underlying /stkwkwi-/, and that n-stkakw and k-
slklkw are no longer phonologically derived from the same stem as
other forms of this verb. These are, after all, the only forms
(apart from the singular imperative) in which this stem would be
unsuffixed and thus subject to Final Vowel Deletion. The fact
that the syncopated forms n-sakwkw and k-sakwkw appear to be
fully acceptable would seem to support this view.
A single example suggests that Geminate Epenthesis can apply
between sonorant consonants as well as between obstruents and is
therefore not applicable only to schwas which exceptionally fail
to undergo Schwa Deletion I. The theme sign /-1l/, which
indicates a second person object in various TA forms, regularly
loses its /9/ after /1/ by Schwa Deletion IV. (This /;/ is
probably epenthetic rather than underlying; see 7.2 for
discussion.) Thus we have /-1/ for /-al/ in forms like k-mil-
1-ani-ya (2-give-2.0BJ-PEG-22) 'I give it to you (pl.).' Schwa
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Deletion IV is blocked, however, in ml-al 'that which I give to
you (sg.),' which is derived by Final Vowel Deletion fr.om.
/mil-al-a/ (give-2.0BJ-1), where /-a/ is the word-final allomorph
of the first person subject marker, non-final /-an-/. This
apparent exception to Schwa Deletion IV is explained if Geminate
Epenthesis is applicable in the derivation of mil-al.
5.7.5 Geminate formation
Whether they are underlying or derived, geminate consonants
in Passamaquoddy are phonetically realized as lenghtened versions
of the corresponding single consonants. There is no phonetic
difference, for example, between the underlying tt of tetta 'in
that direction' and the derived tt of met-takw-at 'it stops
making a sound' (from /meht-ihtakw-at-w/ finish-sound-II-3) or
-p / -
between the underlying ss of wiss-amk-ah-m-9n1-ya ((3)-cover-
parti culate-TI-TI-3IN-33PROX) 'they cover it up with dirt) and
the derived ss of h-kis-sa-l 'he cut the other (with a knife)'
(from /w-kis-:e-a-al/ 3-past-cut-DIR-3.OBV).
Within the framework of CV phonology, long consonants have a
natural representation as single elements of the segmental tier
which are associated with two C positions on the CV or timing
tier. Thus tetta and hkissal may be represented as follows.
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(316) a. CVC C V
te t a
b. CCVC CVC
III \I/ I Ihki a al
We may assume that non-derived geminate consonants like the
tt of tetta are represented as multiply linked structures in
underlying forms. Thus (316a) is the underlying representation
of tetta. In the case of hkissal, however, the output of Schwa
Deletion I is presumably as shown in (317). (There should also
be a derivation of hk'ssal involving Schwa Deletion IV, since
/-Os-/ 'by cutting edge' is an optional exception to Schwa
Deletion I (see 5.2.7).)
(317) C a cic v C(I 1 IU
w k 1 s a sa
If (317) s1 converted into a surface representation like (316b),
then there must be a process in the grammar of Passamaquoddy
which turns sequences of identical non-syllabics into single long
segments, as shown in (318).
(318) C C C C
I I --- i
The need for a rule with this effect is not as clear in the case
of geminate glides as it is for geminate consonants: since there
is typically no steady state in the pronunciation of geminate
glides, representing them as sequences on the segmental tier
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might be considered appropriate. I will assume here, however,
that all of the non-syllabic segments of Passamaquoddy undergo a-
process like that shown in (318).
Let us suppose that the conversion of geminate clusters into
long segments takes place in two steps. First, the segmental
material associated with the left-hand C-position is deleted.
Then segmental material associated with the C on the right
spreads leftward:
(319) C C C C
I I I
I -)
CK F (KF 0F
C C
ok F
The motivation for this two-step anlaysis will be presented in
the following subsection. Here I would like to concentrate on
the correct formulation of the first operation.
I will refer to the two rules implied in (319) as Geminate
Deletion and Leftward Spreading. We may begin by formulating
these as follows, although we will have to revise Geminate
Deletion in the course of the discussion below.
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(320) a. Geminate Deletion (preliminary)
C C C C
I :--->
X Y Y
where X, Y are segments and X = Y.
b. Leftward Spreading
O C C C
Y Y
where Y is any segment.
The rules are adequate in this form to derive the correct surface
representations of words like hkiasal 'he cut he other' or
nattamimal 'he goes somewhere and hires the other' where geminate
clusters of non-complex segments arise through the application of
Schwa Deletion I. When we turn to cases involving complex
segments, however, we encounter exactly the same problems that we
ran into in trying to pin down the correct formulation of Schwa
Deletion IV.
Underlying /cc/ and /kwkw/ are not common, but wiccickep2
'bandage' and poktewicc 'liquor' (a variant of poktewick) provide
probable examples of basic /cc/ and mehci-kwkwl-ye (finish-bleed-
go-(3 ) ) 'he, it stops bleeding' and ewep- j tkwkwi-t (up-
jump-3AN-(PERP)) 'when he jumped up' contain morphemes with non-
derived /kwkw/. 2 1 Since it is only the stop components of cc and
kwkw that are phonetically long, I assume that the geminate
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clusters in these examples are represented as follows, both in
underlying and in surface forms.
(321) a. cc = C C
b. kwkw = C C
k w
Now surface cc may be derived either from /t/ plus /c/ or
form /c/ plus /c/. Several examples showing the derivation of cc
from each of these sources via Schwa Deletio IV were given in
5.7.3. An additional example of cc from /t/ plus /c/ is provided
by the form h-kec-capske-hl-a-l (3-out-root-TA-DIR-3.OBV) 'he
uproots the other,' where ket- represents underlying /ket-/ 'out'
(of. h-kelt-apite-hl-a-l (3-out-tooth-TA-DIR-3.OBV) 'he extracts
the other's tooth'). Here again /I/ is probably deleted by Schwa
Deletion IV, since the medial /-acapske-/ 'root' corresponds to
an independent noun wacppskw 'root' whose first /1/ is an
exception to Schwa Deletion I. The form mac-c;k-e 'it is dirty,'
from /mlc-Pc0k-e-w/ (bad-messy-II-3), provides a clear example of
cc derived from /cac/ by Schwa Deletion I, since the first /9/ of
/-acak-/ undergoes this rule regularly, as we noted in 5.2.7.
Let us assume for the moment that geminate formation applies
to the output of both Schwa Deletion I and Schwa Deletion IV.
(We will have occasion below to revise this assumption with
respect to Schwa Deletion IV.) Then the examples just cited show
that geminate formation must be able to make both of the
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following changes, since cc in both hkecopskeThlal and mcco2ke is
phonetically identical with cc in wiccickep and poktewicc;.
(322) a. C C C C
/,!\ ---pp \/\
tt a t
b. C C C C
v v
t s t a t s
The change shown in (322a) can be effected by Geminate
Deletion and Leftward Spreading as formulated in (320). With
segements X and and Y chosen as shown in (323), Geminate Deletion
will eliminate X and Leftward Spreading will link Y to both
C-slots, creating the desired multiply linked structure.
(323) C C
I ^V
t t s
x Y
The change shown in (322b) cannot be carried out by the rules of
(320), however, since the structure shown in (324) does not
contain sequence of two identical units of the segmental tier.
(324) c c
t a t a
Once again we can obtain the results that we need by
introducing string variables in place of variables over segments,
this time in our formulation of Geminate Deletion:
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(325) Geminate Deletion (first revision)
C C C C
X Y fi Y
where X, Y are strings of segments and X = Y.
Geminate Deletion, thus formulated, will analyze (326a) as shown
and convert this structure into (326b). The result is
indistinguishable from the structure which Geminate Deletion
derives from (323). Leftward Spreading will accordingly treat
both structures alike, giving (326c) in both cases.
(326) a. C C b. C C c. C C
t • t s t g t s
X Y
Note that the formulation of Geminate Deletion given in
(325) correctly distinguishes /tc/ and /cc/, both of which
surface as cc, from /ct/, which surfaces unchanged. Ge0mninate
Deletion is not applicable t, a structure like that shown in
(327), since no adjacent strings of identical segmental material
are present.
(327) c c
I
t • t
Relevant examples include kec-ton-a-t 'in the corner of his
mouth,' derived by Schwa Deletion T from /kec-Ston-a-t/ (edge-
mouth-AI-3AN), and the following forms which result from the
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deletion of underlyingly unstressable /1/: mac-takw-at 'it sounds
bad' (from /m2c-ihtakw-at-w/ bad-sound-II-3) and c0c-te-hsan ',it.
hits against something' (from /coc-ihte-hsan-w/ sudden(?)-strike-
come.to.rest-3).
Like /c/, /kw/ raises the same problems for geminate
formation as it does for Schwa Deletion IV. On the basis of our
first revision of Geminate Deletion, we expect this rule to apply
to a sequence of /k/ and /kw/ or to a sequence of /kw/ and /kw/,
but not to /kw/ followed by /k/, since (328a) and (328b) contain
sequences of identical strings of segmental material, but (323c)
does not.
(328) a. C C b. C C c. C C
IA / \ ^% I
kk w k w k w k w k
This prediction is incorrect, however, sequences of all three
types undergo geminate formation in the same fashion, yielding
kwkw, that is (329).
(329) C C
k w
Cases of the expected types are only sparsely represented in
my data, although I assume that this fact is accidental. The
only possible examples of kwkw from /kkw/ that I can cite are the
forms neskwkw (" nsakskw) 'I vomit' and ksakwkw (" ksiktkw) 'you
(sg.) vomit' which were discussed in 5.7.4. (As we noted there,
geminate kwkw may have been reanalyzed as underlying in these
forms.) The derivation of kwkw from /kw/ plus /kw/ is seen in
ekw-kwe-po 'he stops being able to sit up,' underlying /ehkw-
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ohkwe-pi-w/ (stop-body-sit-3); of. sakh-ohkwe-po (into.view-body-
A
sit-(3)) 'he sits, protruding into view.'
The problematic case is much better attested. I have
already given two examples in connection with the discussion in
5.7.3 of the conditions which govern Schwa Deletion IV: kw-
kwehki-ti-n 'school is out' (from /ehkw-wkehki-ti-n/ stop-teach-
RECIP-UNSPEC) and ekw-kwiso 'he stops reading' (from /ehkw-9kisi-
w/ stop-read-3). The kwkw of ekw-kwa 'he stops dancing'
(underlying /ehkw-4ka-w/ stop-dance-(3)) is presumably derived
via Schwa Deletion I, since /-,ka-/ 'dance' appears to undergo
this rule regularly in most combinations (see 5.2.7). Surface
kwkw results from the deletion of /a/ in underlying /kwahk/ in
eci wali-nakw-kw-as 'it looked very beautiful (dubit.),' from
/eel w2li-nakw-ah-k-=s/ (very good-look-II-3IN-DUBIT); compare
weli-nakw-a-k-a 'it looked good (dubit.),' with an alternative
pattern of syncope. Syncope of /I/ gives kwkw from /kwihk/ in
wikw-kwat 'the tide goes out,' from /wihkw-ihk't-w/ ((take(?)-
ebb-(3)); compare ks-ihkat (intense-ebb-(3)) 'the tide is at its
lowest (in its monthly cycle).' Syncope of /o/ in underlying
/kwohk/ may be involved in the derivation of ahkikw-kwe 'he hunts
seals,' apparently from /ahklkw-ohke-w/ (seal-acquire-3); compare
t ps-ohke 'he collects spruce tips,' with English tips. Compare
also )tohk 'deer,' kiyahkw 'seagull,' and akatalahkw 'alligator'
and their respective absentative obviative singulars atok-kal,
kiyakw-kwal, and akltalakw-kwql.
In 5.7.3 I briefly introduced three' possible ways to get
around the fact that our proposed formulation of Schwa Deletion
IV will not apply, as it must, in sequences of the forms /kwak/.
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The samo possibilities come up when we look for an explanation of
the fact that geminate formation must be applicable, despite our.
formalization, to sequences of the form /kwk/.
First, we might propose that the labialization of /kw/ is
autosegmentally represented in some fashion, say by linking to an
occurrences of the feature [+round] on a separate tier. We would
certainly expect geminate formation to apply to the structure
shown in (330a).
(330) a. [+round] b. [+round]
I I
C C C C
It I \I/
k k k
The problem with this proposal is that the output of geminate
formation will be (330b). Here the feature [+round] is linked to
the first portion of a long /k/. But kwkw is characterized by a
labial release. Either (331a) or (331b) would therefore be a
more likely representation for kwkw if rounding is represented
autosegmentally.
(331) a. [+round] b. [+round]
C C C C
k k
We might try to derive one of the structures in (331) from
(330b), but this would' render the autosegmental approach
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essentially pointless: if we can find a way to induce
labialization in a /k/ which follows /kw/, then we can account.
for the application of geminate formation to /kwk/ without
recourse to autosegmental representations.
Suppose, then, that /k/ is rounded to /kw/ after /kw/. If
we maintain our representation of /kw/ as a complex segment,
there are two possibilities: a copying metathesis of /w/, as
shown in (332a), or metathesis without leaving a copy, as shown
in (332b).
(332) a. C C C C
k w k k w k w
b. C C C C
k w k k k w
Either operation yields a structure to which Geminate Deletion as
currently formulated will apply.
There does not appear to be any particular advantage to
copying metathesis in this case, since the copy left behind will
always be eliminated by Geminate Deletion. Let us therefore try
to formalize the metatheais process shown in (332b). (This is
essentially the proposal adopted for Maliseet by Sherwood
(1983b:45), although he was not working within a CV framework.)
We do not simply want to say, in our formal statement, that
a /w/ disappears on one side of /k/ and a /w/ appears on the
other. After all, we could just as easily say, formally, that a
/w/ disappears to the left of /k/ and a /t/ appears to its right.
Somwhow we want to say that a /w/ appears to the right of /k/
- -
because a /w/ disappears on the left. To accomplish this end,
our rule must have transformational power. Suppose, then, that.
we borrow the conventions of transformational notation and
formalize metathesies as follows:
(333) Metathesis (preliminary)
C C
k w k
C
i11 '3
C
2
1 2 3
We will need to constrain this rule in some fashion so that it
cannot perform the following operation, a metathesis of the /w/
component of /kw/ with the /k/ of a following /kw/:
C C
ki w k
C C
---> k /I\
kc k w w
I will return to this matter in 5.7.7.
Rule (333) will solve the problem that we faced in trying to
get Geminate Deletion to apply to the sequence /kwk/. A simple
change in the statement of Metathesie will also permit this rule
to shift the /w/ component of /kw/ rightward across an
unstreesable /9/. In this way we can arrange for the application
of Schwa Deletion IV as required in underlying /kwOk/. All that
we need to do is to add a parenthesized floating /p/ to our
statement of Metathesits;
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(334)
W
(335) Metathesis (revised)
C C
S\ I ---
k w ( ) k
C
134
C
2
1 2 3 4
On the assumption that Schwa Deletion IV and Geminate Deletion
are distinct rules, and that Metathesis isa ordered before either
of them, we may sketch the derivation of ekwkwiso 'he stops
reading' as follows, The underlying form /ehkw- kisi-w/ becomes
(336) through the application of I-Mutation and Final Syllable
Epenthesis.
vC c
I I A
(P4>c v dl ýcc
I 1 1 I
w 3 kis w
Metathesis converts (336) to (337a), which is then subject to
Schwa Deletion IV, giving (337b).
(337) a.
VeCC C V C
e h k I k w i s w
b. A N
VCC C VC VC
ehk k I wisiw
Geminate Deletion followed by Leftward Spreading gives (338a),
which is converted to the surface form (338b) by the deletion of
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/h/ before /CC/ (to be discussed in 5.8.1) and the replacement of
word-final /aw/ by o.
(338) a. 4r o
VCC C VOVC
b. "eh k w i s o
e k wiso
We now have a system that works, in the sense that it
generates the right forms. The proposals above can hardly be
claimed to have much expalanatory force, however. Why does the
metathesis of /w/ take place across an intervening segment? Why
is /w/ subject to Metathesis only when it is a component of the
complex segment /kw/? (Compare sakima-w-ka (chief-DA-dance-(3))
'he does a governor's dance' or pkqte-w-kw -w (smoke-DA-II-(3))
'it Is hazy,' where no metathesis takes place.) Note also that
both Metathesis and Schwa Deletion IV apply only in sequences
which are realized on the surface as geminate consonants.
Neither of these rules has effects which can be observed
independently of those of geminate formation.
I will take up the questior, of the interrelationship of
Metatheels, Schwa Deletion IV, and Geminate Deletion in 5.7.7,
after a discusslon in the next subsection which is aimed at
establishing the independence of Geminate Deletion and Leftward
Spreading.
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5.7.6 Leftward Spreading
It is only by separating Leftward Spreading from Geminate
Deletion that we can give a simple account of geminate formation.
Moreover, two less general processes by which long consonants are
derived share with geminate formation the property that
lengthening results from the deletion of the left member of a
cluster.
The crucial cases for the analysis of geminate formation are
those involving /c/ and /kw/. The fact that the lefthand
component of /c/ or /kw/ is lengthened in geminates shows that
deletion must take place to the left of one of these segments:
leftward rather than rightward spreading is called for. Note
further that what is deleted is not always identical to what
spreads leftward. When (339a) is converted to (339b), both the
/t/ and the /s/ associated with the lefthand C are deleted, but
only the /t/ associated with the righthand C spreads leftward.
Similarly, when (340a) is converted to (340b), both /k/ and /w/
are deleted on the left, but only .the /k/ on the right spreads
onto the C position made avaialble by deletion.
(338) a. C C b. C C
t t t S
(339) a. C C b. C C
k w k w k w
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Neither of these operations can be carried out by a rule like
(341) which combines deletion and leftward spreading - .nto. a.
single operation, regardless of how we interpret the variables.
(341) C C C C
I --- )
X Y Y
where X = Y.
Formualting Geminate Deletion and Leftward Spreading as separate
rules eliminates this problem.
In addition to this essentially formal argument for the
independence of Leftward Spreading, it is possible to give an
empirical argument on the basis of two processes of compensatory
lengthening. One of these was introduced in 4.2, where we noted
that /hs/ surfaces as as after / /. Consider, for example, aI-
ssin 'he lies around,' where /I/ in underlying /ali-hsin-w/
(around-lie-(3)) is changed to /2/ by I-Backing. In 4.2.2 I
proposed that (343a) is converted to (343b) by H-Deletion I,
repeated here as (342).
(342) H-Deletion I
h---~ - / a a
V7
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(343) a. V C VC C V C
a I I h s i n
all hein
b. V C V C C V C
Il ( II
a s ain
c. VCVC C V C
I  I \S/ I
a l s in
Given a rule of Leftward Spreading which is independent of
Geminate Deletion, all that H-Deletion I has to accomplish is
what is stated in (342); (343b) will be transformed into (343c)
by Leftward Spreading. If we were not allowed to invoke Leftward
Spreading here, we would have to complicate the statement of
H-Deletion I by mentioning the CV tier and explicitly
establishing a second association line for the /s/ which triggers
deletion.
A second type of compensatory lengthening derives cc as an
optional variant of sc. This process evidently reflects a recent
innovation: the forms with cc are used by some Passamaquoddy
speakers but rejected by others. I have recorded cc for sc most
often in kiccel 'and already,' a variant of the phrase kis cel
('already' plus 'and, in addition'). We find cc for sc in a
word-internal environment in poe-c2k-pe ~ poc-cak-pe (wet-messy-
liquld-(3)) 'he is soaking wet'; of. pos-klsan-e (wet-shoe-
AI-(3)) 'he has wet shoes.' Again we can account for the
presence of a long consonant in surface forms by postulating a
deletion rule which operates on the segmental tier. In this
case, deletion must be optional:
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(344) s --- > / t
This rule will delete /e/ in (345a), leaving an empty C position
in (345b). This empty C is then filled by Leftward Spreading,
resulting in the lengthening of the stop component of the
following /c/, as shown in (344c).
(345) a. C V C C V C C V
posts) ik pe
b. C VO C VC C VI I /tNj I IJ I
p0o t 2k pe
c. C V C C VC C V
I iNV^ Jj 11
p0 t9)1kpe
As long as we can appeal to an independent rule of Leftward
Spreading, we need not specify the lengthening of /c/ in our
statement of (344).
5.7.7 Generalising Geminate Deletion
I noted In 5.7.5 that neither Metathesis nor Schwa Deletion
IV has effects which can be observed independently of those of
Geminate Deletion: both rules apply only in structures which
surface as geminates. My purpose in this section is to propose a
simple explanation for this fact: both rules can be collapsed
with Geminate Deletion.
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Let us begin by comparing Geminate Deletion and Schwa
Deletion IV. The most recently revised versions of these rules.
are repeated in (346).
(346) a. Geminate Deletion
CC C C
X Y 0 Y
where X, Y are strings if segments
and X = Y.
b. Schwa Deletion IV
C C
X Y
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments
and X = Y.
Clearly these rules are formally quite similar. Their similarity
becomes even more apparent, in fact if we rewrite Schwa Deletion
IV in the format of Geminate Deletion, as shown in (347).
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(347) Schwa Deletion IV
C C C C
Xx Y
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments
and X = Y.
By using parentheses we can state the two deletion operations of
(346) in a single rule:
(348) C C C C
I I _I--
I () Y N $ Y
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments
and X = Y.
Note that (348) directly states that the first of two identical
strings of segments is deleted whenever an intervening floating
/a/ is deleted. This is exactly right: Schwa Deletion IV applies
only in structures in which Geminate Deletion applies.
Let us now compare (348) with Metathesis, repeated here as
(349).
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(349) Metathesis
C C
k I( )k
C
1 34
C
2
1 2 3 4
The occurrence of a floating /a/ in parentheses is a striking
formal similarity between the two rules, and again they appear
even more alike if we state them in the same format. A
transformational statement of (348) is given in (350).
(350) C
K
C
(®ii) *Y
C C
&i 3
2
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments
and X = Y.
Since we do not need to allow for any cases in which Metathesis
applies but Schwa Deletion IV and Geminate Deletion do not, we
can again collapse similar rules into a single formal statement:
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(351) C 0 C C C
/X I --- • /
X (w) (@) Y 0 pf v 4 2
1 2 3 4
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments
and X = Y.
Since /k/ Is the only segment which occurs as the first component
of a complex segment whose second member is /w/, it is not
necessary to mention /k/ specifically in (351).
This combined rule still faces a problem which we noted in
connection with our original formalization of Metathesis: it will
incorrectly convert (352a) to (352b).
(352) a. C C b. C C
k w k w k k w w
Now, however, there is a simple way to constrain our rule so that
it will not have this consequence. The problem with the change
shown in (352) is that we have not deleted everything associated
with the lefthand C in the input structure which matches
something associated with the righthand C: we need to maximize
the deletion carried out by the rule. We can accomplish this end
by adding a condition to the rule requiring that X be maximal:
the /w/ component of /kw/ must be included in the string to be
deleted if it may be.
-V
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(353) Geminate Deletion
(final revision: incorporates Schwa Deletion IV
and Metathesis)
C C C c
/I\ I --- > /\
x (w) (() Y gd 0 4 2
1 2 3 4
where X, Y are non-null strings of segments,
X = Y, and X is maximal.
Now (353) Is surely much too cumbersome to be the correct
formal statement of geminate formation in Passamaquoddy and the
cases of syncope which accompany it. We may hope that a deeper
understanding of the nature of geminate formation will make it
possible to provide a more straightforward statement of uhis
rule.
A combined statement of Metathesis, Schwa Deletion IV, and
Geminate Deletion does, however, have the virtue that it anewers
several of the questions which have baen raised in the course of
this discussion. Why does the metathesis of /lw seem to take
place across an intervening segment? Because the rule which
effects metatreie in fact deletes that segment. Why is /w/
subject to metathesis only when It is a component of the complex
segment /kw!? Because /k.k/ is subject to geminate formation but
/wk/ is not. Finally, why do Metathesis and Schwa Deletion IV
have no effetoe which can be observed apart from geminate
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formation? Because botn of these operations are £art of geminate
formation. Given the explanatory power of such a combined.
statement, It seems reasonable to conclude that Schwa Deletion IV
is not a rule in itself, but simply a reflection of a more
general process by which geminate structures are derived.
5%8 Two rules deleting /h/
Two rules deleting /h/ which have been assumed but not
formalized In previous sections are discussed here. The first
rule removes /h/ before teo consonants. In practice, these are
either noth obstruents or an obstruent followed by /h/. The
second rule deletes /h/ before a single consonant, again always
an obstruent, which is followed' by an unstressable /b/ and
another obetruent. This rule is of interest becuase it provides
evidence that the stressable/unstressable distinction is relevant
to aspects of the phonological system of Passamaquoddy apart from
stress assignment and syncope.
Despite the formal similarity of these two rules, it appears
to be best not to collapse them. The first is obligatory and
exceptionless, while the second appears to be sporadically
optional and to have some outright exceptions. The two rules
thus seem to be different in character.
5.8.1 H-Deletion III
Underlying /h/ is deleted when it comes to stand before two
consonants as a result of synoope or through the deletion of /e/
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in the morphological derivation of explicitly plural AI and TI
stems. (Sherwood (1983:21-22) has proposed that syncope .is.
involved in the latter process as well.) The rule which deletes
/h/ before clusters may be stated as follows:
(354) H-Deletion III
C
I -- / cc
h
In all of the /hCC/ clusters which occur in the input to
H-Deletion III, either both C's are obstruents or the first is an
obstruent and the second is /h/. (This restriction is due to the
fact that syncope does not take place after clusters of /h/ and
and sonorant.)
Alternations produced by H-Deletion III can be observed in
the morphemes /-ahkw/ 'wood' and /-ahtakw/ 'stick,' which
function both as medials and as noun finals. The full forms are
illustrated in (355) and (356).
(355) a. kahk-akam-ahkw
brittle-snowshoe-wood
'brittle white ash'
b. p (ht-ahkw- t
long-wood-II-(3)
'it is long and stick-like'
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o. kin-ahkwi-sembw-e
large-wood-horn-AI- (3)
'he has big antlers'
(356) tohpiy-ahtakw
alder-stick
'alder pole'
In (357), the morphemes /-ahte-/ 'be located,' /-Psi-/ (an AI
final), and /-ihte-/ 'strike' occur in positions in which their
initial vowels are not subject to syncope. In (358) these
morphemes lose their initial vowels after /-ahkw-/ and the /h/ of
/-ahkw-/ drops by H-Deletion III.
(357) a. sakh-ahte
into.view-located-(3)
'it protrudes into view'
b. piht-atak-gso
long-line-AI-(3)
'he is long (lying down)'
c. ks-atsk-ihte-hsi n
intense-line-strike-lie-(3)
'it (an., string-like) strikes or pounds
against something'
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(358) a. pam-akw-te
along-wood-located- (3)
'it (stick-like) lies there'
b. piht-akw-so
long-wood-AI-(3)
'it (an.) is long and stick-like'
/ / /
C. ankow-akw-ti-hi-k, n
furthe r-wood-str ike-TA-NOM
'second length of pounding ash from one tree'
In (359), where the /a/ of /-aht~kw/ is not the last vowel in a
word, Schwa Deletion I is applicable, so /h/ is again left in a
position where it subject to H-Deletion III.
(359) a. tohpiy-atk-ol
alder-st ick-33 IN
'alder poles'
b. wsl-atkw-)anak-•so
good-stick-?-AI-(3)
'it (an.) is a tree with a good shape'
A number of nouns have singulars ending in /hsek/ but lose
the /9/ in this sequence to syncope in suffixed forms and then
dro /h/ by H-Deletion III. These are all II diminutive
participles in origin, but some of them either have more
specialized meanings than the corresponding verb or no longer
correspond to any verb at all. Several examples of this type are
shown in (360), first without a suffix and then with the
inamimate plural ending /-11/.
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(360) pehsawahsewehs k 'flower'
(of. pskwahsawe
'it blooms')
pekklkteheak 'potato slice
cooked on stove top' (of.
pkikte 'it is scorched,
burned)
peesktehslk 'firecracker,
bean' (cf. peskste 'it
shoots off, explodes')
pes iyantehsak 'window'
(no corresponding verb)
-f
peheawahsawesk- il
(pI.)
pekkiktesk-il
(pl.)
peakitesk- 1a
(pl.)
passiyantesk-i l
(pl.)
Nouns stems which end in /hC/ lose the /h/ to H-Deletion III
before the diminutive suffix /-hs/. (Epenthetic / 8/
is inserted in this environment and then dropped again; see
4.2.1 for discussion.) Several examples of this kind are given
in (361). Unsuffixed nouns are on the left, the corresponding
diminutives on the right.
(361) t49ehp 'playing card'
alohk 'cloud'
atohk 'deer'
ttlep-s-is 'club (card)'
alok-sa-is
o t k-s- is
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akatalahkw 'alligator'
cahahkw 'butt of a tree'
pkwahkw 'grassy former
bog'
akst la lkw- s- i s
oahakw-s- I s
pkwakw-a-i s
Explicoitly plural AI stems are made from AI stems ending in
/e/ by dropping this /e/ and adding /-huti-/: wlk-hi-ke (draw-TA-
AI-(3)) 'he draws, writes, etc.'; wik-hl-k-hatp-w-pk (draw-TA-AI-
PL-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) draw, write, etc.' When the base of
this formation is a stem ending in /hCe/, H-Deletion III
eliminates the first /h/ in the cluster /hCh/ which results from
the deletion of /e/: kihke (plant-(3)) 'he plants,' kik-hata-wak
(plant-PL-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) plant.' The TI stem /-awehke-/
'use' forms explicit plurals on the same pattern: ht-owehka-n (3-
use-3IN) 'he uses it,' ht-owek-hlti-ni-ya (3-use-PL-31N-33PROX)
'they (pl.) use it.'22  Some additional AI examples are given in
(362). Third person singular forms are on the left, third person
plurals on the right'
(362) toh-pe top-hata-w-wk
'it (an.) contains liquid'
atkohke atkok-h tO -wak
'he tells an old story'
1-ahke 1-ak-hat)-w-$k
'he throws, drops'
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lohke 1 ok-hata-w-ek
'he works'
moso-hke mos-ok-ht 3-w-a k
'he hunts moose'
sehke sek-ht 8-w-Sk
'he stands'
//
weti-hke weti-k-hot$-w- k
'he has intestinal worms'
soksahkwe soksakw-hta)-w-8 k
'he cooks'
H-Deletion III is applicable in a variety of other contexts
as well. A few examples of the loss of /h/ in the root /ehkw-/
'stop' are given in (363). Comparable examples could be given
for a dozen other roots.
(363) a. ehkw-amklle 'it stops burning'
ehkwi-nto 'he stops singing'
b. ekw-hi-ke 'he stops shooting'
ekw-kwa 'he stops dancing'
ekw-takw-so 'he stops talking'
ekw-ti-hi-ke 'he stops knocking, pounding, etc.'
ekw-t3k-at 'it ends (said of a length)'
Examples of the deletion of /h/ in diminutives of 8jgk 'oloud'
and Itohk 'deer' were given in (361). Deletion in these stems is
clearly not tied to this morphologicoal context, however, as we
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can see from forms like pam-alok-te (along-cloud-located-(3))
'there Is a stretch of cloud,' gtok-ke 'deer-acquire-(-L)) '.he
hunts deer,' and ;tok-k3l (deer-3.OBV.ABS) 'deer (obv. abs.
sg.).'
A subset of the Passamaquoddy speakers for whom iyi may be
replaced by ihi (as discussed in 3.4) also reduce some
occurrences of ihi to hi. This reduction sometimes produces
clusters of the form hCh, but these clusters are not subject to
H-Deletion III. Some typical examples are given in (364). All
of these forms were obtained from a single speaker (A.H.). 2 3
(364) a. sahti-yll
7 sahti-hil
sahti-hi 1
blueberry-33 IN
'blueberries'
~ tohp-hil
alder-33IN
'alders'
c. elohki-yln
work-2
'you (sg.) work (Conjunct)'
1. ,tal-)mlohk-hin
ongoi ng-work-2
'you (eg.) are working (Conjunct)'
These surface occurrences of hCh are easily explained if the
reduction process which they reflect is ordered after H-Deletlon
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III. With these cases accounted for, H-Deletion III appears to
be exceptionless.
5.8.2 H-Deletion IV
A relatively small number of verb stems undergo a rule which
deletes /h/ in morheme-final /hC/ before a final or medial which
begins with an unstresseeable / / followed by an obstruent. Since
only a small number of morphemes are potential triggers, it is
difficult to exclude the possibility that this rule is
morphologically governed; but it appears to be possible to give
it a general phonological formulation as follows:
(365) H-Deletion IV
C C C
h XI [-sonorant]
The variable X is required in order to state the relative
positions of the associated C and the floating / X/.  must he
allowed to range over strings of segments, since /kw/ may occur
in this position.
For the application of H-Deletion IV to be detectable, the
/9/ In the environment of the rule must not be subject to
syncope. Otherwise underlying /hC C/ will become /hCC/ and /h/
will be lost in any case by H-Deletion III, Since unstressable
/I/ is regularly subject to syncope before obstruents, it follows
that the /1/ in the environment of H-Deletion IV must be an
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exception to Schwa Deletion I in any form in which the
application of the rule can be detected on the surface.-.I have.
identified six finals and one medial which begin with exceptional
schwas and which trigger H-Deletion IV: the finals /-aci-/ 'be
cold,' /-epi-/ 'sit,' /-atemi-/ 'cry,' /-otakwkwi-/ 'jump,'
/-okehki(m)-/ 'teach,' and /-@kisi-/ 'read' and the medial
/-akisk-/ 'day.'
Deletion of /h/ by H-Deletion IV is attested in the
following eleven roots:
(366) amihk- 'up'
cohp- 'into water'
cowahp- 'into water'
ehkw- 'stop'
kehe- 'X much, X many'
mehs- 'why, (what) for'
meht- 'stop, finish'
sahs- 'quickly'
sehs- 'to tears'
tehsahkw- 'on top'
tohk- 'awaken'
The medial /-ahkw-/ 'wood' also alternates in this fashion.
(Etymologically, /tehsahkw-/ consists of */tehs-/ 'on top' plus
/-ahkw-/ 'wood,' but synchronically /tehsahkw-/ appears to be
unanalyzable.) Examples of the full forms of the roots are given
in (367). (All of the examples are Independent Indicative forms
except (e). Verbs forms with /mehe-/ 'why' are used only with
Conjunct inflection.) For /-ahkw-/, see (355) above.)
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(367) a. amihk-esso
up-move- (3)
'he gets up (from sitting)'
b. cohpi-ye
cowahpi-ye
into. water-go- (3)
'he, it goes, falls into the water'
o% ehkw-alohke
stop-work-(3)
'he stops working'
d. kehs-mlohke
X.much-work-(3)
'he works such-and-such an amount'
e. mehsi-hpi-t
why-eat-3 AN
'why is he eating?'
f. meht-•lohke
finish-work-(3)
'he gets off work, stops working'
g. sahs-esso
qui ckly-move-(3)
'it goes back and forth quickly'
h. sehs-•lohke
to.tears-work-(3 )
'he works so hard that he is ready to cry'
/ /i. tehsahkw-;lohke
on. top,-work-(3)
'he works on a desk, table, etc.'
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J. tohki-ye
awaken-go- (3)
'he wakes up'
The attested combinations of roots and finals in which
H-Deletion IV is applicable are shown in (368). The semantics of
these stems is fairly transparent, with the exception of
/sahs-4temi-/ 'cry.' Here there is no app sent semantic
contribution of the root /sahs-/ 'quickly,' so that a eynchronic
analysis of this stem mucst be considered doubtful. Note that
H-Deletion IV is only applicble (or in any event ony detectable)
in unsuffixed forms of /cowahp-pil-/ 'sit partway into the
water,' since Schwa Deletion IV (Geminate Deletion) always turns
/pop/ into /pp/ in suffixed forms of this stem. (See 5.7.4 for
details.)
(368) a. tok-aco 'he wakes up cold'
b. k-cowap-ap 'you (sg.) sit partway
into the water'
ekw-ppo 'he stops being able to sit up'
kes-api-hin 'because you (ag.) were
sitting for so long'
met-apo 'he is through sitting down;
it (an.) ends there'
tehesakw-Ipo 'he sits on top of something'
-.
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~CT
c. ekw-Jtemo 'he stops crying'
kes-atemi-hin 'that amount that you (sg.)
have cried'
mes-awtemi-t 'why is he crying?'
sas-mtemo 'he cries'
d. amik-atakko 'he jumps up'
cop/atakko 'he jumps into the water'
cowap-3atkko 'he jumps into the water'
ekw-#takko 'he stops jumping'
sas-at~kko 'he jumps quickly'
teheakw-3takko 'he jumps on top of something'
e. met-akehki-ti-n 'school is over'
f. met-4kiso 'he stops reading'
sas-mkiso 'hw reads quickly'
ses-akiso 'he reads until he cries'
In (369a) the final /-api-/ 'sit, be located' triggers the
deletion of /h/ in the medial /-ahkw-/ 'wood.' In (369b) the
medial /-.kisk-/ 'day' triggers the deletion of /h/ in the root
/meht-/ 'finish.'
/f
(369) a. pem-akw-api-t 'tahkwan
along-wood-sit-3AN tree
'a tree which is lying on the ground'
b. met-akisk- t
finish-day-II-(3)
'the day comes to an end'
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The explicit restriction of H-Deletion IV to contexts in
which the second C in /hCtC/ is an obstruent is requi-red .by-
examples like ehkw-alohke, meht-alohke, and sehs-plohke, cited
above, and many others : kist e hkw-olat=-k (past stop-
breathe-3AN-(PERP)) 'when he had stopped breathing,' sehs-am-a-
hti-t (to.tears-by.mouth-DIR-33PROX-3) 'they cause the other to
cry by biting him (Conjunct),' meht-eno (finish-II-(3)) 'it is
all gone,' meht -we-he (finish-hair-go-(3)) 'his hair Is falling
out.'
By requiting a floating /8/ in the environment of H-Deletion
IV, we will correctly prevent the rule from applying in forms
like ks-ihpate (intense ..ot-(3)) 'it is very hot' and nomihkwaso
(be.born-(3)) 'he is born' in which /9/ is lexically specified as
stressable. Cases of this kind also make it clear that an
unstressable /a/ and not merely an unstressed /V/ Is required for
deletion. The /h/ of mihkwvtakan 'knife' is retained, for
example, even though /p/ is unstressed here in the sequence
/hkwlt/, because this / / is inherently stressable, as we can see
from the absentative form mihkwytakbn. Similarly, /h/ is not
/ /
deleted brfore /kw/ in nemihkwasl-t-p8n (be born-3AN-PRET) 'when
he was born' because the following /a/ is stressable.
If we assume that H-Deletion IV follows Final Syllable
Epentheesi, then /h/ will also be retained as required in forms
liLe toRy-ahtfkw 'alder pole' and pssilyantehsek 'window,'
since /1/ in word-final /hC C/ will have been provided with a
V-elot by the time H-Deletion IV is applioable. If we further
assume that H-Delttion IV follows S-HS Epenthesis, then the .
deletion of /h, / will correotly be blocked in diminutives like
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2il-cyahe-hse_ -- i (new-NF-DIM-DIM-DIM ) 'new baby' and
pilskwehsssa-is (girl-DIM-DIM) 'little girl,' since epenthetic.
/1/ in intermediate />s-hs/ always receives a V-alot by this
rule.
H-Deletion IV does not apply in derivatives of /-hs9mi-/
'drink' or /-hsin-/ 'lie' such as ehkwa-ssemo (stop-drink-(3))
'he stops driking' or h-tehsahkvw-ssin-o1ti-ni-ya (30Oon.top-lie-
PL-PEG-33PROX) 'they (pl.) lie on to of it.' Here again the
proposed formulation of H-Deletion IV has the right consequences.
The a of surface ssee in these forms is stressable, since it is
derived from connective /i/ by I-Backing in /i-he/.
The application of H-Deletion IV could be prevented in some
of these forms even if we did not specify that /;/ in the
triggering environment must be unstressable. A number of cases
in which deletion must be blocked could be excluded by requiring
that strings which undergo the rule must be of the form /hC+ C/,
since no morpheme boundary can be motivated (at lIeast
synohronically) in the specified location in forms like
/ / I
.rmihkwao, mihkwjtaken, and tohpiyahtkw. (An example like
peaskte.hsk 'firecracker' might still be a problem, if this is
synchronically derived from /pesklte-hsa-an-k/ (explode-DIM-
II-3IN).) Deletion will be blocked in ehk4-ss~mo and the like
if it is poseible to order H-Deletion TV before I-Baoking. The
rule would have to be ordered very early indeed, however, to keep
it from being triggered by the epenthetto /8/ of diminutives like
pilskwehe-sea-is.
Moreover, even if a formulation of H-Deletion IV and an
ordering for the rule could be worked out whoich would handle all
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of the problematic oases, this approach would still fail to
provide an explanatory account. The fact is that there are.
simply no cases of an alternation that we would want to attribute
to H-Deletion IV where /8/ in the environment which triggers
deletion counts as streeeable. This generalization is expressed
straightforwardly in the proposed formulation of the rule.
If V-Epenthesls applies first, then H-Deletion IV as stated
in (12) will correctly be prevented from deleting /h/ before /1/
OO /
in forms like ao-ehl-4so (change-TA-REFLEX-(3)) 'he changes
himself,' since V-Epenthesie provides a V-slot for any floating
/9/ which follows /hl/. It is thus unnecessary to specify in our
statement of H-Deletion IV that the first consonant in the
environment in which the rule applies is always an obstruent. To
build this condition into the rule would in any case require some
special provision to permit deletion after /kw/, if we assume
that /kw/ is represented as a sequence of /k/ and /w/ in the
segmental tier, since /w/ is a sonorant.
Although H-Deletion IV appears to be fairly regular within
its restricted domain, there are several morphemes in which
deletion appears to be optional .(at least in the situation of
elicitation). Two of my consultants (D.F. and A.H.) agreed in
acoepting both ehkwppo and ekw-Ppo (stop-slt-(3)) 'he stops
being able to sit up' but rejeoting meht-9po as an alternative to
met-Ipo (finish-sit-(3)) 'he finishes sitting down.' While
sahs-)kiso is apparently an acceptable alternative to easae-kimo
(quiokly-read-(3)) 'he reads quickly,' *eeh.s.qkso was rejected
(by. D.P.) In favor of see-.kiso (to.tears-read-(3)) 'he reads
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until he cries.' In some oases I have received contradictory
judgments from the same speaker on different occasions.
There also appear to be a few outright exceptions to the
rule. The /h/ of the medial /-ahk-/ 'buttocks' (presumably
related in some fashion to /-ahkohk/, the possessed stem of kohk
'buttocks') seems to be maintained consistently in forms like
elim-aihk-mp-t (away-buttooke-eit-3AN) 'he is sitting with only
his buttocks showing (Conjunct).' H-Deletion IV apparently does
not apply to the stem of alohk 'cloud' when this is followed by
the unstressable // of the II final /-at-/ in ma te alohk-wt-o
(not EMPH oloud-II-(3)-NEG) 'it is not cloudy.'
While H-Deletion III appears to be consistently obligatory
and exceptionless, H-Deletion IV is neither. Thus it seems best
not to attempt to collapse these two rules, despite their formal
similarities.
5.9 Deletion of word-initial /1/
One environment in which /9/ is subject to syncope remains
to be discussed: word-intial position. Here syncope takes place
both before obstruents and before sonorants. If deletion of
initial /I/ before obstruento were limited to morphemes which
undergo Schwa Deletion I, then we would only need a rule to
account for the cases in which deletion takes place before
sonorants. As it turns out, however, some sohwas which are
consistent exceptions to Soha Deletion I nonetheless undergo
synoope in word-initial position.
Now in analysing other processes of aynoope in
Passamaquoddy, we have made orucial use of the assumption that
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word-initial unsyllabified C is extrametrical. For example, in
deriving kt~kwpano 'he stays over' from /kpt9kw-ani-w/, -we have.
assumed that the first /8/ of /kstakw-/ 'over' is subject to
syncope because the unsyllabified initial /k/ of this root is
extrametrical in this form when V-Epenthesis is applicable, so
that it is not available to trigger the rule (see the discussion
of this word in 5.2.10). In this way, we were able to permit
syncope after word-initial consonants while preventing syncope
after clusters.
But designating initial unsyllabified C as extrametricoal
creates a potential problem for the analysis of word-initial
syncope. To account for the deletion of word-initial /f/, we
need to be able to make a distinction between schwas which
actually begin a" word and those which follow a word-initial
unsyllabified C: only the former are subject to rule in question.
How can we prevent our rule from deleting /8/ after an initial C
if this C has been designated as extrametrical and is therefore
invisible to phonological rules?
A solutioal to this problem is available if we take' into
account the domain within which the rule in question is
applicable. We have supposed that initial unsyllabified C is
extrametrioa on the domain word. Since extrametricality isto tied
to particular domains, designating a segment as extrametrioal at
the word level does not make it extrametrical within a larger
domain. Thus a segment which cannot be analysed by a word-level
rule will nonetheless be available to rules which apply at the
phrase level. If we assign the rule for word-initial syncope to
the phrase level, we can restrict its application appropriately
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without contradicting the assumptions about extrametricality
which we have made in preceding sections.
Syncope in initial position, like the other syncope
processes that we have looked at, affects only unstressable /8/.
We can state this restriction for initial syncope, as we have for
our other syncope rules, by formulating a rule which applies only
to unassooiated schwas. The rule might then be stated as
follows:
(370) Schwa Deletion V
j ----, $ _i
Another formulation is possible in this case, however, which
was not an option for the analysis of syncope in other
environments. On the assumptions of the CV theory of
etressability, a stressable vowel in a medial syllable may be
stressed or unstressed, depending on its positon In the syllable
count from the end of the word. A etressable vowel in an initial
syllable, however, will always be stressed, since the grammar of
Passamaquoddy clearly contains a provision with the effert of the
Initial Stress Rule of 4.1. In initial position, then, only an
unstreeeable vowel can remain unetressed. It might therefore be
possible to formulate Schwa Deletion V not as a rule which
deletes floating /;/, but as a rule whioh deletes una•resed /3/.
After the application of Schwa Support, unstressable vowels are
vowels in the usual sense -- segments associated with V-slots.
Ordering Sohwa Deletion V after Schwa Support would therefore
allow us to formalize synoope for this class of oases as a
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deletion rule of a conventional type, the deletion of an
unstressed initial vowel.
I know of only one type of case in which the choice between
these two formal alternatives would have empirical consequences.
When the stress phrase is larger than the word, it should in
principle be possible for a stressable word-initial /8/ to remain
unstressed. If Schwa Deletion V is in fact applicable to any
word-initial unstressed vowel, it shonld be able to delete
stressable /0/ in just this class of cases. Stating syncope as
in (370) will continue to restrict deletion to unstresesable
vowelse. No data is presently available which would permit us to
choose between these analyses.24
5.9.1 Deletion before obstruents
In many oases, the deletion of word-initial /3/ before an
obstruent can be attributed to Schwa Doletion I. Some typioa3
examples of this type are given in (371)-(374). I give the
underlying form of the stem first in each set of examples, then
forms with and without the alternating stem-initial 4//.
(371) a, /ppesmnote-/
'basket'
b. ht-lpS enott
3-basket
'his basket'
c. peasnŽt.
'basket'
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(372) a. /Ptt11-ne-/
'be dying'
b. ht-ta;ll-na-n
3 -ongo I ng-d i e-SUBORD
'he is dying (Subordinative)'
o. t fl-ne
on6oing-die-w(3)
'he is dying'
(373) a. I/kwtt-Sp-oti-/
'chair'
b. ht-8kwt-4p-kot
3-on-s i t-i nstrument
'his chair'
a. kwat-wp-ot
on-sit-instrument
'chair'
(374) a. /sil-h-4m-.w-/
'give (someone) something to drink'
b. ht-Is i-h-m-ow-a-I
3-glve.drink-TITI-ITA-DIR-3.0OBV
'he gives the other something to drink'
ce sl-h-m-ow-a-t
give .drink-TI-TI-TA-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he gives the other something to drink'
Some schwas which are exceptions to pre-obstruent synoope in
word-internal contexts are also exceptions to synoope in word-
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initial position. The initial schwas of /Opi-/ 'sit, be
located,' /Ikisi-/ 'read,' and /klim-/ 'read, count, instruct'
show this behavior. These vowels were identified as exceptions
to Schwa Deletion I in 5.2.7. The examples in (375) show that
they are also exceptions to word-initial synoope.
(375) a. api-n
sit-2
'sit (ag.)!'
b. sk so
rea'-a(3)
'he reads'
c. 3kim-a-n
count-DIR-2
'count (sg.) them!'
Now if all of the exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope in
medial positions were also exceptions in initial position, we
could simply attribute all cases of syncope before obstruents to
Schwa Deletion I. As it happens, though, some schwas which are
exceptions to syncope in word-internal positions are either
optionally of obligatorily subject to synoope at the beginning of
a word. For example, the /A/ of /-fkehki(m)-/ 'teach' Is never
subject to pre-obstruent synoope when it does not begin a word,
but is consistently deleted when initial:
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/ A(376) a. nat-qkehkim-a
go-teach-3 PASS
'he goes to school'
b. met-ekehki-ti-wn
fi ni sh-teaoh-RECIP-UNSPEC
'school is over'
1k/ A(377) a. kehkim--a
teaoh-3 PASS
'he attends school'
b. kehki-tl-n
teach-RECIP-UNSPEC
'there is school'
The initial /V/ of /akelah-/ 'encourage to stay' is a consistent
exception to pre-obstruent syncope within thq word. The initial
/l/ of the root /9oass-/ 'color' is likewise an excpetion to pre-
obstruent syncope in most word-internal environments. 2 5  Both
/Dkel h-/ and /0 css-/ are variably subject to word-initial
syncope, however. Thus some speakers use (379a) while others
have (379b) and I find both (380a) and (380b) in my notes, but we
do not find comparable variation in forms like those in (378),
where /akelsh-/ and /Icsss-/ occur within a word.
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*r
(378) a. h-kls-ekelah-a-l
3-past-encourage .to.ettay-DIR-3.0B OB
'he encouraged the other to stay'
b. wIl-c2L s-o
good-color-Al-(3 )
'he is of a good color'
(379) a. * keloh-oti-n
encourage.to.stay-RECIP-UNSPEC
'people are trying to get the guests to stay on'
= b. kehoh-oti-n
(380) a. toess-awe
color-AI-(3 )
'he dyes'
b. c s&-i-kWn
col or-Al-NOM
'dye'
Clearly pre-obstruent syncope and syncope in initial
position have different, though overlapping, sets of exceptions.
It is interesting, however, that there are no examples of one
logically possible type of exception. I know of no morphemes in
which /9/ is an exception to syncope in initial position but
undergoes pre-obstruent syncope regularly in word-internal
envi ronments.
The observed pattern of exceptions is exaotly what we expect
if Schwa Deletion I and Sohwa Deletion V are distinct rules,
either of which may be applioble to a word-initial /8/ before an
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obstruent. If a morpheme-initial /1/ is an exception to both
rules, it will be retained both at the beginning of a word and.
word-internally. If a morpheme-initial /a/ undergoes Schwa
Deletion I regularly, then it will be subject to syncope both
initially and medially. Marking such a /3/ as an exception to
Schwa Deletion V would have no empirical consequences. If a
morpheme-initial /1/ is an exception to Schwa Deletion I but not
to Schwa Deletion V, then it will be retained word-internally but
not word-initially. No combination of exception features will
allow a /9/ to be retained word-initially but not medially. To
be maintained word-initially, the /9/ would have to be an
exception to both Schwa Deletion and Schwa Deletion V. But if
this /t/ is an exception to Schwa Deletion I, then it will be an
exception to pre-obstruent syncope in all positions.
5.9.2 Deletion before sonorants
Unstressable word-initial /0/ is deleted before sonorants as
well as before obstruents. Deletion before /1/ Is especially
common. In fact I appears in initial position almost exclusively
through the deletion of underlying initial /f/. Several examples
in which -•l- alternates with 1- are given in in (381)-(384).
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(381) a. nt-al-ap
1-thus-look
'I look thus, there'
b. 1-ap
thus-look
'look (ag.) there!'
(382) a. ht-,4lami-ptin
3-insilde-hand
'the palm of his hand'
b. lami-ptin
inside-hand
'palm of the hand'
(383) a. nt-Plohk
1-work-( AI)
'I work'
b. lohk-e
work-AI- (3)
'he works'
(384) a. ht-qlahkap-wm
3-oell ar-POSS
'his cellar'
b. lahkap
' oellar '
For the roots /1l-/ 'thus, there' and /#lohk-/ 'work, do,'
unerlying initial /V/ is confirmed by Changed forms like those in
(385)-(386). For /flohk-/ there is additional evidenoe for
ý R7 i ý
underlying /9/ from stems in which this root forms part of a
complex final, as in (387).26
(385) el-api-t
thus-look-3AN
'the way he looks (at something)'
(386) elohk-e-t
work-AI-3AN-(PERF)
'when he worked'
(387) nat-alohk-e
go-wor k-AI-e(3)
'he goes to work'
Deletion of initial /a/ before /n/ is attested in the noun
/anekason/ 'sleeping mat,' which may be either animate or
inanimate :
(388) a. ht-anek3son
~ht4neklson- 1
3-s] eeping.mat-3. OBV
'his sleeping mat'
b. ne/k son
' sleeping mat'
Initial /1/ is deleted before /w/ in about half a dozen
roots, including /?was-/ 'child,' /twapel-/ 'improper,' /awehk-/
'use,' /ewik-/ 'write, draw, etc.,' and /4wawik-/ 'mixed.' The
last of these has an alternative underlying form without the
initial /A/. Since stressable /'/ surfaces as o before w,
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synoope results in an alternation between ow and w in these roots
in (389)-(393).
(389) a. nt-owas-se-o
I -o hil d-D IM-A I
'I am young'
b. was- s-ewlvi-w
chi I d-DIM-AI-3
'he is young'
(390) a. ht-owapjli-taha-m-a-1
3-improper-think-TA-DIR-3 •OBV
'he thinks about the other improperly;
he thinks there is something wrong with the other'
b. wapl-1) ohk-e
improper-work-Al- (3)
'he does something wrong'
(391) a. kt-owehk-a-ni-ya-I
2-use-TI-3 IN-22-33 IN
'you (pl.) use them (in.)'
b. ma te wehk-a-w- n
not EMPH use-TI-NEG-UNSPEC
'it is not being used'
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(392) a. nt-owik-hi-k
1-write-TA-AI
'I write, draw, etc.'
b. wik-hi-ke
write-TA-AI- (3)
'he writes'
(393) a. ht-owawik-ehto-n
/ /
wawiik-ehto-n
3-mixed-TI-3IN
'he mixes it'
/ /
b. wawlk-ehta-kw
mixed-TI-3AN-( SUBJ)
'if he mixes it'
Underlying initial /0/ is confirmed, however, by the Changed
forms in (394), where this segment is replaced by /e/. Note that
the variation in (394e) correlates with that in (393a).
(394) a. ewas-le-ýwi-t
chil d-DIM-Al-3 AN-(PERF)
'when he was young'
b. ewapvli-ke-k
improper-kind-3 IN
'that which is improper'
c. ewehk-e-t
use-TI-3 AN
'when he uses it'
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d. evik-hi-ke-t
write-TA-AI-w3AN-(PERF)
'when he wrote'
e. ewawik-ehtam-kw
y wawik-eht a-kw
mixed-TI-3AN-( PERP)
'when he mixed it'
In the case of /awehk-/ and /awlk-/, there is further
support for underlying forms which contain an initial syncopating
vowel from stems in which these morphemes occur as non-initial
elements. Since /b/ is not subject to syncope before sonorants
except in the environment for Geminate Deletion, the hypothesized
schwas appear on the surface in (395).
(395) a. n-kis-,wehk-a-n
1 -past-use-TI-3IN
'I used it'
fe
b. tl-wlik-hi-ke
ongoing-write-TA-AI-(3)
'he is writing'
5.9,3 Deletion and stressability
The initial /1/ of a morpheme like /;lam-/ 'inside' or
/alohk-/ 'work, do' will always be unstressable at the beginning
of a word, since it is always followed by a syllable which
contains a stressable vowel. Word-initial /0/ is therefore
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subject to syncope whenever such a morpheme begins a word. The
initial / / of a morpheme like /fltm-/ 'away,' /alan-/ 'Indian,'
or /919kw-/ 'direction,' on the other hand, will always be
stressable, sinoe it is followed by an unstressable /a in word-
initial /(C)a [+eonorant])/. Thus word-initial /9/ never
undergoes syncope in this type of morpheme:
(396) a. •o1m-apast-w-fk
away-pi wal k-3 -33 PROX
'they (pl.) walk away'
b. I an-aksln
Indai n-shoe
'moccasin'
c. a•Skw-ek-te
direction-sheet-located-(3)
'it is folded back thus'
A possible case of the same type involving /aw/ is provided by
the II verb owen 'it is foggy, misty.' Changed Conjunct forms
like ewV-k (foggy-3IN-(PERP)) 'when it was foggy' suggest that
the underlying stem of the verb may be /)wan/. We will see i.n
9.3, however, that Initial Change is not a reliable test for
underlying forms where ow alternates with ew.
The clearest evidence of the role of the stressable/
unstressable distinction in word-initial synoope comes from forms
which contain the root /yl-/ 'thus, there.' When /11-/ is
followed by a stressable vowel, its /a/ is subject to synoope in
word-initial position, as shown in (397). When /91-/ is followed
instead by an unstressable vowel, as it is in (398), its /9/ is
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stressable because it falls under the generalization which
governs stressability in word-initial /(C)t [+sonorant] /, and-
syncope does not take place.
(397) a. l-eyo
thus-happen- (3)
'it happens thus, it is true'
b. 1i-wi-so
thus-name-AI-w(3)
'he is named thus'
c. l-o/hse
thus-walk-(3)
'he walks thus, there'
(398) a. ol-lnok-?t
thus-event-II-(3)
'it happens thus'
b. a- atakko
thus-jump-(3)
'he jumps thus, there'
Word-initial /?/ is retained in the forms in (399) for the
same reason, but here the second /A/ in /(C)a [+sonorant]V/ is
subject to syncope, obscuring the conditions which determine that
the /!/ of /al-/ will be treated as stressable in these forms.
In (399a), underlying /-akihkwan-/ loses its initial /I/ by Schwa
Deletion I, while /-aham-/ is reduced to -h m- by Schwa Deletion
II in (399b).
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(399) a. al-klhkwfn
thus-s i e-(3)
'it is big by so much'
b. pl-ham
thus-swim-(3 )
'he swims thus, there'
The /t9/ of /21-/ is subject to syncope in the examples in (400);
despite the fact that the next vowel is /2/, because the second
/1/ in /929/ in these forms is a stressable vowel, the result of
the application of I-Backing in underlying /li-hsoml-w/ and
/1ali-hein-w/.
(400) a. 19-easmo
thus-drink-(3)
'he drinks thus'
b. 19-sein
thue-11e-(3)
'he lies thus, there'
The role of the configuration /(C)'a[+sonorant]3/ in
determining whether initial /1/ undergoes syncope is the result
of the fact that Initial Syllable Epenthesis precedes Schwa
Deletion V. We can see this by comparing the derivations of
l-ohse 'he walks thus, there' and pl-;nok-)t 'it happens thus.'
The syllabified underlying form of lohse is (401). Since
none of the rules of V-elot epenthesis is applicable here, the
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initial /D/ of / 1-/ remains unstressable here and is deleted by
Schwa Deletion V.
(401) C Ct C
1 ! v !!
21 o h s e
As we noted at the beginning of this section, this deletion
must take place at the phrase level. Since Schwa Deletion V does
not reduce a word like wali-ko (good-kind-(3)) 'it is good (for
use)' to *wli-ko, word-initial unsyllabified C must be able to
block the application of this rule. At the word level, however,
an initial C which precedes an unstressable /3/ cannot be
syllabified and will therefore be extrametrical and invisible to
phonological rules.
The representation of ll-;nok-4t 'it happens thus' after the
application of Final 9yllable Epenthesis is (402a). Here Initial
Syllable Epenthesis is applicable; it converts this structure
into (402b). If Schwa Deletion V is formulated as in (370)
above, it will not apply in (402b) because the initial /I/ in
this representation is no longer a floating vowel. If Schwa
Deletion V is instead formulated as the deletion of an unstressed
vowel, it will be inapplicable here because stress is assigned to
the first syllable of (402b) by the Initial Stress Rule. In
either case, the initial /)/ of /P1-/ will be retained on the
surface in this word.
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(402) a. rA AC CVCOVC
I 1111'
31•i n o k 9 t
Vb C C V CVCI I I I I
3 1 nok) t
In derivtions like this, Initial Syllable Epenthesis bleeds Schwa
Deletion V. The other rules of V-slot epenthesis are not
applicable to word-initial /9/.
In 5.9.1 above we noted several morphemes in which a /g/
before an obstruent must be marked as an exception to Schwa
Deletion V. This rule appears to be virtually exceptionless,
however, in cases in which a sonorant follows a potential
deletion site. Only in the preverb Uli 'thus, there,' a
derivative of the root /31-/, is it sometimes possible to retain
a word-initial unstressable /1/ before a sonorant, is in (403a).
Compare (403b), in which /li/ undergoes syncope regularly.
- 0 / #9(403) a. cowl ali pnm-awso-w-ak
should thus along-live-3-33PROX
'they should live thus'
b. Ii kisi cln-eht-aso
thus can stop-TI-II-(3)
it can be stopped thus'
Schwa Deletion V appears to be optional in this morpheme.
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-- Notes --
1. Some speakers also yse forms based on an alternatiie stem
/kattakw,-ni-/, e.g. n-kttiakw-tn 'I stay over.'
2. Some speakers have tot- kil 'he is big to such an extent'
and tot-Akfhkwen 'it is big to such an extent' instead of tot-kil
and t6t-kfhkwvn, apparently taking the initial schwas of /-akil-/
and 7-JkIhkwin-/ to be exceptions to pre-obstruent syncope in
these stems. Other stems made with these finals show regular
patterns of syncope, however, for all of my consultants.
3. The /a fthe stem /sqki-/ 'urinate' is apparently an
exception to pre-obstruent syncope in sako (urinate-(3)) 'he
urinates' (accent uncertain), although syncope takes place
regularly in the related final: n-t6hcawl ngct-sk (1-must go-
urinate) 'I have to go somewhere and urinate.'
4. There is also an alternate surface form kaspison,
apparently with inherently stressable /a/.
5. Apparently it is more natural, however, to insert /-
alskittiye-/ after /-aton(e)-/, giving h-kip-ton-alakfttiye-n-a-
I. The loss of the unstressable /e/ of /-ton(e)-/ after a
itressable vowel in the two alternants in the text is regular;
this alternation is discussed in 8.2. The alternation between
/-aton-/ and /-atone-/ reflects a type of allomorphy which is
common to a number of medials.
6. Hockett (1957:257) gives *kep- 'closed, blocked' for
Proto-Algonqulan in *kepetone'newa 'he covers his mouth or
opening by hand' and a variety of other derivatives.
Passamaquoddy /kap-/ is the expected reflex of PA *kep-.
7. Note, however, that it is precisely the non-alternating
occurrences of a which are derived from a source other the /a/ in
this account.
8. Actually, there is a flaw in this argument, apart from
the empirical problems noted below: if (116) and (118) had
consistent sets of exceptions, there would be no reason to
suppose that any occurrences of /'/ before obstruents are deleted
by (118). Under these circumstances, we could simply generalize
(116) so that it would also delete word-initial /a/, leaving only
cases of deletion before sonorants to be handled by (118). The
apparent argument for an abstract segment would then no longer go
through.
9. Cf. the preverb mehsi 'why, (what) for,' which occurs
only in Changed forms, in whiT h it bears the change. For the
semantic connection between mse and mehei, cf. the preverb hsami
'too much, too many; because.'
10. In principle at least, Initial Devoicing might be
applicable to the prefix /n-/ in forms based on stems like
sp-api-/ 'sit up high' which begin with underlying clusters as
the result of reanalysis of syncopated surface stems. In
practice, however, the prefix is usually dropped in such forms;
and in any case /h/ in the output of devoicing would be deleted
before the cluster. There also seems to be some partial voicing
of the first obstruent in stem-initial clusters of this kind
after /n-/, at least in the rather artifical style in which the
prefix is pronounced.
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11. Prince also gives "w'keyowak'n'k" 'in his anger' in the
same passage as (181b) (1921:72). But this form, which is
probably a calque on the English expression, must be.
hkaypwaken9k (< /w-wahkay1-w-aken-k/ 3-angry-DA-NgM-LOC). Cf.
'iw'slmTTh'T"This younger brother' (also p. 72) for 6hsimfsal 'his
younger seibling.' Prince usually uses "0" to represent the
lightly rounded allophone of a which occurs after labial
consonants. Perhaps, then, (I1ib) might be interpreted as
showing some rounding of the k in initial wk.
12. Presumably this woul-d include sa n initial sC clusters,
which should therefore (optionally, as we will seWe have the
phonetics of medial clusters of this type when following a vowel-
final word. The principal difference would be in the phonetic
length of s: this segment should be long in syllable-final
position beFore a non-syllabic. I have not attempted to check
this prediction.
13. Note, however, that e is phonetically [e*] rather than
[a'] before hC across a word boundary. Thus the rule which
lowers e bef3re h must either be restricted to word-internal
contexts or ordered before Initial Devoicing.
14. I am grateful to Karl Teeter for bringing the Henry
Prince material to my attention.
15. Maj. Prince apparently used "a1" to represent [a], not
.3 ]. Thus his "Oo-ktt'" does not indicate a pronunciation of
this word with rounding of the k.
16. The short forms of the prefixes are used before non-
syllabics and in dependent nouns. The long forms appear
elsewhere (i.e. before both stressable and unstressable vowels).
I assume that this distribution is stated by means of non-
phonological rules of allomorphy. See Bochner (1988) for a non-
phonological account of prefix allomorphy in Passamaquoddy in a
word-based model of the lexicon.
17. Note once again that the constraint on syncope which
prevents the derivation of *tlw-skwe cannot be reduced to an
output condition. Compare pflakw6hesis 'girl,' m lakwaeftal
'beans,' which show that there is nothing anomolous about the
cluster lskw.
18.-For an analysis of verbs of possession in Maliseet, see
Sherwood (1983a).
19. In forms like those in (203), the verbal morphology
makes the use of the first and second person prefixes obligatory.
Even in positions where the verbal morphology does not call for
the use of a personal prefix, however, the first or second person
prefix may replace the third person prefix,, if the, replacement is
semantically appropriate. n Thus,, both n-mace n-aniyaknGn-n (1-
start 1-head-ache) and n-mace w-~niyaksn1-n (I-start 3-head-ache)
are possible in the meaTingiT'i am starting to have a headache.'
20. This treatment of verbs derived from dependent nouns
dates to Proto-Algonqulan (Bloomfield 1946, sections 68, 103).
21. Geminate cc sometimes occurs in place of English c in
borrowings: rlccat-TRichard. '
22. The .irWst of these examples has /a/ for stem-final /e/
as a result of a vowel mutation triggered by the suffix /-n(e)/.
23. The conditions which govern the reduction of /ihi/ to hi
have not been fully determined, but it is clear that the ruTe
ý VAID
involved is not restriQted to deleting /1/ after /hC/. For
example, one hears wnihi " wenh? 'who (obv. pl..'
24. The relevant forms wll all involve vowel sequences -
across word boundaries, which in any case are subject to various
phonetic rules whose nature remains to be determined.
/ 25. Althou h apparently not after /kis-/ 'past': coppareht-actbss1 m- n 3-color-TI-3IN) 'he dyes it,' h-kfs-css-4m-an
(3-past-color-.TI-3IN) 'he dyed it.'
26. To handle the schwa/zero alternations in forms like
(381)-(384), Teeter (1973:196) proposes a rule which inserts /9/
after a prefix and before /1/. A complication of his statement
of Initial Change (p. 209) then accounts for initial e in
examples like (385)-(386). It seems to me that this proposal
must be rejected. If we set up underlying /lohk-/ 'work,' for
example, then we will incorrectly predict *nacilohke in place of
(387). Surface occurrences of 2j- 'thus, there' before (where
the of I- is stresable; see below) cannot be derived by the
proposed "• -vocallzation of the liquid." Nor can Teeter's
account of the schwa/zero alternation before /1/ be extended to
cases involving n and w like those discussed below, since only a
few initials which begin with these segments in their unprefixed
forms add a vowel in prefixed and Changed forms.
Nevertheless, Teeter's proposal accounts for an asymmetry in
the underlying distribution of /1/ which is here left
unexplained. Even in borrowings, initial 1 is usually taken to
be derived from /01/. Thus hkap cellar,r from French la cave,
is derived from /)lahkap/, as we can see from (384). Likewise
the stem of lpifs-ak 'rubbers (rain gear)' must be /?lapas/, since
we find possessed forms like nt lapaseam (1-rubber-POSS) 'my
rubber.'
Chapter 6
Synoope of /1/, /a/, and /o/
Certain occurrences of i, a, and o which cai.not be derived
from /9/ by assimilation across /h/ or by lowering before /hm/
nonetheless alternate with zero under conditio.is which involve
the stressable/unstreesable distinction. These syncopating
vowels are found in a restricted set of environments. With three
or four exceptions, syncopating i and o occur only before hC,
where C is an obstruent, while syncopating a occurs only before
hC or sC. Even in these contexts, non-alternating i and a are
much more common than their alternating counterparts. Non-
alternating o is also common before hC, while alternating o
occurs only in a few morphemes; but non-alternating o is rare
before hkw, where alternating o is best attested. Many of the
alternations in question are not consistently maintained by
younger speakers. Even the speech of my oldest consultants
reflects a considerable amount of leveling.
Alternating i, a, and o not only undergo syncope like /3/,
but participate like /9/ in the assignment of stressability to
other segments. I will demonstrate below that this behavior is
easily accommodated within the CV theory of stressability by
setting up syncopating i, a, and o as underderlying floating /1/,
/a/, and /o/. We can then account for their role in determining
stressability by generalizing V-Epenthesis and Final Syllable
Eperthesis so that they apply not only to floating /3/ but.to any.
floating vowel. We can account for the fact that these
occurrences of I, a, and o undergo syncope by generalizing Schwa
Deletion I and Schwa Deletion II in the same manner. We will
see, however, that S-HS Epenthesis must still be restricted to
supplying V-slots for schwas, since unstressable /a/ may be
deleted between /s/ and /he/. (Unstressable /1/ and /o/ are not
found in this environment.)
The restricted distribution of syncopating I, a, and o
remains unexplained in this account. The analysis of' syncope
proposed by Sherwood (1983b) is of ihterest in this connection,
since it appears to offer an explanation for this distribution.
I will argue, however, that Sherwood's proposal faces sigaificant
difficulties which suggest that it cannot be maintained.
In Sherwood's analysis, /a/ and /'/ are the sources of
syncopating I and a, respectively, where /a/ is the special
hoO
morphoneme, distinct from any surface segment, which he also sets
A
up in underlying forms for surface schwas which do not undergo
syncope before obstruents. (In the analysis that I have given in
Chapter 5, all of these schwas are derived from underlying /1/,
but some are inherently stressable, and thus regularly fall to
undergo syncope, while others are lexically marked as exceptions
to Schwa Deletion I and Schwa Deletion V.) He takes both /1/ and
/ / to be subject to syncope before /hC/. Where syncope does not
take place, /1/ merges with /i/ as /1/ and /i/ merges with /a/ as
/a/ before /hC/. Because /l/l and /./ become 1 and a only before
/hC/, it follows that syncopting I and a occur only in this
SoC
environment. The analsyis can be straightforwardly generalized
to account for syncopating a before /sC/.
Sherwood's proposal has a clear historical rationale: it
essentially reestablishes in underlying forms the conditions
which must have obtained when syncope entered the phonology of
Maliseet-Passamaquoddy. Nonetheless this analysis is open to
serious objections both on methodological and on empirical
grounds.
Methodologically, the analysis is suspect because it
postulates an abstract segment and a rule of absolute
neutralization, the rule which gives surface ) for any /I/ which
remains after the conditioned merger of /V/ and /a/. (See 5.2.13
for a discussion of this point.) A further problem results from
the fact that /V/ and /'/ could be systematically exchanged
before /hC/ and /sC/ without requiring any significant
complication of the analysis. Thus the roles assigned to /l/ and
/"/ in this proposal are essentially arbitrary from a synchronic
point of view.
Empirical difficulties arise when we attempt to generalize
Sherwood's analysis to account for syncopating o. Since
syncopating i, a, and o can all appear in the same enviornment,
syncopating o cannot be derived from either /3/ or / / by any
general rule.
Because /I/ and / / become i and a before /hC/ under
Sherwood's proposal, surface 3hC is excluded. Sequences of this
form do occur in Passamaquoddy, however, although they are rare.
(Sherwood reports the corresponding Maliseet forms without h,
although I have recorded some forms with )hC In Woodstock
Maliseet.) The relevant examples appear to reflect the effects
of analogy on allomorphy in certain inflectional suffixes. The.
fact that analogy has given rise to surface OhC suggest that such
sequences are no longer excluded by a phonological constraint. 1
I conclude that the restricted distribution of syncopating
i, a, and o has an historical explanation but no synchronic
statement in the phonology of Passamaquoddy.
The chapter is organized as follows. Sections 1-3 provide a
summary of the available data on syncopating I, a, and o.
Section 4 presents an analysis of the alternations in question
within the framework of the CV theory of stressability. Section
5 gives a brief account of the historical basis for an
alternative analysis like that proposed by Sherwood, but argues
against a synchronic account which recapitulates the history of
the forms. Section 6 examines the interaction between the
deletion of /i/ in syncope and the palatalization of /t/ to /c/.
A careful analysis of the contexts in which palatalization takes
place suggests that several distinct morphologically conditioned
rules are involved. At least one of these, the rule by which
root final /t/ becomes /c/, apparently must be ordered afte.r
Schwa Deletion II, a surprising result in view of the fact that
this syncope rule can be stated in purely phonological terms. As
a preliminary to the discussion of palatalization, a formal
statement of the rule for the use of connective /i/ is also
proposed in this section.
6.1 Synoopating /1/
Non-alternating /i/ is common before /hC/, as shown in (1)
and (2).
(1) a. piht-ak3m-e
long-I ake-I-(3 )
'it is a long lake'
b. kihtahkwe-he
dizzy-go- (3 )
'he is dizzy'
c. cihki-hi-ke
sweep-TA-AI-(3)
'he sweeps'
d. mihkwi-taha-m-i-yin
sudden-think-TA-1 .OBJ-2-(SUBJ)
'if you (sg.) happen to think of me'
(2) a. amlhk-esso
up-move- (3 )
'he gets up (from sitting)'
b. natgm-akihkwan
fairly.big-esize-(3)
'it is fairly big'
c. m~l hki-ptin-e
strong-hand-AI-(3)
'he has strong arms, hands'
Synoopating /1/, while not rare, occurs in relatively few
morphemes. The examples in (3)-(8) shown I in alternation with
po Aft Ao
sero in the roots /kiht-/ 'big, great,' /kihtm-/ 'disinclined,'
/mihkw-/ 'red,' /nthtak-/ 'mourn,' /nihtaw-/ 'know how, be good-
at,' and /nlhtop-/ 'catch.' Here /i/ surfaces or undergoes
syncope just like an ur".rlyingly unstressable /:/ as the
location of stressable and unstressable positions changes with
prefixation. The same pattern appears in noun inflection, as
shown in (9). The syncopating forms in the following examples
reflect not only the loss of /i/ but also the deletion of /h/
between non-syllabics by a rule which will be formalized in
6.4.1.
(3) a. n-kihci-ka9tn
1-big-year-(AI)
'I am old'
b. kc i-kat3n-e
big-year-AI- (3)
'he is old'
(4) a. n-kihtam-at-am-an
1 -dicl ined-TI-TI-3 IN
'I do not feel like doing it'
b. ktb m-at-?-k
discl i ned-TI-TI-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he does not feel like doing it'
A ad
(5) a. mihkw-alOki-kw-a-n
(3 )-hole-face-AI-SUBORD
'his eyes are red (Subordinative)'
b. pkw-alak1-kw-e
red-hole-face-AI-(3)
'his eyes are red'
(6) a. nihtak
(1)-mourn-(AI)
'I am in mourning'
b. htak-o
mourn-AI-(3)
'he is in mourning'
(7) a. nihtaw
(1)-know.how-(talk)
'I know how to talk'
- -
b. ntew-e-hpan
htaw-e-hpln
know. how-talk-PRET
'he knew how to talk'
(8) a. nihtop-h-a-l
(3)-catoh-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he catches the other'
b. nGk~aa ntop-h-a-l
Snlrksa htop-h-a-l
(3)-quickly catch-TA-DIR-3.0BV
'he catches the other qulokly'
w Af
(9) a. pkahkonikS n
'crooked knife (woodworking tool)'
/
b. h-pihkahkanikan
3-crooked.knife
'his crooked knife'
Where syncopating /i/ is the first vowel of a stem, it is
replaced by /e/ in Initial Change: kh-e~ho-tVn-e-t (big-year-
AI-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he was old.' I will return to this matter
in 9.2.
Syncopating /1/ is the second vowel in the roots /nakihka-/
'all, completely' and /kasihka-/ 'lose.' Here /i/ is deleted in
prefixed and Changed forms but retained in unprefixed forms
without Initial Change, where the preceding /9/ is syncopated
instead.
(10) a. hkihka-ne
all-die-(3)
'he is completely dead'
- r
b. n kka-na-n
(3)-all-die-SUBORD
'he is completely dead (Subordinative)'
c. nekka-ne-t
all-die-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was completely dead'
- 4ol -
(11) a. ksihka-hta
lose-AI-(3 )
'he loses something'
b. h-lkska-hta-n
3-lose-AI-PEG
'he loses It'
Alternations in the stem of the verb hkapo khapo 'he is
blind' were discussed in 5.3.2 in connection with the phonetics
of word-initial hC and Ch. Some speakers use forms like those in
(12), suggesting /nihkapi-/ as the underlying form of this stem.
Others have the forms in (13), suggesting underlying /nikhapi-/
instead.
(12) a. nthkap
(1 )-blind
'I am blind'
b. nehkapi-t
bl ind-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was blind'
c. hkapo
blind-(3)
'he is blind'
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(13) a. nikhap
(1)-blind
'I am blind'
b. nekhapl-t
bl ind-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was blind'
c. khapo
blind-()(3
'he is blind'
For speakers in the second group, alternating i is not followed
by surface hC in this verb, a situation not otherwise attested.
It would, of course, be possible to set up underlying /nihkhapi-/
for the forms in (13) and let H-Deletion III apply in the
derivation of forms like (13a) and (13b). Note, however, that
the first /h/ in putative underlying /hkh/ would be deleted in
every form of this verb.
The medial /-ihte-/ 'strike' is typical of several non-
initial morphemes which begin with syncopating /i/. The
underlying /i/ of this element is obligatorily retained on the
surface under the same conditions as underlyingly unstressable
/8/. Thus we find surface -ihte- after a cluster other than
/hC/, as in (14a,b), and after unstressable /3/ and a single C,
as in (14c-e).
(14) a. ht-aps-Jhte-h-m-8n
3-smal 1 -st r i keI-T II-3 IN
'he chops it into small pieces'
'he chops It 9;t Q1a goees
b. h-bam-apsk-1 hte-h-m-an
3-in. two- r ound-str ike-T I-T I-31N I
'he chops it into sections'
c. ht-itl-1ihte-h-m- n
3-ongoi ng-strike-TI-TI-3 IN
'he is hitting it'
of - .9
d. h-tow-alak-ihte-h-m-on
3-through-hole-strike-TI-TI-3IN
'he puts a hole through it by hitting it'
e. ks-atak-ihte-hsin
intense-line-strike-lie-(3)
'it (an., soething string-like) strikes,
pounds against something'
Conversely, the /i/ of /-ihte-/ may be syncopated under the
same conditions as underlyingly unstressable /2/. Thus we find
-te- for /-ihte-/ after a stressable vowel and a single non-
syllabic in (15a,b).
(15) a. miyaw-te-h-m-In
(3 )-precise-strike-TI-TI-31N
'he hits it with a well aimed blow'
fA
b. h-k0 pp-ek-te-h-m- an
3-close-sheet-strike-TI-TI-3 IN
'he covers it by hitting something two-dimensional'
The /1/ of /-ihte-/ also drops after a streseable vowel and a
cluster of /h/ and an obstruent. In (16) and (17) the roots
/pehk-/ 'completely' and /nahs-/ 'on (as clothing, a ring over a
- ROQA-
post, etc.)' are first shown in their full forms, then in
combination with /-ihte-/. Where the /i/ of /-ihte-/ undergQes.
syncope, preceding /hC/ is redced to C by H-Deletion III.
(16) a. h-pehk-akmnotim-ow-a-n
3-completely-TA-DIR-PEG
'he tells the other all about it'
b. h-pek-te-h-m-an
3-compl etel y-str ike-TI-TI-3 IN
'he hits all of it; he gets it all'
(17) a. nahs-ehto-n
(3)-on-TI-3IN
'he put it (clothing) on'
b. nas-te-h-m-qn
(3)-on-strikeTl-T-I-31N
'he hits it to make it go on'
In (18a-c), the /i/ of /-ihte-/ is deleted after a syllable
containing a stressable /3/. In (18a) this /9/ is stressable
because it follows the prefix /nt-/. In (18b), the corresponding
/I/ is stressable by alternating stressability because it is the
second /8/ in underlying /atvl-/ 'ongoing.' In (18c), the /a/ of
/tak-/ 'hit' is inherently stressable.
-r inc
(18) a. nt-a1-te-h-m-4n
I -thus-st r i ke-TI-T I-3 IN
'I hit it there'
b. tVl-te-h-m-an
ongoing-strike-TI-TI-1 -(SUBJ)
'if I am hitting it'
c. tlk-te-hka-so
hit-strike-by.foot-RELEX-(3)
'he kicks himself'
Especially striking is the fact that the /i/ of /-ihte-/ may
be deleted in word-initial /(C)I [+sonorant] 1/, just as the
second /8/ in word-initial /(C)! [+sonorant] / is typically
subject to syncope. Two cases are shown in (19). In (19b), the
/e/ of /-ihte-/ becomes a by assimilation to a following vowel
across /h/.
(19) a. tlm-te-hsan
in.two-strike-lie-(3)
'it strikes something and breaks'
b. 31-ta-h-a
thus-at r ke-TA-3 PASS
'he is hit thus'
The pattern of deletion and retention that we find for /-
ihte-/ is repeated for the finale /-ihklt-/ 'ebb (of the tide)'
and /-ihpayl-/ 'be scared.' 2  Examples are given in (20) and
(21). Underlying forms are given where the conditioning factors
for synoope are not apparent on the surface.
cnMc
(20) a. ks-ihkat (/kls-ihkat-wf)
Intense-ebb-(3)
'the tide is at its lowest in its monthly cycle'
b. 11 m-ihkpt
away-ebb-(3)
'the Itde goes out'
c. kis-kat
past-ebb-(3)
'the tide goes out'
d. wikw-kwvt (/wihkw-ihk't-w/)
take(?)-ebb-(3)
'the tide goer out'
- 4-
e. sin-c1k-k•t
down(?)-messy-ebb-(3)
'the tide is at its lowbst in its monthly cycle'
(21) a. ses-payo (/sehs-ihpayi-w/)
to.tears-scared-(3)
'he cries because he is scared'
/ m9
b. ;l-payo
thus-scared-(3)
'he is scared thus'
c. ttl-payo (/ptal-ihpayiw/)
ongoing-acared-(3)
'he is soared'
d. etal-ihpayi-t
ongoing-scared-3AN
'he is scared (Conjunct)'
The material which precedes a syncopating /I/ determines its
status for syncope, just as the material which precedes .an.
underlyingly unstressable /a/ determines its status in stress
assignment. Syncopating /i/ also figures like underlyingly
unstressable /,/ in determining whether following vowels are
counted as streesable, as we can see by looking at words formed
with the TA final /-ihkiw-/ 'by foot, by body, by vehicle' or its
TI counterpart /-ihkam-/.
In (22a), the /i/ of /-ihkbw-/ is stressable because it
follows the cluster /se/ of /ass-/ 'meet.' This vowel is
accordingly retained on the surface. The /1/ of the next
syllable is unstressable since it follows a stressable vowel and
a cluster of /h/ and an obstruent. In (22b), the /i/ of /ihkaw-/
follows a stressable vowel and a single C, so here it is
unstressable and undergoes syncope. The /9/ of the final is
treated as stressable, surfacing as o before w, just as if the
preceding /I/ were an unstressable /9/. In parallel fashion, the
/1/ of /-ihkam-/ is stressable in (23a) because it follows the
cluster /pk/, while the /a/ of this final remains unstressable
here. In (23b), the /i/ of /-ihkam-/ undergoes syncope and the
/8/of this morpheme is treated as stressable.
(22) a. nat-ass-ihklw-a-l
(3)-go-meet-by.body-DIR-3. OBV
'he goes and meets the other'
b. nat-kow-a-1
(3)-go-by.body-DIR-3. OB V
'h's goes right to the other'
(23) a. h-eipk-ihkam- n
3-long. time-by.body-3IN
'it takes him a long time to get to it (a place)'
b. wecawaw-km-3n
(3)-near-by.body-31N
'ne nears it'
In (24a-d), the /i/ of /-ihkew-/ is the second in a series
of three vowels within which alternating stressability holds.
Thus /i/ is retained on the surface in these forms and /P/
remains unstressable in the following syllable.
(24) a. ht-ahsaw-Lhk1_w-a-1
3-across-by.body-DIR-3 . OBV
'he covers the other with his body'
b. h-tetem-wihkgw-a-l
3-equal-by.body-DIR-3. OBV
'he catches up with the other (on foot)'
c. h-tow-alak-i hkjw-a-1
3-through-hole-by.foot-DIR-3. 0OBV
'he puts a hole through it by stepping on it'
Oe
d. ht-;alm-ihkiw-a-l
3-away-by.body-DIR-3. OBV
'he forces the other to go away by following him'
As we would expect, when a preceding /a/ is stressable because it
follows the cluster created by adding a prefix, the /1/ of
/-ihkGw-/ or /-ihkam-/ is unstressable and subject to syncope and
the /9/ of the final is stressable instead:
(25) a. h-tam-kow-a-l
3 - in. two-by, body-DIR-3 . OBV
'he breaks the other's back by riding him;
he bothers the other, preventing him from working'
b. h-p m-kow-a-l
3-along-by.body-DIR-33.OBV
'he rides the other'
/ 4
c. h-plm--4nm-an
3-along-by.body- n
'he drives it (a vehicle)'
While we can predict where deletion of syncopating /i/ is
possible by treating syncopating /1/ like underlyingly
unstressable /8/, deletion is not always carried out where it is
expected. Such cases do not involve true exceptions to syncope,
however, since unsyncopated /1/ always surfaces as a stressable
vowel.
As we might expect, alternations reflecting the deletion of
/1/ are more faithfully maintained in some morphemes than in
others. In my materials, /-ihkaw-/ and /-ihlqm-/ appear to
alternate quite regularly. Alternation is also fairly regularly
in the case of /-ihte-/, although I have recorded a number of
doublets: h-tŽm-te-h-mtn ~ h-t'm-ihte-h-m-?n (3-in.two-strike-
TI-TI-3IN) 'he hits, chops it, breaking it in two,'
tam-t3-h-ah-k-spn ~ tam-ihta-h-(-k-4pa n (in.two.-strike-TI-
TI-3AN-DUBIT-(SUBJ)) 'if he hit, chopped it, etc.' (all forms
D.FP.). The final /-ihkawati-/ 'walk (dual)' is historically
derived from reciprocals formed from stems in /-ihktw-/, 3 but
c^^
much less regularly loses its initial /I/ to syncope. The
pattern of surface /i/ in stressable positions and synoope in-
unstressable positions is reflected in (26), but there are also
doublets, as in (27).
(26) wiwon-ihkawato-w-qk 'they (du.) walk around in a
circle'
lltm-ihkawato-w-?k 'they (du.) walk away'
pet-kawjto-w-3k 'they (du.) arrive here by
walking'
(27) l-kawato-w- k N 'they (du.) walk there, thus'
1- i hkawa t o-w-4 k
m0c-kawoto-w-3k " 'they (du.) walk badly, sexily'
mac-i hkawt o-w ak
A similar mix of forms with and without expected syncope of
/1/ is found in the case of the medial /-ihtakw-/ 'sound, noise.'
Syncope follows its regular pattern in (28a,b), but I have
recorded doublets for (28c,d). (Surface oht reflects
intermediate /owt/ from underlying /owiht/ in (280).)
(28) a. wecawaw-takw-so
near-sound-AI-(3)
'he sounds close (talking)'
b. al-takw-at
thus-sound-II-(3)
"r
'it sounds thus'
r ^ A
c. ckoh-takw-a t
ckow- t ht akw-t
hither-8ound-II-(3)
'it sounds as if it is approaching'
d. mac-takw-3t
Sm4 c-i htakw-wt
'it sounds bad'
One aberrant case should be noted here. The /i/ of
/-ihtakw-/ 'sound' is unexpectedly subject to syncope after the
/ss/ of /cess-/ 'bother' in cas-takw-so (bother-sound-Al-(3)) 'he
-I
talks constantly, annoyingly'; cf. cpssi.-nakw-so (bother-look-
AI-(3)) 'he is bothersome, a nuisance.' I will argue in 6.4.4
that this peculiarity of cae-takw-so results from lexically
specified underlying syllabificatiQn in the root /cbss-/.
(Imperative forms and some absentative forms of cas-takw-so are
also semantically aberrant, meaning 'be quiet, shut up' rather
than 'talk constantly': oVs-takw-e 'shut (sg.) up!'; cas-takw-so-
w- a (bother-sound-AI-.3-3PROX.ABS) 'he hasp shut up.')
When syncopating /1/ is retained at the beginning of .a
medial or final in a position in which syncope is possible, the
resulting word looks as if it could have been formed with
connective /i/ instead, since the connective vowel is never
subject to syncope: /1/ is never deleted before /hC/ in words
like h-kisi-hto-n (3-past-TI-3IN) 'he made it' and peoi-hpon
(arrive-winter-(3)) 'winter is coming.' In fact it is possible
that syncopating /i/ has been reanalyzed as conncective /i/ In
forms like 1-ihkaweto-wak 'they (du.) walk thus' and ckow-
ihtakw-at 'it sounds as if it is approaching.' (Reanalyzing
/-lhkawati-/ and /-ihtakw-/ as /-hkawlti-/ and /-hte.kw-w would
not result in any change in forms in which one of these morphemes
follows a vowel, since unstressable /i/ is deleted after a vowel
in any case, as we will see in Chapter 8.) Syncopating /a/
receives the same kind of variable treatment as syncopating /i/,
however. Since there is not otherwise a connective /a/ in
Passamaquoddy, these cases cannot be the result of the sort of
reanalysis which might be suggested where /i/ is involved.
6.2 Syncopating /a/
I noted in the last section that non-syncopating /i/ is
actually more common than syncopating /I/ in the environment in
which the alternating vowel is found. The same situation holds
for syncopting /a/: non-syncopating /a is more common than
syncopating /a/ before /hC/ and /sC/, the environments in which
the latter typically occurs. Several examplek of non-alternating
/a/ in these contexts are given in (29).
(29) a. ahsosswan
'hat'
b. kahsl-hpot
dry-wipe
'wlpe (sg.) it dry'
c. mahkwani-hpok-Ot
maple.sugar-taste-II-(3)
'it tastes sweet'
d. askam-awso
forever-llve-(3)
'he lives forever'
e. masp-atekan-e
thick-skin-AI-(3)
'he has thick skin'
Syncopating /a/ in the roots /tahk-/ 'cool,' /tahkikw-/
'heavy,' /and /tahkw-/ 'arrest' is illustrated in (30)-(32). The
stem /tahkw-)n-ahke-/ 'arrest,' in which /tahkw-4n-/ TA arrest is
combined with an AI final otherwise unknown to me, contains two
occurrences of /a/ which are deleted or retained together under
alternating stressability, as shown in (33).
(30) a. n-tahk-ahsam
1-cool.-swim
'I swim (to cool off)'
b. tk-ahsemo
cool-swim- (3)
'he swims (to cool off)'
4 e
(31) a. n-tahkikw-)l
1-heavy-At
'I am heavy'
b. tkikw-;1
heavy-A I-(3)
'he is heavy'
(32) a. h-tahkw-an-a-4
3-arrest-by. hand-DIR-3 . OB V
'he arrests the other'
b. tkwan-n-a
arrest-by, hand-3 PASS
'he is arrested'
(33) a. n-tahkw- n-ahke-pan
1-arrest-by.hand-AI-11
'we (du. exo.) arrest'
-,
b. tkw-an-ke
arrest-by.hand-AI-(3 )
'he arrests'
Both /a/ and /i/ are subject to syncope in tkikw-te-hsin 'he
falls and lands heavily,' from /tahkikw-ihte-hain-w/ (heavy-
strlke-lie-(3)), but syncopating /i/ is not in a position to
appear on the surface in any form of this verb.
Deletion or retention of syncopating /a/ varies with
prefixation and Initial Change in the root /masahk-/ 'sorry' and
the stem /cap-ahkatam-/ 'be married.' The latter is at least
etymologically complex: cf. kis-katDm (past-marry-(3)) 'he got
married.'
(34) a. msahk-eyo
psahk-eyo
sorry-AI-(3)
'he is sorry about something'
-S
b. mtsk-eyi-n
(3)-sorry-AI-PEG
'he is sorry about it'
c. mesk-eyi-t
sorry-AI-3 AN-( PERF)
'when he was sorry about it'
(35) a. cp-ahkat3m
?-married-(3)
'he is married'
b. k-ctp-katlm-opan
2-?-married-11
'we (du. inc.) are married'
c. cep-kata-k
?-married-.3AN-(PERF)
'when he was married'
Syncopating /a/, like syncopating /i/, is replaced by /e/ in
Initial Change when it occurs in an appropriate position in a
stem: tehkikw-gl-4k (heavy-AI-3AN-(PERP)) 'when he was heavy.'
For the most part, deletion and retention of /a/ follows the
expected pattern regularly in the final /-ahte-/ 'be located' and
in the noun final /-ahki/ 'land.' Thus the /a/ of /-ahte-/ is
retained in (36) after a cluster which is not /hC/ and where is
is strong by alternating stressability. In (37) this vowel is
dropped after a stressable vowel and a single C, after /hC/, and
where /a/ is unstressable in word-initial /(C)I [+eonorant]a / or
by alternating stressability.
tat
(36) a. sakh-ahte
into.view-located-(3)
'it piotrudes into view'
b. ihtl-ahte
regularly-located-(3)
'it is always there'
c. ahs9w-)cok-ahte
across-messy-located-(3)
'it is flopped over to one side'
(37) a. nis-ek-te
two-sheet-located- (3)
'it has two layers'
' 'b. emek-te (/emehk-ahte-w/)
below-located-(3 )
'it Is down below'
c. cin-te
stop-located-(3)
'it (a vehicle) is parked'
d. kweni al-cak-te-k (/al-@cak-ahte-k/)
while around-messy-located-3IN
'whey they (in.) are lying around dirty'
A few examples showing deletion and retentionof /a/ in /-ahki/
are given in (38).
(38) a. wapqn-ahkl-k
dawn-I and-LOC
'Wabanaki terrritory (loc.)'
b. 1 am-kl-k
inside-land-LOC
'hell (loc.)'
c. spam-ki-k
above-I and-LOC
'heaven (loc.)'
The stem /san-ahte-/ (thick-located) 'be tight' appears to be a
special case. Even my oldest consultants seem to prefer san-ahte
'it is tight' and sen-ahte-k 'that which is tight,' where the /a/
of /-ahte-/ is unexpectedly stressable, to the expected forms
san-te and sen-te-k, although these are also acceptable.
Both /-ahte-/ and /-ahki/ correspond to initial elements
which are synchronically irregular. Thus we have )te 'it is
located,' but ehte-k 'where it is.' Etymologically related to /-
ahkl/ there is kihke 'he plants,' with prefixed forms variably
based on a stem /-ahklhke-/ or /-jkihke-/ and Changed forms
showing a stem /ekihke-/: nt-ahkihk 'I plant,' ht-aklhka-n 'he
plants with it (e.g. with seed potatoes),' ekihke-t 'when he
plants.' Note also the noun kihkan 'garden,' possessed ht-
ahkihkan 'his garden.' 4  These forms appear to reflect a sound
change by which *h was lost between a word-initial short *a and a
consonant. (In this connection note also akwpm 'louse,' possed
ht-ahkwam-;1 'his louse.')
This sound change has not been retained in its original form
as a phonological rule, but a number of stems in which
alternations like the following are found suggest that there may
AW Albý Mftý
be a synchronic rule which deletes word-initial /h/ before a
consonant after /a/ is dropped in syncope.
(39) a. kohk
'buttocks'
b. ht-ahkohk-al
3-buttocks-3.OBV
'his buttocks'
(40) a. toh-pe (/aht w-ýpe-w/?)
through-li quid-(3)
'it (an.) contains liquid
Ib. ht-ahtoh-pa-n
3-through-li quld-SUBORD
'it (an.) contains liquid (Subordinative)'
c. ehtoh-pe-t
through-li quid--3AN-(PERP)
'when it was full'
o f(41) a. sihpil-a-t
give .medici ne-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he gives the other medicine'
b. ht-ahsihpil-a-1
3-give.mediclen-DIR-3.OBV
'he gives the other medicine'
c. ehsihpil-a-t
give. medicine-DIR-3AN-(PERF)
a
'when he gve the other medicine'
/ A(42) a. cow-y-a
hi re-TA-3 PASS
'he is hired'
b. ht-ahcow-y-a-l
3-hi re-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he hires the other'
c. ehcow-y-ot
hi re-TA-3PASS-(PERF)
'when he was hired'
There is a great deal of variation in words of this type,
however, suggesting that several kinds of reanalysis have been
taking place. The forms cited in (40) are consistent with an
underlying form /ahtaw-/ for the root 'through, in or out of an
opening,' which is also supported by forms like nt-ahtawo-ssnmi-n
(1-through-drink-PEG) 'I drink from it.' But alongside nt-
ahtw32-swsmi-n we have n-towa-sssmi-n; alongside ht-ahtoh-pa-n we
have h-toh-pa-n. Compare also ehtoh-pe-t 'when it was full' and
tew-alak-;t-a-k (through-hol e-eat-TI-3AN-(PERF ) ) 'when he ate
into it.' In these forms we find support for an alternative
underlying form /tlw-/. Similar variation is attested for the
stem of the verb 'hire': the forms cited in (42) suggest
underlying /ahcowi-y-/ or the like, but alternate forms like h-
cow-y-al 'he hires the other' and cow-y-ot 'when he was hired'
suggest /cowi-y-/ instead. Alternations in the stem of 'feed'
have fallen even further into disarray: nt-ahsam-a ~ n-sam-a (1-
feed-DIR) 'I feed him,' ehsam-a-t ~ ahsam-a-t sam-a-t (feed-
DIR-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he fed the other.' For my oldest
consulatants, the preverb 'must, need' usually has the unprefixed
stem cowl, the prefixed stem -ahcawi, and the Changed stem
ehcawl. My youngest consultants instead use cowi and tahcawi
interchangeably in all paradigms, having abandoned ehoewl
altogether. (Presumably tahcbwi reflects a recutting of prefixed
forms with -ahcswi. The t now occurs freely in unprefixed
forms.)
Clearly such massive variation calls into question the
synchronic status of a rule deleting initial /h/ in syncopated
forms. We may simply be dealing with morphologically governed
stem allomorphy here. In any case, it is clear that a rule
deleting initial /h/, if there is one, must precede the change of
/n/ and /w/ to /h/ which results from Initial Devoicing, since
/h/ which arises through the latter process may be retained on
the surface.
In some nouns, stem-initial /ah/ has apparently been
reinterpreted as a kind of augment which is used in conjunction
with the personal prefixes to make possessed forms. For tan
'bow,' for example, we find both h-tapi-yll and ht-ah-tapi-yil
'his bow.' Here '/-ah-/ is etymologically correct in the
possessed form, since Passamaquoddy tap represents PA *a?ta'pya
(Warne (1977a:21)). As an augment, however, this /-ah-/ has now
been extended to stems in which it did not originally occur, and
even to borrowings: h-sok1-lis- m ' ht-ah-sokal-ls- m (3-AUG-
sugar-DIM-POSS) 'his candy.' h-ti-m 7 ht-ah-ti-m (3-AUG-tea-POSS)
'his tea.' Possibly the initial /ah/ found with /taw-/ 'through'
should be interpreted as the augment when this root occurs in
nouns: n-tow-apowa-kan ' nt-ah-tpw-apowa-ksn ( 1-AUG(?)-through-
drink-NOM) 'my cup'; of. taw-apowa-k n 'cup.' In any case, it
may be through analogy with forms like these that an augment with
the shape /-aht-/ has come into use with nouns like wik-hi-kan
(write-TA-NOM) 'book' whose stems begin with / w/: ht-owik-hi-kan
~ ht-aht-wi1k-hi-kan 'his book.' Again it is clear that several
kinds of reanalysis have been taking place.
The type of reanalysis that we see in words like n-sam-a 'I
feed him' and h-tapi-yil 'his bow,' where initial /ah/ has been
eliminated from the stem, is common even among the oldest
speakers. Middle-aged and younger speakers use or accept many
forms which reflect reanalysis of stem-internal occurrences of
syncopating /a/. Most frequently, syncopating /a/ is simply
reinterpreted as a non-alternating, inhertently stressable vowel.
Thus we find tahkahsamo 'he swims to cool off' and tahkwanahke
'he arrests' alongside tkahsamo and tkwanke. But some speakers
now have two full sets of forms for the verb cpahkatam 'he is
married,' one based on the unprefixed stem cpahkatam-, the other
on the prefixed stem cpkat m-. (Not surprisingly, the prefix is
usually dropped in forms like ncpahkatpm 'I am married' and
kcpahkatemopn ' we (du. inc.) are married,' since retention of
the prefix consonant in such forms produces anomolous initial
clusters,) Clearly there is little sense in speaking of a stem
/cappahkattm-/ for such speakers.
Several II finals which otherwise appear with surface it or
Sn have allomorphs with ah instead before the third person
Conjunct suffix /-k/. The /a/ of these finals is optionally
subject to syncope, under appropriate conditions. Presumably
here as above syncope represents the original treatment in such
cases, while retention of /a/ where syncope would be possible
reflects leveling; but forms with retained /a/ are used 'by
speakers of all ages.
Allomorphy before /-k/ is illustrated for the final /-Ot-/
and /-4n-/ in (43)-(45) and for the /-akihkwSn-/ 'be a size' in
(46). Compare the treatment of /-kin-/ 'be, become of a kind or
nature,' shown in (47). Here /3n/ is not replaced by /-ah/.
Nasal Deletion, another morphologically governed rule, is applied
instead, so that /-kan-/ appears as -ka- before -k.
(43) a. wali-nakw-;t
good-look-TI-(3)
'it looks good'
b. well-nakw-ah-k
good-1 ook-I I-3 IN
'that which looks good'
(44) a. skat el-4nok-;t-onohk
not thus-evvent-II-3. IN.NEG
'that which does not happen'
b. el-anok-ah-k
thus-event-II-3 IN
'that which is happening'
(45) a. tkikw-Ln
heavy-II- (3 )
'It is heavy'
b. tehkik-ah-k
heavy-II-3 IN
'that which is heavy'
- /
(46) a. kin-ki hkw-4n
large-s i ze-(3)
'it is big'
b. kin-kl hkw-ah-k
large-si ze-3IN
'that which is big'
(47) a. wli-kln
good-kind-Il
'it is good (for use)'
b. wel i-k-k
good-ki nd-3 IN
'that which is good (for use)'
Syncope, and the optionality of syncope, is illustrated in
(48)-(50). In (49a) and (50b), syncope is possible because the
Subjlunctlve and Perfective affixes consiFt of an empty V-slot.
Several of these examples show the loss of /h/ before clusters
and between non-syllabics in addition to syncope of /a/.
Intermediate /kwk/ is converted to /kwkw/ by geminate formation.
(48) el-anok-_kk-a n
thus-event-3 IN-PRET
'that whioh happened'
(49) a. wali-nakw-kw
w• li -nakw-ah-k
good-look-II-3 IN-(SUBJ)
'if it looks good'
'- / -b. wl i-nakw-kw--esapan
wl E i-nakw-a-k- papn
good-i ook-II-3 IN-DUBIT-( SUBJ)
'if it had looked good'
(50) a. kin-kikw-kw-il
1 arge-s i ze-3 IN-33 IN
'those (in.) which are big'
b. tehkikw-ah-k
heavy-II-3 IN-( PERF)
keavy
'when it was 4'g' I
Although the schwas of /-at-/, /-an-/, and /-akihkw n-/ are
underlyingly unstressable vowels, the /a/ of their allomorphs
with /ah/ is optionally teated as an inherently stressable vowel.
The alternation of a with zero before sC is maintained most
consistently in a few non-initial elements, notably in the medial
/-askot-/ 'field,' as shown in (51). As is so often the case,
however, there are signs of leveling: forms like those in (52) in
which /a/ is maintained where syncope would be possible.
(51) a. aps--askot-e
small-field-II-(3)
'it is a small field'
b. natam-askot-e
fairly.big-field-(3)
'it Is a fairly big field'
c. la m-askot-e
away-fi el d-I I-(3)
'there is a long field'
d. kin-skot-e
large-field-II-(3)
'it is a big field'
e. pam-skot-e
along-field-II-(3)
'there is a field'
(52) a. epahs-askot-e-w
hal f-fi el d-PART-PART
'right in the middle of a field'
b. saw-askot-e-w
middle-fiel d-PART-PART
'out in the middle of a field'
Matters are considerably more complicated where syncopating
/a/ is found in stem-initial /asC/. Some stems show the expected
pattern sC " -asC " esC, but often there are competing forms with
non-alternating sC or asC, and some stems optionally alternate in
the pattern sC " -osC " wesC which is historically proper to
stems in underlying /sOC/.
The root S_- 'up high' has forms like those shown in (53)
which suggest underlying /asp-/, but examples of doublets like
(54) suggest that some speakers may also employ underlying /sp-/.
(53) a. Se-ek-ýpo
high-sheet-sit-(3)
'it (an., sheet-like) is high up;
he is high up (physiocally or bureaucratically)'
/
b. nt-as -ek-#p
1-high-sheet-esit
'I am high up'
c. esp-ek-api-t
high-sheet-sit-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was high up'
(54) nt- Ns -Q
n-_.-Q p
1r-high-slt
'I sit up high'
The a of the root askow- 'wait' alternates with zero when this
morpheme occurs as part of a complex final, but I have recorded
only forms with retained a where askow- begins a stem:
(55) a. h-sipk-askow-y-a-1
3-l ong. t ime-wal t-TA-DIR-3. OB V
'he walts for the other for a long time'
f
b. h-slw-skow-y-a-1
3-tired-wait-TA-DIR-3. OBY
'he is tired of waiting for the other'
c. askow-h-i-n
wal t-TA-i. OBJ-2
'wait (sg.) for me!'
For the root aspte- 'during the day,' we find both forms
with -asp!te- n esptte-, suggesting underlying /aspate-/, and
forms with -oste- " wespate-, suggesting /waspate-/. This kind
of variation is common in noun stems in which syncopating /a/ is
attested. The nouns shown in (56)-(58) all have possessed forms
with stem-initial a, but prafixed forms made on the pattern for
stems in initial /w / are also attested for (58).
(56) a. skwehsamohs
'bitch'
b. ht-askwehsamohes m-Il
3-bi t ch-POSS-3. OB V
'his bitch'
(57) a. stahkwan
'fir (Indian Twp.), tree (Pleasant Pt.)'
b. ht-astahk n-om- I
3-fl r/tree-POSS-3 . OBV
'his fir, his tree'
(58) a. skwat
fire
b. ht-askwate-m
oskwate-m
3-fi re-POSS
'his fire'
Note also that stem-initial a in these forms might be taken as a
reflex of the possessive augment /-ah-/, since underlying /h/'
would be deleted be4fore /sC/ by H-Deletion III. 5
There are a few morphemes in which syncopating a is not
followed on the surface either by hC or by sC. Possessed forms
of pksins 'shoe' are based on a stem -maksan: k-maksn-al (2-
shoe-3.0BV) 'your (sg.) shoe (obv.).' The corresponding medial
takes the forms -kRsan- and -aksin-, with -kOsan- occurring after
consonant-final roots without the use of conective /1/,
suggesting the presence of an underlying Initial vowel: kin-
kqsan-e (large-shoe-AI-(3)) 'he has big shoes,' pos-kpasn-e (wet-
shoe-AI-(3)) 'he has wet shoes,' pkw-aksan-e (red-shoe-AI-(3))
'he has red shoes.' As usual, however, a sometimes surfaces as a
stressable vowel where syncope is expected: kin-aksan-e (large-
shoe-AI-(3)) 'he has big shoes.' 6  If /makisan/ is the underlying
form of the noun 'shoe' and /-akasin-/ is the underlying form (or
an underlying form) of the medial, then syncopating /a/ is in an
anomolous underlying environment in these elements as well as in
an exceptional surface context. On the other hand, if the
underlying forms are /mahkasan/ and /-ahkasan/, then /h/ is
deleted in all occurrences of these morphemes.
A similar problem of anlaysis arises in the case of the
medial -atak- 7 -tak- 'string-like object, line.' Here again we
seem to have syncopating /a/ where there is no direct evidence
for a following /h/: ks-atak-ihte-hsin (intense-line-strike-
kie-(3)) 'it (an., string-like) strikes, ponds against
something,' kl-tik-te (thus-line-located-(3)) 'it (e.g. a wire)
is set in a direction.' As before, however, /a/ may be retained
where syncope is possible: 1-at3k-ahte 'it is set in a
direction.' For this medial, we might set up underlying /-
ahtak-/: H-Deletion IV would always delete /h/ in this morpheme
whenever /a/ is retained, since the following /9/ would be
unstressable in such cases. Application of H-Deletion IV after a
site where a vowel alternates in syncope would, however, be
unique to this morpheme. We will see below that an analysis
of syncopating /1/, /a/, and /o/ within the CV theory of
stressability will allow us to give a phonological account of
syncope in morphemes like -aksan- and -atak- without postulating
abstract occurrences of /h/. The fact that alternations
involving these morphemes are not consistently maintained
suggests, however, that speakers may in any case have abandoned a
phonological analysis of the distribution of their alternants.
6.3 Syncopating /0o/
Syncopating /o/ occurs only in a few morphemes. The
principal example is the medial /-ohkwe-/ 'body,' shown in (59)
first in its full form and then with loss of /o/:
(59) a. sakh-ohkwe-po
into.view-body-sit-(3)
'he sits, protruding into view'
b. nt-asp-ohkwe-p
1-high-body-sit
'I sit up high'
Ic f) n
c. sasak-ohkwe-po
bent(?)-body-sit-(3)
'he half stands, half sits, leaning
against something'
d. al--kwe-po
around-s t- (3)
'he site around'
e. ekw-kwe-po
stop-body-sl t-.(3)
'he stops being able to sit up'
f. ckoh-kwe-po
hither-body-sit-(3 )
'he sits facing this way'
g. )l-kwe-po
thus-body-sit-(3 )
'he sits thus'
The form la)m-ohke-po (away-body-sit-(3)) 'he sits facing away,'
with -ohke- in place of -ohkwe-, suggests that the original
alternation in 'body' was between -kwe- and -ohke-. The form
-ohkwe- would then represent a leveling out of the alternation
between k and kw in this morpheme. 7
An alternation between o and sero was maintained until
Er
recently in the inflection of the noun kisohk 'day.' This
singular form is recorded as "kisook" in J.D. Prince (1897:482)
and is confirmed for Woodetock Maliseet by Peter Paul; 8 but only
certain inflected forms, all with syncope, are still current in
Passamaquoddy: kek-ol ' days,-' h-kisk-om 'his day.' Maliseet
e- ra
kisekw 'yesterday' perhaps represents the absentative singular of
this noun. The o of )tohk 'deer' must also have alternated 'at
one time in a similar fashion, since some speakers have ht-atk-
om-e1 'his buck' alongside ht-,tohk-4m-4l 'his deer.'
There is one other morpheme in which /o/ sometimes appears
to be subject to syncope in the contemporary language. The final
with the general meaning 'hunt, gather, acquire' appears as -ke-
after a non-syllabic in contexts permitting syncope: ahkikw- s-s-
ke (seal-DIM-DIM-acquire-(3)) 'he hunts pub seals,' plyew-ke
(beer-acquiire-(3)) 'he makes beer.' After a stem ending in a
vowel, we find -hke-: mowine-hke (bear-acquire-(3)) 'he hunts
bear,' wikpi-hke (brown.ash-acquire-(3)) 'he gathers brown ash';
cf -mowne-kk 'bears Both)
of. mowine-kk 'bears (abs.),' n-wikpi-m 'my brown ash.' Both
sets of examples are consistent with an underlying form for
'acquire' with an initial unstressable vowel, since an
unstressable vowel is deleted after another vowel.
Sherwood (1983b:33) sets up underlying /-a hke-/ for
'acquire,' which, given his analysis, should yield surface -ihke-
where no deletion takes place. And indeed there are a few
examples with -lhke-: piyakwtihikan-ihke 'he gathers wood chips'
cf. piyakwthikan 'wood chip.' But more often we find -ohke-:
piyaklwtihikln-ohke 'he gathers wood chips,' tips-ohke 'he gathers
spruce tips' (with English tips). It is possible, then, that
this final has come to be interpreted as underlyln /-ohke-/, with
syncopating /o/. As usual, though, there are forms with a non-
alternating vowel which cloud the issue: piwsak-ohke 'he gathers
firewood'; of. piwsakw 'firewood.' In fact, such formations are'
common.
e ^n•
6.4 ExteadIng the CV theory of syncope
My purpose in this section is to show how the analysis of
syncopating _ which was developed In Chapter 5 can be extended to
account for syncopating i, and a and o. It may be appropriate at
the outset, however, to ask how much of the data we should expect
to cover in a phonological analysis of alternations like those
described in the preceding sections. Some vowel/zero
alternations which are historically cases of syncope should
undoubtedly be stated as morphologically conditioned allomorphy
in the synchronic grammar of Passamaquoddy.
Consider, for example, the noun pakahkan 'blood.' On the
basis of possessed forms like h-plkkan-om (3-blood-POSS) 'his
blood,' we are led to set up an underlying stem for pakahkan in
which /a/ may be subject to syncope if it remains unstresable
under alternating stressability. We can test the hypothesis that
there is such a stem by looking at verbs which are derived from
this noun, such as pakahkan-ek-3n (blood-sheet-II-(3)) 'it (e.g.
cloth) is bloody.' By hypothesis, /a/ is retained in this form
because it is in second position in a series of vowels
/I ... a... 3/ within which alternating stressability holds.
Under Initial Change, the first vowel of this series is excluded,
since it is replaced by inherently stressable /e/. This leaves
/a/ in first position, where it should be subject to syncope.
But it is not: /a/ is always retained in pekahkan-eka-k (blood-
sheet-II-3IN) 'that (e.g. cloth) which is bloody.'
The stem /pekahkmn-ihte-h-/ TA 'strike, drawing blood' is
formed with the medial /-ihte-/ 'strike,' in which /1/ may
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undergo syncope. In the reciprocal form pokahkan-ihto-h-ot-olto-
w-)k (blood-strike-TA-RECIP-PL-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) hit one
another, bloodying one another,' this stem is used without a
prefix. Both /a/ and /I/ are predictably retained on the
surface, since by hypothesis alternating stressability holds in
/9...a... ...i•/, and /a/ and /I/ are in even-numbered positions
in this series of vowels. When the TA stem is used with a
prefix, the first /2/ of /pakahk3n/ follows a cluster and will
not figure into alternating stressability. Thus we predict
syncope of /a/ and /I/ in such cases, since these vowels are now
first and third in /a... ... i/. Again the prediction is wrong:
h-plkahktn-ihta-h-a-l (3-blood-strike-TA-DIR-3.0BV) 'he hits the
other, bloodying him.' From this evidence, it seems reasonable
to conclude that the /a/ of pokahkian is inherently stressable.
Since underlying /plkahkan/ with unstressable /a/ would
apparently occur only in possessed forms, it seems more
economical to set up underlying /-pakken-/ for these: we must
posit an irregular possessed stem in either case. Of course, if
we take this position then we might expect to find possessed
forms based on the independent stem /pokahkan/. And indeed we
do: h-pakahkan-om 'his blood' is a fully acceptable alternative
to h-pakkln-om, apparently for all speakers.
On the other hand, it seems reasonable to speak of
phonologicl syncope where vowel/zero alternations are maintained
quite regularly under preflxation and Initial Change, as in
ksihka- -kLska- keska- 'lose,' or where the absence of
connective /I/ implies the underlying presence of a syncopating
vowel, as in kie-te 'it is finished,' from /kis-ahte-w/
(finished-located-3).
The discussion which follows is based on the premise that
there is at least a core of cases of syncope-like alternations of
I, a, and (perhaps) o which should be analyzed as phonological
syncope. It is entirely consistent with this hypothesis to
suppose that numerous alternations in particular morphemes have
been reinterpreted as non-phonological allomorphy. Clearly the
number of alternations for which a phonological analysis can be
motivated is much lower for the language of the youngest speakers
than it is for the language of their grandparents.
To the extent that they continue to be phonological in
character, the alternations discussed in sections 1-3 are easily
accommodated within the rest of the system of Passamaquoddy
phonology by setting up underlyingly unstressable /1/, /a/, and
/o/ for surface i, a, and o which participate in syncope. Within
the CV framework for the analysis of itressability, this means
setting up syncopating /I/, /a/, and /o/ as underlying floating
vowels. Alternative accounts could certainly be developed within
the diacritic and metrical theories of stressability, but there
does not appear to be any reason to think that either of these
approaches would lead to a superior analysis. Arguments against
an analysis of a more abstract character are presented in the
following section.
I begin in 6.4.1 by formalizing the rule of H-Deletion V,
which deletes /h/ in the output of syncope where a vowel is
dropped before /hC/. The remainer of the present section shows
how the analysis of Chapter 5 can be extended to cover
syncopating i, a, and o.
6.4.1 H-Deletion V
When syncope results in a cluster of the form /ChC/, /h/ is
deleted by a rule which we may formalize as follows:
(60) H-Deletion V
C
h
There are two reasons to believe that /h/ is actually
deleted in this environment, and not just phonetically unrealized
in some other sense. First, there is no phonetic distinction
between CC from /ChC/ and CC from other sources: the kt of kt;m-
at-a-k (disinclined-TI-TI-3AN-(SUBJ)) if he does not feel like
/ /
doing it' is not distinct from the kt of ktumak-eyo (poor-AI-(3))
'he is poor,' although the former is derived from /klht/ and the
latter from /k:t/; cf. n-kiht-=m-at-am-an 'I do not feel like
/ I
doing it,' n-k~tamak-ey 'I am poor.' In both cases, t is
phonetically lax after k, although t is generally tense in ht.
Second, the underlying presence of /h/ does not block the
application of Geminate Deletion in clusters derived from /ChC/.
This is particularly clear in cases involving /kw/. Surface
/kwkw/ is [k w] in wikw-kwpt (take(?)-ebb-(3)) 'the tide goes
out' (underlying /wihkw-ihk3t-w/) and ekw-kwe-po (stop-body-
sit-(3)) 'he stops being able to sit up' (underlying /ehkw-
ohkwe-apiw/), showing that Geminate Deletion and 'Leftward
Spreading have applied here as in other geminate clusters.
If the loss of woprd-initial /h/ after the deletion of a
preceding /a/ is still to be regarded as phonological, then we
will need a rule with the following effect:
(61) C
--- ) dI# 
_
h
Presumably such a rule could be collapsed with H-Deletion V as
follows:
(62) H-Deletion V (generalized)
C C
I---) c
h #
6.4.2 Generalising the synacope rules
Consider first the case of syncopating /a/ before /sO/.
Since /a/ and /3/ are the only syncopating vowels which occur in
this environment, they are also, by hypothesis, the only floating
vowels which occur here. Accordingly, all that we have to do to
allow for syncopating /a/ before /sC/ is to deneralize Schwa
Deletion I so that it will delete any floating vowel before an
obstruent, not just floating /a/. This change in the statement
of the rule in fact constitutes a simplification, since the
target can now be specifed simply as [-consonantal]; more
features are required to restrict the rule to floating vowel'"of
a particular quality. If we use the symbol "v" as a notation for
[-consonantal], the generalized version of Schwa Deletion I may
be stated as follows:
(63) Syncope I
S-- $ / ___ [-sonorant]
Syncope I will delete the /a/ of /-askot-/ 'field' in kin-
skot-e (large-field-II-(3)) 'it is a big field, ' just as it
deletes the /9/ of /m sk-/ 'find' in psak-m-an (find-TI-1-(SUBJ))
'if I find it.' The syllabified underlying form of kinskote,
ignoring the suffix, is (64a). Since floating /a/ precedes an
obstruent here, it is deleted, giving (64b). Syllabification of
/e/ by the late rule which incorporates this rule into a
Following syllable ultimately completes the derivation.
(64) a. o o
C VC C C VC V
I I 1 1 1
k i n s k o t e
b. e 4' 0"
The simplest way to allow for the deletion of unstreseable
/i/, /a/, and /o/ before /hC/ is to generalize Schwa Deletion II
in a parallel fashion:
6-
(65) Syncope II
Q -- $/ h
This rule will delete any floating vowel before /h/. All of the
Passamaquoddy vowels except /e/ have floating counterparts in
this environment.
Of course this solution would in principle also permit
syncope before /hC/ where C is a sonorant, and no cases of this
kind are attested. It is not clear that a linguistically
significant generalization is involved here, however. All of the
h-sonorant clusters of Passamaquoddy are rare in underlying
forms, and all appear to be historically the result of syncope.
In any case, it would be easy to restrict syncope before /hC/ to
cases in which C is an obstruent by modifying Syncope I instead
of Schwa Deletion II so that it would carry out the required
deletions. We would only need to allow for an optional /h/ in
the structural description of Syncope I, as shown in (66).
(66) ®m---> 
___ (h) [-sonorant]
Since this move requires us to complicate our analysis, however,
and since no significant empirical issues appear to be involved,
I will adopt (65) instead.
Given the hypothesis that syncopating /i/, /a/, and /o/ are
underlying floating vowels, Syncope II will correctly account for
deletion in forms like kis-kat (past-ebb-(3)) 'It is low tide,'
/ /emek-te (below-located-(3)) 'it is down below,' and ekw-kwe-po
(stop-body-elt-(3)) 'he stops being able to sit up.'
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The first of these forms has the representation shoen in
(67a) after the application of Final Syllable Epenthesis.
Syncope II derives (67b), from which H-Deletion V gives (670).
(67) a. d
CVC CCVC
kc s ia h  k t
C Vo C C C V
I I I II 1 9
k i ! h ki t
c. 4 d"
k 1 k "t
The syllabifled underlying form of emek-te is (68a). (For
/hk/ in /emehk-/, of. emehkew 'down below, downstairs.) Synoope
II yields (68b), a structure to which both H-Deletion III and H-
Deletion V are applicable. Their output is (68c).
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(68) a. ' r 4
VC VC C C C VI I I I I
emehk h te
0 e. r r a
VC VCCC V
emekt e
After the application ofFinal Syllable Epenthesis, (69a) is
the representation of ekwookwe-po. Synrrocope II gives (69b), H-
Deletion II and H-Deletion V give (69c), and Geminate Deletion
followed by Leftward Spreading gives (69d). Word-final /'w/ is
realized as o, and /0/ is deleted after /e/ by Vowel Elision, so
that we ultimately derive (69e).
(69) a. r
e hkwo hkwebpVw
b. r AT A
VC C C C V C VC
ehkwhkwei p? w
b. Q < <
V C CV O VO
ekwkwelpw
•;% 1
d r Q
V C C V C
k wea3p3w
I \/ I I I
. a""yC C VCVe k wepo
Within this framework, the retention of synoopating /i/,
/4/, or /0/ where deletion is expected can be seen as the result
of reanalysis of an underlying floating vowel as an underlyin5
full vowel, one which is linked with a V-slot. It follows that
any / a/, /  or /o/ which is retained where syncope would be
permitted will be treated as stressable. This prediction is
correct.
6.4.3 V-Epenthesis
If we generalize V-Epenthesis as well as Schwa Deletion I
and Schwa Deletion II so that it will apply to any floating
vowel, then we can use this rule to account for the effects of
clusters on syncope of underlyingly unstressable /1/, /a/, and
/o/ and to accommodate the participation of these vowels in the
assignment of alternating stressabil ity. V-Epenthesis is
modified as required in (70),
. 9 -
(70) V-Epenthesis (generalized)
V C'
v X
(Left-to-right iterative)
Given (71a) as the underlying form of sakh-ahte (into.view-
located-(3)) 'it protrudes into view,' the /h/ of /sakh-/ cannot
initially be syllabified. Generalized V-Epenthesis will
therefore insert a V-slot after the C associated with this
segmentm, since there is a floating /a/ in this position. Once
the /a/ of /-ahte-/ is associated with a V-slot, it cannot be
deleted by Syncope II.
(71) a. r (
C VCC CCV
I III II I
s ak h a h t e
C VC C VC C V
I II 9I I
s a k h a h t e
Thus we have an explanation for the contrast between emek-te,
with syncope after /hk/, and sakh-ahte, with retention of /a/
after /kh/: the cluster /hk/ can be fully syllabified with a
preceding vowel; the cluster /kh/ cannot.
The role of generalized V-Epenthesis is determining
alternating stressability can be observed by comparing the
derivations of ahsw-Icl3k-ahte (across-messy-located-(3)) 'it is
flopped over to one side' and (kweni) al-csk-te-k (while around-
messy-located-3IN) '(while) they (in.) are lying around dirty.'
The syllabified underlying representation of the first of
these examples is (72a). The flrswt application of generalized
V-Epenthesis gives (72b); the second yields (72c).
(72) a. A
vcC C C C CCV
I II I I Ill
a h s w c a k a h t e
a h eV w ec k a h te
.r a
vc C cvc cv ccv
III I 1 (5
a h s w V oc kah te
The resulting structure is the input to stress assignment: both
the first /3/ of /-ac•k-/ and the /a/ of /-ahte-/ are stressable,
but only the latter receives stress by the Alternating Stress
Rule. Thye second /I/ of /-8c3k-/ was noted in 5.2.7 as an
exception to Schwa Deletion I. In the terms of the present
discussion, this vowel must be marked as an exception to Syncope
II. Since no vowel in (720) undergoes suyncope, Schwa Support
and resyllabification convert this structure into (73), the
correct surface representation for hhaw-acak-ahte.
re# A
VC C VTC VC YC C C V
a h s w 2 c kah te
The syllabified underlying representation of al-cak-te-k is
(74a). Here generalized V-Epenthesia is applicable only once,
since the only C-slot which remains unsyllabified in (74b) is not
followed by a floating vowel. The first /9/ of /-3c!k-/ is
deleted by Syncope I, while the /a/ of /-ahte-/ is eliminated by
Syncope II. The resulting structure is (74o).
(74) a. *r FA A
VC C C C.
I I ( I I I I
a 1 c k a h t e
b. I rA /T, A
VC C V C C CV
I I I I III
a 1 c k a h t e
c. a T "r
II I Icoo v
a 1 c k h t e
H-Deletion V then deletes the /h/ of /-ahte-/ to derive the
correct surface form.
In these examples with /-ahte-/, syncopating /a/ occurs as
the last vowel of a series within which alternating streseability
holds. Syncopating /1/, /a/, and /o/ can also participate in
alternating stressability in initial or medial positions in such
a series. The role of generalized V-Epenthesis in these cases
,' ePRo
can be seen by comparing the derivations of nat-kow-a-l (go-
by.body-DIR-3.0BV) 'he goes right to the other' and ht-ahsaw-
ihklw-a-4 (3-across-by.body-DIR-3.0BV) 'he covers the other with
his body.'
The underlying representation of nat-kow-a-l is (75a), after
/-al/ 3.OBV is reduced to /-1/. Because both of the vowels of /-
lhkaw-/ are underlyingly unstressable, neither C of the cluster
/hk/ in this final is initially syllabified. The first of these
slots is not a potential target of V-Epenthesis, but the second
is. Application of this rule derives (75b). Syncope II and H-
Deletion V give (75c). Extrasyllabic initial /w/ is removed by
W-Deletion (5.3.6) and stressable /f/ is realized as o before w.
(75) a.
b.
! !! !
I II
w nat
w nat
cc cvc
II I I I
i hk w al
c c"
A /CC \VC VC
i hk wa l
c. a g
C VC C VC VC
wnAkt ,iwL!
The underlying form of ht-ahsaw-ihkw-a-l
leftmost unsyllabifled C-aslot here which is
floating vowel is the one which Is linked
/ahsew-/. This C' triggers V-Epenthesise, giving
is (76a). The
followed by a
to the /w/ of
(76b).
Cer e
(76) a.
C C V C C C CC CVC
i 9 I i 1 II II
w t a h sI w i hk w a
CC VCC C VCC C VCI I Il II I I  I I I I
wt ahs w i hk a wal
The /I/ of /-lhkaw-/ is now associated with a V-slot, so it is
stressable. Because both segments in the cluster /hk/ can be
syllabified with this vowel, V-Epenthesis does not apply again,
and the /3/ of /-ihkew-/ remains unstressable. Stress is
assigned to the initial and penultimate syllables of (76b). The
result is antepenultimate stress in ht-ahsaw-ihkcw-a-1 after
Schwa Support converts (76b) to (77).
(77) 4 " ora"
C C VC C C VC V C
wta hs w I hk wal
Initial Devoicing gives h for extrasyllabic initial /w/.
6.4.4 Idiosyncrasies in underlying syllabification?
As I noted in 6.1, /1/ is subject to syncope after /ss/,
contrary to our expectations, in the verb cas-takw-so 'he talks
constantly, annoyingly,' apparently from /cass-i htakw-asi-w/
(bother-sound-Al-(3)). We do not want to say that the stem of
this verb is unanalyzable, since /cese-/ and /-ihtakw-/ may be
E' rM
separated to make intensive pejorative forms, even when the stem
has the shifted meaning 'shut up': corresponding to ces-takw$
S f W 1
'shut (sg.) up!' we have c9as-"like-htakw-s 'shut (sg.) up, damn
It!' (the latter with regular loss of unstressable /i/ after a
vowel). Ordinarily, however, an underlyingly unstressable vowel
becomes stressable after a geminate cluster, as does the /i/ of
/-ihkaw-/, for example, in ht-ass-lhkaw-a-l (3-meet-by.body-
DIR-3.OBV) 'he meets the other.'
In 5.2.12, apparent cases of syncope after /pp/ in
derivatives of /kgpp-/ 'close' were shown to result from the
existence of an alternate form /klp-/, with non-geminate /p/. An
analysis in terms of non-phonological stem allomorphy was
suggested for cases of apparent syncope after /es/ in inflected
forms of /eskatasasalk/ 'cucumber.' Neither type of account is
available, however, In the analysis of cas-takw-so: /ceas-/
'bother' consistently shows up with /ss/ where it precedes a
vowel, and we would expect connective /I/ to be used after
/css-/ before an underlyingly consonant-initial allomorph of /-
ihtakw-/. Nor can we derive the /Iss/ of' /css-/ from /ihs/,
after which underlyingly unstressable /I/ could remain
unstressable. The Changed from of /cass-/ is /cess-/, showing
that /sS/ is basic in this root: ceael-nakw-si-t (both-look-
AI-3AN) 'he who is a nuisance.' (Syncope is possible after
/cess-/ as well as after /cass-/: ces-takw-sI-o-lkk (bother-
sound-AI-3AN-33PROX) 'they (du., abs. ) who were talking
constantly.')
The seemingly anomolous syncope in cas-takw-so can be
aQcommodated without complicating our analysis of V-slot
epenthesis if we suppose that a certain amount of idiosyncratic
information about syllabification may be represented in lexical
entries. In particular, let us suppose that the second C-slot
assopciated with the segment /s/ in /clss-/ is syllabified with
the preceding vowel in the underlying form of this morpheme. The
syllabified underlying form of caetakwso will then be as shown in
(78), the rest of the syllable structure shown here being that
provided by the basic syllabification rules.
(78) C C C0000/t- /,
C VC C C C V C C VCI I II I I I
c2 a h tak w s i w
We might, in fact, suppose that underlying forms of words are
ordinarily listed in the lexicon with the syllabification
required by the basic syllabification rules. These rules could
then be taken to function as redundancy rules over lexical
entries, as well as applying in the course of derivations. The
second association line for the /ss/ of /cass-/ in (78) would
entail an extra cost for the lexical entry for castakwso, since
it is not given by the basic syllabification rules.
If (78) is the underlying representation of cstakwso, the
the second C-slot of the geminate cluster in /coas-/ is not a
possible trigger generalized V-Epenthesis, since it is never
unsyllabified. Syncope after /cess-/ thus falls into line with
other cases of syncope.
Of course, if idiosyncratic underlying syllabification in
/clss-/ is the explanation for syncope in costakwso, then we
might expect to find evidence of exceptional underlying
syllabification in other dervatives of this root. There does,
indeed, appear to be such evidence. For example, the '/V/ of
/-4we-/ 'animal' remains unstressable and may be phonetically
/deleted after the /es/ of /coss-/ in case-wwe-wi-hke (bother-
animal-DA-much-(3)) 'there are a lot of mosquitoes' (cf. coss-o
o
'mosquito,' h-csss-Owe-m-al 'his mosquito'). A comparable
idiosyncrasy in the underlying representation of /kass-/ 'wash'
may be responsible for the possibility of syncope in kas-tak-sni-
ke 'he washes clothes,' if this is derived from /k@as-atak-ani-
ke-w/ (wash-line-by. hand-AI-3); cf. kossi-cawe-ni-ke (wash-dish-
by.hand-AI-(3)) 'he washes dishes.'
6.4.5 Intial Syllable Epentheals
It is a striking fact about syncopating /i/, /a/, and /o/
that they play the same role as underlying unstressable /2/ in
determining stressability when they appear as V in word-initial
/(C)' [+sonorant]2 V/. Nothing needs to be changed in the
statement of Initial Syllable Epenthesis to account for this
fact, once we decide to represent syncopating /1/, /a/, and /o/
as underlying floating vowels, since the non-syllabic sonorant in
word-initial sequences of this type will always be
unsyllabifiable when it is flanked by floating vowels, regardless
of their quality. It would, of course, be possible to generalize
Initial Syllable Epenthesis so80 that it could provide a slot for a
vowel of any quality. Since syncopating /i/, /a/, and /o/ do not
occur before sonorants, however, such a revision would have no
empirical consequences.
The derivation of tam-te-hsan (in.two-.strike-lie-(3)) 'it
strikes something and breaks' will serve to illustrate the
interaction of Initial Syllable Epenthesis with our revised rules
of syncope. Following the application of Final Syllable
Epenthesis, the representation of this word is that shown in
(79a). Initial Syllable Epenthesis provides a V-slot for the /9/
of /tem-/, permitting the syllabification of the following /m/,
as shown in (79b). Generalized V-Epenthesis is therefor
inapplicable, so Syncope I deletes the /i/ of /-ihte-/, H-
Deletion V eliminates the following /h/, and we are left with
(790).
(79) a. 7" rA1\ /A
C C C C VC C VC
I I I I I I
Vt0 m i h t e h es n
b. a 0 '
CVC C 0 VC O VCO
itI II I •! I1
t) m i h te h s n
C. r- C 6"
o VC C VC C VC
I Iivlhlf
ti m t e h s n
Consider, now, the effect on the applicability of Initial
Syllable Epentheela when a syncopating vowel is reanalyzed as
inherently streesable in word-initial /(C)a [+sonorant] V/. The
stem /tl-ahk mik-sil-/ 'ein thus,' for example, has variants with
syncopating and nor-syncopating ia/. (For the analysis of this
stem, see note 4.) If the syncopating vowel is an underlying
floating vowel and its non-alternating counterpart has an
underlying V-slot, then 'he sins thus' will have the alternative
underlying forms shown in (80).
a-r
(80) a. AN
C CC CVC CVC
1I I (I I Ilk
b. of /hkmk/ remains unstressable. After synope,
si a hk8 ml k3s w
The unsyllablfied /1/ in (POa) will trigger Initial Syllable
Epenthesis, so the /3/ of /al-/ becomes stressable in this case
and the /a/ of /-hkamlk-/ remains unstressable. After syncope,
we obtain al-kamik-so. Initial Syllable is not applicable in
(80b), however, since the /1/ of /91-/ can be syllabified here
with the /a/ of /-ahk mik-/. Word-initial unstressed /a/ is
eliminated by Schwa DeletionV and the word surfaces as l-ahlcmlk-
so. Thus variation in the applicability of Initial Syllable
Epenthesls in cases of this kind need not be interpreted as
variation in the form or obligatoriness of the rule. The
observed variatio: simply reflects the fact that the reanalysis
of underlying unstressable /1/, /a/, and /o/ as inherently
stressable vowels is incomplete and has led speakers to set up
alternative underlying forms for many morphemes.
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6.4.6 Final Syllable Epenthesis
The statement of Final Syllable Epenthesls given in 4.5 must
be amended in two ways to aocoount for the alternation between a
and zero seen in forms like el-snok-ah-k (thus-event-II-3IN)
'that whioh happens' and el-anok-k-apn (thus-event-(II)-3IN-
PRET) 'that which happened.' The rule must be generalized so
that it applies to floating /a/ as well as to floating /0/. It
must also be formulated to permit a final cluster as well as a
single word-final C. A revised statement of the rule is given in
(81).
(81) Final Syllable Epenthesis
V C
9! --- ? U !I #
v __ X
Given (82a) as the underlying representation of ei-lnok-ah-
k, Final Syllable Epenthesis as revised will derive (82b). Singe
/a/ Is no longer a floating vowel in this stucture, it is not
subject to syncope here.
w643 -
(82) a. "
VC CVC cc
e 1 no k ahk
b. r" r" 0"A AAN
e n cocc h k
e 9 -
In forms like el~-nok-k-•ap n which contain further suffixes,
Final Syllable Epenthesis is not applicable, so /a/ remains a
floating vowel and undergoes syncope. The element /-ah-/ has an
alternative underlying form, however, in which /a/ Is associated
with a V-slot. The /a/ of this variant does not undergo Syncope
II even in suffixed forms, so that we also find unsyncopated
examples like *l-)nok-a-k-epspn (thuo-event-II-3IN-PRET-
DUBIT-(SUBJ)) 'if is had happened.'
6.4.7 8-8S Epenthesia
Unlike the other rules of V-slot epenthesis, which either
must or may be formulated to apply to any floating vowel, S-HS
Epenthesis must not be generalized to apply to floating vowels
other than /a/. While /f/ is always stressable between /s/ and
/he/, /a/ may remain unstressable in this environment and undergo
Synoope II. (There are no relevant examples Involving floating
// or Io/.) Thus we have h-kre-aem-a-l (3-past-feed-DIR-3.0BV)
'he fed the other,' from /w-kis-ahs9m-a-Il/, and h-kis-sihpil-a-1
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(3-past-give.medicine-DIR-3.0BV) 'he gave the other medicine,'
from /w-kis-ahsihpil-a- 1/.
As usual, there are variants with stressable /a/ in placc of
syncopating /a/: h-kis-ahsam-a-l 'he fed the other.' There is no
reason to suppose that S-HS Epenthesis has applied in the
derivation of such a form, however. Certainly /ahsam-/ 'feed' is
well attested in other environments with inherently stressable
/8/.
6.5 An abstract alternative
We noted at the beginning of this chapter that syncopating a
is found only before hC and sC, where C is an obstruent, and
syncopating I and o only before hC. The account of these
segments which I have developed in the preceding section provides
no explanation for this restricted distribution. The abstract
analysis which Sherwood (1983b:32-33, 39-42) is of interest in
this connection, since it suggests a principled basis some of the
observed restrictions, but there are both methodological and
empirical problems for his analysis which suggest that it cannot
be maintained. It appears that the distribution of synoopating
i, a, and o in Passamaquoddy may in fact be arbitrary from a
synchronic point of view.
In Sherwood's proposal, cases of syncope involving 1 and a
are integrated into the larger system of syncope by setting up
underlying /p/ for synoopating i and underlying /~/ for
syncopating a. As I noted In 5.2.13, Sherwood also sets up /Ia/
for ocourrences of surface ) which do not alternate with zero
before obetruents. In the analysis which I have offered, these
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non-synoopating schwas are derived from /8/ but are either marked
as exceptions to Schwa Deletion I (Syncope I) or treated 'as
inherently stressable, according to their behavior in stress
assignment.
In Sherwood's analysis, "weak" /9/ and /a/ are both subject
to synoope before /hC/. Where syncope does not take place, /a/
becomes i before /hC/, while /l/ is "lengthened" to a in this
environment. Any /a/ which remains after syncope in other
environments is changed to *_ by a rule of absolute
neutral I zation.
Now surface I which alternates with zero may precedes /sC/:
mwek-9m-In ((3)-find-TI-31N) 'he finds it,' but pakvam-an (find-
TI-1-(SUBJ)) 'if I find it.' Sherwood sets up underlying /a/ in
these cases: /mfsk-/ 'find.' Presumably, then, we should set up
underlying /a/ for syncopating a before /sC/ in the system which
he has proposed, although he does not discuss these cases. The
lengthening of /1/ must accordingly be extended to apply before
/sC/ as well as before /hC/.9
Sherwood's proposals also do not cover synoopating o. As we
will see below, it is not clear that his analysis can be extended
to handle this type of syncope in any natural manner.
A few words about the history of the Maliseet-Passamaquoddy
vowel system may help to explain the rationale for Sherwood's
analysis. The Proto-Algonqulan vowel system shown in (83) was
replaced by the Proto-Eastern Algonquian system shown in (84)
through the lose of the length distinction in the high vowels and
the change of PA *! to PEA *9 (Goddard 1980).10
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(83) Proto-Algonquian
i o i i  0
e a e' a*
(84) Proto-Eastern Algonquian
T
a e a
In the development of Maliseet-Passamaquoddy from PEA, *)
was lost in weak positions before obstruents, but *a was
regularly retained in this environment, except where the
consonant preceding *a was identical with that which followed it.
Where *0 and *a were not subject to a variety of special
treatments, they eventually merged as 9, giving rise to the
contemporary situation in which some unstressable schwas
alternate with zero before obstruents while others do not. By
setting up an underlying distinction between /9/ and /a/,
Sherwood restores the original conditioning factors for syncope
in this environment. '(Presumably the inherently stressabie
schwas of the contemporary language reflect perturbations of the
original treatment of the historically short vowels.)
Both PEA *_ and PEA *a were lost in weak positions before
clusters which give Maliseet-Passamaquoddy hC. For the most
part, *! which remained before these clusters merged with *i as
i, while *a which remained in this environment merged with *a as
a. Thus PA *me~kw- 'red' gives Passamaquoddy -mihkw- in n-mihkw-
( /si (l-red-AI) 'I am red' but mkw- in mkw-exo (red-AI-(3)) 'he Is
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red.' 1 1  PA *tahk- 'cool' gives -tahk- in k-tahk-ey (2-cold-AI)
'you (sg.) are cold (to the touch)' but tik- in tk-eyo (cold-
AI-(3)) 'he is cold (to the touch).' Sherwood's analysis
duplicates these historical developments by setting up /3/ and
/a/ before /hC/, letting both vowels undergo syncope in this
environment, and postulating rules which merge /9/ with /i/ and
/a/ with /a/ as required.
The alternations which Sherwood does not consider represent
additional historical complications. PEA *9 merged with *o
instead of *I in strong posultins before some *ww-final clusters.
Thus PA *atehkwa 'caribou' gives Passamaquoddy *tohk 'deer.' The
result was an alternation between o and zero in this word, as#" -
shown by ht-Itk-om-9l, origilially 'his deer' but now specialized
in meaning as 'his buck.' In this case, alternation was
eliminated through the creation of a new possessed form
ht-Vtohk-am-2l 'his deer'; but the alternation between
-ohke-/-ohkwe- and -kwe- in the medial 'body' presumably reflects
the rounding of PEA *9. (The apparent o/zero alternation in /-
ohke-/ 'acquire' must reflect reanalysis rather than phonetic
change. Bloomfield reconstructs PA *-ehke - as a final by which
"verbs of gathering and producing are derived from nouns"
(1946:108).)
PA *e has become a rather than I before sC in a few
morphemes (perhaps only where it was word-initial, with later
generalization to medial occurrences of initial elements). Thus
PA *ees
-
'up above' gives Passamaquoddy 
-asp- in nt-asp-op (1-
high-sit) 'I sit up high.' Here a continues to alternate after
the fashion of *j: asp5.o (high-sit-(3)) 'he site up high.' If
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we set up underlying /asp-/ for contemporary Passamaquoddy in
accordance with the extension )f Sherwood's system proposed
above, then at least this case of /a/ will reflect a
restructuring of underlying forms in the course of the history of
the language. For the most part, however, the underlying forms
assumed in Sherwood's analysis faithfully reflect the vowels
reconstructed for PEA.
One problem with Sherwood's approach from a synchronic point
of view is that the roles assigned to /8/ and /4/ are essentially
arbitrary. These two underlying segments could in fact be
interchanged everywhere before /hC/ and /sC/ without requiring
any significant complication of the analysis. Both are subject
to syncope in these environments, so the rules which carry out
syncope would not have to be changed. All that we would need to
do is to take /Ia/ instead of /!/ to i before /hC/ and take /a/
instead of /a/ to a before /hC/ and /sC/. Underlying /a/ would
then give ! before /sC/ by the context-free rule which merges /'/
with /9/. (We could make this alternative analysis look more
natural by renaminj "*" as "I." We could then speak of rules
which "lengthen" /I/ to i or "back" /i/ toa.)
The reason that such a switch would be possible is that the
segment which underlies syncopating ± surfaces only as i and the
segment which underlies syncopating a surfaces only as a.
Underlying /2/ before /hC/ and underlying / / before /hC/ and
/eC/ have nothing in common with /t/ and /'/ in other
environments except the fact that the participate in
stressability alternations and syncope. (While /a/ does not
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undergo pre-obstruent syncope in Sherwood's analysis, several of
his other syncope rules apply to either /8/ or /a/.)
It might be argued that the same underlying vowel surfaces
as either 9 or a in those II finals in which t or) n is replaced
by ah before -k 3IN. Sherwood in fact sets up underlying /at/
and /Kn/ here, thus attributing the vowel alternations in these
morphemes to the phonological effects of the consonant mutations.
The fact that 9_ is an exception to pre-obstruent syncope in -Lt-
is consistent with his claim that this vowel is derived from
underlying /a/ and thus offers support for the hypothesis that
/%/ is the phonological source of syncopating a. But 3 is
consistently treated as an unstressable vowel in the allomorphs
of the finals in question in which we find -at- and -'an-, while
the a of their allomophs before -k is optionally treated as
inherently stressable. Thus the relationship between a and a in
these morphemes is not in fact phonologically regular. In any
case, little complexity is added to the grammar if we state
allomorphy rules for the appropriate finals in which /)t/ or /An/
is directly replaced by /ah/, rather than rules in which /at/ or
/an/ is replaced bby /Ah/.
Sherwood uses the distinction between Ia/ and /a/ to
distinguish among various inflectional suffixes in formulating a
number of minor rules. In some cases, the applicability of one
or another of these rules might be taken to provide evidence for
the underlying identity of particular syncopating vowels. As one
might expect, however, there is a great deal of variation among
speakers In the details of the phonology and morphology of the
inflectional system. Many of teh rules which Sherwood considers
are clearly morphologically governed, and it seems likely that
morphological conditions may or must replace reference¾-to the-
distinction between /9/ and /a/ in the rules in question.
Thus it appears that there is little or nothing in the
phonology of Passamaquoddy to suggest that syncopating i and a
are anything other than /i/ and /a/. As we will see in the
following section, synoopating I even patterns with non-
alternating I in triggering palatalization of root-final /t/ to c
-- unhistorically, since PA *t was replaced by *c before *i_ , *1,
and *~, but not before e.
Syncopating o presents an even greater problem for
Sherwood's theory. While syncopating o is historically derived
from *_, the o of -ohkwe- 'body' cannot be synchronically derived
from /a/ by any general rule, since we find syncopating I before
hkw in -mlhkw- 'red.' Nor can the o of -ohkwe- be derived from
/a/, since syncopating a occurs before hkw in -tahkw- 'arrest.'
Sherwood's system provides two sources for syncopating vowels
before hC, but three distinct syncopating vowels occur before
hkwI.
Moreover, surface 3 also appears before hkw, although only
in the negative allomorphe of a few Conjunct verb suffixes: skat
l-ap ým-ake-.w hkw (not thus-look-TA-PASS-NEG-12NEG-(SUBJ) ) ' if
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we (inc.) are not looked at,' skat l-ap-am-inamahkw (not thue-
look-TA-3(3)/1plNEG-(SUBJ)) 'If he/they does/do not look at us
(mino. or exc.).' If we adopt Sherwood's analysis for
Passamaquoddy, these suffixes must be marked as exceptions either
to the rule which fronts /4/ to I or to the rule which lengthens
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/O/ to a, depending on our choice of underlying /8/ or /a/ for
surface 9 before hkw.
The suffixes -ahkw and -inamahkw of the negative Conjunct
paradigms correspond to -akw and -insmOt in the positive
paradigms. Several other suffixes follow similar patterns of
allomorphy: -ek 11 ~ -ehk or -ehkw 11NEG, -ekw 22 ~ -ehkw 22 NEG.
The source of this pattern may have been third person forms in
which -t 3AN alternates with -h-kw NEG-3AN, since -t is replaced
by -wk after a non-syllabic within the positive paradigm, and both
-_h- and the rounding of kw in -h-kw presumably reflect the former
occurrence of the negative morpheme -w- in some way. The
extension of h and the alternations t ~ kw and (for some speakers
only) k ~ kw to other endings in these paradigms appears to be
the result of recent innovations, however. Passamaquoddy -3kw 12
represents pre-Maliseet-Passamaquoddy *-takw, from PA *- nkw
(Bloomfield 1946:101). But pre-Maliseet-Passamaquoddy **-ahkw
would give -ahkw, not -Shkw. Thus the extension of h into the
ending -w-whkw must be more recent than the change of *a to
Mali seet-Passamaquoddy 3. 12
The alternation -tkw ~ -ahkw would be easy to accommodate
within Sherwood's system. We would simply postulate underlying
/-4kw/ /-4 hkw/. (In fact Sherwood does set up /-Zakw/ for 4kw,
appropriately, given his assumptions, since the 3 of -4kw is
inherently stressable in contemporary Passamaquoddy.) The fact
that Passamaquoddy could innovate -ahkw as the negative
counterpart of -4kw suggests that -4kw had already been
reanalyzed as /-)kw/ at the time of the change and that /BhC/ wap
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no longer being phonologically replaced by ihC at this point in
the history of the language.
Because syncopating o and surface l.j are rare, we cannot
claim to have overwhelming empirical evidence against an analysis
like Sherwood's which recapitulates the history of syncopating I
and a in the synchronic grammar of Passamaquoddy. The case
against such an approach does appear quite strong, however, when
these empirical problems are considered in conjunction with the
arbitrariness of the abstract solution and its heavy reliance on
opaque rules of neutralization.
Note, finally, that morphemes like /nikhapi.-/ 'blind,' -
akisin-/ 'shoe,' and /-atak-/ 'line, string,' in which
syncopating /1/ and /a/ appear in atypical environments, cease to
be problematic once we abandon the attempt to provide a
synchronic account of the distribution of these syncopating
vowels. Given the analysis of syncope presented in section 4, we
do not need to postulate ad hoc occurrences of /h/ in these
morphemes to account for the vowel/zero alternations which they
display. Syncopating I and a in these elements share a similar
history with other occurrences of syncopating I and a, but we are
free to attribute their deletion in the synchronic grammar of
Passamaquoddy to pre-obstruent syncope (Syncope I) rather than to
syncope before /h/ (Synoope II). (Of course it is also possible
that the speakers of Passamaquoddy have simply abandoned a
phonological analysis of the alternations in these morphemes.)
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6.6 Synocope and palatalization
The palatalization (or, more accurately, affrication) of /t/
to /c/ before /i/ has figured at several points in the discussion
of the last two chapters, notably in 4.2.2. There appear to be
at least three palatalization rules in Passamaquoddy, each of
which is subject to morphological restrictions. The most general
of these rules changes a root-final /t/ to /c/ befor, connective
/I/. A second rule is triggered by inflectional suffixes which
begin with /I/. A third rule changes /t/ to /c/ before a
synchronically arbitrary class of finals which begin with vowels
other than /I/.
Rather curiously, the rule which accounts for the
palatalization of root-final /t/ does not affect final /t/ in
complex initials and is not triggered by finals which begin with
stable /I/. Root-final /t/ is palatalized, however, before
medials and finals which begin with syncopating /i/ -- but only
when this vowel does not undergo syncope. When /i/ remains
unstressable and undergoes syncope, a preceding /t/ surfaces
unchanged. We are thus led to the conclusion that palatalization
must follow V-Epenthesis. This is a surprising result: since V-
Epenthesls can apparently be stated exclusively in phonological
terms, we might have expected it to follow a morphologically
governed palatalisation rule.
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6.6.1 Connective /I/
Connective /I/ regularly appears when an underlying sequence
of two segments associated with C-slots would otherwise occur at
a morpheme boundary within a stem. Comparable sequences of non-
syllabics which arise through the addition of inflectional
suffixes are broken up in a variety of ways. The most general
rules for such combinations insert epenthetic /a/ or epenthetic
/o/. These rules are discussed in the following chapter. A few
derivational suffixes, including the reflexive and reciprocal
finals /-si-/ and /-ti-/, pattern like inflectional suffixes in
requiring epenthetic /3/ or /o/ rather than connective /1/ after
a non-syllabic.
The use of connective /i/ after the roots /pam-/ 'along' and
/at31-/ 'ongoing' is illustrated in (85) and (86). The examples
in (85) show /pam-/ before a vowel-initial morpheme, then the
final /-katan-/ 'year' after a vowel-final root, and then the
combination of /ptm-/ with /-kat2n-/, which is made with
connective /1/. The examples in (86) show /,tatl-/ before -a
vowel, then the final /-ne-/ 'die' after a vowel, and finally the
combination of /*tt-/ with /-ne-/.
(85) a. p3m-apt-ahso
along-track-AI-(3)
'he tracks (a person, an animal, etc.)'
b. maoe-katI-k
start-year-3 IN-(PERF)
'next year'
c. prSma-klt9n
along-year-(3)
'the year goes on'
/ I
(86) a. &il-apt-ahao
ongoing-track-AI-(3)
'he is tracking (a person, an animal, etc.)'
b. mtte-ne
be.heard-dIe-(3)
'he is heard daing'
0 o
c. tll -ne
ongoing-die-(3)
'he is dying'
The phonological conditions which govern the use of
connective /1/ suggest that this element is inbrted by a rule of
epenthesis like that stated in (87).
(87) Insertion of Connective /1/
V C C
i--.7 / I I
i I +Y
Moiphological conditions must be placed on this rule, however, to
prevent it from applying before inflectional suffixes or before
derivational .uIffixes like /-ai-/ and /-ti-/ whloh require other
w~gethetic vowels.
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The variables X and Y are 'required in the statement of (87)
to prevent the introduction of connective /1/ before m'orphemes-
which begin with a floating vowel: connective /I/ is used only
when two non-syllablcs are adjacent across a morpheme boundary on
the segmental tier as well as on the CV tier. The effects of
this restriction are illustrated in (88) and (89). The forms in
(88) show that the root /kis-/ 'finished, past' adds connective
/1/ before a final which begins with a non-syllabio. Connective
/1/ is not added, however, before the finals /-Wpi-/ 'sit, be
located,' /-ihkat-/ 'ebb,' and /-ahte-/ 'be located,' despite the
fact that the initial segments of these morphemes are undelying
floating vowels. The /9/ of /-api-/ is an exception to Syncope
I, so that it surfaces as an unstressable vowel in (89a). The
/1/ of /-ihklt-/ and the /a/ of /-ahte-/ are deleted by Syncope
II in (89b) and (89c), so that a surface cluster in fact results
at the boundary between root and final.
(88) a. kis-ewesto
past-speak-(3)
'he talked'
b. m(ace-ko
start-grow-(3 )
'he grows up'
o. klsi-ko
flr.eshed-grow-(3)
'he is full grown'
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(89) a. kis-Ipo
finished-elt-(3 )
'it (an.) is finished'
b. kis-kkt
past-ebb-(3)
'it is low tide'
e. kle-te
finished-looated-(3)
'it is finished'
Connective /1/ is used not only after roots, but also after
initials whioh are derived from stems. These may be
monomorphemic, as in (90), or complex, as in (91). (The personal
prefix forms part of the stem of body-part verbs derived with /-
ne-/ 'ache'; see the discussion of these verbs in 5.4.2.)
(90) a. sokEl
' sugar'
b. sokpli-ne
sugar-ache- (3 )
'he has diabetes'
/ \(91) a. oal3k•ss
'ear'
b. h-callkssse-wi-ne
3-ear-DA-ache- (3)
'he has an earache'
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,Connective /1/ may also appear between an initial and a medial,
between two mediate, or between a medial and a final, whenever-
two segments associated with C-slots would otherwise be adjacent:
(92) a. apsi-kw-e
small-face-AI-(3)
'he has a small face'
/ F#b. kin-a]aki-kw-e
large-hole-face-(3)
'he has big eyes'
c. hkwtt-attki-ye
one-1I ne-go-(3)
'it is one string (e.g. of beads);
it has one strand'
of. (93) a. aps-alok-aso
small-hole-AI-(3)
'it (an.) has a small hole in it'
b. ape-atlk-se)-se-o
small-line-AI-DIM-AI-(3)
'he is thin (said of a snake, a string, etc.);
'he is skinny (said of a person)'
The TA stem /li-kpe-ihte-h-/ 'pound (as brown ash),' used as an
initial in (94a), contains an internal occurrence of connective
/i/, as a comparison with (94b) reveals. I assume that the /1/
oh /-hi-/ in these examples is also connective /i/, but I have
not recorded the final /-ke-/ in combinations in which it is not
preceded by /1/.
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(94) a, l1-kpe-hti-hi-ke
thus-brown.ash-strike-TA-AI-(3)
'he pounds brown ash'
b. mace-kpe-hti-ht-ke
start-brown.ash-TA-A- (3)
'he begins pounding brown ash'
Analysing connective /1/ as an eventhetio vowel not only
accounts for the distribution of this element, but also explains
why there is no class of initials which end in a non-syllabic but
regularly combine directly with a following morpheme which begins
with a non-syllabio. Some complex initials are problematic on
this account, however. Certain finals end in /i/ when they occur
as the last element of a stem, but appear to have basic forms
which lack this /i/ when they occur in the corresponding
initials, adding /I/ only before a non-syllabic. The final /-
kaplwi-/ 'stand,' for example, appears as such in (95a), but
shows up as /-kapow-/ in (95b) and apparently adds connective /1/
in (950).
(95) a. h-teheahkwi-kapwio-n
3-on. top-stand-PEG
'he stands on top of it'
b. h-kl a i-ka~-ehl-a-l
3-past-atand-TA-DIR-3 , OB V
'he stood up, erected the other'
c. wiwanwikapgwl-htaw-a-wa-w
(3)-around-stand-TA-DIR-33PROX-3. OBV
'they stand around the other'
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The reflsxive suffix /-5s-/ takes this form in (95a), lac4 -s /1/
in (96b), and appears with connective /1/ in (96c).13
(96) a. naol kls-pa-hl-ý i-n
(1 )-go wash-liqui (9 )-TA-REFLEX-SUBORD
'I will go and wash myself'
b. nt-3at)31-)kehkim--•h-3kkw
I -ongol ng-teaoh-REPLEX-TA-INV
'he (e.g. a dental student) is teaching himself
by working on me'( / /
c. w cohke-m-smi-kwt)n
help-TA-REPLEX-year- (3)
'the time has come when someone who has never
done things for himself starts to do so'
cf. d. kehk m-so
teaoh-REPLEX-(3)
'he teaches himself'
For initials formed with /-kapaw(I)-/ and /-s(i)-/, an
analysis in which /i/ is deleted before a vowel might appear to
be preferable to one in which /1/ is inserted before a non-
syllabic. Examples like (93) and (96) thus lend some
plausiblility to the idea that connective /1/ is always added to
initials which end in a non-syllabic when complex stems are
formed. The surface distribution of connective /i/, on this
account, would be due to deletion, rather than to epenthesis.
Note, however, that /i/ would have to be deleted before
floating vowels as well as before segments associated with V-
slots. Our notation for phonological rules makes it easy to
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state that a segment is associated with a C-slot, but makes it
difficult to state that a segment is not associated with a C-slot-
(i.e., is associated with a V-slot or is unaesociated). Thus a
rule which would delete /1/ as required would necessarily be more
complex than our insertion rule (87), at least as long as we are
framing it within the CV theory of the stressable/unstreseeable
distinction. I will accordingly assume that /1/ is in fact
epenthetic in finals like /-kaptw(i)-/ and /-s(1)-/ when they
occur in stem-internal positions.
In any case, a more common pattern of derivation from stems
which end in /i/ involves the use of the derivational affix /-
w-/, which may then be followed by connective /i/. The initials
in (97) correspond to the AI stems /katohpi-/ 'be hungry' and
/mlsahk-eyi-/ 'be sorry (about something).' Both show the
effectj of I-Mutation, which given /3/ for stem-final /i/ before
/-w-/.
(97) a. n-katohp#-wi-taha-s
I -hungry-DA-thi nk-AI
'I think I like the taste (of something)'
b. peahk-eyl-wi-nakw-7t
sorry-AI-DA-look-II-(3)
'it looks tragic, regrettable'
6.6.2 Palatalisation
Root-final /t/ is always replaced by a before connective
/1/, resulting in alternations like those shown in (98)-(100).
r- en
(98) a. pet--ote
arrive-move-(3)
'he moves (his household) in'
b. h-opec -ph-a-1l
3-arrive-carry-DIR-39. OBV
'he brings the other'
(99) a. meht-ewesto
finish-speak-(3)
'he finished speaking'
,p /
b. mehci-ne
finish-dle-(3)
'he dies'
(100) a. hkw/t-alaki-kw-esso
one-hole-face-move-(3)
'he winks'
b. hkwici-k4tan
one-year-(3)
'it is one year'
It is clear that /t/ rather than /c/ should be regarded as basic
in these alternations, since there are no roots in which /t/ is
not palatalized before connective /1/, but there are a few roots
like /mrec-/ 'bad' in which o appears in all environments:
e erO
(101) a. moc-alfk-aton-e
bad-hole-mouth-AI-(3)
'he has a dirty mouth (uses bad language)'
b. mloii-ko
bad-kind-(3)
'he is bad'
Roots like /mlc-/ would have to be marked as exceptions to any
rule which would derive /t/ from /c/, but present no problem for
a rule which derives /c/ from /t/.
Root-final /t/ es palatalized before syncopating /I/ as well
as before connective /I/, but only when /i/ is not deleted. The
result in stems like those shown in (102)-(104) is paradigmatic
alternations between t and c, as /I/ is deleted or retained
according to the shifting patterns of stressability.
(102) a. h-pbt-te-ulw-a-l
3-accildentally-strike-shoot-DIR-w3. OBV
'he accidentally shoots the other'
b. pc-ihte-law-a-t
accidentally-strike-shoot-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he accidentally shoots the other'
c. pet-te-l1w-a-t
aocidentally-atrike-shoot-DIR-3AN-(PER)
'when he aooidentally shot the other'
(103) a. n-ot-ti-hi-k
I -from-strike-TA-AI
'I win' -v~
b. hc-ihti-hi-ke
from-strike-TA-AI-(3)
'he wins!
c. wet-ti-hl-ke-t
from-st r i ke-TA-Al -3 AN
'he who wine'
(104) a. ho-ihkawato-w-3k
from-du .wal k-3 -33 PROX
'they (du.) come from there (on foot)'
b. wet-kawati-hti-t
fr om-du .wal k-33 PROX-3 AN
'they (du.) are coming from there (on foot)'
Of course, in most stems there is no paradigmatic variation in
the pattern of stressability. Underlying /t/ surfaces unchanged
throughout the paradigms of the verbs in (105).
(105) a. pet-kawato-w-Ok
arr I ve-du .wal k-3-33 PROX
'they (du.) arrive here by walking'
b. kwet-kawVto-w-;k
try-du. wal k-3-33 PROX
'they (du.) try to walk'
c. menakat-kawato-w-ak
qul et-du.walk-3-33 PROX
'they (du.) walk slowly'
Given this much information, a phonologloal statement of.
palatalisation appears straightforward. Rule (106) will derive
AAM
the right forms where root-final /t/ is followed, by connective
/i/ or synoopating /1/, provided that it is ordered after .V--
Epentheasi. 14  The order of (106) with respect to synoope is
unimportant: by requiring /I/ in the environment for the rule to
be associated with a V-slot, we assure that (106) will be
applicable in (197a) but not in (107b), even though floating /1/
has not yet been deleted in the latter. By requiring a morpheme
boundary before the triggering /1/, we also correctly prevent the
application of palatalisation in morpheme-internal /ti/ (of.
tihtiyae 'bluejay'). 15  (I assume that there are morpheme
boundaries on either ýide of connective /I/, by convention.)
(106) Palatalisation (preliminary statement)
C C V
I--- f\ / __ +v
t t 8 i
(107)Ita. t U"/TN A
C C VCC VC C VC VC
I j ! I ! I ( ! !t
.w t i h k a wa t wI k
(gives ho-lhkawato-wSk)
b. O W " a,"
b I! T ! ! (!r r
wetI hkaw t 1 h tit
(gives wet-kawati-hti-t)
Several considerations suggest that this analysis is too
simple, however. First, the /t/ of the personal prefixes is not
subject to palataliration before stems beginning with /1/:
(108) a. nt-ik3t3ham
I-yawn
'I yawn'
b. kt-iy-olti-ne-n
2-have-PL-3IN-1 1
'we (pl. inc.) have it'
c. ht-ipisl-m
3-eswitch-POSS
'his switch, whip'
Moreover, /t/ Is not palatalized before connective /1/ when it is
the last segment of an initial which is derived from a stem,
rather than the last segment of a root:
(109) a. w-ipiti-ne
3-tooth-ache- (3)
'he has a tooth ache'
of. b. w-ipit
3-tooth
'his tooth'
These restrictions may be accommodated by adding a morphological
condition to (106) as follows:
(110) Palatalization I
C C V
I --? /\ / + I
t t X i
Condition: /t/ belonge to a morpheme of the
oategory root.
Palatalization I will account for the change of /t/ to c in
particles and preverbs formed from roots by the addition of /-i/,
as well as the cases of palatalization within verb stem already
noted. The underlined items in (111) oorrerspond to roots in
final /t/ which were illustrated in (103c) and (1050).
(111) Ksa-ha menakac-l-w weo-i skat
in-go quiet-PART-PART from-PART not
tohk-m-a-w-at was-is.
awake-TA-DIR-NEG-2/3 (3) child-DIM.
'Go (sg.) in quietly so that you will not
wake the child.'
Palatalization in two other environments is not covered by rule
(110), however.
First, an additional rule is needed to account for the fact
that /t/ becomes /c/ before the participle endings which begin
with /i/, as shown in (112) and (113).
(112) a. et)l-alohke-t
ongo i ng-work-3 AN
'he who is working'
b. et1-4lohke-ii-c-ihi
ongo i ng-work-OBV-3AN-33 . OBYV
'they (du., obv.) who are working'
(113) a. nemi-y-okt-appn-ik
see-TA-I 1/3 (3 )-PRET-33PROX
'they whom we (exc.) see'
b. kist li-lpm*n-h- m-4w-okc-ik
paet thus-palnt-TI-TX-TA-I 1/3 (3 )-33PROX
'they whose (e.g. houses) we (exc.) painted'
While palatalization in participles has the same historical
origin as palatalization in roots, the two processes appear to be
formally independent in the synchronic grammar of Passamaquoddy.
The rule for participles may be stated as Palatalization II:
(114) Palatalization II
C C
I---> /\ / _ + i
t t 5
where /i/ belongs to one of the participle endings
/-/ll 3.0BV, /-il/ 33IN, /-ik/ 33PROX, /-thi/ 33.0BV,
etc.
Palatalization also takes place before a emall number of
finals which begin with /e/, including /-essl-/ AI and II 'move
rapidly' and the abstract finals /-ehl-/ TA, /-ehto-/ TI, and /-
eyl-/ AI and II, and the noun final /-eya-/. The examples in
(115) show /at-/ 'change,' /wikewat-/ 'enjoy' and /wlt-/ 'from'
with basic /t/ unpalatalized. Those il in (116) show the same
roots with c for /t/ before /e/.
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/ ,(115) a. at-ote
change-move- (3)
'he moves (changes residence)'
b. wikwat-ewesto
enjoy-speak-(3)
'he likes to talk'
c. ht-amihk- 4eso
from-up-move-(3)
'he gets up from there'
(116) a. ac-esso
change-move-(3)
'he, it moves to a different location'
b. ht-ac-ehl-a-1
3-change-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he changes, moves the other'
c. ht-ac-ehto-n
3-change-TI-3 IN
'he changes, moves it'
d. ecl-he wik wac-eyi-k
very-FUTURE enjoy-II-3IN
'it will be a lot of fun (Conjunct)'
e. hc-eya-k
from-NOUN. FINAL-33 PROX
'those (an.) from there'
Palatalization before /e/ is clearly not phonologically
predictable. Thus /meht-/ 'finish' and /wiklwat-/ 'enjoy'
surface with t before /-ewesto-/ 'speak' in (99a) and (115b).
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Both /nat-/ 'come, go' and /pet-/ 'arrive' retain /t/ before /e/
in (117a,b).
(117) a. nat-ewat-ow-a-n
(3)-go-arrange-TA-DIR-PEG
'he comes (or goes) and gets it for the other'
b. pet-ek-4po
arrive-esheet-elt- (3)
'it (an., cloth-like) comes to be located here'
One morpheme beginning with /o/ also triggers palatalization
of root-final /t/, the AI final /-ohse-/ 'walk.' Examples are
given in (118). The roots shown here appear with final /t/ in
(105).16
(118) a. pec-ohse
arrive-walk-(3)
'he comes walking'
b. kveco-ohe
try-walk-(3)
'he tries to walk'
c. menakac-ohse
quiet-walk-(3)
'he walks slowly'
Since the change of /t/ to /c/ in examples like (116) and
(118) is not triggered by //, it appears that a third
palatalization rule is required for these cases, which might be
stated as follows:
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(119) Palatalization III
C C
I----> /\ / __vt t s
where V belongs to a designated class of finals.
A final puzzsle is presented by the fact that finals which
begin with stable /I/ rather than syncopating /i/ do not trigger
palatalisation. There are very few basic finals of this type,
and most stems which begin with /I/ cannot be used as derived
finals. The failure of palatalisation in verbs of possession
like (120a) is probably to be expected, since the final /-i-/
forms stems from possessed themes, rather than from roots. But
surface hkwlt- 'one' is unexpected in (120b), since a suffix
-insk is easily identified in numbers: compare nf -insk 'twenty.'
(I assume the /1/ is not the connective vowel in (120b), since
root
there are otherwise no examples in which /t/ is retained before
A
connective /1/. For palatalization in /nakwat-/ 'one,' of.
(10Cb).)
(120) a. w-ipit-i-w
3-tooth-AI-3
'he has teeth'
b. hkwat-insk
one-ten
'ten'
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An interesting case is furnished by the verb /imlya-/
'pray.' While the independent stem of this verb begins wi-th /i/,
the corresponding final has the form /-miya-/:
(121) a. imlye
pray-(3)
'he prays'
b. mace-milye
start-pray-(3)
'he starts to pray'
Some speakers now make a distinction, however, between /-miya-/
'pray' and a new final /-imiya-/ 'attend church.' Connective /i/
is used with /-mlya-/, and triggers palatalization as expected.
But /-imlya-/ combines directly with roots which end in /t/ and
does not trigger palatalization. Thus for some speakers we find
the following contrast:
(122) a. wici-miye
with-pray-(3)
'he prays with others'
40 /
b. wit-lmiye
with-attend.church-(3)
'he attends church'
Since finals which begin with stable /i/ apparently do not
trlgger Palatalization I, it is possible that speakers also no
longer attz4bute palatalization before syncopating /i/ to this
rule. Morphemes like /-ihte-/ 'strike' and /-ihkawati-/ 'walk
(dual)' may have been reinterpreted as triggers of Palatalization
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Under either account however, the rule which is
responsible for the change of /t/ to /c/ before morphemee which-
begin with syncopating /i/ must be ordered after the rule which
determines alternating stressability (V-Epenthesis in the CV
framework), since palatalization must be restricted to cases in
which syncopating /i/ is retained on the surface.
-- Notes --
1. I have also heard [*.lbshta] as the Passamaquoddy
pronunciation of Alberta, used as a woman's name.
2. Both of these elements may be complex: the first perhaps
contains the II final /-0t-/, while the second is related in some
fasion to TA /-lhpawlla-/
3. Thus mAc-hkaw*to-w-Sk (with regular loss of unstressable
/1/ after a vowel) may mean either 'they (du.) set out on foot,
start walking' or 'they (du.), make each other go home by
accompanying each other'; cf. mgc•-hkbw-a-l 'he makes the other
go home by following him.'
4. Compare the particle and noun final /-ahkamikw/ 'land'
and the corresponding medial /-ahkamik-/, which sproadically
undergo syncope: ski.t-kmikw (surface-land) 'on earth,' kt-
ahkamikw (big-land) 'and 'expected), but h-kfht-ghkomIk-om T7-
big-Tland-POSS) 'his land (unexpected);, pt m-j mk-e-k (along-
land-II-3IN) 'lined up on the ground,' tetp-ahimik-je even-land-
II-(3)) 'it is flat land' (expected), but mTl-ahkamlk-e (various-
land-II-(3)) 'it is hilly land' (unexpected). . Etymologically
connected with this medial, the element /-ahkamik-/ in the
co plex /-ahkaml- si-/ 'sin' also optionally undergoes syncope:
ahkamfk-so Ri-kami-sso 'he sins thus.' (This is PA *e.--
ahkamik-esTi'-w-a ( us-space-AI-3-3-3.AN.PROX) 'he carries on so(Broomf3feld 1946w:91, 117).)
5. Against such an analysis, however, is the fact that we
find skwatewahkesi- ~ -askwetewahk sl- ~ eskwtewahk sl- AI 'be
red hot,' a dervative of skw$t ' fire' (Leavitt and Francis
1984:90). -
6. I have also pecorde) maskasne 'he shoes stink,' an
irregular variant of msk-akasn-e (smelly-shoe-AI-(3)).
7. This view is supported by variation in he verbs il-kwe-
ln~ 1-ohke-hsin 'he lays his head down' and p-kw-hn (p-
I-hsin) 'Thei lays his head on something,' in whloh -kcwe-
-ohke- 'head' presumably represents the same original morphemie as
-kwe- ~ -ohkwe- 'body.'8. Chamberlain 1899) gives Maliseet "ki'-sok" 'day.'
/ 9. Not that inherently stressable I may precede /sC/:
cep-ýske-hte-hs n (separate-bone-strike-I ii-L(3)) 'it becomes
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IIII i nste aad.
dislocated (of a bone),' naskamaken 'metal disk worn as an
ornament.' But we cannot deTYWTve T from /a/ in such forms if /a/
surfaces as a before /sC/. Thus cases of this type provide clear-
evidence against an analysis like Sherwood's which does not
distinguish between inherently stressable ' and 3 which
exceptionally fails to undergo Syncope I.
10. I follow Goddard's convention here in using a raised dot
to indicate vowel length for PA but a macron for PEA. It has
been suggested that PEA made a distinction between lax and tense
vowels rather than one between short and long vowels. Certainly
the PEA system seems peculiarly skewed if a length distinction
was involved.
11. The PA reconstructions cited in this paragraph and the
next are all from Bloomfield (1946, nos. 68. 67. 174, and 21).
12. The use of -mhkw for -pkw in negative Conjucnt forms may
in fact reflect a change in progress. Some negative forms have
-6kw where one might have expected -lhkw: wecd skit tehki-m-a-
wjEw (from not awake-TA-DIR-NEG-12) so that? we (inc.) do not
awaken him.'
13. Note that -s-ah- in (96b) cannot be analyzed as -sa-h-
from /-si-h-/, with therTA final /-h-/ instead of /-ah-/, since
(1)/-h-/ is replaced by /-y-/ after /1/ and (2) /i/ is not
subject to assimilation to a following vowel across /h/.
14. Although the analysis of c as a sequence on the
segmental tier seems well motivated on other grounds, it makes an
affrication rule like (106) appear quite awkward and arbitrary.
Since this is a problem for the CV framework itself, however,
rather than specifically a problem for the analysis of
Passamaquoddy, I will have nothing more to say about this matter
here.
15. It is not sufficient to restrict palatalization to
"derived environments." Palatalization does not take place
within a, morpheme even before /1/ derived from /e/ by E-Mutation,
as in walytfi-• k 'plates, bowls, etc,' (stem /walate-/). For a
discusslon of -Emutation, see 8.3.
16. The final /-ohse-/ appears as /-wee-/ after roots ending
in /a/ or /e/. Nonetheless, there appears to be no motivation
for an analysis which would derive the /o/ of /-ohse-/ via
mutation of connective 1/ before the /w/ of /-wse-/. Other
finals beginning with /w/ do not alternate. 4For example,
connective /h/ surfaces unmodified in p ci-wehae (arrive-
gust-(3)) 'a gust of wind comes over the water.' Moreover, /-
ohse-L is historically derived from Proto-Algonqulan *-ohee-: PA
jpj•eo wa 'he walks along' (Bloomfield 1946:111) > Passamaquoddy
pambnse. At least historically, then. /-wee-/ is presumably
derived from /-ohse-/.
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Chapter 7
Epenthesis on the Segmental Tier
Since the CV tier and the segmental tier are formally
independent, we might expect to find rules which insert elements
on one tier without inserting corresponding elements on the
other. These would be rules which create empty slots or
introduce floating segments.
Several rules which insert V-slots have been proposed in the
preceding chapters. It appears, however, that all of the rules
of this type in Passamaquoddy are "phoneme driven," in the sense
that they insert V-slots only in positions where there are
floating vowels to be linked with them. Thus there is no type of
epenthesis in Passamaquoddy which creates empty V-slots.
On the other hand, there does appear to be motivation in
Passamaquoddy for a rule which inserts floating vowels. A dozen
or more suffixes which begin with a non-syllabic element in their
basic forms add an epenthetic /*/ when they follow a morpheme
which ends in a non-syllabic. The insertion rule is
morphologically governed, applying primarily to inflectional
suffixes, with various exceptions among these. The schwas
inserted by this rule behave like the unstressable vowels which
are present in underlying forms with respect to stress assignment
and synoope. Thus the simplest analysis of epenthesis will posit
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a rule which introduces unstressable /1/. Formulated in the
terms of the CV theory of stressability, this rule will- insert-
/3/ on the segmental tier without inserting an associated V-slot.
This rule Is introduced in 7.1.
Under restricted circumstances, epenthetic /o/ is used
before certain suffixes in place of epenthetto /9/. Epenthetic
/o/ is always stressable: it is always counted in assigning
stress and is never subject to syncope. Thus the rule for the
use of epenthetic /o/, like the rule for connective /I/, must be
formulated so that it inserts a stressable vowel, both a feature
matrix and a timing slot. This rule is formulated in 7.2.
Since a full treatment of the phonology of the Passamaquoddy
inflectional system is beyond the scope of the present work, the
analyses presented in this chapter are necessary simplified in
certain respects. Not all of the suffixes which trigger the
Insertion of /f/ or /o/ are discussed below, nor do the rules
proposed here account for all occurrences of /I/ and /o/ in the
Passamaquoddy suffix system which might be regarded as
epenthetic. A good deal of morphological and phonological
variation is ignored in this discusesion.
The basic point at issue here would not be affected,
however, if the scope of our investigation were expanded. Some
occurrences of /9/ are phonologically inserted as unstressable
vowels. If unstressable vowels are floating vowels, then the
grammar of Passamaquoddy must Include a rule which inserts
material on the segmental tier alone. A few sample derivations
are given in section 3 to illustrate the ways in which these -
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epenthetlc vowels are treated by subsequent rules of V-slot
epentheses and syncope.
7.1 Epenthetic /8/
Initial motivation for a rule of Schwa Epenthesis is
provided by differences in the phonological treatment of the
locative suffix /-k/ and the proximate plural suffix /-fk/. 1
These suffixes are shown after consonant-final stems in (1) and
after typical stems ending in /l/, /e/, and /a/ in (2). Stem-
final vowels are deleted in the unsuffixed forms in (2) by Final
Vowel Deletion.
prox. ag. locative prox. pl.
(1) /ak9m 'snowshoe' akam-tk akbm-ak
mkwan 'spoon' emkwan-)k emkwan-9k
kisohs 'sun, moon' kisohs-bk kisohs4k
(2) Spas 'tree' 1p~al-k p3si-yik
walat 'dish, plate' wal]te-k wallti-yik
pohtay 'bottle' pohtaya-k pohtdya-k
The locative suffix and the proximate plural suffix have the
same surface shape after a non-syllabic (-ak) and after /a/ (-k),
but have different surface forms after /i/ and /e/ (-k and -_ik,
respectively). These similarities and differences may be
accoounted for as follows.
In underlying forms, the locative suffix is represented as
/-k/ and the proxlamte plural suffix as /-4k/. An epenthetio /8/
is added to the locative suffix after a non-syllabic. I will
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argue in the pages which follow that the rule which inserts this
/ / should be formulated as in (3).
(3) Schwa Epenthesis
C + C
f =--- a / (morphologically governed)
X Y
After /i/ or /le/, y/ is added before the suffix /-ak/ by
the rule of Glide Insertion, which will be discussed in detail in
the following chapter. At a morpheme boundary, /e/ becomes /1/
by another rule which will be discussed in Chapter 8. Schwa
following /y/ generally surfaces as i as well, although this
change is optional for some speakers. (Many speakers go on to
change /iyi/ to ihi in forms like the plurals in (2). Some
discussion of this variation will be found in 3.4) The /9/ of
the proximate plural suffix is deleted after /a/, so that /-Dk/
is reduced to -k in forms like pohtaya-k in (2). I will return
to this point in Chapter 8 as well.
Since the epenthetic /I/ of the locative suffix is always
the last vowel of a word, it will always be treated as
stressable, whether or not it is inserted as a floating vowel.
To determine whether epenthetic /I/ is inserted as a stressable
or an unstressable vowel, we need to look at a suffix which
triggers epenthesias but is not always final in the word. One
such morpheme is the possive suffix /-m/.
The possielve suffix appears on the surface as -m after vowels
and as -jl after non-syllabics:
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(4) a. ht-Speai-m
3-tree-POSS-3. OB V
'his tree'
b. ht-aht-awalate-m-al
3 -AUG-d sh-POSS-3 .0BV
'his dish, plate, bowl'
c. h-pohatya-m-a I
3-bottle-POSS-3. OBV
'his bottle'
(5) a. ht-3pan4m-31
3-bread-POSS-3. OBV
'his bread'
b. ht-St ohk- m-,31
3-deer-POSS-3. OBV
'his deer'
c. h-cals-am- 1
3-grasshopper-POSS-33.0BV
'his grasshopper'
(cf. Span 'bread,' atohk 'deer,' cals 'grasshopper')
Here again we can attribute the vowel of the longer suffix
alternate to Schwa Epenthesis. Note, however, that this vowel is
counted or skipped over In figuring alternating stress just like
an underlying floating /3/: the j of -jm is unstressable after a
single C in ht-)pan-,m-41 and after hk in ht-?tohkm-al, but
counts as streseable after Is in h-csla-am- 1. This is the
pattern we expect, of course, if epenthetic /8/ is inserted as a
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floating vowel, since a floating vowel becomes stressable after a
cluster which cannot be fully syllabified with a vowel bef-ore it.-
Now we will see in Chapter 8 that an unstressable vowel is
deleted after a streesable vowel by the rule of Vowel Elision.
In principle, then, we could take the underlying forms of the
Rccative and possessive suffixes to be /-gk/ and /-3m/, with
unstressable /9/, and let Vowel Elision reduce these suffixes to
-k and -m after vowel-final stems. In fact, however, it is
difficult to demonstrate that Vowel Elision ever applies anywhere
except at certain stem-internal boundaries. Moreover, there are
other suffixes for which an analysis involving epenthesis can be
motivated and where the possibility of underlying /3/ can be
excluded.
The clearest cases of this kind involve the suffix /-t/ "
/-k/ which indicates a third person animate subject in various
Conjunct verb forms. The allomorph /-t/ is used after vowels,
while /-k/ is used after non-syllabics.2 Thus we have /-t! in
(6), where the affix follows a vowel-final stem, but /-k/ in (7)
and (8), where the stem ends in /m/. Since /-k/ 3AN, like /-k/
31N, triggers the deletion of a preceding nasal conoonant, the
/m/ which conditions the use of /-k/ does not appear on the
surface in (7b) and (Sb). The corresponding Independent
Indicative forms are therefore included for comparison.
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(6) a. epi-t
sa t-3 AN
'he who sits'
b. et/El-mLya-t
ongo i ng-pray-3 AN
'as he Is praying'
(7) a. al-ham
around-swim-(3.)
'he swimd around'
b. al-hi-k
around-swlm-3 AN
'he who swims around'
(8) a. pil-katam
new-married-(3)
'he Is newly married'
b. pil-kata-k
new-mar ri ed-3 AN
'he who is newly married'
Stems which end in /1/ also take this suffix in a form with /k/
instead of /t/, but itl (9b) and (lob) we find surface 4-k
instead of --k.
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(9) a. ul-kil
thus-size-(3)
'he is big by so much'
b. el-kil-ak
thus-big-3AN
'he is big'
(10) a. tkikw-3,
heavy-AI-(3)
'he is heavy'
b. tehkikw-al-Ik
heavy-AI-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was heavy'
If we assume that -k and -ak in fact reflect the same allomorph
of /-t/, then the a of -jk must be epenthetic. If -k were
underlyingly /-4k/ in (7) and (8), then we would not expect nasal
deletion to be applicable in these forms.
Although we can see from (9b) that an epenthetic /3/ is
added to /-k/ in el-kil1-k 'he is big,' no _ appears on the
surface in the corresponding position in (11).
(1I) a. el-kil-k-aprn
thua-si ze-3 AN-PRET
'he was big'
We do not need to complicate our analysis of epenthesis, however,
to accommodate this fact. This result is just what we expect in
any case, given the hypothesis that epenthetic /3/ is inserted as
a floating vowel.
The syllabified underlying form of (11) is (12a). (I assume
that initial '_ is also epenthetic in the preterite suffik- -7n
-82n .) Schwa Epenthesis converts (12a) to (12b). Final
Syllable Epenthesis and the reapplication of the basic
syllabification rules then derive (120). At this point, only a
single C-slot remains unsyllabified, the C associated with the
/k/ of the third person suffix. Since this /k/ is followed by a
floating /8/, V-Epenthesis is applicable. The output of this
rule, following another round of syllabifioation, is (12d).
(12) a. t U
VC + C VC +C +C C
i1 IIl I I I
el i i 1 k pa n
VC+
e l
e 1
CVC + C+ C C
akil 2k )pan
c. r
vc +
I I
e 1
IfIe I )
Ill
C VC+
k I1k 1,
c +
ISk
0-
rlc II
ap 9n
AA
C + VCVC
1 1111
akI I pn
3 k 3 p 3n
Both the underlying Initial /8/ of /- kil-/ 'be a size' and the
epenthetic /9/ of /-4k/ 3AN remain unassociated with V-slots
here. Thus both of these segments are deleted by Syncope I, and
we are left with el-kil-k p.n.
Of course, if / / is inserted as a floating vowel in /-3k/
3AN, then we must be able to account its retention in el--killJk-
and tehkikw-al-ak as well as for its deletion in el-kil-k-Ippn.
In the first nf these examples, epenthetic /a/ receives a V-slot
by Final Syllable Epenthesis; in the second, a V-slot is provided
by V-Epenthesis. Syncope is therefore blocked in both cases.
The syllabified underlying form of ekil-ak is (13a). Schwa
Epenthesis gives (13b). Here the epenthetic /t/ of /-ak/ is the
last vowel of a word, so it triggers Final Syllable Epenthesis,
with results as shown in (13c).
(13) a. TA /NI
V C + C V C + CI I Ill
el kl k 1 k
c. A AxV + CVC + CI I I I I I
e 1 3 k 1 k
Only the /3/ of /-Lkil-/ remains a floating vowel in this
representation, so only this segment is subject to syncope.
As we noted in 5.6.1, the Conjunct perfective suffix
apparently consists only of an empty V-slot Assuming this
analysis, the syllabified underlying form of the perfectlve form
tehkikw-.l-Qk (heavy-AI-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he was heavy' will be.
(14a). Schwa Epenthesis then derives (14b). Final Syllable
Ca=
Epenthesis is not applicable in thLh structure, since the C-alot
associated with the /k/ of /-ak/ is not final in the word. *V--
Epenthesis is applicbale, however. Its output is (140).
(14) a.
C C+ 0+ C+V
i I(I IA I I
tehk kw 31 k
be r r crrCTA\/CN A/
C V C C V C + C + C + V
t e h k I k w a• k
CVCCV C + C + VC + V
I1(1 1 A I II
tehkikw w 1 )k
Since the epenthetic /8/ of /-ak/ is now associated with a V-
slot, it is not subject to syncope. The /c/ of the AI final
/-al-/ remains a floating /!/ in (14c), but is not deleted
because it is followed by a sonotant consonant. The V of the
perfective morpheme is ultimately deleted, but i§ reflected by
the rising intonation of the final syllable of tehkikwpalk.
We see, then, that the surface distribution of 8 in -k " -1k
3AN follows from previously motivated rules of V-slot epenthesls
and synoope and need not be stated in the rule of Sohwa
Epenthesis, provided that the latter is formualted as an
operation inserting floating /4/.
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7.2 Schwa Epenthesis and O-Epenthesels
Initial /9/ alternates with /o/ in several suffixes which
may be added to TA stems, with the choice of the vowel depending
on the identity of the final non-syllabic segment of the stem.
While alternative analyses are possible, it appears to be best to
analyze both /9/ and /o/ as epenthetic vowels in these cases.
The suffixes which show the pattern of alternation in
question include the reflexive and reciprocal finals /-el-/ and
/-ti-/, the non-final allomorph /-ko-/ of the inverse theme sign,
the so-called passive theme sign /-ke/ (indicating an unspecified
subject and a first or second person object), and the theme sign
/-1/ (and several historically related morphemes) which is used
with a first person subject and a second person object. The
reftxive and reciprocal morphemes should presumably be analyzed
as derivational suffixes, since they change the stem class of the
base to which they are attached, deriving AI stems from TA
stems.3 The other morphemes which take either /3/ or /o0/ as an
epenthetic vowel are inflectional suffixes.
Epenthetic /o/ is used after stems ending in is/, /h/, or
/y/. 4 Several examples are given in (15).
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/ 'f
(15) a. akaw-ahs-oso
behind-illuminate(?)-REFLEX-(3)
'he shades himself'
b. al-to- h-ot --w-wk
thus-strike-TA-RECIP--3 -33PROX
'they (du.) hurt each other thus
(by hitting each other)'
c. ma te nemi-y-oko-wi-nno-k
not EMPH (1)-see-TA-INV-NEG-1 1-33PROX
'they do not see us (exc.)'
d. n-mos-oke-pmn
1-cut. hai r-PASS-1 1
'we (exc.) get our hair cut'
e. ellmi-ph-oki-yek
away-carry-PASS- 11
'when we were riding (lit., being carried) away'
f. kt-iy-ol-ohpan
2-tel l-2. QBJ-PRET
'I told you (sg.)'
The same morphemes appear with /9/ in place of /o/ after
most other non-syllabics:
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(16) a. tak-Im-oso
hit-TA-REPLEX-(3)
'he hits himself'
b. kseelm-Pt?-w-)k
like-REC IP-3-33 PRX
'they (du.) like each other'
c. n-s ikte-hpawfl-Pko-n
1 -to .death-frighten-INV-3IN
'it really scares me'
d. 1-ap-4m-lki-yek
thus-look-PASS- 11-(SUBJ)
'if we (exc.) are looked at'
e. k-tak-'m-)l-p n
2-hit-TA-2 .OBJ-11
'we (exo.) hit you (sg. or p1.)'
The word-final allomorph /-kw/ of the inverse theme sign
departs from this pattern, however, and takes epenthetic /I/
after /s h y/ as well as other non-syllabics:
. -(17) a. k-peci-ph-wkw
2-arrive-carry-INV
'he brings you (sg.)'
b. n mi-y-;kw
(1)-see-TA-INV
'he sees me'
c. nt-9l1-ahk-al -kw
1 -thus-throw-TA-INV
'he throws me'
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The principal reason why it is desirable to treat both /a/
and /o/ as epenthetic in examples like (15)-(17) is that this-
move allows us to give a simpler account of a class of oases
where it appears that neither epenthetic vowel is used. The
argument is based on the treatment of TA stems which end in /3w/.
Stem-final /law/ is replaced by /a/ before /-si-/, /-ko-/,
/-kw/, and /-ke/. (There are special treatments before /-ti-/
and /-1/ which I will not discuss here.) The examples in (18)
and (19) show this alternation in the TA stem /not-aw-/ 'hear'
and in the TA+O stem /naci-kstm-aw-/ 'come or go and saw X for
y.'5
(18) a. k-not-lw-a
2-hear-TA-DIR
'you (sag.) hear him'
b. k-not-a-s
2-hear-TA-REPLEX
'you (ag.) hear yourself'
C. k-not-a-ko-k
2-hear-TA-INV-33 PROX
'they hear you (sg.)'
d. k-not-a-kw
2 -hear-TA-INV
'he hears you (sg.)'
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(19) a. naci-ks~m-'Sw-a-n
go-eaw-TA-3 PASS-PEG
'he goes somewhere to have it sawn for him'
b. naci-ksem-a-ke-n
(1)-go-saw-TA-PASS-PEG
'I go somewhere to have it sawn for me'
Sherwood (1983b:29), apparently following Goddard (1969:17,
19), analyzes /a/ in these forms as the result of a uontraction
of stem-final /3w/ with epenthetic /S/, which he assumes is
inserted here as after other non-syllabics.6 While there may be
historical justification for this analysis, we can probably
achieve a simpler synchronic treatment for Passamaquoddy if we
suppose that stem-final /9w/ is directly replaced by /a/ before a
non-syllabic. 7  There are, after all, no alternations between
surface a9w and a.
Possible confirmation for this analysis comes from the fact
that a few schwa-initial suffixes like the first person non-
singular inclusive ending -3kw of the Conjunct paradigms neither
undergo "contraction" nor have o for 0 after /s h y/: not-Sw-akw
(hear-TA-12-(SUBJ)) 'if we (inc.) hear him/them,' tem- s-;kw
(in.two-cut-12-(SUBJ)) 'if we (inc.) cut him/them in two.'
In Passamaquoddy, the _ of -_kw 12 is inherently stressable,
so this vowel would be phonologically distinct from the 5 of -3kw
INVERSE even if we set up underlying /-skw/, with unstressable
/9/, for the latter. In the dialect of Maliseet described by
Sherwood, however, the _ of -1kw 12 participates regularly in
alternating stressability (although it is ah exception to
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syncope). He prevents this affix from undergoing contraction
(and syncope) by giving it the underlying form /-t~w/ and-
formulating contraction (like pre-obstruent syncope) so that it
is applicable to /3/ but not to /a/.
But none of this is necessary if "contraction" is really a
change of /lw/ to /a/ before a non-syllabic. Under this
analysis, it is sufficient to set up underlying /-kw/ for the
word-final allomorph of the inverse morpheme and underlying
/-1kw/ for the agreement marker. The agreement suffix triggers
neither "contraction" nor O-Epenthesis because it begins with a
vowel. Each morpheme has an underlying form which is segmentally
identical with one of its surface alternates.
If this view of the treatment of stem-final /aw/ is correct,
then the alternations in (18) and (19) result from the
application of a rule which is triggered by consonant-initial
morphemes. We are therefore led to the conclusion that both /p/
and /o/ are epenthetic in the vowel-initial alternants of the
reflexive suffix, the inverse theme sign, and the passive theme
sign, and thus presumably in the other suffixes in which /*/ and
/o alternate on the same pattern. The observed distribution of
epenthetic / / and /o/ will follow if we postulate the following
rule of O-Epenthesis and order it before Schwa Epenthesls, rule
(3) above.
-7
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(20) 0-Epenthesis
V C C
-- I I (morphologically governed)
o 0
h
Where this rule is applicable, epenthetic /o/ will be used. The
more general rule of Schwa Epenthesis will insert /8/ cases where
an epenthetic vowel is required but O-Epenthesis is not
applicable.
As expected, epenthetic /)/ is subject to syncope, under
appropriate conditions, in those morphemes in which I alternates
with o, so that the underlined suffixes in (21) surface without
an Initial vowel.
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(21) a. wicohke-m-si-kw
hel p-TA-REFLEX-22
'help (du.) yourselves!'
b. wicohke-m-ati-kw
help-TA-RECIP-22
'help (du.) each other!'
c. wicohke-m-ko-n
(3)-help-INV-3IN
'it helps him'
d. n-mil-ke-ne-nno-l
1-give-PASS-PEG-i11-33 IN
'they (unspecified) gave them (in.) to us (exo.)'
e. k-kal-l-vpn
2-hide-2. OBJ- 11
'we (exc.) hide you (eg. or pl.)' 9
Epenthetic /o/, however, never undergoes syncope: we have ma te
n-mcs-ogko-wf-nno-k (not EMPH 1-cut.hair-INV-NEG-11-33PROX) 'they
do not cut our (exc.) hair,' but not *ma te n-mos-ko-wi-nno-k,
with -ko- for -oko-. This difference between the two epenthetico
vowels s1 expressed in tne formulations of Schwa Epenthesis and
0-Epenthesis given here by stating the former as the insertion of
floating /8/ and the latter as the insertion of both the segment
/o/ and an associated V-slot.
Both rules are morphologically governed. O-Epenthesis is
triggered by /-si-/ REPLEX and /-ti-/ RECIP, but not by other
derivational suffixes or by the allomorph /-kw/ of the inverse
theme sign. Schwa Epenthesis is also triggered by /-sie-/ and
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/-ti-/, and by the diminutive suffix /.-hs-/ (see the discussion
of this morpheme in 4.2.1), but does not otherwise apply- within-
stems. While Schwa Epenthesis is triggered by a variety of
inflectional suffixes, including the allomorph /-k/ of the suffix
/-t/ 3AN, it is not used with /-k/ 9IN in those forms where /1 t/
or /pn/ is replaced by /ah/ before this morpheme (see 6.2). We
have also seen in 5.4 that Schwa Epenthesis is not applicable at
the boundary between a personal prefix and a stem.
7.3 Conclusion
Two rules inserting epenthetic vowels have been proposed in
this chapter:
(22) O-Epenthesis
V C +
I / I
o 8
h
Y
(morphologically governed)
(23) Schwa Epenthesis
0 +
K
C
Y
(morphologically governed)
O-Epentheeis must precede Schwa Epenthesis, since /o/ rather
than /t/ must be inserted into a structure like (24a), the
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-syllabifted underlying representation of n-mos-oke-pan (1-
cut.hair-PASS-11) 'we (exc.) get our hair cut.'
Sr Q
(24) a. A t
n mos k e p8 n
b. 0 r ' r rA /\ A A\C + C V C + V C V + C V C
I I II II III
n mos oke p 3 n
Since 0-Epenthesis inserts both a segment and a slot, as shown in
(24b), the segments which are introduced by this rule are never
subject to syncope.
Where the conditions for 0-Epenthesis are not present, Schwa
Epenthesis may be applicable instead. For example, the inverse
theme sign /-ko-/ triggers the insertion of /D/ in (25a), the
syllabified underlying form of n-sikte-hpawol-ako-n (1-to.death-
frighten-INV-3IN) 'it really scares me.' The resultirg structure
is shown in (25b).
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(25) a. 4 /V /'rN
C + C V C C V + C C VC C + C V + C
n s 1 k te hpa wl k o n
b. r~ "em
C + 0 VOC + C VO C C + CV + C
c r " a" a C'
C + C V C C V + CC V C C + C V + CIIIIIIII(I I It I
n si kte hpa wa kI o n
The /I/ of /-hpawtl-/ 'frighten' remains unsyllabified in (25b).
Since this segment is followed by a floating vowel in the output
of Schwa Epenthesis, it triggers V-Epenthesis, with results as
shown in (25c). Since epenthetic /I/ has now been supplied with
a V-slot, it is available for stress assignment in this structure
and will not undergo syncope. The /9/ of /-hpawal-/ remains an
unstressable vowel and is skipped over in counting syllbales for
alternating stress assignment, appearing as an unstressable vowel
in the surface form nsiktehpawdlakon.
Not all occurrrences of epenthetic /3/ are retained in
surface forms, however. In the derivation of n-mil-ke-ne-nno-l
(1-give-PASS-PEG-11-33IN) 'they (unspec.) give them (in.) to us
(exc.),' for example, Schwa Epenthesis converts (26a) into (26b).
Since there is no unsyllablfled C-slot to trigger V-Epenthesis in
the latter structure, the application of Syncope I removes the
epenthetio vowel again, as shown in (260).
-'9
r Aftnw
6" O" 6" C-(26) a.A NA
C + C V C + C V + C + C C V + C
I III I I I I I I
n m i k e ne n no I
b. C
C + C V C + C V + C V + C C V + C
I I I I I I I I I I I
n mail ke ne nno I
C + C V C + C V + C V + C C V + C
I III II II III
n m il k e ne n no 1
It is not necessary to complicate the statement of Schwa
Epenthesis to account for the fact that 9 alternates with zero in
morphemes which trigger epenthesis, since the rules of syncope
will automatically account for the observed alternations, given
the hypothesis that epenthetic /8/ is inserted as a floating
vowel.
Schwa Epenthesis is clearly a more natural rule than O-
Epenthesis, since the disjunction of /s/, /h/, and /y/ in the
latter seems entirely arbitrary from a synchronic point of view.
It may be of some interest, then, that some speakers appear to
have extended Schwa Epenthesis so that it is optionally triggered
by the third person suffix /-w/ of the Independent Indicative
paradigms, where epenthesis is not historically expected. In
(27) and (28) I give first the forms without epenthesis, which
are preferred by all speakers, then the innovatory forms with
epenthetic /0/ (all examples from A.H.). Underlying /wa/ is
contracted to o in the first example in each pair.
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(27) a. pet-kil-ok (/pet-Bkil-w- k/)
arrive-size-(3 )-33PROX
'they (du.) reach a size (in growth)'
= b. pet-kil4w-)k
(28) a. ikatehm-ok (/ikttehsm-w-3k/)
yawn-(3 )-33PROX
'they (du.) yawn'
S0f
= b. eiktehm-_ow-lk
Note that the /V/ before /w/ remains unstressable in (27b),
where the last preceding vowel is stressable. In (28b), where
the last preceding (underlying) vowel is unstressable, the
corresponding segment is treated as stressable, becoming o
before w. This difference between the two forms is expected if
their derivations involve Schwa Epenthesis, since this rule
introduces unstressable /;/.
Schwa Epenthesis will derive (29b) from (29a) in the
derivation of pet-kil-pw-)k. Here no rule of V-slot epenthesis
is applicable, so epenthetic /a/ remains a floating vowel when
stress is assigned. Syncope I and Schwa Support give (29c).
- ao0
(29) a. A fK
C VC + C VC + C + V C
fil Iff r I
pet kil w 3 k
b. O"
C VC + C V C + C + V C
I I I I II ( i
pet kil w bk
When /8/ is inserted in (30a), giving (30b), one C-slot
remains unsyllabified and triggers V-Epenthesis. The result is
(30c), where the epenthetic vowel has been associated with a V-
slot. Syncope II and the Schwa Rounding ultimately derive (30d).
(See 3.3.3 for the representation of ow as multiply linked o in
cases of this kind.)
(30) a.
VTC CVC C +C + VC
II I I I I I
ikk t e h m w ok
b.&
VC C VC C + C+VC
Ii ((I I I
ikateh m 1w ok
"OF
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VC CVC C+ C+VCC
1 I I I I I 1 1 II
i k teh am ' w ok
A· A
V C C V C C + VC + VC
II ( II I V I I
i k t e h m o ok
Both the innovatory treatments of the suffix /-w/ that we
see in (27) and (28) and the surface distribution of Ql where
epenthesis is usual for all speakers are readily explained within
the CV theory of stressability if we assume that epenthetic /a/
is inserted as a floating vowel.
-- Notes --
1. The locative suffix is used only in noun inflection. The
proximate plural suffix is used in noun inflection and in the
inflection of verbs in the Independent Indicative mode. The
suffixes /-81/ 3.OBV, /-@/ 33.OBV, and /-gl/331N, which occur in
the same morphological position as /-;k/ 33PROX, generally share
the phonological treatment of the latter, although obviative
plurals present some special problems.
2. This suffix combines with the the TI element /,-w-/ _s
-akw ind with the negative suffix /-w-/ as -hkw: n1t weci nami-fl_-an- (that from see-TI-TI-1-DUBIT) 'thaVTmust be why I saw
Tt7hnT Vli nsmf-ht-a-kw-s (that thus aee-ýI-TI-3AN-DYBIT) 'that
is what he (reportedly)-had seen'; ska etil-Alohk--w-an (not
ongoing-work-AI-NEG-2) 'you (ag.) who are not working,' ska
4tul- l6hk-e-h-kw (not ongoing-work-AI-NEG-3AN) 'he who is WW
working' (of. example (112a) of Chapter 6).
3. Both the reflexive and the reciprocal affix may be
followed by plural finals, derivational guffixes which are used
only with AI and TI stems: k hk(-m-s-olt6-w-8k (t ach-TA-REFLEX-
PL-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) teach themselves,' k~hk -m-t-oltC-w-;k
(teach-TA-RECIP-PL-3-33PROX) 'they (pl.) teach each .other.'. See
6.6. for examples of other types of derivation from reflexive
stems.
4. This seemingly pecul iar distribution reflects the.
historical derivation of stem-final s from *aw and *ew and of
stem-final _h and z from *hw, with o representifg the contraction
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of *w with epenthetic * (cf. Goddard (1982:22-24)). Original *w
has since been lost, hp•ever, after *s, *s, and *h. For example,
the stem mos- of w-m6s-a-l (3-cut.halr--IR-3 .OBV) 'he cuts the-
other's haiT' (post-vocalic form) represents PA *moensw- (Goddard
1982:27). Since there are no stems ending in /sf, ih/, or /y/
which do not take suffix alternates with epenthetic /o/, there
would appear to be no justification for a synchronic analysis
like that of Sherwood (1983b:31) which sets up underlying stem-
final /sw/ and /hw/ for the contemporary langauge.
5. While it is often possible to justify segmenting TA stems
which end in /aw/ so that this sequence can be analyzed as a
separate morpheme, it is not clear that this segmentation can be
carried out in all cases in which / w/ alternates with /a/.
6. The analysis in terms of contraction is due originally to
Bloomfield (1946:92), although he takes the suffix vowels which
undergo contraction (PA *e) to be underlying rather than
epenthetic.
7. Compare the similar treatment of final /lw/ in TI stems
before the alternate /-kw/ of the suffix /-t/ 3AN (note 2).
8. Alternations in two other Conjunct suffixes must be
analyzed as non-phonological allomorphy under the analysis
proposed here: (1) The suffix -'sk, indicating a third person
subject and a second person singular object, alternates with -osk
in the usual environments ans combines with stem-final /al/ as
-ask. But in Passamaquoddy (although not in Sherwood's
MalTseet), the of - sk is inherently stressable, at least if we
may judge by tEe failure of syncope in wichoke-m-ask-ik (help-
TA-3 (3)/2-33 PROX) 'they who help you (sg.).' Thus for
Passamaquoddy we must suppose that this suffix has two underlying
forms, related by a rule of allomorphy: /-sk/ after /s/, /h/,
/y/, and /aw/ and /Iask/ (with inherently stressable /a/)
elsewhere. (2) The suffix -iht, indicating an obviative subject
and a proximate singular object, appears to undergo both syncope
and contraction, pointing to underlying or intermediate /- ht/ in
Sherwood's analysis: wicohke-m-iht (help-TA-3(3)OBV/3PROX) 'he
whom the other hrl ps ,' wicohke-m-c-1il (help-
TA-3(3)OBV/3PROX-3.0BV) 'the other who helps him,'not-a-ht
(hcai-TA-3(3)OBV/3PROX) 'he whom the other hears.' But in fact
"contraction" is optional here (at least for some speakers), and
we do not find *-oht for -iht after /s h y/: not-aw-iht (hear-
TA-3(3)OBV/3PROX) 'Te whom the other hears,' tem-4s-iht (in.two-
cut-3(3)OBV/3PROX) 'he whom the other cut in two.' Thus it seems
reasonable to postulate allomorphy here as well, although on a
different pattern: /-ht/ /-1ht/ after / w/, /-iht/ (with
syncopating /i/) elsewhere. (Data from Leavitt and Francis
(1983) and Leavitt (1986).)
9. After stems ending in a stressable vowel followed, by /1 ,
-I1pan is apparently in free variation with -t•lps: k-kal-4l-pan(2-h§ide-2.0BJ-11) 'we (exc.) hide you (sg. or p.).' A similar
pattern holds for -l pa ~ -•p a (first person singular on second
plural) and for the correeponaing negative endings (Leavitt and
Francis (1983:39, 41)). There is also an alternate form -a414pn,
with irregularly unsyncopated second *, which mgy be usa after
sserp whose last vowel is unstressable: k-kvs61am-el-pan k-
kuselem-1l--ap'3n (2-11ke-2.0BJ-11) 'we (exc.) like you (ag. or
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pl.).' Since epenthetic /1/ otherwise undergoes syncope
regularly, it may be best to see this variation as a reflection
of reanalysis of the theme sign /-1/ and the persoan/number.
markers /-pan/ 11 and /-pa/ 22 as underlyingly vowel-initial, or
as the result of reanalysis of various surface combinations of
the theme sign and a following person/number marker as unit
morphemes, followed by analogical shifts in their distributions.
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Chapter 8
The Treatment of Underlying Towel Sequences
Vowel sequences do not occur in surface forms in
Passamaquoddy, but underlying sequences of two vowels arise at
morpheme boundaries. The phonological treatment of these
sequences offers significant evidence which bears on the choice
between the CV theory of the stressable/unstressable distinction
and the diacritic and metrical theories.
Vowel sequences which arise in the derivation of stems are
eliminated in one of two ways. If both vowels are stressable,
the glide /y/ is inserted between them. If the second vowel is
unstressable, it is deleted. These are the only possibilities:
the first vowel in any such sequence is always stressable, since
no morpheme ends in an unstressable vowel in its basic form. I
will refer to the rules which carry out these two types of
adjustment as Glide Insertion and Vowel Elision, respectively.
Glide Insertion is applicable in various inflectional
environments as well as in stem-internal contexts, but there are
no clear cases of the application of Vowel Elision except at
stem-internal boundaries. In some cases, the loss of an
unstressable vowel could be attributed either to Vowel Elision or
to one of the rules of syncope, but deletion can also be
demonstrated where none of the syncope rules is applicable.
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A rule which I call E-Mutat'ion converts /e/ into an
unstressable vowel before inserted /y/. While altarnative-
analyses are possible, I will argue that the output of E-Mutation
is floating /1/. What is clear is that the segments derived by
this rule receive the same treatment in stress assignment as
underlying floating vowels and are subject to a deletion process
which resembles syncope, but appear as i where they are retained
on the surface. There is some evidence for an extension of E-
Mutation to cases in which underlying stressable /I/ becomes an
unstressable vowel before /y/.
No matter how we choose to state them, the rules which
determine the distribution of stressable and unstressable vowels
must follow E-Mutation, since they apply to the output of E-
Mutation. E-Mutation must in turn follow Glide Insertion, since
inserted /y/ triggers mutation. Although the reasoning is a good
deal more complicated, it can also be shown that Vowel Elision
must follow all of the principal rules which assign stressability
to underlying unstressable vowels if we adopt either a diacritic
or a metrical theory of the stressable/unstressable distinction.
From these ordering relationships it follows that the input
to Glide Insertion, in the diacritic and metrical theories, must
contain both sequences of two stressable vowels and sequences of
a stressable and an unstreasable vowel. In these frameworks,
then, Glide Insertion will have to make explicit reference to the
stressable/unatressable distinction. Yet another rule must
therefore refer either to the values of a diacritic feature or to
accents. As we will see, however, no explicit reference to
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stressability is required if we formulate Glide Insertion within
the framework of the CV theory.
It follows from the same ordering relationships that
underlying sequences of a stressable and an unstressable vowel
will not yet have been eliminated, under the diacritic or the
metrical theory, at the point in derivations at which alternating
stressability is assigned. Thus we expect that unstressasble
vowels in such sequences will play the same kind of role in
determining alternating stressability as any other underlying
unstressable vowels. This prediction is incorrect.
The CV theory of stressability leads to different
predictions in the crucial cases. In fact we will see that the
CV analysis which was developed in Chapter 4 is fully adequate as
it stands to account for the facts of stress assignment in words
which contain underlying vowel sequences. A certain amount of
evidence from syncope also supports the CV theory. These are
important results, since forms in which an underlying
unstressable vowel follows another vowel provide the only
empirical test that I have been able to find which distinguishes
between the CV theory of stressability and the diacritic and
metrical alternatives.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the
evidence for a rule of Glide Insertion and provides a formal
statement of this process wi thin the CV theory. Section 2
motivates and formalizes the rule of Vowel Elision. Section 3
surveys the evidence which bears on the formal statement of E-
Mutation. Section 4 explores the ordering relationships which
hold between the rules of the first three sections and various
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other phonological processes of Passamaquoddy and argues that the
implications of these ordering relationships favor the C"V theory-
of the stressable/unstressable distinction over the other models
that we have considered.
8.1 Glide Insertion
When one stressable vowel is immediately followed by
another, the glide /y/ is inserted between them. Within a stem,
the first vowel in such a sequence is usually /a/ or /e/, while
the second may be /a/, /e/, /i/, or /o/. Other combinations
occur in inflected forms, but there are no clear exampl'es of
glide insertion after /o/.1
If stressable vowels are represented as segments which are
linked to V-slots and unstressable vowels as floating segments,
then the insertion of /y/ between stressable vowels may be stated
as follows.
(1) Glide Insertion
C
y
Although insertion only takes place between morphemes, it is not
necessary to mention a morpheme boundary in our statement of this
rule, since there are no morpheme-internal vowel sequences.
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8.1.1 Glide insertion within stems
The insertion of /y/ after roots ending in /a/ is
illustrated in (2)-(4). The roots /wisa-/ 'fast, hurriedly' and
/nipa-/ are shown first, then the finals /-apasi-/ 'walk (pl.),'
/-ahke-/ 'throw, drop, release,' /-ewesto-/ ' speak,' and
/-imiya-/ 'attend church,' and then the combinations in which
Glide Insertion Is applicable. Purely as an orthographic
convention, I write inserted /y/ with the preceding morpheme
within stems but with the following morpheme when this is an
inflectional suffix.
(2) a. wisa-nto
fast-sing-(3)
'he sings hurriedly'
b. nfpa-hto-n
(3)-night-TI-31N
'he makes it at night'
(3) a. pet-apas8-w-3k
arrive-pl.walk-3-33 PROX
'they (pl.) come walking'
b. 1-aahke
thus-throw-(3)
'he throws, drops, releases (something)'
c. tal-ewesto
ongoing-speak-(3)
'he is speaking'
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d. wit-imiye
with-attend.church-(3)
'he attends church'
(4) a. wisay-apasa-w-ak
fas t-pl .wal k-3-33 PRO X
'they (pl.) walk fast'
b. w say-ahka-n
(3)-fast-throw-PEG
'he throws it hard'
c. wisay-ewesto
fast-speak- (3)
'he speaks hurriedly'
/, /d. nipay-imiye
night-attend.church 
-(3)
'he goes to midnight mass'
The same pattern of glide insertion is found with roots ending in
/e/, but /e/ surfaces as i before the inserted /y/. The roots in
(5) and (6) are /klsse-/ 'in' and /mlte-/ 'be heard.' For the
final /-ote-/ 'move one's gear, change residence,' cf. pet-ote
(arrive-move-(3)) 'he moves (his household) in.'
(5) a. kse-phowe
in-run- (3)
'he runs In'
- A
b. mate-hto-n
(3)-be.heard-TI-31N
'he hears it being used'
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(6) a. ksiy-apasl-w-wk
in-pl.walk-3-33PROX
'they (pl.) walk in'
b. h-4 assly-ahka-n
3-i n-throw-PEG
'he throws it in'
/ 'o
c. matly-ewesto
be.heard-speak-(3)
'he is heard speaking'
d. ksiy-ote
in-move-(3)
'he moves (his household) in'
Glide insertion also takes place before and after medials.
The examples in (7) show the root /mace-/ 'start,' the medial
/-amk-/ 'particulate,' and their combination, with inserted /y/.
(7) a. mace-phowe
start-run-(3)
'he runs away'
b. pem-aiuk ya-k
al ong-part icul at e-go-3 IN
'beach'
("where there is a stretch of sand")
c. macly-amk-esso
start-particulate-move-(3)
'it moves as a mass of pieces'
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In (8), the medial /-ate-/ (of uncertain significance) is shown
in its basic form, then with inserted / / before a final and-
before another medial.
(8) a. ht-apkw-)te-hto-n
3-open-?-TI-3IN
'he opens it'
b. h-kjpp- t iy-ahka-n
53-close-?-throw-PEG
'he slams it (door)'
c. ht-apkw-atiy-akw-h-am- n
3-open-?-wood-TI-TI-3 IN
'he props it open with a stick'
d. kp-)tiy-ek-ane rm-on
close-?-sheet-by.hand-TI-2
'close (sg.) it (with something two-dimensional)!'
8.1.2 Glide insertion in inflection: Conjunct forms
An epenthetic /y/ is inserted in Conjunct verb forms between
the final vowel of a stem or theme sign and the initial vowel of
a suffix. The suffixes which trigger epenthesis are /-a(n-)/ 1,
i-Sn/ 2, /-ek/ 11, /-qkw/ 12, and /-ekw/ 22. The environment for
epenthesis arises in positive AI and TI forms and in positive TA
forms with the theme signs /-i/ 1.0BJ and /-.ke/ PASSIVE. The
examples in (9) and (10) show the insertion of /y/ before /-an-/.
Those in (11) show epenthesis before /-an/ and /-4kw/. The forms
given in (11) reflect the change of /3/ to i after /y/ and the
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replacement of /y/ by h in /1iy/. Both rules are optional for
some speakers. (See 3.4 for discussion.)
(9) a. elami-ya-li-t
away-go-OBV-3 AN-(PERF)
'when the other left'
b. el3mi-ya-yan
away-go-1-(PERF)
'when I left'
(10) a. ska l-ap-3m-ake-w-an
not thus-look-TA-PASS-NFG-1-(SUBJ)
'if I am not looked at'
b. l-ap-3ma-ki-yan
thus-look-TA-PASS-I -(SUBJ)
'if I am looked at'
(11) a. elem,-ya-yin
away-go-2-(PERF)
'when you (sg.) left'
b. 1-ap-wm-4ki-hikw
thus-look-TA-PASS-12- ( SUBJ)
'if we (inc.) are looked at'
In contemporary Passamaquoddy, the schwas of the suffixes
/-Bn/ 2 and /-1kw/ 12 are inherently stressable, as we can see by
the fact that these vowels receive stress, against alternating
stressability, in forms like mes- n-rm-an-p n (get-by.hand-TI-2-
PRET) 'when you (eg.) got it' and mes-jn-am-okw-p3n (get-by.hand-
TI-12-PRET) 'when we (inc.) got it.' Epenthesis of /y/ in
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Conjunct forms can accordingly be attributed to Glide Insertion
in Passamaquoddy. For the dialect of Maliseet which Sherwood has-
described, however, we must postulate a second, morphologically
governed rule to account for the insertion of /y/ in Conjunct
forms, since /-an/ and /-4kw/- have underlyingly unstressable
schwas in this variety of the language. The situation in
Passamaquoddy must formerly have been like that in Mallseet: in
Proto-Algonqulan, /y/ was inserted in stem-formation only between
long vowels, but /y/ was added between a vowel-final stem and a
vowel-initial ending of the Conjunct Order regardless of vowel
length (Bloomfield 1946:93, 101).
8.1.3 Further inflectional cases
A number of other occurrences of /y/ in inflectional endings
are probably best attributed to GlAde Insertion in a synchronic
analysis of Passamaquoddy. In verbs, environments in which /y/
is inserted arise through the deletion of the third person suffix
/-w/ and perhaps, although this is less clear, through the
deletion of the initial /w/ of the second and third person non-
singular suffix /-wa(v)/.
Many intransitive stems which end in /a/ are subject to a
morphologically governed rule which replaces this /a/ with /e/
before the suffix /-w/. 2  For stems ending in /-ha-/ ~ /-ya-/
'go,' this change is obligatory. Thus the third person proximate
singular non-absentative form of /ktsse-ha-/ 'go in' is kse-he
'he goes in,' from /kasse-ha-w/. The corresponding form of
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/SlVmi-ya-/ 'go away' is )•1mi-ye 'he goes away,' from /plpmi-ya-
w/. For most other stems which show this change, the rule.is :
optional: ksinohka ~ ksinohke 'he is sick' (stem /kasinohka-/),
httma ~ htme 'he smokes' (stem /natema-/).
After AI stems ending in /e/ or /a/, the suffix /-w/ is
deleted before endings of the set which includes /- 1/ 3.OBV,
/-ak/ 33PROX, /-3/ 33.OBV, /-l1/ 331N, and a variety of other
suffixes which mark gender, number, obviation, and
absentativity.3  When the stem-final vowel is /e/, whether basic
or derived from /a/, /y/ is inserted into the resulting vowel
sequence in all cases. This /y/ triggers both E-Mutation and the
fronting of following /3/. Thus we have ami-yik 'they (du.)
fish' from /ame-w-ak/ and htami-yik 'they (du.) smoke' from
/wltam-a-w-3k/; of. kt-ame-pa 'you (du.) fish,' k-otima-pa 'you
(du.) smoke.' When the stem ends in unmutated /a/, /y/ is
inserted before the suffix /-a/ 3AN.ABS, but not before suffixes
beginning with /9/, which drop this vowel instead: we have
ks nohka-ya 'he has gotten sick' from /kasinohka-w-a/, but
ht1ma-k 'they (du. smoke)' from /watama-w-;k/.
We can account for the insertion of /y/ after /e/ by setting
up inherently stressable /V/ in /-al/, /-4k/, etc., since these
morphemes will then trigger Glide Insertion. We can also
attribute the insertion of /y/ between /a/ and /a/ to this rule.
We will need an additional rule, ho ever, to account for the fact
that /y/ is not inserted after /a/ before the suffixes which
begin with /3/.
If /3/ is inherently stressable in /-91/, /-ýk/, and the
other suffixes of this set, then we cannot attribute the loss of
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this vowel after /a/ to Vowel Elision, which affects only
unstressable vowels. We will obtain the results that we need,.
however, if we postulate a rule which deletes stressable /a/
after /a/ in the appropriate morphemes, provided that this rule
is ordered before Glide Insertion. There is evidence for such a
rule elsewhere in verbal inflection. For example, /-al/ and
/-qk/ drop /a/ in h-tsk-am-a-i (3-hit-TA-DIR-3.OBV) 'he hits the
other' and k-ngmi-y-a-wa-k (2-see-TA-DIR-22-33PROX) 'you (pl.)
see them.' In fact, it appears that the rule in question should
be generalized to delete /9/ after /o/ as well in forms like
h-tak-wm-9ko-l (3-hit-TA-INV-3.OBV) 'the other hits him' and
k-nami-y-a-nno-k (2-see-TA-DIR-I11-33PROX) 'we (inc.) see them.'
After the allomorph /-wi-/ of the negative suffix, however, /a/
is retained and /y/ is inserted: ma te ame-wi-yik (not EMPH
fish-(3)-NEG-33PROX) 'they (du.) do not fish,' ma te k-nvmi-y-a-
wi-yik (not EMPH 2-see-TA-DIR-NEG-33PROX) 'you (sg.) do not see
them.' Apparently, then, stressable /a/ is deleted only after
back vowels.
When the suffix /-ne-/, in any of several functions, is
followed by the suffix /-wa(w)/ 22 or 33PROX, the combination is
realized as -nlya(w)-. The examples in (12)-(14) show /-nno-/ 11
and /-wa(w)/ 33PROX after the direct theme sign /-a/ of TA verbs,
then after the inanimate object marker /-ne-/ and after the
Subordinative mode marker /-ne-/.
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(12) a. k-njmi-y-a-uno-k
2-see-TA-DIR-I 1-33PROX
'we (inc.) see them'
b. ntmi-y-wa-wa4-
(3 )-eee-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'thyey see the other'
(13) a. k-nemi-hto-ne-nno-1
2-see-T I-3 IN- 11 -33 IN
'we (inc.) see them (in.)'
S 'b. nomi-hto- ni -ze-
(3 )-see-TI-3 IN-33PROX-33IN
'they see them (in.)'
(14) a. k-tahk-ahsami-ne-nno
2-cold-swim-SUBORD-( ASPECT)
'we (du. inc.) would have swum (to cool off)'
b. h-tahk-ahsami-ni-yaw
3-col d-swim-SUBORD-33 PROX-( ASPECT)
'they (du.) would have swum (to cool off)'
Here again we can account for the surface occurreone of y between
vowels by appealing to Glide Insertion, provided that we
postulate a rule which deletes the initial /w/ of /-wa(w)/ after
/-ne-/. Since the /w/ of /-wa(w)/ is only replaced by /y/ after
/-ne-/, however, we cannot really claim to achieve a
significantly simpler overall analysis by supposing that a rule
deleting /w/ is involved here rather than a rule of allomorphy
which would directly replace /-wa(w)-/ with /-ya(w)/. Compare
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kt-aht=-walate-wa-k (2-AUG-dish-22-33PROX) 'your (pl.) dishes,'
where the initial /w/ of /-wa(w)/ is preserved after a noun stem-
ending in /e/.
The suffixes /-al/, /-ak/, etc. trigger Glide Insertion in
nouns after /I/ and /e/, but drop /3/ after /a/, following
essentially the same pattern as that described above for AI
verbs. Thus /y/ is inserted in p:sil-yik 'trees' (from
/9pasi-Ik/) and wal3ti-yik 'dishes' (from /awalate-9k/), but /o/
is deleted in pohtaya-k 'bottles' (from /pohtaya-mk/), as noted
in 7.1.
Sherwood (1983a, 1983b:29) has postulated stems ending in
/w/ for nouns which I have interpreted as based on stems ending
in /e/ or /a/. There is historical justification for such a
proposal in many cases, but the synchronic grammar of
Passamaquoddy must distinguish a class of nouns which show the
00 N/ Ninflectional pattern of walat and pohtay from another class which
clearly have stems in final /Vw/ but are inflected on a different
pattern. For example, the unsuffixed singular form of the noun
Spesenta 'sundog' falls to undergo Final Vowel Deletion, while
the proximate plural form 8pfsentaw-4k has w before the suffix
-Sik. Both facts can be explained by setting up a stem
/UpIeentaw-/ which drops /w/ word-finally after Pinal Vowel
Deletion. The noun pehie 'shed' also fails to undergo Final
Vowel Deletion and has w before the locative suffix /-k/, which
here surfaces with epenthetic /'f/: pehkew- k 'shed (loc.).' Here
again the facts point to a stem ending in /w/: /pehkew-/. There
appear to be only a few native nouns in this class, but vowe l-.
final borrowings are productively assimilated to this pattern of
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inflection: kahpe 'coffee,' pl. kahpew-3l 'cups, jars, etc. of
- oPp o r
coffee'; 1iye 'beer,' pl. piyew-al; ti 'tea,' pl. tiw-Il. - Proper-
names of this type are particularly common: p li 'Billy,' obv.
pili•-wl; mali 'Mary,' obv. maliw-.1l; lola 'Lola' (a family name
and a man's given name, from French Laurent), obv. lolaw-pI.
Synohronically, then, it appears to be best to derive nouns like
walat and pohtay from vowel-final stems. Since there appears to
be no evidence for a synchronic class of stems in final /iy/
alongside the class of stems ending in /i/, I assume that /y/ is
inserted by Glide insertion both in 1pasi-yik and in walati-yik,
with i for stem-final /e/ in the latter by E-Mutation.4
8.2 Vowel Elision
When a stressable vowel is immediately followed by an
unstreseablo vowel, the unstressable vowel is deleted. In some
cases we would expect this deletion in any event, since one or
another of the syncope rules is potentially applicable. Yet
other oases of deletion In this environment do not fall under any
of the processes of syncope that we have considered in preceding
chapters. Thus an additional rule is required. If we assume as
before that unstressable vowels are segments without timing
slots, then the new rule may be stated as follows.
(15) Vowel Elision
V
Q --- ?t I
X
-f
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The vowel which triggers deletion is usually /a/ or /e/. The
rule is applicable in a variety of stem-internal contexts, but-
there are no clear examples of its application in inflectional
environments.
The examples in (16)-(19) show the finals /-an-/ 'by hand,'
/-b)lohk-e-/ 'work,' and /-;lan-/ 'rain' and the medial /-asit-/
'foot' first with initial /3/ after a non-syllabic and then with
lose of this /*/ after a vowel. As we noted in 5.1, morphemes
like these must begin with /I/ in their underlying forms, since
we would expect them to trigger the insertion of connective /I/
after a non-syllabic if their consonant-initial forms were basic.
(16) a. mem-an-a-l
(3)-enough-by. hand-DIR-3 . OBV
'he can and does reach the other (with his hand)'
b. nakka-n-a-l
(3 )-all-by.hand-DIR-3.*OBV
'he takes all of the other'
(17) a. elw-)lohk-e
tired-work-AI-(3)
'he is tired of working'
b. wisa- lohk-e
fast-work-AI-(3)
'he works hurriedly'
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(18) a. petak-Olan
thunder-rain-(3)
'there is a thunder shower'
b. mace-lan
start-rain-(3)
'it starts to rain'
(19) a. parraw-sit-e
open(?)-foot-AI-(3)
'his feet point out when he walks'
b. wewtohke-sit-e
inward(? )-foot-AI-(3)
'his feet point in when he walks'
Now we know independently from examples like kwakw-sit-e (dirty-
foot-AI-(3)) 'he has dirty feet' that the initial /,/ of /- sit-/
may be deleted by Syncope I. Presumably, then, either syncope or
Vowel Elision could be responsible for the deletion of /I/ in
this medial in (19b). None of the syncope rules can account for
the deletion of /,/ in (16)-(18), however, since word-internal
/?/ is subject to syncope before sonorant consonants only where
Geminate Deletion is applicable. For these cases, then, a rule
like (15) is required.
A similar argument can be made on the basis of exceptions
to Syncope I. The finals /-ka-/ 'dance' and /-as-/ 'by cutting
edge' are aporadic or optional exceptions to this rule, while
/-api-/ 'sit' and /-'temi-/ 'ory' never undergo it. All four of
these finals consistently drop /a/ after a vowel, however, as
illustrated in (20)-(23).
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(20) a. p m-;ka
p*m-ka
along-dance-(3)
'he dances'
/ i
b. mawe-ka-k
group-dance-(3)
'they (pl.) dance together'
(21) a. ht-)l-se-a-l
Sht- l-s-a-l
3-thus-cut-DIR-3.0BV
'he cuts the other (with a knife)'
b. h-t~mi-kv siye-s-a-l
3-in.two-fingernall-cut-DIR-3.OBV
'he cuts the other's fingernails'
(22) a. at-ýpo
change-sit-(3)
'he changes seats'
b. kwsaka-po
across-sit-(3)
'he sits across something'
(23) a. wik-ftemo
like-cry-(3)
'he likes to cry'
b. mfte-temo
be.heard-cry-(3)
'he is heard crying'
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Here again we must be dealing with underlying /a/, since
epenthetic / w/ ould be expected to undergo Syncope I regularly.-
But none of the rules of syncope can account for the fact that
deletion of /I/ after a vowel is both permitted and obligatory in
all such cases.
Unstressable /i/ and /a/ are also consistently deleted after
a vowel. Examples showing the resulting alternations in the
medials /-ihte-/ 'strike' and /-ihtakw-/ 'eound' and the finals
/ihkat-/ 'ebb' and /-ihktw-/ 'by body, by vehicle' are given in
(24)-(27). For syncope of /i/ In these morphemes, see 6.1
(24) a. wisak-ihte-hsin
extremely-strike-lie-(3)
'he got badly hurt in a crash'
b. ntkka-hte-l9w-a-kk
(3)-all-strike-shoot-DIR-33AN.ABS
'he shot all of the others (abs.)'
(25) a. h-c(pak-ihtakw-so-w-am-a-l
3-loud-sound-AI-DA-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he talks very loudly to the other'
b. naska-htakw-so-w-am-a-i
(3)-discourage-sound-AI-DA-TA-DIR-3. OBV
'he hollers at the other discouragingly'
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- a-(26) a. Oalm-ihk3t
away-ebb- (3)
'the tide goes out'
b. mace-hklt
start-ebb- (3)
'the tide starts to go out'
(27) a. htjlamm-ihl9w-a-l1
3-away-by. body-D IR-3 . OB V
'he forces the other to go away by following him'
b. kat ap pc-ihte-hkaw-a-w
not COND accldentally-strike-by.vehicle-3PASS-NEG
'he would not get hit (by a car)'
Comparable examples are given in (28) and (29) for the finals
/-ahte-/ 'be located' and /-ahkl/ 'land.' For syncope in these
morphemes, see 6.2. The initial in (29b) is the stem of the noun
mihklm 'Micmac' (pl. mihkima-k).
(28) a. ksi p i sk.-afl k-aht e
intense dark-hole-located-(3)
'it is very dark inside'
b. kwseka-hte
across-located-(3)
'it is located across something'
c. kse-hte
in-located-(3)
'it is located partway in'
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(29) a. nipgn-ahki-k
summe r- and-LOC
'where it is always summer'
b. mihk9ma-hki-k
Mi cmac-land-LOC
'Micmac territory (loc.)'
The deletion of unstressable /o/ after vowels may be attested by
forms like wikpi-hke (brown.ash-acquire-(3)) 'he collects brown
ash' and mowine-hke (bear-acquire-(3)) 'he hunts bear,' if the
underlying form of 'acquire' is /-ohke-/, as suggested in 6.3.
OAs we might expect, we occasinally find forms which reflect
the reanalysis of a syncopating vowel as an inherently stressable
vowel, so that Glide Insertion rather than elision takes place:
notiy-ahkat2m (out-marry-(3)) 'he is married out of his group'
(cf. note-hte (out-located-(3)) 'it sticks out'), ksakay-askot-e-
w (across-field-PART-PART) 'across a field' (with /kasaka-/,
variant of /kwasaka-/ 'across'). Examples of this type appear to
be considerably less common, however, than forms which show the
retention of a potentially syncopating vowel after a non-
syllabic.
Because unstressable /i a o, are consistently deleted after
a vowel, we are free to formulate Vowel Elision so that it is
applicable to any unstressable vowel. We do not have the kind of
evidence for the role of Vowel Eislon here, however, that we
have in cases involving /a/, since there are no examples of
unstressable /i a o/ which escape syncope before /hC/. There
appears to be no way to determine whether the deletions
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illustrated in (24)-(29) should be attributed to Vowel Elision or
to Syncope II.
There is indeterminacy of a different sort in the analysis
of alternations between initial _ and zero in inflectional
suffixes. In the last chapter we saw reason to believe that a
rule of epenthesis inserts unstressable /7/ between non-syllabics
at the boundary of an inflectional suffix. Given this rule, it
is impossible to demonstrate that Vowel Elision is applicable in
inflectional morphemes. The patterns of alternation which would
result from elision are the same as those which result from
epenthesls: zero after vowels, 9_ after non-syllabics (alternating
with zero in syncope). None of our tests for underlying
morpheme-initial // are applicable to inflectional endings:
insertion of connective /I/ is not expected before non-syllabics;
no inflection suffixes correspond to stem-initial elements which
can undergo Initial Change; there are apparently no relevant
cases of exceptions to syncope. There are not even any relevant
alternations in suffixes involving vowels other than /1/. Since
there is motivation for the application of Vowel Elision only
within stemse, it seems best to assume that contexts for the
application of this rule are limited to these stem-internal
ca8 ses.
8.3 B-Mutation
A number of examples were given in section 1 which
illustrate the change of /e/ to /i/ before inserted /y/, a change
which I attribute to the rule of E-Mutation. This change takes
place regardlQes of the environment In which /y/ is inserted: it
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affects stemrinternal /e/, stem-final /e/, and /e/ in
inflectional suffixes.
Neither basic /ey/ nor /ey/ derived by Initial Change is
subject to mutation: pil-eya-k (new-NOUN.FINAIL-33PROX) 'new ones
(prox. an.),' eyi-t (be.located-3AN) 'where he is'; of.
(be.located-(3)) 'he is (there).' In cases of these kinds,
however, /ey/ is always morpheme-internal, while we may assume
that a morpheme boundary follows /e/ before inserted /y/.
Elsewhere, /ey/ arises across a morpheme boundary only where /-
y-/ represents underlying /-ha-/, the allomorph of /-ha-/ ~ /-
ya-/ 'go' which is used after /a/ and /e/. Here again /e/ is
stable, surfacing unchanged in forms like mace-y-yik (start-
go-(3 )-33PROX) 'they (du.) leave' and mace-y-ya (start-
go-(3)-3ABS) 'he has left.' But some speakers permit or prefer
alternates with -h- for -z- in these forms (mace-h-hik, mace-h-
yA), and - i- s in paradigmatic alternation with -ha- and -he- in
these verbs for all speakers: n-maca-ha (1-start-go) 'I leave,'
- /
mace-he (start-go-(3)) 'he leaves.' I tentatively conclude,
then, that -g- is derived from /-h-/ in forms like mace-y-ya by a
rule which follows E-Mutation. Thus we can state E-Mutation as -a
general rule, one which affects any /e/ which is followed by /y/
across a morpheme boundary.
The formulation of E-Mutation for which I will argue in this
section is the followlng.
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(30) E-Mutation
V C
i -- * / +
e i y
Two principal claims are embodied in this statement of the rule:
(1) the output of E-Mutation is a floating vowel; (2) /e/ becomes
/1/ directly in E-Mutation, rather than passing through an
intermediate stage such as /V/. Evidence for the first of these
claims comes from the fact that the output of E-Mutation behaves
in stress assignment and (perhaps) syncope like underlying
unstressable vowels. Evidence for the second claim comes from
forms in which unstressable i is derived from underlying /1/. The
fact that there are no surface alternations which call for a rule
changing /9/ to /i/ before /y/ also weighs against postulating
/3/ as an intermediate stage in the derivation of i from /e/.
As it stands, however, the statement of E-Mutation given in
(30) fails to account for the assimilatory character of this
process. In a theory in which segments are regarded as
unstructured bundles of features, we have no way to explain why
the output of E-Mutation is a segment which shares all of the
feature specifications of the trigger of the rule. We cannot say
that the rule spreads the features of /y/ onto the slot occupied
by /e/ in its input, since the rule must delete this slot.
An adequate solution to this problem will undoubtedly
require an appeal to a more structured representation of the
segment. For example, if we tollow Clements (1985) in
postulating a structure for the segment in which features branch
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from a root node which is distinct from the timing slots of the
CV tier, then we can analyze E-Mutation as a process by which the-
features of /y/ spread onto the root node of a preceding /e/ at
the same time as the associated V-slot is deleted. I will not
attempt to settle this matter here, however, and note only that a
feature-spreading account of this type would be consistent with
the two claims stated above.
If the view of E-Mutation for which I will argue is correct,
then floating /i/ as well as floating /!/ can appear in
phonological representations after the application of the rules
of stress assignment and syncope. Since these occurrences of /1/
must receive timing slots in order to appear in phonetic
representations, I assume that Schwa Support, like V-Epenthesis,
Final Syllable Epenthesis, Schwa Deletion I, and Schwa Deletion
II, must be generalized so that it is applicable to any floating
[-consonantal] segment.
8.3.1 The output of E-Mutation is a floating vowel
By now the phonological patterning which is characteristic
of underlying unstresseeable vowels is familiar: such segments
figure into syllable counts for stress placement when they follow
clusters other than /hC/, when they are in even-numbered
positions for alternating stressability, etc. When none of the
conditions requiring etressability holds, they are invisible to
the stress rules and may be subject to syncope is further
conditions are met.
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The examples in (31)-(33) show that I follows this pattern
of behavior in stress assignment when it reflects root-fi-nal /e/.
before inserted /y/. The first example in each pair shows that
/e/ is a stresseeable vowel where it is not subject to mutation.
In (31b) and (32b), /i/ in the output of mutation remains an
unetressable vowel, since it follows a stressable vowel and a
single consonant. In (33b), however, the /1/ which results from
mutation surfaces as a stressable vowel by alternating
stressability. (For root-final I from /e/ which is stressable
because of a preceding cluster, see (6a,d).)
(31) a. matape-hte
downhill-located-(3)
'it is situated facing downhill'
b. mitaply-apas I-w-4k
downhl 1 l-pl .wal k-3-33 PROX
'they (pl.) walk downhill'
(32) a. note-ph-a-I
(3 )-out-carry-DIR-3 . OBV
'he carries the other out'
b. notliy-apaal-w•4k
out-pI .walk-3-33PROX
'they (pl.) walk out'
(33) a. w~sake-hte
empty-located- (3)
'It (e.g. a house) is unoccupied'
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b. was3kly-atOp
empty-head
'skull ' 5
The situation is similar where the final /e/ of a verb stem
undergoes mutation, whether the trigger is the /y/ inserted
before /-31/, /-Uk/, etc. or the /y/ which appears before the
vowel-initial Conjunct endings. In (34a), the surface I which
represents the /e/ of /-alohk-e-/ 'work' remains unstressable
because the preceding cluster is /hk/. In (34b), I is
unstressable because it is in third position for alternating
stressability in the intermediate representation /w9tami-y8l/,
from underlying /wat3ma-w-3l/. In (34c), however, the output of
F-Mutation surfaces as stressable I because the last preceding
vowel is the syncopating /I/ of /-ape-/ 'liquid.' (Compare psan-
p& (full-liquid-(3)) 'it (an.) is full of liquid.')
(34) a. et1-aolohk-i-yekw
ongolng-work-AI-22
'you (du.) who are working'
b. htami-yl1
ht mi-h 1
smoke-(3)-3. OB V
'the other smokes'
c. psan-pi-hik
full-i iquid-33PROX
'they (du.) are full of liquid'
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The facts are again the same for noun stems ending in /e/
where /y/ is inserted before vowel-initial suffixes.-
Unstressable I surfaces for underlying /e/ in (35) and (36),
where none of the conditions requiring stressability holds. In
(37), surface I is stressable by alternating stressability, while
the I which follows /sk/ in (38b) is stressable because of this
cluster even though the last preceding vowel is an inherently
stressable / /.
(35) a. n-itape-nno-k
1-friend- 11-33 PROX
'our (exc.) friends'
b. n-itapi-yik
1-friend-33PROX
'my friends'
(36) a. pasinote-kal
basket-33IN. ABS
'baskets (abs.)'
b. psesnoti-ylI
basket-33IN
'baskets'
(37) a. ht-ah-cikane-m-al
3-AUG-apple-POSS-3. OBV
'his apple'
/ #f
b. cikani-ylk
apple-33 PROX
'apples'
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(38) a. wrnaske-k
wing-LOC
'wing (loc.)'
b. wunaskl-yii
(3)-wing-3-. OBV
'his wing'
Finally, we can see the effect of alternating stresesability
on the status of the i derived from the /e/ of /-ne-/ in (39),
where this segment appears as the first, second, third, and then
fourth vowel in a series within which alternating stressability
holds. (The of surface -Sni- is epenthetic.)
(39) a. mic-olti-ni-ya
(3)-eat-PL-3IN-33PROX
'they (pl.) eat it'
b. ma hapc kekw mi]-a-w-wni-ya
not again something (3)-give-DIR-NEG-PEG-33PROX
'they will not give the other anything again'
c. h-pawat-am-m.ni-ya
3-want-T I-3 IN-33 PROX
'they want it'
d. ht-9l-ak~ls4m-a ni-ya
3-thus-cook-TI-3 IN-33 PROX
'they cook it thus'
We see, then, that the segment which results from the
appl i cation of E-Mutation counts as stressable where an
underlying unstressable vowel counts as stressable and is
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invisible to the stress rules where an underlying unstressable
vowel remains unstressable. Clearly, the output of E-Mutation.is-
an unstressable vowel. In the terms of the CV theory of
stressability, this means that E-Mutation deletes the V-slot
which is underlyingly associated with /e/ in the triggering
environment.
This analysis of E-Mutation receives further support from
the fact that the segment which results from mutation appears to
be subject to syncope between two occurrences of /y/. If we
formulate E-Mutation so that its output is a floating /3/, then
this result can be predicted on the basis of the statement of
Geminate Deletion given In 5.7.7, since the latter rule deletes
floating ýD/ between identical non-syllabics. But geminate
deletion may eabily be generalized so that it will delete any
floating vowel in appropriate environments, so the evidence of
syncope really only bears on the status of the output of E-
Mutation as a floating vowel, not on the identity of this
segment.
The environment for syncope arises in the final /-ya-/ 'go,'
the alternant of /-ha-/ ~ /-ya-/ which is used after /I/, and in
two other finals which are probably etymologically related to
this one: /-ayya-/ /-ahya-/ 'play' and the plural final
/-ya-/. 6 The obligatory nature of the shift of /a/ to /e/ before
the third person suffix /-w/ was noted for /-ya-/ 'go' in section
1. This shift is also obligatory for /-ayya-/ ~ /-ahya-/ and for
/-ya-/ PLURAL. Thus we have nt-tal-ayya-ppn nt-tal-ahya-pan
(1-ongoing-play-11) 'we (du. exc.) are playing,' but t4l-a4ye
tE1-ahye (ongoing-play-(3)) 'he is playing'; kt-ppi-ya-p n (2-
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slt-PL-11) 'we (pl. inc.) sit,' but ma te api-ye-wi-kk (not EMPH
sit-PL-(3)-NEG-33AN.ABS) 'they (pl. abs.) are not sltting-(there)-
anymore.' When Glide Insertion is applicable in a form in which
/a/ has shifted to /e/, the inserted /y/ triggers E-Mutatlon and
the potential for syncope arises.
We find • as a result of syncope where we would otherwise
expect gil in third person forms of stems made with either of the
finale with the shape /-ya-/. Speakers who have h for x between
occurrences of I have hh for g here. Thus with /-ya-/ 'go' we
find alml-y-yik *~ lami-h-hik (away-go-(3)-33PROX) 'they (du.)
/ /I
go away.' With /-ya-/ PLURAL we have ppi-y-yik ~ api-h-ik (sit-
PL-(3)-33PROX) 'they (pl.) sit.' The output of E-Mutation is not
subject to deleteion, however, in stems made with /-ayya-/
/-ahya-/. Instead, the final vowel of this element surfaces as
stressable I: tl-ayyi-yi k ~ tl-ahhi-hlk. (ongoing-
play-(3)-33PROX) 'they (du.) are playing.' Presumably I is
stressable here because of the preceding cluster. The fact that
a etreeeable vowel surfaces while an unstressable vowel is
deleted between occurrences of /y/ confirms that deletioh in this
environment has the character of syncope.7
While it seems plausible to attribute deletion In alami-y-
yik and pli-y-yik to Geminate Deletion, some problems remain with
this interpretation of the data. Chief among these is the fact
that deletion takes place at comparable points in verbs formed
with /-ha-/ rather than /-ya-/: akwa-y-yik ~ kwa-h-hik
(ashore(?)-go-(3)-33PROX) 'they (du.) run their canoe up on
shore.' (Compare lkwe-he 'he runs his canoe up on shore,' ekwa-
ha-t 'when he ran his canoe up on shore.') We noted above that
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it is desirable, for the analysis of E-Mutation, to suppose that
g is derived from /hy/ in forms like mace-y-yik 'they (du.)-
SOW
leave' and mace-y-ya 'he has left.' But this proposal entails
that deletion of unstressable /I/ must take place between /h/ and
/y/, with mace-y-,ik coming from an intermediate representation
like /mace-hi-yak/. While we can, of course, write a rule to
carry out this deletion, it is not clear that Geminate Deletion
can or should be revised to account for such cases. 8  Major
problems in the analysis of verbs in /-ha-/ ~ /-ya-/ remain
unresolved at this time.
8.3.2 The output of E-llutation is /1/
There Is very little direct evidence which bears on the
feature composition of the output of E-Mutation. Historically,
this segment was probably *8. In fact there is nothing to bar us
from setting up./a/ as an intermediate stage in the change of /e/
to _ in a synchronic analysis of Passamaquoddy, since the
sequence ag does not occur on the surface. A rule deriving i_
from /Sy/ would complete the derivation of i from /e/ and provide
an explanation for the absence of surface !y at no extra cost.
But while it is true that surface 1_j does not occur, there are
also no surface alternations between and i which would motivate
a rule changing /9/ to /I/ before /y/. Apparently the only
occurrences of /1/ which would undergo this rule are those which
are putatively derived by E-Mutation. 9
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Moreover, there are other occurrences of unstressable i
which are not derived from /e/. We have already seen in -Chapter
6 that underlyingly unstressable /i/ is fairly common before
/hC/, but these segments either undergo syncope or surface as
stressable vowels. Surface unstressable I occurs only before z
(or h derived from /y/), but may be non-alternating or may
alternate with stressable I rather than with e.
Cases of the first kind appear to be uncommon, although the
status of many occurrences of i before z remains to be
determined. One clear example is the dependent noun stem
-anlyakn 'head.' The initial of this element is always
treated as streseable, while the following I is consistently
invisible to the stress rules. Thus we have w-jniyakani-ne (3-
head-ache-(3)) 'he has a headache,' with initial stress and no
stress in niyak , showing that this sequence contains only a
single stressable vowel. Since the stem -anvtak n has a constant
surface shape, there is no obvious reason why its underlying form
should not also be /-ýniyak n/, with underlying unstressable /I/.
More interesting is the fact that some occurrences of
unstressable i represent basic stressable /1/. In fact it
appears that underlying /i/ is subject to a rule which closely
resembles E-Mutation, becoming an unstressable vowel before /y/.
By no means all occurrences of i before j show the behavior of
underlying unstreseable vowels: 1 before z is stressable, for
example, In imfya-n (pray-UNSPEC) 'mass Is said' and sapi-ye
(though-go-(3)) 'he, it goes through.' But I representing
underlying /1i/ receives the treatment of an underlying
unstressable vowel before inserted /y/. For example, the final
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/i/ of /wiki-/ 'dwell' is a stressable vowel in (40a), but is
skipped over in assigning stress in (40b), so that Aily the
antepenult receives stress in the latter example. Basic /1/ in
/-atemi-/ 'cry' is treated as unstressable in (41b). The /i/ of
the negative suffix /-wi-/ shows similar behavior in (42).
/PR(40) a. wiki-li-n
(3)-dwell-0BV-SUBORD
'the other dwells (Subordinative)'
b. wiki-yekw
dwel 1-22
'where you (du.) dwell'
(41) a. mes-atemi-t
why-c ry-3 AN
'why is he crying?'
b. mes-Stemi-yin
umes- temi-hin
why-cry-2
'why are you (sg.) crying?'
(42) a. ma kisl-hpi-wi
not can-eat-(3 )-NEG
'he can't eat'
b. ma kisi-hpi-wl-hil
not can-eat-(3)-NEG-3. OBV
'the other can't eat'
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There is even evidence for syncope of basic /i/ between /y/ and
/y/ from forms like ey-yin (be.located-2) 'where you (sg°.-) are';-
of. eyi-t (be.located-3AN) 'where he is.'
Like i derived by E-Mutation, underlying /I/ before inserted
/y/ surfaces as an unstreesable vowel only where underlying
unstressable vowels retain this status. Thus /i/ surfaces as a
stressable vowel in etot-eloml-yek (extreme-laugh-ll) 'we (du.
exc.) laugh really hard (Conjunct),' where the last preceding
vowel is an unstreseable t. (Compare etot-elami-t (extreme-
laugh-3AN) 'he laughs really hard (Conjunct).') A similar
situation holds in i-stem nouns: stem-final /i/ surfaces as an
unstressable vowel in pii- 1-711 ~ p is-hil (switch-33IN)
'switches, whips,' but as a stresable vowel in wikpi-yik ~ wikpi-
hik (brown.ash-33PROX) 'pieces of brown ash' and apasi-1yil
)psil-hil (stick-33IN) 'sticks'; of. ht-iaisi-m 'his switch,' n-
wikpl-m 'my brown ash,' ht-;pasi-m 'his stick.'
It seems pointless to derive surface i from underlying /i/
via /'/ in forms like wiki-yekw 'where you (du.) dwell' and
ipisi-hil 'switches,' But i.f we choose to represent f as /i/
throughout the derivations of these forms, then we must postulate
intermediate representations for them in which floating /1/
stands before /y/. Given such representations for these cases,
it seems reasonable to suppose that the output of E-Mutation Is
also of this form.
In fact It seems likely that E-Mutation should be
generalized so that it applies to both /e/ and /i/ before
inserted /y/. Several unresolved problems stand in the way of an
evaluation of this proposal, however. In particular, it appears
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that /I/ generally remains stressable where it is followed by /y/
across a morpheme boundary but /y/ is the TA final /-y-/-or the-
initial segment of /-ya-/ 'go' : h-k is i -y-a- (3-past-TA-
DIR-3.0BV) 'he made the other,' pcie (arrive-go-(3)) 'he
arrives.' There are some aPparent inconsistencies in cases of
this kind, however. In alJ-ye (thuse-go-(3)) 'he goes there,' we
find antepenultimate stress and the retention of word-initial
/9/, both pointing to unstressable /i/ in this form. Yet in the
corresponding dual form li-h-hik (thus-go-(3)-33PROX) 'they (du.)
go there,' boch penuJtimate stress and syncope of iritial /6/
show that /i/ is treated as streesable before /-ya-/. The full
set of conditions which govern the distribution of unstressable i
has yet to be worked out.
8.4 Questions of rule order
We come now to the question of the relative order of
application of Glide Insertion an. Vowel Elision. We will see
that the assumptions of the diacritic and metrical theories of
stressability require us to order Glide Insertion before the
rules which establish the distribution of stressable and
unstressable vowels, but to order Vowel Elision after these
rules. It follows that Glide Insertion must precede all of the
rules which elimina.e underlying sequences of a streesable and an
unstressable vowel. Thus Glide Insertion must be formulated so
that it can distinguish these sequences from sequences of two
stressable vowels, since it is only in the latter that /yi is
inserted. To make this distinction, the rule must refer to the.
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feature [strong] if we adopt the diacritic theory, or to the
presence of lexical accents if we take a metrical approach.
Within the CV theory of stressability, the relative order of
Glide Insertion and Vowel Elision is not clearly determined.
Ordering Glide Insertion before Vowel Elision requires no appeal
to diacritic features or accents, however, since Glide Insertion
as formulated in section 1 is simply not applicable in a sequence
of a stressable and an unstressble vowel.
If Vowel Elision follows the assignment of etressability in
the diacritic and metrical theories, then the input to the rules
which account for alternating stressability in these frameworks
must contain sequences of a stressable and an unstressable vowel.
Both of these theories postulate rules which assign alternating
stressability by counting off unstressable vowels in pairs. The
CV theory, on the other hand, derives alternating stressability
from properties of syllabification. We will see that these
procedures lead to different results where a post-vocalic
unstressable vowel is involved, and that the predictions of the
CV theory are correct.
8.4.1 Vowel Elision and TRY Assimilation
The crucial evidence for the ordering of Vowel Elision comes
from its interaction with VHV Assimilation, the rule which was
introduced in 5.5.2 to aoount for the fact that the first vowel
in a sequence of the form /VhV/ comes to take on the features of
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the second. We begin, then, by looking at morphemes which can
undergo either rule.
The TA final /-shol-/ 'ferry, transport by boat,' its TI
mata /-Ihot-/, and the AI final /-aham-/ 'swim' begin with
syncopating vowels, as we can see from (43)-(45). (I have no
example in which an initial vowel is directly attested in
/-Shot-/, but note that we would expect noci- for not- in (44)
b6fore a final whose underlying form began with a non-syllabic.)
For the choice of /9/ as the underlying initial vowel in these
morphemes, see 5.5. This segment is always subject to VHV
Assimilation when it is not deleted.
(43) a. h-sakh-ohol-a-l
3-into. v iew-fer ry-DIR-3. OBV
'he ferries the other into view'
b. ht-al-hol-a-l
3-around-fe rry-DIR-3. OBV
'he guides the other around'
(i.e. takes the other around by boat
on a hunting trip)
(44) not-hot-ahsi:-t
occupat I on-fer ry-AI-3 AN
'guide (on a hunting trip)
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(45) a. sakh-aham
into.view-swim-(3)
'he swims into view'
b. al-him
around-swim-(3)
'he swims around'
The initial vowels of these finals are deleted, as expected,
after vowel-final roots; but assimilation does not take place in
the resulting /VhV/ sequences:
(46) a. wisa-hol-a-l
(3)-fast-ferry-DIR-3. OBV
'he transports the other hurriedly by boat'
b. mace-hol-a-1
(3)-start-ferry-DIR-3. OBV
'he carries the other away by boat'
c. mace- hdt-o-n
(3)-ferry-TI-3IN
'he carries it away by boat'
d. kwsaka-ih m
acrose-wewim-(3)
'he swims across'
Presumably it is the underlying presence of the deleted vowels
which blocks the application of VHV Assimilation in these forms.
For example, assimilation does not take place in the derivation
of (46d) because the /a/ of /kwpeska-/ is not adjacent to the /h/
"'1
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of /- h m-/ at the stage in the derivation of this form when it
is represented as shown in (47).
(47) r d r TAA '/N
C C VC V C VC
k w a s ka 8 h m
Since initial /8/ is clearly subject to Syncope II in
/-)hol-/, /-)hot-/, and /-fh m-/, there is no way to know whether
the deletion of /0/ in (46a-d) is due to syncope or to Vowel
Elision. One point is clear, however: both Syncope II and Vowel
Elision must be ordered after VHV Assimilation. If either of
these rules were applied first, the initial vowels of /-ahol-/,
/-Ihot-/, and /-Oh m-/ would be deleted before the application of
assimilation, and we should have *wisoholal, *macoholal, etc.,
with matching vowels on either side of h.
8.4.2 VHV Assimilation and Schwa Deletion III
In an analysis in which both stressable and unstressable
vowels have V-slots (or one in which no distinction is drawn
between a segmental tier and a timing tier), we can determine the
ordering of VHV Assimilation by considering its interaction with
the rule which deletes unstressable /1/ between /h/ and /m/.
Under the CV theory of stressability, however, we apparently
oannot establish the relative order of VHV Aeslmilatlon and Sohwa
Deletion III, the formal statement of synoope between /h/ and /m/
which was proposed in 5.6. The relative order of VHV
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Assimilation with respect to several other rules remains
undetermined as well.
Alternations like those shown in (48) constrain proposals
concerning the relative order of syncope and VHV Assimilation
under the assumptions of the diacritic and metrical theories of
st."eseability because assimilation is only triggrired by
stressable vowels.
(48) a. Ikataham (/ikateh~m-w/)
yawn- (3)
'he yawns'
b. *kdtehm-ok (/ik)teh2mn-w-k/)
yawn-(3)-33PROX
'they (du.) yawn'
Note that assimilation does not take place in underlying /ehl/
where /V/ is subject Lo syncope. If VHV Assimilation follows
syncope, we io not have to say anything about this restriction in
our statement of the rule. Syncopated /8/ is simply not present
in the structure to which the assimlation rule applies. Ordering
VHV Assimilation before syncope would require us to complicate
our statement of the rule by specifying that the trigger must be
[+strong] in the diacritic account, or requiring the trigger to
bear at least minimal stress if we take the metrical approach.
The evidence of forms like those in (48) does not allow us
to determine the relative order of syncope and assimilation in
the CV theory because no complication of the statement of VHV
Assimilation is needed to exclude unstreseable /3/ as a trigger.
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The representations of ik tehm-ok before and after the
application of Schwa Deletion III are shown in (49).
(49) a. C Cr
VC CoVC cov
C C VC C C VCIl I 111 1III k I t• hV m wI k
i k tehmwa 3k
If VHV Assimilation is formualted as a rule which spreads the
features of one V-slot onto another, as suggested in 5.5.2, then
it is no more applicable in (49a) than in (49b). Since floating
/i/ is not associated with a V-slot, its features will not
spread.
Now VHV Assimilation must at least follow Final Syllable
Epenthesis under the CV theory, since it is the latter rule which
supplies the V-slot for the last vowel in (50), and this V-slot
is required for the application of assimilation in the derivation
of ika•• am.
(50) ( TA AA\
VC O VC VC
We can make a considerably stronger statement in the diacritic
and metrical theories, however. Since VHV Asseaimilation must
follow synoope between /h/ and /m/, it must in general be ordered
after the rules which determine the distribution stressable and
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unstressable vowels in these frameworks. In particular, VHV
Assimilation must follow the rule which determines alternating-
satreseability, however it is stated, since vowels which are
stressable in accordance with this prindiple are not subject to
syncope.10
8.4.3 Glide Insertion and Vowel Elision
It is clear that Glide Insertion must precede E-Mutation,
since some (perhaps all) occurrences of /4/ which trigger E-
Mutation result from the application of Glide Insertion. It is
also clear that E-Mutation must precede the assignment of
stressability to underlying unstressable vowels, or at least that
part of the process which accounts for the effect of clusters on
stressability and for alternating stressability, since the
unstressbale vowels which result from the application of E-
Mutation receive the same treatment as underlying unstressable
vowels in these respects. From these considerations, we can
conclude that Glide Insertion must precede syncope, since all of
the rules which determine the distritution of stressable and
unstressable vowels must precede any of the rules of syncope.
These ordering relationships appear to hold independently of our
choioe of a framework for the representation of the stressable/
unstressable distinotion.
Now we determined in 8.4.1 that Vowel Elision must follow
EWV Assimilation, since ellsion does not feed the assimilation
process. Furthermore, we saw in 8.4.2 that an optimal
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formulation of VHV Assimilation under the assumptions of the
diacritic and metrical theories of stressability requires us.to-
order this rule after the rules which assign stressability,
including the rule which accounts for alternating stressability.
Within the diacritic and metrical theories, then, we can motivate
the following overall ordering of the rules that we have been
considering:
(51) Glide Insertion
E-Mutat i on
Assignment of stressability
(including alternating stressability)
VHV Assimilation
Vowel Elision
The ordering relationships shown in (51) are consistent with
the CV thoery of stressability, but they are not fully determined
within this model of Passamaquoddy phonology, since we cannot
clearly establish the order of VHV Assimilation with respect to
V-elot epenthesis rules other than Final Syllable Epenthesisa.
8.4.4 Consequences for the formulation of Glide Insertion
We have now seen that Glide Insertion must precede syncope
under any of the theories of stressability that we have looked
at. In the diacritio and metrical theories, Glide Insertion must
also precede Vowel Elisialon. In these frameworks, then, the input
to Glide Insertion must include both VV sequences in which both
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vowels are stressable and VV sequences in which the second vowel
is unstreessable, since no sequences of the latter type wi-11 have-
been eliminated yet. For example, notiy-ahka-n ((3)-out-throw-
PEG) 'he throws it out (direction)' and note-hte (out-
located-(3)) 'It sticks out' will hav;e the representations shown
in (52) prior to the application of Glide Insertion.
(52) a. C C V C V V C C V C
I I I I( I 1 1 I
w n o t e ahk an
b. C VC V V C C V C
noteah te w
Stress cannot yet have been assigned, since stressability
has not been assigned. To permit the application of Glide
Insertion in (52a) and prevent it in (52b), we will have to
require the second vowel in the structural description of the
rule to be [+strong], in the diacritic theory, or to bear a
lexical accent, in the metrical account. Both approaches seem
quite arbitrary. Clearly we would prefer an analysis of glide
insertion which did not have to make reference to any sort of
arbitrary marks.
The CV theory of streseability permits such an analysis.
Although the order of application of Glide Insertion and Vowel
Elision is not clearly determined if we adopt this approach, the
order in which these rules apply also has no implications for the
way they should be formulated. If Glide Insertion applies first,
e //then the representations of nog~flyahka-n and note-hte in the
input to Glide Insertion will be as follows.
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(53) a. c C V C V V C C V C
IIffI ( il l
wn otoeahkan
b. C VCV CCVC
I I I I ! ( I I I
n o t e ah t e w
Given the formulation of Glide Insertion proposed in section 1,
this rule is applicable in (53a) because this representation
contains a sequence of V-slots. The rule is not applicable in
(53b), however, because the /a/ of /-ahte-/ 'be located' is a
floating vowel. No use of diacritic devices or special marking
of particular segments is required inorder to make this
distinction: unstressable vowels fy their nature will not trigger
Glide Insertion. We can maintain the simplest possible statement
of Glide Insertion regardless of its order with respect to Vowel
Elislon.
8.4.5 Consequences for stress and syncope
Since Vowel Elision must follow the assignment of
stressability in the diacritic and metrical theories, the input
to the rules which account for alternating stressability under
these proposals must contain sequences of a stressable and an
unstreseable vowel. For example, the initial schwas of the
finals /-Ipi-/ 'sit,' /-a-/ 'cut,' and /-3n-/ 'by hand' will not
yet have been deleted when alternating stressability is
determined in (54a-c), and the unstresseeable /1/ of /-lhkSw-/ 'by
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body' will still be present at this stage in the derivation of
(54d).
(54) a. apste-pa-w-ak (/apte-a'pi-w-k/)
I ean-s I t-3-33 PROX
'they (du.) sit leaning against something'
b. ht-3tVl-ahke-s-am-3n (/wt- t al-ahke- s-3m-?n)
3-ongoing-land(?)-cut-TI-31N
'he is plowing it'
c. h-pa/ki-kpe-n-am-;n ( /w-paki-kpe-4n-am-an)
3-over-brown.ash-by.hand-TI-3IN
'he folds over the vertical splints of it (basket)'
-/
d. mace-hkpw-a-l (/w-mace-ihkaw-a-)al/)
(3)-start-by.body-DIR-3. OBV
'he forces the other to go home by following him;
he chases the other away'
If we use "+" and "-" as shorthand for [+strong] and
(-strong], the underlying form of (54a) in the diacritic theory
may be represented as (55a). ,(CV structure is irrelevant under
this proposal.) I-Mutation replaces the stressable /i/ of
/-4pi-/ 'sit' with unstressable /8/, giving (55b).
(55) a. + - +- + +
a pi t e9 p i wl k
b. + - +- - +
a p) t e) pl w k
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Alternating stressability is assigned in the diacritic theory by
rule (67f) of Chapter 4, repeated here as (56).
(56) [-strong] --- > [+strong] / [-strong] C
(left-to-right iterative)
The application of this rule to (55b) yields (57): the
penultimate / / of the word becomes [+strong].
(57) + +-  + +
app te p2 w2 k
Since the Alternating Stress Rule assigns stress to every other
stressable vowel, counting from the end of the word, the output
of stress assignment and Vowel Elision in this derivation is
*apptepowpk. This is incorrect. Stress falls on the antepenult
in a
in apateflwf.
The rules of the metrical theory give the same result. The
underlying form of apate-pt-w-lk in this framework is (58a). I-
Mutation replaces accented /I/ with unaccented /7/ in /-;pi-/,
giving (58b).
(58) a. * * * *
a p t eI p i w k
b. * * 
ap) t et p*•w k
The application of Subfoot Formation to (58b) gives (59a). Foot
Formation and the assignment of a word tree derive (59b).
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(59) a.
a p t e pI w k
ap'at e p  w k
Once again stress is incorrectly assigned: (59b) represents
*apLtepowk, not apatepiwik.
Both of these derivations faill for the same reason. Both
rule (56) and Subfoot Formation look for two unstressable vowels
and then make the second one stressable. A procedure of this
kind allows the initial /D/ of /-3pi-/ to participate in the
assignment of alternating stressability, even though it follows a
vowel. It is easy to see that parallel problems will arise in
the derivations of the other items in (54).11
In the CV theory, alternating stressability results from the
interaction between V-Epenthesis and the basic syllabification
rules. Since V-Epenthesis i sle triggered by unsyl abifi ed
consonants, the presence of an unstressable vowel after a vowel
is irreleva.t to the application of this ruJe. Thus it makes no
difference whether Vowel Elision precedes or follows V-
Epenthesls.
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Under the assumptions of the CV theory of stressability, the
underlying representation of apate-pe-w-ek is (60a) 'and the-
output of I-Mutation is (60b). Note, however, that there is
nothing in (60b) to prevent the syllabi ication of the /p/ of
/-)p)-/ with the /e/ of /apate-/, so the basic syllabification
rules wil#immediately convert (60b) to (60c). Although /e/ and
/p/ are separated by /9/ on the segmental tier, they are adjacent
on the CV tier, and this is sufficient for the rules of
syllabiflcation.
(t60) a. r g € raA A A/N\
VC CV CVrVC
I I i i I I
ap t eVp iw)k
b. h "
VC CV C
A //Na p3 t eS p3 w) k
VC CV C C VCS1 It I I/ I
a p t e) p Iw* k
Since no C position is left unayllabified in (60c), V-Epenthesis
is in-pplicable, even though the initial /t/ of /-pli-/ has not
yet becn deleted here. We need only assume that Vowel Elision
precudea Schwa Vupport, and the result of applying the stress
rules, Vowel Elision, and Schwa Support 1o (60c) will be (61), an
appropriate surface representation for ap'tee-p?-w-k.
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(61) x
X X
X X X
(r r
IAAA\
VC VC VC VC VC
9I IIgp( IgII
ap)It e p w3 k
The derivations of (54b-d) proceed along essentially the same
lines. In the case of mace-hk3w-a-1, however, there is one extra
twist: both the /h/ and the /k/ of /-ihkaw-/ 'by body' are
syllabified with the /e/ of /mace-/ 'start' in the underlying
form of this item, across unstreeesable /1/:
(62) r r
cvcV c c•VcI I I I I (0 1
mace h k w a
It is the possibility of syllable-final clusters of /h/ and an
obstruent which allows both C-slots associated with /hk/ in this
representation to be syllabified here, so that V-Epenthesis is
again inappl icable.
We see, then, that the stress patterns of words like those
in (54) provide strong evidence which favors the CV theory of
stressability over the diaorltic and metr'ical alternatlves. The
facts of stress in these cases follow automatically from our
earlier proposals in the CV framework. To obtain the same
results within the alternative theories, we would have to
stipulate quite arbitrarily that an underlying unstressable vowel
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does not participate in the assignment of alternating
stressability just in case it follows another vowel.
A s;aall amount of evidenoe from patterns of syncope appears
to confirm the conclusion suggested by data from stress. Both
/3/ and /a/ are syncopating vowels in the final /-akwahsi-/
'sleep,' as shown in (63) and (64).
(63) a. nat-kwahso
go-eleep- (3)
'he goes somewhere to sleep'
b. el-kwahsl-t
thus-seleep-3AN
'what he dreamed about'
c. mets-Ukwso
late-sleep-(3)
'he oversleeps'
(64) a. tal-kwahsa-w-fk
ongoing-sleep-3-33 PROX
'they (du.) are sleeping'
b. et31-3kwsi-t
ongoing-sl eep-3AN
'he is sleeping (Conjunct)'
Under the diaoritic and metrical theories, we expect the /a/ of
/-fkwahsi-/ to be stressable and therefore to be immune to
syncope when this final follows a vowel. Thia is incorreot, as
we see in (65).
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(65) a. notkwva-kwso
nota-4ckwoo
not. enough-el eep- (3)
'he has not slept enough'
- 0b. maoe-lkwso
start-sleep-(3)
'he starts sleeping'
c. mft/-kvso
be. heard-seleep- (3)
'he is heard sleeping; he snores'
Here again the CV theory correctly predicts the facts. For
example, .mIte-kwso has the representation shown in (66) after the
application of Final Syllable Epenthesie. Because the /kw/ of
/4kwahsi-/ can be syllabified with the /e/ of /mfte-/, V-
Epenthesis is napplicable and the /a/ of the final remains a
floating vowel, eventually undergoing Syncope II.
(66) Cr
C VC V C C VC
a 9 t 9 k wahsha w
Now this evidenoe from /-4kwahsi-/ is clouded somewhat by
the fact that this morpheme, like so many others in which /a/ has
been subject to synoope, has an alternate form as the result of
reanalysst. Alongside tgl-kwahao, tPl-kwahsa-w-Ek 'he is
sleeping, they (du.) are sleeping,' we also find tileqkwso,
t1l-'kwso-w-wk, apparently formed with a final /-pkwsi-/, with
invariant /kwe/. One might therefore argue that the examples in
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(65) are formed by suffixing /-$kwsl-/ to vowel-final roots, with
lose of /t/ in the final by Vowel Elision. Against tj is-
interpretation, however, is the fact that the initial /3/ of
/-pkwsi-/ is inherently stressable. In tsl-ukwso, for example,
this vowel is stressed even though it is in third position among
the schwas in underlying /23tl-Ikwsi-w/. Since /y/ is always
inserted between stressable vowels within a stem, we would expect
/60/ o
surface *matly-lkwso, not mate-kwso, from underlying /mate-akwsi-
w/.
No other Passamaqvoddy examples have come to my attention
which permit a further investigation of the effects of underlying
vowel sequences on patterns of syncope. In Woodstock Maliseet,
however, it appears that syncope conforms to the predictions of
the CV theory of stressability in the final /-3ham-/ 'swim.'
Thus we find mace-rm-ok (start-swim-(3)-33PROX) 'they (du.) swim
away,' reflecting intermediate /mace-hm-ok/, which in turn is
derived by Vowel Elision and Schwa Deletion III from underlying
/mace-h14m-.w-k/. As we noted in 5.6.1, the second /2/ of
/4- hm-/ has been reanalyzed as inherently stressable in
Passamaquoddy. This /9/ is retained, for example, In sakh- ham
(into.view-swlm-(1)) 'when I swam into view' (underlying
/akh-)ngm-a/), even though /0/ is subject to synoope in a
comparable environment in et/li wlI pt-a'-m (ongoing good hook-
TA-AI-(1)) 'where I had been hooking fish well' (in which pt-alm
represents underlying /pat-3h-am-a/).
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-- Notes --
I. Irregularly, sequences of identical stressable vowels are
sometimes simplified to a single vowel rath r than undergoing
Glide Insertion: sah(ta -apsse-wfk 8ht-ap sa-wjk (baoward-
pl.walls-3-33PROX) 'they (p.) .. wil bacikwart ' 7 Itly-ewthto--
mat-ew6hto (be.heard-howl- (3)) 'ho (a dog) is heard ow " g,1 the
latter with underlying /m trs-/.
We can probably attribute /y/ to the application of Glide
Igeertipn after /I/ in a synchronic analysis of forms l ke
tohhpiy-kht'kw (alder-stick) 'alder pole,' based on the noun tohi
'alder' ( /tohpi/). Note also wikawam-i opesiy-ahkwi-hk.1o-(house-PN tree-wood-P- 00C) 'on the wigwam polee (Mikoic, p.
13), a derivative of pal 'tree (an.), stick (in.)' ( -pai/).
Historigally, however, ./y/ in these forms belongs to the noun
stems: s_ is derived from PA *apanswiy-. 'lodge-pole' (Goddard
1982:25#, lh from PA *watoxpDy7-iaflder' (Sisbert 1967:27),
both with -PA 3IN. ( the A PA development of PA stems in
*-C(w))y and *-0_•, see Goddard (1979a:97-98, 1980: 147,
1982:24T 2 55) )
It is possible that /w/ rather than /y/ is the epenthetic
glide after /o/. For example, when the particle co\ ('then' in
'if... then' constructions, 'yes' when 'no' is expected) is
followed by the particles 1 (indicating approximation or
supposition) and pj (a contrai•ive emphatic , the sequence may
be pronounced either [(u'allyp1 or [r.u'walluw'. There is also a
large class of nouns like sklcl 'Indian' for which one might set
up stems ending in /w/, /oF, or /aw/. If we postulate a stem for
this noun which ends in /o/, then we will presumably want to
derive forms like sekcin6wvk slAkcfnawak 'Indians' via insertion
of /w/ after /o/. The apparent variation in the acceantuation of
such forms makes it difficult to decide on an analysis.
2. Like I-Mutation, the change of /a/ to /e/ is triggered by
the der4vatiotal affix /-w-/ ae wel as by third person /-w/:
ksfnohk&-wi-ndkwso kslnohk6-wi--nkwso (slck-DA-look-(3)) 'he
I ooke si-ck.'
3. Apparently the only II stems in /a/ are those formed Aith
/-ha-/ " /-ya-/ 'go,' in which /a/ is always changed to /e/ in
Independent forms. Both these stems and those with basic /e/ add
/t/ in positive forms before the suffix /-w/ when it is not final
in the word. The /w/ of the suffix contracts with a following
/9/ to /o/. Before other vowele it is deleted. Thus with
/hoi-ya-/ 'go far' we have pU rye 'it goes far,' but £phci-
y-t-ol 'they (in.) go far,' i-6 e-t- 'it (abs.) went ,far.'WithV N et-/ 'be located' we feA t(fi Nis there,' but ate-t-ol
'they (in.) are there,' St-t-e (abs.) was there.' ?TTdi'
Insertion, is applicable Tin T verbs only in certan negative
fsrms: ma te t6-wy-il 'they (in.) are not there,' m te •jt-wi-
e 'it abe.) e not there anymore.' Sherwood (1983b:21 If)gives
Wiliseet *te-w-e 'it (abs.) was there,' without /t/ and with
retention of /w-/ after stem-final /e/, but this form is
rejected by my Paessamaquoddy consultants.
4. There is some evidence of a former dietinction between
steme ending in /i/ and stems ending in /ly/. For example, the
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noun man 'money' (stem /mani-/) has a synchronically irregular
locative form mani-hlk, as if derived from underlying /maniy-k/,
with epenthetit iserted beo e the )ocative fi /k/
5. Also ewskly-at; cf. skly-ltp-askyatpf-yw iaekf watvp j-il 'Ikul s',
S It is notclear whether variation in the shape of -ayya-
is due to differences in underlying forms or differences in rule
systems. It appears that alternants with h for the first y in
-ajaq- are used by the same speakers who "have h for y in the
sequence iti (see 3.4). Moreover, it seems likily tht -a
should be analysed, at least historically, as a combination o a
medial /-ay-/ or /-ah-/ and the final /-ya-/ 'go,' presumably one
made with connective /i/. O'
7. 1 have also recorded irregular (?) talahhik 'they (du.)
are playing,' as if from /1t21-aha-w-gk/.
8. Another possibility would be to generalize Schwa Deletion
III so that will deleto unstressable /1/ between /h/ and /y/.
9. It might be argued that if should be derived from / y/
where it is replaced by ey in In•tial Change. I will argue in
Chapter 9, however, that Initial Change is not a unified process
and that the /i/ is directly replaced by /e/ in Changed forms.
10. Note that this ordering must hold in the metrical
framework even if we choose to complicate the statement of VHV
Assimilation so that this rule may precede syncope between /h/
and /m/. In the metrical theory, it is Subfoot Forgatio; which
accounts for the fact that the last / / of Ikttham is
stressable. But this /I/ must be stressable in order to w..ttrigger
assimilation, so assimilation must follow Subfoot Formation.
Since Subfoot Formation is also the mechenism of alternating
stressability in the metrical theory, it follows that VHV
Assimilation must follow the assignment of alternating
streseabil ity.
11. Actually, rule (56), a)ternating stressability in the
diacritic framework, is ot applicable to the underlying
representation of (54d), m&•o-hklw-a-l, since this rule permits
mnly a single C between the L-strongj vowelt in the environment
which triggers it. Thus the diacritic theory, as it stands,
makes the same prediction as the CV theory with respect to the
stress pattern of this form. But (56) must be modified to permit
/hC/ as well as a single C in the triggering epvironment in order
to account for the stress of forms like n&t-kw-a-1 'he goes
right to the other,' underlying /w-nat-ihkw-a-1'T7(3-go-by.body-
DIR-3.0BV). Once this modification is made, the diacritio
throry, like the metri al, theory, will incorrectly predict *mcoe-
hkow-a-l in place of maoC-hkyw-a-l.
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Chapter 9
Initial Change
Three modes of the Conjunct Order are characterized by
Initial Change. Change is not always overtly expressed, but it
is frequently realized as a modification of the first vowel in
the basic form of the initial morpheme of the verb complex. For
this reason, Changed forms often provide evidence which bears on
the choice of phonological underlying forms for morphemes which
may occur, in this initial position. Some morphemes have
irregular Changed forms, however, so that evidence from Change
cannot always be regarded as conclusive.
it does not appear to be possible to state the vowel
mutations in Changed forms in a single synchronic rule, but three
patterns of considerable generality can be identified. It is not
clear, however, that these patterns correspond to phonological
rules. It may, in fact, be more appropriate to view the
relationship between Changed and Unchanged stems as one of non-
phonological allomorphy. The recurrent patterns of mutation
might then be stated as redundancy rules relating Changed and
Unchanged stems which ars represented with distinct underlying
forms.
The Conjunct modes which are characterized by Initial Change
are the Participle and the so-called Changed Indicative and
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Changed Subjunctive modes. The sentences In (1) give parallel
examples of Changed forms of these types which are drawn trom the-
paradigm of the AI verb /alohk-e-/ 'work, do.' Change is
expressed in these examples by the shift of stem-initial /a/ to
/e/. The corresponding Unchanged Subjunctive form of /)lohk-e-/
is lohk-e-t (work-AI-3AN-(SUBJ)) 'if he works,' in which this /9/
is deleted by Schwa Deletion V.
(1) a. nekm Sc elohk-e-t.
he FUT work-AI-3 AN
'He is the one who will work.'
b. nekA elohk-e-t, wvl-apeso-hpan.
then(past) work-AI-3AN good-ja ad-(3 )-PRET
'When he was working, he was well paid.'
c. neke elohk-e-t, eci sikte,-hsjni-t.
then(past) work-AI-3AN-(PERF) very to.death-tired-3AN
'When he worked, he was very tired.'
As I noted in Chapter 2, the distinction between the Changed
Indicative and the Changed Subjunctive in Maliseet-Passamaquoddy
appears to be one of aspect rather than mode: Indicative forms
are Imperfective, while Subjunctive forms are perfective. I
therefore reserve the term "eubjunctlve" for the Unchanged
Subjunctive mode, which is typically used in clauses indicating
hypothetical or contrary to fact conditions. Changed forms other
than participles will be described as imperfective or perfective,
rather than in terms of mode.
The reader should also bear in mind that the perfective and
subjunctive suffixes of the Conjunct paradigms consist only of an
0
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abetract vowel (an underlying empty V-slot in the analysis of
Chapter 10). Since they are always final in the word, these-
suffixes never appear in surface forms. Their underlying
presence Is revealed only through their phonologioal effects,
notably the tact that subjunctive forms are always pronounced
with the accentual patterns characteristic of words which have
undergone Final Vowel Deletion.
From a syntactic point of view, tha distribution of Initial
Change resembles that of the personal prefixes of the Independent
Order, since Change, when it is overt, is a modification of the
first word of the verb complex, not necessarily of the verb word
itself. In the examples in (1), Change is realized by replacing
the /1/ of the root /l1ohk-/ 'work, do' with /e/. In (2a), the
stem /1lohk-e-/ is used as a complex final mand suffixed to the
root /11-/ 'thus.' Here it is the /9/ of /fr-/ which is replaced
by /e/: of. ?l-lohk-e (thus-work-AI-(3)) 'he does thus.' In (2b)
and (2c), Change is realized by the shift of /1/ to /e/ in the
preverbs /kiti/ 'future' and /W11/ 'thus,' the latter based on
the root /p1-/. Note that the verb complex is interrupted by the
subject of the clause in (2c).
(2) a. neklm nit 1-l1ohk-e-t.
he that thus-work-AI-3AN
'He is the one who did that.'
b. keti p1-lohk-e-li-t
future thus-work-AI-OBV-3AN
'what the other was going to do'
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c. ell n-kwess koti sakEma-wi-t
thus 1-son future chief-AI-3AN
'that my son was going to be tribal governor'
The fact that the distribution of Initial Change must be
stated in terms of a phrasal category raises interesting
questions about the relationship between morphology and syntax,
especially in viwe of the fact that some morphemes have
idiosyncratic Changed forms. Our primary concern in the present
context, however, is the phonological expression of Initial
Change.
In section 1, the shift of /f/ to /e/ in Changed forms ie
discussed, together with a class of cases in which this
replacement is not made. Section 2 is concerned with cases in
which /I/ and /a/ become /e/ in Changed forms. As we will see,
underlyingly unstressable /I/ and /a/ are subject to this
modification, while inherently etressable /i/ and /a/ are
generally stable. Mutation in i• and ow is taken up in section
3, while irregular Changed forms are discussed in section 4. The
conclusions of this chapter are summarized in section 5.
9.1 Effects on /3/
By far the most common reflection of Initial Change is the
replacement of /4/ by /e/. The /I/ in question may be inherently
srtresable or underlyingly unstressable. If it is unstressable,
it may participate regularly in synoope or it may be an exception
to one or more of the syncope rules. These possibilities are
illustrated in (3)-(6). The /V/ of /t;k-/ 'hit' is inherently
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stressable, while that of /pam-/ 'along' is unstressable in the
basic form of this morpheme. The /l/ of /kas-/ 'I.ntense'-
undergoes Syncope I regularly in (Sb), while the /1/ of /Upi-/
'sit' is a consistent exception to both Syncope I and Schwa
Deletion V. In all of these roots, /1/ becomes /e/ in Initial-
Change.
/
(3) a. ttak-wm-a-t
hi t-TA-DIR- 3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he hits the other'
b. tekmam-ok
hit-TA- /3 (3 )-(PERF)
'when I hit him/them'
(4) a. plmi-oawc n
along-flow-(3)
'there is a current'
/ 6
b. pemi-caw-k
along-fl ow-3 IN
'where there is a current'
(5) a. h-ksa-ehl-a-l
3-i nt ense-TA-D IR-3 AN-3. OB V
'he hurts the other' Group<
b. ke-ehl-a-t
intense-TA-DIR-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he hurta the other'
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0. keseehl-a-t
i ntense-TA-DIR-3 AN-( PERF)
'when he hurt the other'
(6) a. )pi-n
sit-2
'sit (eg.)!'
b. epi-t
si t-3AN
'when he site'
All occurrences of /8/ which are replaced by /e/ in Changed
forms either begin a word or follow a single non-syllabic.
Although some verb stems with underlying initial clusters have
arisen through reanalysis, Change has not been generalized to /q/
which follows such clusters. For example, the reanalysis of
/asp-api-/ 'sit up high' as /sp-ýpi-/ has led to the use of forms
like n-sp-;p (1-above-sit) 'I sit up high,' but speakers who use
n-sp-3p have 2-±P-±t, not *sp-epi.t, in place of esp-api-t
(above-eit-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he sat up high.' Similarly, we find
N *Ikakwp8pehea-k but not *kskwepehea..k 'when it rained and snowed at
the same time,' a Changed perfective form corresponding to
kskwp40hean 'it rains and snows at the same time.' (The
perfeotive form keskwspehsa-k, representing an underlying stem
/kbakwlpehsan-/ without reanalysis, also continues in use.)
Given the syntactic distribution of Initial Change, we might
propose that Changed forms contain an abstract prefix, perhaps
one consisting only of the morphological feature [+Change]. We.
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might then propose a rule like (7) to account for the effects of
Initial Change in the examples cited above.
(7) Initial Change I
(V) V C
I --- s) / [+Change] +
ae X
The effect of this rule is to replace any /3/, stressab]e or
unstressable, with a stressable /e/, provided that it follows at
most one non-syllabic segment at the beginning of the verb
complex in a Changed mode.
For the most part, the phonological modification represented
by (7) is carried out obligatorily whenever it is applicable. In
certain cases, however, this transformation is optional or is
blocked altogether. Virtually all of these exceptions involve
verbal initials whloh are derived from noun stems. For example,
the change of /3/ to /e/ is optional in (8) and (9), verb forms
based on the nouns mftewekan 'flag' and pasenot 'basket.' (The
stem of the latter is /apaslnote-/; of. ht-,passnNt 'his
b asket,' pzsannte-k 'basket (loc.).' All of these examples are
Changed forms: (Sa) is a participle, while (8b) and (9) are
Changed perfective forms.
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(8) a. plstnot -hke-t
basket-acqui re-3AN
'he who makes baskets'
b. epoenote-hkeý-t
basket-acqul re-3 AN-(PERF)
'when he made baskets'
(9) a. mtteweken-ah-asi-k
~ mtewektn-ah-s i-k
fl ag-TA-II-3IN-( PERP)
'when it had a flag on it'
The optional expression of Change in verbs derived from body-part
nouns (section 5.4) is probably a related phenomenon.
The shift of /V/ to /e/ is blocked altogether in (10) and
(11), where /-ohke-/ 'acquire' is suffixed to noun stems
referring to species of animals, deriving verbs of hunting. The
nouns on which these verb forms are based are *tohk 'deer' and
m~clyehse 'partridge.'
(10) a. stok-k-ahtl-c-lk
deer-acqui re-PL-3AAN-33 PROX
'deer hunters (pl.)' ("they (pl.) who hunt deer")
b. *etok-k-ahti-o-ik
(11) a. mciyeheo-hki-t
par t r i dge-acqui re-3AN-( PERP)
'when he hunted partridges'
b. *meeiyehso-hke-t
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Not all denominal verbs show this kind of blocking effect,
however. Vowel mutation proceeds regularly, for example', - in the-
stem /fwas-isa-wi-/ AI 'be young,' a derivative of was-is (child-
DIM) 'child' (stem /Swas-l8/; of. ht-owas- s-,m-al (3-child-DIM-
POSS-3.03BV) 'his child').
(12) a. was-is-Pwi-w
chi I d-DIN-AI-3
'he is young'
b. ewas-ise-wi-t
chi ld-DIM-AI-3AN-(PERF)
'when he was young'
In an interesting discussion of this phenomenon, Leavitt
(1985:86-88) suggests that the expression of Initial Change is
blocked in denominal verbs when "the meaning of the verb focuses
on the noun." He notes, for example, that /a/ may not be
replaced by /e/ in m#tekrni-nakw-ah-k (skin-look-II-3IN) 'that
which looks like skin, leather' or psm-awso-winswi-hpi-t (along-
live-NOM-eat-3AN) 'he who eats people, cannibal,' forms in which
the nominal meaning of the stem is particularly salient. (The
basic nouns here are mateks n 'skin' and p4m-awoo-win (along-live-
NOM) 'person.') The second of these examples seems particularly
significant, since the root /flm-/ 'along' has the regular
Changed form /pem-/ where it does not form part of a denominal
initial: pem-awsi-t (along-live-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he was alive.'
(Compare also (4b).)
Even more striking is a contrast that Leavitt reports in the
way that initials based on body-part nouns are treated in two
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types of verbs. In formations with the final /-ne-/ 'ache,
suffer,' the replacement of /l/ by /e/ is permitted in-Changed :
forms (altl ,mý, it Is optional, as we saw in 5.4). Leavitt gives
the following examples.! (Compare w-nilya#k n (3-head) 'his
head,' peohon 'heart,' mishon ((3)-heart) 'his heart.')
(13) a. w-Sniyakmnt-ne
3-head-ache- (3)
'he has a headache'
b. w-eniyaklni-ne-t
3-head-ache-3 AN
'when he has a headache'
(14) a. psohoni-ne
heart-ache- (3)
'he has heart trouble'
b. meshoni-ne-t
heart-ache-3AN
'when he has heart trouble'
When the same initials are used with /-nakw-at-/ 'look like,'
however, the change of /I/ to /e/ is blocked: e may not replace
in the first syllable of (15b), not is initial mes permitted in
(16b).
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(15) a. w-4nlyakmni-nakvo-pt
3-head-look-II-(3)
'it looks like a head'
b. w-nl yaken -nakw-ah-k
3-head- look-II-3 IN
'that which looks like a head'
(16) a. psohonl-nakw-)t
heart-look-II-(3)
'it looks like a heart'
b. psohoni-nakw-ah-k
heart-Ilook-II-3 IN
'that which looks like a heart'
These constraints on the expression of Change in denominal
verbs are something of a puzzle on the assumpticn that the vowel
mutations that we find in Changed forms are phonological in
character. The process represented by (7) does not apply
consistently to all Changed forms. One and the same morpheme may
appear with or without overt Change according to the
morphological structure of a given stem. In fact, stems with
essentially the same structure may receive different treatment in
Initial Change. The applicability of (7) appears in some cases
to be a property of them stem as a whole (perhaps one with a
semantic basis), rather than a locally determined property of
phonologloal representations.2
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9.2 The role of stressability
For the most part, vowels other than /8/ remain unmodified
in Changed forms. There are two systematic classes of exceptions
to this generalization, however. First, certain occurrences of
/1/ and /o/ before /y/ and /w/ become /e/ In Initial Change.
Caases of this type will be discussed in the following section.
More interesting is the fact that occurrences of /I/ and /a/
which are subject to syncope are also replaced by /e/. (There
are no examples in which syncopating /o/ occurs in a position
where it could be affected by Change.)
Examples of invariant /1/, /a/, /o/, and /e/ are given in
(17)-(21). I have chosen examples in which these segments
precede /hC/ and /sU/ in order to bring out the contrast with
syncopating /I/ and /a/, but non-mutating vowels are not
restricted to these contexts.
(17) a. wihkwi-ye
take-go-(3)
'he faints'
b. wihkwl-ya-t
take-go-3 AN- (PERF)
'when he fainted'
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(is) a. ahtal l lkSt hlm
keep. on yawn
'he keeps on yawning'
b. ahtll mll-!-hti-t
keep.on give-1 .OBJ-33PROX-3AN
'they keep on giving it to me (Conjunct)'
(19) a. paskwe
noon-(3)
'it is noon'
b. paskve-k
noon-3AN
'when it is noon'
(20) a. tohkl-ye
awake-go- (3)
'he is awake'
b. tohki-ya-y
awake-go-1
'when I wake up'
/ #(21) a. mehci-katan
finish-year-(3)
'the year ends'
b. me ho-kat -k
f niesh-year-3 IN
'when the year ends'
-'7
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Examples showing the change of syncopating /i/ and /a/ to
/e/ are given in (22)-(30). For syncope in the roots shown here,
the reader Is referred to 6.1. and 6.2, examples (4)-(8), (30),
(32), (33), and (41).
(22) a. h-kihttm-at-;m-Pn
3-d s incl ined-TI-TI-3 IN
'he does not feel like doing it'
b. keht m-at-a-k
disinl i ned-.TI-TI-3AN-( PERF)
'when he did not feel like doing it'
(23) a. n-mihkw-ey
I1-red-AI
'I am red'
b. mehkw-eyl-t
red-Al -3AN
'he who is red'
(24) a. nthtak
(1)-mourn-(AI)
'I am in mourning'
/ 1b. nehtak-i-t
mourn-Al-3AN
'he who is in mourning'
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- '(25) a. nthtaw
(1)-know.how-(talk)
'I know how to talk'
-
b. nehtaw-e-t
know. how-talk-3 AN-(PERF)
'when he knew how to talk'
(26) a. nihtop-h-oko-n
( )-oatch-TA-INV-SUBORD
'he catches me (Subordinative)'
b. nehtop-h-a-t
catch-TA-DIR-3AN-(PERP)
'when he caught the other'
(27) a. h-tahk-ahsami-ne
3-cool-swim-SUBORD-( ASPECT)
'he would have swum (to cool off)'
S0%b. tehk-ahsemi-t
cool-swim-3AN-(PERF)
'when he swam (to cool off)'
(28) a. n-tahkw-mn-ahke - p n
1-arrest-by.hand-AI- 1
'we (du. exo.) arrest'
b. t~ehkw4-n-ahk e-t
arrest-by. hand-A I-3AN-( PERF )
'when he arrested'
-'V
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(29) a. ht-ahsihpil-a-l
3-give.medicine-DIR-3AN-(PERF)
'he gives the other medicine'
b. ehs hpil-a -t
give .medoine-DIR-3AN-(PERF)
'when he gave the other medicine'
(30) a. nt-asp-ap
1-above-sit
'I sit up high'
b. esp-Spi
above-sit-(1)
'when I sit up high'
The correlation between syncope and Change holds up even in
cases in which each of these phenomena shows variation. So, for
example, speakers who allow tahkw-an-ahke-t in place of tkw-an-
ke-t (arrest-by.hand-AI-3AN-(SUBJ)) if he arrests' also allow
tahkwv-n-ahke-t in place of tehkw-4n-ahke-t (arrest-by.hand-
AI-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he arrested.' Speakers for whom t.hk-
'4
ahsami-t may replace tk-ahs mi-t (cool-swim-3AN-(SUBJ)) 'if he
swims' also have tahk-ahsomi-t for tehk-ahsami-t (cool-
aswm-3AN-(PERP) 'when he swam.'
We see, then, that two facts about the effects of Change on
/I/ and /a/ require explanation. What distinguishes the
occurrences of /i/ and /a/ which undergo mutation from those
which do not? Why does the overt expression of Initial Change
correlate so closely with syncope in these cases?
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Both faots are easily accounted for, given the CV cheory of
stressability. The occurrences of /1/ and /a/ which -undergo.
syncope are those which are underlying floating vowels. If the
rule which replaces /I/ and /a/ with /e/ in Changed forms is also
restricted to floating vowels, it will pick out just the right
class of cases. The rule might be stated formally as shown in
(31).
(31) Initial Change II
V C
0 --* I / [+Change] + I
S X
When syncopating /a/ is reanalyzed as non-syncopating /a/, it is
provided with a V-slot in underlying representations. The result
!s that (31) is no longer applicable. This accounts for the fact
that the correlation between syncope and Change holds in sach
detail.
Now the domain of (31), as it Is stated, overlaps with that
of (7): both rules predict that unstressable /9/ will be replaced
by /e/ In Changed forms. To eliminate this redundancy, we might
restrict (7) so that It applies only to inherently stressable
/0/, although this move would leave us without any formal
statement of the generalization that Initial Change affects
stressable and unstressable /3/ in the same way. In any case,
under either account it appears that the expression of Initial
Change in the examples that we have looked at so far is governed
by two selmilar, but distinct, generalizations.
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Consider, finally, how we might describe the effects of
Initial Change on /i/ and /a/ under a diacritic or rMetrical-
theory of the stressable/unstressable distinction. In a
diacritic account, we would have to restrict overt Change to [-
strong) occurrences of /i/ and /a/, postulating yet another rule
which is sensitive to the value of this arbitrary feature. In a
metrical account, we would need to formulate the rule so that it
applies only to unaccented /i/ and /a/. We cannot simply
restrict overt Change to unstressed /i/ and /a/: since it is the
output of Initial Change which determines the distribution of
stressable and unstressable vowels in a word, the output of
Change must be the input to Subfoot Formation. Thus the phonetic
plausibility of a metrical account of syncope, in which deletion
may be restricted to unstressed vowels, does not carry over to
the analysis of Initial Change. Here we must directly refer to
the absence of a lexical nccent.
9.3 Change in f and ow
Surface i before z and o before w are replaced by e in
Changed forms in a number of initials. This treatment is not
universal, however: I and o remain unmodified, for example, in
the stems shown in (33) and (34). (I do not know whether these
stems are analyzable.)
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-(33) a. miyawoeko
'he (a ohild) is pretty'
b. m1yawceki-t
'he who is pretty'
c. *meyawceki-t
(34) a. m'wikaso
'he has a swollen gland'
b. mowikasl-t
'he who has a swollen gland'
c. *mewikasel-t
In 5.9 we noted several roots in which initial o alternates
with both zero and e after the pattern illustrated in (35).
(35) a. ht-owvehka-n
3-use-3 IN
'he uses it'
b. wehke-n
use-2
'use (eg.) it!'
c. ewehke-t
use-3 AN
'when he uses it'
In cases of this kind, it seems reasonable to attribute surface o
to underlying /4/, since this move allows us to bring the
alternations in question into line with those whloch are
characteristic of underlyingly unstressable /3/ before /1/. Thise
analysie is confirmed, for the stem /)wehke-/ 'use,' by forms
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like h-kis-.wehka-n (3-past-use-3IN) 'he used it' in which the
hypothesized /8/ is directly attested. 3  Apparently, then, some-
Changed forms in which e replaces o before w simply reflect the
usual effect of Change on basic /3/.
In some cases, however, It appeas that surface ow has been
reanalyzed as underlying ow even though Changed forms with e have
continued in use. For example, the stem kowi- 'sleep' has
Changed forms with e as shown in (36). But the o of kowi- is
consistently [u] in all positions rather than varying with [i],
suggesting that it is a stressable vowel: hence the transcription
of (36a) with an accented initial syllable.
(36) a. kowi-n (*kawi-n)
sleep-2
'go (sg.) to sleep!'
b. kewi-t
sleep-3AN-(PERF)
'when he fell asleep'
Now the o of kowi- does not appear to undergo penultimate
lengthening, as we might expect it to in an example like (36a).
As we saw in 3.3, this behavior is typical of o in structures
derived by assimilation, including ow which represents
underlyinhg /oh/, but it is not typical of o in ow from
underlying /ow/. It is therefore interesting to note that
various third person Independent Indicative forms of 'sleep' are
based on a stem with the surface shape koho- as if derived by I-
Mutation from underlying /kohi-/:
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(37) a. koho
sleep-(3 )
'he sleeps'
b. koho-kk
sleep-(3 )-33AN. ABS
'they (du.) have fallen asleep'
In fact it appears to be possible to derive all of the Unchanged
forms of 'sleep' from /kohi-/, if the rule of 3.3.3 which changes
/oh/ to /ow/ can be restricted here so that it applies only
before non-round vowels. But if kowi- reflects underlying
/kohi-/, then the relationship between the surface stems kowi-
and kewi- cannot be mediated by any otherwise attested rule of
Initial Change.
We noted above that underlying /a/ is consistently replaced
by /e/ in the initial syllables of Changed forms, except in
denominal verbs. On the other hand, if some occurrences of ow in
intial syllables have been reanalyzed as underlying /ow/, then we
might expect to find variation in Changed forms in which ow
becomes ew, since underlying /o/ is typically invariant. In the
case of 'sleep,' Changed forms based on kowi- rather than kewi-
are generally rejected, but in other cases there does appear to
have been some extension of Unchanged stems into Changed
paradigms. I have recorded both cowahpi-ya-t and cewahpi-ya'-t
(into.water-go-3AN-(PERF)) 'when he fell into the water' as
Changed perfective forms corresponding to oowahpi-ye (into.water-
go-(3)) 'he falls into the water.' Although forms like pew-al-ok
(want-TA-1/3(3)) 'the one (an.) that I want' have ew for the ow
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of h-pow.al-a-1 (3-want-TA-DIR-3.0BV) 'he wants the other,' I
have also heard (38) with ••w-.
(38) kekw pow-alskittiy-at-a-k nit?
what want-INTENSIVE-TI-TI-3AN that(an.)
'What the hell does he want?'
Since the verb in a question of this type is a participle, we
would expect pew- for underlying /pew-/ in this sentence.
It seems likely that I reflects earlier *8 (or short *a)
where if becomes e_ in Changed forms, but there appears to be no
evidence apart from that of Change itself to suggest that /Iy/
underlies iy in such cases in the contemporary language. As we
noted in 8.3.2, there are no alternations between surface _ and i
which require us to postulate a rule changing /8/to /1/ before
/y/. It therefore seems best to suppose that /i/ is directly
replaced by /e/ before /y/ in Changed forms.
Examples of these il " e0 alternations are given in
(39)-(41). We expect the 1. of miyaw- 'exact' to be stressable in
(39a), since this is a prefixed form. It is not clear to me
whether i is stressable or unstressable in (40a) and (41a). -I
have transcribed these words with accented I because I have not
encountered the kind of phonetic reduction here which Is
characteristic of I in unstressed initial syllables and of
unstreseable i in forms like e/lohki-yan (work-1-(PERP)) 'when I
worked.'
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(39) a. mlyaw-ce-gjw-a-l
(3)-exact-etrike-shoot-DIR-3. OBV-
'he shoots the other accurately'
b. meyaw-te-l w-a-t
exact-strike-shoot-DIR-3 AN-(PERF)
'when he shot the other accurately'
(40) a. p-ye'mi-tp#ao
more-powerful-AI-(3)
'he is the most powerful'
b. peyemi-tp-Ssi-t
more-powerful-AI-3 AN
'he who is the most powerful'
(41) a. piyakwtihikani-hke
wood.chip-AI-(3)
'he gathers wood chips'
b. peyakwtihikOni-hke-t
wood.chip-AI-(3)
'when he gathers wood chips'
Since surface _ does not occur before x, and since there are
no roots which begin with ij and also occur in complex finals, we
do not have the kind of evidence for underlying /4y/ as the
source of stem-initial ij that h-kis-Iwehka-n 'he used it'
provides for /sw/ as the source of ow in ht-o*we/hka-n 'he uses
it.' There are a few roots which drop initial I before y in
unprefixed forms, but we do not find e for this i in the
corresponding Changed forms. For example, -iyal- 'around'
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appears as such after the personal prefixes but surfaces as yal-
word-initially in Changed forms as well as in Unchanged forms..
In a few stems, eg in Changed forms corresponds to ih or to
ih alternating with i_ in Unchanged forms, as shown in (42)-(44).
(42) a. iyo
be.located-(3)
'he, it is there'
b. eyi-t
be. Iocat ed-3AN-( PERP)
'when he was there'
c. nek0m nit ht-ihi-ne-ss?
he that(in.) 3-be.located-SUBORD-DUBIT
'Was he there?'
(43) a. ht-iy-olti-nl-ya
3-have-PL-3 IN-33 PROX
'they (pl.) have it'
b. eyi-t
have-3AN-(PERF)
'when he had it'
c. nekim nit ht-ihi-ne-ss•
he that(in.) 3-have-3IN-DUBIT
'Did he have it?'
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/0N(44) a. ih-m-ow-i-t
have-TI-TA- 1.OBJ-3AN-(SUBJ)
'if he has mine'
b. ey-m-ow-i-t
have-TI-TA-1 . 0BJ-3AN-(PERF)
'when he had mine'
These alternations of ih and i4 with e_. cannot be reduced to
any of the regular phonological patterns of the language. The
forms with h in (42)-(44) are used by all speakers, not just
those who replace y with h in iyi as discussed in 3.4; and in any
case it seems likely that hm represents /hem/ in (44a) (cf. the
discussion of the sources of hm in 5.6.1), so that the usual
patterns of variation between h and y would not be relevant to
this example. We saw in 3.3.3 that no general rule can be
formulated for Passamaquoddy which would derive if from /ih/ as
ow is derived from /oh/. We might, of course, propose a
morphologically governed rule of this type for the cases at hand,
but such an analysis would require us to set up underlying
initial /I/ in ihi- 'be located, have' and ih-m-ow- 'have X of
Y's,' so that a regular treatment of Change in these stems would
still be impossible.
In the end, there appears to be no real support for an
analysis which would derive if from /;y/ where it alternates with
.eg. We saw above that some occurrences of ow which become ew in
Changed forms resist analysis as underlying /aw/. Since we seem
to be dealing with inherently stressable 1 and o here, it appears
that these cases of vowel mutation in Changed forms fall under
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neither of the rules for the exprension of Initial Change which
we have formulated above. On the other hand, the effects .of-
Intial Change on iJ and ow can be stated directly in a reasonably
simple rule:
(45) Initial Change III
C V C
+high --. e / [+Change] +
atround X ___ +high01 round
This rule will change stressable /i/ or /o/ to /e/ before /y/ or
/w/, respectively, assuming here as in earlier chapters that /o/
is phonologically a high vowel. As we noted at the beginning of
this section, however, (45) cannot represent a general
phonological rule, since _ and o do not alternate with e before x
and w in all roots.
9.4 Irregular Changed forms
Several morpehemes have irregular Changed forms or Changed
forms which do not match their prefixed forms. For example, the
root /tot-/ 'by, past, to an extreme' has the Changed form
/etot-/, suggesting basiec /9tot-/, but no initial /3/ surfaces
after a prefix:
(46) a. toco-ye
extreme-go-(3)
'he, it goes past, goes fast'
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b. n-toci
1-extreme-(go)
'I go past, go fast'
- ,
c. etocl-ya-t
extreme-go-3AN
'he is going past, going fast (Conjunct)'
The verb kihke (plant-(3)) 'he plants' has Changed forms
which are based on a stem /eklhke-/, but its prefixed forms show
variation between the stems /-bkihke-/ and /-ahklhke-/:
(47) a. eklhke-t
plant-3AN
'when he plants'
b. ht-Rkihka-n
3-pl ant-PEG
'he plants it'
c. nt-ahkihk
1-plant
'I plant'
As we noted in 6.2, the different stems of this verb reflect the
historical developments of initial /ah/ where /a/ is subject to
syncope. The same observation applies to the verb Ste
(located-(3)) 'it is there,' which has synchronically irregular
Changed forms like ehte-k (located-3IN) 'where it is' that
reflect the historical connection between /Ite-/ and the final
/-ahte-/ 'be located.'
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Stems which historically begin with /wI/ frequently have
Changed forms with e for expected we. One consultant- (S.G.)4
gives nilon noskicnowipin 'we (du. exo.) are Indians,'
suggesting a stem /wnsklcinowi-/, but nilon eskicinowiyek 'we
(dv. exo.) who are Indians,' which appears to require
/askicinowi-/. Another (P.D.), who gave noskwihik as the first
person form of skwihike 'he dips his bread in molasses,' first
gave weskwihiket 'one who dips his bread in molasses,' then
rejected this form in favor of eskwihiket. Other types of
variation in the Changed forms of verbs in sC- were discussed in
6.2.
Finally, I should point out that a few morphemes occur only
in constructions which require Changed forms. The preverb eci
'extremely, very, at that point, when' represents an irregular
contraction of etoci (root etot-, Changed form of tot-) and
continues to be used only where Change Is appropriate: 8ci peec-
Ya±2 (when arrive-go-1) 'when I arrive.' The preverb ehtahs
ehtahsi 'each, every' (ehtas before the emphatic enclitic te) is
not related to any other stem, but is also restricted to Changed
forms, as is the root mehs- '(what) for, why,' which occurs most
frequently in the preverb mehal:
(48) a. ehth si kfskh-h-k-11
every day-II-3IN-33IN
'evey day'
b. ehtas tE tu-kayak
every EMPH thus-year-3IN
'every season'
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(49) a. kekwsey apo mehsa-hpi-hin?
what again why-eat-2
'Why are you (eg.) eating again?'
b. kekwsey mehel m9tiy-ewestow-Sn?
what why be.heard-speak-2
'Why are you (eg.) talking?'
9.5 Conclusion
Although no general statement is possible, we have seen that
overt expression of Initial Change in Passamaquoddy usually
conforms to one of three patterns, for which we have formulated
the following rules.
(50) Initial Change
I. (V) V C
1 --9 I / [+Change] +
e X
II. V C
9 -- p 1 / [+Change] +
e X
III. c V 0
+high ---) e / [+Change] +
LQ roun x - +high
Around
All of these rules are applioable only in a morphologically
specified context, and at least the first and the third are
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subject to additional morphological or lexical restrictions.
Initial Change I is optional or blocked in various denominal-
verbs.4  Moreover, this blocking appears to be a property of
particular stems or classes of stems, not individual morphemes or
particular morphological configurations. Initial Change III is
lexically restricted to specified initials.
Since there are apparently no rules which must precede those
of (50), we might in fact question the status of these
generalizations as phonological rules. They could easily be
reinterpreted as rules of allomorphy, perhaps as redundancy rules
over Changed and Unchanged stems, where these are listed with
distinct underlying forms. Under this interpretation, the
Changed stem of a verb would not be created by rule in the
presence of a trigger like the feature [+Change], but would
instead be selected from the lexicon for insertion in a
syntactically specified environment. This approach might go part
of the way toward explaining the restrictions on the expression
of Change in denominal verbs. Speakers are apparently reluctant
to produce distinct Changed forms for initials which are not
ordinarily used in contexts which require Change, even in cases
where the pattern to be followed is perfectly clear from the
linguist's point of view. But such limitations on the
productivity of lexical processes are commonplace. Idiosyncratic
Changed forms are also easily accommodated In thase terms. Since
these can simply be listed in the lexicon, there is no need to
postulate rules to derive themk which would have to make
arbitrary adjustments in the shape of particular morphemes in the
contect of Initial Change.
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Although the formal status of the rules in (50) remains
uncertain, the generalizations which these rules express can
nonetheless be used as guides in setting up underlying forms for
morphemes which may occur in the initial position in the verb
complex. Since some morphemes have irregular Changed forms,
however, such evidence from Change cannot always be considered
conclusive. In particular, the fact that the third person prefix
has the Changed form /we-/ does not establish that its basic
shape is /we-/ rather than /w-/, as I have argued in 5.4.
Initial Change II makes a distinction between underlyingly
unstressable and inherently stressable vowels. Under a diacritic
or metrical account of the stressable/unstressable distinction,
this fact seems quite surprising. Why should a diacritic feature
established to regulate the application of the stress rules play
a role in a morphologically governed vowel mutation? Why should
the application of mutation be blocked by a marker indicating the
boundary of a metrical constituent to be constructed by a later
rule? Given the CV theory of stressability, on the other hand,
the presence of a V-slot distinguishes inherently stressable
vowels from underlyingly unstressable vowels. Since this
distinction is not intrinsically associated with the application
of any particular type of rule, it is not surprising that it
should be relevant in a variety of areas of the phonology of
Passamaquoddy.
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-- Notes --
1. Leavitt gives his examples in standard Passamaquoddy
orthography and does not indicate stress. I have rewritten the
forms he gives in the orhtography used elsew'here in this work and
supplied accents. The morphological analyses suggested here are
also mine.
2. The reader might suspect that these restrictions reflect
a recent trend toward paradigm leveling, but this does not seem
to be the case. They appear to be shared by speakers of all
ages, although there must be variation in the details. The texts
published by J.D. Prince (1921) are phonologically quite
conservative, but forms like the following conform to the
contemporary pattern: "ewasi swultilit" ewas-i s-pw-olti-li-t
(child-DIM-AI-PL-OBV-3AN) 'when the others (pl.) were young
Change overtly expressed by the shift of / / to /e/ in / was-/),
"tan wut p'mausowin wipit" tan wat ppm-awso-wingwl-hpi-t (how
this(an.) along-live-NOM-eat-3AN) 'anyone who eats people' (vowel
mutation blocked in /p m-/). (Both forms p.32.)
3. It should be noted, however, that the uncertain status of
the contrast between 9 and o before w makes this evidence less
compelling than it mighit appear. (SeeC3.3.)
4. It seems hikely that all three rules are sometimes
blocked or optional in denominal verbs. For example, I have the
impression that the shift of i to e is optional in (41b),
although I do not find the unmutaled form in my notes.
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Chapter 10
Final Vowel Deletion
The pitch accent system of Passamaquoddy is one of the most
interesting areas in the phonology of the language, but one that
remains largely unexplored. A detailed analysis of the rules of
pitch assignment is beyond the scope of the present work, and in
any case there is much in this domain that remains mysterious.
This chapter aims only to point out a few of the relevant
generalizations and to illustrate some of the issues which a more
complete analysis will have to confront.
Since the accentual notation which I have employed in this
work is derived from that proposed in Goddard (1970), I begin in
section 1 by comparing Goddard's conception of the prosodic
system of Maliseet-Passamaquoddy with that which I have been
assuming here.
In addition to suggesting an accentual notation, Goddard
(1970) Identified the central generalization concerning pitch
accent in Maliseet and Passamaquoddy: the last stressed syllable
in a word is associated with low pitch instead of high pitch in
forms which have undergone a historical process resulting in the
loss of final vowels. A rule of Final Vowel Deletion continues
to apply in the phonology of Passamaquoddy, reflecting this
historical change. Moreover, the application of Final Vowel
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Deletion continues to result in accentual adjustments: whatever
the metrical status of a penultimate syllable prior to d'eletion,-
this syllable is stressed and low-pitched in the resulting form,
with a rising Intonation before a pause. The synchronic
motivation for Final Vowel Deleibon and the accentual correlates
of the rule are discussed in section 2. A similar rule is found
in Maliseet, with comparable effects on stress and intonation
patterns at least in some dialects, but additional factors appear
to be involved in Maliseet intonation which cannot be considered
1here.
Some affixes which always occur in final position have
accentual properties which reflect the former presence of a final
vowel. In many cases of this kind, however, there is no
synchronic evidence of an underlying final vowel apart from these
accentual effects. It seems likely, then, that certain affixes
must be analyzed as inherently stressed or as pre-stressing
morphemes in a synchronic account of Passamaquoddy phonology.
More interesting questions arise when a word-final affix
which never surfaces with a vowel participates in phonological
processes In addition to accent assignment as if it added -a
syllable to the underlying form of the base to which it is
attached. In a case of this kind, it may be appropriate to
postulate an underlying representation for the affix which ends
in an abstract vowel or an empty V-slot. Two affixes for which
an analysis of this kind seems plausible are discussed in section
3: the perfective and subjunctive suffixes of the Conjunct Order,
which appear to consist only of a V-slot.
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10.1 Two conceptions of Passamaquoddy prosodies
Goddard (1970) suggested that the basic intonation pattern
of Maliseet words is one of alternating high and low pitch:
successive syllables are alternately assigned high and low pitch,
except that certain syllables with "short vowels" (the
unstressable vowels of the present work) are skipped over in
assigning this contour. In addition to this principle of
alternating pitch, Goddard's account requires a principle of
alignment: in some words, the syllable which receives main stress
is aligned with a relative high in the intonation contour, wtrMle
in other words the most prominent syllable is aligned with a
relative low. Finally, a principle of pitch contour formation
results in the assignment of rising or falling pitch to certain
syllables in short words where there are not enough syllables to
map each element in a minimal permitted span of the alternating
pattern onto a separate syllable with a full vowel. Given these
principles, Goddard conjectured, it ahould be sufficient to mark
the position and pitch of the main stress in a word. The rest of
the contour should in general be recoverable from this
information, with the possible exception of cases involving
irregular treatme t of "short vowels."
There are st tral problems with Goddard's proposal. First,
contour pitch is not limited to words which are too short to
allow the assignment of a simple alternating pattern. In a
Maliseet word like etalihtemman 'he is hitting It,' for example,
the penultimate syllable is pronounced with a falling intonation
and the final syllable with a rise. Second, in Passamaquoddy, at
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least, adjacent syllables with "long vowels" are sometimes
pronounced on the same pitch. We noted in 3.5, for exampl-e, that-
some speakers pronounce both the antepenult and the penult on a
high pitch in wordo like natkehkimken 'go (sg.) to school!,' in
which an unstressed penult stands between a syllable which bears
the acute accent and one which bears the grave accent. We have
also seen in 3.5 that initial and final unstressed syllables may
be relatively high-pitched even when they are adjacent to high-
pitched stressed syllables.
Nore seriously, there is reason to doubt that high and low
pitch are assigned to stressed syllables as part of an overall
contour. We will see in the following section that high-pitched
stresses are assigned to words which undergo Final Vowel Deletion
prior to the elimination of word-final vowels. These stresses
and the pitch levels associated with them do not shift when low
pitch (and sometimes stress) is assigned to the syllable which is
left in final position by deletion. In effect, then, high-
pitched stresses and low-pitched stresses are assigned
Independently. This observation suggests that it is
inappropriate to view the alignment of the syllables of a word
with an alternating contour as the basic principle of Maliseet-
Passamaquoddy prosod I cs.
If we do not analyse the alternating high and low pitch
which is characteristic of unmarked intonation in PasEsamaquoddy
in terms of a basic intonational pattern, then we will need to
postulate phonological rules for the language which derive pitch
contours, rather than rules which align a basic contour with the.
syllables of a word or state deviations from this pattern. An
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account of this type might run as follows. Suppose that an
autosegment H (for high) is associated with each stressed
syllable in the unmarked case. Initial stressless syllables and
utterance-final unstressed syllables may also be associated with
high pitch by rule. If we then assign L (for low) to any
remaining unstressed syllables with stressable vowels, we will
derive the alternating intonation pattern which Goddard takes as
basic. Medial syllables with unstressable vowels seem in general
to be pronounced on a pitch intermediate btween the pitch of the
adjacent syllables. Perhaps this effect can be handled by rules
of phonetic implementation. 2
Affixes which impose the grave accent on a word-final
syllable may be represented with an accompanying L in underlying
forms. If the affix itself contains a vowel, the low pitch
introduced with the affix will be associated with this vowel, as
in a form like hkwaya-w-a (angry-3-3AN.ABS) 'he (abs.) is angry,'
with the proximate absentative singular agreement suffix /-a/,
which always bears the grave accent. If the affix consists only
of one or more non-esyllabics, its L will be associated with the
last preceding vowel, as in mil-i-n (give-1.OBJ-2) 'give (sg.) it
to me!,' with the pre-accenting imperative singular suffix /-n/.
It is not clear whether the rising intonation of low-pitched
stressed syllables in utterance-final position reflects an
underlying word-final H or an H introduced by rule. There are a
number of possibilities if we suppose that an underlying H is
involved. We might, for example, take LH rather than L to be the
underlying "melody" represented by the grave accent.
Alternatively, we might postulate a boundary tone H in pre-pausal
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forms. Perhaps the relatively high pitch of utterance-final
unstressed sylables could be analyzed as a reflection of the same
boundary tone. (It should be noted, however, that the low pitch
associated with the theme sign /-a/ 3PASS in word-final syllables
is not realized as a rise before a pause.)
Clearly these remarks constitute only a program for the
analysis of Passamaquoddy intonation, not a theory of the facts
in this domain. I hope to present a more complete account of the
phenomena of pitch accent in Maliseet and Passamaquoddy in future
work.
10.2 Final Vovel Deletion
The segmental effects of Final Vowel Deletion are easy to
formalize, but the accentual changes which the rule induces are
more tricky to state. We cannot simply attribute the accentual
correlates of deletion to the presence of an underlying word-
final vowel, since accent is affected only when a vowel is
actually deleted. A number of affixes are consistent exceptions
to Final Vowel Deletion, and one is an optional exception. When
a final vowel is retained in one of these exceptional cases,
stress and intonation follow the patterns that we find in words
whose underlying forms end in a non-syllabic. Thus we must tie
the accentual effects of the rule to the actual loss of a vowel.
Uae formal way to achieve the necessary results is to divide the
process of deletion into two stages. We can first delete the
segmental material of a final vowel, then state the accentual
change over a representation which contains a final empty V-slot,
finishing the deletion process by eliminating the slot itself. I
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will assume this analysis here, although I will not attempt to
formalize tle rules which determine intonation in the output'of
Final Vowel Deletion. It seems clear, however, that a procedure
of this kind Is more a notational trick than a real solution. In
any case, I begin hero by illustrating the vowel/zero
alternations produced by Final Vowel Deletion, then turn to the
question of the rule's accentual correlates.
Stem-final vowels are lost quite regularly in nouns and
verbs -- the major categories of the language -- after any non-
syllabic except /h/. Particles are not usually subject to Final
Vowel Deletion, however, nor are preverbs and prenouns, whether
or not they are accentually or syntactically treated as
independent words. Let us then state Final Vowel Deletion as a
rule which is restricted to the categories N and V. (I use the
feature "laryngeal" here only as shorthand for the feature or
features, whatever they may be, which distinguish /h/ from other
non-syllabics.)
(1) Final Vowel Deletion
C V
I I
v -- 9 d / [-laryngeal] ]
N, V
The application of Final Vowel Deletion to noun stems ending
in /I/, /e/, and /a/ is illustrated in (2)-(7). In each case I
first give an unsuffixed form in which a final vowel has been
deleted, then a suffixed form in whloh the stem-final vowel is
retained. Comparable examples of deletion in verb stems are
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given in (8)-(13). (I set aside here the question of deletion in
noun and verb stems ending in /o/, since it is not cleart-whether-
final /o/ or final /pw/ is actually involved in these cases. 3 No
stems end in /3/.)
(2) a. mhn
'money'
b. n-mani-m
1 -money-POSS
'my money'
(3) a. ipis
'whip, switch'
b. nt-lpisi-m
1-switch-POSS
'my whip, switch'
(4) a. skitap
' marn'
b. n-oskitap.e-m
I -man-POSS
'my man, my husband'
(5) a. 6otan
'town'
b. otene-k
town-LOC
'town (loc.)'
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(6) a. pohtay
'bottle'
b. n-pohtaya-m
1 -bottle-POSS
'my bottle'
(7) a. htama-w-ey
smoke-DA-NF
' tobacco'
b. ht0ma-w-eya-w
smoke-DA-NF-3 IN. ABS
'tobacco (abs.)'
(8) a. k-pos
2-embark
'you (eg.) leave by boat'
0 e
b. k-pos i-hpan
2 -embark-PRET
'you (sg.) left by boat'
(9) a. n-o-mani-m
1-3-money-POSS-( AI)
'I have money'
b, ma te n-o-man -m-i-w
not EMPH 1-3-money-AI-NEG
'I do not have money'
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(10) a. kt-am
1-fish
'I fish'
b. kt-ame-pa
2-flsh-22
'you (du.) fish'
-f4(11) a. k-anlyaklni-n
2-head-ache
'you (sg.) have a headache'
b. k-aniyakpni-ne-pa
2-head-ache-22
'you (du.) have a headache'
(12) a. k-gtom
2-smoke
'you (eg.) smoke'
b. k-otam•-pa
2 -smoke-22
'you (du.) smoke'
(13) a. n-ksainohk
1-esick
'I am el sick'
b. ksinohka-k
sick-(3 )-33PROX
they (dui.) are sick'
The (a) forms in (8)-(13) should be compared with those In
(14) and (15). Although these are also first and second person
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singular Independent Indicative forms, their final syllables are
unstressed. Since the stems /pet-jkil-/ 'reach a size (in
growth)' and /tahkilkw-sl-,/ 'be heavy' end in non-syllabics, Final
Vowel Deletion s1 not applicable in these cases and no adjustment
of the expected output of the Passamaquoddy stress rules is
required.
(14) a. n-pet-kil
1-arrive-selze
'I reach a size'
cf. b. pet-kIl-ok (/pet-,8kil-w-2k/)
arrive-s ize-(3 )-33PROX
'they (du.) reach a size'
I I(15) a. k-tahklkw-ý1
2-heavy-AI
'you (sg.) are heavy'
of. b. tehkikw-al-ak (/tehkikw-al-k-V/)
heavy-AI-3 AN- (PERF)
'when he was heavy'
Stem-final /a/ and /e/ surface in word-final position in the
basic third person singular forms of AI verbs, as shown in (16).
In these cases, however, we can attribute the retention of final
vowels to the underlying presence of the third person suffix
/-w/, provided that the rule which deletes word-final /w/ in
these forms is ordered after Final Vowel Deletion.
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(16) a. ame
fish-(3)
'he fishes'
b. w-wnlyakani-ne
3-head-ache-(3)
'he has a headache'
c. ht9ma
smoke- (3)
'he smokes'
d. ksinohka
sick-(3)
'he is sick'
We noted in 8.1.3 that a variety of nouns (mostly
borrowings) also surface with final vowels in their unmarked
singular forms: 9pasenta 'sundog,' kahpe 'coffee.' Suffixed
forms suggest that the application of Final Vowel Deletion is
blocked in these cases as well by the presence of an underlying
final /w/: p2sentaw-4k (sundog-33PROX) 'sundogs, ' kahpew-al
(coffee-33IN) 'cups, jars, etc. of coffee.' Any rule deleting
final /w/ which will apply to both nouns and verbs will have to
be quite complex, however, since word-final /w/ is lost after /i/
in nouns but retained in the same environment in verbs. 4 This we
have ti 'tea' from /tiw/ (as in the plural form tiw-al), but
mani-m-i-w 'he has money' from /w-mani-m-l-w/ (3-money-POSS-
AI-3). I-stem forms like mani-m-i-w are particularly curious,
because they are accented as if the suffix /-w/ were itself
followed by some underlying final vowel, even though no such
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vowel shows up on the surface in suffixed forms like the
obviative singular mani-m-L-w-al.5 I-stem forms which unlergo-I-
Mutation are not accented on this pattern: compare the alternate
V
form manf-m-o, with /8/ for /i/ before /w/ and contraction of
final t/w/ to o.
Final Vowel Deletion must be prevented from deleting vowels
after /h/ to account for the retention of stem-final vowels in
forms like (17a) and (18a). The stems in these examples have the
same surface shape in unsuffixed forms as they do in suffixed
forms like (17b) and (18b).
(17) a. n-sakh-atkwihi
1-into.view-jump
'he jumps into view'
b. n-sakh-;tkwihi-pan
1-into.view-jump- 11
'we (du. exc.) jump into view'
(18) a. k-maca-ha
2-start-go
'you (eg.) leave'
$ /b. k-maca-ha-pa
2-start-go-22
'you (du.) leave'
Particles apparently do not undergo Final Vowel Deletion in
contemporary Passamaquoddy. Final vowels are retained, for
example, in ktama 'not,' elpwe 'almost' and meoimi ' always'
Many particles end with a low-pitched stressed syllable, however,
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presumably as the historical result of the loss of a final vowel:
lami-kewam (inside-house) 'inside (a building),' tan 'how,' kŽ
'already.' In some cases there are related items in which the
vowel is preserved: tane-C(hk) 'ever since,' kisi 'past'
(preverb). Preverbs and prenouns are also exempt from Final
Vowel Deletion, whether or not they are treated as a constituent
with the word which they modify:
(19) a. ksanewi plye
strong beer
'strong beer'
b. n-mace w-nliyaksni-n
1-start 3-head-ache
'I am starting to have a headache'
c. skinohs-is h-kisl pflsqehs-is-el
boy-DIM 3-past girl-DIM-3.OBV
tfk-am-a-1.
hi t-TA-DIR-3. OB V
'The boy hit the girl.'
Many suffixes are exceptions to Final Vowel Deletion. Amodg
these are the direct theme sign /-a/, the theme sign /-a/ of
third person unspecifled subject forms, and the theme sign /-i/
of first person object forms. The theme sign /-ke/ of
unspecified subject forms with first or second person objects, on
the other hand, undergoes deletion regularly. Other exceptional
suffixes include the first person plural ending /-ne/ of
Imperative forms and the second person plural suffix /-pa/ of the-
Independent Indicative Mode. Some examples are given in (20).
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(20) a. n-mas-Sn-a
1-get-by.hand-DIR
'I catch him'
b. k-nast-ow-1
2-understand-TA-1. OBJ
'you (sg.) understand me'
c. mil--ne
give-I .OBJ-11
'give it/them to us'
d. k-pos -7a
2-embark-22
'you (du.) embark'
cf. e. n-mas-Dn-3_k (/n-mas-'n-Ske/)
1-get-by .hand-PASS
'I get caught'
Some affixes have a non-final form which ends in a vowel and
a final form without it, but show other differences in form which
suggest that the alternation should not be attributed to Final
Vowel Deletion in a synchronic grammar. An example is the first
person plural affix /-nno-/ ~ /-n/:
(21) a. k-wiki-ne-nno-hpan
2-dwell-SUBORD-11-PRET
'we (inc.) lived (there)'
b. k-wikli-ne-n
2-dwell-SUBORD- 11
'we (inc.) live (there)'
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Here the final form has a single n where the non-final form has
two. We could, of course, postulate a rule changing /nn/ -to nint
final position. Such a rule would, in fact, be exceptionless,
since nn does not occur word-finally. There is no other
motivation for a rule of this kind, however, since nn does not
otherwise alternate with n in final position and other word-final
geminates surface unchanged. Thus the putative degemination rule
reduces to a statement about the suffix /-nno-/ and seems no
better motivated than a rule of allomorphy particular to this
suffix.
There are, in fact, only a few affixes which clearly undergo
Final Vowel Deletion. The negative suffix /-w/ ~ /-wi/ is an
especially interesting example. This affix has the underlying
form /-wi/ in AI and TA forms of the Independent Indicative Mode
that involve a third person as either a subject or an object. In
AI forms with first or second person subjects and in TA forms
with first or second persons as both subject and object, the
allomorph /-w/ is used instead. Both allomorphs add an initial
/o/ after a non-syllabic. (II Independent Indicative forms
resemble AI third person forms in the relevant respects, but the
negative TI paradigms are organized along different lines.) Some
examples are given in (22)-(26).
% 4% n/ ,(22) nil ma ape nat-ame-w.
I not again (1)-go-fish-NEG
'I will not go fishing again'
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(23)
a. nek2m ma ape nat-ame-w.
he not again go-fish-(3)-NEG
'He will not go fishing again.'
= b. neklm ma ape nat-ame-wi.
(24) a. k*tama k-nehpo-h-ol-o
not 2-ki 11-TA-2 .OBJ-NEG
'I do not kill you (eg.)'
b. *kltama k-nehpo-h-ol-owi
(25) a. ma te kt-ly-w-a-w
not EMPH 2-have-TA-DIR-NDG
'you (eg.) do not have him'
= b. ma te kt-iy-w-a-wl
(26) a. ma te ne9mi-y-oko
not EMPH (1)-see-INV-(NEG)
'he does not see me'
= b. ma te nlmi-y-oko-wl
What makos the negative suffix interesting for the analysis of
Final Vowel Deletion is the fact that the allomorph /-wi/
undergoes deletion optionally. With this in mind, we can account
for the stress and intonation of the forms in (22)-(26) as
follows.
The syllabified underlying representation of the first
person form natamew is (27).
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(27) r e rAA AC C V C VC VC
I I I I I I I I
nnat ame w
Stress is assigned to this word in the usual fashion by the
Alternating Strese Rule and the Initial Stress Rule, which, with
stress subordination, yield the metrical grid shown in (28).
(The /n/ of the first person prefix is ultimately deluted before
Inl.)
(28) x
X X
X X X
C C VC VC VCI I I I tI I I
n nat am e w
Since Final Vowel Deletion is not applicable here, no accentual
adjustments are made; the final syllable of the word does not
bear the gcave accent. 6
The syllabified underlying representation of the thiri4
person form natamewi is (29a). Here stress assignment gives ie
the grid shown in (29b).
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(29) a. r C" F F
C V C VoCOc
I I I I I( I
natam9ewl
b. x
X X
X X X X
AAAAC VC VC VC v
natame w i
In this case, Final Vowel Deletion is potentially applicable;
but, irregularly, the rule Is not applied.7 Here again, then, no
accentual adjustments are made.
The alternative third person form natamew has the same
underlying form as natamewi. The differences between the two are
due solely to the application of Final Vowel Deletion. Now if
this rules directly changes (30a) to (30b), there is no obvious
way to state the environment which conditions the appearance of
the grave accent on the final syllable,of natamew.
(30) a. r r
1 /1 /El I
natamew i
b.yr r
C VC VC VC
natamew
We cannot say that the stessed /e/ in (30a) is associated with
low pitch because the representation contains a final vowel,
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since low pitch is not assigned to the stressed e of natamewl.
- 'We cannot attribute the grave accent in natamew to the segmental
environment of /e/ in (30b), or to the CV structure of this
representation, since the underlying representation of the first
person form natamew is identical in these respects. Nor can we
simply say that stressed final syllables are low-pitched, since
both high and low-pitched stress is found in monosyllables and in
bisyllabic words with final stress: kat 'leg' contrasts with kat
f
'eel' (the latter from underlying /kate/); *1g 'he sits'
contrasts with o2 'the others sit' (from /Spi-w-8/ (sit-3-330BV)
or the like).
We can get the right results, however, if we assume that the
output of Final Vowel Deletion is (31) instead of (30b), that is
that Final Vowel Deletion eliminates the segmental material of a
word-final vowel, but not the associated V-slot.
(3 i) V r yQA A A
C V VC VC CV
I I I I I II
natamew
Since empty V-slots do not otherwise occur in underlying
representations -- except perhaps in cases like those discussed
in section 3 -- we are free to state our accent adjustment rule
in terms of them: assign low pitch to the syllable immediately
preceding a final syllable with an empty V-slot. Just how such a
procedure should be formally implemented is not obvious, and I
will not attempt to address this question here. It seems clear,
however, that the hypothesized formulation of Final Vowel
Deletion creates a structural distinction which can be employed
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in an appropriate formal statement (granting that an alternative
treatment which permitted a more intuitive account of Fin`l Vowel
Deletion would be preferred). The slot left vacant in (31) must
ultimately be eliminated, however, since the surface
syllabification of natamew is surely that shown in (32).
('32) t a 'AA/N
C VC VC VC
I I II I I
natame w
The procedure just outlined may also be used to account for
the stress and intonation of the examples in (24)-(26). Parallel
derivations can be given for the other forms which have been
cited in this chapter as cases of Final Vowel Deletion. For
example, the derivation of n-kSsinohk 'I am sick' will run as
follows. The /0/ of the stem /kaslnohka-/ is underlyingly
unstressable, as we know from the fact that this vowel undergoes
syncope in ksinohka (slck-(3)) 'he is sick.' Thus the
syllabified underlying form of n-kbsinohk must be (33a). This
/8/ receives a V-slot by V-Epenthesis, giving (33b). Stress
assignment derives (33c). Final Vowel Deletion then eliminates
the stem-final /a/, leaving its V-slot behind. (Note that Final
Vowel Deletion, formulated as deletion on the segmental tier
alone, could actuallly precede stress assignment, since only CV
structure is relevant to stress p'acement.)
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(33) a.
cC
f19
A
cdv
IfI
nkO
0 '
A A
CVCVCcycycafnoh
C VC VC
sinoh
C .
Xx
x xr (r
A NCC VC V
III I I
nics i
d.
C
I
n
x
X
kt
e. IH
ACCV
II !
nkv
x
x
4r
noh
x
x
x X
I II I
sinoh
Lor
C VC VCI I I I
SI noh
Low pitch will now be assigned to the underlying penult, but the
other stressed syllable in the word will receive high pitch,
since high pitch is assigned to stressed syllables in the
/ '
unmarked case. The intonation of n-kosinohk is thus determined
by the pitch assignments shown in (33e), with dialect variation
S813 -
O'
A
CVI I
k a
A
C V
II
kca
x
r
AC V( I
k a
tK
c v
I
k
4r
cv
I
k
in the treatment of the medial syllable of the word, some
speakers spreading the preceding high onto this position," others"
the following low. In utterance-final position, the final low is
realized as a rise. Ultimately the final V-slot in (33e) is
deleted and the preceding /k/ is resyllabified to the left.
Now the location of stress in a form like nkasinohk is
entirely determined by its representation prior to the loss of
the V position left vacant by Fina) Vowel Deletion. It is not
the case, however, that all stress assignment is carried out
prior to the deletion of word-final vowels. Neither the Initial
Stress Rule nor the Alternating Stress Rule will assign stress to
a penultimate vowel which is unstressable in their input. A
penultimate vowel which is invisible to these rules will
nonetheless surface as stressed in a word in which a final vowel
has been deleted.
An example of the appropriate form is amocalo 'fly
(insect),' underlying /amocalawe/. (Compare the possessed form
ht-amooalswe-m-al (fly-POSS-3.OBV) 'his fly.') The syllabified
underlying representation of this word is (34a). Stress is
assigned by the Initial Stress Rule and the Alternating Stress
Rule as shown in (34b).
-. 9
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(34) a. 47 "IA4 A
VC C V 0 CVII II II
amo a cal we
b. x x
x x x x
VC VC VC C V
I999999I1 1 I Iamocal) we
PFinal Vowel Deletion eliminates the last vowel in this
representation and word-final /Iw/ is ultimately realized as o,
but the resulting word-final vowel is not only low-pitched but
stressed -- in fact it bears the main stress of the word. Thus
the surface form of amocalo must have the representation shown in
(35).
(35) x
X x x
x x x x
VC VC VCV
amoca Io
Note that the stress assigned here in the wake of Final Vowel
Deletion is adjacent to a stress assigned by the Alternating
Stress Rule -- alternating stress does not shift when a stress is
assigned as a result of the application of Final Vowel Deletion.
We can obtain the necessary results if we postulate a rule
which stresses a word-final vowel which is associated with low,
pitch as a result of the application of A1nal Vowel Deletion. A
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mechanism which will provide a V-slot for' this vowel is also
required, however, since a vowel must be associated with t V-slot
if it is to count as a tone-bearing unit or receive stress.8  In
any case, this stress assignment process must precede stress
subordination, since the stress which it introduces must be the
rightmost stress in the word when the Main Stress Rule is
applied.
10.3 Word-final abstract vowels
Several word-final affixes which never surface with a final
vowel nonetheless affect the stress pattern of the base to which
they attach just as if they were subject to Final Vowel Deletion.
The second person singular Imperative ending -n is a typical
example. Imperatives formed with this suffix always have final
low-pitched stress. Moreover, their other stressed sylables are
shifted to the right with respect to the pattern that we would
expect on the basis of the surface segmental forms. The
imperative suffix -n contrasts with the word-final variant of the
Subordinative ending /-n/ " /-ne/ in this respect, as we can see
by comparing the Subordinative form in (36a) with the Imperative
in (36b).
(36) a. nat-3kehkim-ke-n
( )-go-teach-PASS-SUBORD
'I go to school (Subordinative)'
b. nat-kehkim-le-n
go-teach-PASS-2
'go (ag.) to school!'
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Deriving the right stress pattern for (36b) presents no
problem. (An epenthetic /a/ is subject to syncope before'the /k/
of the theme sign /-ake-/, but has no effect on stress placement.
The /S/ of /-4kehkim-/ 'teach' is unstressable but is an
exception to Syncope I.) The derivation of nat-akehkim-ke-n
would also be straightforward, if the underlying form of the
Imperative suffix were /-nV/, where V is some vowel. This would
give (37a) as the syllabified underlying representation
(following epenthesis) of (36b). The output of the stress rules
would then be (37b), with Final Vowel Deletion eliminating the
hypothetical final vowel and triggering the assignment of low
pitch to the syllable left in final position. (Here again
epenthetic /3/ is subject to syncope.)
(37) a. r r" 4r (0T
C V C C V C C V C C V C V
nattI I I I I I m I Ie
n a t k e h k i m 3 k en ?
b. x
X X X
X X X X X
r" rr (AN ^AA
CVC C VC C VC CVCV
19 I991I II'
n a t k e h k i ma k e n ?
Now there is no evidence apart from the facts of stress and
intonation which would lead us postulate an underlying form for
the Imperatlve suffix -n which ends in a final vowel. It
therefore seems impossible to exclude accounts of the accentual
properties of this morpheme which would not rely on an abstract
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underlying reopresentation. We might, for example, take the
imperative -n to be a trigger of an accent assignment rule in the
sense of Halle and Vergnaud -- a rule which marks the last
preceding vowel as the head of a metrical constituent (on the
foot level this time, rather than on the subfoot level), thus
requiring the Alternating Stress Rule to begin syllable counting
with the penultimate syllable of the word rather than the last.
Of course we also need to account for the intonation of forms
like nat-akehkim-ke-n as well as their stress. We would probably
want to build a provision assigning low pitch into our accent
assignment rule, since there are no pre-accenting morphemes in
Passamaquoddy which do not induce low-pitched stress.
An account in terms of accent assignment is not sufficient
to handle all of the phonological effects of certain word-final
affixes, however. The perfective and subjunctive suffixes of the
Conjunct Order are particularly interesting is this respect.
These affixes never have any surface segmental shape.
Nonetheless, three kinds of phonological evidence point to
underlying forms for these elements which consist only of an
abstract vowel -- in some sense. First, forms made with either
suffix always end in a low-pitched stressed syllable. In
addition, the first person singular suffix /-a/ ~ /-an-/ shows up
word-finally in what is otherwise its non-final shape before
either of them. Finally, syncope is permitted in apparently
word-final syllables in forms ending in either suffix, indicating
that the application of Final Syllable Epenthesis is blocked in
these contexts. No special statement concerning Conjunct -
perfectives and subjunctives is required to account for any of
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these facts if adding one of these suffixes to a word introduces
an additional syllable.
The choice of a particular vowel as the underlying
representation of either of these morphemes is necessarily
arbitrary.9  For this reason, I suggest instead that the
underlying form of the perfective and subjunctive suffixes is
simply an empty V-slot. If we adopt the analysis of Final Vowel
Deletion suggested above, this will mean that neither suffix is
actually subject to the rule: neither contains any segmental
material to be deleted. Rather, the presence of an underlying
empty V-slot will itself condition the accentual adjustments
otherwise associated with the application of Final Vowel
Deletion.
The accentual contrast which distinguishes imperfective and
perfective Changed Conjunct forms is illustrated in (38a,b). The
corresponding subjunctive form (38c), without Change, has the
same stress and intonation as the Changed perfective form.
(38) a. el~ami-ya-li-t
away-go-OB V-3AN
'when the other goes away'
4e -b. el•mi-ya-li-t
away-go-OB V -3AN- ( P ERF)
'when the other went away'
c. algmi-ya-1l-t
away-go-0BV-3 AN-( SUBJ)
'if the other goes away'
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Postulating an abstract vocalic suffix in (38b) and (38c) which
is absent in (38a) will' account for the accentual contrasts among
these forms just as postulating a final vowel in the Imperative
suffix -n would account for the contrast between (36a) and (36b).
In perfective and subjunctive forms, the first person
singular suffix appears as -an, adding epenthetic Z after a vowel
as discussed in 8.1.2.
(39) a. aps-4kil-an
small-size-I -(PERP)
'when I was little'
b. esl-h-m-an
give.drink-TI-TI-1 -(PERF)
'when I watered it'
(40) a. e11mi-ya-yan
away-go-1-(PERP)
'when I went away'
b. O10mi-ya-yan
away-go-I -(SUBJ)
'if I go away'
In imperfective forms, however, there appears on the surface to
be no suffix corresponding to -an. Nonetheless, both the use of
epenthetic z and the accentuation of these forms points to the
presence of an underlying vocalic suffix:
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(41) a. elami-ya-g
away-go-I
'when I go away'
-f 1b. kls-sl-m
past-give.drink-(TI)-TI-( I)
'when I water it'
The situation is similar in participles in which no further
suffix follows the first person singular ending:
(42) a. el-)kwft-a-z:
thus-clothing(?)-AI-1
'my suit' 10
cf. b. e-14kwat-a-t
thus-el othing(? )-AI-3AN
'his suit'
(43) a. pawa-t-am
want-TI-TI-(1)
'what I want'
b. es i-m
give.drink-(TI)-TI-(1)
'I who will water it'
Since there is evidently some underlying final vowel in these
forms, it seems plausible that it is /-a/, that is that /-an-/
has an allomorph without its final /n/ which appears in Conjunct
imperfective forms and in unsuffixed particlples.
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Now whenever /-a/ ~ /-an-/ is followed by an overt suffix,
the longer allomorph is used. So, for example, we always find-
-an before the preterite suffix -jn or the dubitative suffix -s:
(44) a. mes-an-3m-an-pmn
get-by. hand-TI-I -PRET
'when I got it'
b. eli pawa-t-gm-an-pan
thus want-TI-TI- -1PRET
'what I wanted'
c. eli ms-an-Om-an-s
thus get-by.hand-TI-1-DUBIT
'what I got (dubitative)'
d. wecd nami-htaw-an-s
from see-TI-1-DUBIT
'why I saw it (dubitative)'
We can bring Conjunct perfective and subjubctive forms like those
in (39) and (40) under the same generalization if we assume that
/-an-/ is followed by a suffix in tfiese forms as well: the
abstract vocalic suffix /-V/. If the perfective and subjubotive
suffixes are phonologically constituted in underlying forms, then
we can simply say that /-a/ is used in underlying word-final
posit'on, /-an-/ elsewhere.
A third line of evidence for an underlying suffix marking
perfective and subjunctive forms comes from syncope. While an
underlyingly unstressable /I/ is always maintained on the surface
before a word-final obstruent in Conjunct imperfective forms, the
corresponding vowel may undergo syncope in perfective and
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subjunctive forms. Tne examples in (45) and (46) illustrate the
difference between imperfectives and perfectives in this' -regard.-
(The treatment of subjunctives in syncope is parallel to that of
perfectives.)
(45) a. kweni maw-alohk-e-mak
length group-work-AI-UNSPEC
'while they (unspecified) were working'
b. maw-l ohk-e-mk
group-work-AI-UNSPEC-(PERF)
'when they (unspecified) worked'
(46) a. kemiw -k (stem /kamiwan-/)
raln-3IN
'when it rains'
b. kemIw-wk
ral n-S3IN-(PERF)
'when it rained'
Since /1/ is not ordinarily subject to syncope where it is
the last vowel In the underlying form of a word, the deletion of
/4/ before word-final /k/ in (45b) and (46b) is surprising --
unless we adopt the proposed hypothesis of a phonologically
constituted form for the perfective suffix. The aerivations of
these forms are straightforward, however, if the underlying form
of the perfective affix contains a V-slot.
Consider first the derivation of the imperfective form
kemi w-k. The eyllabified underlying form of this word,
following the morphologlcally conditioned deletion of the final
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/n/ of the Changed stem /kemlwn-/, is (47a). Final Syllable
Epenthesis is applicable in this structure, since it contains a-
floating /1/ which is followed by a word-final C. Application of
this rule derives (47b). Since the /0/ of /kemiw8-k/ is no
longer a floating vowel in the output of V-slot epenthesis, no
rule of syncope is applicable.
(47) a. r aA /\
CVCVC C
I1119 I
kemiwa k
b. cr(rb"
CVC VCVC
k emIt k
The syllabified underlying form of kemiw-k, on the other
hand, is (48a). Final Syllable Epenthesis is not applicable
here: although the floating /8/ in this structure is the last
vocalic element on the segmental tier, the following C is not
final in the word. Syncope I therefore converts (48a) into
(48b), a representation from which the accent adjustment rules
suggested above and the rule deleting empty final V-slots will
correctly d
correctly derive kemlwk.
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(48) a. r rA-r A
C VC VC CV
C VC VC C V
illi i'k e•m 1 w kkemi wik
Now in 5.2.1 I argued that the principle which makes /9/
stressable when it is the last underlyig vowel of a word, Final
Syllable Epenthesies in the CV theory of stressability, must be
ordered prior to Final Vowel Deletion. We can see now, however,
that this ordering s1 not strictly necessary. Once we decide to
formulate Final Vowel Deletion as deletion on the segmental tier
alone, it no longer matters whether deletion takes place before
or after the application of Final Syllable Epenthesis. As long
as Final Vowel Deletion leaves a V-eslot behind, Final Syllable
Epenthesia will be blocked in underlyingly vowel-final words
whether or not it is precedes Final Vowel Deletion. Nonetheless,
it remains necessary to order Final Syllable Epenthesis before
the rule whch eliminates word-final empty V-slots.
Note, however, that the account of Final Vowel Deletion that
I have offered here, and to an even greater extent the suggested
analysis of the contrast between forms like kemiwi-k and kemiw-k,
relies heavily on the formal manipulation of highly abstract
structures. OGiven the extensive variation and the evidence of
paradigm leveling that we have seen in other areas of
Passamaquoddy phonology, it would be very surprising if this part.
of the system were immune to instability. And indeed forms which
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depart from the predictions of the proposed analysis are not
-
uncommon. A number of words like t ap ta 'bow' may be heard-
either with or without the accentuation expected for underlyingly
vowel-final words, despite the evidence for an underlying stem-
final vowel from forms like ht-ah-tapi-m-al (3-AUG-bow-
POSS-3.OBV) 'his bow.' More seriously, there is systematic
variation between forms like mawAlohk-e-mk and kemiw-k, with
syncope before the perfective suffix, and alternative forms like
maw-2lohk-e-mak and kemiw-sk, with the stress and intonation of
underlyingly vowel-final words, but with treatment of /3/ before
a surface final obstruent as if Final Syllable Epenthesis had
been applied. This variation is not limited to younger speakers,
but appears to be typical of speakers of all ages.
A particularly interesting case is the following:
(49) aps- kil-k
/ /Saps-okil-uk
emall-ei ze-3AN-(PERP)
'when he was little'
We saw evidence in Chapter 7 that the /a/ which appears before
the allomorph /-k/ of the Conjunct suffix /-t/ ~ /-k/ 3AN is
epenthetic. (See the discussieon of e-kil-k (thus-size-3AN) 'he
is big' in 7.1.) But epenthetic /I/ is otherwise regularly
subject to eynoope, suggesting that a rule of V-slot epentheais,
presumably Final Syllable Epenthesis, has applied in the
derivation of aps-kil-bk. Thus the variation that we find in
forms like those in (49) casets doubt on the abstract analysis of
the perfective and subjunctive suffixes. The question of the
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underlying shape of these morphemes must be regarded as unsettled
at this time.
-- Notes --
1. In particular, it appears that Maliseet has a rule which
retracts low pitch to the (surface) penult in certain cases.
Whether or not the underlying penultimate vowel is stressable
also appears to make a difference to the outcome of pitch accent
assignment in Maliseet. An accent retraction process similar to
that of Maliseet applies for many Passamaquoddy speakers before
to4# first person plural suffix /-pen/ of the Independent
Indicative.
2. Ford (1983) suggests an autosegmental account of some
asects of word intonation in Cree-Montagnais which bear an
interesting resemblance to the situation in Maliseet-
Passamaquoddy.
3. Relavmnt examples include words like mo 'moose,'
obviative mos6wll (cg.rrectly transcribed?) and kt i-nt 'you(sg.) sing,' dual kt-bli-nt?-pa 'you" (du.) sing.' From the stem
of the latter we also have forms like ~lf-nta-kw 'the way he
sings,' with stem final /a/ as if by contraction from /aw/ in
underlying /eli-ntly-kl (thus-sing-3AN).
4. The noun male naw 'white maple' (pl. malsonaw-ak) and a
few others must be marked as exceptions to this rule.
5. The suffix /-w/ is followed by /o/ before terse/aspect
suffixes, including the preterite ending /-hp n/: manf-m-i-w-
'h n he had money.' It seems likely, however, that .this /o/
eitter belongs to (an allomorph of) the following suffix or s1
epenthetic.
6. I frequently transcribed non-third person negative forms
in -w with the grave accent on the final syllable in my early
work- on Passamaquoddy, but I am now convinced that these
transcriptions are in error. There sometimes seems to be -a
slight rise in pitch associated with final Vw sequences in such
forms, but the rising intonation of final--syllables in third
person forms is much more pronounced.
7. I am assuming that the third person suffix /-w/ precedes
the negative /-wi/ in underlying forms and is deleted in this
environment by a morphologically governed rule. If we supposed
instead that /-w/ follows /-wl/, we could attribute the retention
of the final vowel of this morpheme to the blocking effect of a
final glide. If this analysis were correct, however, we would
either expect /i/ to be retained obligatorily, as it is in nouns
whose stems end in /iw/, or expect the third person suffix to be
retained, as it is after stem-final /1/ in verbs.
8. We cannot rely on Schwa Suprort to introduce th&
necessary slot. The reduction of finafl /aw to o In &mocolo
shows that Schwa Rounding (rule (34) of Chapter 3) his applied in
the derivation of this form; but only schwas which are linked to
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V-slots prior to the application of Schwa Support undergo Schwa
Rounding. Thus the /8/ of underlying /amocallwe/ must receive-a
V-slot by some other rule. (See 4.6 for some discussionr of the-
process by which final /kw/ surfaces as o.)
9. Sherwood (1983b:273-274) in fact postulates /3/ as the
underlying form of these suffixes, but explioitly notes the
arbitrariness of this choice. The Proto-Eastern Algonquian
antecedents of Conjunct perfective and subjunctive forms ended in
*e.
10. The 1literal meaping must be something like "the way I
dress." Cf. Ihiha el-sIwe-t (horse thus-dress-3AN) 'the way a
horse is dressed'-= hiarness.
. f
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